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Role of Algal and Cyanobacterial Metabolites in Crop 

Protection 
Article ID: 40000 

Pavan J. S.1, N. B. Patel1, Raghunandan B. L1, Ajay Baldaniya1 
1AICRP on Biological Control of Crop Pests, Anand Agricultural University, Anand, Gujarat. 

 

 

Introduction 

Continuous exposure to chemical pesticides leads to pest resistance, resurgence, and the development of 

toxicity to soil fauna. Chemical pesticides are widely used in agriculture to protect crops from pests and 

pathogens. Chemical pesticides can be damaging to crops in whole or in part, despite having protective 

properties. Several phytotoxic substances damage soil, groundwater, drinking water, and food. One of the 

alternatives to chemical pesticides is the use of biopesticides, which provide a remedy to the toxic 

consequences of chemical pesticide application. To resolve the conflicts, scientists have focused their 

research on the discovery of insecticidal chemicals from marine algae and cyanobacteria (Sahayaraj and 

Kalidas, 2011). Marine and freshwater algae and cyanobacteria represent a largely unknown group of 

organisms in nature that generate lethal compounds with the potential to be used as novel pest control 

agents. Marine macroalgae, often known as seaweeds, are living, renewable resources in the ocean. 

Seaweeds can produce secondary metabolites, and their complex chemical compounds (alkaloids, phenolic 

compounds, flavonoids, coumarins, terpenes, and terpenoids) can stimulate insect metabolism and cause 

toxicity, as well as altering growth, development, oviposition, feeding behaviour, and reproduction. 

Basics of Algae and Cyanobacteria 

Algae: A simple, non-flowering, and typically hydrophytic plant of an oversized group that features the 

seaweeds and plenty of single-celled forms. Highly diverse organisms, with simple morphology that evolved 

from organisms with chlorophyll – a. Photosynthetic protists and their relatives to cyanobacteria. that's to 

mention, they lack true roots, stems and leaves, and a system to circulate water and nutrients throughout 

their bodies. Second, many algae are unicellular. 

Cyanobacteria: Cyanobacteria, formerly known as blue algae, Cyano = blue and Bacteria, recognise that 

they are more closely related to prokaryotic bacteria than eukaryotic algae. Cyanobacteria is a phylum of 

photosynthetic bacteria found in aquatic environments and wet soils. Others are considered 

endosymbionts. Cyanobacteria have been reported to aid in the production of gaseous oxygen as a by-

product of photosynthesis. Examples like Anabenna flos aquae, Spirulina platensis. 

Metabolites: Microorganisms use small mass compounds, called metabolites, to manage their growth and 

development, to encourage other organisms beneficial to them, and suppress harmful organisms. they're 

essential compounds for growth and it includes protein, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids. 

Microorganisms like algae, cyanobacteria, and actinomycetes produce a mix of structurally related low 

relative molecular mass compounds brought up as secondary metabolites. The secondary metabolites are 

isolated from microbes and exhibit either antimicrobial (antibacterial, antifungal, antiprotozoal), 

antitumor, and/or antiviral activities, accustomed be called antibiotics. secondary metabolites which 

regulate growth processes, replications, and/or exhibit some reasonably responding (regulating, inhibiting, 

stimulating) action to the (life cycle of) prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells at the biochemical level, in minimal 

concentration. Besides the above microbes' various microscopic algae, including seaweeds, dinoflagellates, 

diatoms (Chlorophyta, Rhodophyta, Phaeophyta, Ciliophora, etc. species) are relatively frequent producers 

with the quite 1300 bioactive metabolites produced by them. 

Algal/Cyanobacterial Metabolites in Plant Protection 

Insect pests: Rodrguez et al. 2002 observed. inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (Ache) by more than 90% 

when the treated with cyanobacteria such as Anabaena spiroides due to presence of toxin called Anatoain 

a(s) [ant v-a(s). The impact of toxin was measured as the concentration of toxin increased 

acetylcholinesterase inhibition also increased. Larval mortality of the Colorado potato beetle, lackey moth, 
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and fall webworm were observed when treated with algal extracts such as Kryptoperidinium foliaceum 

(Stein) Lindemann (= Glenodinium foliaceum Stein.), Lingulodinium polyedra (Stein) Dodge (= Gonyaulax 

polyedra Stein.), Gonyaulax sp., Prorocentrum micans Ehr, Gyrodinium fissum (Lev.) and Gymnodinium 

kowalevskii Pitz. and this algal species hinders fat synthesis and growth processes, resulting in 

metamorphosis disorder. 

 
A) Control, (B) Adults with crumbled forewings, (C) Adult with shrunk abdomen, (D and E) Deformities 

Fig. 1: Morphological deformities due to C. veravalensis (macroalgae) on D. cingulatus 

(Sahayaraj et al. 2019) 

 
Fig. 2: Eggs of C. maculatus treated with algal extract of C. glomerata (Mohammed et al. 2013) 

 
E: Undersized pupa showing body shrinkage, F-G: Pupal-moth intermediates maintaining the old pupal 

skin, H-J: Malformed moth adults with abnormal body and slightly-twisted wings, K-L: Normal pupa 

and moth adult 

Fig. 3: Malformations in different developmental stages of S. littoralis (Saber et al. 2018) 

K 
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Mites: High repellant activity was observed when adult of Tetranychus urticae sprayed with cyanobacterial 

extracts such as Gloeocapsa giganteus, Gloeocapsa limneticus and Phormidium tenue on the other hand 

there was also higher mortality percentage (Ibraheem et al. 2002). 

Nematodes: For the first time, cyanobacteria extract and exude suppressed and killed plant-parasitic 

nematodes in the form of prevention of hatching and mortality of second-stage juveniles (J2) (Gaur 1995). 

Fungal Diseases 

Antimicrobial substances from cyanobacteria work by altering the structure or function of the cytoplasmic 

membrane, destroying enzymes, and suppressing protein synthesis (Swain et al., 2017). 

Conclusion and Future Prospects 

According to the published literature, there is little information on the role of algae and cyanobacteria in 

crop protection. The biocontrol effectiveness of these organisms has been demonstrated in several 

investigations conducted in various laboratories. Several investigations have shown that these chemicals 

have medicinal uses ranging from antibiotics for microbial infection to therapies for disease inhibition. The 

commercial development of algae and cyanobacterial compounds for non-biomedical uses, such as 

fungicides, nematicides, and insecticides, represents a potentially significant opportunity to take 

advantage of these compounds' biological activity. 
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Any combination of environmental factors that raises the effective temperature of the environment above 

the animal's thermo neutral zone results in heat stress. Effective temperature is influenced by four external 

factors: Air movement, temperature, relative humidity, and radiation emitted by the sun or another source 

are the first four variables. When air temperature increases well above thermo neutral zone for dairy cows, 

especially when humidity is high, the possibility of heat stress exists. Typically, in warmer climates or 

throughout the summer, heat stress is a significant element that has a negative impact on the performance 

and productivity qualities of dairy animals. Both dry and lactating animals are susceptible to the effects of 

heat stress on their performance and health. Heat stress can occur in lactating animals, particularly 

throughout the milking cycle, and in dry animals, particularly during the transitional period. The presence 

of heat stress is typically indicated by daily temperatures higher than 25ºC, while humidity also has a big 

impact. Evaporation is crucial for controlling body temperature in animals, just like it is in people, although 

it is less effective in environments with high humidity. Larger-framed, high-yielding animals often 

experience more severe heat stress because they must consume more, which increases their body heat. 

Heat stress is a significant element that lowers the profitability of dairy farms, results in a large reduction 

in milk production in dairy animals, and causes several metabolic diseases. Heat stress can impair the 

immune system, lower productivity, and create reproductive issues like poor semen quality & low birth 

weights. 

Effects on Dairy Farm Animals 

Cows that are multiparous and high producers are particularly vulnerable to heat stress. Heat stress has 

a variety of effects on dairy farm animals, reducing milk production and performance. The following 

behavioural indicators of heat stress in dairy livestock involve- Refusing to lie down and showing signs of 

incoordination. Breathing that is more laborious or rapid-breathing. Often a rise in heartbeat rate, a lot of 

salivation and increased perspiration is also observed. Some modifications to food digestion have been seen, 

including decreased or absent rumination (chewing cud) and a slower rate of feed passage through the 

digestive tract. Increasing water consumption and swarming near water sources. Internal organ blood flow 

is reduced, decreased feed and dry matter consumption, decreased milk quality and production, alteration 

of bodily hormone levels, ineffective reproductive performance, low birth weight OF calves along with 

increased energy needs for maintenance. 
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Tips For Reducing Heat Stress 

1. Ensure that the housing areas and holding pens are as shaded as possible. 

2. Reducing the temperature by adding cooling facilities or changing the design of the shed where livestock 

are kept. Providing ad lib water to the animals. Keep water tanks clean and monitor temperature of water. 

3. Increasing the animals' ability to lose heat by misting them with water, employing fans, and other 

methods. 

4. Using feeding methods to reduce animal heat accumulation and increase feed energy use. 

5. The animals should receive more airflow. Animals kept indoors will experience less heat stress if fans 

are used effectively. Vents must all be completely open.  

6. Pre-milking holding pen time should be kept to a minimum. 

7. The use of sprinklers by dairy cattle in pasture-based systems as they wait for the afternoon 

milk collection lessens heat discomfort. Sprinklers also lessen bug annoyance.  

8. When it's hot and humid outside, avoid handling livestock. If it's required to do stressful actions (like 

castrating or immunising), do so in the morning.  

9. Reduce loading density, move between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m., and avoid carrying cattle during the summer.  

10. During the summer, avoid moving animals from a cold environment to a warm one.  

11. Reduce biting fly populations (with improved sanitation, repellents and traps) which tend to cause 

cattle to bunch together. 

12. Provide access to high quality forage (e.g., first cut dry hay) in feed bunks in shaded areas even if cows 

are also on good quality pasture. With heat stress, a cow's maintenance requirements rise but its intake of 

dry matter declines. Increasing feeding frequency (one or two additional feedings), feeding at a cooler part 

of the day, or even altering the ration can be helpful in combating ongoing heat stress. A buffer and greater 

forage quality is essential for summer ration of cattle. 

The first step in treating dairy cattle should be to house them with huge amounts of cold-water availability, 

reduce physical strain on them, put them in the shade, and offer air movement by boosting ventilation 

rates. In some situations, using significant amounts of intravenous fluids and electrolytes, rectal enemas, 

or stomach tube with water can be helpful. Another successful way for treating dairy farm animals who 

are suffering from heat stress is the use of sodium bicarbonate in rations. 

We must use a variety of techniques to lessen the effects of heat stress on animals in order to protect their 

health and productivity. To create a dairy cattle production system that is more effective and sustainable 

in hot climates, further research is required. Better management techniques finally lessen the impacts of 

heat stress in hot climates, improve dairy farm animals' performance, and thus boost the herd's profit. 

Preventing heat stress will increase animal welfare, reduce the risk of acidosis and lameness, and sustain 

higher milk production and improved reproduction. 
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Silicon is a non-essential but helpful element for plants since it plays a crucial function in stressful 

environments and is a significant component of soils and necessary for the growth of some crops that create 

silicophytoliths. With a 28 per cent abundance in the Earth's crust, silicon (Si) is the second most prevalent 

element after oxygen and is advantageous for plants. Silicon is a crucial component of fertiliser used in 

agriculture because it increases plants' resistance to abiotic stresses. The quantity of Si that is often 

absorbed by cultivated plants is equal to or greater than that of key macronutrients like nitrogen (N), 

phosphorus (P), and potassium (K). Undissociated silica acid, the form in which silicon is absorbed by 

plants, is also the form in which it is transported via the xylem (Greger et al. 2018). Depending on the kind 

of soil, soil contains between 1 and 45 per cent silica, however silica is typically not very soluble, making it 

difficult for plants to absorb. Long-term intensive plant farming depletes the soil's silicon content, leaving 

it too low to support effective agriculture. (Duangpan et al. 2022). 

Silicon Absorption by Plants 

Monosilicic acid, commonly known as orthosilicic acid (H4SiO4), is the type of silicon that plants absorb 

from the soil solution. Sugarcane absorbs the most silicon, followed by rice and wheat. Plants take up 

between 50 and 200 kg of silicon per year on average. 

Importance of Silicon Fertilization on the Soil-Plant System 

1. Silicon nutrition strengthens a plant's defences against diseases, insects and harsh weather 

circumstances like drought, salt, heavy metal toxicity etc. 

2. Soil treatment with biogeochemically active Si compounds enhances soil fertility by maintaining 

nutrients in plant-available forms and improving physical and chemical soil properties. 

3. With Silicon fertilisation, it is possible to use less pesticides (by 40–70%), typical mineral fertilisers (by 

10–40%), and irrigation water (by 30–40%) without lowering crop yields.  

4. Silicon counteracts negative effects of excess N nutrition. 

5. Silicon resists chemical pressures including salt, heavy metals, and nutrient imbalances as well as 

lodging, drought, temperature extremes, freezing, UV radiation, and other physical and environmental 

hazards. 

6. Silicon fertilisation often results in a 10–25 per cent boost in yield. 

7. When Si fertiliser is applied, the soil fertility level is increased or restored, and chemical leaching from 

cultivated areas is decreased.  

8. Silicon fertilisers can be used to manage the mobility of heavy metals in the soil-plant system and to 

lessen the buildup of heavy metals in the crop. 

9. Additionally, silicon fertilisers can be used to speed up the breakdown of organic pesticides in the soil 

and to restore hydrocarbon-polluted areas. 

Silicon Fertilizer Practice and Rates of Application 

Fertilizers containing silicon should typically be applied to the soil, soil-less mixtures, or nutrient solutions. 

In general, silicon fertilisers are ineffective when sprayed on plant foliage. The present soil tests for 

extractable silicon are not very good at predicting the need for silicon fertiliser. However, identifying the 

right application rates for calcium silicate sources requires careful consideration of the results of soil tests 

for soil pH and liming requirements. Utilizing calcium silicate compounds, such as wollastonite, as liming 

materials is an efficient way to manage soil fertility for improved silicon nutrition of crops. The soil's need 

for lime or for pH adjustment might help identify the appropriate treatment rates. The rate of application 
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increases as the soil's need for lime increases. For more rapid correction of Si deficiency, granular silicate 

fertilizers like calcium silicate 120-200 kg/ha or potassium silicate 40-60 kg/ha should be applied. 

Silicon fertilisers help plants maintain their nutrient levels while defending against pest and disease 

attack, harsh weather conditions, and physical and chemical changes in the soil. For higher productivity 

and sustainable output, they are utilised in a variety of crops, including barley, wheat, maize, sugarcane, 

cucumber, citrus, tomatoes, and other crops. 
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The magnificent flora and fauna are gifts from nature, which has made our lives more delightful. Fruits 

are widely considered as healthy foods and play a significant role in the diet. If correctly processed and 

combined, foods of plant origin are capable of providing significant amounts of nutrients, including protein, 

necessary for survivals. Pear (Pyrus communis L.) fruit is among the wonder which belongs to Rosaceae 

family, it is juicy fruit with a subtly sweet flavour. It is frequently referred as “pome fruits”, with fibrous 

interior. The juicy pear has a mild sweet flavour. Pear’s smooth, buttery feel earned them the moniker 

"butter fruit" in the 17th century. Chinese people regarded the pear, as a sign of immortality (Milind and 

Arzoo, 2016). It acts as an affordable health care package. Consuming a pear prior to heavy drinking can 

considerably lower the blood alcohol content and the severity of the hangover. Pears are a seasonal fruit, 

grown under a wide variety of climatic regimes, ranging from cold dry hilly to warm humid subtropical 

temperature conditions. Europeans used to smoke pears leaves prior to the advent of tobacco. The mid-hill 

parts of the Himalayas have plenty of pear trees, but relatively few attempts have been made to treat and 

develop value-added products using the fruit. It is grown in many places of India like Karnataka, Tamil 

Nadu, Kerala, Uttar-Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Arunachal Pradesh, 

Manipur, Mizoram and some parts of Assam (Sharma, 2021). Numerous minerals, such as fibre, vitamin 

C, and potassium, can be found in pears. The abundance of vitamins, minerals, and nutrients in pears 

makes them an excellent dietary supplement. They include significant amounts of dietary fibre, plant 

chemicals, and important antioxidants. 

Nutritional Composition 

Pear fruit peel contains 64.00% moisture, 96.01% carbohydrates, 1.60% ash, 9.45% crude protein, 0.72% 

crude lipid, 0.23% crude fibre, 56% potassium, and 1683.29 KJ/100g calorific value. Pear fruit pulp is made 

up of 78.00% moisture, 89.08% carbohydrates, 5.34% ash, 14.38% crude protein, 5.60% crude lipid, 0.60% 

crude fibre, 91.70% potassium, and 1599.02 KJ/100g calorific value (Mahammad et. al., 2010). 

Uses 

The fruit of the pears can be consumed raw, added to salads, canned, pureed, poached, or baked. Jams and 

jellies can also be prepared from pear. Fermented pears are often used to make the alcoholic beverage 

perry. Pear wood is one of the materials of choice for the construction of fine woodwind instruments and 

furnishings. The pears tree provides the aromatic smoke needed to smoke meat or tobacco, as well as being 

utilized as firewood. Daily ingestion of pears helps to nourish hair and keep it healthy. Pear hair packs 

help to tame frizzy hair. These hair packs assist in minimizing hair dryness and restoring hair lustre. 

Pear helps in healing oily skin, getting rid of acne, and keeps skin hydrated for a long time. Pear is a 

powerful natural exfoliant that promotes wrinkle-free skin and evens out skin tone. 

Health Benefits 

1. Due to their high-water content, pears aid in the elimination of toxins from the digestive tract. For the 

daily elimination of toxins through bile and faeces, regular, sufficient bowel movements are essential. The 

pectin content of pears makes them a mild laxative. Regularly consuming pear juice helps in controlling 

bowel motions. In the gastrointestinal tract, pectin, a form of fibre, adheres to fatty substances and 

encourages their evacuation. 

2. Pears contain pectin which is a soluble fibre that supports gut flora and promotes gut health. The 

immune system and inflammation may be controlled by dietary fibre. Additionally, it may reduce the 
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chance of developing inflammatory diseases like obesity, diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disease. It 

also lowers LDL, triglycerides, and VLDL levels which ultimately reduces cholesterol risk by lowering 

the levels of these fats (Velmurugan and Bhargava, 2013). Pectin binds to fatty substances in the 

gastrointestinal tract and encourages their evacuation (De Oliveira et al., 2008). With this way, pears aid 

in weight loss. 

3. The fruit contains a significant amount of fibre, which aids in regulating blood sugar. Furthermore, 

diabetic patient can tolerate levulose, low fructose, and low sucrose present in pear (Velmurugan and 

Bhargava, 2013). 

4. Due to the presence of the phytoconstituent arbutin (bacteriostatic) in pear, that is further transformed 

by the body into hydroquinone, fresh pear juice and an aqueous extract of the leaves exhibit antibacterial 

action against Staphylococcus and E. coli. Moreover, this hydroquinone has anti-bacterial properties, 

speeds up metabolic processes, and activates defence systems against bacterial invasion (Kaur and Arya, 

2012). Due to the presence of hydroquinone, an aqueous extract of immature pear stalks exhibits 

antibacterial properties. Compared to other extracts, ethyl acetate extract exhibits the strongest 

antibacterial activity. Arbutin, a substance found in pears, also serves as a natural skin lightener by 

reducing melanin in the skin. It even aids in the treatment of urinary infections, and its leaf extract acts 

as a urodisinfectant (Gudej and Rychilnska, 1999). 

5. Pears are a significant source of copper, quercetin, and vitamin C, which shield cells against oxidative 

stress. The anti-oxidant properties of phloridzin, chlorogenic acid, quercetin, and chlorogenic acid found in 

pears' fruits, leaves, root barks, and blossoms aid to remove reactive oxygen species in the body (Sharma 

et al., 2015). Antioxidants like vitamin C, vitamin K, and copper are abundant in pears. These substances 

mitigate the negative effects of free radicals and shield cells from potential harm. 

6. Regular pear intake minimizes the incidence of oesophageal, bladder, and lung cancer. Urosolic acid, 

found in pears, suppresses the activity of the enzyme aromatase, hence preventing cancer. Fruit's 

isoquercitrin preserves DNA integrity (Freedman et al., 2007). Thus, eating pears on a regular basis 

reduces the risk of cancer, especially for menopausal women. 

7. A risk factor for cardiovascular disease is high blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure and pulse pressure 

both could drop after pear consumption. Hence, lowering blood pressure, preventing strokes, and aiding in 

the treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Arthritis, gout, chronic gallbladder diseases, mucous membrane 

inflammation, and colon inflammation all can be treated with pears. The abundance of minerals in pears, 

such as carotene, zeaxanthin, and vitamin C, significantly reduces the levels of C-reactive proteins, which 

are responsible for inflammation. 

8. Pear has been demonstrated to be effective in accelerating the recovery of a variety of injuries. The 

healing process is typically aided in a number of steps by it. Tannins that are astringent 

causes wound confinement (Chinnasamy and Bhargava, 2014). Collagen is the main structural protein in 

skin, and vitamin C, an antioxidant, boosts its production. Arbutin, a phytoconstituent (bacteriostatic), aids 

in mitigating the risk of wound infection. The pH level of the body is maintained by pears. Its boron 

concentration aids in the body's ability to sustain calcium that further prevents osteoporosis. 

9. Pears contain antioxidants, which are essential for strengthening the immune system and work as an 

immune booster. Pear juice's cooling qualities enable it to have a slight anti-pyretic effect. Pears are rich 

in folate, which protects newborns from neural tube abnormalities. 

10. Pear juice hydrates the throat and aids in minimizing breathlessness during hot weather. Children 

may have increased phlegm and shortness of breath during the summer heat. The phlegm can indeed be 

reduced by consuming pear juice in the summer. It nourishes the throat, lessens vocal cord inflammation, 

and aids in the prevention of throat issues. 

Conclusion 

Pears are included in the wide range of fruits that are universally recommended in dietary advice. It’s a 

wonderful natural antioxidant and a great source of dietary fibre. Antioxidants, especially anthocyanins, 

are abundant in pears Similar to other fruits, pears are plentiful in fructose and sorbitol and also contribute 

potassium to the diet. Consuming pears ought to enhance gut health and avoid constipation when combined 
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with dietary fibre. Health outcomes and consumption of pear have a sporadic and complicated association. 

The pears are a versatile fruit serving variety of purposes, including culinary, cosmetic, and medicinal. Due 

of its affordable price, pears are accessible to those in poverty and have significant health advantages. 
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The ensuing climate changes are affecting the crop physiology adversely, resulting in poor yield and quality. 

Adverse effects of climate change on crops could be effectively minimized by enhancing the efficiency of 

resources, particularly nitrogen. There is an important need for crop Nitrogen (N) management using 

advanced technologies, which are used to increase yield and quality of crops and provide a basis for decision-

making. 

Di-nitrogen (N2), the most common form of nitrogen (N) on our planet, is not a greenhouse gas (GHG). 

However, different forms of reactive nitrogen pollution have significant warming and cooling effects on the 

global climate. When N and climate change are discussed together, the effects of oxidised N gases, 

specifically nitrous oxide (N2O) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), are frequently mentioned. However, the effects 

of these nitrogen pollutants on the climate vary according to their form. 

Nitrous oxide absorbs solar energy in the atmosphere and has a warming impact, that’s why nitrous oxide 

is regarded as a "direct" GHG. However, because nitrogen oxide emissions contribute to the atmospheric 

reactions that produce ozone, thus they also have indirect impacts on ozone (O3). When O3 is in the lower 

atmosphere (the troposphere), it has a warming impact; yet, when it is in the upper atmosphere (the 

stratosphere), it has a cooling effect. N pollution has different effects on soil water and the environment 

that directly and indirectly cause climate change. Nitrogen-efficient genotypes have the potential to reduce 

N pollution. So, because of all these reasons, N Pollution reduction and improve N use efficiency of applied 

N on rice and wheat and other food crops is important pathway for mitigating climate changes. 

Agriculture, Climate Change, and Food Security 

Climate change poses an immediate and unprecedented threat to the food security of hundreds of millions 

of people whose livelihoods rely on small-scale agriculture. Here, the overarching goal is to overcome the 

additional threats posed by climate change to achieve the food security, improving livelihoods, and better 

environmental management. This calls for encouraging more flexible and resilient agricultural and food 

systems, mainstreaming climate variability and change issues into institutional agendas and development 

strategies, improving public understanding of these issues, and ensuring that the policy and action 

decisions are based on the best available information and data. 

Important Core Research Areas 

The field of nitrogen management has changed considerably over the past years. The results show that 

crop modelling can potentially help predict optimal N fertilizer needs in various regions worldwide. The 

aim of this research area is to describe importance of N efficient genotypes, nitrogen dynamics in crops as 

a function of crop type, growing condition and management. The important objectives are: (i) to determine 

the interactions between nitrogen availability and photosynthetic gas exchanges in different cultural 

regimes which can be used to predict the implications for plant growth; (ii) to provide a model that predicts 

the optimal nitrogen input based on the photosynthetic efficiency of crops; (iii) to analyse the timing of 

nitrogen fertilizers application in relation to crop development. 

1. Crop Management: Study production technologies and cropping systems in order to increase grower 

profitability and production while protecting the environment. In agricultural systems, an emphasis is 

placed on soil quality and management techniques that boost nutrient efficiency, safeguard the 

environment, and enhance product quality. Optimizing nutrient efficiency and product quality through 

balanced nutrient supply and high-quality organic matter inputs, as well as identifying the root system 

traits to improve plant resistance to stress, are the key research areas.  
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2. General and Microbial Ecology: This encompasses the ecology of plants, soil, microbes, and 

invertebrates as influenced by agronomic practices that have an impact on productivity and the 

sustainability of the environment. In order to comprehend and control plant stress brought on by climatic 

changes, barren soils, or pest/pathogen outbreaks, the plant microbiome offers a promising research field. 

3. Environmental Soil Science: Protect and improve the quality of our soil resources by understanding 

the fundamental chemical, physical, and biological processes that occur in the soil environment. 

4. Soil Management: The soil management group strives to improve knowledge of soil processes and 

management practices that enhance production, protect the environment and build soil resources. The 

group is dedicated to outreach and education and engages with the general public and the next generation 

of soil scientists and land managers. 
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Introduction 

The choice of food dryers is even more crucial, as the picked dryer must be excellent in the feature and cost 

involved. Baker (1997) outlined an “iterative structural approach” to dryer selection, which consists of the 

following procedures: 

1. Create a list of all important process requirements. 

2. Perform the preliminary selection process. 

3. Testing on the bench scale, including quality tests, should be carried out. 

4. Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the available options. 

5. Conduct pilot-scale experiments 

6. Choose the kind of dryer that best fits your needs. 

Category of Dryers 

1. Mode of the process: 

a. Batch. 

b. Continuous. 

2. Heat response type: 

a. Convection, conduction, radiation, electromagnetic fields, the mixture of heat transfer methods. 

b. Intermittent or continuous. 

c. Adiabatic or non-adiabatic. 

3. State of substance in the dryer: 

a. Static. 

b. Moving, agitated, scattered. 

4. Operational pressure: 

a. Vacuum. 

b. Atmospheric. 

5. Drying mode (convection): 

a. Air. 

b. Superheated steam. 

c. Flue gases. 

6. Drying temperature: 

a. Below boiling temperature. 

b. Above boiling temperature. 

c. Below-freezing point. 

7. Relative movement between drying form and drying solids: 

a. Co-current. 

b. Counter-current. 

c. Mixed flow. 

8. Number of steps: 

a. Single. 

b. Multi-stage. 

9. Residence time: 

a. Short (< 1 minute). 

b. Medium (1- 60 minutes). 
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c. Long (> 60 minutes). 

Each kind of dryer has its unique set of qualities, some of which may or may not make it suitable for certain 

tasks. For example, freeze dryers are among the varieties that are naturally more costly, while other types 

are among those that are fundamentally more effective (e.g., indirect or conductive dryers). Figure 1 shows 

the classification of the dryer: 

1. Direct dryers: These dryers, which are the most prevalent kind, are also known as convection dryers. 

Due to the difficulties in regaining the latent heat of vaporization, it has a comparatively low level of 

thermal effectiveness. Depending on the substance being dried, the temperatures of the drying gas might 

vary anywhere from 50 to 400oC. When drying very heat-sensitive materials, dehumidified air may be 

required. When drying dangerous or flammable substances or when a natural solvent must be extracted, 

an inert fume such as nitrogen may be required. 

Indirect dryers: The heat is transported from the heat transfer method (steam, hot fume, thermal liquids, 

etc.) to the wet solid through conduction. This form of drier involves conveying heat to the substance being 

dried without having the material directly connect with the heat transfer agent. It is required to provide a 

vacuum or a mild gas movement to eliminate the evaporated moisture from the drier chamber to prevent 

the chamber from being saturated with vapor. The temperature of heat transfer exteriors may vary from -

40oC (as in the case of freeze-drying) to around 300oC (of course, not for food products). Because dust 

recovery is easier with these dryers, they are particularly well-suited for drying hazardous, dirty materials 

that must avoid being entrained in fumes. In addition, using a vacuum reduces the temperature at which 

the liquid being removed will boil. This makes it possible for heat-sensitive substances to be dried at 

reasonably quick rates. 

 
Figure 1. Classification of dryer 

Selection of Dryers 

The challenge of deciding which dryer kind is the finest to use is difficult. Minor alterations to the 

composition or physical features of each product may significantly impact the drying characteristics, 

handling properties, and other aspects of the development, which can result in a different outcome and, in 

some instances, serious obstructions inside the drier itself. If possible, testing should be done using the 

“actual” feed material rather than a “simulated” one. It is of the utmost importance to consider various 

aspects of practice to select one appropriate drying system. This system should include pre-drying steps 
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(for example, mechanical dewatering, evaporation, pre-conditioning of feedstuff by solids back mixing, 

watering, or palletization, and feeding) in addition to the post-drying steps of exhaust gas cleaning, product 

collection, fractional recirculation of exhausts, cooling of produce, coating of produce, accumulation, etc. To 

choose an appropriate dryer, you will need the quantitative information shown below: 

1. Dryer throughput; the method of feedstock generation (batch vs. continuous) 

2. Properties of the wet feed on the physical, chemical, and biochemical levels, as well as the required 

product criteria; the predicted fluctuation in feed qualities 

3. Processing activities located both upstream and downstream 

4. The feeds and the product’s relative levels of moisture 

5. Kinetics of drying; isotherms of moisture absorption by solids 

6. Quality constraints (physical, chemical, biochemical) 

7. Safety features, e.g., fire hazards and burst hazards, toxicity 

8. Value of the produce 

9. Need for robotic control 

10. Toxicological properties of the produce 

11. Turndown ratio, elasticity in capacity constraints 

12. Type and amount of fuel, the expense of electricity 

13. Environmental policies 

14. Space in the factory. 

Before being dried, the feed may be conditioned in various ways, such as by size drop, flaking, pelletizing, 

extrusion, or back-mixing with the produce that has already been dried, which might impact the dryers 

that are selected. It is desired to lessen the input liquid matter using less costly procedures such as 

filtration, centrifugation, and evaporation so that energy may be saved and the size of the drier can be 

reduced. It is also preferable to prevent over-drying since this raises the amount of energy used and the 

amount of time required for drying. 

Good Manufacturing Practice, often known as GMP, must be followed throughout the drying food goods, 

and sanitary equipment must be designed and operated. During the drying process as well as the storage 

process, these materials are susceptible to thermal deterioration in addition to microbiological damage. A 

batch-type drier will be the best option if the feed rate is modest (less than 100 kg/h). 

When choosing dryers, drying kinetics should be given a great deal of consideration. The site of the moisture 

(near the exterior or dispersed throughout the substance), the flora of the moisture (free or strongly bound 

to the material), apparatuses of moisture transmission (rate-limiting stage), the physical size of the 

produce, situations of drying standard (for example, temperature, humidity, the flow proportion of hot air 

for a convective dryer), pressure in the dryer (low for heat-sensitive foods), and other aspects all affect the 

type of dryer that is appropriate as well as the working situations. 

Comparison of Regular Dryers Based on Feed Properties 

The first comparison of dryer types for introductory selection should be made based on the kind of feedstock 

and residence duration in a dryer that must be managed. The form of feed material might be fluid (such as 

fruit juices or milk), slurry, cake (which is partly dried fruit pulp combined with additives), free-flowing 

items (such as green peas or grains), or produced solids (such as pellets or flakes). Choosing the appropriate 

method of drying the feed depending on the physical appearance of the feed is a very excellent stage to 

take. 

Selection of Fluidized Bed Dryers 

Due to the high heat and mass transfer rates, fluidized bed dryers have been one of the most prevalent 

kinds utilized for many decades. In the food business, fluidized bed dryers have a broad range of uses, 

including drying a range of goods such as green peas, sweet corn, coffee, tea, milk powder, cereals, and 

other similar items, and, more recently, drying pastes and slurries. In modern years, several advancements 

have been made to the layout of fluidized beds to boost their overall productivity. Particles and powders 

may be divided into four distinct classes according to their properties when subjected to a fluidizing fume 

stream. The categorization of fluidized bed dryers is accomplished based on numerous factors, including 

the method of process, flow management, temperature and pressure settings, the kind of drying medium 
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used, the technique of fluidization, and the form of heat transfer. Fluidized bed dryers come in various 

configurations, the most popular of which are well-mixed, plug flow, spouted bed, disturbed, vibrated, and 

pulsing flowing bed dryers. These many kinds are all appropriate for the goods depending on their 

characteristics. Figure 2. Shows the categorization of fluidized bed dryers based on different standards. 

 
Figure 2. Categorization of fluidized bed dryers based on different standards 

Assortment of Spray Dryers 

The spray dryer is the subsequent most significant form used in the food handling industry. Drying uses 

include but is not limited to fruit juices, herbal isolates, milk, and many more. The available options may 

be narrowed down to the following kinds of dryers. Figure 3 shows the selection of Spray Dryers/Atomizers. 

Single-stage dryer with the co-current operation and pneumatic powder conveying: This fundamental 

design is employed extensively in the processing of formulations that are non-fat, need little to no drying 

time and contain very little fat. Before the powder is released into the pneumatic transmission system, the 

outlet temperatures are raised to high levels to obtain the final moisture content. 

Dryer with a co-current, two-stage process and an exterior fluidized bed: Powders of a conventional, semi-

agglomerated, and completely agglomerated consistency may all be manufactured using this adaptable 

architecture. The vibrating fluidized bed positioned outside may either work as a post-dryer or a chiller, or 

it can combine the two functions. 
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Dryer with combined fluidized bed and pneumatic transmission system, co-current, two stages: An 

annulated fluidized bed is positioned at the bottom of the spray-drying chamber in this variation. Because 

of this, the drying chamber can process materials with a greater moisture content. In addition, the drying 

method may be finished at low produce temperatures. However, it may only be used with non- or low-fat 

product versions. The product may be described as either a regular or a semi-agglomerated powder. 

 
Figure 3. Selection of Spray Dryers/Atomizers 

Comparison of Conventional Dryers with Newer Dryers 

Using superheated steam as the convective drying standard offers many profits, such as higher drying 

rates under positive conditions, better quality for positive products, and lower net energy consumption if 

the surplus steam produced in the dryer is used elsewhere in the development and removal of fire and 

explosion hazards. Using nitrogen as a drying method offers additional assistance in preventing the 

oxidation methods in drying food; nevertheless, this is a costly procedure that requires a closed-loop system. 

Traditional Versus Modern Drying Techniques 

Feed type Dryer type New techniques 

Fluid Suspension • Drum 

• Spray 

• Fluid/spouted beds of passive particles 

• Spray/fluid bed arrangement  

• Vacuum belt dryer 

• Pulse ignition dryers 

• Spray freeze drying 

Paste/sludge • Spray 

• Drum 

• Paddle 

• Spouted bed of unmoving particles 

• Fluid bed (with solid back mixing) 

• Superheated steam dryers 

• Screw conveyor dryer 

Particles • Rotary 

• Flash 

• Fluidized bed (hot 

air or ignition gas) 

• Superheated steam FBD 

• Vibrated bed 

• Ring dryer 

• Pulsated fluid bed 
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 • Jet-zone dryer 

• Yamato rotary dryer 

• Screw conveyor dryer 

• Immerse heat exchanged dryer 

Uninterrupted sheets • Multi-cylinder 

contact dryers 

• Impingement (air) 

• Collective impingement/radiation dryers 

• Collective impingement and through dryers 

(textiles, low-basis weight paper) 

• Impingement and MW or RF 

Classification of Superheated Steam Dryers (SSD) 

In a direct-type dryer, superheated steam drying entails, for the most part, using steam as the drying form 

as a substitute for heated air or vent gases as a source of heat supply. The SSD is a more complicated 

option, and recovering heat from exhaust steam is challenging. If, on the other hand, the exhaust steam is 

utilized for anything else, the overall net energy consumption may be reduced. 

The retrieval of toxic or exclusive organic solvents that are detached during drying, the pasteurization and 

sterilization of food produces, and the absence of any oxidation reaction during the drying of food produces 

are the primary benefits that should be highlighted when discussing superheated steam drying. This has 

been demonstrated for a great number of different food produces. 

These dryers also have a few drawbacks, such as their intricacy, early condensation of steam, and 

difficulties when drying materials that tend to melt or go through a glass transition. The superheated 

steam dryers may be divided into the following categories according to the pressure at which they operate 

as per Figure 4: 

 
Figure 4. Classification of superheated steam drying 

Assessment of Standard and Advanced Fluid Bed Dryers 

Variant Conventional Innovative 

Sort of heat transfer  

 

Only convection  

 

Convection + conduction (immersed heaters in 

bed) + radiative heat transfer (MW assisted fluid 

beds) 

Airflow Steady Pulsating; on/off 

Method of fluidization Pneumatic Mechanically disturbed / vibrations. 
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Drying means Air/vent gases Superheated steam/heat pump supported (even 

using inert channels) 

Type of stuff dried Particulate matter Drying of pastes/slurries using a bed of inactive 

particles. 

Hybrid Drying Knowledge 

 
Figure 5. Hybrid drying knowledge 
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Introduction 

Global agricultural markets have become increasingly complex because of concentration at all points in the 

value chain and the increasing scope and complexity of food standards, particularly those relating to food 

safety. 

Modern agricultural value chains grow and become more sophisticated as countries industrialize and 

strengthen their position in global markets. Although such value chains are changing the gendered 

structure of employment and better educated women often compete fairly well with men for quality jobs, 

gender stereotypes that keep poor and uneducated women in lower paid, less skilled and more insecure 

work within the value chain still persist. The challenge is to ensure gender equality throughout the chain 

and to prevent traditional patterns of gender discrimination from being repeated. 

Agricultural markets are rapidly globalizing, generating new consumption patterns and new production 

and distribution systems. Value chains, often controlled by multinational or national firms and 

supermarkets, are capturing a growing share of the agri-food systems in developing regions. They can 

provide opportunities for quality employment for men and women, yet they can also be channels to transfer 

costs and risks to the weakest nodes, particularly women. They often perpetuate gender stereotypes that 

keep women in lower paid, casual work and do not necessarily lead to greater gender equality. 

Definition of the value chain: “the full range of activities which are required to bring a product or service 

from conception, through the different phases of production (involving a combination of physical 

transformation and the input of various producer services), delivery to final consumers, and final disposal 

after use.” 

Principal Policies 

1. Create an appropriate enabling environment to promote agricultural value chains with a focus on the 

poor: 

a. Integrate gender equality goals into the provision of core public goods including rural 

infrastructure, an improved investment climate, better natural resource management, and the 

design and enforcement of labour legislation in the agricultural sector. 

b. Ratify and implement ILO conventions relevant to female agricultural workers, educate women 

on their employment rights, and enforce labour laws and codes of conduct in agriculture, including 

for temporary and migrant workers. 

c. Ensure that regional and bilateral agricultural trade agreements provide for the enforcement of 

adequate, gender-sensitive labour standards throughout the chain.  

d.  Expand gender-sensitive occupational health and safety measures for informal agricultural and 

agro-industrial workers, in partnership with producer and worker organizations and the private 

sector.  

e. Improve women’s access to land (e.g. preferential treatment in land titling or land reform 

programmes), and raise awareness on women’s customary or legal rights to inherit, buy or use land.  

f. Introduce affirmative action for women workers and entrepreneurs (jobs, training, credit, child 

care, representation in decision-making processes, legal rights to own property and engage in legal 

acts without a male relative’s signature, fiscal or other incentives). 

2. Promote good practices: 

a. Analyze on-going changes in existing and emerging value chains at local, national and 

international level, and their gender impacts on farmers and workers (including power relations 

governing relative returns at each node), and identify policies/ actions to improve gender equality. 
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b. Research and disseminate results on good practices, in collaboration with private sector and civil 

society organizations.  

c. Support private sector initiatives such as corporate social responsibility, fair trade, organic, 

ethical or conservation labelling, with a focus on promoting gender equality. 

d. Support NGO and public actions in raising consumer concern over the working conditions and 

remuneration of small producers, especially women, in poor countries. 

3. Foster farmers participation in producer and worker organizations and decision-making processes: 

a. Provide incentives to enhance women’s participation in producer and worker organizations and 

capacity building training for women leaders, taking account of their workloads and cultural 

constraints.  

b. Work with women’s or mixed stakeholder groups to analyse the constraints in each value chain 

and identify ways of addressing these to promote gender equality.  

c. Involve women in farmer, worker, home-worker or micro-entrepreneur study groups, provide 

them training in technical and negotiation skills, and help them to network amongst women and 

with men.  

d. Support women’s participation in agricultural policy and trade negotiations through their 

membership in collective organizations.  

e. Strengthen women’s cooperatives through support to improve the development, branding, quality 

and marketing of their products, labour standards and price negotiation.  

f. Assist women to develop their own strategies to cope with constraints and maximize opportunities, 

taking account of the different needs of different socioeconomic groups. 

g. Arrange meetings at times and places that accommodate women’s multiple responsibilities and 

travel constraints. If men are present, use facilitation methods that encourage women to speak, 

challenge cultural prejudices and misconceptions and help negotiate improvements in women’s 

positions in value chains. 

Specific Policies 

1. Reduce gender inequalities in modern agricultural value chains: 

a. Introduce and enforce legislation against gender discrimination, sexual harassment and gender 

wage inequalities.  

b. Encourage rural women to seize opportunities for education and training and develop their 

experience and skills to improve future job prospects.  

c. Encourage agro-industries to give women workers training and promote them to more skilled or 

managerial jobs.  

d. Enforce ethical standards, labour rights, codes of conduct and decent work provisions in agro-

industries with special attention to women. 

2. Reduce entry barriers for women farmers and entrepreneurs in modern value chains: 

a. Improve women’s access to land, technology, knowledge and certify cation of product quality and 

safety, markets, price information, credit and insurance to enhance their ability to work as contract 

farmers. • 

b. Ensure that policies and actions to develop value chains take account of the different gender 

responsibilities for whole value chains or nodes within chains, gender-specific agro-ecological 

knowledge and gender power relations.  

c. Promote gender-sensitive extension services, recruiting local female extension workers or training 

male staff to work effectively with women.  

d. Train women in entrepreneurial skills to strengthen their businesses, increase their confidence 

and reduce their risk aversion.  

3. Improve women’s returns in traditional value chains: 

a. Improve small farmers’ productivity and product quality through better training, technologies, 

inputs and storage, with special attention to women. 

b. Promote niche markets for women’s traditional products (e.g. fair trade coffee, silk, wild herbs). 

c. Encourage women to form or join cooperatives to improve their access to transportation, storage, 

markets and processing for value-added.  
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4.   Reinforce agricultural transformation with social strategies: 

a. Improve social policies to protect poor farmers and workers, especially women, from the negative 

effects of market liberalization and privatization.  

b. Develop rural social services such as health and child care, improve access to water and fuel, and 

upgrade infrastructure including market areas reserved and equipped for women with children, to 

reduce women’s burdens and improve their lives.  

c. Promote labour-saving technologies to ease women’s workloads.  

d. Provide basic training including literacy and bookkeeping for small farmers, entrepreneurs and 

workers, especially women. 

The value added in VCs is captured in five ways: returns to asset owners; wage incomes; benefits to 

consumers; tax revenues; and impacts on the environment, broadly defined. This breakdown of the value-

added concept allows for performance assessments that go beyond competitiveness and inclusion of 

smallholder farmers. Rather, impact is simultaneously assessed against the three dimensions of 

sustainability: economic, social and environmental. 
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Introduction 

Bakery is an establishment dedicated to the preparation and sale of baked food products, such as pies and 

cookies, breads and cakes, etc. Baking is conventionally done with wheat flour but different other grain 

flours are also being used presently in baking such as maize, rye, barley, millet, buckwheat, black rice, red 

rice, oats, etc. due to the presence of essential nutrients and the richness of the grains in micro-nutrients 

such as calcium, iron, energy, vitamins, antioxidants and minerals that boost health.  

Bakery industry is one of the most potent and growing sectors amongst all other industries of India. After 

USA, India has been the largest biscuit producer accounting to around 72% of the sales in the Indian bakery 

market which crossed US$ 10.2 Billion value in 2021. In terms of biscuit consumption, India is presently 

largest in the world. It will reach a value of USD 12.39 billion by 2026 if growth continues at a CAGR of 

8.5% as per estimations of market analysts. Patanjali Ayurved, Britannia Industries Ltd., Surya Food & 

Agro Ltd., Parle Products Pvt. Ltd., UNIBIC Foods India Pvt. Ltd and ITC Limited, are some of the key 

players in the organized sector of India’s bakery industry (EMR Report 2022). 

Bakery in Northeast India 

Northeast India comprises of the eight states viz. Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, 

Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura and Sikkim occupying almost 8% of India’s land area. Bakery Industry is on 

the upsurge considering the urbanisation and growing market for healthy snacks. Apart from the budding 

organized sector, Northeast India beholds innumerable unorganized players which are a major part of the 

industry. Baking is more of a culture in some of the tribal states of Northeast India such as Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, etc. rather than a commercial practice. Home baking is common amongst the natives. 

There has been a gradual rise of home bakers and practice of customized baked products in this region, 

thus marking its exclusivity from rest of the commercial baking. 

Prominent Local Organized Players of the Region 

The region has witnessed the rise of entrepreneurs from small start-ups to well established brand names 

such as  

1. SRD Group (ASSAM): 

SRD Bakers – Established in 1994 at Mangaldoi as a small unit, it is presently manufacturing 

about 200 SKU’s of bakery products 

Repose Foods Pvt Ltd – Established in 1999 at Guwahati as a single unit is now manufacturing 

about 300 SKU’s of bakery products. The products are sold in the brand names Repose and Bakers 

Special. 

2. Nezone Foods (ASSAM): 

Nezone Biscuits – Established in 1996 at Tezpur, Nezone Biscuits is into baking and distribution of 

around 51 types of biscuits such as Crackers, Cream, Sweet Biscuits, Marie, Health Biscuits, Digestives, 

etc. in addition to manufacturing of Atta, Suji, etc. 

3. Nu Bake (ASSAM): 

Homa – Established in 1983 at Amingaon, Guwahati Nu Bake is one of the largest bakery companies in 

the northeastern India. Initially, started up with making traditional breads is now also into making of Milk 

Breads, Atta Breads, Brown Breads, Multi Grain Breads, Rusks, Cookies, Sweet Fruit Buns, Pizza Breads, 

Toasts, Buns, Cream Breads and different such bakery products of various sizes and packages 
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4. Bread Cafe (Meghalaya): Established in Shillong, it is one of the most sought-after brands of the place. 

It has a wide range of products including cakes, cookies, pastries, bread, etc. and also into innovative 

customized items. 

Scope 

The rise in demand of baked products has been attributed to different causes such as westernized culture 

of hill states encouraging ready acceptance and hence a broader potential bakery market, more of working 

women population with increased dependency on ready baked products, innovative baked products, 

demand for healthy products, etc. Changing consumer habits and lifestyle with more of disposable income, 

is also leading to enormous market scope for baked products. Home baking, being a popular pursuit of the 

region, with new technological intervention, can be upgraded to the commercial level. The health-conscious 

strata can also be addressed by catering healthy and functional baked products. Northeast India is home 

to innumerable indigenous health befitting food crops which can be imbibed into the baked products thus 

enhancing the functionality of the products. Availability of wheat substitutes in the region like indigenous 

black rice, red rice, small millet, buckwheat is a boost to the expansion of the genre of multi grain bakery 

products which is preferred over the conventional products by the elite society. Addition of indigenous herbs 

and fruits with nutraceutical properties like sage, jamyrdoh, sohphie, sohshang, etc., into the baked 

products will contribute towards palatability as well as uniqueness of the products. The indigenous herbs 

and plants have always been the survival basis of the natives due to the health attributes which if 

incorporated into the baked products, will give an extra edge to the conventional ones thus fetching 

premium prices and increased sale.  

Moreover, Northeast India has been always eyed with special consideration may that be regarding special 

schemes or higher subsidies in the existing schemes. Recently in October, 2022 a new scheme named ‘Prime 

Minister’s Development Initiative for Northeast India (PM-DevINE), has been launched by Government of 

India with 100% Central funding. The scheme is set for the period 2022-23 to 2025-26 which will be 

implemented by Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER), with the vision to support 

industries, uplift women and youth and generate more employment opportunities (PIB, New Delhi 2022). 

PM- Formalisation of Micro Food Processing Enterprises Scheme and Mission Organic Value Chain 

Development for North Eastern Region (MOVCD-NER) are also some of the initiatives focussed to the 

Northeast Region. Each of the seven components of the schemes under Pradhan Mantri Kisan Sampada 

Yojana (PMKSY) by Ministry of Food Processing Industries, Government of India, offers higher grant-in 

aids for Northeastern states in comparison to other states of India with the objective of bringing the pace 

of development in northeastern region in tandem with rest of India. 

Conclusion 

Considering the inhabitant’s inclination towards baking and the ready market for baked products, 

Northeast India holds potential to play important role in the bakery sector of the country. It has not only 

exquisite add-ons to existing genre of baked products but also houses some of the most delicious cuisines.  

However, the sector in the region is still at growing stage calling for more of initiatives by the natives and 

exposure to the existent scopes and opportunities. 
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Introduction 

Post-harvest care is one of the most important factors influencing the quality of flower, a highly perishable 

commodity. It rather decides the face value of the flower at national and international market. The cut 

flowers are highly perishable in nature and an enormous loss up to 50% of the farm value may occur during 

the entire market chain in view of lack of improper post-harvest care. It is the post-harvest technology that 

has the potential to rescue the post-harvest losses and further to maintain improved cut flower quality and 

vase life. Optimum post-harvest handling of cut flowers not only maintains improved flower quality and 

vase life of cut flowers but also provides an alternative of storage during periods of market glut and further 

upsurge new avenues for development of market strategy. The post-harvest handling techniques for short 

duration like pulsing and for long duration like preservative solution using sucrose, different chemicals, 

anti-microbial agents, anti-ethylene agents, acidifiers and plant growth regulators have suggested by the 

scientists for different cut flowers. The evaluation of proper technology of packaging and storage of flowers 

is also important for the development of market strategy and its accessibility at international level for 

enhancing export potentiality. The study and understanding of the post-harvest physiology and 

biochemistry of cut flowers is further important to work out the influence of these post-harvest-handling 

techniques on the quality and vase life of cut flowers. It is the post-harvest management of cut flowers 

which drastically influences the floral market, directly or indirectly. This new model of value addition in 

cut flowers has high export potential and can play a significant role in generation of new flower market 

strategy. 

Post-Harvest Practices in Cut Flowers 

1. Harvesting of cut flowers: Harvesting of cut flowers should be done in proper way, considering the 

following points: 

Stage of harvest: Harvest stage is dependent upon market distance. Flowers may be selected at 

some advanced stage while for distant markets specially for export; flowers at early stage should be 

selected. 

Time of harvest: Early morning or evening time should be preferred for harvesting of cut flowers. 

It should be recorded that flower harvested between4 and6 pm increase life of rose.  

Mode of harvest: Flowers should be harvested using sharp tools to obtain sharp and slant cut. The 

hard and highly lignified stems close to the soil should not be cut as they showed lesser vase life due 

to lower water absorption.   

Stage of harvest: Flowers should be harvested at a proper stage for a prolonged life. Harvesting 

stage is also influenced by the distance to the market. For local markets flowers can be harvested 

at advanced stage also. 

Optimum harvesting stage for some important flowers is given below: 

Flower Harvesting stage 

Roses Tight bud but developed stage. 

Gladiolus: Basal two buds show the colour 

Carnation: Fully developed bud at paint brush stage 

Gerbera: Ray florets are fully expanded, two whorls of disc 

floret become mature i.e., open and perpendicular 

to the stalk 

Chrysanthemum (Std) Fully open before the central disc is fully 

mature 
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(Spray) When four flowers are fully open before 

the pollens are shed 

(decorative) Centre of the oldest flower fully open 

Tuberose Single: Buds are fully developed but yet not open 

Double: Basal 3-4 buds start to open 

Orchids Fully open flowers. Dendrobium: 75% 

inflorescence is open 

Anthurium When one third to one half of the spadix shows 

change in colour  

2. Post-harvest technology in cut flowers: It is important to know the factors, which influence the 

postharvest quality of cut flowers in order to develop post-harvest handling strategy. The various factors, 

which should be considered for postharvest handling technology in cut flowers: 

Flower sensitivity to ethylene: Ethylene is an important factor influencing postharvest quality 

and life of flowers. There is production of ethylene in cut flowers and a peak in ethylene is observed 

just before flower senescence. Flowers show variation in their behaviour towards sensitivity to 

ethylene i.e., few flowers are highly sensitive while some are less sensitive to ethylene. Flowers like 

rose, carnation, chrysanthemum etc are highly ethylene sensitive while flowers like gladiolus, 

tuberose, etc are low to insensitive to ethylene. There is need to treat ethylene sensitive flowers with 

anti-ethylene compounds to improve their longevity and quality.   

Consumer Preference: Consumer preference is generally observed in stalk length, bud size and 

at the stage of bud opening.  

Distance to the market: The stage of harvest is dependent upon distance to the market. For long 

distance, firstly, the flowers should be harvested at early bud stage and secondly, proper packaging 

is must to ensure quality at the distal end. Further, pulsing treatment should also be employed. 

However, for short distance markets i.e for direct sale, one can go for some advance stage of 

harvesting.  

Market – status/Position (High or low): Generation of market information and accordingly 

formulation of market strategy is necessary. Here, post-harvest technology plays a vital role. It is 

very important to know the prevailing market status for the particular flower. The factors 

influencing status flower market like festival time and should well be identified in advance. 

Accordingly, the post-harvest technique of packaging and storage can be identified.  

3. Post-harvest techniques: 

Conditioning: Conditioning or hardening is a simple process of restoring flower turgidity. Flowers 

are treated with de-mineralised water supplemented with germicides and acidified with citric acid 

to pH 4.0 to 5.0. Some chemicals like STS, 8-HQC, 8-HQS, sucrose etc can also be used for 

conditioning. Wetting agent like Tween-20 @ 0.01-0.1 per cent can also be added. More wilted flowers 

can be immersed in water for an hour and then transferred to plastic container with the stems in 

warm water and placed in cold room. 

Pre-cooling: Flowers harvested should be immediately placed in distilled water after rehydration 

and then should be moved to cold storage without packaging for pre-cooling till a desired 

temperature is reached. Pre-cooling is fast removal of field heat and it is important to slow down 

the metabolic activities of cut flowers. Pre-cooling temperature varies with the species and cultivars: 

Alstroemeria 4°C, Anthurium 13°C, Dendrobium 5-7°C, Carnation 1°C, Gladiolus 4°C, Rose 1-3°C, 

Chrysanthemum and Cymbidium (0.5-4°C). Pre-cooling reduces respiration rate and decreases 

breakdown of nutritional and other stored material in the stems, leaves and petals, delays bud 

opening and flower senescence. It also delays rapid water loss and decreases flower sensitivity to 

ethylene. Several pre-cooling techniques such as room cooling, forced air cooling, hydrocooling, 

vaccum cooling and ice bar cooling are available.  

Impregnation: It refers to permeation or infusing of the stem ends for a short time with chemicals. 

It protects the blockage of the water vessel in stem by microbial growth and decay. Chemicals like 

CoCl2 or NiCl2 are used at high concentration for a period of 10-15 minutes. Flowers like aster, 

gerbera, carnation, chrysanthemum and Phalaenopsis respond to it very well. 
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Pulsing: Pulsing is a short duration treatment given to cut flowers in form of high concentration of 

sucrose. It is a principle, in which plant tissues are filled with carbohydrates to ensure sufficient 

substrate for the flowers to mature and possess longevity. Fresh cut flowers are pulsed by placing 

lower portion of flower stems in solutions containing sugar and germicides for a period ranging from 

few hours to 2 days, depending upon the flower species.  The addition of sucrose in the vase water 

alone may encourage increased growth of micro-organisms in the vase medium. Hence, the 

antimicrobial agents e.g. 8-HQ, 8-HQS, 8-HQC, silver salts, citric acid etc should also be 

incorporated to enhance better solution uptake that would suffice maximum effects of the supplied 

sugar The concentration of pulse solution varies in different flowers. Generally, for rose and 

carnation, 5-8% sucrose solution is sufficient while for multi-floret spikes like gladiolus and 

tuberose, high concentration of 10-20 % is needed. Pulsing is a very effective treatment for the 

farmers, as this treatment can be given just after harvest, at the site of production itself. The 

treatment can be given in the evening and in morning, the flowers can be sending to the market. 

For Rose and Chrysanthemum 2-5% and for Gladiolus and Gerbera 20% sucrose is used for pulsing 

treatment.    

4. Preservative –Solution: Preservative or vase solution refers to a solution consisting of sucrose, anti-

microbial agent and or growth regulator in which cut flowers can be continuously placed. Basically, the 

concentration is much lower than pulse solution. The anti-microbial agents like 8-HQC, 8-HQC, Aluminium 

sulphate, anti-ethylene agents like STS, AgNO3, and acidifying agents like Citric acid are widely used as 

vase solution. Even plant growth regulators like gibberellic acid, Benzyl Adenine, are also reported to 

improve vase life and quality of gladiolus and chrysanthemum. Growth retardants like CCC, SADH and 

MH have also been reported to improve vase life of some cut flowers. Ethylene inhibitors like Amino ethoxy 

vinyl glycine (AVG), Methoxy vinyl glycine (MVG) and Amino oxyacetic acid (AOA) are beneficial in 

ethylene sensitive flowers. Besides, chemicals (anti-oxidants and mineral salts) like α–Lipoic acid, Sodium 

Benzoate, calcium Nitrate, Ammonium Sulphate, Zinc Sulphate, are also used for prolonging life and 

quality. Recently, chemicals like 1- MCP and 1-OCP have been found to be highly effective especially for 

ethylene insensitive flowers. 1-MCP is marketed with the brand name as Smart Fresh and Ethylene Block. 
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Introduction 

India is a global leader in agriculture. India's population relies heavily on agriculture, and different crops 

are grown there using various farming systems. Most of India's land is utilized for agriculture, and various 

crops are cultivated in various places in accordance with local meteorological conditions. The production of 

wheat, rice, millets, pulses, and oil seed crops in the 2011–12 year was as follows: 93.8, 104.7, 30, 20.8, and 

17.1 mt. These crops also create a significant quantity of agricultural residue, with an annual output of 

close to 550 m t in our nation. In our nation, burning waste is a major issue. It also contributes to global 

warming by causing the burning of nutrients like N, P, and Why farmers burnt crop leftovers on own 

farmlands? 

To make the manures from residue is a long process 

No other economic uses 

At present time more, use of combine harvesters 

Farmers clean the field for growing the next season crop 

The collection for waste consumes labour and time 

Current time the farmers reduce the number of rearing animals. 

Loses of Nutrients from Crop Residues by Burning 

S. No. Particulars Loss during one ton of straw Loss in soil/ha 

1. Nitrogen 6-7.2 kg - 

2. Phosphorus 1.2-1.7 kg - 

3. Potassium 15-23 kg - 

4. Sulphur 1.2-1.4 kg - 

5. Organic carbon - 94 lakh ton 

6. Urea - 79 kg 

7. Diammonium phosphate - 13.74 kg 

8. Potash - 127 kg 

Crop residue treatment refer to the quantity and dispersal of crop and also other plant waste on a surface 

of soil, as well as their usage as a source of industrial of other value-added products. A considerable amount 

of agro-waste is created each year. The crop residues are mainly of two types: 

Field residue: These are the elements remain after that a crop has been collected in a field of agriculture. 

Stem, stalks, petals, husks are among the remnants. 

Process residue: They are the components that remain after a crop has been transferred into a helpful 

resource. Seed, root, baggases, molasses, husk they can be utilized as animal feed, nutrients, soil 

conditioner and industrial material. The crop waste is not a waste material, they are used in various 

purposes and also improve the soil: 

a. The residue material is used for biogas production. 

b. The organic matter content increased by the residue add in soil and they provide the better 

environment for microorganisms for their growth and development. 
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c. The rice straw and husk of different crops are used for animal feeding in states like Punjab, 

Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Assam etc. 

d. In residue material presents some amount of nutrients like carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, 

potassium and provide the nutrients to soil when add in soil. 

Recent Practices 

Balling of straw 

Mulching 

Composting process 

Bio methanation 

Gasification 

Straw baler 

Stubble shaver 

Straw reaper 

Happy combo seeder. 

Other Machineries 

Forage chopper 

Rotatory mulcher 

Residue crushing machine 

IISR plant residue shredder. 

Conclusion 

From review study, the crop residue is not a waste material. It improves the soil chemical, physical and 

biological properties of soil. It is used for various purposes and also used as agricultural point of view. At 

current, the technology is more advance and various machineries used for cutting the waste material. So, 

not burn the residue and used for various purposes. 
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“A knowledge of the laws of mutation must sooner or later lead to the possibility of inducing 

mutations at will and so of originating perfectly new characters in animals and plants. And just 

as the process of selection has enabled us to produce improved races, greater in value and in beauty, so a 

control of the mutative process will, it is hoped, place in our hands the power of originating permanently 

improved species of animals and plants.”  

- De Vries, 1909 

Introduction 

A method based on whole genome resequencing of pooled DNA from a segregating population of plants that 

show a useful phenotype is known as MutMap. 

a. Concept of Mutmap: Abe et al. (2012) 

b. Crop of research: Rice 

c. Method of rapid gene isolation used to localize genomic positions in rice genes controlling 

agronomically important traits. 

Mutmap facilitate rapid identification of genomic regions harboring a causal mutation for a given 

phenotype. The prerequisite for this method is genomic fragment spanning causative mutation is present 

in parental ‘reference sequence’. The technique exploits Whole Genome Sequence. 

In MutMap, a mutant is crossed directly to the original wild-type line and then selfed, allowing unequivocal 

segregation in second filial generation (F2) progeny of subtle phenotypic differences.  

Procedure: 

a. Take a cultivar (X) that has a reference genome sequence. 

b. Use a mutagen (for example, ethyl methane sulfonate) to mutagenize the cultivar (X), named 

mutant generation 1 (M1). 

c. First mutant generation (M1) are self-pollinated and brought to the second (M2) or more advanced 

generations to make the mutated gene homozygous.  

d. Identify (phenotypes in the M2 lines or later generations) recessive mutants with altered 

agronomically important traits such as plant height, tiller number and grain number per spike. 

e. Once the mutant is identified, it is crossed with the wild-type plant of cultivar X, the same cultivar 

used for mutagenesis and the F1 is self-pollinated 

f. Second generation (F2) progeny (>100) are grown in the field for scoring the phenotype.  

g. All the nucleotide changes incorporated into the mutant by mutagenesis are detected as single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion-deletions (indels) between mutant and wild type. 

Flow Diagram for the Procedure of Mutmapping 
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Advantages of Mutmap 

1. No requirement of large mapping population. 

2. No requirement of genetic linkage map information.  

3. Does not depend upon natural variation present among the species. 

4. Substantial reduction in time and labour. 

5. Direct identification of causal mutations or very high-resolution mapping. 

Limitations of Mutmap 

1. It is only applicable for those species where draft genome sequence information is available. 

2. It depends upon artificial mutagenesis, and development of mutant for the trait of interest is not always 

possible. 

3. It is not applicable to traits where scorable mutant phenotypes cannot be produced. 

4. When mutation frequency is very high, one or more rounds of backcrossing to the wild type might be 

required for reducing the background noise in the mutant. 
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Introduction 

A new face of tourism is what is known as "Agri-Tourism." An open-to-the-public farm-based business is 

known as an Agri-Tourism. These public, specialized Agri-tourism locations typically provide things to see, 

things to do, and produce or gifts to buy. "Travel that combines agricultural or rural settings with products 

of agricultural operations - all within a tourism experience" is how Agri-Tourism is defined.  

When a local farmer or other people in the community offers tours of their farm, so visitors can see how 

they grow, harvest, and process locally grown foods like coconuts, pineapples, sugar cane, corn, or any other 

agricultural produce they might not find in their hometown or city, that activity is known as Agri-Tourism. 

The farmers frequently offered homestays and educational opportunities. In Agri-Tourism, farmers give 

tours of their agricultural farms and give urban residents entertainment, education, and enjoyable 

experiences.  

Agri-Tourism is a method for fostering sustainable tourism and a variety of activities in rural areas that 

gives visitors a chance to learn about agricultural regions, agricultural occupations, local goods, traditional 

foods, and rural residents' daily lives, as well as cultural aspects and traditions. Additionally, this activity 

introduces tourists to rural activities and nature, where they can engage, have fun, and enjoy a tour. 

In India, on May 1, 2004, the Agri-Tourism Development Corporation in Baramati, Maharashtra, officially 

introduced the idea of Agri-Tourism. 

Who can Start Agri-Tourism Centers? 

1. Agrotourism can be started by any farmer who has at least two hectares of land, a farm house, access to 

water, and a desire to amuse visitors. 

2. Aside from the individual farmer, organisations like agricultural universities, agricultural colleges, non-

governmental organisations, and agricultural co-operatives can start their own centres. 

3. With the assistance of local residents and farmers, Gram panchayats can launch these facilities in their 

service areas. 

Basic Requirements for Agri-Tourism Center 

1. Minimum 25 Guest Rooms for Project Feasibility.  

2. A farmhouse, which has the cosiness of the countryside and all the essential amenities.  

3. The area has abundant agricultural resources, including plants and water.  

4. A kitchen with the essential tools for preparing food.  

5. First aid kit and emergency medical care.  

6. The lake, swimming pool, or well for fishing and swimming  

7. Cattle shade, telephone facilities, bullock carts, etc. 

Basic Principles of Agri-Tourism 

Entrepreneurs should make sure their business adheres to the three following fundamental principles in 

order to promote and encourage agritourism. 

1. There should be something to see, such as animals, birds, farms, and natural surroundings, which is 

what agritourism does best. It is necessary to promote traditional culture through attire, celebrations, and 

rural games in order to spark interest in agritourism. 

2. In addition to sights to see, there should be some events in which guests can take part. Visitors can 

participate in and enjoy activities like farming, swimming, riding in a bullock cart, cooking, and playing 

rural games. 
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3. In order to draw tourists, there should be something for them to buy, such as processed foods, clothing, 

farm fresh goods, and rural crafts, so they can keep a memory of their trip and come back. 

Impact of Agri-Tourism 

Social Impact: 

a. Training and development of skills for the delivery of economic services. 

b. Education: environmental education in primary schools. 

c. Tour companies offer clinics, doctors on-site, and nurses. 

d. Enhanced local communications and transportation infrastructure. 

e. Increased local organisational and managerial capacity for social capital building. 

Environmental Impacts: 

a. Environmental preservation and protection. 

b. Improved methods for resource management. 

c. A greater desire among various stakeholders to conserve at the landscape level. 

d. Biodiversity preservation. 

Economic impacts: 

a. Earnings from admission charges and direct payments for access rights. 

b. Monetary gain from related value-added services. 

c. Growth of a related economic sector. 

Three Important Factors Contributing to the Success of Agri-Tourism 

1. Farmer: Farmers are typically less educated, less exposed, and innocent. Any visitor is treated as a 

guest and without any consideration for profit by a farmer. For the villagers, serving guests is more 

enjoyable than painful. The farmer amuses the visitor while amusing himself concurrently. He is not like 

an exploitative businessman, which helps to promote a wholesome tourism environment. 

2. Village: Villages outside the city have access to natural resources but lack urban amenities. Nature 

invests in islands, fields, water, forests, mountains, and deserts. Because of the more homogenous 

community structure and the fact that welcoming visitors is a part of the culture rather than a professional 

endeavor, the area has the natural setting needed for this kind of tourism. 

3. Agriculture: Rich agricultural resources, such as land, water, and plants, are distinctive from place to 

place, bringing variety and inspiring curiosity. The distinctiveness of each field contributes to its allure for 

tourists. The methods of cultivation and the products are very alluring to city dwellers. Rural people have 

a wealth of indigenous knowledge, which heightens the novelty and interest of the urban population. 

A wonderful situation is created when farming, a village, and agriculture are combined, especially for 

visitors from urban areas. 

Types of Agri-Tourism 

1. Direct-market Agri-Tourism: A roadside produce stand is one of the most common examples of this 

form. Farmers sell various products directly to consumers, including produce, organic goods, and canned 

goods, at markets and fairs and on the farm. The sales are typically made in conjunction with other 

agritourism services. Although farmers sell the same items that can be found in nearby grocery stores, 

their goods are more desirable because they can be purchased right from the farm. The products may even 

be marketed as all-natural and organic to appeal to some customers. 

2. Experience and Education Agri-Tourism: This type includes apple orchards, where apples can be 

picked by hand, bed and breakfast accommodations, farm tours, and packages designed to give city dwellers 

first-hand experience with life on a working farm. The experience that visitors gain is always first-hand, 

regardless of whether they pay to pick their own produce, take advantage of their stay in a farmhouse, or 

attend wine tastings. Visitors who get a close-up look at the working farm are more likely to want to buy 

its organic goods. 

3. Event and Recreation Agri-Tourism: Although it still falls under agritourism, this activity typically 

involves using farmland for other commercially viable activities. On the property, celebrations like corn 

mazes, harvest festivals, country weddings, and spooky hayrides are held. To entice visitors to purchase 
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organic goods produced on the farm, various recreational activities are also made available, including 

horseback riding, camping, and archery. 

Scope and Potential of Agri-Tourism in India 

About 58% of Indians currently rely primarily on agriculture for their livelihood. In 2020, India's gross 

value added (GVA) at current prices included 17.8% from agriculture and related sectors. This opens up a 

huge potential for Indian agritourism. 

 
Fig 2. Benefits of Agri-Tourism in India 

The main forces behind maximizing the potential for agritourism development in India are as follows: 

1. Supply-side drivers:  

a. Agriculture's expansion: The second-largest available supply of arable land is in India. India 

has all 15 of the world's major climates, with 20 Agri-climatic regions. Additionally, 46 of the world's 

60 soil types are found in this nation. 

b. Crop diversity: India is the second-largest producer of wheat, rice, fruits and vegetables, 

sugarcane, cotton, and oilseeds. It is the largest producer of spices, pulses, milk, tea, cashew, and 

jute.With a population of 535.8 million animals, India also has the most livestock in the world, 

accounting for 31% of all livestock in the world in 2019. 

c. Diverse physiographic condition: Wide-ranging coastline, river valleys, mountain valleys, 

plains, and islands are all part of India's diverse physiographic landscape. These offer a lot of room 

for the country's agritourism industry to develop. For instance, the Kuttanad Below Sea Level 

Farming System (KBSFS) for heritage agritourism, the Araku Valley coffee plantation, and the 

Kashmir valley for saffron cultivation. 

2. Drivers of Demand: 

a. Agritourism demand has increased as a result of a growing population and rising urban and rural 

income. 

b. Changes in lifestyle and rising spending on wholesome foods have also contributed to growth. 

c. Longer stays in rural areas are becoming necessary due to the increasing pollution in urban areas. 

d. The demand for environmentally friendly travel is also promoting agritourism. 

3. Policy support driver: 

a. Thrust on rural infrastructure: Government initiatives like PMGSY, Bharat Net, and others are 

being driven by policy to improve connectivity and access to rural areas far away. The support for 

agritourism prospects will be further boosted by a number of other programs that provide various 

basic amenities, such as the Swachh Bharat Mission (Gramin), Jal Jeevan Mission, Health and 

Wellness Centres, etc. 

b. To fully utilize the potential of the tourism sector, campaigns like Swadesh Darshan, a theme-

based tourist circuit, were launched. Agritourism is one of the elements of rural tourism that is 

involved. 
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c. The development of agritourism is mentioned in the government's recently released Draft 

National Strategy & Roadmap for Development of Rural Tourism in India. 

d. Several states, like Maharashtra, have policies specifically devoted to developing agritourism. 

Challenges OG Agri-Tourism in India 

1. Currently, the general public is not very knowledgeable about agritourism. Farmers lack the proper 

training for managing any business, including strong communication skills, a commercial mindset, and 

proper training. 

2. Another barrier to developing poor farmers is the lack of funds to build the essential infrastructure for 

agritourism. 

3. Numerous farmers live on small farms with poor-quality land and have limited or no access to irrigation 

or credit. They have to deal with ongoing flooding and drought. 

4. Because these effects have the potential to alter the community's overall character, residents frequently 

worry about potential noise, traffic, and trespassers. 

Suggested Strategies for the Indian Agri-Tourism 

1. Correct Recognition of the Agritourism Sector.  

2. Agritourism policy is supported by the government.  

3. Farmer and farm owner education to help them become more entrepreneurial in their work practises.  

4. Appropriate Financing Method for its Improvement.  

5. Risk and Liability Management Programs.  

6. Product and Service Quality Improvement: Both the product's quality and the service's delivery must be 

raised to the required level. 

7. A model for developing public-private strategic partnerships must be developed.  

8. Appropriate Marketing and Promotional Support Must Be Offered. 

Conclusion 

By combining elements of the tourism and agricultural sectors, Agri-Tourism presents a special 

opportunity to provide tourists, farmers, and communities with a range of economic, educational, and social 

benefits. Agri-Tourism offers producers a second source of income and a means of reaching consumers 

directly. By increasing the quantity of visitors and the length of their stay in a particular location, it helps 

the tourism industry. Agri-Tourism has the potential to increase local tax revenues and open up new 

employment opportunities for localities. Additionally, Agri-Tourism provides educational opportunities for 

the general public, aids in the preservation of agricultural areas, and enables governments to establish 

corporate businesses. Agri-Tourism provides "rural experiences" to tourists with the aim of giving local 

farmers and communities a source of income. The development of the industry would be more inclusive if 

community-based Agri-Tourism products were introduced and promoted. 
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Introduction 

Global agriculture is facing numerous challenges and adversely affecting food and nutritional security. 

Among others, intensive agriculture and excessive use of external inputs are leading to degradation of soil, 

water and genetic resources and negatively affecting agricultural production. Degradation of natural 

resources is posing a serious threat to meet the future demand for food, feed, fodder and fiber. Wide spread 

soil erosion, nutrient mining, depleting water table, and eroding biodiversity are the global concerns which 

are threatening the food security and livelihood opportunities of farmers, especially the poor and 

underprivileged. 

Conservation Agriculture (CA) 
A farming strategy that encourages minimal soil disturbance (i.e., no till farming), preservation of a 

permanent soil cover, and variety of plant species is known as conservation agriculture (CA), according to 

a statement made by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. It increases biodiversity 

and natural biological processes above and below ground, which increases the efficiency of how much water 

and fertilizer is used and leads to better, more sustained crop output. The FAO defines conservation 

agriculture as an agricultural crop production approach that conserves resources and aims to improve 

natural and biological processes both above and below ground. 

As Per FAO Definition CA is to 

1. Achieve acceptable profit  

2. High and sustained production level 

3. Conserve the environment. 

Goals of CA 

1. CA attempts to protect, enhance, and make more effective use of natural resources by combining 

integrated soil, water, and biological resource management with external inputs. 

2. It contributes to environmental conservation as well as to enhanced and sustained agricultural 

production. 

3. It's also known as resource-efficient agriculture or resource-effective agriculture. 

Conserving Agricultural Principles 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has determined that conservation 

agriculture has three key principles that producers (farmers) can proceed through in the process of 

conservation agriculture. These three principles outline what conservationists and producers believe can 

be done to conserve what we use for a longer period of time. 

1. Minimum soil disturbance 

2. Permanent soil cover 

3. Crop rotation. 

Resource Conservation Technologies 

1. Laser land levelling  

2. Furrow irrigation raised bed 
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3. Direct seeded rice 

4. Precision farming 

5. Surface seeding 

6. Zero tillage 

The FAO believes that there are three major benefits from conservation agriculture: 

a. Within fields that are controlled by conservation agriculture the producer will see an increase in 

organic matter. 

b. Increase in water conservation due to the layer of organic matter and ground cover to help 

eliminate transportation and access runoff. 

c. Improvement of soil structure and rooting zone. 

Prospects of Conservation Agriculture 

1. Reduce in cost of production 

2. Reduce incidence of weeds 

3. Saving in water and nutrients 

4. Increased yield 

5. Environmental benefits 

6. Crop diversification opportunities 

7. Resource improvement: Equipment’s of conservation agriculture: 

Constraints in adoption of CA 

a. Burning of crop residues 

b. Lack of awareness. 

Challenges in CA 

a. Understanding the system  

b. Building a system and farming system perspective 

c. Technological challenges. 

Conclusion 

The CA paradigm, a novel approach to agricultural R&D, is ecologically sound, provides a chance to halt 

and reverse the downward spiral of resource degradation, raises cultivation costs, and improves 

agriculture's ability to use resources effectively, compete, and sustainably. Through CA, soil structure, 

biological activity, above- and below-ground biodiversity, and organic carbon supply are all improved. Due 

to its moisture preservation and temperature regulating properties, it lessens susceptibility to 

unpredictable rains as well as high temperatures. 
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Chilli (Capsicum annuum L.) is an important vegetable as well as spice crop and mostly grown 

commercially all over the world adding taste, flavor, colour and pungency to the dishes. Its major bottleneck 

in the exploitation of hybrid vigour is the complicated technique of hybrid seed production, which involves 

hand emasculation and pollination that makes hybrid seed more costly. The presence of male sterility in 

the female parent could help to solve this problem. Male sterility is extensively utilized in chilli for the 

development of hybrids. Presently in chilli, genetic male sterility (GMS) and cytoplasmic-genetic male 

sterility (CGMS) have been commercially exploited for the development of hybrids. This article will provide 

information regarding hybridization procedure in chilli using male sterile line in chilli (figure 1). 
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Introduction 

Irrigation scheduling is one of the factors that influence the agronomic and economic viability of small 

farms. It is important for both water savings and improved crop yields. The irrigation water is applied to 

the cultivation according to predetermined schedules based upon the monitoring. 

Irrigation Scheduling Concept 

In order to effectively manage water, irrigation scheduling must address two fundamental irrigation-

related issues. The first is how much water should be applied, and the second is when to irrigate. The crop's 

water demands for irrigation determine how frequently and how to irrigate. For instance, if a crop's 

irrigation water need is 5 mm per day, a 5 mm water layer must be applied to the entire planted area every 

day. However, it is not necessary to supply 5 mm of water every day. Drip irrigation systems are often 

created to provide irrigation water on a daily basis or at intervals of 2-3 days. Other irrigation systems, 

however, continue to maintain a wider interval between irrigations. 

Advantage of Irrigation Scheduling 

Scheduling irrigation has various benefits, including: 

1. It gives the farmer the ability to plan water rotation across the different fields to reduce crop water stress 

and increase yields. 

2. By reducing the number of irrigations, it lowers the farmer's labour and water costs. 

3. By limiting deep percolation (leaching) and surface runoff, it reduces fertiliser expenditures. 

4. It raises agricultural yields and crop quality, which boosts net returns. 

5. It lessens water-logging issues by lowering the need for drainage. 

6. Through carefully managed leaching, it helps to manage salt issues in the root zone. 

7. By using the "saved" water to irrigate non-cash crops that would not otherwise be watered during water-

stress periods, it generates extra returns. 

Irrigation Interval 
The interval between two succeeding irrigations is measured in days. It is based on crop ET, effective 

rainfall, the soil's ability to store water in the crop root zone, as well as the management-allowed depletion. 

Methods of Irrigation Scheduling 

A variety of techniques have been created over time for scheduling irrigation. These fall under the following 

general groups. 

1. Soil moisture regime approaches  

2. Climatological 

3. Plant indices. 

Soil Moisture Regime Approaches 

There are numerous methods based on soil indicators. These include feel and appearance method, soil 

moisture monitoring using gravimetric method, neutron probe, TDR, or soil moisture tension measurement 

using tensiometer, porous block etc.  In these methods, the available soil water held between field capacity 

and permanent wilting point in the effective crop root zone depth is taken as guide for determining practical 
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irrigation schedules. Alternatively, soil moisture tension is also used as a guide for timing irrigations. Feel 

and appearance is one of the oldest and simple methods of determining the soil moisture content. 

Climatological Approach 

Irrigation scheduling on the basis of ratio between the depth of irrigation water (IW) and cumulative 

evaporation from U.S.W.B. Class A pan evaporimeter minus the precipitation since the previous irrigation 

(CPE) proposed by Prihar et al. (1974). The accuracy of the method depends on proper installation of pan 

evaporimeter and rain gauge and the measurements of pan evaporation and rainfall. Further, suitability 

of the method is site specific and limited to particular variety of crop. An IW/CPE ratio of 1.0 indicates 

irrigating the crop with water equal to that lost in evaporation from the evaporimeter. 

Plant Indices 

The plants readily respond to the deficit in soil water 

Visual plant symptoms 

Profile modification  

Increased plant stand. 
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Abstract 

Groundnut, one of the important oilseed crops, is considered to be an unpredictable legume and high 

nutrient requiring crop. For achieving higher production and productivity, optimized mineral nutrition of 

the crop through balanced doses of nutrients is necessary. Integrated nutrient management is the solution 

for obtaining the higher and sustained production of groundnut. Conjunctive use of different nutrient 

management practices is essential for overcoming the challenges of nutrient deficiency, residual toxicity 

and environmental pollution. Optimum nutrient management coupled with organic and inorganic nutrient 

management assists in better performance of the crop in terms of yield and quality. For successful 

implementation of INM, components like organic manures, inorganic fertilizers, biofertilizers, green 

manuring, etc. are combined in a holistic manner for achieving the best results in terms of crop yield and 

soil quality. Declining soil fertility due to injudicious use of inorganic fertilizers resulting in low and 

stagnant yield has made it crucial to explore and adopt such practices which improves soil health besides 

increasing yield of the crop. 

Introduction 

Indiscriminate use of chemical fertilizers for the supply of major nutrients and declining use of organic 

sources of inputs over time has led to the deficiency of various secondary and micronutrient, which are 

emerging as one of the major constraints for sustainable production in rainfed areas. Thus, it becomes 

imperative to increase use of major, secondary and micronutrients (Hegde and Sudhakarbabu, 2009) which 

can be overcome by the use of bio fertilizers. 

Figure 1. Components of Integrated Nutrient Management & their Role in Soil: 
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Groundnut is the major crop under oilseeds in the country. It is the fourth most important source of edible 

oil and the third most important source of protein in the world. But the average yield of groundnut in most 

of the areas is still extremely low when compared to those prevailing in other countries. The reasons for 

low groundnut yield are the use of low yield potential varieties, poor soil fertility and nutrient management. 

Groundnut performs better in terms of yield and quality when good cultivars are sown under optimum 

nutrient management coupled with organic and inorganic nutrient management. 
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Integrated Nutrient Management in Groundnut 

Inorganic/Chemical Fertilizers: 

a. Among available nitrogenous fertilizers, ammonium sulphate is preferred for groundnut because 

it contains 24% sulphur. It can be top dressed before or after irrigation at the time of proper soil 

condition. 

b. Urea, which is commonly used in groundnut can be applied as basal dressing both in rainfed as 

well as irrigated conditions. While top dressing it, it should be applied at optimum soil moisture 

condition followed by harrowing. 

c. The total amount of P taken by groundnut crop is relatively small (0.4-0.5 kg of available P) which 

is required to produce a quintal of pods. As the efficiency of P uptake is low, large quantity of P 

fertilizers has to be applied.  

d. Groundnut gives a good response to SSP application than DAP due to presence of Ca, S and trace 

elements. When P is applied as SSP, it becomes available to plants in 15-20 days under optimum 

soil moisture conditions. 

e. Application of SSP and DAP is most effective for groundnut when applied at planting rather than 

top dressing. However, it should be applied in furrows to minimize the fixation of P. 

f. Murate of potash and potassium sulphate are commonly use fertilizers in groundnut. These can 

be used either as basal or top dressing.  

g. Potassium sulphate is more effective than potassium chloride under wet conditions because 

leaching of potassium sulphate will be less.  

h. Groundnut being an oilseed legume, its calcium and sulphur requirements are high which are 

supplied commonly through application of gypsum. 

i. Application of gypsum at the rate of 200kg/ha as basal dose and at pegging stage (45 DAS) is 

recommended for achieving maximum yield of groundnut.  

Organic Manure:  

a. FYM and compost are commonly used organic manures in groundnut which serve as a source of 

organic matter besides supplying plant nutrients.  

b. Generally, 12.5 t/ha of FYM is essential. 

c. FYM should be applied well in advance i.e., 15-30 days before sowing and should be incorporated 

into soil by country plough or blade harrow. 

d. A well decomposed compost should be applied one month before sowing which can be broadcasted 

and then incorporated into the soil by plough or blade harrow. 

 
Figure 2. Role of biofetilizers in soil 
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Biofertilizers:  

a. For effective root nodule formation, highly efficient rhizobium should be supplied in the close 

vicinity of root system. 

b. Seeds are treated with rhizobium culture at the rate of 5g/kg of seed.  

c. In case of non-adoption of seed inoculation, 2 kg rhizobium is recommended for one hectare after 

mixing with 25 kg sand or FYM at the time of sowing. 

d. P fixation is high in acidic soil. The phosphobacteria is highly beneficial for seed and soil 

application in groundnut. 

e. 600 g of phosphobacteria is used for treating seeds for one hectare while for soil application 2 kg 

of phosphobacteria is used after mixing it with 25 kg sand or FYM. 

Conclusion 

The combined use of organic, inorganic and biofertilizers for supplying nutrients to the soil and plant is 

referred to as INM. It is a holistic approach to overcome the problem of declining soil productivity and low 

yield of crop. Bio-fertilizers not just provide a good subsrate for crop growth but also a favourable nutrient 

supply environment to the crops (Singh et al. 2021). The intelligent use of all the sources of nutrient in an 

efficient and integrated way helps to improve soil chemical, physical and biological properties which in turn 

result in achieving maximum yield. 
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Abstract 

This paper outlines the advantages of drone technology in agriculture and some of the places where it may 

be used. It gives examples of how drones work in the field and shows the various characteristics that can 

be used to manage crops by using accurate cameras to spot pests and water shortages. Specifically, 

smart/intelligent farming methods are being used for agricultural purposes, such as the use of unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAVs). Robots, artificial intelligence, big data, the Internet of Things, and communication 

and information technologies are all combined in the UAVs technique. The essay ends by urging more 

farmers to use drone technology to enhance their agricultural output. Here, we take into account the most 

recent developments in agricultural UAV research as well as control, equipment, and development trends. 

 

Introduction 

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also referred to as drones, are considered to be pilotless aircraft tactics 

used in a variety of contexts, including product liberation, space ambulance, industrial monitoring systems, 

shooting, and battlefield surveillance. It is useful for short-range flying and controlled by a precise location. 

Drone tools can be used in agriculture for a variety of tasks, including crop supervision, crop quantity and 

vigour assessments, crop recording, production of recommendation records, meticulousness drenching, and 

inspection of farm infrastructure, high declaration mapping and inspection of specific areas, crop scratch 

measurement, and insurance claim forensics. Drones suggest high eminence imagery to help with crop 

observation while scanning and evaluating areas to gather crucial agricultural data. These images allow 

farmers the capacity to determine how mature their crops are, and when they will ripen. This imaging 

approach can assist in the determination of crops and their growth, such as their health, and the 

identification of their promptness. is going to be ready for harvest. This imaging approach can aid in field 

organisation overall by recognising where certain crops may need a lot of water, fertiliser, soil, or pesticides 

and providing results in real-time. Using agricultural drones, farmers can monitor their fields from the air 

and identify intended farm problems like irrigation problems, soil variations, pest and fungus infestations, 

and after identifying these problems, the farmer can develop crop management and production strategies 
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that will yield better results. According to recent study, the military uses about 85% of drone equipment, 

with the remaining 15% going to civilians for a variety of purposes. However, due to the rapid advancement 

of technology, it is projected that the use of drones is growing 25–32% annually, notably in However, due 

to the rapid advancement of technology; it is believed that the use of drones is growing by 25–32% annually, 

particularly in agriculture. Numerous researchers and drone manufacturing businesses are developing or 

preparing to release a variety of drone types designed specifically for agriculture. 

Impact of Drones Technology in Agricultural 
The use of drone technology transforms the agriculture sector with high-tech planning and strategizing 

based on real-time applications for data collection and advancement. By 2023, it is predicted that the drone 

market would be worth $200 billion. Drones can be used for a variety of purposes throughout the crop cycle, 

including: 

Soil and pasture examination: Farmers use drone technology as a very reliable method to assess their 

farms at the beginning of each crop year. Drones provide 3-D soil assessment maps that farmers can use 

to be cautious while planting seeds. Drone-based soil and pasture analysis also provides useful data for 

irrigation and organising nitrogen levels in fields for better crop expansion. 

Planting: According to recent study, drones can plant trees on a large scale. The drone flies over a certain 

area to collect data on the soil's characteristics and determine the best places to plant. Two drone operators 

can plant 200,000 trees each day using five drones. 

According to a World Economic Forum [WEF] report, the planet removes roughly 16 billion trees each year 

but only plants 10 billion new ones since mending things physically is time-consuming and expensive. 

Drone-based technology can assist in tree planting in locations where humans are unable to, 10 times faster 

than humans, for 8% less money. It releases seed-containing fertiliser pods into the soil at precisely the 

proper depth. According to preliminary findings, planting expenses could be reduced by up to 85%. Drone 

technology releases plant-nutrient-filled pods into the soil, giving each plant the nutrition, it needs to 

survive. 

Monitoring Crops: Drone technology is used to monitor crops, assess crop growth, locate storm damage 

to plants, and identify regions that need more irrigation and fertilisation. It offers 2D and 3D photos, 

enabling farmers to gauge crop thickness, plant growth, and crop number. Analyzing the 2D/3D photos can 

provide insightful information about crop expansion and highlight manufacturing inefficiencies. Near-

infrared (NIR) light is monitored and sensed by drone using sensors. Strong plants absorb visible light 

while reflecting NIR, but weaker plants absorb more NIR while reflecting more visible light, making NIR 

useful. NIR measurement gives farmers detailed maps of information about plant health and more closely 

monitors treatments. Drone crop monitoring provides real-time crop vegetation index monitoring using 

spectral analysis of high-definition satellite photos for various places and crops, allowing for the 

observation of both positive and pessimistic crop growth dynamics. 

Health Evaluation of Plants: Before there are any obvious symptoms, like leaf discoloration, a syndrome 

may negatively affect the health of the plant. Although these features are undetectable to the human eye, 

cameras and certain filters may be able to pick up on these minute alterations. Drone technologies make it 

possible to quickly assess plant health and identify crop irregularities. 

Although there is a lot of confusion surrounding NDVI, using plant health algorithms like NDVI with drone 

maps can help highlight irregularity and make it easier to recognise crop stress. It's important to assess 

crop health and look for fungal or bacterial infections on plants. A drone-mounted system can detect that 

plants reflect different amounts of green light and NIR light by analysing a crop using both visible and 

near-infrared light. 

Role of Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture 

Because agriculture is a major component of our economy and is evolving as a result of population growth 

and environmental change, artificial intelligence is becoming a scientific innovation that is enhancing and 

safeguarding crop productivity. Agricultural robots, predictive analytics, and crop and soil monitoring are 

the three main categories under which artificial intelligence technology is used in agriculture. Machine 
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learning algorithms are used to advance data collected by drones to monitor crop and soil health. Several 

important artificial intelligence methods include: 

1. Agricultural Robots: Important agricultural tasks like harvesting crops at a higher level and faster 

than human labourers are carried out by agricultural robots. Robots have been formalised to assist in crop 

picking and packing while resolving other concerns with agricultural labour. Agricultural robots can protect 

crops from harmful weeds that resist herbicides that are intended to remove them. 

An approximate 38% of annual field costs are allocated to "wages, salaries and contract labour 

expenditures" in the areas of crops like fruits and vegetables where labour requirements tend to be the 

greatest. The agriculture robot may harvest 10 acres in a single day and replace 25 human labourers. 

2. Plantix app: The Plantix app analyses the potential flaws and nutritional deficits in the soil. This 

software uses photographs to identify plant illnesses and uses image recognition to identify likely flaws in 

images obtained from high-resolution smartphone cameras. Farmers can participate in the network of 

online and mobile app users to discuss issues with plant health and receive local weather reports. 

3. Driverless tractors: A driverless tractor is a farm vehicle that operates autonomously, without a driver, 

at measured speeds with the goal of doing agricultural duties. It offers farm employees and their families 

a safer, less demanding working environment. It is intended to look at how they are arranged, pick a pace, 

and steer clear of obstacles like animals, people, or items in the field doing their job. It functions with the 

aid of an administrator who controls it from a distance while sitting in a control position and watching the 

evolution. 

4. Precise Farming: According to a recent study, exactitude farming used artificial intelligence to create 

precise and illegal procedures that helped with present guidance and appreciation for managing water and 

nutrients, best harvesting, and planting. These methods make farming more effective and can help with 

ROI forecasting for specific crops based on their prices and market periphery. 

Conclusion 

The analysis's findings indicate that agricultural UAVs have limitless potential in the agriculture sector. 

However, there are still a number of difficulties and barriers in the early phases of research and 

development in the field of artificial intelligence. In this paper, we compiled previously expanded or 

understudied information on the infrastructure, control, and uses of agricultural UAVs. Additionally, a 

number of problems, verifiable assertions, and the most recent agricultural UAV findings are presented to 

outline the course of future AI research. 
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India's proposal to observe the International Year of Nutritious Cereals in the year 2023 was approved by 

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in the year 2018 and the United Nations General Assembly 

has declared the year 2023 as the International Year of Nutritious Millets. It was adopted by a UN 

resolution and led by India and supported by more than 70 countries. 

Objective 

1. To spread awareness about the contribution of Nutri Cereals/Bajra/Coarse Cereals to food security and 

nutrition. 

2. Motivating stakeholders for sustainable production and quality improvement of nutritious cereals. 

3. Focus on increasing investment in research and development and extension services to achieve the above 

two objectives. 

Nutritious Cereals/Bajra/Coarse Cereals 

1. Nutrigrain is a collective term that refers to a number of small-seeded crops cultivated as food crops 

mainly on marginal lands in temperate, subtropical and tropical regions and arid regions. 

2. Some of the common millets available in India include Ragi (Finger Millet), Jowar (Sorghum), Sama 

(Small Millet), Bajra (Pearl Millet) and Variga (Proso Millet). 

3. Evidence of these grains was first found in the Indus Civilization and they were among the first plants 

cultivated for food. 

4. It is grown in about 131 countries and is the traditional food of about 600 million people in Asia and 

Africa. 

5. India is the largest producer of millet in the world. 

6. It accounts for 20% of global production and 80% of production in Asia. 

Significance 

1. Nutritionally Rich: Due to high protein, fiber, vitamins, minerals like iron content, millets are less 

expensive and nutritionally better than wheat and rice. Millet calcium and it is also rich in magnesium. 

For example, ragi is known to have the highest calcium content among all cereals. Millets can provide 

nutritional security and act as a shield against nutritional deficiencies, especially among children and 

women. Its high iron content can combat the high prevalence of anemia among women of reproductive age 

and infants in India. 

2. Gluten Free Low Glycemic Index: Millets can help deal with lifestyle problems and health challenges 

like obesity and diabetes as it is gluten free (a type of protein that can sometimes be harmful to health) and 

has a low glycemic index (A relative ranking of carbohydrates in foods based on how they affect blood sugar 

levels). 

3. Much better in yield: Millet is insensitive to light (it does not require light during a specific time of 

fruiting) and is not much affected by climate change. Millet can grow even in poor soil with little or no 

assistance. Millet is a low water consuming cereal and capable of production in areas of very low rainfall, 

drought conditions, non-irrigated conditions. Millet has a lower carbon and water footprint (rice plants 

require at least 3 times more water to grow than millet). 

Initiatives Taken by the Government 

1. Initiative for Nutritional Security through Intensive Millet Promotion (INSIMP) 
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2. Increase in MSP: The Government of India has increased the MSP of millet, which will encourage 

farmers to produce millet. 

3. Apart from this, millet has also been included in the Public Distribution System by the Government of 

India to provide a stable market for millet produce. 

4. Input Support: Creation of value chain through Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs) in the form of 

seed kits and input support by the Government of India to the farmers for the production of Bajra and 

market potential for Bajra. helping to develop. 
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Introduction 

Maize is one of the most important grain crops of India because of its high incentive as a nutritious food 

and fodder. Fall armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda) commonly known as FAW is polyphagous pest of maize 

with more than 85 host species. It is native to tropical and subtropical region of America and has already 

attacked different states of India especially tropical region and caused several losses. So, timely preventive 

and management practices should be done before it become the most destructive pest in the country. The 

control of FAW in maize by using synthetic insecticides has limited efficiency because of the larval 

behaviour of this species, these larvae stay inside the maize whorl, making it difficult to reach the target 

with insecticidal sprays and also use of chemical should be discouraged as it may affect soil fertility and 

natural enemy of FAW. So, management of the pest can be done through integrated pest management 

(IPM) method. 

Damage Symptoms of Fall Armyworm 

In one night, this pest can destroy about 30 percent of a large maize plantation. They usually attack and 

target the soft shoots killing the whole plants. Female fall armyworms lay eggs on the leaves (above and 

below the surface), shoots and on the base of the plant near the ground. In its lifetime, a female Fall 

armyworm lays about 1500-2000 eggs. Late planted maize crops are likely to be affected by this pest. It can 

cause serious leaf damage along with direct injury to the ear. Major damage is done by younger larvae. 

Larvae causes damage by consuming foliage. Mainly young larvae they feed on leaf tissue making hole on 

them which is typical symptoms. Generally feeding on the young plant by fall armyworm through whorl 

may lead to dead heart. Older larvae can cause greater damage and defoliation leaving only ribs and stalk 

of corn plant giving torn or ragged appearance. It is reported that early whorl leaf stage was least sensitive 

to injury, mid-whorl was intermediate and late whorl stage the most sensitive to injury. 

  
Larvae feeding maize Fall armyworm life cycle 

Integrated Pest Management 

IPM techniques has been widely used and also has been found to be effective. In long run, this holistic 

approach has been found to reduce use of pesticides, has been economical and safe to environment. The 

goal of IPM is to suppress the population of pest from reaching economical level using cultural, biological, 

organic and limited chemical control measures that are cost effective and less harmful to environment and 

human. 

Cultural method: Late planting of maize is more prone to infestation of fall armyworm. Early planting of 

maize can help to escape the arrival time of pest as result plant can be protected from attack of this pest. 

Another technique can be the use of the trap crops like legumes which can attract the pest towards them 
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as result plant can be protected. Deep ploughing field before planting maize can expose the pupa and larvae 

to predictor which can decrease infestation of FAW. Sanitation, picking of larvae by hand, clean cultivation, 

weeding etc are also one of the best options. Pest monitoring can be another best method for management 

of FAW. Pheromone trap and light trap are mostly used for fall armyworm monitoring. Pheromone trap is 

a type of insect trap that uses pheromones to lure male insects. As male insects are lured and trapped, the 

females would not be able to mate. This would then break their life cycle and cause their number to decrease 

significantly. 

Biological control: Biology control refers to the direct or indirect use of living natural enemies to reduce 

the population of pest below economic damage level. In this method different biological agent such as 

parasites, predictor, and pathogens are used. Trichogramma or Telenomus wasps are widely used species 

in to control FAW eggs. Bacillus thuringenesis (Bt), Baculovirus and Beauveria Bassiana are also used 

biological control agents against FAW. The braconid wasp Chelonus insularis Cresson is one of the key 

natural biological control agents, it parasitizes the egg of FAW.  

Chemical control: One way is spraying Emamectin Benzoide 5 SG (5 gm in 15 litres of water) before 

flowering or spray Comex/Barazide (Nuvaluron 5.25%+ Emamectin Benzoide 0.9%) 6.25 SC (30 ml in 15 

litres water). Farmers can also use Flubendiamide 39.35 SC (1.5 ml in 15 litres water) or Chlorantraniliprol 

18.5 SC (4.5 ml in 15 litres water). Farmers should not spray insecticides in the morning from 7 am to 12.30 

pm, when the maize flowers are most active for pollination. If the insecticides are sprayed during the said 

period, it would affect pollination. Insecticides should be sprayed on the whole of the plants in the evening 

after 4 pm. 

Organic control measures: After flowering begins and before cultivation, farmers should spray organic 

solutions, which are not harmful to the human health to prevent the fall armyworm. Farmers can spray 

organic-Multineem (75 ml in 15 litres water) or Pestoneem (45 ml in 15 litres water) or Green Racer or 

Green Pacer (75 ml in 15 litres water). 

Conclusion 

Fall armyworm is very dangerous and damaging pest of maize. In countries like India where most of farmer 

are unaware of modern agriculture practices it can cause 100% damage. So, before it’s too late time has 

come, farmers should be made aware about this damaging pest and integrated pest management (IPM) 

practices such as biological, cultural, chemical method should be encouraged. Proper monitoring should be 

done to find out the presence of pest. If pest is detected proper management practices should be adopted. 
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Introduction 

Gram Uday Se Bharat Uday Abhiyan was launched by the honourable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi 

in 2016 to improve the Panchayati Raj Institutions across the country.  It is launched on 14th April 2016 

to commemorate the social reformer Dr. B R Ambedkar who strived for the Depressed class and their equal 

rights along with the development of Panchayati Raj. It is also known as the Village Self Governance 

campaign. India is a nation that is mostly incorporated with the rural population or villages. About 70% of 

the nation’s population lives in the villages. It is an 11-day campaign starting on 14th April 2016 on the 

event of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar’s 125th birth anniversary and closing on 24th April 2016 on Panchayati Raj 

day. 

Keywords: Gram Uday se Bharat Uday and Panchayati Raj. 

Objective 

1. To build Social Harmony among the villages and to enlighten the people. 

2. To improve the condition of the lower/weaker sections in society.  

3. Development of the agriculture & progress of farmers by the formation of Village assemblies and 

awareness of agriculture schemes. 

4. To promote Rural development. 

5. To improve Panchayati Raj Institutions by providing Sanitation, drinking water & electricity by 

Optimum utilization of funds available with Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

 
Sources: https://in.images.search.yahoo.com 

Implementation of Gram Uday se Bharat Uday Abhiyan 

The mission expects to produce a nationwide effort to strengthen Panchayati Raj, and increase social 

harmony across villages, promote provincial turn of events and foster farmers' welfare and occupations of 

poor people. 
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1. Panchayat level programs:  14th April to 16th April 2016, a ‘Social Harmony Program’ will be 

conducted in all Gram Panchayats. Through this program information regarding the various schemes of 

the government will be provided to promote social justice. 

2. Gram Kisan Sabha- Between 17 April to 20 April 2016, ‘Town Farmer Assemblies’ was coordinated in 

Gram Panchayats to advance horticulture.  

3. Gram Sabha meetings: It will be held from 21st to 24th April 2016 across the country. These days, 

Prabhat Pheris also called as morning walk, is a cultural program as well as a sports program that will be 

organized in the village. 

Features of Gram Uday se Bharat Uday Abhiyan 

1. The campaign aims to generate nation-wide efforts to strengthen Panchayati Raj, increase social 

harmony across villages, promote rural development and foster farmers’ welfare and livelihoods of the poor. 

2. It is eleven-day campaign will mainly focus on generating nationwide efforts on promoting above 

mentioned aim of the campaign. 

3. The campaign will be run jointly by the Union Ministries of Rural Development, Social Justice, 

Agriculture, Labour and Information and Broadcasting along with the States Governments. 

4. The point of this program is to give a detailed explanation about the scheme viewing agriculture, for 

example, the Fasal Bima Yojna, Social Health Card and to farmers and their proposals for achieving 

improvement in the solicitation will be requested. 

5. This mission will happen in association with Central Government + States government + Local 

Government (Panchayats). 

Benefits of Gram Uday se Bharat Uday 

1. It improves the productivity in agriculture and methods of cultivation. 

2. Standard of living will be increased in the rural areas and will be completed with the urban population.  

3. Panchayati Raj institutions will be established such that villages will be developed 

4. Proper guidance will be given to the Youth who are mostly populated in the villages to climb up the 

Socio-economic ladders. 

5. Poor and Destitute were benefited from Gram Uday Se Bharat Uday Abhiyan. 

6. People in rural areas were enlightened. 

Significance of Gram Uday se Bharat Uday Abhiyan 

1. It will build social harmony across villages. 

2. It will improve the Panchayati Raj institutions.  

3. It will improve the condition of lower sections of society. 

4. It will promote rural development and foster farmers’ progress. 
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Background 

Climate change is one of the most formidable challenging issues of our age and we are at a significant 

moment. From shifting of weather patterns that threaten food production, to rising sea levels that increase 

the risk of catastrophic flooding, the influence of climate change is global in scale and unprecedented in 

dimension. The impact of climate change is very comprehensive but its profound effects are now clearly 

visible on agricultural sector, on which the global food production and food security rely. The ravages of 

climate change are already being experienced, in the form of increasing temperatures, weather variability, 

shifting agro ecosystem boundaries, invasive crops and pests, and more frequent extreme weather events. 

As climate change & agriculture are inextricably linked, abrupt changes in climatic conditions at such an 

accelerating pace has threatened the food security at global scale. The combination of advancing climate 

change and an already vulnerable-industrial dominated agricultural system is a “perfect storm” that 

threatens farmers’ livelihoods and future food security of mankind. Not only this, it will also raise 

humanitarian concerns as food security is deeply entwined with public health and will create a vicious cycle 

of hunger, diseases and crime affecting every facet of our lives. 

 

It is also worth noting that the world population is expected to reach 9.7 billion by 2050 which would 

magnify the pressure in communities that already have high levels of food insecurity, environmental 

degradation and limited options for coping with adverse weather conditions. A growing population means 

more mouths to feed. International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) estimated, that by 2050 about 

50 million more people could be at a risk of undernourishment because of increased prevalence of extreme 

events and unpredictability of weather patterns. Now it is the high time to modify agricultural practices in 

a more sustainable way by developing Climate‐Smart Agriculture (CSA) strategies i.e., making the 

agriculture smart to combat climate change for achievement of goals of sustainable agricultural 

development & global food security. Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) is defined as an approach to 

develop the technical, policy and investment conditions to achieve sustainable agricultural development 

for food security under climate change. CSA is, fundamentally, “smart agriculture enlightened by climate 

science.” 
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Climate Smart Agriculture 

Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) is an integrated approach for transforming & reorienting the agricultural 

systems to effectively support & ensure food security under the new realities of climate change, 

incorporating the need for adaptation and the potential for mitigation into sustainable agriculture 

development strategies. United Nations (FAO) defines CSA as ‘Agriculture that sustainably increases 

productivity, enhances resilience (adaptation), reduces / removes Green House Gases (mitigation) where 

possible, and also enhances achievement of national food security and development goals’. It integrates all 

the three dimensions of sustainable development (economic, social, environmental) by jointly addressing 

the interlinked challenges of food security & climate change. The World Bank Group (WBG) is currently 

scaling up climate-smart agriculture. In its Climate Change Action Plan as well as its 2025 targets to step 

up climate action, the World Bank committed to working with countries to deliver climate-smart 

agriculture that achieves the triple pillars which are increased productivity, enhanced resilience, and 

reduced emissions. 

 

Triple Pillars of CSA 

Climate Smart Agriculture is a pathway towards development & food security built on following three 

pillars: 
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Main Elements of Climate Smart Agriculture 

CSA is not a set of practices that can be universally applied, but rather an innovative approach for charting 

development pathways that can make the agriculture sectors more sustainable, involving different 

elements embedded in local contexts by contributing climatic change adaptation and mitigation. 

1. Management of farms, crops, livestock and aquaculture to balance near-term food security and 

livelihoods needs with priorities for adaptation and mitigation by increasing resource efficiency.  

2. Ecosystem and landscape management to conserve ecosystem services that are very important for food 

security & sustainable agriculture development.  

3. Services for farmers and land managers to enable them to implement the necessary changes for better 

management of risk & impact of climate change.  

4. Changes in the wider food system including demand-side measures and value chain interventions that 

enhance the benefits of climate-smart agriculture. 

Climate Smart Strategies 

 

Climate smart agricultural strategies can increase prospects for effective adaptation, reduce the costs and 

challenges of mitigation in the longer term and contribute to climate‐resilient pathways for sustainable 

agriculture. Adaptation and mitigation are complementary strategies for reducing and managing the risks 

of climate change. In general, the CSA options integrate innovative and traditional technologies, practices 

and services that are relevant for particular location and reduce the effect of climate change and provide 

the opportunities to stand such changing scenario. 

1. Adaptation strategies: Adaptation is a key factor that will shape the future ravages of climate change 

on food production. Our farms and farm communities don’t have to be sitting ducks for changing climate 

impacts. Forward-looking farmers and scientists are finding following climate-resilient strategies for 

managing agriculture to produce our food: 

a. Developing climate‐ready crops: Development of new crop varieties with higher yield 

potential and resistance to multiple stresses (biotic and abiotic) will be the key to maintain yield 

stability.  

b. Adaptation through transgenic approaches: Several drought‐tolerant transgenic plants, 

including rice, tomato, soybean, maize, barley and Arabidopsis have been developed.  

c. Crop diversification: Major shift in terms of diversification of agriculture into crops, 

commodities, enterprises and cropping/farming systems is called upon to revert the process of 
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degradation of natural resources, rejuvenations of waste lands and also to make agriculture a 

profitable business.  

d. Alteration in land‐use pattern: Change in location of crop and livestock, adjustment in 

cropping pattern, planting time and methods, fertilizer and pesticide use pattern, and other 

management practices help to reduce the risk of climate. Alternate land‐use management practices 

also reduce disease and pest outbreak and provide remunerative production under aberrant weather 

situation.  

e. Changing cropping season: Crop calendar provides the information about crop location and 

cropping pattern based on weather pattern which helps the farmer for growing crop according to the 

occurrence of weather events.  

f. Efficient utilization of resources: The resource‐efficient technologies comprise those 

technologies which improve resource use efficiency and provide immediate economic benefits like 

conservation of natural resources (water, soil, biodiversity and climate), reduce production cost, 

reduce environmental pollution and ultimately increase yield and income of small and marginal 

farmers.  

g. Integrated nutrient management: It is a practice which aims at achieving a harmony by 

efficient and judicial use of chemical fertilizers in conjunction with organic manures, well‐

decomposed crop residues, green manures, recyclable waste, vermicompost, using legumes in 

cropping systems, use of bio‐fertilizers and other locally available nutrient sources for sustaining 

soil health and amelioration of environment as well as enhancing crop productivity on long‐term 

basis.  

h. Site‐specific nutrient management: Application of the right nutrient source, at the right rate, 

at the right time, in the right place is essential to nutrient stewardship.  

i. Relocation of crops: The impact of climatic variability will be varied across crops and regions. 

There is a need to identify the regions and crops that are more sensitive to climate 

changes/variability and relocate them in more suitable areas.  

j. Harnessing indigenous technical knowledge of farmers: There is a wealth of knowledge on 

the range of measures that can help in developing technologies to overcome climate vulnerabilities. 

There is a need to harness the indigenous technical knowledge and fine‐tune them to suit the 

modern situation.  

k. Integrated Farming System (IFS): Dependence on single enterprises not only increases the 

risk of crop failure but also leads to food, income and environmental insecurity especially in rain‐

fed area. Integrated farming system (IFS) modules minimize risk from a single enterprise in the 

face of natural calamities, and diversified enterprises bring in the much-needed year-round income 

to farmers in mono-cropped paddy‐growing areas and improve their livelihoods and resilience to 

extreme weather events.  

l. Integrated pest management: Adaptation of integrated pest management with more emphasis 

on biological control, improvement in forecasting of pest using recent tools and techniques such as 

simulation modelling, development of location‐specific crops, cultivars and alternative production 

techniques that are resistant to infestations and other risks. 

m. Better weather forecasting and crop insurance schemes: Weather forecasting at different 

spatial and temporal scales would be significant tool for adaptation in agriculture under future 

climate change scenario. Weather forecasting and early warning systems will be very useful in 

minimizing risks associated with climatic adversaries. Efficacious crop insurance schemes should 

be evolved to help the farmers in reducing the risk of crop failure due to these events.  

2. Mitigation Strategies: Finally, whatever we do to help farmers adapt to climate change, we still face 

the urgent need and obligation to reduce the source of the problem as far and as fast as we can. This means 

bringing net emissions of heat-trapping gases down to zero, and doing it soon.  

a. Mitigation through farming practices: 

i. Methane emission: The IPCC has estimated that rice cultivation is a major contribution 

to global warming. Rice cultivation contributes 23% of total greenhouse gas emission from 

agriculture sector. CH4 emissions can be controlled by the following practices:  
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ii. Controlling production, oxidation and transport of CH4 from paddy field by alteration in 

water management, particularly promoting mid‐season aeration by short‐term drainage and 

cultivation of direct‐seeded rice (DSR).  

iii. Improved organic matter management by promoting aerobic degradation through 

incorporating or composting it into soil during off‐season‐drained period.  

iv. Use of rice cultivars with few unproductive tillers, high root oxidative activity and high 

harvest index.  

v. Improved management of livestock diet through the use of improved feed additives, 

substitution of low digestibility feeds with high digestibility ones.  

b. Nitrous oxide emissions: Site‐specific nutrient management (SSNM), integrated nutrient 

management (INM), use of slow‐release nitrogen fertilizers & nitrification inhibitors, and placement 

of fertilizer in reduced zone helps to reduce emission of NO2. 

c. Carbon dioxide: Carbon sequestration is one of the best strategies to mitigate CO2 emission, 

which can be done in soil through manipulation of soil moisture, temperature and restoration of soil 

carbon on degraded lands. Soil management practices such as reduced tillage, manuring, improving 

soil biodiversity & micro‐aggregation and mulching are essential. 

2. Mitigation through transgenic approaches: The most practical and rapid mitigation procedure may 

be to reduce the emissions of CH4 per cow through animal breeding and genetic selection for feed efficiency 

as it is permanent and cumulative. Other options like manipulation in diet composition, supplementation 

of feed additives and selection of forage plants of high quality for breeding provide solution for reduced CH4 

emission from enteric fermentation. 

Actions Needed to Implement Climate-Smart Agriculture 

Designing a climate-smart agriculture approach requires the coordination of activities of a wide range of 

stakeholders. Governments and partners seeking to facilitate the implementation of CSA can undertake a 

range of actions to provide the foundation for effective CSA across agricultural systems, landscapes and 

food systems. CSA approaches include four major types of actions:  

1. Expanding the evidence base and assessment tools to identify agricultural growth strategies for food 

security that integrate necessary adaptation and potential mitigation. 

2. Creating an enabling policy environment that required coordination of climate change and agricultural 

policies.  

3. Strengthening national and local institutions to enable farmer management of climate risks and 

adaptation of context-suitable agricultural practices, technologies and systems.  

4. Enhancing financing options to support implementation, linking climate and agricultural finance. 

Future Thrust 

Climate change and agriculture are strongly co-related. The impacts of climate change on agriculture will 

be the key channel through which climate change will affect food security. Over the past centuries, progress 

continues in the fight against hunger, yet an unacceptably large number of people still do not have enough 

food for a healthy life & conditions of today’s world are a far cry from the world ‘free of hunger’ envisioned 

at the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Enhancing crop production to meet rising demands owing 

to the expanding population, against the threats of climate change, is an immense challenging task. This 

can be attained by adapting climate smart agriculture system which is in line with FAO’s vision of 

sustainable food and agriculture goals. Understanding the weather changes over a period of time and 

adjusting the management practices towards achieving better harvest are challenges to the growth of 

agricultural sector as a whole.  

International policies on climate change and agriculture are need of the hour but implementation has to be 

done at the ground level. Remote sensing and satellite imaging can also help in future predictions for the 

vulnerable agro-ecosystems and suggesting corrective measures by involving multi-disciplinary approach. 

This can also help in working out responses, preparedness and planning of managing the agro-ecosystems 

for extreme events such as water scarcity, heat waves, floods and so on. Connecting and sensitizing farmers 

to sustainable technologies and activities is of utmost importance as they are the ones who can play a major 

role in implementation of the ecological goals. For farmers, learning to adapt to climate changes now and 
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to prepare for climate shocks in the future is necessary, as without this he can never improve its so-called 

poor life style, which rarely meets his basic needs, and will carry on surviving like this. Thus, to sustain 

farmer's livelihood & to achieve agricultural sustainability in such changing climate scenarios, climate 

smart adaptation & mitigation strategies are very crucial to follow in our food production system. Now it 

is high time that not only farmer but also all the food security and nutrition stakeholders work together 

towards greater policy coordination and prepare themselves for the up-coming global food security 

challenges by developing such smart agricultural practices which are sustainably, economically and 

environmentally sound, so as to combat the impact of climate change and ensure global food security not 

only for humans but other living beings as well. 

“To solve tomorrow’s unprecedented global challenges against the context of threat of climate 

change, we must transform our farming & food production system today” 
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Vegetarian food is more healthy than non-vegetarian food we say. Among vegetables, leafy vegetables are 

comparatively more nutritious than others we think. But now, amongst leafy vegetables, the tiny seedlings 

that are of a week or two in age are even more nutritious and add a lot to our health say the experts. Those 

tiny shoots are called MICROGREENS. 

 

What Actually are Microgreens? 

Leafy vegetables that are harvested just after the cotyledon leaves have developed with one set of true 

leaves are called Microgreens. A central stem, cotyledon leaf or leaves and the first pair of very young true 

leaves are the parts of microgreens. The size may vary depending on the variety grown, with the typical 

size being 1-3 inches in total length. The plant is no longer considered a microgreen when it grows beyond 

this size. 

Based on the crop-duration, they are categorized into fast-growing and slow-growing microgreens. Many 

brassicas are fast-growing microgreens whose crop time is 10-14 days from seeding to harvest wherein 

slow-growing microgreens, such as beets, chard and other herbs, it takes 16-25 days to reach harvestable 

stage. There are almost 60-70 types of microgreens. Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, Apiaceae, Amarallyidaceae, 

Amaranthaceae and Cucurbitaceae are the families whose plants are consumed as microgreens. 

Sprouts Vs Microgreens Vs Babygreens 

 

It is necessary to know how different microgreens are from sprouts and baby greens. The significant 

difference that separates sprouts, microgreens and baby greens is their growth period. Sprouts are grown 

for 3-5 days until harvest, for microgreens, it is usually 7-14 days and baby greens are harvested after 25-

28 days. 

Hence, sprouts are the youngest of all, microgreens are younger and baby greens are young plants when 

you arrange them in accordance with their age. 
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How to Grow Microgreens? 

It is quite easy to grow and harvest the microgreens. They grow well in wide and shallow containers like 

garden trays. But one must surely make holes at the bottom of the containers for drainage. Organic potting 

soil, coco coir, wood pulp mats and agar jelly are some of the best growth media for microgreens. Fill the 

container with the growth media and tap down to get an even surface. Take a handful of seeds and scatter 

them evenly onto your growth medium. Give the seeds a good watering and then place them in a dark, 

warm location to germinate. Water them every other day that gives you a better germination rate. As the 

emergence of first set of leaves takes place, bring them out into the sunlight. A bright window is perfect for 

them. You must ensure that the growth medium stays moist by timely watering depending on how quickly 

your growth medium dries. You will have a bouquet full of nutritious microgreens to harvest just 7-10 days 

after you sowed them. 

Nutritional Value of Microgreens 

Despite their tiny size, microgreens are packed with nutrients. As published by the researchers of USDA 

Agricultural Research Service in 2014, several studies have identified the nutritional make-up and the 

shelf life of microgreens. The key nutrients were ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), tocopherols (Vitamin E), 

Phylloquinone (Vitamin K), and beta-carotene (Vitamin A) precursor, plus other related carotenoids in 

cotyledons when 25 varieties were tested.  

Red cabbage, cilantro, garnet amaranth, and green daikon radish had the highest concentrations of vitamin 

C, carotenoids, Vitamin K and Vitamin E, respectively which were among those 25 varieties tested. In 

general, microgreens contained considerably higher levels of vitamins and carotenoids, almost five times 

greater than their mature plant counterparts.  “An ounce serving of microgreens contains as much calcium 

as a cup of cow’s milk, as much vitamin C as an orange, and more vitamin A than a large carrot.” 

Microgreens are high in antioxidants that help in protecting the body from disease. They are mostly 

consumed raw. While all microgreens are nutritious, radish microgreens are considered the most nutritious 

of all, owing to its abundance in antioxidants and Vitamin C. 

Microgreens Health Benefits 

1. Microgreens contain sulforaphane which effectively controls blood pressure and helps maintain a healthy 

blood glucose level. 

2. When you eat microbiomes, the gut microbiome utilizes the bioavailable phytonutrients and converts 

them into antioxidants. 

3. Microgreens contain antioxidants and Vitamin C that can help with your sore throat. 

4. Microgreens contain carotenoids, polyphenols, vitamins, antioxidants and glucosinolates that have 

potential anti-cancer properties. 

5. Apart from these, they aid in tissue repair and also keep our heart healthy. 

Conclusion 

Most of the greens like broccoli that are popular for their nutritious value and health benefits are 

unknowingly being incorporated with harmful chemicals. A wide range of chemicals are used while they 

are grown to avoid pest attack and eradicate weed growth which in turn are posing a great threat to the 

consumers. So, microgreens which require none of those toxic chemicals to grow and are comparatively 

cheaper, act as the best alternatives for the consumers to maintain a healthy and balanced diet. Therefore, 

Microgreens may be smaller in size. but are higher in nutrient quantities. 

References 
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2. Microgreens by AIBS enterprise. 
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Introduction 

The rapid explosion in growth rate of human population is raising the demand for food in terms of quality 

and quantity. Plant protection, especially pesticide application is an important phenomenon in enhancing 

crop productivity therefore; spraying operation is an integral part of worldwide agriculture. One of the 

major problems related to the operation is drift. It is the movement of fine droplets due to wind, which 

causes the environmental pollution. Drift affects the droplet size, deposition and chemical loss which lead 

to the increase in cost of production. Manually prediction of drift is very complicated and hectic process. 

Therefore, introduction of Artificial Intelligence can play an important role in prediction of drift (Gil et al., 

2014). 

Artificial Intelligence is a universal set of machine learning and deep learning; whereas the working 

principle of deep learning is based on structure and function of human brain. Deep learning consists of 

neural network models i.e., ANN, CNN and RNN used for receiving, processing and resulting the data. 

ANN composed of artificial neurons that transfer the data from synaptic measures to activation function 

(Heinlein et al., 2012). 

Nozzle Types and their Patterns 

1. Even Flat Fan Nozzle: Even flat fan nozzles are the most common nozzles used for turf 

applications and produce a fine to medium droplet. Spray coverage is excellent but drift may be a concern. 

2. Twin Even Flat Fan Nozzle: Twin even flat fan nozzles are commonly used for herbicides and 

insecticides application. It has two flat sprays pattern and produce fine to medium droplet. 

3. Hollow Cone Nozzle: Hollow cone nozzles produce small to medium sized drops forming a hollow 

cone pattern with a ring-shaped impact area. The large, unobstructed flow passage minimizes clogging, 

allowing for uniform distribution at a wide range of flow rates and pressures and effective atomization of 

liquids at lower pressures. 

4. Full Cone Nozzle: Full cone nozzles produce medium to large size drops forming a solid cone-shaped 

spray pattern with a round impact area. The unique vane design features large flow passages to provide 

superior control and uniform distribution. Spray angles range from 15° to 170°. 

Subsets of Artificial Intelligence and their Types 

1. Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Intelligence is the ability of machine to think and mimic human 

behavior. It is precisely used in the various sectors like robotics, automobile industry, education sector, 

healthcare sector, agriculture industry etc. For the encoding data set to the software MATLAB used as 

programming language. Artificial intelligence has three types-cum-stages those are explained in brief.  

a. Artificial Narrow Intelligence: Artificial Narrow Intelligence is also called as weak artificial 

intelligence because it is unable to perform very precise and multiple tasks. This type of intelligence 

existed in today’s world and we are daily dealing with this intelligence. This is specially programmed 

to perform single task only. Information pulls from specific data set e.g., chess playing, weather 

forecasting  

b. Artificial General Intelligence: Artificial General Intelligence is also called as strong artificial 

intelligence because in this intelligence machine exhibit human intelligence. Here machine interact 

and communicate with human being and also operated by emotions and self-awareness. Machine 
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has ability of decision making, problem solution, planning, learning, innovations, imaginations and 

creativity. But for true human intelligence machine should capable of experience consciousness and 

that is only the missing parameter in this artificial general intelligence.  

c. Artificial Super Intelligence: Artificial Super Intelligence is the most advance level of 

intelligence which will surpass human intelligence in all way. Impossible task can be completed by 

machine within the specified time. It will decide the future of world and having self-awareness and 

decision-making capability. ASI will be widely used in Nano-technology, space technology, robotics 

etc. These are the three types cum stages of artificial intelligence according to the advancement in 

performance and efficiency of intelligence. 

2. Machine Learning: Machine learning is the process of learning, testing and validation of the machine 

itself. It is the subset of artificial intelligence which uses statistical tools to analyze the data. There are 

three types of learning operation those are as follows; 

a. Supervised learning: It is the basic method of machine learning in which labeled data is used 

for training the neural network model. It is generally used in artificial narrow intelligence for 

performing single task only. 

b. Unsupervised learning: It is the advanced method of supervised machine learning in which 

unlabeled data used for training model. It is generally used in artificial general intelligence for 

performing multiple tasks at variable rate. 

c. Semi-supervised / reinforcement learning: It is the most advanced method of unsupervised 

machine learning in which partial data used for training model. It is generally used in artificial 

general intelligence for performing multiple tasks at variable rate.  

3. Deep Learning: Deep learning is the subset of machine learning which is structurally and functionally 

inspired by brain. The functional unit of brain is neuron and this deep learning is also works on neuron. 

Multi neural network is of three types these are as follows: 

a. Artificial Neural Network: ANN is commonly used neural network because it is highly inspired 

by animal's Central Nervous System. It is highly suitable for training the model and capable of 

machine learning techniques and pattern identification. There are three-layer present in these 

neural networks i.e., input, hidden and output layer. 

b. Convolution Neural Network: CNN is commonly used in image identification technique. It is 

specially design to process data in the form of pixels. Exactly 28×28 pixels are used in processing of 

the image in neural network model.  

c. Recurring Neural Network: RNN is commonly used for time series data or sequential data. 

The various functional relations are used for the obtaining relation between the series of data. In 

this neural network model data utilized for multiple time and again and again the data is rebuilt. 

Specifically for identification of handwriting and speech this type of neural network is used. 

4. Data Science: It is the common set of artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning. Data 

science is the combination of various tools i.e., statistics, linear algebra, geometrical methods, partial 

differentiation and integration. 

5. Advantages of ANN Model: There are various advantages of artificial neural network model those are 

enlisted as follows: 

a. ANN model is used for achieving precision farming. 

b. ANN model store information on entire network. 

c. It has ability to work with insufficient or partial data. 

d. Good fault tolerance capability is the main feature of ANN model. 

e. It has no specific data storage process whole data is distributed in the model. 

f. ANN is observed as having best ability to train machine. 

6. Disadvantages of ANN Model: Every technology is not completely perfect it always has some 

drawbacks those are as follows: 

a. This model is developed in software and it is entirely hardware dependent. 

b. It is difficult to showing problem in the network. 

c. There is no specific duration of training the machine or model. 
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Working of ANN Model 
Artificial Neural Network is the most commonly used model for machine learning, which is completely 

inspired structurally and functionally by human brain. The structural and functional unit of human brain 

is neuron and the same concept is used in the ANN model as artificial neuron. Biological neuron is 

composed of dendrite, nucleus, cell body, axon and nerve ending these are combine and works as signal 

transmission and processing unit. The same phenomenon is followed in this ANN model.  

ANN model consists of three functional layers, namely input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The 

function of input layer is receiving input signals from external environment in the form of electrical signals. 

Then the received signals are processed in the hidden layers and after that the signals are converted into 

meaningful data so called output results and transfer to the output layer. The number of neurons present 

in hidden layer and the number of hidden layer present in neural network model indicates the efficiency 

and precession of the model. 

 
Fig. Artificial Neural Network 

Conclusion 

Result of these studies indicated that, spray drift can be monitored and predicted by Image Processing 

Technique and Artificial Neural Network modeling efficiently. The highest value for average degree of 

coverage observed when applied on sprayer setup with single standard flat fan nozzle and dual anti drift 

flat fan nozzle at 400 kPa pressure. It is also observed that the Artificial Neural Network model was capable 

of predicting output variables in different condition of spraying with high performance. The developed 

predictor neural network model can be used in precision agriculture for decreasing spray cost and losses 

with improving crop yield. 
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Introduction 

Increasing population with increasing demand for food is a major problem for the world. Advancement of 

agriculture becomes necessity for meeting global food demands and maximizing crop yield. Precise sowing 

and fertilizer application are important factor for maximizing crop yield. Seed drills and planter with 

different type metering mechanism are used for sowing operation. Metering mechanism is important part 

in deciding the machine performance. Several mathematical (statistical) models used to find best optimal 

operating parameter setting but failed to explain that relationship due to complexity of physical process. 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) suitable for dealing with complex system than that of traditional 

mathematical methods. 

Artificial Intelligence 

It is a branch of science and engineering of making intelligence machine. Artificial Intelligence is a 

technique of getting machine to work and behave as human. 

Types of Artificial Intelligence: Reactive Machine AI which operates solely based on present data, 

taking account into current situation, Limited Memory AI which can make informed and improve decision 

by studying past data from its memory, Theory of Mind AI focuses on emotional intelligence for better 

human believes and thought can be better comprehended and Self-Aware AI have their own self-

consciousness and become self-aware. 

Machine Learning 

Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence. It focuses on the designing of system thereby allowing 

them to learn and make prediction based on some experience which is data in case of machines. It gives 

access to data and let them learn from themselves. 

Deep Learning 

The idea behind deep learning is to build learning algorithm that mimic brain. Deep learning is 

implemented through neural network and motivation behind neural network is biological neuron. Neurons 

basically made up of dendrites which provides input to our neuron, cell body which contain nucleus which 

perform the processing and output, axon carried the output and axon terminals terminate the out  

1. Types of Deep Learning: 

a. Artificial Neural Network (ANN): It is also known as feed forward network because inputs 

are processed in forward direction only. These types of neural network are one of the simplest 

variants of neural network as they pass information in one direction through various input nodes, 

until it makes it to the output node. They may or may not have hidden node layer, making their 

functioning more interpretable. 

Advantage of ANN Disadvantage of ANN 

i. Storing information on entire network i. Hardware dependence 

ii. Ability to work with incomplete 

knowledge 

ii. Unexplained behaviour of the network 

iii. Having fault tolerance iii. Unable to determine proper network 

structure  
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iv. Having a distributed memory.  

b. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): CNN models are being used across different 

applications and domains, and they’re especially prevalent in image and video processing projects. 

The building blocks of CNNs are filters a.k.a. kernels. Kernels are used to extract the relevant 

features from the input using the convolution operation 

c. Recurrent Neural Network: RNN has a recurrent connection on the hidden state. This looping 

constraint ensures that sequential information is captured in the input data. We can use recurrent 

neural networks to solve the problems related to time Series data, text data, and audio data. 

Activation Function 

Activation function is an internal state of neuron used to convert the input signal on the nodes of ANN to 

an output signal. They introduce non-linear properties to network and the weighted sum of input becomes 

input to activation function. The output signal would be simple linear function without activation function 

and easy to solve but limited in processing complex learning. 

Types of Activation function: 

Threshold (Step) function: It is used in single layer network convert net input to output [0, 1]. 

Sigmoid activation function: It is used in back propagation network and its range is 0 to 1. 

Rectifier function: It is used for hidden layer in which you are sure about which activation   function 

to be use then just use rectifier function 

Tanh function: It is also known as hyperbolic function and used to make for easy optimization. 

Linear function: It is used when to make linear relationship between input and output. 

Construction Details 

1. Experimental setup: The test setup is consisting of an inclined plate seed metering device coupled to 

a DC motor via a chain drive. A DC motor controller is used for synchronizing the motor speed 

corresponding to different forward speeds of operation, and a proximity sensor was provided at the motor's 

outer shaft for measuring the running speed of the motor. An Infrared (IR) sensor can be employed at the 

bottom end of the seed delivery tube to detect and count the number of seeds. An Arduino UNO 

microcontroller can be used for synchronizing the sensor signals and a laptop for collecting the data were 

also used in the test setup. 

2. Data collection: The forward speed of operation, the seed metering plate inclination, and the seed level 

in the hopper can be selected as independent parameters, and the cell fill of inclined plate seed metering 

device can be considered as the dependent parameter.  

3. Neural network modeling for prediction of the cell fill: Multilayer feed-forward ANN (Artificial 

Neural Network) is used for predicting underlying relationship between cell fill and operating parameters 

of inclined plated seed metering device. Neural network consists of three layers of neuron i.e., input layer, 

hidden layer and output layer. Matlab R2014b package can be used for neural network modelling. Network 

output computed by applying hidden and outer layer activation functions, i.e., fh(.) and f0(.) to weighted 

sum of previous layer’s inputs. The log-sigmoid transfer function (logsig) and linear transfer function 

(purelin) can use in the hidden and outer layers as the activation function. Levenberg-Marquardt back 

propagation learning algorithm used for training purpose. It is combination of the gradient-descent 

algorithm & Gauss-Newton algorithms. Training data is randomly divided into three subsets:  

i. Training set (70%). 

ii.Testing set (15%). 

iii. Validation set (15%) 

Experimental data normalized in range before utilized for ANN. Sigmoid transfer function outputs are 

between 0 and 1 but data normalized in range of 0.1 and 0.9.  

Model trained by trial-and-error method. Network connection weights adjusted to minimize mean squared 

error (MSE) between target value and network predicted value of percentage cell fill. Two statistical 

parameters can be used for evaluating developed ANN model’s predictive performance i.e., R2 (Coefficient 

of determination) and MSE. 

https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/convolutional-neural-networks-cnn-from-scratch?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=cnn-vs-rnn-vs-mlp-analyzing-3-types-of-neural-networks-in-deep-learning
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Fig 1: Some activation functions used in ANN Fig 2: Topology of neural network model 

(Ref: Pareek et al. 2021) 

4. Sensitivity Analysis: It is used to evaluate each operating parameter's relative significance on model 

predicted cell fill values and calculated in terms of Relative Importance (%) of input variables on output 

variable. 

Optimization of Operating Parameters Using Integrated ANN-PSO Algorithm 

1. Basic Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a bio-

inspired population-based meta-heuristics algorithm. In this algorithm, each member of a given swarm, 

also called a particle, represents a potential solution to the given optimization problem and allowed to move 

in the problem space with associated random position and velocity. Each particle is accelerated towards its 

personal best and global best position in each iteration with initialization of weighted acceleration 

randomly by modifying its velocity and position.  

2. Optimal operating parameters selection: This optimization study aims to obtain the optimal values 

of inclined plate planter's operating parameters, which results in achieving 100% cell fill. In order to 

determine the optimal operating parameters, the developed ANN model for predicting the cell fill was 

integrated with the PSO algorithm. 

Conclusion 

1. ANN model integrated with PSO optimization technique can be used for modeling and optimization of 

performance of seed metering device. 

2. Pridiction level of ANN is very high and used for solving complex problem  

3. ANN model can be used to get optimum parameters value in quick time 

4. The algorithm could also be effectively applied to determine the optimal operating parameters of other 

agricultural machines. 

5. Article also provides a reference basis for future research on process parameters optimization and 

precision seeding technology. 
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Castor is a highly cross-pollinated crop so selfing is necessary to obtain pure seeds. The whole inflorescence 

is protected with the flowers which are not yet opened and these flowers are selected. From the selected 

inflorescence open male flowers are removed and protected with a suitable cover. During the rainy season 

old bags are to be replaced with new bags to avoid fungal attack, and free air movement. 

  

  
A) raceme with growing flowers B) Paper bag being placed over the raceme 

 
C) capsule set inside bag 
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Soil erosion is detachment and dislocation of soil due to the action of water or wind. Soil loss due to erosion 

has great consequences because it leads to loss of its productivity. Soil erosion occurs though out the world 

but it is a very common feature and more serious problem in dry areas. Soil erosion disturbs agricultural, 

environmental and ecological functions performed by the soil. Soil erosion results in depletion of soil 

fertility, decreased moisture storage capacity and consequently in decreased crop productivity. In addition 

to loss of soil fertility and crop yields, soil erosion also increases environmental pollution, increasing the 

sediment load in streams and rivers, thereby disturbing the aquatic life, particularly fish. In the long run, 

soil erosion affects socio-economic conditions of the society by causing floods, silting up of water reservoirs 

and disruption of communication systems. 

Water Erosion 

On global level, most severe type of soil erosion is water erosion. Detachment of soil particles from its 

original place due to movement of water is called water erosion. water from runoff, rain, irrigation and 

snowmelt may contribute to soil erosion but rainwater is the major factor which causes the movement and 

detachment of soil particles. The transportation of soil organic and inorganic particles with the water 

flowing along the slope is subsequently deposited in surface water bodies and at lower landscape positions 

in water erosion. The new soil reservoirs, streams or simply fill lakes are formed from these transported 

materials. There are many types of water erosion: inter rill, splash, rill, gully, stream bank, and tunnel 

erosion. 

 

 
1. Raindrop or splash erosion: Raindrops strike the soil surface, scatter and then splash the soil by 

displacing particles from their original location. Splash erosion is initiated by hitting of the soil surface by 

the falling raindrops. Soil particles displace from their original position after the striking of raindrops that 

scatter and splash the soil. Falling drops initiate the splash erosion by hitting the soil surface. Splash of 

soil particles, depression formation, raindrop impacts are included in the process of splash erosion. 

2. Sheet/ inter-rill erosion: Sheet erosion is the uniform removal of soil layers from the sloping lands 

(skimming o the cream). The top fertile soil layer is washed aways from the arable lands. Since a uniform 

layer of soil is removed, this type of soil erosion mostly goes unnoticed by the farmers. The sheet erosion in 

combination with rill erosion is designated as “inter-rill erosion”. 

3. Rill erosion (channel erosion): The erosion occurs in small channels or rills is rill erosion. It is due to 

rigorous rather than shallow flow. The soil is eroded more quickly in small channels by the runoff water 
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than inter-rill erosion. The soil particles creeping and flow velocity along the rill bed widen the rills. The 

second most common form of soil erosion is rill erosion. The tillage operations can easily manage these rills 

but large soil erosion might be caused especially under heavy rains. 

4. Gully erosion: Gully erosion is an advanced stage of rill erosion where surface channels have eroded to 

the point where these cannot be obliterated by tillage operations. Gully erosion is responsible for “removing 

vast amounts of soil” irreversibly destroying farmlands, roads and bridges and deteriorating the water 

quality by increasing the sediment load in streams. 

 

Wind Erosion 

Wind erosion occurs mainly in dry areas where soil surface is left bare. In dry regions, because of low 

rainfall, soil is too dry and flat to allow the wind to carry the soil away over several consecutive days. Mostly 

the material carried by winds contains silt-sized particles. accumulation of this material is named as 

“loess”. Normally, the areas where loess deposits are converted into soils are very fertile with deep soils. 

1. Suspension: The fine particles that are pushed upward into the atmosphere by strong wind and moved 

parallel to the soil surface have size of 0.1mm. This is exceptional erosion process because of which the fine 

soil particles can be conveyed high into the atmosphere and settle down again when the wind speed 

diminishes or brought around precipitation. The suspended fine particles can move to the hundreds of miles 

by wind. 

2. Saltation: Soil particles dislodged with every impact and these moves along the surface of the ground 

by a series of short bounces. Some bouncing particles remain within 30 cm of ground surface mostly have 

the size of 0.1-0.5 mm. the 50 to 90% of the total soil movement by wind is accounted for this process that 

depend on the wind movement. 

3. Soil creep: The soil particles along the surface of ground roll and slide. The bouncing effect of saltating 

particles is responsible for the movement of these particles. The total soil movement by wind is accounted 

5 to 25% and soil creep having size of 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter can move comparatively large particles. 

Causes of Soil Erosion 

Soil erosion is influenced by political, economic, social conditions, climate, land use and management and 

topography. Poverty level directly relates with soil erosion in developing countries. There is no way to 

measure conservation practices for poor farmers that have limited or lacked resources. The risk of soil 

erosion is decreased by the elimination of implementing conservation practices and for year after year food 

production on small agriculture farms (0.5-2 ha) compels farmers to use over exploiting practices by 

Subsistence farming. 
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1. Deforestation: Energy fluxes, erosion control, moderation of climate and ecosystem stabilization are 

the essential ecosystem services provided by forest. Medications, wood, numerous other wood-based items 

and sustenance is also provided by wood. The major causes of denudation are urbanization, unnecessary 

logging and clear-cutting, construction of roads and highways, frequent fires and expansion of farming to 

marginal lands. As the human population continues to increase, there is a clear need for more food. In 

addition, the increases demand of agricultural products has created incentives convert forests to farmland 

and pastures. Once a forest is converted to agriculture, usually gone forever, along with many of the plants 

and animals that once lived there. The land availability for agriculture or other uses is done by 

deforestation that causes the permanent destruction of forests.  

2. Intensive cultivation: Industrial agriculture that is also termed by the intensive farming or cultivation 

is attributed by maximum use of inputs such as low fallow ratio, labor and capital per unit land. Higher 

yields are produced with the use of less land and less labor that capable the farmer by more intensive 

agriculture. But blessing is not unmixed for the agriculture intensification. Wide range of plant and animal 

species maintain the fertility of soil with the diverse contributions and recycling of nutrients in natural 

ecosystem. When no fertilizers are used than some trace elements are depleted as a result of no diversity 

and rotation is replaced year after year by a single species grown. 

3. Overgrazing: In many livestock farms, the same piece of land for a long time is mostly concentrated by 

the herds of cattle and sheep. Soil displacement during traffic, repeated crushing or trampling and 

overgrazing is resulted by this confinement. Soil erosion on steeps slope or hillsides is increased when the 

protective cover is reduced by removing or thinning of grasses. Acceleration of water and wind erosion, 

degradation of soil structure and reduction in organic matter content of soil is resulted by overgrazing. 

Siltation and sediment-related pollution of downstream water bodies also increase the soil erosion of 

pasture lands. Wind erosion is susceptible to increase soil erosion in surface soils that disintegrate the 

particles by animal traffic in dry regions.  

4. Urbanization: There is significant effect of urbanization because most of the productive agricultural 

land near cities has been converted into residential and commercial area. As a result, agricultural area is 

decreasing which ultimately affects the farmer’s income as the natural resources are also decreased. 

Despite decrease in agricultural land, the limited land is used intensively for cultivation which results in 

decreased soil fertility over the time. 

Conclusion 

1. The growth of agriculture sector and rural livelihood depends on important natural resources like soil 

and water. 

2. The basic factors causing soil erosion-induced degradation are wind and water erosion. acidification, 

compaction and salinization are some other causes of soil degradation.  

3. The main causes of enhanced soil erosion are intensive cultivation, urbanization, overgrazing, poor 

management of arable soils and deforestation. soil deserves more attention as it is being eroded faster than 

its formation. 

4. The regions where farmers are poor and the soil erosion is the major risk, the proper conservation policies 

implementation and the technologies must be done. 
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Introduction 

Artificial ornamental plants are replicas of natural plants that are used for commercial or home decoration. 

They are occasionally created for scientific purposes, such as illustrating the flora of a specific region. Due 

to rapid industrialization and urbanization, the land is becoming scarce and people cannot afford to grow 

these flowers to enjoy their charismatic beauty, therefore, they have shifted towards the purchase of 

different categories of flowers like fresh flowers, potted flowers and artificial flowers (dry flowers and plastic 

flowers). Flowers are commonly used to decorate homes, offices, hotels, and restaurants. Fresh and dried 

flowers are not long lasting and must be replaced at a cost each time you change, whereas artificial flowers 

that are identical to natural flowers in every way are long lasting and can be washed frequently. Table 

tops, reception halls, and rooms in homes and hotels are all decorated with artificial flowers. They are 

found in marriage halls and public gathering places. Artificial flowers, unlike fresh and dried flowers, do 

not become damaged or spoiled. With good promotional campaign the artificial flowers can be marketed in 

huge quantities. It is very convenient to use artificial flowers in places where the quantity required is large, 

and they can be stored for future use. 

Advantages 

 

1. Uses in hotel industry: In recent years, there has been a rapid increase in the number of new hotels 

and restaurants opening in metropolitan cities. Growing businesses present their own set of challenges. 

Due to the perishable nature of ornamental flowers and their arrangement, the hotel maintenance charges 

are increased, and these prices are ultimately paid by the customers. One way they are doing this is by 

incorporating artificial plants into hotels and restaurants. 

2. Higher market potential: Artificial flowers, unlike fresh and dried flowers, do not become damaged or 

spoiled. Artificial flowers can be sold in large quantities with a good promotional campaign. 

3. Water and fertilizer saving: Although saving watering cost is what sets the artificial landscaping 

apart from using natural plants and trees, it is by no means the only benefit. 

4. No light requirements: Furthermore, because artificial plants do not require light, they can be used 

to brighten dark corners or offices that do not receive much natural light. And because artificial plants, 

flowers, and trees do not require soil, watering, or repotting, they can be used in almost any setting. 

Furthermore, if you are unable to place a live plant in a specific location because it is too hot or too cold, 

you can use an identical artificial plant to achieve the desired look. 
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Scopes of Artificial Flowers 

1. Foliage plants: Monstera, Selloum, Alocasia,Tradecantia, Aglaoenema, Caladium, Bord nest fern, 

Philodendron, Dieffenbachia, Calathea, Boston fern, Pandanus 

2. Flowering plants: Flowering plants are difficult to care for, with most flowers being seasonal. Different 

arrangements of flower, plants and foliage are pre-arranged and pre- potted. Artificial flowers are generally 

used of Delphinium, Gerbera, Hydrangea Lily, Tulip, Peony, Magnolia, Sunflower, Eustoma, Poinsettia, 

Orchids- Cymbidium, Phalaenopsis, Vanda, Petunia, Geranium, Fuchsia. 

 

3. Succulents and cacti – Sansevieria, Cyprus alterni, Aloe, Yucca, Podocarpus  

4. Artificial trees and preserved palms: Song of India, Magnolia, Wisteria, Fiddle tree, Ficus sp. 

Bamboo, Japanese maple, Areca palm, Pine, Cedar. 

5. Astro Turf- Artificial turf is currently being used extensively in sports facilities due to lower costs, 

greater sustainability in material recycling, and benefits related to athletic practise and performance. 

Manufacturing Process of Artificial Ornamental Plants 

The injection moulding process is used to create artificial ornamental plants. The petals are manufactured 

using multi-cavity dies. The petals are made from granules of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and low-

density polyethylene (LDPE) in various colours. Colored granules are melted, and the molten material is 

injected into the mould cavity via a nozzle. The petal leaves are removed from the die after the moulds have 

cooled. 

Maintenance of Artificial Ornamentals Plants 

1. Artificial plants can be attractive and useful at the same time. They don't need to be watered or fertilised 

like actual plants do, but they still need to be cleaned frequently to look their best. Whether your flowers 

are made of plastic, metal, or silk, delicate components might be scary to wash or dust. You may, however, 

learn practical cleaning techniques for artificial flowers. 

2. Dust your flowers weekly: Move lightly back and forth over the places where dust tends to collect. 

Weekly dustings will keep your flowers cleaner in between extensive cleanings and help remove a little 

amount of dust. Instead of using a feather duster, one can use, microfiber cloth, hair dryer set to a low heat 
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and a vacuum cleaner with an old stocking secured over the hose by a rubber band. If possible, set the 

vacuum cleaner to its lowest setting.  

3. Spray a mixture of vinegar and water: If we think that flowers can survive a little dampness, then 

combine equal parts water and distilled vinegar in a spray bottle. Spray the mixture very sparingly over 

the flowers and let them air dry. To catch any drips, you might wish to put a towel under the flowers. 

4. Use soap and water: Add a few drops of dish soap to the room temperature water in your sink. Gently 

swish each flower around the water, rubbing lightly to remove any stubborn grime. Take the flower out of 

the water right away, then dry it with a fresh towel. Don’t soak the flowers if they are hand wrapped. 

Soaking erodes the glue and weakens the floral tape 

5. Use lemon juice: Fill a spray bottle with lemon juice and spray it on the dirty areas of the flowers. The 

citric acid will assist in the breakdown of dirt and grime. If the grime is particularly stubborn, use a cloth 

or dishwashing gloves to gently remove it. Cool water should be used to rinse the flowers. When finished 

rinsing, place the flowers on a towel to dry. Never use hot water because it can weaken the glue that holds 

individual flower parts together. Scrubbing can harm the flowers. 

6. Use glass cleaner: Common glass cleaner consists Ammonia D, like Windex, work best. Spray the glass 

cleaner onto the entirety of each flower. Lay the flowers in the sunlight for 30 minutes. This will help 

activate the cleaning product and restore the flowers’ colours. 

Conclusion 

In the era of urbanization and industrialization, today man is shifting to luxurious life style.  The 

availability of modern technology is in reach of every person. As a result, the manufacturing of artificial 

flowers is cheap and affordable to everyone. Also, there are certain advantages of artificial flora over 

natural, they are easy to recycle, less transportation cost and more attractive. However, rising population 

and unsustainable production pose a threat to global ecosystems. Plants are gradually being commodified 

as mere resources. Plant commodification has now become so commonplace that it may appear unavoidable. 

Plants have morphed from living beings to agricultural crops and recreational areas for city dwellers. 
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Introduction 

Value addition is a process by which we enhance the value of flowers by precise use of modern technology 

and also by making floral bi-products and flower processing. It includes fresh flower products from cut 

flower arrangements, artificial coloring of flowers, aqua packing for better presentation, three dimensional 

windows packing of flowers, garlands, veni, bouquets, greeting cards using petal-embedded craft papers, 

dry flowers, potpourris, and so on. As we know, flowers are the utmost perishable horticultural produce, 

that creates some hindrance in proper marketing and leads to postharvest losses. Value addition in 

floriculture is achieved through genetic changes, processing, or diversification. As a result, value addition 

has grown in popularity as a means of expanding the floricultural trade through the art of flower 

preservation and the development of novel products that appeal to customer preferences. In floriculture, 

value addition raises the economic value and consumer appeal of any floral commodity. When a raw 

material is transformed into a unique product, the profitability of a commodity increases. 

Value addition in flowers is a good source of self-employment income. Essential oils, flavors, fragrance, 

pharmaceutical and nutraceutical compounds, insecticidal and nematicidal compounds, pigments and 

natural dye, gulkand, rose water, vanilla products, and other value-added products are obtained from 

flower crops. 

Different Value-Added Products from Flowers 

Chatterjee and Das (2017) 

Value Added Products from Cut Flower 

Flower Bouquets: A flower bouquet is the collection of flowers in a creative arrangement. Flower bouquets 

are arranged for the decor of homes or public buildings, or may be handheld. Handheld bouquets can be 

classified by several different popular shapes and styles, including nosegay, crescent, and cascading 

bouquets.  

Cut Flower arrangements: Floral arrangement is made whenever selected cut flowers and foliages are 

placed into a container according to a plan. Flowers casually placed in a container are attractive because 

of their beautiful color and shape, but the same flowers are even more appealing when arranged in a stylish 

way. Roses, carnations, chrysanthemums, lilies, and other high-value flowers can be used to create a 

variety of flower arrangements. The flower arrangements can be made in the Japanese style ikebana and 

moribana or in the English styles viz., upright, slanting, regular, irregular, curved, Hogarth S, etc. 

Crops Value Added Products 

Rose Rose water, rose oil, concrete, Gulkand, Pankhuri, Rose hips, Rose tea 

Chrysanthemum Garlands, Potpourri Edible chrysanthemums, 

Chrysanthemum insecticides(pyrethrin), Medicinal chrysanthemum. 

Carnation Carnation concrete and absolutes, Dry flowers, Medicinal carnations, Edible 

carnations 

Anthurium Standard anthuriums, Obake anthuriums, Tulip anthuriums. 

Gladiolus Bouquets, Flower arrangement, Medicine, Edible gladiolus, Scented gladiolus 

Tuberose Floral ornaments, Essential oils, Medicines, Edible tuberose 

Jasmine Essential oils, Herbal medicines, Jasmine tea, Jasmine syrup. 

Marigold Phytochemicals, Natural dyes, essential oils, edible product like salad (Tagetes 

lucida) 
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Value Added Products from Loose Flower 

Garlands: Garland is one of the oldest and traditional method of using flower for decoration. Our earliest 

writings, including the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and Vedas, mention the use of flower garlands. Flower 

garlands are still used in Indian culture, regardless of caste or religion, as a welcome gesture for dignitaries 

and special guests as well as in marriage ceremonies. Goddess Kali receives garlands of red Hibiscus rosa-

sinensis from the worshippers. The most sought-after flowers are Rosa damascena and other scented roses, 

as well as Jaminum auriculatum, J. grandiflorum, J. officinale, and J. sambac. As the locket of the garland 

or in between the garland of other flowers, a lotus flower or bunch is frequently used. To make the garlands 

more gorgeous, in between the flower’s threads of jari or silk ribbons are also inserted. 

Veni, Gajra and Broach: Veni, gajra and broach are the variations available in flower arrangements for 

hair styles specially for specific occasions. These are special kind of flower arrangement commonly used in 

South India to decorate long plait of hair during ceremonies at the time of marriages or Bharat Natyam 

dance recital.  Barleria and Crossandra veni is very popular flower used for it. 

Rangoli: Rangoli means drawing patterns at the entrance is made up of colours but keeping in view the 

ecofriendly nature. Rangoli has a religious connotation and is done during puja (prayer offerings) in front 

of temples or in some social functions such as marriage, and at various festivals in front of the gate of the 

house. Loose flowers can also be used to make rangoli. 

Floral Jewelry: Orchid flowers are widely used in making floral jewelry to electroplate with gold and 

platinum. The floral jewellery covers bracelets, Maangtika, Hath Phool, Kamarband, Bajuband, hair 

accessories, necklace, earrings, floral hairstyles, floral half Dupatta, anklets, finger rings and with other 

endless options. These provide an ultra-refreshing look on wearing due to their attractive look, eco-friendly 

nature and aroma. India has enormous potential with orchid species and hybrids like Dendrobium, 

Phalaenopsis. Flower jewellery is mostly used in immemorial pre-weddings functions like Haldi and 

Mehandi ceremony. 

Floral bangles and Floral crowns: Floral ornaments like bangles and floral crowns were worn by women 

since old time. Even today, in certain Indian dances, the dancer, especially the female dancers, also wear 

floral bangles along with garlands. Floral bangles made of fragrant flowers like jasmine or tuberose or non-

fragrant flowers like Tabernae montana, marigold and Thevetia peruviana worn by female dancers. Floral 

crowns made of scented tuberose flowers are usually used in ceremonies like ‘Annaprasna’ a ceremony 

when the newborn takes its first cereal food, generally cooked rice, at the age of 6-9 months wearing a floral 

princess in a drama. 

Dry Flower Value Added Products 

Dry flower arrangement: Dry flowers are naturals, dried and preserved with an everlasting value that 

can be cherished for longer period. Dry flowers are arranged in dry vases just as fresh cut flowers are 

arranged. They can be arranged in bouquets or wall displays after fastening them to decorative bands. The 

common ornamental products used in India are cotton pods, large pine cones, dried capsicums, ornamental 

gourds, seed pods and heads, exotic grasses and leaf material, unfurling fern fronds, bark and twigs along 

with dry flowers. Flowers like Helichrysum, Delphinium, Helipterum, Amaranthus, Nigella, Carathmus, 

Gypsophilla and Rosa can be dried by different methods of drying in making the dried flower products and 

flower arrangements.  

Pot pourri: Potpourri is a mixture of fragrant herbs, flowers, berries, spices, fixatives and essential oils. 

Before we had air fresheners in spray cans and colognes in atomizers, we had potpourri. These natural air 

fresheners are enjoying new-found popularity today. There are two types of pot pourri -- moist and dry. It 

is usually placed in a decorative wooden bowl, or tied in small bags made from sheer fabric. Dried flowers 

are used as a common component of potpourris. Rose petals, gomphrena, marigold petals, lotus pods, are 

ideally suitable for making pot pourris. Many scented leaf of geraniums, rosemary, mint, lemon balm, 

thyme, sweet woodruff, lemon verbena and santolina are commercially used in pot pourri. 

Floral handicrafts: This includes collages, flower pictures, cards and covers. Innovative items like candle 

stands, table lamps, picture frames, floral jewellery, mirror decorative, arrangements in glass containers 

are also made. Floral Candle is made by adding dried flowers to the outside of plain candles or simply 

placing crushed dried flowers on wax paper and then pouring a little melted wax over the flowers. Press 
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dried flower handicrafts includes greeting cards, bookmarks, paper weights, wall hangings, table tops, 

table mats, etc. The flowers and leaves are dried by herbarium method and finally pasted with fevicol or 

glue in artistic manner. Also, the flower petals are embedded in the paper during the making process and 

this gives the paper that exclusive look. 

Processed Flower Products 

Gulkand: Fragrant roses are converted in to nutritionally rich Gulkand which is prepared by mixing the 

rose petal with sugar in 3:1 ratio, this mixure is setteled in sun light atleast for six hours for 30-45 days 

preferably during May-June. It is a delicious Ayurvedic preparation which is rich in anti-oxidant and 

calcium.  

Syrup / juice / floral teas: Syrup can be made from the extract of flower petals like rose, rhododendron 

etc. by adding sugar to it. Hibiscus, rose, chamomile, chrysanthemum and jasmine can be used for making 

floral tea. It exhibits various medicinal properties. 

Extraction of essential oil / floral concrete: Essential oil / floral concrete can be extracted from 

aromatic flowers like rose, tuberose, jasmine, champa, swarna champa, calendula etc. and can be used in 

perfumes, flavouring, fragrance and cosmetic industries, aromatherapy etc. Most commonly employed 

methods to extract essential oil from flowers are distillation, hot fat extraction, cold fat extraction and 

solvent extraction. 

Dyes and Pigments: Many flowers have valuable pigments such as anthocyanins, flavonoids, carotenoids, 

betalains and xanthophylls which can be used successfully in paper industry. The flower pigments can be 

used in food, beverage, textile, paper and confectionary industries. One of the best examples for flower dyes 

used in textile is the use of dye extracted from saffron flower petal part on the Pashmina shawl. The 

potential use of Hibiscus as a natural dye in textile coloration has also been reported. Patuletin dye 

extracted from African marigold (Tagetes erecta L.) and French marigold (Tagetes patula L.) 

Inscense sticks and rose water: Using floral wastes herbal inscense sticks can be prepared. Flowers like 

marigold, aster etc. are used to make incense sticks, while roses are converted to rose water. In Ganga 

River basin, Lucknow and other temple cities the womenfolk use floral waste to make incense sticks and 

sell to the small-time retailers in the village markets, which becomes a source of income for them.  

Pankhuri and gulal: Dried flower petals are called pankhuri and are used during the hot weather for 

preparing cool drinks. Loose flowers of rose can be used to prepare dry petals (pankhuri) and it can be 

powdered to prepare organic gulal. It is also used in making floral cards and pot pouries. Different flowers 

can be used to prepare different colours. For example, red (Rose & Hibiscus), yellow (Marigold & Cosmos), 

magenta (Gomphrena) etc. 

Biosorption: Floral waste can be used for biosorption, a process of binding and concentration of heavy 

metals from even very dilute aqueous solutions. This can help in the treatment of wastewater and other 

industrial effluents and thus help reduce pollution.  

Pharmaceutical products: Flowers are rich source of compounds like vincristine, catharanthine are used 

in cancer treatment. Vitamin C isolated from rose fruits marketed as rose hip for treatment of scurvy. Rose 

oil is used primarily as a fragrance component for pharmaceutical preparations viz., ointments and lotions 

and is extensively used as a fragrance, ingredient in perfumes, creams and soaps. 

Conclusion 

Value addition in flowers is a good source of self-employment income. Beside this all other value added 

products are essential oils, flavors, fragrance, pharmaceutical and nutraceutical compounds, insecticidal 

and nematicidal compounds, pigments and natural dye, vanilla products, and other value-added products 

are obtained from flower crops. 

Value addition in floriculture also covers novel innovative products and technologies such as floral genes, 

novelty for molecular breeding, flower form, flower colour, floral fragrance and modern gardening. 

Value added products give a higher return, open new markets, create brand recognition and add variety to 

a farm operation and value addition does not offer any guarantee on profitability. 
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Organic Seed Production 

What are organic seeds? Organic seed is simply seed that is used to develop organic seeds, grains, fruits, 

and vegetables. It comes from plants that have not been chemically treated. Unless organic seeds are not 

readily available commercially, a crop must be cultivated using organic seeds in order for the USDA to 

certify it as organic. Organically certified fields use an organic technique to generate organic seed. 

Need for organic seed production: The organic system is based on intimate understanding of nature's 

ways. Cropping pattern, manures, bio fertilizers, cultural practices and bio pesticides, including plant 

derivative product, are used. The organic system does not believe in mining of the soil of its nutrients and 

do not degrade it in any way for today's needs. In India, many farmers produce seed organically however 

lack of legal certification make it unable to catch the price as certified organic seed fetch. It is an important 

issue that everyone involved in organic seed production must know what, how and where they can get and 

use the input materials for this type of seed production for sustainability. 

Basic Needs for Successful Organic Seed Production 

1. Market: Increasing health and environment awareness among consumers is the major reason for the 

stupendous growth of organic seed market. At the world level the trend of organic agriculture is picking 

pace and certified organic agriculture with organic seed is a quite recent initiative.  

2.  Organic seed production 

a. Requirements for organic seed production: Crop rotation is an important strategy for 

organic farmers. Key elements of rotations include the breaking of disease and pest cycles and the 

inclusion of soil building cover crops or cropped fallow periods. Tillage destroys the organic matter 

that is critical in improving soil fertility and soil water-holding capacity. Cover crops provide soil 

cover and can help loosen compacted soil through the growth of roots. Organic amendments can be 

effectively maintained with rotation and appropriate use of organic amendments. Green manures 

also provide a living mulch that will protect soil from erosion and other weathering effects. 

Farmyard manure (FYM) acts directly by increasing the respiration process through cell 

permeability or by hormone growth action. It supplies nitrogen, phosphorus and Sulphur in 

available forms to the plants through biological decomposition. FYM also improves the physical 

properties of soil such as aggregation, aeration, permeability and water holding capacity.  

b. Seed treatment: The organic seed are treated normally with organic material which are given 

below: 

c. Organic manuring: Farmyard and poultry manure, slurry, urine, crop residues, green manures, 

straw, other mulches, bacterial preparations, saw dust, wood shavings and wood, provided they 

Botanicals Biofertilizers Cow’s product Bio control agent Others 

Neem leaf extract Azotobacter 

 

Panchagavya Pseaudomonas spp. Vermicompost 

 

Mint leaf extract Azospirillum 

 

Cow’s milk 

 

Trichoderma spp. Vermiwash 

 

Sarani leaf extract Rhizobium 

 

Cow’s urine and 

dung 

Prosopis farcta Press mud 
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come from untreated wood, blood meal, meat, bone and fish products without preservation. These 

all increase soil nutrition without any harm full effect. 

d. Pest and disease management: To ensure high seed quality, strict management of and 

screening for seed-borne diseases of various crops is essential. When contaminated seed is put in 

the field, even very low contamination levels might result in epidemics of various diseases. A 

pathogen's inoculum can be removed from seeds using physical or chemical treatment. When 

growing seed crops, the following steps will minimize the risk of diseases: Know what seed borne 

pathogens are important to your crop and prevalent in your region. Design and manage the cropping 

system to minimize the likelihood of disease development. Scout fields regularly for early symptoms 

of disease, and screen seed lots for seed borne diseases before they are sold. 

 
e. Weed management: For weed management mechanical cultivation, mulching, and physical 

method to control weeds are permitted. 

f. Organic foliar spray: Application of organic fertilizers, insecticides through foliar feeding is an 

effective method for curative and correction of pest and disease soil deficiencies and overcoming soil 

inabilities to transfer nutrient to the plant. The effectiveness of foliar application is determined by: 

The condition of leaf surface, the length of time the nutrient dissolves in the solution of the leaf 

surface, Type of formulation and water-soluble formulations work generally better. 

g. Harvesting and threshing: when organic seed crop reaches up to physiological maturity or 

harvest manually or mechanically. The moisture content should be observed and be taking care of 

at the time of harvesting. After harvesting appropriate moisture percentage should be 10-12% vary 

from crop to crop. Always take care to avoid the mechanical mixture at threshing floor. 

h. Cleaning and grading:  To obtain quality seed, it is necessary to clean the seed obtain from the 

farm to get rid of inert materials, weed seeds, other crop seeds, other variety seeds, damaged and 

deteriorated seed. 

i. Upgrading: Depending on the sort of material to be preserved, there are currently other methods 

for safe storage, such as cryogenic tank storage, gene storage, and even go down. Maintaining a 

reasonable capacity for germination and emergence is the fundamental objective of seed storage. 

j. Storage: The ways to be used for safe storage nowadays have changed from go down to cryogenic 

tank storage and even gene storage, depending on the type of material to be stored. The basic goal 

of seed storage is to maintain a reasonable capacity for germination and emergence. 

Certificate 

The organic producers who submitted application for production of organic crops will be awarded certificate 

after examination certification of all the steps which is required for the purpose. 

Organic certification biocert india pvt. Ltd. Certification body is accredited by APEDA, ministry of 

commerce and industry, government of india, New Delhi, as per the NPOP and USDA NOP. 

General requirements for certification 

a. Application for certification 

i. Review of application  

ii. Onsite inspections 
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iii. Issue of certificate 

iv. Denial of certification 

v. Continuation of certification 

vi. Certification fees. 

 

b. After the certification, on the basis of required information, application accepted for field 

inspection for time to time. The registration fee for farmers or farmer units who wished to go for 

certification is fixed by the concerned organization from time to time like in Tamil Nadu- for farmers 

Rs.5000, while for corporate bodies; it will be Rs 25000 for organic certification. 

Research Needs for Organic Seed Production 

Organic farmers have only a limited number of organically acceptable inputs that can be used to combat 

production problems. They strive to prevent crop stress predominantly through variety election, crop 

rotation, and soil management strategies. Little progress has been made in recent years to investigate and 

develop best management practices for organic systems. 

The main thrust areas of research are as follows: Insect and disease resistance and storing capacity 

of seed weed management. Optimization of plant nutrient system. Minimize soil impact on germination of 

seed. Drought tolerance. Adaptability of soil quality. Pollution tolerance. Improved nutrition for consumer. 

Improved crop yield. Seed quality enhancement through organic mode. Validation of vedickrishi 

technology. 

Prospects: Uttarakhand and Sikkim have been declared organic states by their state authorities. 

Organic farming promotes better future prospect in respect to increase the income of organic 

growers, reduce the health hazards and reduce the environmental damage caused by pesticides and 

other polluting chemicals. Organic fertilizers are completely safe and do not produce harmful 

chemical compounds. It will help in the balance of the natural resource and provide employment 

opportunities in future. An organic produce does not have residual effect in comparison to, chemical 

fertilizers it will improve the environmental condition as well as human health. 

Challenges: Challenges for organic seed crop production in India is given below- Lack of awareness 

of farmers, Output marketing problems, Gap between production. Costs, yields and income in 

organic conventional farming systems are wide. Traders complained that price expectations for 

Indian organic products were too high. Quality of produce is variable due to lack of scientific 

knowledge. Infrastructure and export procedures/policies are inadequate. 

Conclusion 

Organic agriculture with organic seed includes growing of crops by a set of guidelines that prohibit the use 

of synthetic products. The over use of plant growth regulator, pesticides and fertilizer for faster growth of 

agriculture produce is detrimental to human health and environment as a whole. It is an important issue 

that everyone involved in organic seed production must know what, how and where they can get and use 

the input materials for this type of seed production for sustainability. 
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Abstract 

Obesity is nothing but the accumulation of excess fat in body leads to different lifestyle diseases. More than 

10-20% of the IBW (Ideal Body Weight) is called Overweight whereas more than 20% of the IBW (Ideal 

Body Weight) is called Obesity. It is due to maintaining sedentary life style, lack of physical exercises, 

consumption of high calorie rich diets, lack of drinking water, lack of fiber in diet, consumption of junk or 

fast foods, stress and hormonal imbalance etc. Obesity is not only affecting a single age group but also it is 

affecting almost all age groups. It is a global issue. According to World Population review data (2021), 2.1 

billion (approx. 30%) adults are obese worldwide. Obesity will lead to almost all complications like Type-2 

Diabetes, CVD (Cardio Vascular Diseases), Hyper Tension (High Blood Pressure), PCOS (polycystic ovarian 

syndrome) etc. Depression is having potential association with Obesity. (Luppino F.S et al. 2010). Now-a 

days, different lifestyle diseases are increasing with a greater pace. Diabetes is one of the most common 

lifestyle diseases which affects adult and old age population. It was found that prevalence of type 2 diabetes 

is closely associated with obesity. According to a study conducted by ICMR-INDIAB (2019), 72.96 million 

diabetes cases were found among adult population. Obesity can be reduced to a larger extent by consuming 

healthy Balanced Diet and by doing physical exercises. 

Keywords: - BMI, CVD, PCOS, IBW, Balanced Diet. 

Introduction 

Obesity is a lifestyle disorder. It affects almost all age groups globally. Now-a day’s lifestyle has become so 

sedentary in nature. People are depending more and more on machines and different modern equipments 

for various day to day activities than depending upon themselves. Due to modernization and work pressure 

people don’t have sufficient time to work manually so they often depend upon time and energy saving 

devices to complete their work. Most of the current jobs are official in nature either in any company or in 

any enterprise or in any office or any bank etc. People are just sitting on a chair and doing their work. As 

per current scenario, Physical work is very less, mental work or pressure is more. To accommodate or to 

adapt with present scenario or work pressure, people usually prefer RTE (Ready to Eat) or RTS (Ready to 

Serve) Foods which takes very few times to prepare and this leads to the familiarization of fast foods and 

Junk foods. People don’t have sufficient time to prepare and eat home foods rather they are consuming 

more outside foods (Fast foods, Oily and spicy foods, Junk foods etc.) to save time and energy. As a result 

of all these factors, Obesity is now growing at very high rate among all age groups. Obesity is like an 

invitation gate for all other lifestyle diseases like Diabetes, Cardio Vascular Diseases (Atherosclerosis, 

Heart Attack, Hypertension etc.), Kidney diseases, Liver diseases, PCOS and even cancer also. 

Types of Obesity 

Android Obesity (Apple Shape): Excess fat accumulation in the Chest and in the Abdomen area. 

Usually, the fats or adipose tissues deposited in the Upper part of the body. It will look like an Apple shape. 

It usually affects the Men. 

Gynoid Obesity (Pear Shape): In this type of Obesity, the fats or adipose tissues deposited in the Lower 

part of the body like Thigh and Hip area. It will look like a Pear shape. It usually affects the Women than 

Men. 
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BMI Classification for Obesity 

BMI (Body Mass Index): - Weight (In Kg)/Height (In Meter)2 

 

Causes of Obesity 

1. Inadequate Dietary Habit 

2. Excess Consumption of Fat or lipid diet, lack of fiber in diet. 

3. Sedentary Lifestyle 

4. Lack of physical exercise 

5. Stress 

6. Hormonal Imbalance 

7. Genetic issues 

8. PCOS 

9. Thyroid. 

Complications and Other Associated Diseases with Obesity 

Obesity not only affects a single organ or part of the Human body rather it affects almost all organs of the 

body and it can be fatal. The mortality and the Morbidity rate of the obese people are more than the normal 

healthy people. In a human body, every organ and systems are interlinked with each other, they work 

properly to maintain homeostasis or Equilibrium in the body. If one organ will be affected then others will 

be ultimately affected. 
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Prevalence of Obesity and Other Associated Diseases 

Obesity is a multifactorial disease caused by different factors affecting almost one-third of the world’s 

population. Obesity is associated with higher risk of hypertension, Cardio vascular diseases and Diabetes 

Obesity is highly associated with Dyslipidaemia, hypertension, almost all types of cancers and even high 

Mortality rate. (Hruby A et al. (2015). BMI (Body Mass Index) and WC (Waist Circumference) are positively 

correlated with the risk for formation of kidney stone both in men and women. (Wang Y et al. (2007). High 

BMI values are also associated with decreasing mitochondrial activity and increased DNA fragmentation. 

(Fariello R.M et al. (2012). 

Conclusion 

Obesity is basically a lifestyle disorder. It is a multifactorial disease. It doesn’t cause by a single factor 

rather multiple factors are responsible for obesity. Obesity will lead to almost all type of complications in 

the body. So, to prevent obesity and other associated complications we have to consume healthy balanced 

diet as per requirement. The diet should not be heavy or less, it should always be optimum or balanced to 

fulfil the needs. Regular physical exercise is very much needed to keep the body flexible, stress free and 

healthy. 

Suggestions and Recommendations to Prevent Obesity 

1. Consume Healthy Balanced Diet (Include Foods from all Five Food Groups: - Cereals & Millets, Pulses 

& Legumes, Milk and Meat Products, Fruits and Vegetables and Fats & Sugars). 

2. Avoid excess consumption of fast foods and junk foods which contains cholesterol, Saturated fatty acids 

and trans fats which is very harmful for health. 

3. Avoid Consuming so much Empty calorie foods which are having so much calorie or sugars but are 

deficient in other essential nutrients. 

4. Do Regular Physical Exercises. 

5. Do Yogas and Meditations regularly for few times to keep the mind calm and cool. 

6. Drink at least 3-4 liters water per Day.  

7. Get Adequate sleep at least 6-7 hours per Day. 

8. Consume Nutraceuticals/Functional foods having numerous health benefits. 

9. Avoid consumption of Alcohol, smoke, Gutkha etc. 

10. Avoid excess consumption of tea and coffee which will hamper the absorption of different nutrients in 

body. 
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Introduction 

Over the last decades, global awareness regarding the production of safe and healthy foods has increased. 

Several methods have been developed for the destruction of mold growth and production of mycotoxins, 

which includes physical methods, chemical treatments, thermal inactivation, food preservatives, anti-

fungal agents, irradiation, ultrasound treatment, biological control agents. Although, these are widely used 

methods they are time consuming and tedious processes. However, these strategies also present some 

drawbacks such as nutrition loss, time-consuming and possible pollution to the environment (Ismail et al. 

2018).  

Therefore, alternative novel methods have been developed, with cold plasma as a non-thermal food 

decontamination technology showing promising results (Karlovsky et al. 2016). The novelty of this 

technology lies with its non-thermal, economical, versatile and environmentally friendly nature (Misra et 

al. 2011). 

Advantages of Cold Plasma Treatment 

Novel, ultra-fast sterilization/preservation process (sterilization takes only few minutes). 

1. Surface treatment process doesn’t affect nutrients and vitamins within the food. 

2. Process operates at ambient temperatures (ideal for thermo labile products). 

3. Depending on the plasma type, it is possible to inactivate all types of pathogens. 

4. Low running cost (cost of natural gases and electricity). 

5. Environmentally friendly (uses natural gases including nitrogen, argon, air, hydrogen and oxygen). 

The Effect of CP on Food Safety Performance 

CP technology can prevent the growth of spoilage microorganisms while maintaining the physical and 

chemical properties of the food. It can maintain the color, flavor and texture of food. Additionally, it also 

degrades allergens and toxins in food (Freitas, et al. 2018). 

Allergens: Food allergies may cause discomfort in the skin, respiratory tract, digestive tract and 

cardiovascular system. In nature, food allergens are usually glycoproteins or proteins. Heat treatment is a 

commonly used method to reduce the allergenicity of food, but some allergens retain their antigenicity even 

after strict heat treatment. In recent years, some studies have shown that CP can reduce food allergens by 

changing the structure of allergens or destroying the sites where it binds to antibodies (Ng, et al).  

Toxins: Toxins pose a huge threat to health. Certain toxins may induce cancer or cause damage to the 

human nervous system. Studies have shown that CP technology can effectively degrade toxins in food (Hu, 

et al.). 

Benefits of Cold Plasma Over Other Food Safety Technologies 

Cold plasma can be used for decontamination of products where micro-organisms are externally located. 

Unlike light (e.g., ultraviolet light decontamination), plasma flows around objects which means ―shadow 

effects‖ do not occur ensuring all parts of a product are treated. For products such as cut vegetables and 

fresh meat, there is no mild surface decontamination technology available currently; cold plasma could be 

used for this purpose. Cold plasma could also be used to disinfect surfaces before packaging or included as 

part of the packaging process (Mishra, et al. 2016). 
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Limitations and Future Perspective 

The current limitation of CP technology is that its impact on product quality mainly remains at the 

laboratory stage. The difficulty in the commercialization of CP technology is mainly due to the lack of 

precise operating conditions and extensive research on the quality characteristics of different foods. There 

are many variables in the CP processing process, and any change in any variable will have different effects 

on food quality. Therefore, a large amount of experimental data collection and analysis are needed to 

optimize the CP process parameters and expand its application range in the food industry. In addition, due 

to relatively high equipment costs and complicated operation and maintenance procedures, the actual 

application of CP is also limited. Numerous different types of active substances are produced during the 

CP reaction process. The changes in food quality characteristics may be the result of the joint action of 

multiple active substances, and different plasma species may have different effects on food. We need to 

further study its reaction mechanism to optimize its reaction conditions. The safety of CP technology is also 

a crucial issue. In terms of safety, comprehensive research is needed to ensure that substances which cause 

serious damage to human health will not be produced during its reaction. In addition, CP technology can 

also be combined with other emerging non-thermal processing technologies to make up for the shortcomings 

of CP technology to achieve the best results (Zhang, et al. 2022). 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we could recommend that there is an urgent need for regulation of safety of foods by 

effectively sanitizing without compromising food quality. As a new and green non-thermal treatment 

technology, CP can effectively improve food quality and extend shelf life. In recent years, there have been 

many studies on the application of CP in the purification of food microorganisms, the degradation of 

pesticides and toxins in food and the surface treatment of food packaging materials. In terms of food safety 

performance, CP can not only kill spoilage microorganisms, but also degrade allergens and toxins in food. 

In the future, we must have more extensive research and a more precise understanding of the mechanism 

of action between CP species and food ingredients, so that CP technology has a wide range of applications 

in the food industry (Zhang, et al. 2022, Coutinho, et al. 2018). 
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Introduction 

The raise of ground water table to the crop root zone as a result of rainfall or excess irrigation is a condition 

called water logging. Water logging is the complete saturation of soil pores in agricultural land. When the 

water table reaches 2 meters below the surface soil then the soil is said to be waterlogged. Within root zone 

if the soil is saturated the air circulation will be completely stopped. This condition makes soil alkaline, 

reduces soil temperature, reduces the yield of the crop, increases crop diseases and finally degrades the 

land. 

 
Waterlogged agricultural field 

Causes and Effects of Water Logging 

Over irrigation: The crop field when irrigated with too much of water there will be more percolation. 

Because of increase in percolation rate there is more chance of raise in water table. This condition will lead 

to waterlogging. The unplanned irrigation for crop lands without proper drainage system also produces 

waterlogging.  

Seepage: The seepage from the unlined canal such as lakes, ponds and reservoir will raise the water table 

level. Water will get stagnated in the crop field. Mostly the waterbodies located at higher elevation than 

the agricultural field results in waterlogging.   

Inadequate surface drainage: If there are no proper drainage facilities in the agricultural fields there 

will be higher water percolation and simultaneous raise in water table level. In agricultural fields proper 

surface or subsurface drainage should be provided for removing the excess water provided due to intense 

irrigation or excess rainfall.  

Nature of soil: Low permeable soil will have less hydraulic conductivity and does not allow water to 

percolate. Thus, it creates waterlogging condition in agricultural fields.  

Excess rainfall: Rainfall occurring longer duration with higher intensity will get stagnated in the 

agricultural fields. This will produce temporary water logging and proper drainage facilities should be 

provided to remove the excess water from the field.  

Land topography: If agricultural land is flat with no slopes, then it will create waterlogging. Proper slope 

must be provided for the water to get drained from the field. Hilly regions should have proper drainage 

facilities to dispose drainage water.  

Cultivation methods: During land preparation in agricultural fields the proper levelling should be 

carried out. If there is no proper levelling is done then there will be water stagnation in the agricultural 

field. Proper crop selection, spacing arrangement and cultivation practices must be followed to avoid 

waterlogging. 
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Control of Waterlogging 

Preventing seepage: Preventing seepage from canals will reduce the waterlogging in agricultural fields. 

If the full supply levels of the canals are limited the waterlogging can be reduced to certain extent. Then, 

in possible cases the lining of canals will reduce the seepage to the nearest agricultural lands.  

Providing proper drainage system: The drainage system either surface or subsurface drain should be 

designed to dispose the excess water to the outlet. The water from the outlet can be stored in separate tanks 

or wells from which the water can be utilized for irrigation when necessary. Before storing the drainage 

water, the proper water quality analysis should be performed to avoid environmental hazards.  

Proper irrigation management: In poor permeable soil excess irrigation creates waterlogging problems. 

Hence, irrigation should be planned based on the soil type and also by determining the water table level. 

The water use efficiency of such situation should be taken into account.  

Pumping groundwater: The groundwater pumping will reduce the water table level. Thus, if the water 

table level is below 2 meters from the soil surface, then the land will be a safe condition. Moreover, the 

pumped water should be disposed safely considering environmental aspects. 

Conclusion 

Finally, the waterlogging is not only meant for agricultural fields but the measures should also be taken 

for the fallow lands/marshy lands. Also to maintain soil health without land degradation proper drainage 

measures should be carried out with respect to field conditions. 
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Abstract 

Numerous benefits of nanotechnology have been seen in a variety of disciplines. Nanotechnology has been 

discovered to be a promising technology for the global market's food packaging business as its applications 

have advanced. Improved barriers, mechanical, thermal, and biodegradable qualities, as well as 

applications in active and intelligent food packaging are some of its useful and proven capabilities for food 

packaging. In this article, many uses for nanocomposites in food packaging were briefly reviewed. 

Introduction 

Engineering materials with at least one dimension smaller than a nanometer is known as nanotechnology. 

We can create structures with novel properties that are due to their nanoscale dimensions by using 

nanotechnology. Nanocomposite food packaging, a good substitute for traditional packaging, is one of the 

fastest expanding areas of nanotechnology. To enhance the packaging performance of polymer 

nanocomposites, several nanoparticles have been found as fillers (Table 1). Due to their layered 

architectures, clays and silicates have garnered a lot of attention among them. This is due to the fact that 

they are readily available, affordable, simple to process, and offer significant improvements. 

Table 1:  Different type of Nanofillers and their morphological structure: 

 

L: length; w: width; T: thickness; D: diameter; 
athickness of a single platelet; 
bfor single-, double- and multi-walled CNTs, respectively; 
caggregates of individual nanofibrils; 
ddepending on raw material’s origin. 

Nanocomposites as Degradable Improved Packaging 

According to studies, adding nanocomposites to food packaging materials improves the packaging's 

mechanical and thermal properties. For instance, scientists have found that biopolymer-layered silicate 

designed nanocomposites have significantly improved physical properties, such as increased tensile 
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strength, improved thermal stability, and improved gas barrier qualities. The food packaging can better 

withstand the thermal stress of food preparation, shipping, and storage by employing nanocomposites. 

Nanocomposites in Active Packaging 

Silver, zinc oxide, and magnesium oxide are a few nanofillers that exhibit antibacterial or antioxidant 

properties. These nanofillers can be used to reduce food spoiling by preventing or delaying the growth of 

bacteria in polymer or biopolymer matrices. The extension of the product's shelf life is the primary objective 

of active packaging solutions. Additionally, they can be made to increase food safety and quality, which will 

ultimately lead to less food waste. Due to their natural anti-microbial agents' inherent anti-microbial 

characteristics and their adequate structural integrity, which comes from the barrier qualities produced by 

the nanocomposite matrix, anti-microbial nanocomposite films are valuable. Nanoscale materials are more 

efficient because they can connect to many more biological molecules since they have a larger surface-to-

volume ratio than their microscale counterparts. Nanocomposites may be used as growth inhibitors, 

bacteriocides, or antibiotic carriers, according to earlier studies. 

Nanocomposites in Intelligent Packaging 

Through the food chain, intelligent packaging may inform consumers on the state of the product and engage 

with them. These containers have the ability to track, record, and monitor both internal and external 

changes in the product or its surroundings. The packaging will be able to respond to environmental 

changes, such as temperature, the presence of oxygen, damaged products, and microbial contamination, by 

adding reactive components in the form of nanoparticles and creating so-called nanosensors. It would be 

feasible to identify specific chemical substances, infections, and toxins in food by incorporating nanosensors 

into food packaging. 

Analyzing Techniques of Nanomaterials 

It need in-depth knowledge of nanoparticle features to discuss the possible concerns they pose to consumers. 

Particle dispersion, changes in the mass matrix, and the kind of particle-polymer interface are more likely 

to be taken into account when describing nanocomposite structures. Due to the intricacy of the 

nanoparticles and the fact that they make up a very small percentage of the bulk food, detecting the 

migration of nanomaterial into food matrices demands more sensitive analytical approaches. Since no one 

methodology can provide all the necessary information, several methodologies are needed to detect this 

substance in complex matrices like food. For this, microscopic, spectroscopic, and quantitative analytical 

methods are all beneficial. Good examples of microscopic techniques with unique benefits and drawbacks 

include transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). These techniques make it possible to access the basic characteristics of nanoparticles, 

including size, shape, structure, dispersion, and coagulation state. However, because these methods are 

frequently destructive, it is not typically possible to do verification experiments on the same sample in 

order to perform a better analysis (3). Nanomaterials can also be characterised and examined using 

spectroscopic methods including X-ray diffraction (XRD) and UV-vis spectroscopy. The traditional 

techniques for examining nanocomposite structures involve XRD, both wide angle (WAXS) and small angle 

(SAXS). 

Conclusion 

Because of their inadequate barrier and mechanical qualities, the use of biodegradable or natural polymers 

in food packaging is constrained. These biopolymers' overall performance can be significantly enhanced by 

adding even small amounts of nanofillers, including clay. Mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties are 

included in this. Additionally, nanoparticles may add their active or intelligent qualities to food packaging 

so that the food is protected from outside influences and is more stable due to their antibacterial capabilities 

and/or ability to adapt to environmental changes. Despite the fact that nanoparticles have a number of 

benefits, their usage in food packaging may compromise public health due to the fact that they differ from 

their macro-scale chemical counterparts in terms of their physicochemical characteristics. More research 

is required, and the identification, characterization, and quantification of the nanoparticles are necessary 

first stages before examining the impact of nanoparticles on human health. Additionally important are the 

food's safety controls and migration potentials. Unfortunately, current legislation does not discriminate 
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between materials generated using nanotechnology and those made using conventional manufacturing 

methods. 

 
Figure 1: Bionanomaterials for Food Packaging 
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Introduction 

Food waste is a biodegradable discharge from various sources, which eventually affects the environment, 

population health and sustainable development. According to FAO, nearly 1.6 billion tonnes of food—

including fresh vegetables, fruits, meat, bakery, and dairy products—are lost along the food supply chain. 

The amount of food waste has been projected to increase in the next 25 years due to economic and 

population growth, mainly in the Asian countries. Annually, 28% of the world’s agricultural lands are used 

to produce food that is lost or wasted. Apart from these resource wastages, the carbon footprint of food 

waste contributes 3.3 billion tonnes of greenhouse gas, namely CO2, into the atmosphere per year. 

Traditionally, food wastes are either incinerated or dumped in open areas. This undoubtedly causes severe 

health and environmental issues. Incineration of food waste results in the release of dioxins, which are 

highly toxic and will lead to several other environmental problems. Hence, suitable techniques need to be 

in place to manage food waste. 

Major portion of food waste includes kitchen waste discarded from hotels in addition to regular household 

and horticultural waste. Kitchen waste accounts for approximately 50 per cent of household waste in the 

country and most of which is biodegradable in nature, which include vegetable wastes (vegetable peels, 

discarded vegetables, roots, rotten leaves etc.), fruit wastes (fruit wastes, rotten fruits etc.), left over foods, 

stale bread, eggshells, tea and coffee grounds, tea bag, left over salad, grass clippings, rotten cut flowers 

etc. 

Everyday tons and tons of kitchen garbage is disposed of in landfills all around the world. By recycling the 

kitchen waste, we can really save a lot of space in the landfills. Proper management of kitchen waste 

reduces or eliminates adverse impacts on land, contamination of the atmosphere, soil and water. Recycling 

kitchen waste into useful product like compost for better soil health for sustainable food production and 

sustainable waste management.  

There are various ways of composting. One promising kitchen waste composting method which is gaining 

popularity in recent days is of Family Net Vessel Compost (FNVC) technology which is developed by ICAR-

Indian Institute of Soil Science, Bhopal. This technology is best for rural and urban areas with limited 

space and enough raw materials. 

Family Net Vessel Compost (FNVC): A Technology to Convert Kitchen Waste to Valuable 

Product 

1. In this the vessel is made of a green nylon net 90cm length and 35cm diameter and a plastic basket 

which is placed inside the vessel. The capacity of the FNVC is about 10-15 kg. 

2. Kitchen wastes are cut into small pieces (3-5 cm length) around 2 kg by weight and kept inside the vessel 

followed by a layer of well decomposed cattle dung around 2 kg spread over the wastes 

3. About 100-150 nos. of adult epigeic earthworms viz., Eisenia fetida, Eudrilus eugeniae and Perionyx 

excavates are kept in the basket. Whole material is covered with jute bag and kept moist by adding water 

regularly. Worms are sensitive to heat and moisture, so maintenance of moisture should be ensured. 

4. Domestic waste generated by a family (4 members) each day, is added to the vessel for about 10 days till 

10-15 kg mass is attained and left for decomposition for another 20 days. After 30 days the compost gets 

ready for use. 

5. 3 FNVC units are required for continuous recycling of kitchen waste. 

6. It can be hung in the available space of the house or on the branches of the tree planted around the house 

with the help of nylon rope. 
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Nutrient Content 

1. C:N ratio: 10-12: 1  

2. Total Nitrogen: 0.8 -1.2% 

3. Total Phosphorus: 1.0 -2.0% 

4. Total Potassium: 0.8 -1.0% 

Benefits 

1. FNVC is simple, low-cost and efficient technology to convert kitchen waste into valuable compost. 

2. Reduce accumulation of household waste and it act as excellent soil conditioner as it supplements soil 

nutrients and enhances the nutrient uptakes by the crop and reduces requirement from external sources. 

It also improves soil physical, chemical and biological properties and thereby, nourishes crop plants by 

supplying nutrients and moisture. Thus, crop growth and development are increased resulting in enhanced 

crop productivity and quality. 

3. Encourage soil organisms for better nutrient cycling and soil fertility. 

4. As kitchen compost is organic in nature, it is safe for the environment. Further, it minimizes 

environmental pollution, emission of foul smell and greenhouse gases and unscientific disposal of the 

wastes.  

5. This method does not require large space/pits like other methods of composting, hence can be done 

anywhere with limited space also. 

Conclusion 

Composting always proved to be the Nature-friendly and sustainable method for getting rid of the huge 

burden of biowaste. Different types of compost can be made depend upon the availability of raw material, 

technology and space. Now days due to urbanization or even in rural areas space is problem for making 

compost pits/ units etc. FNVC provides an option to farmers or people for composting in small scale for 

their daily need for kitchen garden, rooftop gardening or small field, with limited space who cannot go for 

compost pits or don’t have room or space for composting but enough raw material. Kitchen waste is 

generated in every house hold either its rural or urban. So FNVC should be encouraged and adopted in 

every house hold, so that wealth from waste is generated and ultimately reducing environmental hazard, 

promoting better growth and quality of crops, overall soil health for sustainable food production & 

sustainable waste management. 
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Summary 

Jute is mainly grown as a commercial crop and is mainly used for manufacturing a number of fabrics viz. 

gunny bags, hessian cloth, yarn, carpet backing, canvas etc. by processing raw jute in jute mills. But timely 

availability of adequate amount of raw jute is a major problem faced by the jute mill owners. On the other 

hand, the jute growers suffer due to poor resource inventory, lack of reliable information and unstable 

market prices of raw jute. Both of these problems could be effectively and efficiently addressed by successful 

implementation of contract farming. Contract farming ensures systematisation of the jute supply chain 

and betterment of jute growers at the same time. 

Introduction 

Jute industry is one of the most primitive fibre industries in India. In India the major portion of the jute 

industry is concentrated in West Bengal due to higher number of jute mills. About 3.5 lakhs labourers get 

employment who are dependent on the forward and backward linkages of jute industry. Fig 1 reveals the 

exports of raw jute and jute products have increased over the past few years and reached 495.5 million US$ 

in 2021-22 (India Brand Equity Foundation, 2022). 

 
Fig. 1: India’s Jute exports trend (US$ Million) 

The diversified jute products that had exported from our country are hessian, sacking, yarn, hand and 

shopping bags, decorative fabrics etc. The global momentum in the jute industry is gaining pace due to the 

increasing consciousness about the environment and the increased demand of jute in the international 

market. In this scenario the export-oriented business firms could grab this opportunity by expanding the 

jute cultivation through contract farming.   

Contract farming refers to the contractual arrangements between farmers and companies by specifying the 

conditions of production and marketing of the agricultural produce. Mostly the agri-business firms had a 

direct contract with the farmers where the firm bears the responsibility for providing agricultural inputs 

and extension services to the farmers and in turn procure the end product at a specified time and quantity 

directly from the farmers at a specified price (Mondal, 2013). 
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Need for Contract Farming in Jute Sector 

The prevailing situations that create the need to introduce contract farming in the jute sector are: 

Sometimes due to uncertain climatic conditions or poor production of jute, the jute mills experience a dearth 

in the supply of raw jute. These insufficient supplies of raw jute would hamper the ongoing production 

process in the jute mills that could lead to heavy financial losses. 

The raw jute market faces many risks and price fluctuations which creates financial burden on the farmers’ 

expenses. These risks restrict the jute growers to adopt the innovative jute production technologies that 

were deemed important for the improvement of production and productivity of jute. 

Prevalence of middlemen in the jute supply chain, who used to buy raw jute from the farmers at low price 

and sells them to jute mills and markets at higher prices. So, a major portion of the margin rests with the 

middlemen and farmers are not able to get remunerative prices of their produce. 

Most of the agricultural labourers who cultivate jute do not possess any land and also lack the security of 

tenure over the land they cultivate. This restricts them to invest their income into productivity enhancing 

inputs viz. hybrid variety seeds, fertilizers, agricultural implements and modern technologies. This in turn 

results in low quality and quantity of jute fibres which disable them to get profitable returns from their 

produce. 

Advantages of Contract Farming in Jute Sector 

The introduction of contract farming would explore the untapped potential of the jute production areas by 

bringing the non-traditional areas like saline and fallow lands under jute cultivation. Contract farming will 

enable the business firms to gain access to lucrative export markets. Contract farming is also responsible 

for development of the farm infrastructure like efficient storage facilities, transport and communication 

systems as well as cutting down wastage and processing of jute fibres by setting up improved jute mills. 

Contract farming would assure farmers to get remunerative prices for their fibre produce and provide 

security to farmers by reducing the risk factor of price fluctuations in the marketplace. Being a labour-

intensive industry, the growth of contract farming of jute would generate more employment opportunities 

for the rural communities. It also provides effective technology transfer to the jute growers by providing 

new and better farming skills i.e., line sowing of jute, improved implements viz. nail weeder, multirow seed 

drill etc., better soil management practices as well as using innovative formulations for retting of jute 

fibres. In this way contract farming can enhance their capacity and systematize the farmer-to-farmer 

diffusion of improved jute technologies.  They also provide the extension services viz. technical guidance 

regarding fertigation, plant protection and timely harvesting of jute. Proper implementation of contract 

farming would enable the agricultural markets to monitor and evaluate the jute prices, trading and quality 

standards. 

Challenges in Contract Farming of Jute 

A successful contract farming scheme is founded on mutual commitment to share the market risks and 

rewards as well as on other factors like transparency and good economic principles. As reported by Mortuza 

(2013) there is a lack of mindset between the stakeholders and the corporates are not showing keen interest 

due to higher operational cost involvement. According to him the jute growers are not organised to be 

contracted. Also, the involvement of middlemen in the supply chain of raw jute act as an impediment 

towards successful implementation of contract farming in jute sector. As jute crop is mainly cultivated by 

small and marginal farmers, who are not able to meet the huge amount of fibre requirements of the 

corporates through contract farming. 

Conclusion 

The prerequisites conditions for the successful implementation of contract farming in jute sector mainly 

depends on 

1. A considerable number of jute growers should agree to operate in a particular locality. 

2. Good infrastructural facilities viz. roads, transports, storage facilities, electricity supplies etc. 

3. A legislative system to protect the rights and bargaining power of the small and marginal farmers. 
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The effectiveness and efficiency of contract farming in jute sector is mainly dependent on the variation in 

the input cost, growth in income, marketing facilities, transfer of technologies and so on. Besides, the social 

relation of the contractors and the jute growers is most important factor in deciding how contracts would 

be administered. 
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Introduction 

Agricultural production in the world will be increased by many folds in response to an ever-growing demand 

for food by the domestic and world population i.e., challenge of producing more food from less land in a 

sustainable way to meet the demand of predicted 9.8 billion population by 2050 (Paul et al., 2017). 

Increasing the production while maintaining or reducing the energy inputs will be needed to provide food 

in the future years to come when energy resources is limited. Crop production systems currently being 

utilized must be evaluated for energy efficiency and the alternative systems proposed and evaluated.  

Tillage is the base operation in agricultural systems and its energy represents a considerable portion of the 

energy utilized in crop production. The draft of tillage implements plays an effective role in the design of 

more efficient tillage tools. Agricultural systems, such as soil-tool interaction, consist of several variables 

and often unknown properties and hence, they can be considered as ill-defined systems. Prediction and 

simulation of the agricultural systems using traditional analytical methods is quite difficult because of the 

existence of complex and uncertain situations, time varying parameters and many unknown factors. Thus, 

modelling of soil-tillage tool relationship requires the use of a more effective approach compared to 

traditional methods. Under variable conditions of soil, a learning algorithm such as a neural network may 

succeed in simulating the behaviour of soil-tillage tool interaction and for predicting the draft and energy 

requirements of tillage tools. 

ANN models are the extreme simplification of human neural systems. An ANN comprises of computational 

units analogous to that of the neurons of the biological nervous system known as artificial neurons. Mainly, 

the ANN model constitutes of three layers, viz., input, hidden and output. Each neuron in the layers is 

interconnected by some signal. Each connection is assigned a weight. The output may be calculated after 

multiplying each input with its corresponding weight. The output passes through an activation function to 

get the final ANN output. The ANN may be useful in solving different engineering and science problems. 

As such, the ANN has various applications, viz., image compression, function approximation, differential 

equations, stock market prediction, medical diagnosis and signal processing. 

Draft Measurement 

The draft requirement of primary and secondary tillage implements can be determined using draft 

equations or conventional field tests. In the field through pull type load cell and by using auxiliary tractor 

to pull implement mounted tractor in neutral gear with implement in operating as well as in lifted 

condition. Draft equations can also be used to determine the draft of the tillage implements. Implement 

draft prediction is based on Equation (1), introduced by ASABE standards (2006) for tillage implements, 

was employed to predict the drawbar power, beside the drawbar power determined experimentally and 

power estimated from fuel consumption have been compared with the power which resulted from the 

proposed theoretical study (Khadr, 2008).  

1. ASABE draft equation: 

                 
TWSCSBAFD ++= )}()(({ 2

                                   …(1) 

Where D is the implement draft (kN); Fi is the dimensionless soil texture adjustment; A, B, and C are 

machine specific parameters. For a chisel plough with a straight point (Fi =1.0 for fine, Fi = 0.85 for 

medium, Fi = 0.65 for coarse textured soils); (A = 91, B = 5.4, C = 0.0). For mouldboard plough (Fi=1.0 for 

fine, Fi= 0.7 for medium and Fi=0.45 for coarse textured soils); (A = 652, B = 0.0 and C = 5.1) (Khadr, 2008); 

S is operating speed (km.h-1); n is the number of tools for chisel plough, but it is equal the ploughing width 
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in case of ploughing with mouldboard plough, m., and (d) is operating depth for major tools (cm). The 

constant parameter, A, is a function of soil strength while the coefficient of speed parameters, B or C, is 

related to soil bulk density. Soil is categorized as fine, medium, or coarse. Fine-textured soil is described as 

high in clay content, medium textured are loamy soils, and coarse textured are sandy soils. 

2. Modified ASABE draft equation by IIT Kharagpur (equation 2) 

                                     2

2

1 )}()(({ KTWSCSBAFKD +++=
                       …..(2) 

Where, D= implement draft (N), S= speed of operation, km/h, A, B and C machine-specific parameters, W= 

Machine width (m), A= f (Soil strength), T= Tillage depth (cm) and B or C= f (speed of operation). 

Artificial Intelligence and their Types 

It is a branch of computer science by which we can create intelligent machines which can behave like a 

human, think like humans, and able to make decisions. Artificial Intelligence can be divided in various 

types, there are mainly two types of main categorization which are based on capabilities and based on 

functionally of AI (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig 1. Types of Ai 

1. Subsets of artificial intelligence: Following are the most common subsets of artificial intelligence 

(Fig 2).  

a. Machine Learning                                   

b. Deep Learning 

c. Natural Language processing 

d. Expert System 

e. Robotics 

f. Machine Vision 

g. Speech Recognition. 

 
Fig 2. Subsets of AI 

Machine learning: Machine learning is about extracting knowledge from the data. It can be defined as, 

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence, which enables machines to learn from past data or 

experiences without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning enables a computer system to make 

predictions or take some decisions using historical data without being explicitly programmed. Machine 

learning can be divided as, supervised learning, is a type of machine learning in which machine can learn 

from known datasets (set of training examples), and then predict the output. Unsupervised learning, it is 

associated with learning without supervision or training. In unsupervised learning, the algorithms could 

be trained with data which may neither labelled nor classified. Reinforcement learning, is a type of learning 
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in which an AI agent can be trained by giving some commands, and on each action, an agent may get a 

reward as feedback. Using these feedbacks, agent improves its performance. 

Deep Learning: Deep learning is based on the branch of machine learning, which is a subset of artificial 

intelligence. Since neural networks imitate the human brain and so deep learning will do. In deep learning, 

nothing is programmed explicitly. Basically, it is a machine learning class that makes use of numerous 

nonlinear processing units so as to perform feature extraction as well as transformation. The output from 

each preceding layer is taken as input by each one of the successive layers. Deep learning models are 

capable enough to focus on the accurate features themselves by requiring a little guidance from the 

programmer and are very helpful in solving out the problem of dimensionality. Deep learning algorithms 

are used, especially when we have a huge no of inputs and outputs. 

a. Artificial Neural Network: ANN is commonly used neural network because it is highly inspired 

by animal's Central Nervous System. It is highly suitable for training the model and capable of 

machine learning techniques and pattern identification. There are three-layer present in these 

neural networks i.e., input, hidden and output layer. 

b. Convolutional Neural Network: CNN is commonly used in image identification technique. It 

is specially design to process data in the form of pixels.  

c. Recurring Neural Network: RNN is commonly used for time series data or sequential data. 

The various functional relations are used for the obtaining relation between the series of data. In 

this neural network model, data utilized for multiple time. Specifically, for identification of 

handwriting and speech this type of neural network is used. 

2. Activation Functions: This is important in the way a network learns because not all the information 

is equally useful. Some of it is just noise. This is where activation functions come into picture. The activation 

functions help the network use the important information and suppress the irrelevant data points. Some 

of the important activation functions are listed below (Fig 3.). 

a. Binary Step Function: Binary step function depends on a threshold value that decides whether 

a neuron should be activated or not. The input fed to the activation function is compared to a certain 

threshold; if the input is greater than it, then the neuron is activated, else it will be deactivated, 

meaning that its output is not passed on to the next hidden layer. 

b. Linear Function The linear activation function, also known as "no activation," or "identity 

function" (multiplied x1.0), is where the activation is proportional to the input. The function doesn't 

do anything to the weighted sum of the input, it simply spits out the value it was given. 

 
Fig 3. Important activation functions 

c. Tanh Function (Hyperbolic Tangent): Tanh function is very similar to the sigmoid/logistic 

activation function, and even has the same S-shape with the difference in output range of -1 to 1. In 

Tanh, the larger the input (more positive), the closer the output value will be to 1.0, whereas the 

smaller the input (more negative), the closer the output will be to -1.0. 

3. Difference between ML and DL: 

Parameter Machine Learning Deep Learning 

a. Data Dependency • Smaller amount of data • Need to feed a large amount of 

data for good performance. 

b. Execution time • Less time to train and takes 

a long-time to test the model 

• Long execution time to train, 

but less time to test the 

model. 
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c. Problem-solving 

approach 

• It breaks the problem in sub-

parts and after solving each 

part, produces the final 

result 

• Takes input and produce the 

end result. Hence it follows 

the end-to-end approach. 

d. Result 

Interpretation 

• Interpret the result easily • The interpretation of the 

result is very difficult 

e. Type of data • Require data in a structured 

form 

• Work with structured and 

unstructured data both 

f. Suitability • Simple or bit-complex 

problems 

• Suitable for solving complex 

problems 

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN): 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Storing information on the entire network: • Unexplained behaviour of the network 

• Ability to work with incomplete knowledge • Determination of proper network 

structure 

• Having fault tolerance and gradual corruption • Difficulty of showing the problem to the 

network 

• Ability to make machine learning • The duration of the network is unknown 

Working of Feed Forward ANN Models with Back Propagation 

ANN consists of a large number of processing elements called neurons, which are arranged in different 

layers in the network: an input layer, an output layer and one or more hidden layers. The basic working 

mechanism of a neuron is shown in Figure 4., where the neuron in the network receives input signals, 

processes them and sends an output signal. Each neuron is connected with at least one other neuron and 

each connection is represented by a real number called a weight. The weights are adjusted iteratively so 

that the network attempts to produce the desired output. One of the well-known advantages of ANN is that 

the ANN has the ability to learn from the sample set, which is called training set, in an iterative learning 

process. Once the architecture of network is defined, a learning algorithm is used to search for the weights 

that produce the desired output with minimal error. Back- propagation neural networks represent a 

supervised learning method, requiring a large set of complete records, including the target (output) 

variables. As each observation from the training set is processed through the network, an output value is 

produced from output nodes. These values are then compared to the actual values of the target variables 

for this training set observation and the errors are calculated at each step of the algorithm. 

 
Fig 4. Ann model 

Feed forward ANNs are currently being used in a variety of applications with great success. Their first 

main advantage may be that they do not require a user- specified problem-solving algorithm (as is the case 

with classic programming) but instead they “learn” from examples much like human beings. Their second 

main advantage could be that they possess inherent generalization ability, when trained properly. This 

means that they can identify and respond to patterns that are similar but not identical to the ones with 

which they have been trained. 

Disk plough performance modeling with ANN model with standard back- propagation 

algorithm: The ANN model with standard back- propagation algorithm could be developed using a 

commercially available software Qnet 2000. The ANN developed characterized by three layers: an input 
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layer, one hidden layer and an output layer. Input vectors and the corresponding target vectors can be used 

to train the network until it can approximate a function which associates input vectors with specific output 

vectors. The inputs to the ANN model may be ploughing depth, ploughing speed, soil texture, soil moisture 

content, disc diameter, disc angle, tilt angle and soil density. The outputs of the ANN: draft, unit draft and 

energy requirement of disc ploughs. The data set (70%) could be randomized and can be used in training 

and 25 to 30% data points may randomly selected by an in-built algorithm in the software for the testing 

set. The test points provide an independent measure of how well the network can be expected to perform 

on data not used to train it. Prior to their use in the ANN model, the input and the output values were 

normalized between 0.15 and 0.85. 

Three- and four-layers ANN structures can be investigated and the number of neurons in the hidden layers 

was also varied. Further, different values of the learning coefficient and the momentum factor, different 

transfer functions could be used in training the network. The best ANN structure and optimal values of 

the network parameters may be obtained on the basis of lowest error on training data by trial and error. 

The final learning rate of 0.05, a momentum factor of 0.8, logistic function (sigmoid transfer function) of 

neuron activation, 100,000 training cycles could be used. These configurations can give a training error in 

the range of 0.024-0.025 (RSME). Using the weights obtained from the trained ANN model, new 

formulations could be drawn for the calculation of draft, unit draft and energy requirements of a disc plough 

(Ahmed, et al. 2013), These formulations can be employed with any programming language or spreadsheet 

program, thus facilitating their use in routine analysis. 

Conclusion 

ANN models can be accurate and high correlation was shown between predicted and observed data sets. 

The small difference between the measured and predicted draft values over the range of test variables 

implies that the multilayer feed-forward neural network with BP algorithm and gradient descent learning 

rule can be suitable for complex soil–tool interaction under the different experimental conditions. Further 

work may have required to demonstrate to predict the generalized value of ANN model for the similar 

tillage implements operating in other soil conditions. 
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Introduction 

Natural Selection makes the competing species to utilize different forms of resource into different pattern 

of utilization or different niches which is termed as Niche partitioning.  

According to the competitive exclusion principle, if two species with identical niches compete then one will 

definitely lead the other to extinction. Two species cannot occupy the same niche and coexist together. In 

order to co-exist together in a particular niche, certain modifications like character displacement, habitat 

selection, micro habitat differences, diet are taken into account. 

Character Displacement 

Character displacement, an evolutionary practice, occurs when two similar species inhabit the same 

environment. Natural selection favors those organisms that develop modifications behaviorally, 

morphological, or physiologically that reduce their competitive pressures for resources, thereby increasing 

their chance for survival.  

Brown and Wilson (1956), proposed an example of Character Displacement on the ants; Lasius flavus and 

Lasius nearcticus, which occur most commonly in wooded areas in the eastern states sharing common niche. 

In this overlapping distribution, the two species differ from each other in characters like antennae length, 

head shape, cephalic pubescence, queen size, relative length of palpal segments. But in western states 

where L. nearcticus is absent, L. flavus converges in all characters. For example, Queen size variation in 

the two species is very similar in non-overlapping niche and very distinct in overlapping niche. Brown and 

Wilson suggest that this character displacement is related to competition and ecological displacement 

between the species. They have similar food requirements but L. flavus occurs in open, dry forest with thick 

leaf litter and L. nearcticus colonizes moist, dense forest with thick leaf litter. 

Diet 

Dietery differences between co-existing species may be observed frequently. A study was conducted in 

Georgia in 1979 and 1980, where the three hemipterans namely Neacoryphus bicrucus, Harmostes 

reflexulus, Lygus pratensis were taken into account. Three hemipteran herbivores partition a common 

resource plant, Senecio smallii, on the basis of bud density and plant patch size. 

The monophagous herbivore, Neacoryphus bicrucus, is most abundant in larger patches where bud density 

is greatest. The oligophagous herbivore, Harmostes reflexulus, is most abundant in small patches of high 

bud density. The polyphagous species, Lygus pratensis, is most abundant in small patches where 

abundance is independent of bud density. Thus, resource partitioning was observed in order to co-exist in 

a common Niche. 

 
  

Neacoryphus  bicrucus Harmostes reflexulus Lygus pratensis 
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Habitat and Microhabitat 

Habitat and microhabitat selection plays an unavoidable factor in niche partitioning among insects. Two 

flea beetles on crucifers, Phyllotrata cruciferae and P. striolata, occupy different surface of leaves of 

Brassica oleracea. The former occupying upper surface and the latter occupying lower surface of the leaves. 

  
Phyllotrata cruciferae Phyllotrata striolata 

Conclusion 

Nature has played a unique role in displaying various living forms by utilization of resources by 

partitioning the same. For developing a compact ecosystem, niche partitioning becomes a mandatory 

element. 
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Electricity is used at home for various purposes. But many of us are unaware about energy to be conserved 

by changing our habits little bit. Here are some tips given to conserve energy at household level. 

1. Many have the habit of using artificial light during day time too. Though windows will be there, don’t 

like to open them either due to fear of losing privacy or due to the entry of dirt inside. A window can 

illuminate 20 to 100 times its area. Turning off one 60-watt bulb for four hours a day will save Rs. 700 over 

a year. So, keep the windows opened or blinds/curtains of the window can be kept opened during day time. 

Let us learn to take advantage of natural light. 

2. Now-a-days, many houses are going for false ceiling with recessed lighting irrespective of the income 

level. So, to illuminate the room, all lights will be on as it is controlled by single switch. Instead of using 

all lights, turn off ceiling lights and use table lamps, track lighting and under-counter lights in work and 

hobby areas as well as in kitchens which would save nearly Rs.500 per year. 

3. Many of us have the habit of switching on geyser for a long time.  Hot water is expensive. If two people 

in the house cut their shower time by a minute each, you could save Rs.2400/ per annum. 

4. Another bad habit many of us follow is opening the tap throughout brushing time and shaving time. So, 

turn water off when shaving, washing hands, brushing teeth and reduce water usage which in turn would 

reduce motor running time, saves nearly Rs.1500/ per year.  

5. By fixing the leaks immediately when the problem arises would save up to Rs.700/ annually.  

6. Be it mobile charger, TV plug, electric gadgets in kitchen are plugged with switch off in many households. 

Unplug unused electronics because standby power can account for 10% of an average household's annual 

electricity use. Unplug unused electronics and save Rs.4000 a year. 

7. Lap tops consume less electricity compared to desk tops. So, if old desk tops are still being used, recycle 

it and switch to laptops. If you use your laptop for two hours per day in place of desk tops, yearly you'll save 

Rs.300/. 

8. Recycle or donate your old TV. Even if you're just using it an hour a day, a 42-inch LCD will consume 

Rs.500 a year. 

9. Avoid using the oven in summer – try salads, smoothies or barbecue. You'll reduce the heat in your home 

and save on your home cooling costs by Rs.300 per annum. 

10. Always run the washing machine with full load so that if you cut one load of wash per week, and you 

could save Rs.1500 per year on your laundry costs. 

11. Wash laundry in cold by switching from hot to cold water i.e., instead of setting at 60-200º Celsius can 

set at low temperature for an average of three loads per week, you could save up to Rs.1800 per year on 

your energy bill.  

12. Hang dry your laundry on clothes’ line. Moreover, in our country, solar energy is available for nearly 

300 days so we don’t require a dryer. During COVID-19, urbanites purchased dryer and continuing to use 

even now. If 50% of clothes are dried on clothesline, one can save up to Rs.5000 a year. Another tip is, if a 

dry towel is added to the dryer load, it can reduce drying period and it can save up to Rs.2000 a year. 

13. Keep your fridge and freezer at their ideal temperature which means don’t keep hot or warm foods in 

the refrigerator. Maintain ideal temperatures i.e.  between 2°C and 3°C for fridge and -18°C for freezer, so 

as to save up to Rs.2000/ yearly. 

14. Use dishwasher with full loading of soiled utensils and can save up to Rs.2000 a year. 

15. A microwave takes 15 minutes to do the same job as 1 hour in an oven. So, use a microwave instead of 

conventional oven 4 times a week and save Rs.1000/ per year. 
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By adopting these small tips would lead to big savings. So, the total savings will be Rs.26,200/- per annum. 

Even if some houses are not using dryer and dishwasher, still they can save up to Rs.20,000 every year.  

Disclaimer: These are all approximate figures which might vary depending on the slab system and unit 

price of electricity. 
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Abstract 

Radio frequency identification RFID – a novel technology, can acquire data of an object to track and identify 

the object. RFID tags, Antenna, Readers, Software and Substrate are the major parts RFID system. Radio 

wave signal emitted by RFID tags will be converted into alternating current with the help of an antenna. 

It will be read by reader and sent to host computer for storage and analysis. RFID technology has wide 

range of application in Agriculture because of the convenience in data analysis, storage and security.  

Environmental Monitoring, soil monitoring, Plant Growth Monitoring and Harvest Quality Monitoring are 

the major application of RFID system in agriculture. However, high initial investment and   need of more 

technical skill limits the use of RFID in Agriculture. But in the near future RFID can be evolved as a 

promising technology to improve the agriculture production as well as the farmer’s income. 

Introduction 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is wireless technology for acquiring data mainly to track and identify 

the object. The first RFID device was developed Russian physicist Leon Theremin in 1946 (Scanlon, 2003). 

Most popular other identification technologies are barcode, magnetic strips, IC card, Optic Character 

Recognition (OCR), voice recognition, fingerprint and Optical strips. 

Components of RFID Systems 

RFID tags, Antenna, Readers, Software and Substrate are four major part of RFID technology.   

RFID tags: -it’s a smart label which helps in storing a range of information (serial numbers to short 

description and even pages of data) thatcan be used for identifying, track and communicate with items and 

people. Tags are of three types (Rajiv, 2022). 

a. Passive Tags: Don't have interior power Source. Antenna present is the tag that will generate 

power when Electromagnetic wave from a reader is received and using their power data will be 

transmitted. 

b. Battery Assisted Tags: It’s a passive RFID tags with an internal battery, and it need radio 

frequency signals from the reader to activate and function. It has far better range than passive tags, 

it may up to 100 meters in an ideal setting. 

c. Active Tags: Active tags have their own power Source to broadcast their unique identification 

number which can be detected by the reader over a longer period. 

Antenna: A device which convert Radio Frequency fields into alternating current and are of two types. 

Receiving antenna and transmitting antenna. 

Reader: A device that receive signals from RFID tag and antenna  

RFID software: It includes that software which helps in processing of data sent to and received from RFID 

devices.  

Substrate: It holds all the RFID components together. 

Working of RFID System 

AIDC (Automatic identification and data capture) is a technology used in RFID systems which 

automatically identify the object and collect data (Anon. 2022). The data transmitted by RFID tag and 

antenna in the form of radiowaves will be converted in to usable data by reader. With the help of 
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communication interface, these collected data will be transferred to host computer, will be stored in the 

database and analysed (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Working of RFID System 

Application of RFID System (Amsler, S and Shea, S. 2022) 
1. Management of inventories  

2. Tracking of asset tracking and equipment 

3. Tracking of vehicles 

4. Libraries  

5. Doors locks 

6. Aviation industries  

7. Healthcare sector 

8. Supply chain and logistics. 

Application of RFID Systems in Agriculture 

Use of RFID in agriculture will enable healthy crop, quality produce and tracking of pets and livestock. 

Packing and Transportation of agro- commodities become easier. It also helps to establish a holistic and 

cheap monitoring system in long run. 

Benefits of RFID in Agriculture 

1. Can store a lot of information (date of sowing and harvest, climatic data such as moisture level, 

temperature and soil nutritional status) and can be retrieved as and as when needed. 

2. Safe and secure and can be integrated easily  

3. Environmental Monitoring 

4. Soil Monitoring 

5. Plant Growth Monitoring 

6. Harvest Quality Monitoring. 

Advantages of RFID 

1. More secured data  

2. Highly convenient and fast data processing  

3. RFID cards are handy and easy to store  

4. Reduced human efforts and error due to automation. 

Disadvantages of RFID 

1. Misplacing / loosing of RFID key card  

2. Breaching of data  

3. Need continuous supply of electricity  

4. Need more technical skill to operate  

5. High initial investment. 

Conclusion 

RFID is a novel technology which has wide range of application. It helps to trace every single object of a 

batch with unique identification number. It can store more information and can be retrieved any time 

without much hassle. 

Despite of high initial investment and skill requirements which  limits the application and popularization 

of the technology, it has been successfully implemented in many sectors such as agriculture, aviation, 

transportation  and education. 

 

Computer 

/Software 
Antenna Reader RFID Tag 
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Introduction 

Today, the use of chemical pesticides is subject to stringent controls, and political pressure is mounting for 

the removal of the most dangerous chemicals from the market. Additionally, because of the potential scale 

at which such treatments would be required, the spread of plant diseases in natural environments may 

make it impossible to successfully apply chemicals. As a result, several researchers in pest management 

have concentrated their efforts on creating synthetic chemical-free alternatives to control pests and 

diseases.  

There are several biological controls that can be used, but their development and widespread usage will 

require further work. Different branches of biology, most notably entomology and plant pathology, have 

used the terms "biological control" and its abbreviated synonym "biocontrol." It has been used to refer to 

the practice of controlling populations of various pest insects in entomology by using live predatory insects, 

entomopathogenic nematodes, or microbial diseases. In plant pathology, the phrase refers to both the 

employment of host-specific pathogens to manage weed populations and the use of microbial antagonists 

to suppress disease. 

Types of Interactions Contributing to Biological Control 
Plants and diseases interact with a wide range of other creatures during their life cycles. Plant health may 

be severely impacted by these interactions in a number of ways. It is useful to be aware of the various ways 

that organisms interact in order to comprehend the mechanisms of biological regulation. Also keep in mind 

that for organisms to interact, there must be some kind of direct or indirect touch. According to Odum's 

(1953) theory, the interactions between two populations are determined by the results for each. The 

interactions that result in biological control happen at various scales because both plants and microbes are 

involved in the development of plant diseases. Mutualism is a relationship between two or more species in 

which both species gain from the relationship. 

Mechanisms of Biological Control 
Physical contact and/or a strong preference for the pathogen by the mechanism(s) exhibited by the BCA 

lead to direct antagonistic effects (s). Because no other organism's actions would be necessary to have a 

suppressive effect, hyperparasitism by obligate parasites of a plant pathogen would be regarded as the 

most direct form of antagonism. In contrast, indirect antagonistic interactions arise from BCA-related 

activities that do not entail the detection or targeting of a pathogen (s). The most indirect kind of conflict 

is when non-pathogenic BCAs stimulate the host defensive mechanisms in plants. 

Hyperparasites and Predation 

In hyperparasitism, a particular BCA directly targets the pathogen and destroys it or its propagules. 

Obligate bacterial pathogens, hypoviruses, facultative parasites, and predators are the four main groups 

of hyperparasites. Hyperparasites are hypoviruses. The virus that infects Cryphonectria parasitica, the 

fungus that causes chestnut blight, results in hypovirulence, or a decrease in the pathogen's ability to cause 

disease. In many locations, the phenomenon has kept the chestnut blight under control (Milgroom and 

Cortesi 2004). However, the success or failure of hypovirulence depends on how the virus, fungus, tree, and 

environment interact. Coniothyrium minitans, for example, attacks live hyphae, while other fungi that are 

plant disease parasites target sclerotia (e.g., Pythium oligandrum). Additionally, several hyperparasites 

can all attack a single fungal pathogen. 
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Antibiotic-Mediated Suppression 

Antibiotics are microbial toxins with the potential to harm or kill other bacteria in low doses. The majority 

of microorganisms generate and secrete one or more substances that have antibiotic properties. In some 

cases, it has been demonstrated that antibiotics made by microbes are very good at controlling plant 

pathogens and the diseases they induce. Antibiotics need to be manufactured close enough to the pathogen 

to have a biocontrol effect in order to be effective. Antibiotics produced in situ by various biocontrol agents 

have been measured (Thomashow et al., 2002), but it is difficult to determine how much of the produced 

antibiotics is actually effective given how little of it is produced in comparison to the other, less toxic organic 

compounds that are also present in the phytosphere. Detecting expression in the infection court is 

challenging due to the heterogeneous distribution of plant-associated microbes and the potential sites of 

infection, despite the fact that techniques have been developed to determine when and where biocontrol 

agents may produce antibiotics (Notz et al., 2001). 

Lytic Enzymes and Other Byproducts of Microbial Life 

Various bacteria secrete and excrete additional compounds that can obstruct pathogen development or 

activity. Chitin, proteins, cellulose, hemicellulose, and DNA are just a few examples of the many polymeric 

substances that can be hydrolyzed by lytic enzymes, which are produced and released by a variety of 

microbes. Different microorganisms' expression and secretion of these enzymes can occasionally directly 

decrease the activities of plant pathogens. For instance, Serratia marcescens regulation of Sclerotium rolfsii 

seems to be mediated via the expression of chitinase (Ordentlich et al., 1988). Additionally, Lysobacter 

enzymogenes strain C3's biocontrol activities greatly benefit from a b-1,3-glucanase (Palumbo et al., 2005). 

These enzymes typically work to break down plant remains and nonliving organic debris, yet they may 

stress and/or lyse the cell walls of living organisms. 

Competition 

Soils and surfaces of living plants are frequently nutrient-restricted environments from a microbiological 

standpoint. A bacterium must successfully compete for the available nutrients in order to successfully 

colonies the photosphere. Host-supplied nutrients on plant surfaces can be found in exudates, leachates, or 

senesced tissue. The soil and the waste products of other species, such as insects (honeydew from aphids 

on leaf surfaces, for example), can also provide nutrients. The struggle between pathogens and non-

pathogens for nutrient resources is critical for controlling the occurrence and severity of disease, even if 

this is difficult to prove explicitly. 

Induction of Host Resistance 

Gravity, light, temperature, physical stress, water availability, and nutrient availability are just a few of 

the environmental stimuli that cause plants to actively respond. Additionally, plants respond to a range of 

chemical cues made by microbes linked with the soil and plants. Such stimuli can either train or trigger a 

plant's host defences through biochemical shifts that increase resistance to a range of diseases later 

infecting the plant. Depending on the kind, source, and volume of the stimuli, the induction of host defences 

may have a local or systemic form. The determinants and mechanisms of induced resistance prompted by 

biological control agents and other non-pathogenic bacteria are now being characterised by 

phytopathologists. Salicylic acid (SA), a substance that is regularly created following pathogen infection 

and normally induces the expression of pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins, mediates the first of these 

routes, known as systemic acquired resistance (SAR). 

Microbial Diversity and Disease Suppression 

The mesofauna and microbial creatures that surround plants come in a variety of kinds, some of which can 

help with the biological control of plant diseases. The microbes that could be categorised as facultative 

plant symbionts, facultative hyperparasites, and competitive saprophytes are most likely those that 

contribute the most to the control of disease. Some of them, such as Pythium oligandrum, are currently 

considered to be separate species. Members of the zygomycota, vesicular arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 

(VAM, also known as arbuscular mycorrhizal or endomycorrhizal fungus) have six genera and one order, 

the Glomales, in which 149 species have been categorised (Morton and Benny 1990). 
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Abstract 

Microorganisms called entomopathogenic fungus (EPF) cause deadly infections in arthropods. Direct 

contact between the fungus and the surface of the insect's cuticle occurs during each stage of the infection 

process. Lytic enzymes, secondary metabolites, and adhesins produced by EPF are among the elements 

that affect how effective the infection process is. These fungi are frequently employed as biopesticides in 

organic farming due to their great insecticidal efficiency. The effects of these toxic substances on EPF and 

the mechanisms that affect their survival in such a hazardous environment have been researched in recent 

years because to the anthropogenic contamination of the environment and farmlands (such as pesticides).  

Keywords: Entomopathogenic fungi. Secondary metabolites, Toxic compounds, Nanoparticle biosynthesis, 

Biodegradation and Pesticides. 

Introduction 

Bioinsecticides called entomopathogenic fungi (EPF) can infect and kill arthropods. Their natural habitat 

is dirt, even though they are primarily isolated from arthropod carcasses (Behie and Bidochka 2014). 

Oomycetes, Chytridiomycota, Microsporidia, Entomophtoromycota, Basidiomycota, and the most prevalent 

Ascomycota are the six classes into which these fungi fall. The biocontrol of the insect population is the 

primary role of EPF in the environment. Data from the literature describe the infectious characteristics of 

EPF, the infectious process (Skinner et al. 2014; Lacey et al. 2015; Mascarin and Jaronski 2016), and the 

application of these microorganisms as biopesticides in commercial preparations (Jaihan et al. 2016; R'os- 

Moreno et al. 2016).  

Environmental contamination has been steadily rising over the past few decades, which is a severe worry. 

Substances that are harmful to the ecosystem's equilibrium and living things are constantly being 

introduced into the environment. Herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and heavy metals are only a few 

examples of contaminants that can harm cellular structures and cause diminished or delayed growth in 

soil-dwelling fungi. These substances alter cells adversely, which prevents the bacteria from performing 

their ecological function. 

Although Entomophthorales (such as Furia, Conidiobolus, Entomophaga, or Erynia) among the known 

EPF exhibit the highest insecticidal activity, they are not employed as components of biopreparations 

because to technical challenges in growing in laboratory settings. The most widely utilised EPF are 

Ascomycota-based, easily cultivable saprotrophic fungi. Various biopesticides based on organisms from the 

genera Metarhizium, Beauveria, Paecilomyces, Isaria, and Lecanicillium have been utilised all over the 

world. These fungi can infect a wide range of arthropod species because of their broad range of activity. 

Fungi as Insect Pathogen 

Due to their potential as biocontrol agents, insect diseases. In that sense, numerous fungi have been 

discovered to be pathogenic to insects after being tested for virulence against insects. Over 750 different 

species of fungi, primarily belonging to the hyphomycetes and entomophthorales, are harmful to insects, 

and many of them have considerable promise as pest control agents [9]. Around the world, more than 171 

items based on at least 12 species of these fungi have been created [8, 21]. Some fungi pathogenic to insect 

pests of some crops are listed in table 1 below. Species including Beauveria bassiana, Beauveria 

brongniartii, Metarhizium anisopliae, Lecanicillium spp. (formerly Verticillium lecanii), Hirsutella 
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thompsonii, Cladossporium oxysporium, and Isaria fumosorosea are already used in mycoinsecticide 

formulations (previously Paecilomyces fumosoroseus).  

Nearly all orders of insects are susceptible to entomopathogenic fungi; the most frequent are the 

Hemiptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Orthoptera, and Hymenoptera [9]. The nymphal and larval 

stages of several insect orders are more vulnerable than the adult stages, but the contrary may also be 

true. Aschersonia aleyrodis only infects whiteflies, while Nomuraea rileyi only infects lepidopteran larvae, 

whereas other fungus, such as Beauveria. bassiana and Metarhizium anisopliae, infect more than 700 

species across various insect orders. Aphids, whiteflies, and thrips are the most common lepidopteran and 

coleopteran pests that are the subject of pathogenicity tests, which make up the majority of them. Despite 

the fact that fungi pathogenic to corn borer in maize and scarab beetle in sugarcane have been documented. 

Classification of Entomopathogenic Fungi 
The kingdom fungi have six phyla and twelve classes of entomopathogenic fungus. The divisions 

Ascomycota, Zygomycota, and Deuteromycota, as well as Oomycota and Chytridiomycota, contain fungi 

that are pathogenic to arthropods. Numerous entomopathogenic fungi that have been identified so far 

belong to the classes Entomophthorales of the Zygomycota or Hyphomycetes of the Deuteromycota. 

Mode of Infection/Action of EPF 

The majority of EPF are fungal species that live in soil and all have a similar method of infection. When 

the fungus conidia come into contact with the host, they use hydrophobic processes to cling to the cuticle 

and, under the right circumstances, germinate to produce germ tubes [15]. The fungus creates a variety of 

specialised infection structures during this phase, such as penetration pegs and/or appressoria, which allow 

the hyphae to penetrate the host integument and continue to develop [16]. Other enzymes include metalloid 

proteases and amino peptidases help the germ tube break through the cuticle [17]. Three to fourteen days 

after infection, the insect dies as a result of the fungi's invasion of various muscle tissues, fatty bodies, 

Malpighian tubes, mitochondria, and haemocytes once they have entered the insect.  

The hypomycetes group of entomopathogenic fungi are opportunistic pathogens that typically kill insects 

by depriving them of nutrients, destroying their tissues, and releasing poisons. Chitinase, protease, and 

lipase, cuticle-degrading enzymes of entomofungal pathogens, are vital in the pathogenicity of these 

organisms on insects in the breakdown of insect cuticle allowing fungal germ tube penetration into the 

insect body. Enzymatic breakdown in conjunction with mechanical pressure causes entomopathogenic 

fungus to enter the insect cuticle. Many mycotoxins, including Beauvericin, Beauverolides, Bassianolide 

(produced by B. bassiana, V. lecanii, and Paecilomyces spp.), and Destruxins A, B, C, D, E, and F (produced 

by M. anisopliae), are produced during pathogenesis and act as poisons to the insects 

Conclusion 

Entomopathogenic fungi have immense potential to manage pests in agriculture. Entomopathogenic fungi 

are parasitic microbes which ability to infect and kill the harmful insect-pest. 
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Disease Resistance 

Disease resistance is the ability to prevent or reduce the occurrence of diseases in susceptible hosts. It can 

arise from genetic or environmental factors, such as incomplete penetrance. Disease tolerance is different 

as it is the ability of a host to limit the impact of disease on host health. In crops this includes plant disease 

resistance and can follow a gene-for-gene relationship.  

Pathogenicity: The ability of a pathogen to infect a host strain  

Virulence: Capacity of a pathogen to incite a disease  

Avirulence:  The inability of a pathogen to cause or incite a disease  

Physiological race: Strains of a single pathogen species with identical or similar morphology but differ 

in pathogenic capabilities.  

Pathotype: Strains of a pathogen classified on the basis of their virulence to known resistance genes 

present in the host. 

Epidemic: Severe and sudden outbreak of disease beginning from a low level of infection 

Mechanisms of Disease Resistance 

There are different ways of disease resistance viz., disease escape, disease endurance or tolerance disease 

resistance and immunity. 

1. Disease escape: The ability of susceptible host plants to avoid attack of disease due to environmental 

conditions factors, early varieties, charge in the date of plating, change in the site of planting; balanced 

application of NPK etc. Eg. Early varieties of groundnut and potato may escape ‘Tikka’ and ‘Late blight’ 

diseases respectively since they mature before the disease epidemic occurs. Changing planting season in 

sugarcane from June to October has successfully escaped leaf-rust. Virus free seed potato is produced by 

sowing the crop in October in Jallundher and other places instead of November, the normal planting time.  

2. Disease endurance or tolerance: The ability of the plants to tolerate the invasion of the pathogen 

without showing much damage. This endurance is brought about by the influence of external characters.  

Generally, tolerance is difficult to measure since it is confounded with partial resistance and disease escape. 

To estimate tolerance the loss in yield and some other trait of several host varieties having the same 

amount of disease eg., leaf area covered by disease etc., is compared. Eg. In Barley the variety Proctor 

shows 13% yield loss as compared to 20% loss in the varieties Zephy and Sultan. Wheat varieties when 

fertilized with potash and phosphorus are more tolerant to the rust and mildew infection. The Rice crop 

fertilized with silicate is resistant to blast infection in Japan.  

3. Disease Resistance: The ability of plants to withstand, oppose or overcome the attack of pathogens.  

Resistance is a relative term and it generally refers to any retardation in the development of the attacking 

pathogen. In case of resistance, disease symptoms to develop and the rate of reproduction(r) is never zero 
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i.e., but it is sufficiently lower than 1 (the rate of reproduction on the susceptible variety) to be useful. The 

inhibition of growth of the pathogen is believed to be nutritional in nature and in some cases chemical 

growth inhibitors may be involved. Resistance is largely controlled by inherited characters, may be 

controlled by single dominant gene in Ottawa 770 B, Newland flax variety, wheat all rusts NP 809 

4. Immunity: When the host does not show the symptoms of disease it is known as immune reaction. 

Immunity may result from prevention of the pathogen to reach the appropriate parts of the host e.g. 

exclusion of spores of ovary infecting fungi by closed flowering habit of wheat and barley. It is more 

generally produced by hypersensitive reaction of the host usually immediately after the infection was 

occurred. In immune reaction the rate of reproduction in zero i.e. r = 0. 

5. Hypersensitivity: Immediately after the infection several host cells surrounding the point of infection 

lyphenolic or terpenoid chemicals and are produced by tare so sensitive that they will die. This leads to the 

death of the pathogen because the rust mycelium cannot grow through the dead cells. This super sensitivity 

(hypersensitivity) behaves as a resistant response for all practical purposes. Phytoalexins are specific pohe 

host in response to the infection by a pathogen. More than 30 different phytoalexins have been identified.  

Phytoalexins are either fungicidal or fungistatic. Eg. Rust fungi and virus attack. 

Factors for Disease Resistance 

The disease resistance may be caused due to: 

1. Morphological, structural and functional characteristics which prevents the entrance of the 

pathogen i.e., prevents the first stage of infection.  

2. Biochemical or anatomical properties of tissue which prevent the establishment of parasitic 

relationship. 

a. Morphological characters: Certain morphological features of the host may prevent infection. 

Eg. Resistance to Jassid attack in cotton has been shown to be correlated with the hariness of 

varieties: hairy type resists the attack more, than glabrous types. Failure to germinate rust spores 

on the leaves of the barley due to waxy coating. Young sugarbeet leaves practically immune to attack 

of the circospora because the stomata size is very small.  

b. Physiological characters: Protoplasmic factors or chemical interactions: By virtues of its 

chemical composition the protoplasm may exert an inhibitory influence on the pathogen bringing 

about the desired resistance in the plant. Eg.: Resistance of grape to powdery mildew is highly 

correlated with the acidity of cell sap. Presence of toxic substance in the red pigment in the coloured 

onions.  The outer scales resist the smudge fungus attack when the scales are removed, they become 

susceptible.  

c. Anatomical: More secondary thickening of the cell walls of resistant potato varieties which 

resists the mechanical puncture of the invading Pythium pathogen 

d. Nutritional factors: Reduction in growth and in spore production is generally supposed to be 

due to unfavourable physiological conditions within the host. Most likely a resistant host does not 

fulfill the nutritional requirements of the pathogen and thereby limits its growth and reproduction.  

e. Environmental factors: In addition to the above the environmental factors have marked effect 

on the pathogen attack. Temperature, moisture, humidity and soil PH and fertility status of the soil 

effects the pathogen reaction greatly. 

Sources of Disease Resistance 

Resistance to diseases may be obtained from four different sources: 

1. A known variety  

2. Germplasm collection  

3. Related species 

4. Through mutations. 

Vertical and Horizontal Resistance (Van Der Plank) 

Vertical Resistance: It is generally determined by major genes and is characterized by pathotype 

specificity.Clearly immune or susceptible response in the case of vertical resistance depends on the 

presence of virulent pathotype. When virulent pathotype becomes frequent, epidemics are common in the 
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cases of vertical resistance. Thus, an avirulent pathotype will produce an immune response i.e., r=0 or close 

to 0 but the virulent pathotype will lead to susceptible reaction i.e., r=1.It is also known as race specific, 

pathotype specific or simply specific resistance 

Horizontal Resistance: Race non-specific, pathotype-nonspecific and partial, general or field resistance. 

Horizontal resistance is generally controlled by polygenes i.e., many genes with small effects and it is 

pathotype nonspecific. In this case, the reproduction rate is not zero but it is less than one. Poly genes, 

govern horizontal resistance. 

Methods of Breeding for Disease Resistance 

The methods of breeding for disease resistance are essentially same as those used for other agronomic 

traits.   

1. Introduction  

2. Selection  

3. Hybridization 

4. Budding & Grafting  

5. Mutation Breeding  

6. Biotechnological methods. 

Advantages with Breeding for Disease Resistance 

1. Helps in reducing the losses caused by patogens   

2. Reduces the high cost of disease control by chemical treatment  

3. Helps to avoid the use of poisonous fungicides  

4. Only method available to some specific diseases like viruses, wilt etc. 

Limitations 

1. Linkage of resistant genes with genes of inferior quality  

2. Occurrence of physiological races of varying capacities 

3. Self-sterility in host plants  

4. Resistance breakdown (vertifolia effect, boom & bust cycle).  

5. Horizontal resistance being durable but difficulty relates to an accurate & reliable assessment of the 

level of resistance.  

6. Sometimes there is negative correlation between yield & disease resistance e.g wheat leaf rust gene Lr34 

causes a 5% reduction in grain yield.  

7. For introgression of multiple resistances in varieties against several diseases requires meticulous 

planning and far greater effort than that required for single resistance. 
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1. Budworm, Hendecasis duplifacialis Hmpsn. (Pyraustidae: Lepidoptera) Symptoms of attack and nature 

of damage: The caterpillar makes hole on the flower bud and feeds on the inner content. The larva also 

attacks 2 -3 buds and the buds are webbed together by silken threads. Description and life history:  Adult 

is a small white moth with black palpi and three lines on the abdomen and the hindlegs. Larva is greenish 

with black head. Pupation takes place in the soil. Management: Spray monocrotophos 2ml /lit. 

2. Gallery worm, Elasmopalpus jasminophagus Hmpsn. (Phycitidae: Lepidoptera) Symptoms of attack 

and nature of damage: The caterpillars web together the terminal leaves, shoots and flower heads and feed 

on them. Faecal matters can be seen attached to the silken web. Description and life history: The moth is 

small and dark grey. The caterpillar is green with a red head and prothroax and lateral brown streaks on 

the body. Pupation takes place in the web itself. Management: Spray monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

3. Leaf web worm, Nausinoe geometralis G. (Pyraustidae: Lepidoptera) Symptoms of attack and nature 

of damage: Caterpillar webs the leaves together and remains inside by skeletonize them completely. 

Description and life history: Adult is medium sized moth with light brownish wings and wings have white 

spots. The caterpillar is green with dark warts giving rise to thin hairs and has black streaks on the sides 

of thorax. A female lays 15-20 greenish yellow eggs on the leaf lamina. Pupate with in the web. The egg, 

larval, pupal period respectively is 3-4, 12-15 and 6-7 days. The life cycle is completed in 22-24 days. 

Management: Spray monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

4. Leaf roller, Glyphodes unionalis (Pyraustidae: Lepidoptera) Symptoms of attack and nature of damage: 

The caterpillar rolls the leaves and feed on them. Description and life history: The adult is a white moth 

with brown lines along the costal margin of forewings. The caterpillar is green. Management: Spray 

monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

5. Jasmine eriophyid mite, Aceria jasmini Channa (Eriophyidae: Acarina) Symptoms of attack and 

nature of damage: The feeding of mite causes felt-like hairy out growth (erineum) on the surface of the 

leaves, tender stem and flower buds. The growth of the plant stunted and flower production affected. 

Description and life history: The female is cylindrical vermiform with two pairs of leg and measures about 

150160 µ long and 44µ thick. Management: 1. Remove and destroy the affected parts. 2.  Spray 

monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

6. Red spider mite,Tetranychus cinnabarinus Boisduval (Tetranychidae: Acarina) Symptoms of attack 

and nature of damage: Feed on the undersurface of leaves and are found covered with silken webs. As a 

result of feeding, yellow spots appear on the upper surface and these gradually turn reddish. The affected 

leaves finally wither away. The growth and flower productions are adversely affected. Description and life 
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history: Both nymphs and adults are red in colour. Eggs are laid on the ventral surface of the leaves and 

are whitish, spherical measuring about 0.1mm in diameter. A female lays about 200 eggs. Egg period is 4-

7 days. Larval and pupal periods last for 3-5 and 8-12 days respectively. It completes it life cycle in 15-20 

days. It has around 15 generations/ year. Management: Spray Dicofol 3 ml (or) wettable sulphur 2g/lit.  

7. Tingid bug, Corythanuma ayyari (Drake) (Tingidae: Hemiptera) Symptoms of attack and nature of 

damage: Both nymphs and adults suck the sap from the leaves, and the infested leaves turn yellow which 

ultimately dry and drop. Description and life history:  Adults having whitish lacewing. Management: Spray 

monocrotophos 2ml/lit of water. 

8. Whitefly, Dialeurodes kirkaldy (Kotinsky) (Aleyrodidae: Hemiptera) Symptoms of attack and nature of 

damage: Nymphs and adults suck the sap from the under surface of the leaves and the infested leaves turn 

yellow and dry. Management: Spray monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

9. Jasmine bug, Antestia cruciata (F) (Pentatomidae: Hemiptera) Symptoms of attack and nature of 

damage: Both the nymphs and adults suck the sap from tender shoots and buds, which prevents flower 

formation. 

Description and life history: Nymph is dark brownish black and round. Adult bug is dark brown shield 

shaped bugs with orange and white marking on wings. Management: Spray monocrotophos 2ml/lit. 

10. Flower thrips, Thrips orientalis (Bagn.) (Thripidae: Thysanoptera). Both yellow nymphs and black 

adults attack the flowers. Brown streaks are seen on flower petals. Management: Spray monocrotophos 

2ml/lit.  

11. Green plant hopper, Flata ocellata Fb. (Flatidae: Hemiptera). Green coloured large size hoppers suck 

the sap from the leaves.  

12. Brown plant hopper, Ricania fenestrata Fb. (Ricaniidae: Hemiptera). Brown coloured large size 

hoppers suck the sap from the leaves.  

13. Blossom midge, Contarinia maculipennis F. (Ceccidomyiidae: Diptera).  Swelling at the base of the 

buds by maggots. Adults with bright orange abdomen.   

14. Horn worm, Acherontia styx W. (Sphingidae: Lepidoptera). Larva is stout, green with yellowish oblique 

strips and curved anal horn. Defoliate the plant. 

Conclusion 

Integrated Pest Management approach is most effective with minimal usage of pesticides in an ecofriendly 

way. 
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Introduction 

The two-thirds of the population at the bottom of the economic pyramid who are living in extreme poverty 

are referred to as the "bottom of the pyramid" (BOTP). These are the people who have few or no access to 

financial resources, good health care, or other services. Prahalad and Hart were the one who first 

introduced the modern BOTP concept (2002). He estimates that there are more than 4 billion people living 

at the BOTP, many of whom have per capita incomes of less than $1,500 year and survive on less than $2 

per day. 

According to a survey by UNICEF, 20 per cent of the world's population makes up more than 70 per cent 

of the global income. The term "affluent population" refers to this 20 per cent of the population. In contrast, 

the rest 80 per cent is known as the Bottom of the Pyramid. It constitutes more than four billion people 

living on the planet. These markets are frequently unstructured and invisible. 

The World Economic Pyramid 

Annual per capita income Tiers Population (million) 

More than $20,000 1 75-100 

$1,500-$20,000 2&3 1500-1750 

Less than $1,500 4 4000 

Source: Prahalad and Hart (2002) 

The majority of developing nations are building BOP markets. With nearly 2.86 billion people (83 per cent 

of the worldwide BOP population) and a purchasing power parity of Rs 17,300 thousand crore, or equal to 

42 per cent of the global BOP income, Asia and the Middle East are the world's largest BOP market. 

When it comes to India, the BOP market has around 924 million consumers and a purchasing power parity 

of 6,550 thousand crores of rupees. At the base of the pyramid, India has 114 million homes. It represents 

60 per cent of India's total population and 76 per cent of the rural population. When the population at the 

bottom of the pyramid spends 48 per cent of India's national housing market, or 310.5 thousand crore 

rupees, on housing, this number has critical importance. 

Nature of the BOP Market 

1. The dominant assumption is that the poor have no purchasing power and, therefore, do not represent a 

viable market. The aggregate purchasing power in developing countries, where most of the BOP market 

exists. Developing countries offer tremendous growth opportunities. Within these markets, the BOP 

represents a major opportunity.  

2. The lower tier of the market segment has less disposable income and is highly price sensitive for available 

products and services. An example of this case is the preference for dal ghee over milk ghee due to the price 

difference. 

3. Also, consumers will pay more for your product if you offer them more value. For example, sales of plastic-

coated Vim soap increased because consumers felt that this soap lasted longer than other soaps. In other 

words, consumers want the maximum benefit from their products. 

BOP Business Strategies 

Reaching out to the BOP: 

https://www.unicef.org/media/75471/file/Building-back-equal-Girls-back-to-school-guide-2020.pdf
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a. Reaching or exploring BOP markets can be done through the 3 A's: availability, affordability and 

accessibility. All companies operating in the BOP market should ensure a distribution system 

dedicated to the bottom of the pyramid market, according to their requirements. 

b. Companies need to offer products that are popular in BOP markets. People in the market should 

be able to afford such products. 

c. BOP markets have many consumers, but per capita consumption is low. This means that when a 

company does marketing, it needs to sell products in smaller batches to a larger audience. 

Scalability is a big issue in this case. 

Creation of New Products and Services: 

a. A product intended for the upper tier may not necessarily be accepted by the lower tier. Businesses need 

to develop products that offer better value and performance at affordable prices. 

b. To capture the rural market in India, Coca-Cola offered a Rs.5 bottle after observing a rural consumer 

buying his Rs.10 bottle and two people are sharing it. They also created a campaign with Aamir Khan 

under the slogan 'Tanda Matlab Coca-Cola'. 

Investing in Best Technologies: 

a. Utilizing technology to provide value to the current business strategy benefits bottom of the 

pyramid marketing companies.  

b. Concentrating on the BOP with distinctive goods, distinctive services, or distinctive technologies 

that are suitable for BOP requirements and necessitate fundamentally reinventing the 

organisation, frequently requiring large financial and managerial resources. Examples can be found 

in industries like energy, housing, finance, food, water (healthier products), housing, and food 

(microfinance and low-cost remittance networks). 

c. Enabling access to products or services both physically and financially (via financing methods, 

prepaid or other inventive business models that achieve the same goal, or single-use packaging 

designs that lower purchasing barriers) (through novel distribution strategies or deployment of low-

cost technologies). Food, ICT, consumer goods (in the packaging of goods and services in small unit 

sizes, or "sachets"), and health care are a few examples (such as cross-subsidies and community-

based health insurance). Financing methods, such as mortgages and microloans, span numerous 

industries. 

d. Unusual collaboration with governments, NGOs, or organisations of several stakeholders to bring 

the required skills to the table. Energy, transportation, health care, financial services, food, and 

consumer products are a few examples. 

Conclusion 

The marketing mix, also known as the 4Ps Product, Pricing, Placement, and Promotion, is an important 

component of every marketer's strategy, and companies shape their marketing mix strategy to address the 

needs of the will subdivisions of the market pyramid. must be met. It has been argued that marketers 

should use positioning strategies to create promotions that differentiate their products from their 

competitors and convey desirable positions. Companies should therefore design their offers in such a way 

that their communication strategy gives them a clear and valuable place in the minds of their target 

customers. 
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Introduction 

Gram pod borer, Helicoverpa armigera (Noctuidae: Lepidoptera) is a polyphagous pest infesting many crops 

including chickpea. It causes heavy loss to the crop production in chickpea. 

 

Distribution and Status 

Widely distributed in the tropics, subtropics and warmer temperatae areas of the old world, upto Germany 

and Japan. 

Host Range 

It is a polyphagous pest that feeds on Cotton, chickpea, pigeon pea, pea, cowpea, tomato, tobacco, potato, 

chillies, groundnut, wheat, maize, bajra, sorghum, castor, okra, soybean etc. 

Life Cycle 

Adult moth is stout, medium sized with greenish to brown forewings and dull black border on the hind 

wing with a wing span of 3.7 cm. The spherical yellowish Eggs are laid on the host plants by the adult 

female moth. The incubation period lasts 2-3 days. Around 500-100 eggs are laid by single moth on different 

parts of the plants. Full grown larva is 2" long, greenish with dark brown gray lines and dark and pale 

bands. The larval period is 20-25 days. It shows colour variation from greenish to brown. It pupates in soil 

in an earthen cell. Pupa measures 16 mm in length, the pupal stage lasts 7-15 days. 
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Damaging Symptom 

Pod borer causes damage to the gram crop from November to March. In the beginning, the Caterpillar feeds 

on foliage; later bores into pods and feeds on seeds. Larva is seen feeding with the head alone thrust inside 

the parts and the rest of the body hanging out. Boreholes on pods, absence of seeds on pods and defoliation 

in early stages are the symptoms of attack. Borers cause huge amount of crop damage. 

Management 

For managing the pod borer, integrated approach should be applied. We can conclude that an integrated 

approach is most effective for long- term sustainable management programs.   

1. Implementing a number of good agronomic practices, such as early sowing with optimum planting 

density and fertilizer levels, including inter/ trap crops. 

2. Growing Helicoverpa resistant varieties like, ICCV&, ICCVIO, Dulia etc.  

3. Installing bird perches @ 50/ha to pick the larvae.  

4. Set up light trap to monitor, attract and kill the moths.  

5. Set up pheromone traps @ 12 nos. /ha.  

6. Inundative release of egg parasite Trichogramma spp. and egg larval parasites, Chelonus blackburnii.  

7. Spray nuclear polyhedrosis virus (NPV) @ 500 LE/ha in 0.1% teepol.  

8. Apply any one of insecticides at 25 kg/ha quinalphos 1.5 D, carbaryl 5D or spray any of the following 

insecticides in 700-1000 L of water per ha.  

9. Spray any of the insecticides-   

a. Emamectin benzoate 5 SG @220 g/ha.  

b. Spinosad 45 SC @125-160 ml/ha.   

c. Indoxacarb 14.5 SC @333-400 ml/ha. 
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Abstract 

Current horticultural practices are being upgraded and updated by use of various technologies including 

nanotechnology. Use of nanotechnology for developing nanofertilizers could improve the nutrient use 

efficiencies, reduce nutrient loss, replenish soil fertility, increase crop yield, maintain ecosystem, soil health 

and curtail serious soil problems. Nano-fertilizers are formulated to deliver and emit nutrient tardily and 

deliberately. Regular release of nutrients by nanofertilizers help in augmenting nutrient use efficiency 

beyond several related adverse outcome. Nano fertilizers may increase the fruit yield and quality of various 

horticultural crops which will in turn increase the nutritive content of products as well as increase the 

global food security.  

Keywords: Nanofertilizers, chitosan, nanozeolite, proliferation, food security. 

Introduction 

With increasing world population, present Agriculture production must be increased by 70 % to feed the 

world population by 2050 which will increase by 110 %. To achieve global food security, increased food 

production and food productivity, it is necessary to ratify innovative and futuristic advances and 

technologies in improving cultivation, yield and productivity of horticultural crops. Nanotechnology can be 

used in production, manufacturing of processed products, storing, packaging and transportation of 

horticultural produce (Ditta, 2015). Energy, the economy, environment, long-term incorporation by soil 

microorganisms and fertilizer products can be enhanced significantly by use of nanotechnology. 

Nanostructured formulations, which use processes such as targeted delivery, slow/controlled release and 

conditional release to release active ingredients in response to biological demands, have the potential to 

alter agricultural systems. The nano-sizing of these fertilizers increases the availability of nutrients to 

nano-scale plant pores, resulting in higher nutrient utilization efficiency. Nanoparticles help seeds 

germinate faster, boost agricultural yield, and improve chlorophyll content. This is easy for tiny pores on 

the plant’s body surface to absorb and helps in plant growth. One of the most important applications of 

nanotechnology is nanofertilizer, which improves plant’s ability to absorb nutrients and nanofertilizers like 

Zn, Cu and Fe resolve soil fixation difficulties and maximize photosynthetic efficiency. According to studies, 

the use of nanofertilizers promoted the nutrient utilization efficiency, reduced soil toxicity, minimized the 

negative effects of overdosing and lowered the frequency of treatment. Nanofertilizers are the nutrient 

carriers developed using substrates of 1-100 nm nano-dimensions used solely or in combination to improve 

plant growth, yield and performance of plant. These are made from conventional fertilizers extracted from 

different plants or plant parts by coating them with nanomaterials. Nanofertilizers have many other names 

like nano-carriers, nano-enabled fertilizers, bio-nanofertilizers, controlled released nanofertilizers, NPs-

based nutrient and nano-based delivery systems of micronutrients, which delivers nutrients at the right 

time and in the right place (Gomes et al., 2021). 

Effect of Nanofertilizers on Fruit Crops 

Fruits are the important source of nutraceuticals but depletion of nutrients in soil affects the cultivation 

and quality of fruits. Reason for the poor-quality produce is the poor efficiency of conventional fertilizers 

i.e., about 20% of fertilizer is used by the crop and rest leached to the groundwater. Researchers reported 

the usage of nanofertilizers in fruit crops and divided them into functional categories such as direct soil 

application, irrigation, and foliar treatment. 

In Pomegranate, foliar spray of nano Zinc and nano Boron increased the fruit quality, yield, TSS, maturity 

indices, juice and decreased the total acidity (Davarpanah et al., 2016). In mango, Nano Chitosan and Nano 
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Potassium silicate of different concentrations were applied. Both nanofertilizers showed positive effect on 

flowering, fruit set, yield, and chlorophyll content of leaves. Nano K silicate has increased the panicle 

length, decreased the floral malformation and gave highest yield with best fruit characteristics. Similarly 

nano Boron shows positive effect in increasing yield and chemical properties of fruit and enhanced the 

content of chlorophyll and essential nutrients like Nitrogen, Potassium, Phosphorus, Manganese, 

Magnessium, Boron, Zinc and Iron in leaves (Abdelaziz et al., 2019). 

Effect of Nano Fertilizers on Vegetable Crops 

Nanotechnology in vegetable production has vast exploration including improved germination of seeds, 

seedling growth, abiotic and biotic stresses detection and management, yield and quality enhancement and 

till now proved to be an effective and promising tool in modern agriculture. Tomato gave the greatest 

number of fruit and increased weight and diameter of fruit observed with 300 kg/ha K nanofertilizers; stem 

diameter and plant height increased when 400 kg/ha K nanofertilizers is applied (Ajirloo et al., 2015) In 

cucumber, Nanofertilizer NPK provided the best growth characteristics, yield and fruit quality. Increase 

in plant height, no. of leaves, chlorophyll and NPK % in leaves were recorded highest in all nanofertilizer 

treatments. After 21 days at 5oC, application of NPK resulted in the least weight loss and decay percent 

and gave best overall appearance (Merghany et al., 2019). In cabbage, adding nano-thiophenols and nano-

hydroquinone to nitrogen fertilizer improved the intake of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and increases 

the chlorophyll content (Wang et al., 2011). Higher nutrients on post-harvest soil are provided by foliar 

nano NPK application in Okra at 0.4 percent (Nibin et al., 2019). 

Effect of Nano Fertilizers on Spices, Medicinal and Aromatic Plants 

In sweet basil, use of Fe2O3 nanoparticles resulted in increased plant growth, iron content as well as oil 

content (Elfecky et al., 2013). Application of nanofertilizers P, K and Fe to Saffron (Crocus sativus) ecotypes 

had positive effect on flowering and yield. In Peppermint (Mentha piperta L.), the treatment with Fe, Zn, 

and K nanofertilizer resulted in the greatest number of branches, leaves of branches, highest height, wet 

and dry weight of leaves, wet and dry weight of stems and wet and dry weight of plant (Hassani et al., 

2015). 

Effect of Nano Fertilizers on Flowers 

In Gladiolus, application of Nano NPK at 1 g/l gave highest spike stem diameter, flower diameter and 

increases the dry weights of spikes. It was noticed that nano NPK at 1 g/l in combination with Moringa leaf 

extract at 10% provides best results in flowering and chemical constituents of flower (Sarhan et al., 2022) 

[39] Effect of K and Nano K on biochemical and physiological traits of Asiatic Lilium Hybrid cv. Tresor. 

Nano K when applied as a foliar spray and recorded results shows that highest stem fresh weight was 

observed in 0.5 mM nanoK and overall, 2 mM nano K showed the best results and recommended for use 

(Abbasi et al., 2019). 

Conclusion 

In horticulture, nano fertilizers are excellent for horticulture farming systems and sustainable agricultural 

strategies. It offers numerous benefits in the cultivation of high-quality, high-yielding crops. Plants 

potential uptake of nanoparticles, as well as their biotransformation and translocation pathways. 
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Introduction 

Soil organic matter is the organic matter component of soil, consisting of plant and animal detrius at 

various stages of decomposition, cells and tissues of soil microbes and substances that soil microbes 

synthesize. These all add to the fertility of soil. 

 

 

The pie chart represents organic matter in soil before agriculture. After land has been farmed for several 

decades, much of the active fraction is lost and stabilized organic matter makes up more than half of the 

soil organic matter. 

 

 
Before agriculture After long term agriculture 
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Decomposition of Organic Matter 

Breakdown of dead plant and animal material and release of inorganic nutrients. Decomposition is 

biological break down and biochemical transformation of complex organic molecules of dead material into 

simpler organic and inorganic molecules. 

 

 

Organic Constituents of Plants 

1. Cellulose is most abundant 15 to 60 % of dry weight. 

2. Hemicellulose 10 to 30 % 
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3. Lignin 5 to 30 % 

4. Water soluble fraction include simple sugar, aminoacids, aliphatic acids 5 to 30 % of tissue Weight 

5. Ether and alcohol soluble constituents - fats, oils, waxes, resins and a number of pigments 

6. Proteins. 

Importance and Essentiality of Decomposition 

Decomposition is important in releasing nutrients tied up in dead organic matter and return it back to the 

soil. 

Who is the Decomposer’s? 

Soil fauna: 

a. Earthworms, arthropods 

b. Fragmentation increases surface area 

c. Distributes organic matter within soil profile. 

Soil microorganisms: 

a. Hetero-trophic bacteria, fungi. 

b. Derive energy, carbon and nutrients from dead organic matter in the process they release CO2 

through respiration. 

Why Organisms Decompose Organic Matter? 

1. Supplying energy for growth 

2. Supplying carbon for new cell synthesis 

3. The cells of most microorganisms commonly contain approximately 50 % carbon. This is derived mainly 

from the substrates. 

Organic Matter Recycling 

 

Role of Organic Matter in Crop Production 

Nutrient cycling: 

a. Increases the nutrient holding capacity of soil (CEC). 
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b. Serves as a slow-release form of nutrients for plants. 

c. Chelates nutrients increasing their availability to plants. 

d. Feeds soil organisms from bacteria to worms that excrete available nutrients. 

Water dynamics: 

a. Improves water infiltration. 

b. Decreases evaporation. 

c. Increases water holding capacity, especially in sandy soils. 

Structure: 

a. Reduces crusting, especially in fine-textured soils. 

b. Encourages root development 

c. Improves aggregation, preventing erosion and reducing compaction. 

 

Reasons for Decrease of Organic Matter in Soil 
1. Burning of natural vegetation and crop residues 

2. Over grazing 

3. Removal of crop residues 

4. Tillage practices 

5. Drainage 

6. Fertilizer and pesticide use 

7. Summer fallow. 

Maintenance of Soil Organic Matter 

1. Compost 

2. Cover crop and mulch 

3. Green manure and increased biodiversity 

4. Cop rotation, reduced soil erosion and improved water quality 

5. Crop residue management  

6. Zero tillage and application of manures 

7. Agroforestry and Alley cropping 

8. Improved vegetative stands 

9. Integrated pest management and sanitation measures 

10. Application of animal manure or other carbon rich wastes. 

Conclusion 

1. Increase in SOM content of depleted/degraded soils can have a positive effect on crop yield. 

2. The critical or threshold level of SOC may be about 2 % in soils of the temperate zone and 1 % for those 

of the tropics. 

3. Management of soil organic matter remains a sound basis for optimizing productivity and maintaining 

the productive capacity of soil in the long run. 
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Tur or Arhur or Redgram is the second major pulse crop grown in India after bengalgram. It is able to 

withstand high temperature and water stress condition. Hence, mostly cultivated as kharif crop and rabi 

crop in eastern part of India. Redgram is the native crop of India, as it is evidenced from the several wild 

redgram species available at India. About 90 per cent of world’s production is contributed by India from 

Asia, being rainfed crop, it is well grown in Africa too. Redgram is the major ingredientin the vegetarian 

menu of Indians with 22.30 per cent protein. Grown with rainfall from 60 to 140 cm. Redgram has both 

early (120 days) and late (150 days) maturing varieties. The major pests of redgram are given below. 

Bean Aphid: Aphis craccivora, Aphididae: Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: Both nymphs and adults cause the damage by sucking out the plant sap.  Infested 

pods become reshaped, withered and malformed.  Severe infestation may result into complete drying of 

affected pods.  They also act as vector of pea viruses. 

Life history: It is a greenish black coloured aphid.  The total life cycle occupies on an average of 3-8 days.  

The female may produce 8-30 young ones in a life span of 10-12 days. 

 

Thrips: Ayyaria chaetophora, Thripidae: Thysanoptera 

Nature of damage: The leaves are mottled with characteristic silvering due to the attack of insect 

especially under dry spell on lab lab, black gram, green gram. 

Life history: Tiny yellow fringe winged adults. 

 

Whitefly: Bemisia tabaci, Aleyrodidae: Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: The damage is caused by both nymphs and adults, which are found in large numbers.  

They suck plant sap and lower its vitality.  Severe infestation results in premature defoliation, development 

of sooty mould or honey dew and shedding of flowers pods. 
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Life history: Adult is a minute insect with yellow body coloured with white waxy bloom. Nymph is 

greenish yellow, oval in outline along with puparia on the under surface of leaves. 

 

Pod Bug: Riptortus pedestris, Clavigralla horrens, Anoplocnemis phasiana, Coreidae: 

Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: The nymphs and adults suck the juice of unripe seeds from the green pods.  In case of 

severe infestation, the tender parts get shrivelled and later dry up.  The bugs are seen clustered around on 

the pods. 

Life history: 

Riptortus pedestris - The female bug lays on average of 115 eggs singly on pods at their base.  The 

egg period is 3-4 days.  The nymphs are brownish black and hemispherical which resembles brown 

ant. The nymphal stage undergoes 5 instars covered in 16 days. 

Clavigralla gibbosa - It is bigger than C. horrens in size.  It lays eggs in groups of 3-15 on pods or 

leaves.  The fecundity is 60-400 eggs per female.  The incubation period is 4 days. There are 5 

nymphal instars.  The nymphal duration varies from 7-31 days.  The adult bug lives upto 150 days. 

C. horrens - It is brown, flat, narrow - bodied bug with conspicuous lateral spines on the prothorax 

and enlarged hind femur. 

 

Lablab Bugs / Stink Bug: Coptosoma cribraria, Coremelanidae: Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: Both nymphs and adults cluster on the tender shoots and suck cell sap. Heavily 

infested wines dry and shed away.  Moderately infested plants remain weak and stunted in growth. 
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Life history: Oval shaped greenish bugs lay ivory white sculptured eggs in double rows in the batches of 

35-50 on the tender pods.  Incubation period is about 7 days.  Total life cycle is completed in about 49 days 

in South India. 

Lab-Lab Leaf Miner: Cyphosticha coerula, Gracillariidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: Tiny larvae bore into the epidermis of the leaf and forms blusters through mining. 

 

Leaf Cutter Bee: Megachile anthracena, Megachilidae: Hymenoptera 

Nature of damage: Red gram leaves showing semi-circular or circular cut out. Adults cut small bits of 

leaves for making larval chambers. 

Life history: Medium sized brown coloured bees. 

 

Gram Pod Borer: Helicoverpa armigera, Noctuidae: Lepidotera 

Nature of damage: It is a polyphagous species and is an important pest on pulses.  Caterpillar first feeds 

on foliage; later bores into pods and feeds on seeds.  Larva is seen feeding with the head alone thrust inside 

the parts and the rest of the body hanging out.  Boreholes on pods, absence of seeds on pods and defoliation 

in early stages are the nature of damage of attack. 
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Life history: Adult moth is greenish to brown with a ‘V’ shaped speck on forewings and dull black border 

on the hind wing.  Eggs are laid on the host plants singly. The egg period is 7 days.  Full grown larva is 2” 

long, greenish with dark brown grazy lines and dark and pale bands. It shows colour variation from 

greenish to brown.  The larval duration is 14 days.  It pupates in soil for 10 days. 

Blue Butterfly: Lampides boeticus, Lycaenidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva feeds inside flower buds and green pods with bore holes and presence of 

slug like caterpillar. 

 

Life history: The adult moth is greyish blue with prominent black spots in the hind wings and a long tail.  

It lays eggs single or in group of 2-3 on flower buds, green pods, shoots and leaves.  The egg period is 4-7 

days.  The larva is pale green with a rough skin and measures 1mm in length.  The larval period is 9-27 

days.  It pupates in leaf, twig or pod.  The pupal period lasts for 17-19 days. 

Plume Moth: Exelastis atomosa, Pterophoridae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The tiny larva bores into unopened buds, flowers and tender parts. 5-20% pods are 

damaged. 

Life history: Adult is delicate, brown coloured small moth with plumed wings.  Eggs are laid on flower 

buds and tender pods.  Egg period is 4 days.  Larva is greenish brown, 10 mm in length densely closed with 

short hairs and spines.  Larval period is 14-30 days.  It pupates on the pods itself.  Pupal period is 4-8 days. 

 

Spotted Pod Borer: Maruca testulalis, Pyraustidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva bores the buds, flower or pods, infested pods and flowers are webbed 

together.  The larva feeds on seeds.  The assessment of pigeonpea pods has shown that 5-20% pods may get 

affected depending upon the locality, month and variety.   

Life history: Female lays eggs singly on flowers, buds or pods.  After hatching larva bore buds or pods and 

feed on seeds. The full-grown larva is 20 mm in length.  It pupates in the dry leaves (or) debris. 
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Spiny Pod Borer, Etiella zinckenella, Phycitidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva feeds inside green feeds and then on feed surface, webbing together 2-4 

pods.   

Life history: Eggs are laid singly (or) in groups preferably at the junction of the calyx and pod or on the 

pod surface.  A female lay from 47-178 eggs, which hatch in 5-6 days.  The larva bores within the green 

pods and feeds on seeds.  Larval period lasts 10-13 days.  When fully grown the larva drops to ground and 

forms a cocoon about 2.5 cm or so below ground or under dry leaves.  Pupal duration lasts 9-20 days 

depending on the climate.  The moths’ pair 24-30 hour after emergence. 

 

Pod Fly: Melanagromyza 135btuse, Agromyzidae: Diptera 

Nature of Damage: Maggots cause damage by boring into the soft seeds and feed on grains.  The damaged 

seeds are unfit for dal making as well as for germination.  The extent of damage may be even upto 60-70% 

during severe infestation.  

Life history: Eggs are laid by them singly or in cluster inside the pod wall by piercing through the 

ovipositor.  The fly lays about 60-80 eggs.  Incubation period is 2-4 days.  Larval period is about 5-18 days 

and pupal period varies from 7-10 days.  A number of overlapping generations are found in a year. 

 

Stem Fly: Ophiomyia phaseoli, Agromyzidae: Diptera 

Nature of damage: Drooping of the tender leaves and yellowing characterize serious damage of young 

plants.  The sites where maggot and pupae are present become swollen. Plants show stunting but are not 

usually killed. 
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Life history: The adult is small black fly. A female lays 38-79 eggs singly on pods or on flower buds.  The 

egg period lasts about 3 days.  The maggot first makes galleries just below the epidermis of the seed feeding 

deeper into the seeds later. Larval period lasts for 5-6 days.  The larva pupates in the larval groove for 8-9 

days. 

Pod Wasp: Tanaostigmodes cajaninae, Tanaostigmatidae: Hymanoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva feeds on young seed of basal locules of pods causing complete abortion of 

the seed.  Larva also feeds on the pod wall after consuming the seed.  When the pod is attacked immediately 

after flower drop it becomes dry and is shed. 

Life history: Eggs are laid on flowers and very young pods.  The white larva is apodous and 2-5 mm long 

when full-grown.  Larval stage lasts 8-10 days.  Pupation is inside pod for 5-7 days. 

 

Blister Beetle: Mylabris pustulata, Meloidae: Coleoptera 

Nature of damage: The adult feeds voraciously on buds and flowers.  A single beetle can destroy as many 

as 20-30 flowers/day. 

Life history: The eggs are laid by female beetle in clusters of 60-80 eggs at 2-3 cm depth in soil. Eggs are 

light yellowish in colour and cylindrical in shape. Incubation period is about three weeks.  Young grubs are 

white in colour.  It pupates inside the soil tunnel. 

 

Integrated Pest Management Strategy in Pigeonpea 

Cultural methods: 

a. Summer deep ploughing is effective to destroy the eggs, larvae and pupae of the cut-worms, pod 

borers and gujhia weevil. 

b. Pest population of pulses can also be suppressed to some extent by resorting clean cultivation. 

c. Early sowing crop escapes the first two broods of stem fly. 

d. Increase the seed rate to compensate the damage due to stem fly. 

e. Soil raking through weeding may reduce the soil grubs. 

f. Apply 50 kg potash/ha to the crop raised with closer spacing (20x10 cm) to reduce the stem fly and 

pod borer incidence. 

g. Remove the weeds from the field and in round field. 

h. Collect and destroy egg masses and pupae. 

i. Dry the seeds adequately to reduce the moisture level to 8% for the grain purpose. 

j. Resistant strains of gram like G-130 & C 214 are less susceptible to H. armigera. 
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Mechanical methods: 

a. Set up light trap to monitor, attract and kill the pod borer moths. 

b. Set up pheromone traps @ 12 Nos./ha to reduce gram pod borer incidence. 

Biocontrol methods: 

a. Release egg parasite Trichogramma spp. and egg larval parasite Chelonus blackburnii for the 

control of H. armigera. 

b. Apply NPV @ 500 LE/ha to control H. armigera. 

Chemical methods: 

a. Soil treatment against cut-worms and other insects hiding below or on the soil surface - A thin 

top layer of soil should be treated with 5% heptachlor or chloridane dust @ 25 kg/ha. 

b. Seed pelleting with chlorpyriphos or monocrotophos 36 SL @ 4 ml/kg of seed may reduce the early 

pests like stem fly. 

c. For sucking pests, spray methyl demeton 25 EC 500 ml (or) dimethoate 30 EC 500 ml/ha (250 l 

spray fluid / ha). 

d. For pod borer, apply any one of the insecticides @ 25 kg/ha quinolphos 4D and carbaryl 5D. 

e. Spray monocrotophos 36 SL 625 ml/ha or NSKE 5% twice followed by triazophos 0.05% (spray 

fluid 500 l/ha). 

f. For seed purpose: Admix 1 kg of activated kaolin or malathion 5% D for every 100 kg.  Pack in 

polythene lined gunny bags for storage. 

g. Neem seed kernel powder @ 3% effectively control the storage pest, bruchid beetle. 
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The production and consumption of mushrooms is increasing very fast throughout the world, mainly due 

to greater and greater awareness of their nutritive and medicinal attributes, besides, of course, unique 

flavour and texture; consumption of such fancied items is also a natural corollary to the general economic 

development of a country and, needless to say, the world economies are booming. World production of 

mushrooms is estimated about 12 million tonnes and the annual growth rate is still above 8 %; India too, 

though late starter, is fast catching up and the current production has crossed lakh tonne mark with annual 

growth rate of above 15 %; the venture is no more confined to the seasonal growing in the northern region, 

it has spread far and wide in the country. Besides the seasonal farmers, many big environmentally-

controlled units have also come up as export-oriented units. The country is proud to have the biggest 

mushroom unit of the world producing 200 tonnes button mushroom per day and its export accounts for 

about 25 % of the US imports. 

Post-harvest losses are very high in most of the horticultural commodities and it may be one of the highest 

in mushrooms. Mushrooms even after harvesting continue to grow, respire, mature and senesce resulting 

in weight loss, veil-opening, browning, wilting and finally in spoilage. Almost all the mushrooms have very 

short shelf-life but the paddy straw mushroom has the shortest (few hours at the ambient) and Milky has 

very good shelf-life (3-5 days) if microbial spoilage is taken care of. 

Most damaging post-harvest changes in mushrooms vary with species it is blackening in the button 

mushroom, cap-opening in the paddy straw mushroom and mucilage in the oyster mushroom, which affect 

their marketability significantly. Weight loss is very serious problem in all the mushrooms as these contain 

very high moisture (85-90 %) and are not protected by the conventional cuticle. Due to very high moisture 

and rich nutritive value, microbial spoilage in mushrooms is also a problem. In case of the button mushroom 

all the four most deleterious changes namely, browning, veil-opening, weight loss and microbial spoilage 

ask for the utmost post-harvest care. Needless to say, that these changes are also accompanied by changes 

in the nutritional and medicinal attributes of these mushrooms. 

Utmost post-harvest care of mushrooms is needed not only for the fresh market but also for the processing, 

as most of these changes are irreversible. Gluts and distress sales are not uncommon in mushroom 

marketing especially during the peak months when seasonal produce hits the market in a big way. 

Withholding of the fresh mushrooms at any point of the chain grower, wholesaler or the retailer, is neither 

feasible nor advisable as it may result in further deterioration in quality leading to the total loss. 

Information about proper post-harvest care and processing of such a perishable commodity is therefore of 

vital importance to keep the wheels of this industry moving at the right speed; with the adoption of proper 

packaging, storage and processing technologies, problems in marketing, like seasonal gluts and distress 

sales, can also be ameliorated. 

Mushroom Storage and Processing 

Many mushrooms are white to gray in colour while, they are growing. Under certain storage circumstances, 

however, the enzymes react with oxygen and form brown pigments. Such discoloration seriously decreases 

the quality of mushrooms. Mushrooms are 85-95% water. There are no barriers to water loss from their 

surface. Water loss in the mushrooms after harvesting is influenced by the status of the mushrooms, the 

humidity, fresh air and atmospheric pressure. When mushrooms wilt and shrivel, the quality of fresh 

mushrooms is lowered. Fresh mushrooms have a short shelf life. Therefore, it is necessary that they are 

either marked soon after harvesting or preserved with special care such as in cold storage or other 

controlled environment storage. 
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Short Term Storage 

The shelf life of fresh mushrooms may be extended by refrigeration at 1-4°C. Cooling the mushrooms result 

in lower rates of all the physiological process within the mushrooms. During the initial cooling there is a 

high cooling load. Once the mushrooms are pre-cooled, however, the cooling load is much reduced. The shelf 

life of mushrooms may vary from 1 day to 2 weeks. 

The best method for fresh storage of oyster mushroom is to keep them at 8-10 °C in packed container 

wrapped in plastic film. It's called 'PVC film storage'. Wrapping mushrooms with such micro porous or 

perforated plastic film can improve their storage life, as this reduces the moisture loss and preserves the 

quality of mushrooms. Carbon dioxide levels increase and oxygen levels decrease in wrapped container due 

to mushroom respiration. The gas composition can be modified by the respiration of mushrooms inside the 

package. 

 

Long Term Storage 

For long term storage of mushrooms following processes are:  

1. Drying: Drying is a method of preserving edible mushrooms such as shiitake and wood ear mushrooms. 

It is not often used for button or oyster mushroom, but oyster mushrooms can also be stored and marketed 

in dried form. Drying preserves the mushrooms by removing enough water to inactivate the enzymes and 

microorganisms. Dried mushrooms prevent deterioration and convenient for long term storage and 

transportation. The moisture content of fresh mushrooms is 70-95% depending upon the harvest time and 

environmental conditions; that of dried mushrooms is near to 10%. There are several methods commonly 

employed for mushroom drying. 

a. Sun drying: In this drying method, mushrooms are spread on the shelves in such a way that the 

gills face upward and are directly exposed to sunlight. Drying time required will vary depending on 

the weather conditions. In general, the quality of sun-dried mushrooms is lower than that of the 

mushrooms that are dried by the thermal power drying or hot-air drying. The moisture content is 

also higher and this means higher susceptibility to molds and pests. 

 
b. Thermal power drying: The process of thermal power drying should begin with mushrooms at 

a relatively low temperature. Mushrooms should be dried during sunny days at an initial 

temperature of 35 °C while mushrooms should be dried during damp days at an initial temperature 

of 30 °C. After five hours of heat for mushrooms under sunny conditions and seven hours of heat for 

those during the rainy season, the temperature can be raised gradually and then kept at 40-60 °C 

for 12-18 hours. In addition to preserving the product, drying can enhance the flavor and appearance 

of the mushrooms. 

c. Hot air drying: In the hot air-drying method, hot air is blown into the dryer and mushrooms on 

the shelves are exposed to hot air. The temperature and humidity of the air can be controlled to 

optimum conditions by use of heaters and recirculation vents. The size of the drying chamber varies 

depending on the production scale. The drying chamber should be heated up to 40-50 °C prior to 
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loading the mushrooms. For prolonged storage, the mushrooms should be packed in cartons or 

wooden boxes and kept at 2-5°C in a low temperature storage area. 

 

2. Canning and Bottling: Canning is by far the most common process used for preserving mushrooms. In 

general terms, canning is divided into seven basic operations: cleaning, blanching, canning, sterilization, 

cooling, labeling and packing. This method is widely used by the industry. An appropriate level of sodium 

metabisulphite or ascorbate is incorporated for colour retention. The mushrooms are then rinsed and 

blanched for two minutes. Blanching is used to reduce the activity of enzymes. 

After blanching, the mushrooms are placed in cans containing 2.5% sodium chloride and 0.24-0.5% citric 

acid. The cans are then sealed and sterilized. Sterilization methods vary according to type of equipment 

used. The most commonly used method is the batch process in which the cans are placed in an autoclave 

and sterilized for one hour 120-130°C. The cans are then rapidly cooled in the wash sink. The principle of 

bottling is the same as canning but requires much less instrumentation, and therefore bottling can be 

adopted by small-scale growers without difficulty. 

The mushrooms should then be sorted in terms of size and quality and then boiled in water containing 0.1% 

succinic acid and 1% salt for 4-6 minutes of blanching. During blanching, a weight loss of Cultivation, 35-

40% is likely. Brine should be prepared according to the salinity desired by the consumers. The bottles are 

filled with brine and the blanched mushrooms in a desired proportion. After closing the cap halfway in 

order to allow air to escape from the bottles are boiled for 30 minutes or more depending on the size of the 

bottles. The caps are then closed tight before the bottles are taken out and cooled. 

 

3. Pickling: In this process, the mushrooms are sorted and washed. They can be sliced if desired. Then 

they are blanched with 3% salt water for three to four minutes in boiling water. After the water drained 

off, they are placed immediately in cold water to cool. They are then transferred to a jar or bottle, and brine 

(22% salt) is added with a little vinegar, sugar and other spices such as vitamin C or citric acid to give the 

mushrooms some fresher color. The jars are then loosely closed and steamed for one hour. The lids are 

tightened when cooled and the contents chilled before eating. 
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Pod Bug: Riptortus pedestris, Clavigralla horrens, Anoplocnemis phasiana, Coreidae: 

Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: The nymphs and adults suck the juice of unripe seeds from the green pods.  In case of 

severe infestation, the tender parts get shrivelled and later dry up.  The bugs are seen clustered around on 

the pods. 

Life history: 

Riptortus pedestris - The female bug lays on average of 115 eggs singly on pods at their base.  The 

egg period is 3-4 days.  The nymphs are brownish black and hemispherical which resembles brown 

ant. The nymphal stage undergoes 5 instars covered in 16 days. 

Clavigralla gibbosa - It is bigger than C. horrens in size.  It lays eggs in groups of 3-15 on pods or 

leaves.  The fecundity is 60-400 eggs per female.  The incubation period is 4 days. There are 5 

nymphal instars.  The nymphal duration varies from 7-31 days.  The adult bug lives upto 150 days. 

C. horrens - It is brown, flat, narrow - bodied bug with conspicuous lateral spines on the prothorax 

and enlarged hind femur. 

Lablab Bugs / Stink Bug: Coptosoma cribraria, Coremelanidae: Hemiptera 

Nature of damage: Both nymphs and adults cluster on the tender shoots and suck cell sap. Heavily 

infested wines dry and shed away.  Moderately infested plants remain weak and stunted in growth. 

Life history: Oval shaped greenish bugs lay ivory white sculptured eggs in double rows in the batches of 

35-50 on the tender pods.  Incubation period is about 7 days.  Total life cycle is completed in about 49 days 

in South India. 

Lab-Lab Leaf Miner: Cyphosticha coerula, Gracillariidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: Tiny larvae bore into the epidermis of the leaf and forms blusters through mining. 

Leaf Cutter Bee: Megachile anthracena, Megachilidae: Hymenoptera 

Nature of damage: Red gram leaves showing semi-circular or circular cut out. Adults cut small bits of 

leaves for making larval chambers. 

Life history: Medium sized brown coloured bees. 

Gram Pod Borer: Helicoverpa armigera, Noctuidae: Lepidotera 

Nature of damage: It is a polyphagous species and is an important pest on pulses.  Caterpillar first feeds 

on foliage; later bores into pods and feeds on seeds.  Larva is seen feeding with the head alone thrust inside 

the parts and the rest of the body hanging out.  Boreholes on pods, absence of seeds on pods and defoliation 

in early stages are the nature of damage of attack. 

Life history: Adult moth is greenish to brown with a ‘V’ shaped speck on forewings and dull black border 

on the hind wing.  Eggs are laid on the host plants singly. The egg period is 7 days.  Full grown larva is 2” 

long, greenish with dark brown grazy lines and dark and pale bands. It shows colour variation from 

greenish to brown.  The larval duration is 14 days.  It pupates in soil for 10 days. 
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Blue Butterfly: Lampides boeticus, Lycaenidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva feeds inside flower buds and green pods with bore holes and presence of 

slug like caterpillar. 

Life history: The adult moth is greyish blue with prominent black spots in the hind wings and a long tail.  

It lays eggs single or in group of 2-3 on flower buds, green pods, shoots and leaves.  The egg period is 4-7 

days.  The larva is pale green with a rough skin and measures 1mm in length.  The larval period is 9-27 

days.  It pupates in leaf, twig or pod.  The pupal period lasts for 17-19 days. 

Plume Moth: Exelastis atomosa, Pterophoridae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The tiny larva bores into unopened buds, flowers and tender parts. 5-20% pods are 

damaged. 

Life history: Adult is delicate, brown coloured small moth with plumed wings.  Eggs are laid on flower 

buds and tender pods.  Egg period is 4 days.  Larva is greenish brown, 10 mm in length densely closed with 

short hairs and spines.  Larval period is 14-30 days.  It pupates on the pods itself.  Pupal period is 4-8 days. 

 

Spotted Pod Borer: Maruca testulalis, Pyraustidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva bores the buds, flower or pods, infested pods and flowers are webbed 

together.  The larva feeds on seeds.  The assessment of pigeonpea pods has shown that 5-20% pods may get 

affected depending upon the locality, month and variety.   

Life history: Female lays eggs singly on flowers, buds or pods.  After hatching larva bore buds or pods and 

feed on seeds. The full-grown larva is 20 mm in length.  It pupates in the dry leaves (or) debris. 

 

Spiny Pod Borer, Etiella zinckenella, Phycitidae: Lepidoptera 

Nature of damage: The larva feeds inside green feeds and then on feed surface, webbing together 2-4 

pods. 
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Life history: Eggs are laid singly (or) in groups preferably at the junction of the calyx and pod or on the 

pod surface.  A female lay from 47-178 eggs, which hatch in 5-6 days. The larva bores within the green pods 

and feeds on seeds.  Larval period lasts 10-13 days.  When fully grown the larva drops to ground and forms 

a cocoon about 2.5 cm or so below ground or under dry leaves. Pupal duration lasts 9-20 days depending on 

the climate.  The moths’ pair 24-30 hour after emergence. 
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Introduction 

"An apple a day keeps the doctor away." Whoever said this could not have been more right. Apples are 

loaded with essential vitamins and minerals to keep the toddler healthy. A medium-sized apple contains 

90-91 calories making it an ideal snack for toddlers. 

Benefits of Apples Include 

1. Apples are rich in vitamin A, B1, B2 and C.  

2. It also contains some minerals such as potassium and calcium. 

3. Apples are rich in antioxidants that cure stomach disorders in children, constipation, diarrhoea and 

dental problems. 

4. Apples contain the same amount of fibre as a bowl of cereal. 

Important: A lot of pesticides are used on apples. Always buy organic and pesticide-free apples for the 

toddler. 

Apples are Rich in Vitamins and Minerals 

Apples contain lots of nutrients and health-boosting agents like Vitamins C, A, B1, B2 & B6, calcium, 

phosphorus, magnesium, potassium and iron. Along with these, they are rich in carbohydrates and 

contain the highest level of pectin amongst all fruits which helps in proper digestion of food and helps cure 

diarrhea in children. 

Apples are Rich in Dietary Fibers 

Dietary fibers present in apples help kids maintain a healthy bowel system and keep their stomachs full 

for a prolonged period of time. 

Apples are Great Energy Boosters 

Apples are composed of 90% water along with fructose and glucose, both of which are important 

carbohydrates that supply the kids’ bodies with energy that prevents fatigue while helping them stay 

more focused. Kids at this tender age need a lot of energy to play and for other activities, of which apples 

can be a great source. 

Apples are Great for Teeth 

Calcium and Phosphorus are the two most important minerals our teeth are made up of and are also 

responsible for the strength of dental enamel. Apples are full of these essential minerals and we should 

give our kids one apple at least in a day to help keep their teeth strong. 
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Apples can Cure All Kinds of Stomach Disorders 

Mothers would have noticed their babies suffering from stomach disorders very often. Diseases like 

constipation, diarrhoea, dysentery, etc., are the few common diseases observed in children every now 

and then. Apples, rich in nutrients and dietary fibre, are the best natural way to cure these diseases in 

children. 

Apples Reduce Cough 

When suffering from cough, babies might not be able to get a good sound sleep. Apples are very 

effective in reducing cough and helping cure the children from this ailment. 

 

Apples are a Great Source of Antioxidants 

Consuming foods that contain antioxidants helps in preventing the damage caused to the body due to the 

oxidation of cells. Antioxidants do not allow the excess fat to get deposited in the body, thereby lowering 

the risk of heart diseases later in the lives of kids. Therefore, apples should be given to kids daily. This is 

one of the most important health benefits of apples. 

Conclusion 

Apples are loaded with essential vitamins and minerals to keep your toddler healthy. A medium-

sized apple contains 90-91 calories making it an ideal snack for toddlers. The many benefits of apples 

include: Apples are rich in vitamin A, B1, B2 and C. 

 
 

  

https://www.shemrock.com/blogs/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/apple-anti.jpg
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Introduction 

Nanotechnology is a promising field of interdisciplinary research, it has been widely used in many aspects 

of daily life and energy production, including in catalysts, semiconductors, cosmetics, drug carriers and 

environmental energy. Recent advances in nanotechnology have impacted industries including 

manufacturing, biomedical applications, electronics/ telecommunications, agriculture and renewable 

energy, among others. Changes in agricultural technology have been a major factor shaping modern 

agriculture. Among the latest line of technological innovations, nanotechnology occupies a prominent 

position in transforming agriculture and food production. Nanoparticles (NPs) are widely using in 

agriculture as Nano-herbicide, Nano-pesticides and Nano-fertilizers etc. The potential health and 

environmental effects of NPs need to be thoroughly evaluated before they are widely commercialized 

because they affect the seed germination seedling growth during crop production 

Nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles are fundamental to modern science and technology. Nanoparticles (NPs) are broadly defined 

as the study of phenomena and the manipulation of materials at the atomic, molecular and macromolecular 

scales, where the properties differ from those at a larger scale. Nanoparticles are the particles having size 

range between 1 and 100 nm and having different physicochemical properties as compared to the bulk 

materials. Nanoparticles may help to improve nutrient use efficiency because of their small size, more 

surface area and their slow rate of release, which facilitate to the plants to take up most of the nutrients 

without any waste. 

Application of Nanoparticles in Agriculture Fields 

1. Nano-fertilizers for balanced nutrition: Increase in the yields have been observed due to foliar 

application seed treatments of nano particles as fertilizer due to its smart delivery system and site-specific 

application results in less losses of nano fertilizers. Examples – Nano Zinc fertilizers and Nano Boron 

fertilizers. 

2. Nano-herbicide for effective weed control: Developing a target specific herbicide molecule 

encapsulated with nanoparticle acts on specific receptor in the roots of target weeds, which enter into roots 

system and translocated to parts that inhibit glycolysis of food reserve in the root system, results in better 

control of weeds. 

3. Nano-pesticides for effective pest control: Nano-encapsulation of insecticides, fungicides or 

nematicides will help in producing a formulation which offers effective control of pests while preventing 

accumulation of residues in soil. 

4. Nanotechnology in water management: Nanomaterial’s can be used for the treatment of wastewater 

contaminated by toxic metal ions, organic and inorganic solutes. Example - nano-clays, filtering and 

binding to a variety of toxic substances, including pesticides, to be removed from the environment. 

5. Nano scale carriers: Nano scale carriers can be utilized for the efficient delivery of fertilizers, pesticides 

and plant growth regulators, etc. Example - Pesticide detection with a liposome-based nano- biosensor 
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6. Nanotechnology in crop improvement: Gene delivery to specific site at cellular level and Induction 

of mutation by using nano particles. Nanoparticles carrying DNA or RNA to be delivered to plant cells for 

their genetic transformation or to trigger defense responses, activated by pathogens. 

Effect of Nanoparticles on Seed Germination and Seedling Growth 

1. It was reported that a mixture of nanoscale SiO2 (nano-SiO2) and TiO2 (nano-TiO2) could increase 

nitrate reductase in soybean (Glycine max), it results in the increase in germination. (Lu et al., 2002). 

2. An increased germination rate and germination index for S. oleracea was noted after exposure to TiO2 

NPs at 0.25 to 4% (w/v) but not with larger TiO2 particles at the same concentrations. During the growth 

of the plants the dry weight and chlorophyll formation were both increased by exposure to the TiO2 NPs. 

In case of pepper seed germination, the Nano Cu is more effective in enhancing the germination rather 

than the CuSO4. 

3. ZnO NPs caused a significant decrease in the seedling biomass, root tip shrinkage and collapse of the 

root epidermis, resulted in the phytotoxic effect of ZnO NPs on Lolium perenne seedlings. (Lin and Xing, 

2008) 

4. In case of Tobacco and Onion has found that genotoxic effects occur with exposure to different 

concentrations of TiO2 NPs. (100nm). Higher concentrations of TiO2 NPs damage the root causing the 

reduction in root growth (Ghosh et al., 2010). 

5. In case of Ground nut seeds, micro-nutriuent, Zn can be delivered into seeds through ZnO nanoparticles. 

A higher amount of Zn was present in the seed when treated with nanoscale ZnO. This improves the 

germination, root growth, shoot growth dry weight and pod yield of the treated seeds. (Prasad et al., 2012) 

6. In case of the Bitter gourd the application of the Si NPs improved seed germination and antioxidant 

enzymes, under salt stress conditions. (Wang et al., 2011). 

Advantages of Nanoparticles with Respect to Seed Germination and Seedling Growth 

1. Enhanced water uptake of Seeds through pores created by nanoparticles Example - Carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) were found to penetrate tomato seeds (Solanum lycopersicum) and affect their 

germination and growth rates. 

2. Acts as a nutrient for developing seedlings: Example- Zinc NPs and Iron NPs. 

3. For controlling the seed borne fungal pathogens during seed germination Example- Ag NP 

reduced viability of G. fujikuroi from the seed surface and subsequently prevented the seeds from 

developing disease symptoms including low germination and stunted growth of seedlings caused by the 

pathogen. 

4. Seed treatment with nanoparticles enhance the germination percentage: The seeds are treated 

with different NPs with different concentrations are effective on seed quality, Zn NPs or Fe NPs can be 

used to enhance the seed quality in pigeon pea along with polymer coating. (Raju and Rai, 2017) 

5. Cause alterations in the action of enzymes during seed germination: Example- In castor Ag NPs 

promotes increase in the activity of POD and SOD enzymes. 

6. Nanoparticles helps seed to tolerate abiotic stresses: Example – Si NPs and TiO2 NPs in bitter 

guard seeds. 

Disadvantages of Nanoparticles 

1. Excessive concentration of nanoparticles reduces the seed germination percentage and it is phytotoxic to 

germinating seedlings 

2. It reduces the seedling growth. 

3. Excessive concentrations of nanoparticles alter the protein structures, nucleic acids and also it also alters 

the cell structures 

4. Nanoparticles are found to be toxic to the soil microflora. 

Factors of Nanoparticles Affecting Seed Germination and Seedling Growth 

1. Size of Nanoparticles, 
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2. Concentration. 

3. Duration of the treatment with nanoparticles 

4. Structure of nanoparticles 

5. Surface area of NPs. 

Some Other Uses of Nanoparticles in Seed Research 

1. Nano coating of seeds: 

a. To improves the seed germination 

b. To protect the seeds 

c. To enhance the storability of seeds. 

2. Smart seeds for better stand establishment 

a. Nano encapsulation of seeds with fungicides, insecticides and some specific bacterial strains. 

b. Coating of seeds with Nano membranes that sense the availability of water 

using detectors, and allow seeds to imbibe only when time is right for germination. 

3. Nano barcodes for tracking the seeds: Nano barcodes can be used to track the details of the following 

information: 

a. Date of production 

b. Date of packaging 

c. Validity period 

d. Price. 

4. Bio analytical nano sensors: 

a. Seeds during storage emits several gases indicating their degree of ageing that can be determined 

by sensors 

b. Seeds showing signs of deterioration can be separated and invigorated prior to their use. 

5. Seed moisture detection: 

a. Lithium chloride is blue when dry and upon hydration turns pink. 

b. Seeds can be coated with highly purified lithium chloride quantum dots or sprayed on seed. 

c. A casual observation will indicate the moisture content of seed. 

Conclusion 

Nanotechnology is the emerging knowledge of the 21st century in the field of science. Various types of 

metallic NPs released in our natural environment have a great impact on plant species. Synthesized NPs 

were used in a wide variety of applications for crop growth and higher yield. It regenerates and accumulates 

in plant roots, stems, leaves and other parts of the plant and promotes seed germination, seedling growth, 

respiration, transpiration, biomass production, yield improvement and phytotoxicity. NPs have produced 

both positive and negative effects on seed germination, seedling and plant growth, which depends on the 

size and shape of NPs. The effect on plant species depends on more or fewer concentrations of NPs. 

Nanotechnology can transfer resistant DNA from plant to another plant against diseases as well as 

resistant to biotic and abiotic factors. Therefore, nanotechnology is becoming very essential today to further 

help promote ultra-modern farming systems with low environmental impact. 
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Abstract 

Crop residues include any biomass left in the field (straws, stubbles and other vegetative parts of crops) 

after grains and other economic components have been harvested. Processing of produce through milling 

also produces substantial number of residues. The disposal of such huge number of residues is a major 

concern. It also causes nutrient and resource loss and adversely affects soil properties.  Need of the hour is 

to develop an appropriate policy for promoting multiple uses of crop residues and prevent their on-farm 

burning. The In-Situ Crop Residue Management of Rice in Rice-Wheat Cropping System is viable option of 

crop residue management. 

Introduction 

India being an agriculture-dependent country generates a large quantity of agricultural wastes and 

produces about 650 million tonnes (Mt) of crop residues annually (Pathak et al., 2012).  With the growing 

population there is a great need for increasing the agricultural production and thus, more agricultural 

biomass will be generated.  Combine harvesting technologies, which have become common in rice-wheat 

system in India, leave behind huge quantities of straw in the field.  Harvesting of rice wheat crops with 

combine harvesters is popular in Indo-Gangatic plains of India specially Punjab, Haryana and western 

Uttar Pradesh. According to an estimate 75-80% of rice in Punjab is machine harvested which leaves behind 

enormous amount of crop residue (Badrinath et al., 2006).   

The combines cut the cereal crop at a certain height above the ground, thereby creating two distinct straw 

components after harvesting: (i) the standing stubble or anchored crop residues; and (ii) the windrows of 

straw or loose crop residues-big uneven heaped lines of straw.  It is particularly the latter that are a 

nuisance for establishing the subsequent crop. In combine harvested rice wheat fields both the anchored 

and loose rice straw is generally left in the field and burned in situ as a means of clearing land rapidly and 

inexpensively thereby allowing tillage practices to proceed unimpeded by residual crop material.  In case 

of manual harvesting most of the residue is removed from the fields and utilized as feed for livestock, fuel 

and thatching and the remaining residue is burnt in the fields.  Crop residue burning has a strong regional 

and crop specific variation with considerable spatial and temporal heterogeneity.  

Emissions from burning are not consistent over the calendar year, the majority of emissions occur during 

the months of mid-April-May and October to November. Burning of agricultural residue is associated with 

emission of greenhouse gases such as CO2, N2O, CH4, emission of air pollutants such as CO, NH3, NOx, 

SO2, NMHC, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and semi volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) and 

particulates (Andreae et al., 1996). 

Major Pollutants Emitted During Crop Residue Burning 

Category Pollutants Source 

Particulars SPM (PM100) Incomplete combustion of in organic material, 

particle on burnt soil  

(PM10) Condensation after combustion of gases and 

incomplete combustion of organic matter   (PM 2.5)  

Gases  CO  Incomplete combustion of organic matter   
NO2  Oxidation of N2 in air at high temperature   
N2O  
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O3  Secondary pollutant, form due to Nitrogen Oxide and 

Hydrocarbon   
CH4/Benzene Incomplete combustion of organic matter   
PAHs  Incomplete combustion of organic matter 

Crops Residue Generation in India: 

S. No. Crop Generation (Mt) 

1 Cereals 361.85 

2 Fibre crops 122.4 

3 Oilseeds 28.72 

4 Pulses 13 

5 Sugarcane 107.5 

Crop Residue Generated and Surplus (North India): 

States Residue  Generation(Mt/year) Residue Surplus (Mt/year) 

Haryana 36.39 9.18 

Punjab 56.74 21.32 

Uttarakhand 4.54 0.63 

Uttar Pradesh 115.68 22.25 

Consequences of Crop Residue Burning 

 

Why do Farmers Crop Residue Burning? 

Farmers are frequently doing this practice due to the following: 

1. Quickly clears the field and is cheap 

2. Kills weeds, including those resistant to herbicide 

3. Kills slugs and other pests. 

4. Can reduce nitrogen tie-up  

5. Use of harvesters  

6. Scattered, collection is time and labour consuming   

7. No economic alternate use  

8. Declining number of livestock  

9. Long period for composting 

10. Require higher tillage operations. 
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In-Situ Crop Residue Management 

1. The resource conserving technologies (RCTs) involving no- or minimum-tillage, direct seeding, bed 

planting, use of leaf colour chart for N management, and crop diversification are being advocated as 

alternatives to the conventional rice-based system for improving productivity and sustainability.  

2. The RCTs with innovations in residue management avoids straw burning, improve soil organic C, are 

input efficient and have potential to reduce GHG emissions (Sohi et al., 2010; Pathak et al., 2010). 

3. Recycling of crop residues is an integral part of conservation agriculture (CA), as alternative to the 

conventional production system for improving productivity and sustainability. 

4. It also increases the microbial biomass and enhances activities of enzymes such as dehydrogenase and 

alkaline phosphatase.  

5. Mulching with crop residues increases the minimum soil temperature in winter by reducing upward heat 

flux from soil and decreases soil temperature during summer due to shading effect.  

6. The crop residues play an important role in amelioration of soil acidity by releasing bases such as 

hydroxyls during the decomposition of crop residues with higher C: N and soil alkalinity through 

application of residues from lower C: N crops such as legumes, oilseeds and pulses (Pathak et al., 2012).  

7. The crop residues also help in carbon sequestration in the soil. But higher residue levels in conservation 

agriculture can pose problem of different disease occurrence, insect or weed attacks, difficulties in tillage 

practices and proper placement of seed, fertilizer and pesticide with more residues on the surface. 

Government Initiative for Crop Residue Burning in North India 

1. Central Sector Scheme on ‘Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization for In-Situ Management of Crop 

Residue in the State of Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh & NCT of Delhi’ the satellite data indicates that 

paddy residue burning events have reduced by 29.5 percent, 24.5 percent and 11.0 percent in the States of 

Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab, respectively when compared with the paddy residue burning events 

in the year 2017.  

2. The Ministry of Power had brought out a policy for biomass utilization for power generation through co-

firing in pulverized coal fired boilers in November 2017.  

3. As per the policy, all fluidized bed and pulverized coal units (coal based thermal power plants) except 

those having ball and tube mill, of power generating utilities, public or private, located in India, shall 

endeavor to use 5-10% blend of biomass pellets made, primarily of agro residue along with coal after 

assessing the technical feasibility viz. safety aspects etc.  
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4. In line with the policy Central Electricity Authority (CEA) had issued an advisory to all concerned State 

Governments, power plants utilities, power equipment manufacturers and other stakeholders to promote 

use of biomass pellets. 

5. The Ministry of Power in a meeting held on 15.11.2018 has decided that the States of Haryana and 

Punjab shall issue bids for all coal based Thermal Power Plants to use minimum 5 percent of biomass 

pellets and up to 10 percent to be co-fired with coal. 

6. In pursuance to Budget 2018 announcement regarding a special Scheme to support the efforts of the 

governments of Haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and the NCT of Delhi to address air pollution and to 

subsidize machinery required for in-situ management of crop residue, a new Central Sector Scheme on 

‘Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization for In-Situ Management of Crop Residue in the States of Punjab, 

Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and NCT of Delhi’ for the period from 2018-19 to 2019-20 has also been 

launched  with the total outgo from the Central funds of Rs. 1151.80 crore (Rs. 591.65 crore in 2018-19 and 

Rs. 560.15 crore in 2019-20).  

7. During 2018-19, the funds amounting to Rs. 269.38 crores, Rs.137.84 crores and Rs. 148.60 crores have 

been released to the Government of Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh respectively for distribution of in-

situ crop residue management machinery to the farmers on subsidy, establishment of Custom Hiring 

Centres (CHCs) of in-situ crop residue management machinery and undertaking Information, Education 

and Communication (IEC) activities for creating awareness among farmers. 

8. Government is providing subsidy @50-80% for crop residue management machinery. 

Conclusion 

In-situ alternatives like managing crop residue by happy seeder, zero-till machine, double disc coulters, 

straw choppers are required for practicing and adoption of conservation agriculture (CA) in the region, 

which will reduce the residue burning in rice wheat rotation.  Promotion of organic recycling practices and 

incentives to farmers will ensure sojourn prevalent practices leading to pollution and wastage of potential 

resources.  Government should promote and provide need based support alternative options to stop residue 

burning instead of strict law enforcements. 
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Introduction 

Food safety and quality are two important issues that consistently receive attention from the general 

public. Consumer confidence in food quality has significantly decreased over the past few decades as a 

result of rising environmental awareness and numerous food risks (such as dioxins, bovine spongiform 

encephalopathy, and bacterial contamination). The food chain can get contaminated as a result of intensive 

conventional farming. Because of these factors, customers are looking for safer and better meals that are 

made using more environmentally friendly and genuine local processes. Food and food items that are grown 

organically are thought to satisfy these requirements 

Growing in popularity over the past few years as a growing method is organic farming. Foods grown 

organically have emerged as one of the greatest options for both consumers and farmers. Organic food is a 

component of living a sustainable lifestyle. In his book "Look to the Land," published in 1940, Northbourne 

introduced the term "organic" for the first time 

According to them, organic produce is grown without the use of synthetic pesticides, antibiotics, growth 

hormones, genetic modification techniques (such as those used to create genetically modified crops), sewage 

sludge, or chemical fertilisers. Contrarily, conventional farming involves the application of synthetic 

pesticides and artificial fertilisers during the growing process in order to increase crop output and profit. 

In conventional farming, growth agents like synthetic hormones and fertilisers accelerate growth while 

synthetic pesticides and chemicals can get rid of weeds, pests, and insects. 

Process of Organic Farming 

Wide-ranging organic farming and food processing methods call for the creation of an economically, socially, 

and environmentally sound food production system. The four fundamental tenets of organic farming are 

health, environment, fairness, and caring, according to the International Federation of Organic Agriculture 

Movements (IFOAM). 

The main tenets of organic food production include preserving and enhancing deep-rooted soil fertility, 

avoiding the use of pesticides and synthetic fertilisers, conserving genetic diversity in food, taking into 

account the significant socio-ecological effects of food production, and producing high-quality food in 

sufficient quantities. 

According to the USDA Organic Food Production Act (OFPA, 1990), which established the National Organic 

Programme, agriculture requires particular preconditions for both crop production and animal husbandry. 

Crops must be grown in soil free of synthetic pesticides, chemical fertilisers, and herbicides for three years 

prior to harvest, with enough of a buffer zone to reduce contamination from neighbouring farms. Ionizing 

radiation, sewage sludge, and genetically modified items are severely forbidden. Crop rotation and the use 

of cover crops augmented with animal and plant waste manures are the main farming techniques used to 

control soil fertility and nutrient content. 

Principles of Organic Farming 

These are the four principles of organic farming are mentioned below. 

Principle of health: Organic farming should maintain and improve the wellbeing of the soil, plants, 

animals, people, and planet as a whole. Crops grown on healthy soils promote the wellbeing of both people 

and animals. Wholeness and integrity of living systems are indicators of health. The goal of organic 
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agriculture is to preserve and improve the health of ecosystems and species, from the tiniest in the soil to 

humans, whether it is used for farming, processing, distribution, or consumption. 

Principle of ecology: Based on live ecological processes and cycles, organic agriculture should cooperate 

with them, imitate them, and contribute to their sustainability. This idea grounds organic farming on 

dynamic ecological systems. According to this, industry should be based on recycling and ecological 

processes. The ecology of the particular manufacturing environment is used to attain nourishment and 

wellbeing. Organic management needs to be adjusted to the scale, ecology, and culture of the area. Inputs 

should be decreased through resource conservation, environmental quality improvement, and effective 

management of materials and energy. Through the planning of farming practises, the creation of 

ecosystems, and the preservation of genetic and agricultural diversity, ecological balance should be 

attained. 

Benefits of Organic Farming 

Nutritional benefits: Growing consumer and producer interest in the nutritional content of organically 

and conventionally cultivated foods is a result of the rising demand for fresh organically farmed products. 

A study by AFSSA found that organically grown foods, particularly leafy vegetables and tubers, have higher 

dry matter than foods grown conventionally. Despite having less protein than conventional cereals, organic 

cereals and their products offer higher quality proteins with superior amino acid scores. According to 

reports, organic wheat contains 25%–30% more lysine than conventional wheat. 

Organically grown foods are less likely to contain pesticide residue and harmful pathogens like Listeria 

monocytogenes since they are grown without the use of pesticides and sewage sludge or Escherichia coli, 

Salmonella sp. 

Environmental impact: Environmental preservation benefits from organic farming. The impact of 

conventional and organic farming on the environment has been thoroughly investigated. Because organic 

farming forgoes synthetic pesticides, the majority of which have the potential to affect water, soil, and 

nearby terrestrial and aquatic fauna, it is seen to be less hazardous to the environment. 

Socioeconomic impact: Organic farming involves more labour, which results in more farms having 

income- generating jobs.The price of an organic product varies depending on a number of parameters in 

both the input and output arms and is typically 10% to 40% higher than comparable conventionally grown 

crops. 

Conclusion 

Food produced by organic farming is safer and more nutritive. As more consumers look for organic foods, 

the popularity of organic food is rising drastically. 

foods that are seen as safer and healthier. So perhaps eating organic food ensures food safety from farm to 

plate. Compared to conventional farming, organic farming is more environmentally friendly. Consumer 

health is promoted by organic farming since it preserves the integrity of the environment and the health of 

the soil. Additionally, the organic produce market is currently expanding at the quickest rate in the entire 

world, including India. 

In a comprehensive way, organic farming fosters a nation's consumer health, ecological health, and 

economic growth through the generation of income. India is currently the greatest producer of organic food 

in the world and with this outlook, we may draw the conclusion that promoting organic farming in India 

can help create a nation that is nutritionally, environmentally, and economically healthy in the not-too-

distant future. 
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What is Propagation? 

Plant propagation means multiplication of plants with the aim to achieve increase in number and preserve 

the essential characteristics of the mother plant. It is of two types: 

1. Sexual Propagation: Reproduction by seed; but seed is under ordinary condition a result of fusion of 

male and female germ cells or gametes, characters of both parents are inherited by the seed or the new 

individual and therefore the new individual formed in this way are not true-to-type.  

2. Asexual propagation: Does not involve the gametes from parents. It is simply a vegetative or somatic 

extension of one parent and there is no chance of inheriting a mixture of characters. 

Sexual Propagation 

Seed: Anatomically, seed is an embryo plant or fertilized, ripened ovule consisting of a rudimentary stem 

and root, together with a supply of food sufficient for establishing the plant in a new location and enclosed 

in a protective coat (seed coat). 

Viability: A seed is viable if it is capable of germinating or ability of seed to germinate. 

Vitality: The vigour or strength possessed by the seed for growth.  

Short viable seeds: Cashew, Jack fruit, Jamun, Citrus, Mango, Neem etc.  

Seed with hard seed coat: Babul (acasia), Gulmohar, Chiku, Amaltas etc.  

Such seed should be given some treatment before growing for quick germination like: 

a. Mechanical Treatment: 

i. Scarifying: Seed is filled in a scarifier which is a drum with inner surface rough, hard and 

sharp. The hard seed coat is filled and ground out by rotary action.  

ii. Others: Breaking or cracking with hammer, drilling a hole, rubbing against stone, filing.  

b. Chemical treatment: H2SO4 at conc. of 50 % and 25 % - Potassium hydroxide and hydrochloric 

acid. 

c. Soaking in water: Seed are soaked in warm water for 24 hr. or 4 to 5 days sometime they are 

soaked in cow dung paste. 

d. Stratification: Keeping seed in alternate layers with sand or soil and kept constantly moist but 

not waterlogged. 

Sexual Method’s Advantages 

1. Seedling trees (sexual method) are generally long lived; bear more heavily are comparative more hard.  

2. Propagation from the seed is the only means of reproduction where the method of vegetative propagation 

is not possible or economical as in papaya, phalsa, mangosteen etc.  

3. Inbreeding for evolution of new varieties, the hybrids are first raised from seed and it is, therefore, 

essential to employ this method in such cases. 

4. Propagation from seed has been responsible for the production of some chance seedlings of highly 

superior merits, which has been of great benefit to the fruit industry. It may be mentioned that commercial 

mango varieties originated from seed and were, later on, perpetuated vegetatively.  

5. Seed like those of some citrus species and some mango varieties are capable of giving out more than one 

seedling from one seed. They can be carefully detected in the nursery stage. 
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6. The rootstocks upon which the fruit varieties are budded or grafted are really obtained by means of 

sexual propagation. 

7. Seedlings are comparatively cheaper and easy to raise. Along with advantages, the seedlings trees have 

some disadvantages too. 

Sexual Method’s Disadvantages 

1. The seedling trees are not uniform in their growth, yielding capacity and fruit quality as compared to 

the grafted trees.  

2. They make more time to bear the maiden crop as compared to the grafted plants.  

3. The seedling trees become large for economic management i.e. the cost of harvesting, pruning and 

spraying is more as compared to the grafted trees.  

4. It is not possible to perpetuate the exact characters of any superior selection through seed and so to 

multiply superior hybrids or chance seedlings, vegetative methods have to be employed. In case of seedlings, 

it is not possible to avail of the modifying influence of rootstocks on the scion as in case of vegetatively 

propagated fruit trees. 

Asexual or Vegetative Propagation 

It is also known as clonal propagation. Vegetative parts such as leaf, stem or root are used instead of seeds. 

It is a function of the somatic mechanism of plants. It is therefore essential to have some fundamental 

knowledge of the basic anatomy of certain parts.  

Root and stem structures: 

Root: An organ for absorption of water and nutrients and serve as an anchor for the plant. Older 

portions mainly work of transporting water and nutrients and stored food material whereas only 

younger fibrous roots absorbed the water and nutrients.  

Stem: Supports leaves flowers and fruits and acts as a link between roots and leaves. It also acts as 

a temporary storage place for reserved food materials.  

Dicotyledonous plants: The vascular bundles (xylem, phloem and cambium) have a regular 

systematic arrangement so made that they form a circular ring. Mango, Chiku, Guava. 

Monocotyledonous plants: They do not form a ring but are more or less scattered at random 

throughout the thickness of the stem. Banana, Date palm, Coconut.  

Xylem: They are well differentiated thick-walled fibers, conducting vessels and wood parenchyma 

on the outer side of wood, ventral cylinder. Main function of xylem is to transport water and nutrient 

(salt) absorbed by roots to the upper portion of the plants.  

Phloem: They are well differentiated, fibrous and conducting tissues on the inner side of the bark 

or cortical layer. Main function of phloem is to transport food material (CH2O), hormones and co-

factor synthesized by leaves.  

Cambium: Between xylem and phloem there is a thin layer of thin walled, undifferentiated 

meristematic tissues is known as cambium. They occur in a continuous ring. Their main function is 

to divide and sub-divide giving rise to new cells that may later on became differentiated in to one 

another of the various tissues of the wood of bark.  

Function of cambium necessary for plant propagation: 

a. Use full in secondary growth of stem and root.  

b. Regeneration and over walling over is possible for recovery of injury to the plants.  

c. Callus produced by cambium is necessary for budding, grafting and cutting etc.  

d. Adventitious roots on stem mostly arise from cambium. 

Callus 

It is a mass of undifferentiated (parenchyma cells) tissues produced by cambium which gradually covers 

the points or areas originally exposed (arising from the living cells of both scion and stock).  

Regeneration: Recovering the injured surface all over at the same time. 

Over walling: Recovering the injured surface from the outer margins.  
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Bulbs: A bud a rudimentary stem or embryo stem when, a bud develop into a branch is known as vegetative 

bud. But when it develops into a flower is known as flower bud. It is also called fruit bud. 

Bud: Bud is defined as a growing point of undifferentiated tissues surrounded by embryonic leaves or 

blossoms.  

a. Terminal bud: A bid formed at the tip of a branch which has stopped growing for the season. 

b. Axillary or lateral bud: This is a regular bud which develops in the leaf axil or the node.  

c. Adventitious bud: This is a bud formed on an unusual part like internode, leaf, or root. 

d. Dormant bud: When its dormancy period is less than one year(season) is known as dormant 

bud.  

e. Latent bud: If for some reason a dormant bud does not start growing even after one year, it may 

not grow even for a greater number of years is known as latent bud.  

Suckers: These are shoots growing from latent adventitious buds on roots.  

Water sprouts: These are shoots growing from latent adventitious buds on stems or branches. 

Advantages of vegetative propagation: Seed propagation is easier method and very widely used for 

sowing other agricultural crops, vegetative propagation is the practice adopted mostly by horticulturist.   

Following are the advantages: 

a. True breeding seeds can be ensured only by vegetative method because it is a reproduction of 

somatic cells. There is no cross-pollination and segregation.  

b. When seed is not formed, vegetative methods is the only way i.e., Banana and some (seedless) 

varieties of grape and citrus.  

c. Vegetatively propagated plant bear earlier but life period is shorter than seed propagated plants. 

e.g, mango and chiku graft bear early fruiting.   

d. Dwarfing trees are practiced by budding or grafting on suitable roots orange on wood apple 

Branches of male plant can be grafted on female plants.  

e. Reduction in the size and number of thorns i.e., jamburi root stock for citrus.  

f. Correction of mistakes by budding or crown grafting or side grafting.  

g. In cooler regions trifoliate orange is used as (citrus) rootstock against heavy frost.  

More than one variety can be grown on one plant e.g., Roses.  

Disadvantages of vegetative propagation: 

a. The vegetatively propagated plants, particularly the budded and grafted ones are not generally 

so vigorous and long-lived as the seedling trees.  

b. No new varieties can be evolved by the vegetative means of propagation. 

Graftage 

Graftage is the process of joing a part of a plant with another in such a way that both will unite to work as 

a unit and the unit will continue growth. Two different methods based on the same principles are included 

under the term graftage viz., Grafting and budding.  

Special terms in connection with grafting and budding: 

a. Stock: 

i. Stock is that part of a graft which has the root and which supports the growth, made by 

the other component scion. Root system of the stock and the above ground growth of the scion 

constitute a graft.  

ii. A stock is called” seedling root stock” if it is grown from seed and “clonal roots stock” if it 

is propagated by vegetative methods of propagation e.g., cutting, layering etc.,  

b. Scion: 

i. Scion is a portion of the stem or branch of the variety that is desired to propagate. It may 

be a shoot or a branch a few inches long or one foot long and has many dormant buds on it.  

ii. It may be taken from current or past season’s growth or even older wood, but in most 

species’ growth of current or past season makes better scions than does the older wood.  

iii. The scion for grafting is a piece of a branch while the scion for budding is only a single 

bud with a little bark.  

c. Matrix: Matrix is the place on the root stock that is prepared for joining the scion or the bud.  
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Limitations of graftage: For the successful union of the two parts, three conditions must be fulfilled: 

a. Close botanical relationship. 

b. Continuous contact of cambium layers and tight fitting (closeness of fit). 

c. Compatibility. 

Budding 

The essential qualities of a good root stock for budding are:  

1. It must remain in sap flowing condition for along time so that budding can be done at a suitable time.  

2. It must be fast growing.  

3. It must be straight growing  

4. The bark must be easily separable from the wood.  

5. It must be compatible to the varieties desired to be propagated  

6. It must be resistant to disease and pests. 

For citrus crops budding is the universal method of propagation and various root stocks like citron, reshmi 

orange (Santra), pummelo, mosambi, kagli lime and jamburi have been tried and it is found that for our 

conditions jamburi is the best root stock, the best season for budding is the spring (end of winter season) 

or rainy season when growth is vigorous, however, spring is better that rainy season. 
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Abstract 

Bacteria typically range in size from 2 micrometers to approximately 750 micrometers, while some may be 

larger. However, a brand-new strain of bacteria called Candidatus (Ca.) Thiomargarita magnifica was 

discovered, which is visible to the unaided eye and has an average cell length of almost 9000 micrometers. 

These bacteria were discovered in the Guadeloupe Mangroves area. Genome sequencing and fluorescence, 

x-ray, and electron imaging were used to reveal that these genome copies that are dispersed across the 

entire cell are actually housed inside of a structure with a membrane. It creates chemical molecules that 

are physiologically active or even antibiotics. It won't infect anyone with any diseases. 

Introduction 

A species of sulfur-oxidizing gammaproteobacteria called Thiomargarita magnifica was discovered to be 

growing underwater on the peeled leaves of red mangroves from the Guadeloupe archipelago in the Lesser 

Antilles. It belongs to the family Thiotrichaceae, genus Thiomargarita, and species mangnifica of the 

domain Bacteriology. In Latin, the bacterium belongs to the genus Thiomargarita, which means sulfur 

pearl. Candidatus (Latin for candidate of Roman office) is used to name well-characterized but uncultured 

prokaryotic phyla, as well as the species magnifica because magnus means big in Latin. Bacteria can grow 

as large as 750 micrometers in length, while the average size is 2 micrometers. Scientists have discovered 

a brand-new strain of bacteria that is visible to the naked eye and has cells longer than 9000 microns. Its 

length is 1 cm. This discovery aids in resolving the conundrum of what factors affect cell size; previously 

identified enormous bacteria consisting of hundreds of thousands of cells have a size that is roughly 

equivalent to an eyelash (Wijesinghe, 2022). The DNA of the majority of bacteria floats unhindered 

throughout the cytoplasm of their cells. The DNA of this recently found variety of bacteria is more ordered. 

The biggest shock was that these copies of the bacterial genome are dispersed throughout the cell, which 

is actually confined inside a certain structure with a membrane. This is quite unexpected for a bacterium. 

The genome of this bacterium helps to explain some of its high polyploidy and size. The outside of the cell 

lacks epibiotic bacteria, and it lacks several common genes for bacterial cell development (Volland et al., 

2022). Their "surprising absence" can be explained by the possibility that T. magnifica produces chemical 

substances that are physiologically active or even antibiotic. It won't infect anyone with any diseases. 

History 

In 2009, a marine biologist named "Olivier Gros" from the University des Antilles in Guadeloupe discovered 

white filaments that looked like vermicelli pasta and attached to sediment like a leaf. The slightly murky 

waters in the tube appear at first glance to be a scoop of storm water, complete with leaves, debris, and 

even lighter threads in the mix. The thin vermicelli-like threads floating delicately above the leaf debris, 

however, are revealed to be single bacterial cells visible to the naked eye in the Petri dish. This bacterium 

was discovered on rotting leaves in the Guadeloupe Mangroves region (Zambrano, 2022). Over the next few 

years, the lab conducted some microscopy studies and discovered they were unique because it looked like a 

single cell, and it was a sulfur-oxidizing prokaryote. They sequenced the 16S rRNA gene to identify and 

classify the prokaryote. 

Characteristic of the Bacteria 

Ca. T. magnifica was discovered in the mangrove as a sulfur-oxidizing, carbon-fixing bacterium. The 

microbiomes in mangroves are important ecosystems for carbon cycling, and they cover less than 1% of the 

world's coastal area. Because T. Magnifica's large genome is not free floating inside its cell like those of 
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other bacteria, it blurs the distinction between eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Its genome is surrounded by a 

membrane. When experts sequenced the genome, they were astounded by its size, with 11 million bases 

lined. It also has a larger membrane sac that is filled with water and accounts for 73% of the microbe's 

volume. This external sac allows the creature to grow so large while packing its vital organelles into a small 

space that allows molecules to diffuse (Levin, 2022). 

 

Using different microscopy techniques, such as hard x-ray tomography, for example, visualized entire 

filaments up to 9.66 mm long and confirmed that they were indeed giant single cells rather than 

multicellular filaments, as common in other large sulfur bacteria, and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), to visualize the filaments and the cell membranes in more detail, it was possible to see the filaments 

and the cell membranes in greater detail. In the single cells, there were several DNA clusters. Compared 

to typical bacteria, the bacteria have three times as many genes, and each cell of the bacteria has a 

polyploidy of hundreds of thousands of genome copies (Volland et al., 2022). Chemosynthesis, a metabolic 

process comparable to photosynthesis in plants, is what it does. The evolution of the Thiomargarita 

magnifica extreme size, which resembles human nuclei, was aided by a novel organelle called pepins. It 

has a beautiful sheen due to small sulphur granules that scatter light. The bacteria, which resemble white 

eyelashes in the test tube and are estimated to be the size of flies, are actually single cells that make up 

the entire filament, according to specialized 3D microscope photos. 

 

Dimorphic Developmental Cycle of Ca. T. magnifica 

A dispersive stage of the developmental cycle can be seen in Ca. T. magnifica, where the apical bud 

eventually separates from the filament and is released into the environment. Hundreds of cells in all 

intermediate stages, ranging in size from the smallest attached cells that recently settled to the largest 

filaments with apical constrictions. Although on a smaller scale, this type of dimorphic life cycle is similar 

to the aquatic single-celled model system Caulobacter crescentus and the multicellular segmented 

filamentous bacteria in that it involves the production of free-living "daughter" cells by stalked "parent" 

cells. Only a small portion of the genome copies contained in pepins in the apical bud that are transmitted 

to the daughter cell because of this asymmetrical division strategy. Only a portion of Ca. T. magnifica's 

genomes, referred known as "germ line genomes," are passed on to the progeny. If terminal buds are 

daughter cells, then a developmental cycle resembling the aerial hyphae of Streptomyces species or the 

fruiting bodies of the social Myxobacteria may have developed to promote dispersion (Berche, 2022). This 

life cycle's resemblance to Zoothamnium niveum, a large ciliate symbiosis that oxidizes sulfur, suggests 

that it may have evolved in a way that is similar to other domains. 
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Conclusion  
A kind of sulfur-oxidizing gammaproteobacteria called Thiomargarita magnifica has been discovered in 

the sediments of red mangroves from the Guadeloupe archipelago. The prokaryotes that resemble 

enormous solitary cells and white filaments are these. Humans cannot be harmed by it. By oxidizing sulfur, 

they operate as detoxifiers, eliminating the toxic gas from the water and keeping it friendly for the fish and 

other marine species. As a result, they play a significant ecological role. 
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Introduction 

Rice plays a key role in Indian agriculture, contributing 13 per cent of the country's yearly agricultural 

GDP and meeting 43 per cent of the country's population's calorie needs for more than 70 per cent of the 

Indian population. Rice straw is produced as a by-product of rice production at harvest. During harvest, 

rice straw is removed along with the rice grains and is either heaped or spread out on the field depending 

on whether it was harvested manually or by machines. The ratio of straw to rice varies based on variety 

and growth, falling between 0.7 and 1.4. Rice straw is produced worldwide in quantities of 800 to 1,000 

million tonnes annually, with 600 to 800 million tonnes produced in Asia. This continues to rapidly increase 

due to shorter turnaround time required for accelerated rice cropping. The introduction of game-changing 

combine harvesters which solves the enormous labour cost involved with manual straw collection addresses 

only half the battle.  

The rice residues are typically burnt on-farm across different regions of the country. The issue is more 

acute particularly in the mechanized harvesting in the rice-rice cropping system. There are four methods 

of residue management practices, these are removal of straw and burning of stubble, removal of straw and 

incorporation of stubble, burning of straw and stubble and incorporation of straw and stubble among 

which, removal of straw and burning of stubble is the major one. The main causes for the burning of 

residues are low cost and labour shortage. 

Straw incorporation in soil for fertilization in intensive systems is also not possible with two to three crops 

each year because the turnaround time is too short for decomposition, resulting to poor soil fertilization 

properties which ultimately impede the crop establishment. 

 

With few options, open-field straw burning has significantly increased over the past ten years. Therefore, 

for sustainable rice production systems, improved rice straw management and technologies that can aid in 

reducing the environmental impact of rice production and processing while increasing revenues from rice 

production and processing are crucial. 
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Greenhouse Gas Emission Dynamics Concerning Rice Straw Recycling 

The burning of rice straw is beneficial for farm activities but it has negative impacts on the climate. Burning 

helps in reduction the crop residue and are beneficial for those farmers who practice double or triple crop 

in a year (Singh et al., 2008), but it is detrimental as it leads to nutrient losses (Dobermann and Fairhurst, 

2002). Incomplete combustion of rice straw results in a significant number of toxins such as, SO2, NOx, 

poisonous gases such as CO, dioxins and furans, fine inhalable particles and carcinogenic hydrocarbons.  

Burning rice straw in open fields has a number of well-established negative effects on the environment and 

agriculture, such as air pollution and deteriorated soil quality. Burning frequently emits greenhouse gases 

(GHGs) such CO2, CH4, and N2O as well as other trace gases, which causes the tropospheric ozone to be 

depleted and the development of Atmospheric Brown Cloud (ABC), a major problem for human health 

(Kanokkanjana et al., 2011). Nonetheless, research indicates that the total GHG emissions from burning 

straw are up to 98 per cent lower than those from adding fresh straw to flooded soils. However, this 

accounting excludes CO2 emissions, which are regarded as net neutral by the IPCC (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change) guidelines. Since there is absolute loss of straw C as CO2 (90%) during 

combustion, it lowers the C sequestration potential due to incorporation of straw, when CO2 is included 

(Chen et al., 2019). 

Rice Straw Management Options 

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) and its partners are carrying out research on improved rice 

residue management and technologies that can help reduce the environmental footprint of and enhance 

revenues from rice production. 

 

Rice straw in principle can be processed and used in agriculture for tasks such as soil improvement through 

carbonization and composting, to produce materials for industrial uses such as silica and bio-fibre and in 

production of bio-energy. However, not all the options are economically feasible because the costs of 

materials produced from rice straw, including transportation cost, are still greater than those for materials 

produced from the other traditional or existing feedstocks. The following scalable options are currently 

used in sustainable management of rice straws:  

1. Rice straw for improved soil fertility: Incorporation of rice straw into field helps in preserving and 

boosting the soil fertility with a correct management. However, improper management of straw 

incorporation can result in a decline in production efficiency and an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 

It should be noted that slow decomposition is often the reason why farmers do not want to incorporate crop 

residues. Some research has been undertaken on speeding this up, for example, by using fungal inoculums. 

2. Mechanized Collection: Collection of rice straw and spread in the field by combine harvesters is the 

only economically feasible alternative with mechanized collection. It plays a significant role in the rice 

straw supply chain to prepare feedstock for further uses. 
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3. Rice straw silage for cattle feed: Rice straw has too few nutrients to be used as the only source of 

food for animals but is a good feed additive and can also be treated to increase the supply of protein and 

energy. Basically, rice straw consists of Mg (0.24%), Fe (0.07%) P (0.12%), Ca (0.53%), Na (0.13%), and Mn 

(0.07%) (Shen et al., 1998). Straw intake as fodder is limited to less than 2 per cent of body weight and 

intake also varies depending on how the straw is prepared, processed, and fed to the animals. Chopping 

reduces the size of straw and it facilitates microbial fermentation of straw’s degradable components. In 

general, the daily recommended maximum intake of rice straw by ruminants is 1.0 to 1.5 kg per 100 kg 

live-weight each day. The intake and digestibility of this rice straw-based feed can be improved by using 

urea-treated straw (Rice straw that has been ensilaged with 2 - 3% urea).  

4. Mechanized Composting: Rice straw, animal dung, and enzymes are mixed to create compost, which 

is then turned and ensiled to speed up the composting process. Mechanized composting can significantly 

enhance the bio-physical processes of composting. The compost product can be spread on rice fields to 

improve the soil properties or used as a growing medium for vegetables and other crops. It improves 

nutrient (i.e., nitrogen and carbon contents) and organic matter content of the soil. 

5. Mushroom production: The plentiful supply of rice straw can be used profitably as a substrate for the 

growth of mushrooms, which is thought to be an economically viable method of turning rice straw into 

valuable, protein-rich food. 

6. Paper production: Numerous studies have confirmed that rice straw has the capacity to produce pulp 

and paper of excellent quality. The presence of 60.7 per cent holocellulose, 41.2 per cent α-cellulose and 

21.9 per cent lignin in rice straw makes it efficient enough to be used in pulp manufacture. 

Conclusions 

Effective rice straw management techniques could make a significant difference in reducing the danger of 

open-field rice straw burning. Rice straw needs to be managed properly and in a timely manner in order to 

improve soil quality and maintain plant nutrient availability. Adoption of alternate uses of rice straw like 

cattle feed, using for enhancing soil fertility, mechanized composting, mechanized collection, mushroom 

and paper production can play a significant role in the ecological safe use of rice straw. The focus should be 

given to promote scalable and economically feasible alternatives to make rice production a profitable 

venture. The reviewed literature and scientific proofs on viable rice-straw management given in this article 

could help the policy-makers in framing sustainable, eco-friendly and cost-effective frameworks for rice 

residue management. 
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Introduction 

Diabetes is one of the largest global health emergencies of the 21st century, ranking among the 10 leading 

causes of mortality together with cardiovascular disease (CVD), respiratory disease, and cancer. According 

to the World Health Organization (WHO), non-communicable diseases (NCDs) accounted for 74% of deaths 

globally in 2019, of which, diabetes resulted in 1.6 million deaths, thus becoming the ninth leading cause 

of death globally. By the year 2035, nearly 592 million people are predicted to die of diabetes. 

Type 2 diabetes, which constitutes 90% of all cases of diabetes, earlier considered to be a disease of the 

affluent “Western” countries, has now spread globally, and has become a major cause of disability and death 

affecting even younger age group. Diabetes has reached epidemic proportions in many developing 

economies, such as China and India. 

According to WHO, the prevalence of diabetes is growing most rapidly in low- and middle-income countries. 

The rapid socioeconomic change in conjunction with urbanization and industrialization are the major 

factors for the global increase in the diabetes epidemic, with other associated risk factors such as population 

growth, unhealthy eating habits, and a sedentary lifestyle plays an important role.  

Diabetes is a progressive disorder that leads to serious complications, which are associated with increased 

costs to the family, community, and healthcare system. Uncontrolled diabetes leads to increased risk of 

vascular disease and much of the burden of type 2 diabetes is caused by macrovascular (cardiovascular 

(CV), cerebrovascular, and peripheral artery disease) and microvascular (diabetic retinopathy, 

nephropathy, and neuropathy) complications. 

Deoxynojirimycin (DNJ) is an alkaloid azasugar, or iminosugar belongs to the group of piperidine ring 

alkaloids, derived from lysine. DNJ was first identified and isolated from the mulberry plant in 1976. The 

reduction of nojirimycin led to the chemical synthesis of DNJ. Some of the derivatives of DNJ are N-

azidopropyl-1-deoxynojirimycin, N-nonyl-1 deoxynojirimycin, 1-deoxynojirimycin-6- phosphate, and N-

methyl-1-deoxynojiri-mycin-6- phosphate. DNJ is analog of D-glucose, having a secondary amine group in 

the place of an oxygen atom in the pyranose ring. 

Due to resemblance with D-glucose in structure as well as in the transition state of glucosidase-catalysed 

reactions, DNJ is potent to inhibit α-glucosidase in a competitive manner thus lowering the blood glucose 

level. 

 
 

FIG. 1. Structure of DNJ and Glucose FIG. 2. Mulberry fruit 

Sources of DNJ: DNJ is obtained from the various parts mulberry plant, such as root bark, leaves, and 

latex. Other natural sources of DNJ are Day flower, lanten rose, B. Subtilis, Streptomyces sp. Silkworm 

and chemical synthesis. 
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Molecular Mechanism of Mulberry DNJ on Diabetes 

1. In the small intestine, the absorption of glucose takes place in the small intestinal epithelium.  

2. Glucose gets transferred from the intestinal lumen into enterocytes. This mechanism is carried out with 

the help of Na+/glucose co-transporter (SGLT1), glucose transporter type 2 (GLUT2). 

3. In addition to this, absorption of glucose also regulated by cation channels and transporters, such as 

Ca2+ channels, K+ channels, Na+/Ca2+ exchangers, and Na+/H + exchangers. 

4. In type 2 diabetes condition, there is an increased capacity of absorption of glucose has been observed in 

the small intestine which is an outcome of changes taking place at brush border membrane (BBM) and 

basolateral membranes (BLM) of the small intestine. 

5. DNJ hampers intestinal glucose absorption. 

6. The DNJ downregulated the intestinal SGLT1, Na1/K1-ATPase, and GLUT2 mRNA and protein 

expression and also influences the hepatic glucose metabolism by increasing the activity of mRNA and 

protein levels of hepatic glycolysis enzymes (GK, PFK, PK, PDE1) and decreasing the activity of 

gluconeogenesis enzymes. 

7. This mechanism indicates that DNJ inhibits intestinal glucose absorption and speeds up hepatic glucose 

metabolism by directly regulating the expression of proteins involved in glucose transport systems, 

glycolysis and gluconeogenesis enzymes. 

8. Pharmacokinetics assay revealed that DNJ could be absorbed from the gastrointestinal mucosa and 

diffused rapidly into the liver, resulted in postprandial blood glucose decrease and alleviated the toxicity 

caused by sustained supra-physiological glucose to pancreatic β cells. 

 
Fig.3. Schematic diagram showing DNJ inhibiting glucose absorption in small intestine. 

The Physiological Functions of DNJ 

α-Glucosidase is mainly distributed in the human small intestine and is responsible for converting food 

oligosaccharide into monosaccharides (e.g., glucose). These glucose molecules enter the body through the 

intestinal wall, causing a sharp rise in blood glucose concentration. The interaction mechanism between 

DNJ and the enzyme has been described (Fig.6). DNJ binds to α-glucosidase stronger than sucrose, maltose 

and other oligosaccharides, thereby reducing the chances of oligosaccharides from binding with α-

glucosidase, which in turn reduces glucose production. DNJ can also promote the uptake of glucose by the 

intestinal brush border. This dual interaction results in suppression of postprandial  

hyperglycemia, thereby improving the health of patients with diabetes mellitus. DNJ can also inhibit the 

glycogen phosphorylation enzyme and thus keep glycogen from breaking down into glucose to balance 

fasting blood glucose levels. Patients who have diabetes may have resistance to insulin, causing a decrease 

in the efficiency of insulin on glucose assimilation and utilization. As a result, the body will secrete more 
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insulin, leading to pancreatic dysfunction, and aggravation of the diabetic condition. DNJ can improve 

insulin sensitivity in diabetic patients, and therefore help to treat the disease. 

Studies showed that DNJ inhibited the accumulation of lipid by activating the hepatic fatty acid β oxidation 

system. DNJ, as well as mulberry extracts enriched with DNJ, can strongly inhibit hepatic triglyceride 

(TG) levels. 

Conclusions 

DNJ present in mulberry exhibited pharmacological properties such as anti-diabetic, anti-cancer, anti-

microbial, and anti-lipidemic etc. Products derived from mulberry (DNJ) as one of the best natural 

compounds and can effectively contribute in reduction of glucose levels after carbohydrate consumption. 

Although, no side effects have been reported by researchers, individuals should be aware of potential 

hazards like hyperglycemia. 
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What is Enzyme Immobilization? 

Immobilization is defined as the imprisonment of cells or enzymes in distinct support or matrix. In other 

words, “immobilized enzymes” are enzymes physically confined or localized in a certain defined region of 

space with retention of their catalytic activities, and which can be used repeatedly and continuously”. The 

support or matrix on which the enzymes are immobilized allows the exchange of medium containing 

substrate or effector or inhibitor molecules. The first scientific observation that led to the discovery of 

immobilized enzymes was made in 1916. It was demonstrated that invertase exhibited the same activity 

when absorbed on a solid, such as charcoal or aluminum hydroxide, at the bottom of the reaction vessel as 

when uniformly distributed throughout the solution. This discovery was later developed to the currently 

available enzyme immobilization techniques. 

Application of enzymes in different industries is continuously increasing, especially during the last two 

decades. Applications of enzymes in food industries include baking, dairy products, starch conversion and 

beverage processing (beer, wine, fruit and vegetable juices). In textiles industries, enzymes have found a 

special place due to their effect on end products. However, all these desirable characteristics of enzymes 

and their widespread industrial applications are often hampered by their lack of long-term operational 

stability and shelf-storage life and by their cumbersome recovery and re-use. These drawbacks can 

generally be overcome by immobilization of enzymes. In fact, a major challenge in industrial bio-catalysis 

is the development of stable, robust, and preferably insoluble biocatalysts. 

Advantages of Immobilized Enzymes 

1. Increased functional efficiency of enzymes 

2. Enhanced reproducibility of the process they are undertaking 

3. Reuse of enzymes 

4. Continuous use of enzymes 

5. Less labor input in the process 

6. Saving in capital cost and investment in the process 

7. Minimum reaction time 

8. Less chances of contamination in products 

9. More stability of products in market 

10. High enzyme-substrate ratio 

Disadvantages of Enzymes Immobilization 

Even though there are many advantages of immobilized enzymes, there are some disadvantages also. 

1. High cost for the isolation, purification and recovery of active enzyme. 

2. Industrial applications are limited. 

3. Catalytic properties of some enzymes are reduced or completely lost after their immobilization on support 

or carrier. 

4. Some enzymes become unstable after immobilization. 

5. Enzymes are inactivated by the heat generated in the system. 

Methods of Immobilization 

Based on support or matrix and the type of bonds involved, there are five different methods of 

immobilization of enzyme or whole cells. 
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1. Adsorption: Adsorption is the oldest and simplest method of enzyme immobilization. Nelson & Griffin 

used charcoal to adsorb invertase for the first time in 1916. In this method enzyme is adsorbed to external 

surface of the support. The support or carrier used may be of different types such as: 

a. Mineral support (e.g. aluminum oxide, clay) 

b. Organic support (e.g. starch) 

c. Modified sepharose and ion exchange resins. 

There is no permanent bond formation between carrier and the enzyme in adsorption method. Only weak 

bonds stabilize the enzymes to the support or carrier. The weak bonds (low energy bonds) involved are 

mainly Ionic interaction, Hydrogen bonds and Van der Waal forces. 

 

2. Covalent bonding: This method involves the formation of covalent bonds between the chemical groups 

in enzyme and to the chemical groups on the support or carrier. It is one of the widely used methods of 

enzyme immobilization. Hydroxyl groups and amino groups of support or enzyme form covalent bonds more 

easily. Chemical groups in the support or carrier that can form covalent bonds with support are amino 

groups, amino groups, hydroxyl groups, carboxyl groups, thiol groups, methyl thiol groups, guanidyl groups, 

imidazole groups and phenol ring. Important functional groups of the enzyme that provide chemical groups 

bonds with support or carrier are: 

a. Alpha carboxyl group at ‘C’ terminal of enzyme 

b. Alpha amino group at ‘N’ terminal of enzyme 

c. Epsilon amino groups of Lysine and Arginine in the enzyme 

d. β and γ carboxyl groups of Aspartate and Glutamate 

e. Phenol ring of Tyrosine 

f. Thiol group of Cysteine 

g. Hydroxyl groups of Serine and Threonine 

h. Imidazole group of Histidine 

i. Indole ring of Tryptophan. 

 

3. Entrapment: In this method, enzymes are physically entrapped inside a porous matrix. Bonds involved 

in stabilizing the enzyme to the matrix may be covalent or non-covalent. The matrix used will be a water-

soluble polymer. The form and nature of matrix vary with different enzymes. Pore size of matrix is adjusted 
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to prevent the loss of enzymes. Pore size of the matrix can be adjusted with the concentration of the polymer 

used. Agar-agar and carrageenan have comparatively large pore sizes. The greatest disadvantage of this 

method is that there is a possibility of leakage of low molecular weight enzymes from the matrix. Examples 

of commonly used matrixes for entrapment are: 

a. Polyacrylamide gels 

b. Cellulose triacetate 

c. Agar 

d. Gelatin 

e. Carrageenan 

f. Alginate. 

 

4. Cross linking (copolymerization): This method is also called as copolymerization. In this method of 

immobilization enzymes are directly linked by covalent bonds between various groups of enzymes via 

polyfunctional reagents. Unlike other methods, there is no matrix or support involved in this method. 

Commonly used polyfunctional reagents are glutaraldehyde and diazonium salt. This technique is cheap 

and simple but not often used   with   pure   enzymes.  This method is widely used in commercial 

preparations and industrial applications.  

 

5. Encapsulation: This type of immobilization is done by enclosing the enzymes in a membrane capsule. 

The capsule will be made up of semi permeable membrane like nitro cellulose or nylon. In this method the 

effectiveness depends upon the stability of enzymes inside the capsule. 
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Supports or Matrix Used in Immobilization Technology 

The matrix or support immobilizes the enzyme by holding it permanently or temporarily for a brief period 

of time. There are a wide variety of matrixes or carriers or supports available for immobilization. The 

matrix used should be cheap and easily available. Their   reaction with the components of the medium or 

with the enzyme should be minimum as possible. The matrixes or supports for immobilization of enzymes 

or whole cells are grouped into three major categories as Natural polymers, Synthetic polymers and 

Inorganic materials. 

Use of Immobilize Enzyme in Food Industry 

Product Application Immobilized enzyme Reaction type Type of 

immobilization 

HFCS Sweetener D- 

Glucose/xylose isomerase 

Isomerizati on Adsorption on silica 

Allulose Sweetener 3-epimerase Epimerizati on Adsorption/ionic 

Tagatose Sweetener 1. Beta-galactosidase Hydrolysis Adsorption/ionic on 

ion exchange 

styrene/DVB polymer 

2. Epimerization by 

baker yeast 

GOS Synthesis of 

oligosaccharides 

Beta- galactosidase Synthesis Covalent 

immobilization on 

synthetic polymers 

Vitamin C 

ester 
Antioxidant Lipase B from Candida 

antarctica 

Transesteri 

fication 

Adsorption on 

methacrylate/divinyl 

benzene copolymer 

Triglycerides Cocoa butter 

equivalent 

Lipase 

from Thermo myces 

lanuginosus ( TL) 

Transesteri 

fication 

Adsorption on silica 

Triglycerides Cocoa butter 

equivalent 

Lipase 

from Rhizomo r miehei 

(RM) 

Transesteri 

fication 

Adsorption/ionic on 

ion exchange 

styrene/DVB polymer 

Omega-3 

ethyl esters 
Omega’3 from 

fish oil 

Lipase B from Candida 

antarctica 

Esterificati on Adsorption on 

methacrylate/divinyl 

benzene copolymer 

Hydrolysed 

lactose 
Lactose-free 

dairy products 

Beta- galactosidase Hydrolysis Adsorption/ionic on 

ion exchange 

modified cellulose 

fiber 

Conclusion 

The technology of immobilized enzymes is still going through a phase of evolution and maturation. 

Evolution is reflected in the ever-broadening range of immobilized enzymes. The chemistry and biology of 

immobilized enzymes are an important field in food processing sector, and thus, it will continue growing 

opening a new outlook due to their future applications in different industries. There still remains much 

room for the development of useful processes and materials based on this hard-won understanding. 

Immobilized enzymes will clearly be more widely used in the future. This is just the beginning of the 

immobilized enzyme technology era. 
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Introduction 

Pesticides play a sensitive role in agriculture as they are applied in order to protect crops, but they can 

have negative impacts on environment and human health. Now a day, agro ecosystem is largely dependent 

on pesticides to meet the ever-increasing demand of food and fiber. They help farmers to reduce production 

costs and risks, and to survive in a highly competitive market but pesticides can contaminate soil, water 

and other vegetation. The workers, who have direct exposure, are at more risks to carcinogenic and 

mutagenic illnesses but the common people are also not excluded from this danger being exposed to 

pesticide residues in nature. The excessive use of pesticides may induce different health problems to human 

after they are exposed to these toxins at various levels. The main problem is the duration of the exposure 

to pesticide residues. Some people like children, pregnant women, sick or aged persons are more sensitive 

to the residual effect of pesticide. So, there is utmost need for scientists to make strategies to reduce the 

pesticide residue exposure to save the environment and living beings. 

Pesticide Residues and Health Concerns 

Toxicities by pesticide exposure are expressed in a variety of ways, ranging from mild symptoms, like slight 

skin irritation or allergic indications to severe symptoms, like strong headache, dizziness, or nausea. 

 
Fig 1: Exposure routs and effects of pesticide exposure on human health 

Longer exposures can cause chronic abnormalities in human ranging from cancer to other serious diseases 

(Fig. 1). 

Carcinogenic Effects of Pesticide Residues 

Many kinds of cancer have been produced in human due to pesticide residues exposures. Even, if a pregnant 

woman is exposed to the pesticide residues, then there is a possibility that her child may be sensitive 

towards the brain cancer, leukemia, and Wilms’ tumor. Pesticides exposures from outside is mainly related 

to the causes of blood cancer in children (Srivastava and Kesavachandran 2019). An outstanding study 

exhibited that inflated rates of childhood cancer are linked with exposure to pesticides. Several studies 

evaluated the connection between chemical exposure and urinary organ cancer, and they found positive 

associations. Few studies were found on chemical exposure and gonad cancer. Gonad cancers are considered 

as a health impact of interest and evaluated its association with exposure to certain pesticides was found. 

During the evaluation of the connection between carcinoma and chemical exposure of pesticide residues, 

and it was found positive associations between pesticides exposures and this sort of cancer (Ali et al. 2021). 
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Neurological Effects of Pesticide Residues 

Experimental evidences link the hazardous exposure to higher neurologic outcomes. The residual effects of 

pesticide may result in each general and typical symptom. Direct exposure, as an example, will cause 

typical indications like contraction of the pupils, fuzzy vision, a supercilium headache, reddening and 

irritation in the eyes. Symptoms of general poisoning are entirely because of the buildup of 

neurotransmitter at the nerve ending. Under advanced poisoning, the target is pale with higher sweating, 

and frothing from the mouth (Choudhary, et al. 2018). 

Endocrine Disruptions and Pesticide Residues 

Endocrine hormones play an imperative role in different body functioning particularly in growth and 

reproductive function. There were significant evidences of involving of Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 

and its isomers like Dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene in disruption of endocrine glands (Turusov et al. 

2002). In general, about all classes of organochlorines were found to be associated with abnormal 

functioning of endocrine with very small concentration of residual contents. Organophosphates like 

malathion and parathion were also found active in disrupting and malfunctioning of endocrine glands (Ali 

et al. 2021). 

Effect of Pesticide Residues on Reproduction and Fertility 

Pesticide chemical exposures are also linked to birth imperfections, craniate’s death and changed fetal 

growth. Figure 2 is explaining the mode of action and effects of pesticide exposure on reproductive system 

on human (Bretveld et al. 2006). 

 
Fig 2: Pesticide actions and their effects on reproductive function of human 

A number of pesticides and a couple of 4-D compounds have been reported for impaired male fertility. Toxic 

chemical exposures resulted in decreased male fertility, genetic variations and reduced variety in 

spermatozoon, injuries to the germinal animal tissues and disturbed endocrine performance (Srivastava 

and Kesavachandran 2019). Sabarwal et al. (2018) emphasized that the long-term exposure of pesticides 

are accountable as causal agents of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases in addition to various other 

reproductive and respiratory disorders. 

Pesticides Residues and Child Health 

Children are very prone and susceptible of being affected by neurotoxins of pesticides and exposure rates 

were very high. Scientists suggest that rapidly developing brain tissues and cells become most vulnerable. 

It was also suggested that postnatal impact of pesticides can adversely affect child’s neuropsychological 

behavior and parental exposure was less associated with neuro developmental damages (González-Alzaga 

et al. 2015). In 2011, a meta-analysis of 40 studies concluded that maternal pesticide exposures before birth 

is positively associated with 48% elevated risk of leukaemia and 53% increased risk of lymphoma in 

childhood. While, paternal exposures before or after the birth is linked with 50–65% higher risk of brain 

cancer in children (Ali et al. 2021). 

Conclusion 

Pesticides have become increasingly popular for agricultural, industrial, livestock husbandry and home use 

and represent a significant potential health risk for human and livestock. Many human illnesses, acute 
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and chronic, have now become a big health concern because of pesticides contaminated living resources. 

Now, it is need of hour, we should focus on the proper and safer pesticide applications to shield our 

environmental resources and prevent health hazards. Pesticides with low side effects must be explored and 

replaced the existing pesticides with higher health and environmental risks. As health is the most 

important thing to survive so, compromise in health cannot be afforded. Protective measures can help farm 

workers to avoid get exposed from agrochemicals. Some preventive measures are such as goggles, mask, 

gloves, shielding clothes and boots may reduce the chances of exposure. It was also reported that lack of 

knowledge and skills about the application is the main source of indiscriminating usage of agrochemicals 

and becoming the possible health hazard foundations. For this purpose, improved monitoring programmes 

should be planed, prefer application of bio-pesticides rather than synthetic chemical pesticides, use of 

resistant varieties and other alternative and preventive measures should be promoted (Choudhary, et al. 

2018). 
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Diversity in the World 

Vegetable diversity is mainly distributed in different agro-biodiversity rich regions, representing the 

centres of origin and/or diversity. Among these, the regions possessing maximum diversity in major 

vegetables are the tropical America, tropical Asia and the Mediterranean region (Table 1.0). 

Table 1.0. World centres of diversity of major cultivated vegetables (modified from Zeven and Zukovasky 

1982 and Hawkes 1983). 

Gene Centre Primary centers of 

origin/domestication 

Secondary centers of 

origin/domestication 

Chinese- Japanese Brinjal, ash gourd, Chinese cabbage, 

water spinach (kangkong), Japanese 

bunching onion, leafy mustard;  

Water melon, amaranth 

Indo-Chinese Ash gourd, ridged gourd, sponge 

gourd, bottle gourd, cucumber, chow-

chow, sword bean, winged bean, taro, 

yam; 

Cucumber, bitter gourd, bottle gourd, 

chow-chow, shallot, yam bean, yard 

long bean, Chinese cabbage, amaranth, 

water spinach, leafy mustard 

Hindustani Brinjal, ash gourd, cucumber, ridged 

gourd, sponge gourd, bitter gourd, 

lablab bean, water spinach, okra, 

drumstick, rat's tail radish, cowpea, 

leafy mustard, taro, yams; 

Water melon, melon, bottle gourd, 

amaranths, roselle 

Central Asia Onion, garlic, mustard, spinach, 

carrot (Asiatic varieties), pea, radish, 

beet root, faba bean; 

Brinjal, water melon, melon, 

cauliflower 

Near East Onion, garlic, leek, mustard, beet, 

melon, faba bean, Cucumis; 

Okra, pea (endemic types; secondary 

centre) 

Mediterranean White cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, 

radish, faba bean, broad bean, 

cabbage, lettuce, beet root; 

Chilli, garlic, okra 

African Brinjal, water melon, melon, bottle 

gourd, cowpea, okra, roselle, yams, 

cucumber; 

Onion, shallot, lima bean, mustard, 

amaranth 

European- 

Siberian 

Lettuce; Onion, common bean, white cabbage, 

cauliflower, spinach, carrot 

South American Tomato, chilli, pumpkin/squash, lima 

bean, French bean, cowpea, okra, 

roselle, sweet potato, potato, tannia, 

amaranth, chenopods, manioc; 

Common bean 

Central American 

and Mexican 

Tomato, hot pepper, 

pumpkin/squash, yam bean, French 

bean, amaranth, sweet potato; 

French bean, potato, chenopods 

North America Jerusalem artichoke; Tomato, brinjal, pepper, melon, water 

melon, pumpkin/squash, onion, lettuce, 

French bean, lima bean, okra 
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Diversity in the India 

The ‘Hindustani Centre’ is one of the centres of origin of different vegetable crops in India. It is a primary 

centre for crops possessing rich genetic diversity like brinjal (Solanum melongena), cucumber (Cucumis 

sativus), ridged and sponge gourd (Luffa spp.) and many root crops. This centre also possesses rich diversity 

for crops like cowpea (Vigna unguiculata), okra (Abelmoschus esculentus), chilli (Capsicum annuum) and 

water melon (Citrullus lanatus) for which it is the secondary centre.  

The vegetable crops are widely distributed across the country showing regional variation due to varied 

climate and physiographic condition (Fig. 1.0). North-western and eastern Himalayan region is rich in 

diversity of leek, shallot, less-known alliums, asparagus, spinach, chenopods, amaranths, bean, colocasia, 

parsley, chow-chow and meetha karela (Cyclanthera pedata). North-eastern region including Assam is rich 

in underutilized solanaceous vegetables, leafy vegetables, less-known legume vegetables (winged bean, jack 

bean, sword bean) and cucurbits (chow-chow and meetha karela). The northern plains/Gangetic plains 

including tarai region is considered to exhibit variability in cucurbits and other aquatic leafy vegetables. 

The north western/Indus plain region is rich in diversity particularly in amaranth, chenopods, Cucumis, 

Momordica and Citrullus. The central region/plateau has more diversity in cucurbits like melon, bitter 

gourd, pointed gourd and ridged gourd. Western and eastern peninsular regions have considerable diversity 

in regionally important species like snake gourd, sponge gourd, ridged gourd and Moringa. 

In general, the tropical vegetable crops have wider cultivation range and are grown throughout the country. 

However, the temperate vegetables have more specific requirements and are grown mainly in the 

Himalayan ranges and to some extent in higher ranges of the Western and Eastern Ghats. These are well 

adapted as rabi (cold season) crops in northern/northwestern plains and in the tarai foothills. Regional 

variations are reported in many crops due to wider adaptability and varied climatic condition. Important 

areas of diversity in cultivated vegetable crops are given in Table 2.0. 

Table 2.0. Variability in vegetables from different agro-ecological/ geographical regions. 

S.No. Agro-ecological 

region 

Geographical region Variability (major/ minor 

crops) 

1. Humid Western 

Himalayan Region 

Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 

Pradesh and foothills of 

Uttarakhand 

Cucurbits, radish, carrot, turnip, 

pea, cowpea, chilli, brinjal, okra, 

spinach, fenugreek, amaranth, 

chow-chow, malabar spinach 

2. Eastern Himalayas 

and Central 

Himalayas 

West Bengal and Assam Cucurbits, radish, cowpea, chilli, 

brinjal, okra, beta spinach, 

amaranth, chow-chow, malabar 

spinach 

3. North Eastern 

Region 

Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, 

Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, 

Meghalaya and Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands 

Cucurbits, radish, pea, cowpea, 

chilli, brinjal, okra, amaranth, 

chow-chow, beta spinach 

4. Gangetic Plains Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar Cucurbits, radish, carrot, pea, 

brinjal, okra, beta spinach, 

fenugreek, onion, garlic 

5. Indus and West 

Arid Plains 

Haryana, Rajasthan and Gujarat Cucurbits, cauliflower, radish, 

carrot, pea, cowpea, chilli, brinjal, 

okra, beta spinach, fenugreek, 

onion, garlic 

6. Eastern peninsular 

Region and the 

Eastern Ghats 

East Madhya Pradesh, Odisha and 

Andhra Pradesh 

Cucurbits, radish, carrot, cowpea, 

chilli, brinjal, okra, spinach, 

amaranth, garlic 

7. Western peninsular 

Region and the 

Western Ghats 

Maharashtra and rest Madhya 

Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, 

Kerala and Lakshadweep Islands 

Cucurbits, cauliflower, radish, 

cowpea, chilli, brinjal, okra, beta 

spinach, fenugreek, amaranth, 

8 
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onion, ridged gourd, malabar 

spinach 

8. The Island Regions  Andaman & Nicobar 

Islands and Lakshadweep Islands 

Chilli, taro, yams, tannia 

Table 3.0. Centres of origin as recognized by Vavilov (1924) 

S.No. Centre Crops  

1. South Mexican and Central 

American Center 

Common bean, lima bean, amaranth, winter 

pumpkin, sweet potato, pepper, wild black cherry, cherry 

tomato 

2. South American Center Andean potato, tomato 

3. Mediterranean Center Garden beet, cabbage, turnip, lettuce, asparagus, celery, 

rhubarb 

4. Middle East Persian clover, fenugreek 

5. Ethiopia fenugreek, okra 

6. Central Asiatic Center Onion, garlic, spinach, carrot 

7. Indian Center Brinjal, bitter gourd 

8. Chinese Center Cowpea, French bean, radish 
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Introduction 

So far, 30 species of Dermestidae are reported to be associated with Sericulture industry world over. 

Twenty-four species of Dermestids have been reported from India and six species from Karnataka. Of 

which, Dermestes ater DcGeer is the predominant in the grainages of Kolar and Bangalore Districts. 

Dermestid beetles are reported to feed on silk cocoons, seed cocoons, silk floss, stifled cocoons, dead / lime 

pupae, moths and eggs of B. mori. Attagenus fasciatus (Thamberg) is a pest on silk cocoons, silk and pupae 

of B. mori. Tribolium castaneum (Hbst) has been reported as a pest of stored silk cocoons.  The variation in 

the developmental period of D. ater has been reported, which differed according to the type of feed, storage 

place, age of stored cocoons, environmental conditions, etc. 

Dermestes ater (Dermestidae: Coleoptera) 
Habit / Habitat: Found mainly from the cut and pierced cocoon storage room. Feeds on dry pupa.  

Egg: Milky white, elongate with 1.90 and 0.48 mm.  

Egg period: 3 to 6 days. average:4.5 days.  

Larva:  Neonate grub white and turns brown in the first instar itself; 2nd instar is black; Undergoes 4 to 6 

moults in 27-28 days.  

Pupa: 7-8 days.  

Adult: Elongate, oval, convex black with short clushed antennae.  7mm in length. 

Oviposition: 5 days after emergence. 

Damage: 1st to 3 instar feeds as floss and later instars on stifled cocoon, dry pupa, live pupa and adult. 

Also feeds on egg / adult of Bombyx. 

Dermestes maculatus: Minor Importance (Seen in Kashmir) 

Egg:  White elongate eggs singly or in groups (2 – 5) in silk floss. Egg Period: 2 – 6 days. 

Larva: Black coloured with setae all round. 6-9 instars (7 instars is common); Larval Period: 37 to 69 days 

(on an average 64.5 days). 

Pupa:   Either inside the pupa / outside; Pupal Period - 13.3. days. 

Adult: Black on the dorsal side / white patches on the ventral side. Adults’ feeds on the dried pupa and 

make it into bits. 
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Dermestes bechi: Infest Silk Cocoon, Severe 50% Incidence in Karnataka 

Egg:  Yellowish and elongate laid on floss; Egg Period: 3-5 days. 

Larva: Chocolate brown and covered with seta. 

Adult: Black and feed on dried pupa. 

Dermestes cadverinus 

Egg:  Elongate and oval. 

Larva:  Covered with hairs on all sides, reddish brown and spindle shaped and moult five times; larval 

period is two months. 

Life cycle:  Adult diapauses in the winter and active in spring (Mab). Lays egg in crevices and dried animal 

matter and negatively phototrophic.  

Adult:  Oval, elongate, dark brown with club shaped antenna adult life span of a year. 

Dermestes vorax:  univoltine 

Dermestes valpinus: multivoltine 

Adult: Adults are multivoltine – Black- adult sexual dimorphism noticed 

a. Small in size  

b. Bears pit and brush on 4th abdominal sternite  

c. Tarsal segments of mid and hind leg lack fine golden hair and don’t form pads.  

Fecundity: 50 eggs 

Egg:   creamy white; broader at one end; Period:2-4 days  

Larva: Dark, brown with median yellow stripes and clotheed with dense hairs; Larval Period: 25-60 days  

Pupa:  5-8 days  

Type of damage:  Grubs and adults reduce the quality of cocoons and damage the pupae kept for pairing 

in grainage. 

Symptoms:  Grubs and adults bore into the cocoons and eat the dried pupae, attack pierced and melted 

cocoons stored within the grainage. Presence of small holes (pierced cocoons) in the pupae and abdominal 

parts are damaged in the adult moths. 

Period of occurrence:  Throughout the year in tropics. 

Management: 

a. Store the pierced cocoons in a separate room. 

b. Avoid long storage of pierced cocoons. 

c. Maintain hygienic conditions in the rearing house and cocoon storage rooms. 

d. Sundry the pierced cocoons once in a week. Dip the wooden utensils in 0.2 per cent systematic 

insecticides for 2-3 minutes. After 10 days, wash the trays in water and sun dry and reuse them. 

Conclusion 

Though this pest commonly occurring as minor pest, sometimes flare up as major pest and devastate. So, 

managing through Integrated approach would be effective. 
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Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus) is one of the important underutilized fruits belonging to the family 

Moraceae and to the genus Artocarpus which includes evergreen or deciduous trees producing more yield 

than any other fruit tree species and bears the largest edible fruit. Malnutrition is one of the major 

problems in India due to inadequate protein intake. Jackfruit seeds could be used as an economic 

alternative protein source to tackle the malnutrition. The demand for jackfruit seeds has been increased 

due to increased consumer awareness regarding the diet disease relationship. It is believed to be a potent 

functional food ingredient since it imparts additional physiological benefits in addition to basic nutrition. 

Jackfruit seed provide an ample supply of protein, fiber, and starch. The jackfruit seeds are nutritionally 

similar to grains and rich in Carbohydrate, Protein, Vitamin B complex, Vitamin C, fibre and low in fat. 

Jackfruit is also a rich source of many minerals such as N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, Zn, Cu, etc (Maurya & Mogra, 

2016). 

 

Processing of jackfruit seed raw jackfruit cannot be consumed directly by humans; it requires some 

processing prior to the consumption. Preservation of nutrients and elimination of anti-nutrients is 

important in the processing of jackfruit seed; therefore, the most suitable processing methods that achieve 

these purposes are applied in present research. Several processing techniques viz, drying, roasting, baking, 

boiling and combination of boiling +drying+baking was used.  

The details of the processing techniques used to prepare jackfruit seed flours presented below. 
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Seed treatment: The jackfruit seeds (15 kg) were cleaned manually and white arils (seed coat) were peeled 

off and seeds were again lye peeled (Akinmutimi, 2006), soaked in 3 per cent sodium hydroxide solution for 

3-5 minutes to remove the thin brown spermoderm layers which covers the cotyledons. The spermoderm 

layer was removed by rubbing the seeds between the hands and washing thoroughly under running water 

till became chemical free. 

Cutting: Seeds were cut in small chips before processing (drying / baking /roasting) and after processing 

(boiling and combination of boiling+drying+baking) in to small chips by the sharp knife.  

Baking: Chips of seeds were spread in a single layer on the baking sheet and were baked at 175○C for 15 

minutes in oven. After turning seeds were again baked for 10 minutes. 

Drying: Chips of Seeds were spread in a single layer on the drying sheet, seeds were dried by using shade 

drying (3-5 days), sun drying (2-3 days) and oven drying method (60○C for 24 hours), AOAC (2000).  

The Seeds were milled in a mini grain mill at 80-200 mesh size to prepare flour in bulk and stored at 

ambient temperature in airtight container till analysis has been completed. 

Jackfruit seed flour product: jackfruit seed vada (palakottai vadai), backed jackfruit seed crackers, 

pakoras, chips, cutlets, semai (or vermicelli), sandesh, kheer 

Standardization of chapatti: Chapatti is one of the commonly consumed products in the lunch and 

dinner. Adding jackfruit seed flour may additionally improve the nutritional quality of the product (Afroza, 

2013). 

Standardization of biscuits: Biscuits are Ready-to-eat, convenient and inexpensive food products, 

containing digestive and dietary principles of vital importance, having low moisture content than cakes 

and bread (Ayos et al.2006). Biscuits are generally safer from microbiological spoilage and have long shelf 

life. They are nutritive snacks produced from unpalatable dough that is transformed in to appetizing 

product through the application of heat in oven (Olaoye et al.2007).  

Standardization of sattu: Sattu is a traditional food, is consumed by all age groups. Sattu is prepared 

from the flours of roasted flour from only cereal or only legume or combination of cereal and legumes with 

adding flavouring agents. 

Advantages of Jacfkfruit and its Seed Flour 

According to Ayurveda, jackfruit reduced cough and Pit. Regular consumption of jackfruit improves facial 

skin glow. Being a rich source of potassium, it is an ideal food for patients with hypertension.  

Ripe fruit is considered to be nutritious, cool, delicious, satisfying and prevent excessive formation of bile, 

develop flesh, phlegm, strengthen the body and increases virility (Anonymous, 2006).  

Jack fruit seed contains high amount of dietary fiber, vitamins, minerals, protein, and low amount of fat. 

This low-fat food is thus a low-calorie food, which can be adopted by the person on a crash diet for losing 

weight. It has high content of dietary fiber (7 times more than that of whole wheat flour) which have 

functional properties such as weight reduction, prevention of constipation, bowel cancer and reduction of 

cholesterol level. 

Jackfruit seed is rich in manganese (1.12 mg/kg) and it also contains iron which helps in proper blood 

circulation. Potassium (14.78 g/kg) in the jackfruit seed is found to help in lowering blood pressure and 

reversing the effects of sodium that causes a rise in blood pressure, which affects the heart and blood vessels 

(Ocloo et al., 2010). This helps in preventing heart disease. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this article is to disseminate the knowledge on the nutritional and health benefits of jackfruit 

seeds, to promote the cultivation of jack fruit trees for commercial scale food production and developing 

value added products. This needs to explore its utilization at a higher level through research and awareness 

among the consumers, industries and policy makers. This Jackfruit seeds can be used as an economically 

alternative nutritious source to tackle the malnutrition problem and to provide additional income to rural 

community. 
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Introduction 

Mustard sawfly (Athalia lugens proxima Klug) belongs to family Tenthredinidae and order Hymenoptera. 

This is one of the few hymenopterans’ insects found as pest in India and causes damage to various crops. 

Host Plants 

It feeds on rapeseed, mustard, radish, toria, turnip and occasionally on cabbage, cauliflower and knoll-khol. 

Marks of Identification 

The adult flies are short and thick bodied & marked with black and orange colour. Their wings are smoky 

with black veins. A full-grown larva is black, smooth with 8 pairs of prolegs and 3 pairs of thoracic legs. On 

being touched, they have the tendency to curl up and drop on the ground also known as feigning death. 

 

Nature of Damage 

It is a cold weather pest in most areas of India. Its activity generally confined to the period from October 

to March. The grubs alone are destructive. Initially the larvae nibble leaves, later they feed from the 

margins towards the midrib. They bite holes into leaves preferring the young growth and skeletonize the 

leaves completely. Sometimes, even the epidermis of the shoot is eaten up. Although the seedlings succumb, 

the older plants, when attacked, do not bear seed. 

Life Cycle 

The female with its saw-like oviposition inserts the eggs singly in the tissues very near to leaf margin. A 

single female lays about 40 eggs. The oval cream-colored eggs can be seen over the leaf surface as yellowish 

green tubercles arranged in rows. The incubation period is 4-5 days. Larval period is 13-18 days. Fully 

developed grub enters the soil and forms oval silken cocoon. These silken cocoons are found covered with 

sand particles and bits of vegetation. The cocoon may be seen up to 9 cm depth. Pupal period is 10-20 days. 

The adults live for about 20 days. 

Control Measures 

1. Give first irrigation 3-4 weeks after sowing as it reduces the larvae population. 

2. Collection and destruction of larvae in the morning and evening. 

3. Use of bitter gourd seed oil emulsion as an antifeedent. 

4. Treat the seed with imidacloprid 70 WS @ 7 gm per kg seed.   
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5. A predaceous bug, Canthioconidia furcellata naturally reduces the intensity of this pest to some extent. 

6. Perilissus cingulator also parasitizes the larvae. 

7. Spraying the crop with dimethoate 30 EC @ 25 ml or quinalphos 25 EC @ 25 ml per 10 liters of water.  

8. Dusting the crop with quinalphos 1.5 % dust or methyl parathion 1.5 % dust @ 20-25 kg/ha. 
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Introduction 

The perennial tree Moringa oleifera, a member of the Moringaceae family, is extensively cultivated 

throughout many tropical countries under adverse environmental conditions and is an effective remedy for 

malnutrition  

M. oleifera, sometimes referred to as the miracle tree, has long been used in traditional medicine. Different 

portions of M. oleifera are used to cure a variety of illnesses, including malnutrition, diabetes, blindness, 

anaemia, hypertension, stress, depression, arthritis, and kidney stones, without even any known negative 

side effects, at doses that can be ingested. Additionally, this plant shown the ability to help the maintenance 

of blood glucose levels, cardiovascular system health, and anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer 

activities. Because its leaves, pods, and seeds contain a range of vital compounds, moringa is a nutrient-

rich plant.  

In fact, moringa is claimed to have 25 times more iron than spinach and 25 times more vitamin C than 

oranges, 10 times more vitamin A than carrots, 17 times more calcium than milk, 9 times more protein 

than yoghurt, and 7 times more vitamin C than oranges (Rockwood et al., 2013). Additionally, it serves as 

a supplement to the human diet and is used to fortify cattle feed, particularly in underdeveloped nations. 

The significant nutritional and preventive qualities of M. oleifera’s seed oil has led to its use in the cosmetic 

and industrial sectors. 

Nutritive Properties 

1. M. oleifera is a store house of valuable nutrients and antinutrients. Minerals like calcium, potassium, 

zinc, magnesium, iron, and copper are abundant in M. oleifera’s leaves. 

2. Vitamins like beta-carotene of vitamin A, vitamin B vitamins like pyridoxine, folic acid, and nicotinic 

acid, as well as vitamins C, D, and E are also present in M. oleifera. 

3. Additionally, low in calories, moringa leaves can be included in an obese person's diet. The fibrous pods 

are useful for treating digestive issues and preventing colon cancer. 

4. Immature pods have about 46.78% fiber and about 20.66% protein, according to a study, whereas the 

leaves and blossoms include 31%, 30%, and 44%, respectively, of amino acids. There were comparable 

quantities of palmitic, linolenic, linoleic, and oleic acids in the immature pods and flowers. 

5. Moringa contains many nutrients that are necessary for growth and development, with calcium being 

one of the most crucial minerals for human growth. 

6. In order to treat anaemia, moringa powder can be used in place of iron supplements. 

7. The zinc content of M. oleifera leaves is between 25.5 and 31.03 mg/kg, which is the recommended daily 

intake of zinc (Barminas et al., 1998). 

Health Benefits of Moringa Oleifera 

1. Rich source of antioxidant and vitamin: For thousands of years, the plant moringa has been praised 

for its therapeutic properties. It contains a lot of beneficial antioxidants and bioactive plant substances, 

such as quercetin and chlorogenic acid. Antioxidant levels in the blood are raised by moringa leaf powder. 

Protein, vitamin B6, vitamin C, riboflavin and iron are just a few of the essential nutrients that moringa 

leaves are high in. 
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2. Moringa may lower blood sugar level: A major health issue can result from having high blood sugar. 

There is some evidence that moringa leaves can lower blood sugar levels, but further studies are required 

before any firm recommendations can be made. 

3. Moringa may reduce inflammation: The body's natural response to an injury or infection is 

inflammation. Anti-inflammatory qualities are present in the majority of fruits, vegetables, herbs, and 

spices. The kinds and concentrations of anti-inflammatory substances they contain, though, determine how 

much of a contribution they can make. 

4. Moringa can lower cholesterol: Heart disease risk has been associated with high cholesterol levels. 

Fortunately, a variety of plant-based diets can successfully lower cholesterol. These consist of almonds, 

oats, and flaxseeds. By lowering blood cholesterol levels, moringa oleifera may reduce the chance of 

developing heart disease. 

Processing of Moringa 

When plants are treated, they typically lose their nutritional value. When the nutritional contents of raw, 

germinated, and fermented moringa seed flour were examined, it was discovered that the raw seed flour 

had a higher concentration of phytochemicals, while the fermented and germinated seed flour had the 

highest concentration of amino acids. The metabolic processes involved in germination and microbial 

activity involved in fermentation may have led to this. However, a study looked at the impact of boiling, 

simmering, and blanching to examine how well the nutrients in moringa leaves were retained. Interesting 

enough, boiling was the most efficient approach because it considerably reduced the concentrations of 

cyanide, oxalate, and phytate. Processing can be done to maximize the usage of the necessary nutrients 

from the seeds and leaves because the presence of phytate and other anti-nutrients can lower the 

bioavailability of some nutrients. According to Yang et al., (2006) boiling boosted the iron and oxidant 

content's availability. As a result, diseases related to malnutrition can be treated with processed moringa 

seed flour. Additionally, M. oleifera has been used in chocolates. According to a recent study, 20% moringa 

integration in cocoa powder was the best amount when compared to other moringa fortification percentages 

used in chocolate. There are various ways to fortify moringa to ensure that children consume enough 

nutrients. 

 
Fig. Moringa leaves powder as processed product (Source: Google) 

Commercial Applications 

1. Oil known as Ben oil is produced from moringa seeds. Oleic acid, tocopherols, and sterols are abundant 

in this oil. It can also withstand rancidity caused by oxidation. The oil can be used as a substitute for olive 

oil in cooking, as fragrances, and for lubrication.  

2. The seeds have excellent coagulant capabilities and can precipitate organics and mineral particles out of 

a solution. 

3. The pods can absorb organic contaminants and pesticides. 
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4. Heavy metals (including lead, copper, cadmium, chromium, and arsenic) can be removed from water by 

moringa seed extract, and M. oleifera functionalized with magnetic nanoparticles like iron oxide were 

proven helpful in surface water treatment by reducing settling time (Santosh et al., 2016). 

5. The ability of seed extracts to limit bacterial development indicates the prevention of diseases that are 

spread by water. These properties of M. oleifera seeds can be used widely to prevent diseases and can 

improve quality of life in rural areas due to its abundance. 

6. Moringa seedcakes can be used as fertilizer or green manure, and the seeds can be used in cosmetics and 

as a source of biodiesel. 

7. When fried, moringa flowers are said to taste like mushrooms. Beekeepers use the moringa flowers 

because they are excellent sources of nectar. 

8. The rootbark has therapeutic value and is used for dyspepsia, eye diseases, and heart issues. 

9. The gum from the tree can be used in calico printing. Additionally, antibacterial, antifungal, and anti-

inflammatory activities are present in the gum and roots. 

10. The growth hormone from the leaves, called Zeatin is an excellent foliar and can increase the crop yield 

by 25%–30% (Fuglie et al., 2005). 

Conclusion and Future Prospects 

In India, the study of M. oleifera has not yet attained prominence. The wonder tree's nutrients must be 

used for a number of things; thus, this is essential. Great anti-diabetic and anti-cancer activities are 

possessed by M. oleifera. It is necessary to conduct more research on the antioxidant properties of aqueous 

extracts on cancer cells. Studies have demonstrated that moringa generates ROS, which induces apoptosis 

or necrosis, in cancer cells. However, antioxidants are also found in the aqueous extracts. This irony's 

precise mechanism is still unknown. Further research is needed to determine how environmental 

conditions impact the nutrient content of M. oleifera leaves and other parts growing around the world. The 

discovery of novel medicinal compounds may result from further investigation into endophytic fungi and 

the enzymes or proteins from M. oleifera that are responsible for the anticancer and antidiabetic action. 

Evaluating M. oleifera's application as a bio-coagulant for commercial purposes is yet another area of focus. 

It might be a viable substitute for purifying water. Snacks are in high demand on the market. Therefore, 

adding moringa to snacks to combat malnutrition has two benefits. If the companies and academics take 

advantage of this potential for extremely nutritious food by conducting additional research to support prior 

studies, the tree, a native of India, can become a significant source of wealth for the country. 
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Introduction 

The plant nematode or phytonematodes constitute one of the most important groups of organisms, live 

around the roots, confined to 20 to 25 cm of soil.  They are polyphagus, worldwide in distribution, more 

serious in tropical and subtropical countries, causing economic damage to many agricultural crops.  

Infestation by nematodes in mulberry reduces 10 to 12 per cent leaf reduction.  Besides causing direct 

damage, they are also involved in disease complex by providing easier entrance to pathogenic fungus and 

break the host resistance.   

So, for, 16 genera of parasitic nematodes are reported infesting mulberry from sericultural countries, of 

which 5 genera, viz., Pratylenchus, Hoplolaimus, Meloidogyne, Rotylenchus and Xiphinema are reported 

from India.  Of these, the root knot nematode, Meloidogyne incognita Chitwood affecting mulberry spalings 

in nursery to an extent of 33 per cent is reported from China, CIS (USSR), India, Iran, Israel and Japan. 

 

Maximum incidence and intensity of M. incognita is found in sandy soils in irrigated mulberry, while they 

are found to a lesser extent in rain fed crop in southern sericultural areas.  The nematodes spread from 

field to field through agronomic practices. 

Biology 

The spherical or flask shaped Meloidogyne female lays 200 to 500 eggs enclosed in a gelatinous eggs sac 

surrounding the posterior swollen end.  The first larva undergoes moult inside the egg.  Second stage larva 

is long, cylindrical, enter the roots, undergoes 3 mounts before becoming adult the nematodes possess a 

buckle pointed producible stylet with which it punctures the plant cells.  There is a bulb like swelling of 

the oesophagus following the stylet with valvular opening. 

Symptoms of Attack 

Before sucking the sap, the nematode injects its saliva which is phytotoxic responsible for expressing the 

visible symptoms in the infected plants.  Due to feeding, a few giant cells are formed and the adjacent 

paranchymatous cells show heterotrophy with the accumulation of indole acetic acid.  The apparent 
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symptoms of such damage are stunted growth, reduced branching, distorted chlorotic reduced leaf, wilting, 

and development of root galls, ultimately affecting the vigour and leaf biomass production. 

Control Measures 

Cultural methods:  

a. Application of deoiled neem, pongamia or castor cakes @ 1 ton/ha releases considerable number 

of phenolic compounds which are nematocidal.  In addition, the cakes improve the plant growth.  

b. Mulching with neem, pongamia or water hyacinth leaves proved effective in reducing nematode 

population.  

c. Application of aqueous extracts of marigold, Tagetes minuta which possess α-terthienyl, an 

inhibitory chemical responsible for reducing the nematodes. 

d. Intercropping of marigold, T. patula in different densities in between mulberry rows reduces 

nematode gall incidence.  

e. Crop rotation helps in reducing the nematode population by growing non-host crops.  

f. Flooding the mulberry crop with severe nematode infestation helps in reducing the pest.  

Physical methods: Burning trash or crop refuse in heavily nematode infested patches helps in reducing 

the pest.  

Chemical methods: Application of chemicals for nematode control needs to be carefully monitored to avoid 

toxic effect in the leaf to be fed to silkworms.  

a. Application of Aldicarb @ 30 kg/ha/year found effective in reducing the nematode galls. 

b. Soil impregnated with Carbofuran 3G @ 4 kg ai/ha effectively reduces the nematodes. 

Host Plant Resistance 

The degree of resistance to nematode infestation on the gall index has been established.  Indigenous 

mulberry varitieties viz., Assambola, S1, S30, TR-10, MR2, RFS-135, Bilidevalaya, Almora Local and exotic 

varieties viz., ABP x Philippine, K2 x Kokuso were found resistant to M. incognita.  The varieties M5, S36, 

S54, TR4, TR8 and DD were moderately resistant, while Mysore Local and RFS-175 are susceptible to 

nematode infestation. 

Conclusion 

Mulberry being perennial crop, it is difficult to manage the nematodes by a single method.  An integrated 

approach would help to manage the nematodes. 
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Introduction 

Potassium (K) ranks third among the essential plant nutrients after nitrogen and phosphorus and seventh 

among all the elements in the Earth’s crust. Modern intensive agriculture leads to a decline in soil nutrient 

levels due to mining through crop uptake and other losses. The issue of K is more pronounced in the 

developing countries as most of the farmers have mainly focused on the application of nitrogen and 

phosphorus for crop production neglecting K and micronutrients. Such an imbalanced nutrient 

management practice has badly impaired the productivity of soil. According to an estimate by the Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, the global demand of potash fertilizer was likely to 

increase annually by 2.6% over 2014 and the supply would balance the demand. Most importantly, K 

fertilizers make up only 10% or less of the total fertilizer inputs despite the fact that K undergoes the 

highest nutrient depletion rates in developing countries, especially in African countries. India and other 

developing countries are having almost a similar situation. The extent of K fertilizer deficit in these areas 

is increasing over the years. On the other hand, removal of K from soil in comparison to N and P is 

remarkably higher in different copping systems particularly in those involving cereal and fodder crops. A 

huge gap between K removal and replenishment has been found in various cropping systems (Yadav et al., 

1998). For example, the gap between soil K removal and replenishment in India was estimated as high as 

196, 170, and 255 kg ha -1 in the rice–wheat, soybean–wheat, and rice–wheat–green gram cropping systems, 

respectively (Yadav et al., 1998). The whole consumption of K fertilizers is imported in these regions. Thus, 

there is an urgent need to find alternative K sources to mitigate plant needs and thereby to reduce the 

dependency on costly K fertilizers. To address the problem, it is necessary to consider the unconventional 

sources of K like naturally occurring rocks and minerals, particularly the silicate minerals. Despite silicate 

minerals are not as effective a Despite silicate minerals are not as effective as commercial K fertilizers, 

novel approaches may speed up K release from the mineral structures, which is appropriate in 

circumstances where farmers are presently deprived of the global K fertilizer market. 

Potassium Dynamics in Soil 
Potassium exists in soil in different forms, which are in quasi equilibrium with each other. Based on the 

availability to plants and microbes, forms of soil K are categorized into four groups: water-soluble (solution-

K), exchangeable, nonexchangeable, and structural or mineral-K. Exchangeable K or available K is held by 

negatively charged clay minerals and organic matter in soils, while nonexchangeable K is consisted 

predominantly of interlayer K of non-expandable clay minerals such as illite and lattice K in K-minerals 

such as K-feldspars. The major portion of the total soil K exists in the mineral fraction. Total soil K reserves 

are large in most of the soils, but the distribution of different K forms differs from soil to soil as a function 

of the dominant soil minerals present (Shanwal and Dahiya, 2006). 

It is reported that about 92–98% of the total soil K exists as part of mineral or structural-K in a fixed or 

nonexchangeable form. The sum of solution and exchangeable forms of K is considered as the “readily 

available form” which constitutes about 1–2% of the total K in soil. Further, the share of the readily 

available forms is 98% in exchangeable and 2% in solution. However, all these forms exist in dynamic 

equilibrium with each other (Rao and Brar, 2002). It is evident that nonexchangeable K (also called as 

“slowly available K”) is released and become available to plant uptake when solution and exchangeable K 

are depleted. The exchangeable K tends to attain equilibrium with solution K rapidly, but only slowly with 

nonexchangeable K. Because of the crop removal, soil solution K gets depleted. The replacement of the K-
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depleted soil solution is then affected primarily by the release of exchangeable K from mineral-K (clay 

minerals). As and when the exchangeable K fraction is depleted substantially or exhausted by crop uptake, 

the nonexchangeable K replenishes the exchangeable form, thus the K supply is maintained. 

 

Bio-Intervention of Silicate Minerals and K Availability 

Applications of silicate minerals as such are not as effective as commercial K fertilizers. So, some 

interventions are needed to speed up the K release rate. Release of K in soil from K-bearing minerals is 

influenced by many factors, especially by the microbial activity in the rhizosphere region. Microbial activity 

releases K directly from the mineral structure as well as from the nonexchangeable reserve. Many 

microorganisms hold a primary catabolic role in the degradation of silicate mineral structure, which 

contributes to the release of K in soils. 

 

These microorganisms are able to solubilize the unavailable forms of K from K-bearing minerals, such as 

micas, illite, and orthoclase, by excreting organic acids which either directly dissolve the rock K or chelate 
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the silicon ions to bring the K into solution (Biswas and Basak, 2013). These microorganisms are commonly 

known as K solubilizing microorganisms (KSM). In China and South Korea, the K-dissolving bacteria are 

known as “biological K fertilizer” (BPF) and used for bio-activation of soil K reserves so as to alleviate the 

shortage of K fertilizers (Basak and Biswas, 2012). On the other hand, blending of K-bearing minerals 

during composting is an alternative and viable technology to release K from minerals (Badr, 2006). 

Therefore, biological modification or bio-intervention (microbial intervention and composting) can turn out 

to be an important and effective means to mobilize K from K-bearing minerals for plant nutrition. Such 

bio-intervention strategies provide fewer chances for pollution and consume less energy in improving 

available K assimilation by plants. 

Factors Affecting K solubilisation 

 

Method of Application 
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Conclusion 

1. There are huge possibilities of sustaining agronomic performance and reduction in the cost of cultivation 

through the use of cheap natural sources which are abundant in nature. 

2. Bio-intervention of naturally available K-bearing minerals is a possible alternative of K fertilizer for 

sustaining crop production and maintaining optimum soil K levels. 

3. Rocks that are inherently enriched with bioavailable K should be selected based on their dissolution rate 

their ability to release K from the minerals. 

4. The most common and widely used K-bearing minerals such as feldspars and mica (muscovite, biotite, 

etc.) for field crop trials. 

5. Isolation of indigenous KSMs strains specific to local agro-ecological conditions should be preferred over 

an alien strain.  

6. The better understanding of complex natural processes undergoing with use of KSMs will help   to 

develop new industrial applications, as well as sustainable and environmentally friendly practices in 

agriculture. 
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Abstract 

Oat is a dual crop having most nutrients rich in diet, which is usually neglected because of dominance of 

many other cereal crops, but in future it has wide scope to get its full demand. But the limitation to oats 

now is being infected my diseases including fungal and viral. Also on the other hand, much research is now 

being focussed now a days in oats indicating the rise of demand for crop both as food and forage crop. Thus 

article discusses about the major diseases threatening the oats production especially under Indian 

condition. 

Important Oats Diseases 

The most dangerous oat disease in the world, crown rust, also known as Puccinia coronata, is thought to 

increase lodging, decrease forage yields and quality, and decrease grain yields (Ohm and Shaner 1992). 

Since rusts can only develop and proliferate on living plants, they must continuously infect new hosts. By 

infecting stray and unwanted oats, they survive the summer, and the following year they infect crops. The 

identifying feature is a round to rectangular, orange to yellow pustule that appears 7–10 days after 

infection, typically on leaves but occasionally on stems and heads. Powdery spore masses in the pustules 

are portable. The pustule areas darken as they grow. 

The fungus that causes Helminthosporium leaf blight (HLB) of oats was first discovered in Italy in 1889 

and is known by the scientific name Helminthosporium teres (var.) avenae-sativae. The HLB disease 

pathogen, which has been well-established in oats and is primarily unique to that species, thrives in warm 

temperatures and high humidity (Kapoor and Choudhary 2017). The coleoptile, which is the first area of 

the oat seedling to contract mycelium infection, causes one or more narrow, brown longitudinal lesions in 

susceptible plants. The extent of the parasite's invasion determines how the seedling will grow in the 

future; in extreme situations, the immature shoot is attacked even before it leaves the coleoptile. Such 

plants have a twisted, etiolated appearance, are rendered incapable of penetrating the soil above them, and 

eventually perish. Additionally, the pathogen has been found as a rare pathogen of additional species of 

grasses (Chekowski 1995) as well as a minor pathogen of barley (Braithwaite, 1998). 

 
Figure 1 and 2 showing the severity of oat disease (HLB) 

Similarly, barley yellow dwarf virus is the second-worst disease for oats in the world (BYDV). The aphid 

species Rhopalosiphum padi L., Macrosiphum avenae Fab., Schizaphis graminum R., and Metopolophium 
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dirhodum are the most significant disease vectors for oats. It is possible to confuse the symptoms of the 

barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV), which causes leaf yellowing, reddening, and striping, with those caused 

by nutrient deficiencies, waterlogging, or other plant stresses. There are different leaf symptoms in wheat, 

oats, and barley. Finally, powdery mildew, one of the main diseases that threatens oats supply, causes 

fluffy white patches to appear on the bottom leaves and sheaths of the plant. These are the major oats 

diseases that are limiting the production of oats, hence necessary research needs to be carried out to cope 

up with such kind of diseases and combat those. 
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Abstract 

Plastic can be synthetic or semi-synthetic, made up of long polymer carbon chain which has many useful 

properties and leads to application in variety of sectors. Along with this, due to non-biodegradable nature, 

it has various harmful effect on human, atmosphere, land and other species. To reduce the harmful effect 

of plastic, mitigation measures such as Recycling, Reuse, Reduce, Adaption of new technologies (Debris 

cleaning boat, Debris sweeper and sea bin), Use of biodegradable plastics, avoiding microbeads and making 

fuel from plastic waste can be adopted. 

Keywords: Plastics, Types of plastics, Uses & Harmful effect, Mitigation measures. 

Types of Plastic 

Plastics are classified mainly into two based on the physical properties and it includes thermo plastics and 

thermosetting plastics: 

Thermo plastics: It include those plastics which become soft when they are heated and hard on cooling. 

Eg: PVC (Polyvinyl chloride). 

Thermosetting plastics: It is also known as permanent plastics because they cannot be moulded easily 

upon heating. Eg: Bakelite and Melamine. 

Useful Property of Plastics 

1. Poor conductor of heat and electricity 

2. Can be moulded into different shapes 

3. Unreactive nature with metals  

4. Cheap and easily be manufactured  

5. Light weight and durability. 

Dark Side of Plastics (Anon.2022) 

 
Fig.1. Dark side of plastic 
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Global and Indian Scenario of Plastic Production in 2021 (Ian Tiseo 2022) 

 Production  

Global  367 million metric tonnes 

Indian  1.5 million metric tonnes 

Plastics are Voraciously Used in Following Sectors 

1. Agricultural sector 

2. Aerospace sector 

3. Construction sector 

4. Packaging sector 

5. Medical and health care sector. 

Mitigation Measure for Plastics in Environment 

1. Recycling 

2. Reuse 

3. Reduce 

4. Adaption of new technologies (Debris cleaning boat, Debris sweeper and sea bin) 

5. Use of biodegradable plastics 

6. Avoiding microbeads 

7. Making fuel from plastic waste. 

Conclusion 

Plastic is a heterochain polymer which can be moulded into any shape by heating.it have a wide application 

in many industries due to its properties like poor conductor of heat and electricity, unreactive nature with 

metals and cheap and easily be manufactured. However due to its non-biodegradable nature plastic have 

created a lot of problem in the environment. So, the urgent need for reducing the amount of plastic in 

nature by adopting mitigation practices (Recycling, Reuse, Reduce, Adaption of new technologies - Debris 

cleaning boat, Debris sweeper and sea bin, Use of biodegradable plastics, avoiding microbeads, Making fuel 

from plastic waste). 
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Introduction 

Pre-Green Revolution era, natural resource was sustainable and stable ecology but there was a scarcity of 

food. At that time our country dependence on import of food grain for feed of population and our yield level 

very low. However, Green revolution was introduced in 1960s with introduction of high yielding variety, 

availability of fertilizers and pesticide, development of irrigation infrastructure and high mechanization. 

The introduced of green revolution has resulted significantly increase food grain production, we have to 

achieve food security but same time natural resource degradation has been started due to over exploitation 

of natural resource. There is a various issues generated in Agriculture viz., shrinking of land resources, 

decline availability of freshwater for agriculture, climate change, deforestation, decline in factor 

productivity, stagnation of system productivity, lower nutrients use efficiency, more soil compaction and 

penetration resistant, poor water holding capacity and infiltration rate, more soil erosion loss, depletion of 

groundwater and water pollution, GHGs emission, decline organic matter and organic carbon, raises 

salinity and sodicity problems, increase the cost of cultivation and decline farmer profitability etc. All these 

problems are addressed by adaptation of precision agriculture. Agriculture is now on the cusp of another 

revolution the digital revolution which could help address several issues faced by the sector. Digitalisation 

is impacting all stages of agri-food supply chains from planning, growing and harvesting to marketing, 

consumption and waste disposal. The use of digital technologies at the growing stage also does not pose the 

kinds of environmental harms that resulted from the Green Revolution. This digital revolution is a key 

foundation for precision agriculture a farm management approach that uses data and technology to make 

farming simpler, more efficient and more productive. It enables agricultural inputs like water, fertilisers 

and pesticides to be applied in precise amounts to get increased average yields compared to traditional 

cultivation techniques. 

Precision Agriculture 

The word ‘precision’ means exactness or accuracy. Precision agriculture is information and technology-

based farm management system to identify, analyse and management of temporal and special variability 

within the field for optimum productivity, sustainability and protection of land resource. Precision farming 

or precision agriculture is about doing the right thing, in the right place, in the right way, at the right time 

through the right procedures. Managing crop production inputs such as water, seed, fertilizer etc to 

increase yield, quality, profit, reduce waste and becomes eco-friendly. Precision farming intends to match 

agricultural inputs and practices as per crop and agro-climatic conditions to improve the accuracy of their 

applications. 

Scope of Precision Agriculture 

1. Improve input efficiency 

2. Increase productivity 

3. Farm land increase 

4. More income. 

Need of Precision Agriculture 

1. Increase production efficiency 

2. Increase energy conservation  

3. Soil and water conservation 
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4. Improve soil health and quality 

5. Improve input use efficiency 

6. Efficient use of chemical input. 

Objectives of Precision Agriculture 

1. To develop the methodology to manage the variability within the field 

2. To develop the practical guideline for implement of precision farming 

3. To explore the possibility to use remote sensing and GIS. 

4. To potential of economic and environmental analysis. 

Concept of Precision Agriculture 

The main concept of precision farming is that reducing health hazards and safety for soil, environment and 

human health by implication of several technologies and machinery. Precision farming depends on the 

identification, evaluation and management of variability. 

Component of precision agriculture: 

 
1. Information or data base: 

 

2. Technology: 

 

3. Management: 

 

Crop data 

Soil data

Climate data

GPS

DGPS

GIS

Remote sensing

Variable rate Applicators

Information management

Decision support system

Precision farming service provider
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Step in Precision Agriculture 

 

Advantages of Precision Agriculture 

1. Overall increase yield 

2. Improve soil health and quality 

3. Increase input use efficiency  

4. Increase profitability 

5. Improve production efficiency 

6. Conservation of natural resource. 

Limitations in the Adoption of Precision Agriculture by the Farmers 

1. The Several stakeholders need to be taken into account including government, agricultural research 

extensions, agricultural marketing units, media, and consumers themselves.  

2. A balance need to be struck to include the traditional farming practices and the new technologies and 

economic drivers for better sustainability.  

3. Limitations that the farmers are facing are multifaceted.  

4. Lack of availability of the sophisticated instrumentation and equipment  

5. The maintenance costs and accessibility to the services and software  

6. Lack of compatibility of the equipment to the traditional and current farm practices  

7. Fragmented land holding of farmers.  

8. To improve farmer participation, training programs and the hands-on workshops are very important. 

9. Required skill for adaptation of precision agriculture. 

Conclusion 

Precision agriculture is a way of smart farming with the use of information and technology-based 

management viz., GIS, GPS, RS, yield mapping and monitoring, variable rate technology and grid sampling 

to achieve food security and conservation of natural resources. 
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Abstract 

Breeding of polyploid crops has been ongoing ever since crop plants were first domesticated.  While genetic 

gains have been obtained via selection, evaluation, and recombination, successful selection for crop 

improvement may increasingly depend on understanding and unraveling the complexities of genetic 

variation that underlies the phenotype. The genomic revolution has vastly expanded our knowledge of plant 

genomes, leading to a clearer understanding of the dynamics of polyploid plant genomes, and the spectrum 

of phenomena that accompany polyploidy in both model and crop plants. A deeper understanding of 

polyploidy holds great promise for crop improvement by improving the connection between genotype and 

phenotype and bridging gaps for the genetic transmission of agronomic traits between crop species and 

their unadapted relatives. 

Polyploids 

Polyploid cells and organisms are those containing more than two paired (homologous) sets 

of chromosomes. 

1. Autopolyploid - duplication of a single genome 

2. Allopolyploids – Combination of two or more differentiated genomes 

3. Polyploidy is Cyclical and is Followed by Gene Loss and Diversification 

4. Multiple nested duplication was revealed from the soybean genetic data and this appear to reflect to 

even more ancient round of polyploidy at some point in the ancestry of the genus. 

5. Single origin plants were evolved from only 2 ancestral genomes whereas multiple origin plants had 

different alleles from different progenitors. 

Early Research Works and Recent Works Depicts Contrasting Views 

1. Early works says about 30 percent of angiosperms have undergone polyploidization, whereas recent work 

says more than 30 percent. 

2. Early work said that autopolyploid are rare when compared to allopolyploids, but recent work depicts 

both are parallel in nature. 

3. According to Stebbins, doubling of chromosomes is hindrance to evolution which is in contrast to Levis 

which is a base for evolution but not hindrance. 

Sources of Variation in Polyploids 

1. Upon formation, allopolyploids have duplicate genes at all loci, and these extra loci may be maintained, 

modified or lost with the latter comprising both true physical loss of DNA and homeologous gene 

conversions. Losses of one duplicate gene copy have occurred over short time scales, in both synthetic and 

natural allopolyploids. 

2. In addition to structural changes to the genome and changes in gene content, recent research has shown 

plasticity and transgression in allopolyploid gene expression patterns indicating that polyploids are not the 

sum of their parental genes. 

Evolutionary Origin 

1. Genomic comparisons based on sequenced genomes indicate that all plant species evolved from one or 

more episodes of polyploidization; thus, all plants are paleo-polyploids. 

2. Moreover, about 30% of cultivated crops, including many horticultural crops, such as strawberry, 

bananna, oilseed rape are neo-polyploids. 
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3. Approximately 50 polyploidization events have thus far been accurately identified across plant 

phylogenetic trees through genome sequencing and comparative genomic analysis. 

The Role of Polyploidy 

1. Genome Buffering and Allele Dosage: 

a. The presence of multiple genomes in polyploid plants would retard the response to natural (or 

artificial) selection due to mutation or recombination. 

b. Equal mutation rates for polyploid and diploids and often tetrasomic segregation ratios 

c. Some traits may be “buffered” from mutation by genome redundancy, even when the underlying 

genes are mutated 

d. Polyploidy affect allelic dosage. When a polyploid nucleus is formed, every gene in the genome 

becomes instantly duplicated, leading to novel dosage effects that may be important to phenotype 

2. Increased Allelic Diversity and Heterozygosity: 

a. Allelic copy number increases with ploidy level, potentially, leading to novel phenotypes via 

dosage effects. 

b. Allelic diversity also increases during allopolyploid, when two (or more) divergent genomes 

become joined in a common nucleus. 

c. Intergenomic heterozygosity will apply not only to single loci but to the entire genome. 

d. Intergenomic heterozygosity has been shown to have positive effects on oilseed production in B. 

Napus found lower oilseed yields associated with a loss of Intergenomic heterozygosity when 

recombinants of homeologous recombination were evaluated alongside lines containing the parental 

chromosomal configuration. 

e. In terms of fiber production, tetraploids cottons dominate the global market because they produce 

longer, finer, and stronger fiber than the diploid relatives (QTL located on the D genome loci had 

been recruited for synthesis of fiber subsequent to polyploid formation 

3. Increased Allelic Diversity and Heterozygosity: 

a. Having only a single genome type and exhibiting multisonic inheritance, autotetraploids do not 

have intergenome heterozygosity. 

b. However, it may be possible to combine or pyramid blocks of genes containing diverse alleles into 

a single polyploid line, with the goal being to maximize allelic diversity 

4. Novel phenotypic variation: 

a. Novel phenotypic variation is known to accompany polyploidization. 

b. There are many different mechanisms that could give rise to these types of novel phenotypic 

variation and may provide selection basis for crop improvement. 

Polyploid Development Methods 

1. Chromosome doubling by colchicine treatment 

2. Invitro callus culture 

3. Somatic doubling during mitosis (non disjunction) 

4. Non reduction in meiosis i.e unreduced gametes 

5. Endoreplication. 

Limitations 

1. The successful merge of two divergent genomes or the doubling of genome requires a series of genetic 

and genomic adjustments that govern proper chromosome pairing and balanced assortment of 

chromosomes during meiosis. 

2. Loss of Duplicated Chromatin: 

a. The history of plant genomes is replete with duplication followed by fractionation of the duplicated 

genome, including frequent loos of duplicated genes. 

b. Gene Expression Changes are widespread. 

c. Genome changes that accompany polyploid formation also impact gene expression levels.  

d. From a mechanism standpoint, up or down regulation of gene expression levels is thought to 

depend on cis- and trans- acting effects on a gene-by-gene basis. 
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5. Novel epistatic Interactions: No gene acts alone, so of course novel epistatic interactions also are possible 

in allopolyploid plants. 

Reference 
Gupta M, Gupta S, Kumar H, Kumar N and Banga S S (2015). Population structure and breeding value of a new type of Brassica 

juncea created by combining A and B genomes from related  allotetraploids. Theor Appl Genet, 128:221–234. 
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Introduction 

Elephant foot yam (Amorphophallus Paeoniifolius) belongs to the family Araceae is very nutritious but 

underutilized tuber crop. It is an annual plant that grows at the beginning of the rainy season. Most of 

these tubers are consumed by rural and tribal populations of India. Elephant foot yam is known by several 

names in India. It is usually prepared in a variety of forms like curries, stews, pickles, soups, fried foods 

etc. It is a power house of nutrients. It is a rich source of trace elements like potassium, magnesium, 

selenium, zinc, phosphorous and calcium and an excellent source of fiber. 

 

Scientific Classification 

Kingdom Plantae 

Phylum Magnoliophyta 

Order Alismatales 

Family Araceae 

Genus Amorphophallus 

Species A. Paeoniifolius 

Binomial name Amorphophallus Paeoniifolius 

Local Names of Elephant Foot Yam 

S. No State Names 

1 Telangana, Andhra Pradesh Pulla Kandha 

2 Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh Suran 

3 Chhattisgarh Zimmikanda 

4 Tamil Nadu Kaara Kuranai Kizhangu 

5 Karnataka Suvarnagadde  

6 West Bengal, Assam Oal or Ol 

7 Kerala Chena  

Nutritional Information 

According to the Nutritive value of Indian foods, National Institute of Nutrition per 100g of Elephant foot 

yam consists of: 

Nutrients Composition 

Protein 1.2g 

Fat 0.1g 

Carbohydrates 18.4g 

Crude fiber 0.8g 

Energy 79 Kcal 
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Calcium 50mg 

Phosphorous 34mg 

Iron 0.6mg 

Benefits of Elephant Foot Yam 

Reduces Sugar levels: It is recommended to the diabetic patients as its high content of fiber lowers the 

glycemic index levels. It helps in reducing the complications of diabetes. 

Boosts Immunity: Elephant foot yams have high levels of fibre which are excellent probiotic supplements. 

It removes pathogens and poisons from the body. The antibacterial properties in elephant foot yam aids in 

preventing illness. Additionally, it also exhibits strong cytotoxic and immune modulatory action. 

Maintains Cholesterol levels: Elephant foot yam is a rich source of omega-3-fatty acids where it 

increases high density lipoprotein (good cholesterol) and reduces the levels of low-density lipoprotein and 

very low-density lipoprotein (bad cholesterol). It can be consumed by heart patients as it is low in fat. 

Fight against Infections: Elephant yam contains a Phyto constituent that have antibacterial and anti-

fungal properties, which treats the infections caused by the microbes. 

Treat gastrointestinal diseases: Elephant foot yam is used to treat gastrointestinal issues like piles, 

abdominal pain and constipation. It also increases the motility in the stomach and maintains health of the 

intestinal tract by probiotic supplementation. It contains resistant starches which safeguards the gut 

movement. 

Balances Hormones: It helps in preventing hormonal imbalances and increases estrogen levels in the 

women to keep the hormones balanced. It also plays an important role in reducing premenstrual syndrome 

symptoms and helps in relieving cramps and abdominal pain. 

Promotes weight loss: The fiber content in the elephant foot yam converts into gel which allows to feel 

full for long time and this in turn helps in reducing weight. 

Value added products: Elephant foot yam is not only used as a vegetable but has also recently seen a 

rise in popularity for several value-added goods such pickles, pakodi, dried cubes, chips, Tikki, paratha etc. 

 

Conclusion 

Elephant foot yam is nutritionally very rich and it has many medicinal properties which is very beneficial 

for human consumption. Even though it has many benefits it has some side effects also. It causes itching 

and burning sensation in the mouth due to the presence of calcium oxalates. It is necessary to boil the tuber 

and cook. 

Reference 
1. Arva R.H., Bhaskar J.J., Salimath P.V and Mallikarjuna A.S., (2012). Anti-diabetic Effect of Elephant-foot Yam 

(Amorphophallus paeoniifolious (Dennst.) Nicolson) in Streptozotocin-induced Diabetic Rats. International Journal of 

Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences.7(1). 

2. Yadav A and Singh S., (2017). Standardization of fresh elephant foot yam-based value-added products. Asian Journal of Home 

Science.12(2).540-544. 

3. Dey Y.N., Ota S and Wanjari M., (2012). A phytopharmacological review on an important medicinal plant - Amorphophallus 

paeoniifolius. An International Quarterly Journal of Research in Ayurveda. 33(1): 27-32. 
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Nutrient Use Efficiency 

Nutrient use efficiency (NUE) shows the ability of crops to take up and utilize nutrients for maximum 

yields. Therefore, the NUE concept involves three major processes in plants: 

Nutrient use efficiency (NUE) is a measure of how well plants use the available mineral nutrients. It can 

be defined as yield (biomass) per unit input (fertilizer, nutrients. 

Nitrogen (N) is a fundamental element regulating plant growth and development. Plants have evolved 

inorganic and organic N-uptake systems to cope with heterogeneous N availability in the soil. However, 

NUE is dependent on root growth and root architecture. Entophytic bacteria have a direct influence on root 

growth and increase nutrient uptake. Under reciprocal exchange, trading carbon for nutrients, plant and 

bacteria establish a symbiotic association. 

Steps Involved in Nutrient Use Efficiency 

1. Uptake  

2. Assimilation 

3. Utilization of nutrients. 

Nutrient Uptake by Plants 

The nutrient uptake refers to the process of nutrient movement from an external environment into a plant. 

It is one of the fundamental demonstrations of plant’s life which involves especially a qualitative change 

where an abiotic material becomes a component of a cell capable of further assimilation processes, resulting 

in production of new mass. Plants receive mostly carbon and oxygen in a form of CO2 from air and partly 

hydrogen. These nutrients enter a plant in a molecular form. Thanks to leaves, stems, and eventually 

generative organs (crops) most plants can also receive other nutrients, such as N, P, K, Ca, Mg, 

microelements, etc., mostly in a form of soluble salts of certain concentration. Such way of nutrition is 

marked as foliar (folic) nutrition. Besides, plants receive all nutrients and water by roots. 

Assimilation 

Plants absorb nitrogen from the soil in the form of nitrate and ammonium. In aerobic soils where 

nitrification can occur, nitrate is usually the predominant form of available nitrogen that is absorbed. 

However, this is not always the case as ammonia can predominate in grasslands and in flooded, anaerobic 

soils like rice paddies Plant roots themselves can affect the abundance of various forms of nitrogen by 

changing the pH and secreting organic compounds or oxygen. This influences microbial activities like the 

inter-conversion of various nitrogen species, the release of ammonia from organic matter in the soil and 

the fixation of nitrogen by non-nodule-forming bacteria. 

Ammonium ions are absorbed by the plant via ammonia transporters. Nitrate is taken up by several nitrate 

transporters that use a proton gradient to power the transport. Nitrogen is transported from the root to the 

shoot via the xylem in the form of nitrate, dissolved ammonia and amino acids. Usually (but not always) 

most of the nitrate reduction is carried out in the shoots while the roots reduce only a small fraction of the 

absorbed nitrate to ammonia. Ammonia (both absorbed and synthesized) is incorporated into amino acids 

via the glutamine synthetase -glutamate synthase (GS-GOGAT) pathway. While nearly all the ammonia 

in the root is usually incorporated into amino acids at the root itself, plants may transport significant 

amounts of ammonium ions in the xylem to be fixed in the shoots. This may help avoid the transport of 

organic compounds down to the roots just to carry the nitrogen back as amino acids. 
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Nitrate reduction is carried out in two steps. Nitrate is first reduced to nitrite (NO2−) in the cytosol by 

nitrate reductase using NADH or NADPH.[7] Nitrite is then reduced to ammonia in the chloroplasts 

(plastids in roots) by a ferredoxin dependent nitrite reductase. 

In photosynthesizing tissues, it uses an isoform of ferredoxin (Fd1) that is reduced by PSI while in the root 

it uses a form of ferredoxin (Fd3) that has a less negative midpoint potential and can be reduced easily by 

NADPH. In non-photosynthesizing tissues, NADPH is generated by glycolysis and the pentose phosphate 

pathway. 

In the chloroplasts glutamine syntheses incorporates this ammonia as the amide group of glutamines using 

glutamate as a substrate. Glutamate synthase (F d-GOGAT and NADH-GOGAT) transfer the amide group 

onto a 2-oxoglutarate molecule producing two glutamates. Further transamination’s are carried out make 

other amino acids (most commonly asparagine) from glutamine. While the enzyme glutamate 

dehydrogenase (GDH) does not play a direct role in the assimilation, it protects the mitochondrial functions 

during periods of high nitrogen metabolism and takes part in nitrogen remobilization. 

Classification of Nutrient Use Efficiency 

1. Agronomic efficiency 

2. Physiological efficiency  

3. Apparent recovery efficiency. 

Agronomic Efficiency 

It is defined as the economic production obtained per unit of nutrient applied so that it is helps to calculate 

the yield. 

Agronomic efficiency = (Grain yield of fertilized crop in kg) - (Grain yield of unfertilized crop in kg) / 

Quantity of fertilizer applied. 

Physiological Efficiency 

It is defined as the biological production obtained per unit of nutrient applied. It is calculated by the 

following equation. 

Physiological efficiency = (total dry mater yield of fertilized crop in kg) - (total dry matter yield of 

unfertilized crop in kg) / (nutrient uptake by fertilized crop in kg) - (nutrient uptake by unfertilized crop in 

kg). 

Apparent Recovery Efficiency 

It is defined as the quantity of nutrient absorbed per unit in per unit of nutrient applied. It is calculated 

by the following equation.  

Apparent recovery efficiency = (nutrient uptake up by fertilized crop) - (nutrient uptake by unfertilized 

crop) / Quantity of fertilized applied. 

Factors Affecting Nutrient Use Efficiency 

1. Leaching 

2. Gaseous losses 

3. Physical properties of soil 

4. Chemical properties of soil 

5. Fertilizer characteristics 

6. Chemical reaction between two various components in fertilizers during mixing, before application to 

soil. 

7. Immobilization by chemical precipitation, adsorption, on exchange complex and microbial cells. 

Strategies to Increase Nutrient Use Efficiency 

Agronomic practice is an important part of nutrient use efficiency. Crop improvement may be targeted at 

roots, canopy or harvested material. Root systems and transporters are required for capture of nutrients to 

produce an effective canopy. An effective canopy will result in high yield. 
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Selection of Fertilizers 

1. The fertilizer scheduling must be based on soil test. 

2. Selection of fertilizers should be done according to the soil reaction viz., acidic fertilizer for alkaline soils 

and basic fertilizers for acidic soil reactions. 

3. Surface application through broadcasting should not be adopted but the fertilizer should be placed about 

3-4 cm s by the side or below the seed. This discourages weed growth also. 

Agronomic Methods 

1. The phosphate and potassium fertilizers should be basal placed, because their poor mobility restricts 

them to the place of application. Therefore, they must be placed in the root zone. 

2. Home mixing of fertilizers should be in accordance with the fertilizer-mixing guide and such fertilizer 

mixture must be applied as soon as possible. 

3. In case of heavy soil type, half of the nitrogenous fertilizers should be basal placed and rest should be 

top-dressed in one split only. 

4. But in case of light soils, nitrogen should be applied in three equal splits i.e 1/3 as basal, 1/3 after 30 

days of sowing and the balance 1/3 about 50-60 days after sowing. 

5. For at least a week, flooding with too deep water or poor drainage should be avoided after application of 

the fertilizers. 

6. Top dressing should be done after draining out the water and weeding so that the loss of nutrient is 

minimum. Paddy fields, used for transplanting, should be puddled and fertilizers should be applied at the 

time of Puddling. This will help fertilizers to penetrate and get stored in the soil. 

7. The acidic soils should be treated with liming materials as and when required. 

8. Deep placement of fertilizer, along with foliar feeding of nitrogen (i.e., urea) through spraying of 

nitrogenous fertilizer in place of top dressing should be done in case of dry lands 

9. Addition of organic manures or green manuring   should be done at least once in 3-5 years. Weed growth 

should not be permitted in cropped areas, during any part of the year. 

10. In case of flooded fields or Cal carious soils, use of slow-release nitrogenous fertilizers like Sulphur 

coated urea, urea super granules, Neem coated or Neem blended ureas should be used so that loss of 

nitrogen can be minimized. 

11. Mud bolls, contain urea and should be used in case of deep-water crops because they help in proper 

placement and also reduce the loss of nitrogen from the field. 

12. Appropriate plant protection measures and proper tillage practices should be adopted so that plants 

remain healthy and absorb the applied nutrients from the field. 

Chemical Methods 

Synthetic or chemical fertilizers should be used which are good in quality  

Eg: Oilseeds - Sulphate fertilizers. 

Tea plantation - (NH)2SO4. 

Rice - ammonium and urea fertilizers are best to improve NUE. 
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With changing lifestyles, chronic diseases such as hypertension, cancer, diabetes, mental illness, and 

respiratory disease are emerging worldwide. According to World Economic Forum (WEF), it is estimated 

that chronic disease will cost $47 trillion by 2030. Various categories of drugs are used in the prevention 

and treatment of chronic diseases. Among these bioactive peptides (BPs) play a significant role in 

controlling a wide range of chronic diseases.  BPs are defined as specific protein fragments that have a 

positive impact on body functions and impart health benefits. BP has been also considered the new 

generation of biologically active regulators. They differ widely in their amino acid composition, sequence, 

chemical structure, and, therefore, their biological function. Currently, more than 3600 different BP have 

been reported in ‘BIOPEP-UWM Database’. The number of research findings emphasizing their potential 

benefits on blood pressure (BP) and lipid metabolism, anticancer, immunomodulatory, antibacterial, 

analgesic, antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory action, has significantly increased in recent years (Daliri et 

al., 2017). The present drugs/medication used for the treatment of chronic diseases are associated with 

unwanted side effects. Hence the discovery of novel bioactive peptides from new sources is the need of the 

hour.   

Generally, BPs are obtained from food matrices. Generation of BPs from various unusual protein matrices 

has also been attempted to obtain novel BPs having unique biological activity. One such protein matrix is 

feather keratin. Keratin is an insoluble structural protein present in animal appendages such as feathers, 

skin, nail hoofs, etc. It is known for its recalcitrant to digestion by common proteolytic enzymes such as 

trypsin, pepsin, and papain. Since 90% of featherweight is constituted by keratin it represents the major 

source of keratin (Kshetri et al., 2017). In addition, Feathers are produced in large quantities annually as 

a by-product of poultry processing industries. Worldwide 24 billion chickens are killed annually and around 

8.5 billion tons of poultry feather waste are produced of which India's contribution alone is 350 million tons. 

Accumulation of these wastes not only leads to environmental pollution but also causes various human 

ailments including chlorosis, mycoplasmosis, and fowl cholera. The conversion of feather waste into 

valuable compounds through chemical processing or microbiological and enzymatic activity is the main 

focus of research. The application of feather hydrolysates as organic fertilizer and animal feed supplement 

has been demonstrated by many researchers. Recently, some researchers have reported the production of 

bioactive peptides from feathers by the action of keratinolytic bacteria. Currently, research on bioactive 

peptides is an emerging topic because of their high absorption efficiency and unique physiologic functions. 

Bioactive peptides may be free or encrypted within the protein sequence. Encrypted peptides become active 

when released from the protein sequence mostly by acid and alkaline chemical hydrolysis, proteolytic action 

of microorganisms, or enzymatic hydrolysis of proteins. From the literature, the most common methods for 

the production of bioactive peptides from proteinaceous substrates are enzymatic hydrolysis or microbial 

fermentation. One advantage of microbial fermentation is that there is the possibility of obtaining various 

structurally different peptides from the same protein substrate.  Mixed feather bioactive peptides obtained 

from microbial hydrolysis of chicken feathers could reduce serum cholesterol levels by 17.89% and improve 

the oxidative stability of the breast and thigh meat of broiler chicken (Alahyaribeik et al., 2022).  The 

bioinformatic investigation revealed that the in-silico hydrolysis of feather keratin could generate peptides 

having dipeptidyl peptidase IV, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitory activity (Taraszkiewicz et 

al., 2022). The feather peptides also showed antioxidant activity and two antioxidant peptides 

LPGPILSSFPQ and SALCAPCG have been identified from feather keratin. Compounds having antioxidant 

properties are well known for their health benefits by scavenging free radicals from the body. Oxidative 

stress is associated with various chronic diseases and compounds having antioxidant activity have 
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eminence applications in the pharmaceutical industry. Peptides from feathers have been reported to have 

dipeptidyl-IV inhibitory activity. DPP-IV inhibitors are a new family of drugs used in the treatment of 

diabetes. Another important bioactivity of feather peptide is its angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) 

inhibitory activity. ACE inhibition is an excellent physiological target for clinical hypertensive treatment. 

Because this enzyme is one of the main regulators of blood pressure and is involved in two main systems, 

the renin-angiotensin system, and the kinin-nitric oxide system. Inhibition of ACE leads to the dilation of 

the artery walls or vasodilation and subsequent lowering of blood pressure (Erdmann et al., 2008).  

Since the feather is a waste product of animal origin, more research on its toxicity and safety on using its 

product is highly essential. The identification of the bioactive peptides and thorough investigation of their 

mechanism of action can be the focus of additional research. 
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Introduction 

Agriculture plays a pivotal role in the growth and survival of nations; therefore, maintaining its quantity 

and quality is essential for feeding the population and economic exports. Over the years, agriculture has 

undergone various scientific innovations in order to make it more efficient. Modern agriculture involves 

usage of pesticides and chemical fertilizers with an essence of increasing the world’s food production, as 

these serve as a fast food for plants causing them to grow more rapidly and efficiently. Continuous 

application of chemical fertilization leads to the decay of soil quality and fertility and might lead to the 

collection of heavy metals in plant tissues, affecting the fruit nutritional value and edibility. Hence, in the 

recent years, many organic fertilizers have been introduced that act as natural stimulators for plant 

growth. Biofertilizer is a material which contains living microorganisms. When applied to plant surfaces, 

they promote plant growth by increasing the supply of primary nutrients to the host plant. Biofertilizers 

add nutrients through natural processes such as nitrogen fixation, solubilizing phosphorus, and 

stimulating plant growth along with the synthesis of growth-promoting substances. Bio-fertilizer is 

technically living; it can be mutually beneficial in association with plant roots. Involved microorganisms 

could easily convert complex organic material into simpler compounds in order for plants to easily absorb 

them. It retains the natural habitat of the soil. Bio-fertilizers containing useful micro-organisms instead of 

synthetic chemicals are known to enhance plant growth by the supply of plant nutrients and may help to 

retain environmental health and soil productivity. Further, the use of bio-fertilizers can raise productivity 

per unit area in a short time, use smaller amounts of energy, reduce contamination of soil and water, 

increase soil fertility, and encourage antagonism and biological control of phytopathogenic organisms. 

Biofertilizers are significant, not only for the decrease in quantity of chemical fertilizers, but also for better 

yield in sustainable agriculture. 

Types of Bio-Fertilizers 

Nitrogen fixing biofertilizers 

1.  Free living Azotobacter, Clostridium, Anabaena, Nostoc 

2.  Symbiotic Rhizobium, Frankia 

3.  Associative symbiotic Azospirillum 

Phosphorus Solubilizing Biofertilizers (PSB) 

1.  Bacteria Bacillus circulans  

Pseudomonas striata 

2.  Fungi Penicillium sp., Aspergillus awamori 

Phosphorus Mobilizing Biofertilizers 

1.  Arbuscular mycorrhiza Glomus sp., Gigaspora sp. 

2.  Ectomycorrhiza Boletus sp., Amanita sp 

3.  Orchid mycorrhiza Rhizoctonia solani 

Rhizobium is a genus of bacteria associated with the formation of root nodules on plants. These bacteria 

live in symbiosis with legumes. They take in nitrogen from the atmosphere and pass it on to the plants, 

allowing it to grow in soil low in nitrogen. The bacteria enter the roots of legume through root hairs or tear, 

they cause an infection which results in the formation of nodules on the roots. The bacteria than proceeds 

to in nitrogen from the atmosphere and turn it into ammonia (NH3) and provides it to plant in exchange 

for sugar which is produced by plant through photosynthesis. 
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Azotobacter are free living bacteria which grows well on a nitrogen free medium. Such bacteria utilize the 

atmospheric nitrogen gas for their cell protein synthesis. This cell protein is later mineralized in soil after 

the death of Azotobacter cells, thus contributing to the nitrogen availability of the crop plants.  

Azospirillum is a gram-negative motile bacteria related with roots of monocots, including essential crops, 

particularly wheat, corn and rice. It is the main productive Phyto stimulator inoculant for cereals 

worldwide. Azospirillum can be established as an associative symbiosis with cereals. Azospirillum benefits 

the plant directly, through associative nitrogen fixation, synthesis of phytohormones (indole-3-acetic acid, 

IAA), and regulation of plant hormonal balance by deamination of the ethylene precursor. It is an 

associative type of microorganism effective in colonizing the root surface of the plants. By establishing a 

symbiotic organization, it helps the plants to obtain nitrogen from the atmosphere. 

Conclusion 

In current agriculture practices, chemical fertilizers have reduced the fertility of soil, making it unsuited 

for raising crop plants. Additionally, the excessive use of these inputs has also led to severe health and 

environmental hazards such as soil erosion, water contamination, pesticide poisoning, falling ground water 

table, water logging and depletion of biodiversity. Biofertilizers spontaneously activates the 

microorganisms found in the soil in an effective and eco-friendly way, thereby gaining more importance for 

utilization in crop production, restoring the soils fertility and protecting it against drought, soil diseases 

and thus stimulate plant growth. Biofertilizers lead to soil enrichment and are suitable with long-term 

sustainability. Further, they pose no danger to the environment and can be substituted with chemical 

fertilizers. The application of bio-fertilizers can minimize the use of chemical fertilizers, decreasing 

environmental hazards, enhance soil structure and promote agriculture. Biofertilizers are cheaper and 

remarkable in affecting the yield of cereal crops. Biofertilizers being important components of organic 

farming play a key role in maintaining long term soil fertility and sustainability by fixing insoluble P in 

the soil into forms available to plants, thus increasing their effectiveness and availability. In context of 

both the cost and environmental impact of chemical fertilizers, excessive reliance on the chemical fertilizers 

is not a useful strategy in the long run due to the cost, both in domestic resources and foreign exchange; 

participate in setting up of fertilizer plants and maintaining the production. Biofertilizers are the 

alternative sources to meet the nutrient requirement of crops. In biofertilizers, beneficial bacteria are 

Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Rhizobium, Mycorrhizae which are very essential in crop production. 

Biofertilizer can also make plant resistant to unfavourable environmental stresses. 
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Abstract 

DNA markers have great potential to improve the efficiency and accuracy of conventional plant breeding 

through marker-assisted selection (MAS). Numerous quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping studies in 

various crop species have provided a wealth of DNA marker-trait associations. This review article provides 

an overview of the benefits of MAS and its broadest application in plant breeding using the example of 

cereals. We also discuss why MAS has so far had little impact on plant breeding and suggest ways to exploit 

its potential. Finally, we discuss why expanded adoption of MAS is inevitable in the future, but the extent 

of its use, especially for orphan plants, depends on available resources and may lag in developing countries. 

Having a significant impact on crop improvement through MAS will be a major challenge for agronomists 

in the coming decades 

Keywords: Marker, Plants, RAPD, QTL, Microsatellites, Fusarium 

Introduction 

Polymorphism involves the presence of different forms (alleles) of the same gene in plants or plant 

populations. These differences are tracked as molecular markers to identify genes of interest and 

resulting traits. Most organisms are diploid. That is, there are two copies of each gene. That is, one from 

each parent. 

Molecular markers, sometimes called DNA markers, should be viewed as signatures along 

DNA trails that locate desirable genetic traits or indicate specific genetic differences. In the same way that 

plumes of smoke make it easier to spot wildfires, it's easier for researchers to find genes of interest 

when they start with nearby markers. The order of each nucleotide identifies the dominant gene and 

the difference between the genes. Nucleotides also provide the code for protein production, allowing plants 

to express specific traits. It is these nucleotide strand differences that modify or alter plant trait 

expression. 

"A molecular or genetic marker is a piece of DNA associated with a specific location in the genome" or 

"A gene or DNA sequence with a known location on a chromosome that can be used to identify an 

individual or species" Used in molecular biology and biotechnology to identify specific DNA sequences 

within a pool of unknown DNA. A marker can be a short DNA sequence. Sequences surrounding 

single base pair changes or long changes. 

Marker Aided Selection 

Marker-assisted selection, or marker-assisted selection (MAS), uses markers to indirectly determine 

genetic determinants or determinants of traits of interest (i.e., productivity, disease resistance, abiotic 

stress tolerance, and quality) process of selective selection. This Method is used for breeding animals and 

plants. Many agronomically important traits, such as yield, quality, and resistance to certain diseases, are 

controlled by many genes and are quantitatively quantified, also known as 'polygenic', 'multifactorial' or 

'complex' traits. 

Types of Markers 

Following are the different types of markers used: 

1. Morphological Markers: Available marker loci with obvious effects on plant morphology. Examples: 

Markers of this type can include the presence or absence of an awn, pod color, height, grain color, etc. 

These markers serve to directly measure phenotypes and are affected by environmental changes. 
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2. Biochemical Markers: These markers are based on the migration properties of proteins. A. gene that 

encodes a protein that can be extracted and observed. B. Isozymes and storage proteins 

3. DNA-based or Molecular Markers: Related to variation in DNA fragments generated by Restriction 

Endonuclease enzyme. A unique (DNA sequence), occurring in proximity to the gene or locus of interest, 

can be identified by a range of molecular techniques, it is again divided in to following groups. 

a. Hybridization based markers: Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs) – by 

using these marker differences in the number and size of fragments is analyzed 

b. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) based – Itinclude Randomly Amplified Polymorphic 

DNAs (RAPDs), Single SequenceRepeats (SSRs). Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphic DNA 

(AFLPs) markers. 

Properties Desirable for Ideal DNA Markers 

1. Should be Highly polymorphic nature  

2. Frequent occurrence in genome  

3. Easy access (availability)  

4. Easy and fast assay  

5. High reproducibility  

6. Easy exchange of data between laboratories. 

Most Commonly Used Markers 

1. Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs): The first type of DNA markers that were 

used for genetic mapping. It refers to variations found within a species in the length of DNA fragments 

generated by specific endonuclease. For instance, a given restriction site may be present in one line and 

not in the other.  

Procedure: 

2. RFLP detection involves fragmentation of genomic DNA with restriction enzymes that can recognize 

and cut DNA wherever a particular short sequence is present. The resulting DNA fragments are 

then longitudinally separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to membranes 

by Southern blotting. Hybridization of the membrane to a labeled DNA probe then determines the size of 

the probe-complementary fragment. RFLP occurs when the perceived fragment size varies between 

individuals. Each fragment size is considered an allele and can be used for genetic analysis. 

3. Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD): The RAPD marker is a type of PCR-based marker 

used for genetic mapping. This approach is based on the amplification of random segments of DNA with a 

single primer of random nucleotide sequence. Oligonucleotides (approximately 10 bp in length) are used for 

PCR at low annealing temperatures. When an oligonucleotide hybridizes to both DNA strands at 

appropriately spaced sites, the region of DNA bound by those two sites is amplified. A small nucleotide 

change (polymorphism) at one of the two sites can interfere with oligonucleotide hybridization and thus 

DNA amplification. 

4. Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR): Microsatellites: SSR markers are stretches of DNA in which the 

same short nucleotide sequence is repeated over and over again. These microsatellite repeats are usually 

polymorphic in different lineages due to different numbers of repeat units. These polymorphisms are 

called SSRs and can be conveniently used as codominant genetic markers. A common example of a 

microsatellite is the (CA) repeat. CA nucleotide repeats are very common in human and other 

genomes, occurring every few thousand base pairs. Microsatellites designed for a specific species are often 

applicable to closely related species, although the proportion of loci that are successfully amplified may 

decrease with increasing genetic distance. 

Advantages of Molecular Markers 

1. Molecular markers can be used for several applications including: genetic diagnostics, characterization 

of germplasm & transformants and for study of genome organization and phylogenic analysis. 

2. They are relatively simple to detect. 

3. They are present in abundance throughout the genome even in highly bred cultivars. 

4. These are highly accurate and completely independent of environmental conditions. 
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5. They can be detected at virtually any stage of plant development. 

Table 1: Molecular Markers Used in Some Crop Plants: 

Crop Pathogen Gene Marker Reference 
Pepper Tomato spotted wilt virus Tsw RAPD Jahnet al., 2000 

Carrot Meloidogynejavanica Mj-1 STS Boiteuxet al. 2004 

potato Verticillimdahliae CMV-
B2 

RAPD Simkoet al., 2004 

Melon Fusarium oxysporum f. spmelonis Fom2 SSP Wechteret al., 2005 

pepper Pyramiding Potyvirus Pvr4 CAPS Carole et al. 2005 

Bean Comman bean mosaic virus l RAPD Melottoet al., 2007 

Cucumber Fusarium oxysporum f. spmelonis Fom2 SSP Wechteret al., 2008 

Pepper Nematode N SCAR Carole et al., 2009 

Advantages of Marker Assisted Selection in Crop Plants 

1. Tracks traits of interest over generations using markers. 

2. Recessive alleles can also be identified by linked markers. 

3. Multiple resistance genes can be combined together in the same breeding line. 

4. Eliminates environmental effects. 

5. Allows selection of traits that are difficult to evaluate phenotypically. 

6. Selection can be carried out at the seedling stage and can assay for traits before they are expressed. 

7. Shortens the selection period in breeding programmes. 

Conclusion 

Plant breeding has made tremendous progress in improving crops and it is imperative that 

this continues. It is clear that current breeding programs continue to advance through commonly used 

breeding approaches. Although the impact on cultivar development has so far been minimal, MAS can 

greatly help plant breeders achieve this goal. Facilitating integration into breeding programs, fully 

understanding current obstacles, and developing appropriate solutions are essential to realizing the 

potential of MAS. Harnessing the advantages of MAS over conventional breeding can have 

a significant impact on yield improvements. The high cost of MAS will continue to be a major obstacle to 

the introduction and plant breeding of several crop species in developing countries in the near 

future. Certain his MAS strategies may need to be tailored to specific crops, traits and available budgets. 

New marker technology could potentially significantly reduce the cost of MAS. Once the new 

methods are validated and the instruments are readily available, MAS should become more widely 

applicable in plant breeding programs. 
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Introduction 

Guava is a fruit cultivated in tropical and subtropical regions. The scientific name of guava tree is Psidium 

guajava which belongs to the myrtle family (Myrtaceae). It is believed to have originated in Mexico or 

Central America. Currently, very popular in Asian countries and is one of the important commercial fruits 

in India. Guava is the fourth most important fruit after mango, banana and citrus (Akanda et al., 2018) 

This seasonal fruit is round or pear-shaped. Guava fruit skin is green before it matures and it range from 

light green, yellow, or maroon in color when it ripens. It has a white or a deep pink flesh, depending on its 

type, and has small hard seeds enveloped in its soft, sweet pulp. If you wonder what guava fruit tastes like, 

it has a floral taste, which is a cross between a pear and a strawberry (Daswani et al., 2017). 

 
Guava fruits are called the “Queen of all fruits” because of their high level of medicinal values. The fruit 

is commonly eaten fresh or made into beverages, jams, and other foods. Various parts of the plant, including 

the leaf and the fruit, are used as medicine. 

Health Benefits of Guava 

Any 100 grams serving of guava fruit contains 68 calories and 8.92 grams of sugar. It is also rich in calcium 

and contains 18 grams of minerals for every 100 grams. This clearly shows that the fruit has the good 

capability to aid in treating different ailments. However, in order for you to have more insight into the 

topic, let’s take a peek into the health benefits of guava. 

1. Guava helps boost your immunity: Guava is rich in vitamin C and is said to contain four times the 

content of vitamin C found in oranges. Vitamin C helps boost immunity levels that prepare your body to 

fight common infections and pathogens. Also, more vitamin C helps in good eyesight. 
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2. Guava may reduce the risk of developing Cancer: Vitamin C, lycopene and other types of 

polyphenols act as antioxidants that help in neutralising infections in the body that prevent the growth of 

cancerous cells. Guava fruit has shown to prevent prostate cancer and also prevents the growth of breast 

cancer cells. 

3. Guava helps to manage blood sugar levels: Guava has a high content of fibre and glycemic index 

that helps prevent the development of diabetes. Fibre content regulates blood sugar levels from spiking, 

while glycemic index also restricts your blood sugar to rise at a short. 

4. Guava helps in keeping your heart healthy: Guava contains high amounts of sodium and potassium 

that helps the body to balance and regulate high blood pressure in patients suffering from hypertension 

and soluble fiber in guavas are also thought to contribute to improved heart health. Guavas help in reducing 

cholesterol that is one of the primary reasons for heart diseases. However, this fruit increases the levels of 

good cholesterol and substitutes this with bad cholesterol.  

5. Guava helps during constipation: Guavas contain high amounts of good dietary fibre when compared 

to other fruits. One guava a day contains 12 per cent of fibre intake that makes it highly beneficial for 

digestive health. It also helps in healthy bowel movements and reduces the risk of constipation. Also good 

in the management of piles 

6. Guava helps in better eyesight: Guava fruit contains vitamin A that helps boost an individual’s 

eyesight. Eating guava not only prevents bad eyesight but also prevents you from developing cataracts and 

macular degeneration. 

7. Guava is an anti-stress agent: Guava contains magnesium in the fruit that helps relax your muscles 

and nerves. So, this means that after a hard workout or a long day at the office, you need just one guava to 

get you relaxed. This fruit helps you combat stress and provides a good energy boost to your system. 

8. Guava helps women during pregnancy: Guavas benefit pregnant women such that it contains folic 

acid and vitamin B-9 which is recommended to be given for women since it helps in developing the baby’s 

nervous system and protects the baby from neurological disorders. 

9. Guava aids in weight loss: Eating guava aids in weight loss. Guava regulates your body’s metabolism. 

Raw guava is said to have less sugar when compared to apples, grapes and oranges. 

10. Guava helps in cold and cough: Guava has a very high content of vitamin C and iron when compared 

to other fruits. However, guava is proven to prevent you from getting a bad cold or any viral infection. The 

juice from raw guavas is very beneficial in curing cough and cold. It gets rid of the mucus and disinfects 

the respiratory tract, throat and lungs. 

 
If guava fruit is healthy, then its leaves are super healthy 

Benefits of Guava Leaves 

Guava leaves are very healthy too. Some of the benefits of guava leaves that you need to know. 

1. Helps in stopping diarrhoea 

2. Hells reduce cholesterol levels 
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3. Helps in losing weight 

4. helps to manage blood sugar levels 

5. Helps to fights cancer 

6. Helps in good vision 

7. Used for healing acne 

8. Helps in improving your skin texture 

Guava leaves can either be boiled in hot water and consumed or made tea using them. Either of these will 

benefit you in many ways.  

One of the best solutions for toothaches: Guava leaves have anti-inflammatory action and 

antibacterial ability that fights infections and kills germs and people consuming guava leaves at home will 

help curb toothaches. The juice from the guava leaves is also said to provide relief from swollen gums and 

oral ulcers. 

Guava leaves for healthy hair: Hair fall is a result of an unhealthy scalp. Guava leaves can help stop 

hair fall and strengthen your scalp because of their anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial and antioxidant 

properties. It is also being used in scalp related problems and dandruff.  

It is also rich in vitamin B & C that helps in nourishing and aids in hair growth. So, if you have a guava 

tree in your garden, then don’t pile up those leaves or burn it, instead make it a point to make a paste out 

of it and gently apply it on your scalp. This will fight hair fall and help strengthen your scalp. 

Conclusion 

Guavas are incredibly delicious and packed with nutrients. This tropical fruit is low in calories, loaded with 

fiber, and an excellent addition to a healthy diet. Many studies also support the benefits of guava leaf 

extracts, which are taken as dietary supplements. Together, guava fruit and leaf extracts may boost your 

heart health, digestion, and immune system, in addition to other benefits. The fruit is cultivated and 

favored by humans, and many other animals such as birds consume it, readily dispersing the seeds in their 

droppings. This article will help in understanding the healthy conscious a way. 
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Introduction 

Agar (and carrageenan) is extracted from red algae (Rhodophyceae); agar for food industry applications can 

be extracted from a few species of algae. Gelidium and Gracilaria species of algae, which are primarily 

found along coastal seas of Asia, are the main suppliers of agar for the food sector. Agars that are sold 

commercially are often offered as strips, flakes, or powders; they are typically odourless and range in colour 

from white to pale yellow. Agar concentrations used for gelling in culinary applications typically range from 

0.5% to 2%. The United States Code of Federal Regulations sets a maximum concentration for agar in 

confectionery applications at 2% even though the FDA considers agar GRAS (Generally Recognized as Safe) 

for food applications. 

Agar is mostly utilised in food applications, accounting for 90% of production, with the remaining 10% going 

to bacteriological or other uses. Agar has maximum limits for use in food applications and has GRAS 

certification with the US Food and Drug Administration. Agar can be used in the bakery sector to thicken 

or stabilise meringues or pie fillings, as well as to contain water to make icings less sticky. Agar is a 

frequent ingredient in jellies in Asian countries and can be utilised as a structural element of confections. 

In addition, it can be used to stabilise and improve the texture of dishes like sherbet, ice cream, and 

yoghurt. 

Extraction of Agar 

A usually simple procedure is used to extract agar from seaweed. Before being soaked in hot water for a 

number of hours to dissolve and extract the agar from the seaweed, seaweed is rinsed to remove any foreign 

objects. Agar solution that is about 1% in concentration is created by filtering the hot agar solution to 

remove any extra seaweed. The remaining agar is then ground to the desired particle size after the water 

has been removed from the gel. Before being extracted, agar from the Gracilaria genus must be alkali-

treated to increase its strength. This alkali treatment reduces the relative content of agaropectin and 

removes sulphate groups on the agar polysaccharide backbone while increasing the relative concentration 

of agarose (the gelling portion of agar). Typically, 2-5% sodium hydroxide is used in the alkaline treatment, 

which lasts for about an hour at 85-90 °C. Agar from the Gelidium genus is often produced by pressing 

water to increase output. 

Two things set food grade agar apart from bacteriological grade agar. Due to the low gelling temperature 

(34–36 °C), only the genus Gelidium can be used to produce bacterial-grade agar. A purification process is 

also applied to agar that is intended for use in bacterial cultures to remove any impurities that can hinder 

microbiological development. Bacteriological-grade agars typically cost twice as much as food-grade agars 

as a result of this purification process. 

Advantages of Agar in Food Application 

Agar has many benefits when used in food applications. The most notable difference between it and other 

hydrocolloids is how well it gels. Agar's high hysteresis and outstanding gel thermo-reversibility are 

important selection criteria for hydrocolloids. Agar can create gels without the need of other ingredients 

(such as sugar 13 or cations). Since agar has no flavour, it won't obstruct or overwhelm delicate flavours in 

a food system. 

Agar has certain nutritional benefits as well; less than 10% of agar is digestible by humans and 95% of it 

is soluble fibre. By combining with water to form a viscous solution that moves through the intestines and 

increases satiety, soluble fibre produces a bulking effect. As agar molecules can travel through the digestive 

tract largely intact because humans lack the agarase enzymes needed to break them down, there is little 
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to no direct caloric intake from agar. Additionally, since agar applications do not need sugar to gel, calories 

can be further restricted. It can also be used to produce foods for diabetics for this reason. 

Composition and Structure of Agar 

Agar is made up of two ingredients: agaropectin, an ionic polysaccharide with weak gelling capacity, and 

agarose, a non-ionic polymer that supplies the majority of the gelling component of agar. It is unusual to 

find these elements apart from one another in commercial agars, though. In contrast to agaropectin, which 

is made up of a variety of polysaccharides and frequently features branching of sulphates, glucuronic acid, 

or pyruvic acid, agarose is a straight polymer with no branch points. All of the polar groups that might be 

present in agar are likewise present in agaropectin. In contrast to agaropectin molecules, which are usually 

invariably smaller than 20,000 Daltons, agarose long molecules are larger than 100,000 Daltons and 

frequently greater than 150,000 Daltons. Incidence of sulfates in agarose chains is generally below 0.15% 

in agarose but between 5 and 8% in agaropectin. 

Agaropectin is made up of units of L and D galactose that alternate. While L-galactose can be replaced with 

3,6-anhydro L-galactose, D-galactose can be replaced with D-galactose 4-sulfate or D-galactose 2-6 

disulfate. The repeating units of 1-3-linked D-galactopyranosyl and 4-linked 3,6-anhydro-L-

galactopyranosyl units make up the architecture of agarose. Modifications that are frequently seen in this 

repeated disaccharide pattern include hydroxyl groups, methoxyl esters, and sulphate hemiesters. These 

helical repeating units must be able to aggregate with one another in order for agar to gel. An agarose gel 

is an example of a physical gel because the entirety of its gelling capacity comes from hydrogen bonding 

between agarose molecules. Like other physical gels, agar gels are thermoreversible and will melt if 

temperatures exceed its melting point. 

Gelation Mechanism of Agar 

According to H-NMR studies, agar gels are created when high molecular weight polysaccharide chains 

group together to form aggregates, and when the gel is completely cooled, soluble agar fragments create 

further, looser aggregates. Agar chains are disorganised while an agar solution is hot, but as the solution 

cools, agar chains start to form helices and further clump together to form a dense network. When heat is 

applied to the gel again, loose aggregates usually disintegrate while tighter aggregates usually hold 

together. Agar polysaccharides assume an ordered double-helical state, which is strengthened by hydrogen 

bonding between neighbouring agarose chains, and this leads to gelation in agar gels. Agar can produce 

stiff gels at concentrations as low as 1%. Agar is insoluble in cold water, but when water is boiling, agar 

becomes soluble. However, in order for agar to achieve gelling functionality, it must be dissolved and heated 

at 90-100 °C. Once the agar solution is cooled to between 32-39 °C, the agar forms a solid gel that is both 

firm and resilient. Agar concentrations rise along with setting temperatures. Agar won't melt until 

temperatures are higher than 85 °C. Agar differs from other hydrocolloids in that it gels at a temperature 

that is considerably lower than its melting point (the gel sets around 30–40 °C and melts at 85–95 °C). 

Hysteresis is the term for the significant discrepancy between the material's melting and gelling 

temperatures. Although some agars can have greater elastic qualities, agar gels have historically been 

described as being brittle. Agar content increases along with gel strength and stiffness. Furthermore, there 

is a linear connection between agar concentration and yield stress. 

Properties of Agar Gels in Complex Food Systems 

A food system is more complex than that, incorporating fruit, sugar, and possibly other substances. A pure 

model system using agar would only comprise agar and water. The gel system's accessible water is in 

competition with sugar, which effectively raises the agar to water ratio. Agar gels contain enough polymer-

polymer interactions to form double helixes of agar chains even in the absence of sugar, while even little 

amounts of sugar can speed up the gelation process. In some species of Gracilaria and Gelidium agars, the 

addition of sucrose at levels of 50% increased the gel strength. Addition of sugar can also have a marked 

effect on the syneresis in agar gels, as adding 50% sucrose to an agar gel can reduce amount of water loss 

from syneresis by close to half. At high levels of sugar, gels can form inhomogeneously, which can cause an 

overall weakening of the gel structure. The modulation of gel strength via the addition of sugar can be 

referred to as the “sugar reactivity” of the agar substance. Theoretically, because sugar binds unbound 

water, sugar should contribute to decreasing syneresis and increasing gel firmness. Sucrose tends to create 
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firmer agar gels up to 40% concentration and the network can completely collapse if sugar concentration 

nears 60%. Nussinovitsch showed that in agar gels, the maximum yield stress in an agar system occurred 

when sucrose concentration was about 15-20%, with a sharp decrease in gel stress after about 35%. When 

increasing amounts of sugar were added to agar/carrot juice gel systems, there was an increase in both 

fracture force and the amount of syneresis. Similar hydrocolloid systems experience a rise in rupture stress 

with the addition of sugar, but this is also greatly influenced by the concentration of hydrocolloid added. 

When compared to unsweetened gels, aspartame, a sugar substitute, was found to have no influence on gel 

strength. The structure of hydrocolloid gels typically changes as hydrocolloid concentrations are raised and 

shrinks as fruit pulp is increased. 
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Introduction 

Horse gram (Macrotyloma Uniflorum) is a small, nutty-flavored bean that has been used for centuries in 

Asia and Africa and commonly used in many Indian states. It is a lesser-known member of the legume 

family. This little bean is gaining popularity now days, due to its many potential health benefits. It is rich 

source of protein, fiber, iron and calcium and also contains high levels of antioxidants and is believed to 

have anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties. It has been used in traditional medicine for a number 

of conditions, including diabetes, obesity, kidney stones, urinary tract infections and even cancer. 

The seeds of horse gram can be round or slightly flattened in shape. They are known by various names in 

different Indian languages i.e, Kulthi (Hindi), Kulthikalai (Bengali), Kollu (Tamil), Ulavalu or Guggillu 

(Telugu), Hurule (Kannada) etc. Tropic and sub-tropic climates are ideal for their growth but it can grow 

in dry areas also. These plants do not survive in frost and extremely cold weather. Harvesting of the seeds 

can be done both by hands and by using a harvester. 

Horse Gram Nutritional Facts 

Horse gram is a rich source of several key nutrients.  

1. Protein – like other legumes, horse gram is a great source of protein. Protein serves a variety of 

functions in the body, including building and repairing tissues, making enzymes and hormones, and 

providing structure to cells. 

2. Fiber – horse gram is also a good source of dietary fiber. Fiber helps to keep you regular, can lower 

cholesterol levels and help control blood sugar levels. 

3. Iron – this bean is especially rich in iron, which is essential for carrying oxygen in the blood and for 

proper immune function. 

4. Vitamin C – horse gram also contains a decent amount of vitamin C, an important nutrient for immune 

health and many other functions. 

5. Phosphorus – horse gram is a good source of phosphorus, a mineral that helps to build strong bones 

and teeth. 

Horse Gram Has a Number of Impressive Health Benefits 

1. Weight control: Horse gram may help with weight loss due to its high protein and fiber content. Protein 

and fiber are both nutrients that have been shown to increase satiety and reduce food intake that they can 

lead to significant reductions in weight and cardiovascular risk factors. 

2. Lower blood cholesterol: Horse gram may also help to lower cholesterol levels. This is due to its high 

fiber content, which can bind to cholesterol in the gut and prevent its absorption.  

3. Control blood sugar: It may also help to control blood sugar levels. This is due to its low glycemic index 

and high fiber content. Foods with a low glycemic index are slowly digested and absorbed, which helps to 

keep blood sugar levels stable. Fiber also slows down the absorption of sugar into the bloodstream, which 

helps to control blood sugar levels. 

4. Support the immune system: Horse gram may also help to support the immune system. This is due 

to its high vitamin C and iron content. Vitamin C is an important nutrient for immune health, while iron 

helps to carry oxygen in the blood and is essential for proper immune function. 
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5. Protect against cancer: Horse gram may also help to protect against cancer. This is due to its high 

content of antioxidants and phytochemicals. Antioxidants help to neutralize harmful free radicals that can 

damage cells and potentially lead to the development of cancer. Phytochemicals are plant based compounds 

that have been shown to have cancer-protective properties. 

6. Improve digestion: Horse gram may also help improve digestion. This is due to its high fiber content, 

which can help to keep you regular and prevent constipation. Fiber also helps bulk up stool and makes it 

easier to pass. 

7. Promote heart health: Horse gram may also help promote heart health. This is due to its high fiber 

and potassium content. Fiber can help lower cholesterol levels, while potassium helps regulate blood 

pressure. Both of these are risk factors for heart disease. This legume also contains a compound called 

saponin, which has been shown to have potential cholesterol-lowering and anti-inflammatory properties. 

8. Lower inflammation: Horse gram may also help to lower inflammation. This is due to its high 

antioxidant and nutrient content. Antioxidants help to neutralize harmful free radicals that can damage 

cells and lead to inflammation. They often also have anti-inflammatory effects. Nutrients like vitamin C 

and iron are also essential for proper immune function and may help reduce inflammation. Chronic 

inflammation is a risk factor for many chronic diseases, such as heart disease, cancer, and Alzheimer’s 

disease. 

9. Treat menstrual disorders and leucorrhoea: Leucoorrhoea is a white vaginal discharge that can 

occur due to various causes, such as infections, hormonal imbalances, or pregnancy. Horse gram has been 

traditionally used to treat menstrual disorders and leucorrhoea. This is due to its high iron content, which 

can help replenish iron levels in the body especially in women with heavy menstrual bleeding. Iron is an 

essential nutrient for proper blood health and can help to treat these conditions. 

10. Protects Liver Function: This legume offers a healthy dose of flavonoids and polyphenols. These are 

antioxidants that scavenge harmful toxins and protect cells from damage. They also help keep the liver 

healthy so it can do its many jobs, including detoxification. These nutrients are highest in raw horse gram. 

However, they are also present in cooked horse gram. 

11. Relieve cold and flu symptoms: Horse gram is a good source of zinc. This mineral is essential for 

proper immune function and might help relieve cold and flu symptoms or even shorten the duration of 

these illnesses. 

Eating too much of this Legume can Cause 

1. Gastrointestinal Discomfort: Horse gram contains a type of carbohydrate called raffinose, which is 

known to cause gas and bloating.  

2. Poor Nutrient Absorption: Horse gram contains antinutrients like phytic acid and tannins, which can 

bind to minerals like iron and calcium and prevent their absorption. Soaking or cooking this legume can 

reduce its antinutrient content. 

3. Kidney Stones: Horse gram contains a compound called oxalate, which binds to calcium in the kidney 

and can lead to the formation of kidney stones.  

4. Allergic Reactions: Horse gram can also cause allergic reactions in some people. Symptoms may 

include itching, swelling, and difficulty breathing. 

Edible Uses of Horse Gram 

The edible legumes are used for preparing various dishes. This versatile legume can be cooked in various 

ways.  

Sprouted: Sprouting horse gram is said to help reduce its antinutrient content and make it more 

digestible. Sprouted salad is a great way to use horse gram. It is packed with nutrients and makes a healthy 

and filling meal. 

Cooked: Horse gram can be boiled, pressure-cooked, or stewed. This legume has a strong, earthy flavor 

that pairs well with spices like cumin, turmeric, and chili pepper. It can also be added to soups, curries etc.  
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As Flour: Horse gram flour can be used in a variety of recipes, including Chapati, puri, paratha etc. It can 

also be used as a gluten-free alternative to wheat flour. 

As Dal: Dal is a staple food in many Indian households. It’s simple to make and can be served with rice or 

roti. 

Conclusion 

Thus, Horse gram is a versatile legume that can be used in many different ways. It’s high in nutrients and 

offers a variety of potential health benefits. However, it also contains some compounds that can cause side 

effects. 
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Bacteria have evolved a wide variety of highly specialized macromolecular nanomachines that secrete a 

wide range of substrates known as secretion systems. These substrates have key roles in the response of a 

bacterium to its environment and in several physiological processes such as adhesion, pathogenicity, 

adaptation and survival (Costa et al., 2015). 

Types of Secretion Systems in Phytopathogenic Bacteria 

Total ten types of secretion systems were found in bacteria. Among them Type I, Type II, Type III, Type 

IV, Type V, Type VI, and Type VII were found in phytopathogenic bacteria. They are divided into two types 

i.e., one and two step process based on number of steps required for transportation (Green and Mecsas, 

2016). 

 
1. One step process: 

Type I:  Transport the substrates in one step process across both the membranes 

Type III: Useful to colonize their respective host organisms 

Type IV: This system can transfer DNA 

Type VI: Resembles a needle, carries toxic effector proteins that are delivered into the target cell, 

where they can exert their action. 

2. Two-step process: 

Type II: Permit the export of proteins from/within the bacterial cell to the extracellular milleu  

Type V: Secretes mainly virulence factors, cell-to-cell adhesion and biofilm formation 

Type VII: Crucial role in metabolite uptake to immune evasion. Present in Mycobacterium and                     

Corynebacterium. 

Role of Secretion Systems 

Secretion systems are useful for nutrient acquisition by bacterium in plant, disease management, bacterial 

pathogenesis and maintaining its ecological niche. 

1. Nutrient acquisition: For the processes such as root colonization, symbiont recognition and 

suppression of the plant immune system rhizobia will make use of Type I, Type III and Type IV secretion 

systems that activate and translocate effectors in to their host for nitrogen fixation (Lucke et al., 2020). 

Type I secretion system of Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae is encoded by the prsD and prsE genes for 

secretion of the exopolysaccharides which play key role in biofilm formation (Russo et al., 2006). 
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2. Pathogenesis: Successful infection by many phytopathogenic bacteria depends on the secretion of 

diverse virulence factors. Buttner (2016) studied the effect of Type III effectors present in P. syringae pv. 

tomato DC3000 on actin filaments of Arabidopsis plant cells and observed the decrease in actin filaments 

after 24 hrs of inoculation. Wang et al., (2021) investigated the role of Type VI secretion system in the 

pathogenicity of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae, causing kiwi fruit bacterial canker and reported 

larger lesion length on cane infected with wild mild strain M228 having Type IV secretion system compared 

to mutant strains. 

3. Ecological niche: Secretion system plays an important role in shaping the microbiota of many 

ecological niches. Bacteria having Type VI secretion system maintain ecological niche by controlling the 

availability of key nutrients and by killing competitor in the environment (Gallegos-Monterrosa and 

Coulthurst, 2021). Burkholderia thailandensis, secrete TseM, an effector capable of binding to extracellular 

manganese ions which are then imported back into B. thailandensis cells (Si et al., 2017). 

4. Plant disease management: Targeting bacterial virulence factors rather than growth helps in 

management of disease. Yuan et al., (2020) reviewed compounds like o-coumaric acid, benzoic acid, 

salicyclic acid, trans-2-methoxycinnamic acid, umbeliferone present in various phytopathogenic bacteria 

that regulates Type III secretion system. Fan et al., (2017) tested the effect of Type III inhibitor i.e., phenolic 

compounds to suppress the virulence of Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae PXO99A strain on rice cultivar 

IR24 and observed the disease symptoms and lesion length after pretreatment. Ma et al., (2019) identified 

benzyloxy carbonimidoyl dicyanide derivative as novel Type III secretion system inhibitors via high-

throughput screening and observed colour variation in plates from red to yellow as BCOD03 concentration 

increases. 

Relationship Between Quorum Sensing and Secretion Systems 

Quorum sensing (QS) is a communication mechanism between bacteria that allows specific processes to be 

controlled, such as biofilm formation, virulence factor expression, production of secondary metabolites and 

stress adaptation mechanisms such as secretion systems. In Pseudomonas aeruginosa, QS-associated 

transcriptional regulators LasR and MvfR promote expression of the H2- and H3-TVISS gene clusters, 

while they inhibit expression of the H1-TVISS (Lesic et al., 2009). 

Conclusion 

Secretion systems are fascinating machines that have finely evolved to target eukaryotic and prokaryotic 

adversaries. They are required for the release of several effectors through the bacterial membrane into the 

extracellular space or directly into the cytoplasm of the host. They are essential for bacteria to adapt to the 

wide range of environmental conditions that they encounter in nature. They also play many roles in 

promoting bacterial virulence, enhancing attachment to eukaryotic cells, scavenging resources in an 

environmental niche, directly intoxicating target cells and disrupting their functions. The discovery and 

validation of many classes of small molecule inhibitors targeting different aspects of the secretion systems 

of bacteria suggest that it is a promising approach for plant disease management. 

Future Thrust 

Need to……. 

1. Emphasize substrate translocation at various stages of secretion process. 

2. Study the structural details of double membrane spanning systems. 

3. Reveal new potential drug targets and to identify new directions for development of novel ant virulence 

compounds secreted by bacteria. 
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Integrated Nutrient Management 

Nutrient management is one of the prime factors which impact the crop production significantly. Bio mass 

production of crops is directly proportional to applied nutrients from poor to certain critical level. 

Insufficient nutrient application will lead to reduction in crop yield and farm income. Inappropriate 

nutrient management will also result in low farm productivity. Apt nutrient management is vital for 

achieving potential yield on particular site. 

Wastage of fertilizer input due to improper choice of fertilizer is also a concern in nutrient management. 

Fertilizer application according to crop demand as per growth stages ensures higher farm yield. Method of 

fertilizer application in consonance with the climate and site condition enhances nutrient use efficiency. In 

nutshell, apt fertilizer source should be applied in enough quantity as per crop conditions through apt mode 

of fertilizer application, towards obtaining maximum farm return.  

Integrated Nutrient Management (INM) considers all these concepts and hence, pave to higher crop 

production with superior quality with least nutrient input. INM is considered as effective measure for 

nutritional security of the country simultaneously ensuring environmental safety. 

Concept of INM 

Integrated nutrient management refers to the maintenance of soil fertility and of plant nutrient supply at 

an optimum level for sustaining the desired productivity through optimization of the benefits from all 

possible sources of organic, inorganic and biological components in an integrated manner. It is the combined 

application of chemical fertilizers along with organic manures and biofertilizers towards achieving higher 

productivity obtaining, quality produce, maintaining soil fertility, conserving natural resources and 

safeguarding environment. 

INM relies on integrated and judicious use of different nutrient inputs to supply desired quantity of 

nutrients according to the growth stages and demands of the crop. It efficiently exploits inorganic 

fertilizers, organic manures and bio-fertilizers in such a combination that nutrient demand is met with 

least cost. 

Crop chosen and variety selected is taken into account while prescribing fertilization schedule. Cultural 

operations such as tillage, weeding, irrigation and drainage are bear in mind while suggesting site specific 

nutrient management to crops. Nutrient inputs are applied either through soil or foliar means depending 

upon crop and site conditions in order to boost crop yield and nutrient use efficiency. 

Principles of INM 

Utilizing locally available resources, reducing costly inorganic fertilizers, use of organic manures and 

biofertilizers and reducing nutrient losses are the essential core principle of INM. The entrusted theories 

of INM are as follows,  

1. Nutrient supply should match with crop demand both spatially and temporally. 

2. Nutrients removed by crops must be returned to the soil  

3. Needed nutrient should be supplied through all possible means i.e., inorganic, organic and biological 

sources. 

4. Reducing nutrient losses. 

5. Utilizing nutrient reserves in soil. 

6. Arresting soil degradation and improving soil quality.  

7. Achieving maximum potential yield of superior quality. 
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Components of INM 

INM utilizes following elements for supplying desired quantity of nutrients in apt ways.  

1. Inorganic fertilizers: INM practices aims at supplying nutrients according to crop demands with 

optimal dose of inorganic fertilizers towards cost reduction and reducing environmental pollution. It 

specifies right fertilizer as per soil conditions and crop. Rock phosphate is suggested for acid soils whereas 

diammonium phosphate is suitable for alkaline soils. Depending upon soil fertility and crop needs, 

secondary and micro nutrient also prescribed. Fertilizers are applied at varying quantity depending upon 

the growth stages of the crop. It also suggests right method of fertilizer application towards increasing 

nutrient use efficiency and avoiding fertilizer wastage.  

2. Organic manures: Organic nutrient source of is widely emphasized in integrated nutrient 

management. Incorporation of organic amendments such as FYM, vermicompost, coir pith compost, 

sugarcane trash compost, municipal compost, etc. is beneficial in nature both for soil and crop. Organic 

manures supply all essential nutrients and hence it alleviates deficiency of secondary and micronutrients 

in soil. Part of macronutrient demand of the crop is met by applied organics. Enhancement of soil organic 

matter is added advantage which supports soil microbial diversity, decomposition of organic residues and 

release of nutrients. Role of organics in improving physical, chemical and biological properties of the soil is 

also well acknowledged.  

3. Biofertilizers: Microorganisms plays vital role in nutrient cycling. Biofertilizer is considered as 

environment friendly nutrient management.  In addition, multitudes of beneficial organisms are involved 

in fixing atmospheric nitrogen in soil. It is estimated that 20-60 kg of nitrogen is fixed per hectare land in 

a year. Rhizobium, azolla, blue green algae, azatobacter are some of the nitrogens fixing organisms. 

According to the nitrogen fixing capacity of microorganism, quantum of N fertilizers can be reduced from 

the recommended schedule. Unavailable phosphorous and potassium in the soil is solubilized by few 

microbes and thus by enhance availability of these nutrients. Pesudomonas fluroscenes and Bacillus spp, 

solubilizes P from soil mineral whereas certain potash solubilizing bacteria solubilizes potassium from soil. 

Vesicular arbuscular mycorrhiza secretes organic acids on soil and solubilizes phosphorous which is further 

translocated through mycelium to plant roots. In recent days, zinc and iron solubilizing microbes also 

introduced for iron and zinc management. In this way, biofertilizers meet minimal demands of crop.  

4. Green manures and green leaf manures: Use of green manures and green leaf manures is 

recommended to reduce nitrogen fertilizer. Leaves of neem, pungam and glyricidia are widely used as green 

leaf manures wherever it is available in plenty. Sesbania grandiflora, Crotalaria juncea, Theprosia 

purpurea can be used as green manures. In addition to nitrogen, green manures contribute carbon for 

improving soil organic carbon status also.   

5. Cultural practices: INM considers various cultural practices such as summer ploughing, conservation 

tillage, crop and variety selection, crop rotation, inclusion of legumes, drainage and others depending upon 

farm conditions. Inclusion of legumes in crop rotation ensures soil fertility maintenance. Use of deep and 

shallow rooted crops in alternate season facilitates utilization of nutrients in all layers of soil profile. 

Summer ploughing is beneficial for conserving soil moisture and reducing soil erosion. Nutrient availability 

is enhanced either directly or indirectly with such cultural practices. 

Advantages 

Soil properties are favorably influenced by INM practices. Integration of organic manures and biofertilizers 

increases soil organic carbon content which in turn improves soil aggregation and aggregate stability. 

Improvement in soil structure facilitates soil aeration, infiltration of water and enhances soil water holding 

capacity. It moderates soil reaction and thus by bringing soil reaction towards neutral from alkaline and 

acidic soil reaction.  

Humus and organic acids released from the decomposition reduces fixation of nutrient in soil and enhances 

availability of nutrients to crops. Depletion of soil nutrients is avoided as INM supplies adequate nutrients 

according to the crop removal. Deficiency of micro and secondary nutrients is also nullified as organic 

manures supplies all essential nutrients required for the crop. Biological health of soil is also maintained 

by increasing beneficial microbial load and enhancing microbial activity due to availability of organic food 

resources to microbial organisms.  
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Owing to improved physical, chemical and biological conditions, crop yield is enhanced. The quality of 

produce obtained under INM is superior in nature due to supply of macro and micro nutrients in addition 

to the supply of growth promoting substances by the microbes and organic resources.  Improved resistance 

to biotic and abiotic stresses is also observed in crops grown under INM.  

Cost of farming under INM is lesser as it utilizes locally available residues and manures besides reducing 

inorganic fertilizers requirement. On the other side, farmer will get maximum yield. Further, price of farm 

produces is also higher due to superior quality. As a result, farmer will get higher income with more profit.  

Environment is also safeguarded to a desirable extent. Reduced use of chemical fertilizers will directly 

reduce the pollution associated with chemical fertilizer production. Further, it will reduce the adverse 

impact on soil properties. Ground water contamination with nutrients is also avoided. Greenhouse gas 

emissions from soil are also reduced substantially. 

Limiting Factors for INM Adoption 

Availability of adequate quantity of organics is critical constraints. Farmers lack sufficient knowledge on 

INM as it is complex process considering soil, site, climate and other biotic factors. In general, it is labour 

intensive process. Incorporation of green leaf manures and green manures warrants additional time. 

Biofertilizers is not available in most places. Suitability of INM practices to small scale farmers is also a 

concern. 

Conclusion 

Implementing INM in agricultural farm is a win–win situation wherein farmers get higher crop where 

simultaneously safeguarding soil and environment. It is an ecologically, socially and economically viable 

management practices and can be adopted by all farmers with ease. Soil fertility and health is improved 

because of INM practices. Integrated nutrient management considerably improves crop yield and enhance 

farm income besides minimizing cost of production. 
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Introduction 

In ancient times, the Mycophagy i.e., the mushrooms are being eaten. Edible species of mushrooms were 

found in Chile near the archeological sites, 13,000 years old back. The edible mushrooms are being 

consumed for their gastronomic and nutritional, as well as gastronomic effects. Many fungal species are 

edible mushrooms, which are either picked wild or produced. The fleshy and eatable fruit bodies of several 

species of macro fungi (fungi with fruiting structures large enough to be seen with the naked eye) are edible 

mushrooms. They can grow above ground (epigeous) or, below ground (hypogeous) both of which can be 

harvested by hand. Morel mushrooms or Morchella are a type of edible wild mushrooms found in the 

hardwood forests of the Northern Hemisphere, from Arctic/subarctic North Americas to Siberia. Morels are 

one of the highly prized mushrooms, valued for their rarity, and savory flavor. 

Consumption of the Morchella species as a remedy for various diseases, and it has been part of traditional 

Chinese medicine in Malaysia and Japan for over 2,000 years. In India, it is known as guchhi and is found 

in Jammu, Kashmir, and some higher altitude districts of Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand. It is one of 

the most expensive edible fungi in the Morchellaceae family, botanically termed as Morchella esculenta.  

Morchella mushrooms grow naturally post February in moist soil, their growth is believed to begin post 

snowfall, after thunderstorms. Morchella consists of a variety of bioactive ingredients such as proteins, 

polysaccharides, vitamins and dietary fiber, and its polysaccharides have been reported for their anti-

proliferation potential against human colon cancer (HT-29 cells). Morchella has also been evaluated for its 

hepato-protective potential in mice because of its antioxidation and anti-hyperlipidemic properties. 

Morels are characterized by a unique conic head, with a honeycomb appearance, resulting from a network 

of ridges with pits composing their cap. Their various habitats include roads and road cuts, excavation, 

lightly burned grassy areas and swampy ground, and they were mostly reported in areas destroyed by fire. 

Morchella sp. fruiting bodies (morels) are highly poly-morphic in shape, immature and mature color, taste 

and edibility and the range of species within Morchella genus differ in color, chemical composition and 

bioactivity. Morel collectors distinguish between black morels, such as Morchella conica, M. angusticeps,M. 

elata, M. vulgaris, and yellow morels, which include M. esculenta, M. crassipes, and M. deliciosa. The yellow 

morel M. esculenta and the black morel M. conicaare the most studied species in regard to nutritional and 

phytochemical composition, due to their high consumption. 

 
Morchella esculenta 

Nutritional Value of Morel Mushroom 

1. Morels, fresh or dried, are low calorie mushrooms. 100 grams carry just 31 calories. Nonetheless, they 

endowed with superb levels of health benefiting antioxidants, essential minerals and vitamins.  
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2. Morels carry the highest amount of vitamin-D among the edible mushrooms. 206 IU or 34% daily 

required levels of vitamin-D in 100 grams of raw morels, mostly in the form of ergocalciferol (vit. D-2). This 

is fat-soluble vitamin and is labeled as "hormone" for its role in the bone growth, and calcium metabolism. 

3. 100 grams of raw morels carry 69%, 152%, 26%, and 18% of copper, iron, manganese, and zinc levels 

respectively. 

4. Copper is one of the essential trace elements that functions as co-factor for many oxidative enzymes 

involved in cellular metabolism. It is also required for blood cell production (hemtopoiesis), and 

neurotransmission. 

5. Zinc is essential nutrient that plays a vital role in cellular metaboilsm, mucosal regeneration, immune 

function, and reproductive organ growth.  

6. Additionally, these mushrooms are an excellent source of the B-complex group of vitamins such as niacin 

(14% of RDA per 100 g), riboflavin, pantothenic acid, and vitamin B-6 (pyridoxine). Altogether, these 

vitamins work as co-factors for enzymes during cellular substrate metabolism inside the human body. 

Medicinal Uses 

1. Inhibits cancer growth: Morchella esculenta polysaccharide (MEP) from Morchella is effectively 

scavenge free radicals and discourage lipid peroxidation, leading to reduced cellular damage and cancer 

their by acts as an antioxidant and is effective against proliferation and growth of human colon cancer HT-

29 cells. 

2. Encourages immune health: polysaccharide extracted from wild morel mushrooms acts as a prebiotic 

and improves the gut microbiota, thereby positively influencing immune health. 

3. Antimicrobial action: Morchella from the Kashmir valley explored the effectiveness of the mushrooms 

against pathogens.  

4. In traditional medicine was reported for wounds, for rapid healing and as antiseptic for digestive system 

symptoms, as an immune stimulant, as a general tonic and for cold and coughs and shortness of breath. 

Conclusion 

Morel mushrooms are highly valued worldwide, owing to their attractive organoleptic characteristics and 

high nutritional value. Morels are consumed as a functional food, as they possess scientifically proven anti-

oxidative, anti-inflammatory and immune stimulatory properties. 
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Introduction 

Redgram (Cajanus cajan (L.) is commonly known as pigeonpea, arhar or tur is a very old crop of India. 

After bengalgram, redgram is the second most important pulse crop in the country and accounts for about 

11.8% of the total pulse area and 17% of total pulse production of the country. It is a rich source of protein 

and supplies a major share of the protein requirement of the vegetarian population of the country.  

Redgram is highly photoperiod - sensitive crop and cultivated during the kharif season. Flower bud 

initiation and pod developments are highly influenced by the sowing window which was decided by onset 

of monsoon. Redgram is one of the long durations C3 plant. 

Delayed sowing due to late onset of monsoon may shorten the vegetative phase for 30-40 days and it is 

important active growth phase to form a greater number of secondary and tertiary branches which bear 

flowers eventually form pods and set seeds. Transplanting of redgram is one of the strategies to overcome 

the effect of delayed onset of monsoon and leads to achieve potential yield. Seedlings are raised in nursery 

and can be transplanted to main field after receiving rains. 

Duration will not be reduced. A canopy development is fast in transplanted redgram and quickly covers the 

ground surface and efficiently competes with weeds.  Fast vegetative growth development and effective 

weed suppression ability alters the source sink ratio in redgram essentially which boosts up the yield in 

greater levels. The detailed integrated crop management technology for transplanted redgram is described 

here under. 

Nursery Preparation 

Seedling should be raised in 50 cavities portray. Native soil and coir pith should be taken as 1:1 ratio and 

thoroughly mixed. Cavity be filled with mixture. Pro trays should be kept under shade for sowing and 

maintenance. 

Seed Rate and Seed Treatment 

A good quality seed of 1.5 to 2 kg is recommended for transplanting one-acre area.  First seeds should be 

treated with Trichoderma viride @ 4 g /kg of seed.  One hour before sowing, seeds are treated with 

Rhizobium and Phosphobacteria each @ 30 g / kg of seeds. For seed treatment, plastic trays may be used. 

Strictly avoid aluminium trays. 

Rice gruel or maida gruel may use as adhesive. Treated seeds should be dried under shade and avoid direct 

sun light.  Dibble each seed in cavity and sprinkle the water with rose cane. Seeds will germinate 4-7 days 

after sowing. Adequate watering should be done in once in two days based on the climatic conditions. 

Seedlings should be maintained under shade in the nursery to 25 days. 

Main Field Preparation and Transplanting 

Field should be through ploughed with 11 tyne cultivator followed by rotavator to obtain fine tilth. Ridges 

are formed at 120 cm spacing.  Make a small pit with hand hoe on side of the ridge and transplant the 25 

days old seeding at 45cm apart. Give irrigation immediately after sowing. 

Nutrient Management 

Basal application of recommended dose of Nitrogen, Phosphorus Potassium and sulphur @ 10:20:10:8 kg / 

ac and micro nutrient for pulses @ 2 kg /ac should be done.  Urea @22 kg and muriate of potash @16 kg are 
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used as source of nitrogen and potassium respectively. 125 kg of Single super phosphate (SSP) is sufficient 

to meet out phosphorus and sulphur requirement for transplanted redgram in one acre. If SSP is not 

available, Di Ammonium Phosphate @ 45 kg /ac should be used as source for phosphorus and Gypsum @ 

45 kg /ac applied to meet out the sulphur requirement. 

Foliar Spraying of Nutrients 

Redgram being a photo sensitive in nature, short day condition, low temperature and optimum carbon 

nitrogen ratio are required for conversion of vegetative phase to reproductive phase in redgram.  Foliar 

application of nutrient trigger the conversion of vegetative shoots into flowering primordia and helps to 

reduce the flower drops which results in increased number of flowers and pod sets. 

During the initiation of flowering period, foliar spray of 1 % TNAU pulse wonder should be done. It will 

induce conversion of vegetative shoots into flower primordia and reduces the flower drops. After pollination 

and during pod set, foliar spray of 1% water soluble grade NPK (19:19:19) should be given for production 

of a greater number of seeds per pod, complete filling of seeds and synchronized maturity of pods. 

Plant Protection Measures 

Pod borer complex: Pod borer complex causes major yield loss in redgram. It is highly susceptible to pod 

borer complex viz., Spotted pod borer, Helicoverpaar migera, and pod fly which infest and cause damage 

from flower primordia formation to grain maturity stages. There are no resistant or tolerant varieties 

available for the pod borer complex. Volatile emission during flowering attracts the oviposition of pod 

borers. 

Prophylactic spraying of insecticides during flower initiation and pod formation is a must to effectively keep 

the damages caused by pod borers below the economic threshold level. During flowering initiation, spraying 

of Chlorotranilipole @ 60 ml /ac should be done. It will prevent the initial flower from devouring pests. 

During the pod formation stage, Flubendamid @ 60 ml /ac should be sprayed to prevent the losses the 

caused by spotted pod borer and Helicoverpa armigera. 

Wilt and Root Rot Disease 

Transplanting responsive and high yielding varietiesviz., LRG 41 and CO8 moderately tolerant to wilt but 

susceptible to root rot. Heavy rains during October-November with the onset of northwest monsoon 

aggravate the infection rate of wilt and root rot.  

The diseases may be appeared from the early growth stages of the crop (2-3 weeks after transplanting) up 

to the flowering and pod development stage. The leaves of affected plants turn yellow and droop 

prematurely and within 3-4 days the complete plant willbe wilted. The disease spread in concentric circle 

to nearby plants. 

In sever condition more than 50% of plant population were died. Main symptoms are black lesions of 

varying size but mostly linear with irregular margin on the stem and tap root. Vascular tissues also exhibit 

brown to black discolouration. It occurs during flowering and grain filling stages causing heavy yield losses.  

During the initiation stage of wilt infection, 2kg of Trichoderma viride was mixed with 50 kg of 

vermicompost and kept in incubation for one night and applied to soil.  

Drenching of combinational fungicide, mancozeb + metalaxil @ 2 g per litre to the basal stems will 

effectively control the disease. The pathogens are soil borne and spread through water. So, drenching of 

ridomyl gold will control the pathogens and prevent further spread. 

Sterility Mosaic Disease 

Light and dark green mosaic pattern is observed on the infected leaves of younger plants. The infected 

plant appeared as bushy and stunted due to reduction in the size of the leaves and proliferation of the 

branches. 

The infected plants do not have flower causing heavy or total yield loss. Rouging out of infected plants 

whenever it observed. Spraying with Fenazaquin @ 1 ml/ litre soon after appearance of the disease and if 

necessary, repeat after 15 days. 
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Harvesting, Threshing and Yield 

The best time for harvesting is when 75-80% of the pods turn brown and dry. The secondary and tertiary 

branches are usually cut with a sickle. The harvested stalks are bundled and placed upright in field for sun 

drying for 3-6 days depending on season. Threshing is to be done either by beating the pods with stick or 

using tractor. The proportion of see to pods is generally 55-60%. Winnowed and collect the clean seeds and 

dried for 3-4 days to reduce the moisture content at 9-10% for safety storage. With adoption of integrated 

crop management technologies in transplanted redgram may yield about 2500 kg /ha under irrigated 

condition. 
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Introduction 

More over half of Indians still work in agriculture, demonstrating the sector's importance in the nation's 

numerous socioeconomic spheres. It is highly believed that youth participation is necessary for agricultural 

reform to stay up with the rapidly changing global economy. In recent years we had witness huge decline 

in student’s affiliation to agriculture sector. Rural population is moving out from rural and moving toward 

urban area, specifically youth is very much inclined towards other occupation, now a days shortage of labor 

can be seen in agriculture operations which is indirectly contributing in more expenditure of crop 

production. 

The maximum numbers of operational land holders (33.70%) belonged to the age group of 41-50 years, 

followed by 33.20 per cent in the age group of 51-60 years. While this generation is reaching the age of 

retirement, the next one does not want to farm. A majority of students graduating from agricultural 

universities switch to other professions. Only 1.2 per cent of 30,000 rural youth surveyed by non-profit 

Pratham for its 2017 Annual Status of Education Report aspired to be farmers. While 18.00 per cent of the 

boys preferred to join the army, 12.00 per cent wanted to become engineers. Similarly, for girls, who play a 

major role in traditional farming, 25.00 per cent wanted to be teachers (Input Survey, 2016). 

Reasons of Migration 

1. The reason for this situation are the change in mindset of youth which got highly influenced by 

urbanization, industrialization and urban stereotypes towards agriculture, people recognize farmers as 

blue-collar workers which lead to inferiority complex between youth. 

2. Other reason which is found prominent is their family don’t want them to indulge in agriculture 

profession. 

3. And in today’s world youth is well connected to internet which provide them opportunities to acquire 

skill and knowledge through with they can take a continuous income compared to agriculture in which 

income is seasonal. 

4. Another issue with agriculture is that most of individuals are marginal to small farmers so they could 

not afford expensive inputs for their farms and they don’t have bargaining power and they got exploited by 

middlemen, this all factors and reasons collectively changing perception of youth. 

The Repercussion of the Mass Migration of Youth can be 

1. Reduction agriculture production. 

2. The influx of workers in urban areas increases competition for the job, houses, school facilities etc. 

3. Having large population puts too much pressure on natural resources, amenities and services. 

4. It is difficult for a villager to survive in urban areas because in urban areas there is no natural 

environment and pure air. They have to pay for each and everything. 

5. If youth continue to migrate is that dynamics of agriculture are changing and for this change adoption 

of new technology is must and if youth is not participating in extension programs it will be very hard to 

establish new technology in crop production circuit. 

Ways to Retained Youth in Agriculture 

1. The agriculture that attracts youth will have to be profitable, competitive, and dynamic in nature. For 

this, technological and managerial upgradation of farm operations is immediately required. 
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2. Mass media and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) can also be used effectively to 

attract youth attention into agriculture 

3. Facilitation of proper training about various farm operations should give to rural youth. 

4. Academic courses and Extension programs should be developed for youth with more emphasis on 

practical basis. 

5. Financial and technical assistance can be provided to young agri-preneur aspirants. 

6. Creation of more job opportunities by establishing agro-industrial ecosystem like food processing unit 

and distribution channels. 

7. Make youth aware about collective and co-operative framing systems, creation of self-help groups within 

youth can be one of step to retain youth in agriculture. 

Initiatives of Government of India to Promote Youth in Agriculture 

1. Govt. of India has launched a number of youth-oriented programmes recently, like Skill India, Pradhan 

Mantri Krishi Vikas Yojana, Start-up India, Stand-up India to promote youth empowerment and 

entrepreneurship (Singh et al., 2016). 

2. The Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) in partnership with Department of Agriculture in 

many states are recognizing the young framers for the innovative and diversified farming ventures taken 

up by them. 

3. The recent ARYA (Attracting and Retaining Youth in Agriculture) programme of ICAR is exclusively 

taking into account the issue of declining youth interest in agriculture. This is going to be an important 

strategy of the ICAR focused on rural youth mobilization for agricultural transformation during12th five-

year plan. (Som et al., 2019). 

4. According to 5th dean committee Student ‘Rural Entrepreneurship and Awareness Development 

Yojana’(READY) programme added in 4th year B. Sc (agriculture) syllabus which aims solely at 

entrepreneurship development among the youth. 

Conclusion 

There is need to build an equilibrium between agriculture and migration, the possible things that can be 

done to establish an equilibrium are changing the stereotype about agricultural personals and farmers by 

educating people, provide basic amenities like healthcare, education etc. at village level. With careful 

modification to the sector's current operating structure, it may be possible to draw in the vast pool of young 

workers of the nation. This would also instantly help to address the problems of young unemployment and 

migration. A credible brand image must be created in order to change people's perceptions of the 

agricultural industry in order to draw and keep young people in the field. 
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Abstract 

To give the attention on eco-friendly fertilizers rather than the commercially available inorganic fertilizers. 

Here different types of Pusa by-products fertilizers were described with their nutrients release mechanism. 

There are numerous crops and plants which have different growing habits and nutrient requirements. 

These products help us in understanding the precise needs and requirements of the plants fulfilling which 

maximum production can be reached. The blended mixtures of measured quantities of the nutrients enable 

the plants to get potential nutrition and help them to hasten growth and yield more than their usual 

capacity. The biofertilizers are highly soluble and do not take much time to get dissolved in the soil and 

reach the plant in no time. However, it happens only in the case of chemical fertilizers and organic 

fertilizers take time to be dissolved. Excessive fertilization does encourage great yields however also invites 

air, water and soil pollution. Therefore, it is very necessary to use fertilizers in limited quantities and if 

possible then organic and inorganic should be used simultaneously to counterattack the miscellaneous soil 

hazards. 

Keywords: PUSA products, bio fertilizers, VAM, plant-nutrients, microorganisms, biodegradable Biophos 

etc. 

PUSA Decomposer Technology 

Background: The amount of agro-waste has started to escalate and reached about 960 MT annually. The 

burning of agro-waste is a constant hazard to human and animal health and represents a major source of 

environmental pollution. Crops like wheat, maize, rice, and sugarcane contribute the maximum quantity 

of organic waste along with vegetables. 

Technology Details: The recycling of this agri-waste is both an ecological necessity and economic 

compulsion. Similarly, vegetable, fruit, and kitchen waste when degraded properly are great sources of 

nutrient-rich compost. Pusan Decomposer Technology is a microbial-based strategy (liquid formulation & 

capsules) which degrades the waste (pit or windrows) and converts into nutrient-enriched compost. This is 

an eco-friendly and environmentally useful technology in true with the Govt of India’s “Swatch Bharat 

Mission”. 

PUSA Sampoorn-Liquid Formulation 

Background: Nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) are the major macronutrients required by 

the plants for healthy and balanced plant growth. In order to get high yield, these nutrients are added to 

the soils as chemical fertilizers and hence their extensive use is leading to deterioration of soil health and 

pollution of groundwater. An interesting alternative to avoid or reduce the use of N, P and K fertilizers 

could be the exploitation of biofertilizerswhich are microbe-based products and supplement N, P and K in 

eco-friendly manner  

Technology Details: PUSA Sampoorn is an eco-friendly biofertilizer having consortium of 3 bacteria with 

properties of fixing atmospheric N to ammonia and solubilization of unavailable P and K in soil to make it 

available for plants. The liquid formulations have longer shelf life and support larger counts of the bacteria. 

This liquid formulation has shown an improved plant growth and enhancement in N, P, K uptake by 

various crops tested. 

PUSA Biopotash-Liquid Formulation 

Background: Intensive farming practices have led to extensive use of chemical fertilizers, which have 

been environmentally and economically inhibitory ultimately reducing soil fertility, and loss of ecological 
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balance. Chemical fertilizer has become the major source of potash for crop plants, which is an expensive 

commodity for marginal and poor farmers. An interesting alternative to avoid or reduce the use of K-

fertilizers could be the exploitation of Biofertilizers, and eco-friendly solutions, which are microbe, based 

products, which supply K. 

Technology Details: PUSA Biopotash is a microbe-based eco-friendly Biofertilizer which has the 

capability to solubilize the unavailable forms of potash in the soil and make it available to the plants. The 

liquid formulations have longer shelf life and support larger counts of the bacterium. These liquid 

formulations have shown an improved plant growth and enhancement in K uptake by various crops tested. 

PUSA Bio Zinc-Liquid Formulation 

Background: Intensive farming practices have led to extensive use of chemical fertilizers, which have 

been environmentally and economically inhibitory ultimately reducing soil fertility, and loss of ecological 

balance. In recent times many parts of agricultural soils have been observed to be deficient in the 

micronutrient Zn. Zinc use efficiency of the crop is low. To enhance the use efficiency as well as the 

availability of Zn to plants, an eco-friendly strategy like using Zinc solubilizing bacteria is a viable 

proposition.  

Technology Details: PUSA Bio Zinc is a microbe based eco-friendly Biofertilizer which has the capability 

to solubilize the unavailable forms of Zinc in the soil and make the essential micronutrient available to the 

plants. The liquid formulations have a longer shelf life and support larger counts of the bacterium. These 

liquid formulations have shown improved plant growth and enhancement in Zn uptake by various crops 

tested. 

PUSA – VAM Technology 

Background: Next to Nitrogen, Phosphorus is an essential nutrient determining plants’ growth and 

productivity. Due to soil fixation of P, its availability in soil is rarely sufficient for optimum growth and 

development of plants. P deficiency in soil is another reason why plant show stunted growth. Soils with 

acidity, alkalinity and Zn or Boron deficiency also do not support plant growth. One of the factors that allow 

plants to grow on poor soils is their association with vesicular arbuscular-mycorrhizal (VAM) that enable 

uptake of immobile phosphorus and other nutrients. These fungi help mobilize P–nutrient from far away 

niches through their mycelial networks, thereby offsetting the negative influence of P-deficiency in the root 

rhizosphere.  

Technology Details: Owing to its high reactivity with almost anything which it contacts, phosphorus has 

a lower mobility than any other nutrient. VAM is an obligate fungus which colonizes the roots and spreads 

its hypha in the rhizosphere and beyond. Through this network of mycelia and hypha, the fungus is able to 

mobilize the P and bring it to the proximity of the growing roots enabling for better uptake. VAM can be 

mass multiplied using live roots. The microbe has an inherent capability to enhance the growth of the 

plants by many mechanisms, including mobilization of P and other nutrients. This biofertilizer has been 

tested and evaluated in many crops under field conditions and has been found to improve the crop growth 

as well as P- nutrition. 

PUSA Biophos (PSB Technology-Carrier Based and Liquid Based Formulation) 

Background: Phosphorus (P) is an essential element determining plants’ growth and productivity. Due to 

soil fixation of P, its availability in soil is rarely sufficient for optimum growth and development of plants. 

As modern agricultural producers rely heavily on fertilizer use to supply crops with necessary nutrients 

and achieve higher yields, the prices in food and fertilizer markets are naturally strongly correlated. India 

doubled imports of P-fertilizer (DAP) in 2008. Therefore, apart from chemical P- fertilizers being costly, 

they are also polluting the soil and reducing the soil fertility. An eco-friendly alternative to this problem is 

the Phosphorus Biofertilizers like PSB; (Phosphorus Solubiling Bacteria).  

Technology Details: Owing to its high reactivity with almost anything which it contacts, phosphorus has 

a lower mobility than any other nutrient. It can be bound up by soil organisms, by mineral elements 

(particularly aluminum, calcium and iron), and by clay minerals containing aluminum or iron. 

Consequently, phosphorus does not remain in a free state for long, and any amount taken up by plants 

usually comes from an area within a fraction of an inch around the roots. Phosphorus solubilizing bacterium 
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(PUSA Biophos) is a microbe with an inherent capability of solubilizing the unavailable form of P into 

soluble form so that it can be taken up by the growing crop. The biofertilizer has been tested in many crops 

under field and pot conditions and found to improve the P-nutrition of the plant. 

Azotobacter Technology-Liquid and Carrier Based Formulation 

Background: Intensive farming practices have led to extensive use of chemical fertilizers, which have 

been environmentally and economically inhibitory ultimately reducing soil fertility, and loss of ecological 

balance. Chemical fertilizers have become the major source of nitrogen for crop plants, which is an 

expensive commodity for marginal and poor farmers. An interesting alternative to avoid or reduce the use 

of N-fertilizers could be the exploitation of Biofertilizers and eco-friendly solutions which are microbe-based 

products which supply N.  

Technology Details: Azotobacter is a free-living N2- fixing diazotroph that has several beneficial effects 

on crop growth and yield. It helps in the synthesis of growth-regulating substances like auxins, cytokinin 

and Gibberellic Acid (GA). In addition, it stimulates rhizospheric microbes, protects the plants from 

phytopathogens, improves nutrient uptake and ultimately boosts up biological nitrogen fixation. Seed 

treatment with Azotobacter Biofertilizer has shown an increase in yields of many vegetables, and cereal 

crops and improvement in soil N-nutrient status. The Azotobacter Liquid formulations have a longer shelf 

life and can be used through drip irrigation. 

Carrier Based: Azotobacter is a free-living N2 fixing diazotroph that has several beneficial effects on crop 

growth and yield. It helps in the synthesis of growth-regulating substances like auxins, cytokinin and 

Gibberellic Acid (GA). In addition, it stimulates rhizospheric microbes, protects the plants from 

phytopathogens, improves nutrient uptake and ultimately boosts up biological nitrogen fixation. Seed 

treatment with Azotobacter Biofertilizer has shown an increase in yields of many vegetables, and cereal 

crops and improvement in soil N-nutrient status. 

Conclusion 

Inorganic fertilizers are immediately available to your plants, but they are subject to leaching, a process 

that occurs when fertilizers are washed by rain or irrigation water below the level of plant roots. Organic 

fertilizer may also build up concentrations of some nutrients, but build-up of toxicity is unlikely as long as 

the organic material is able to fully decompose. Less product breakage means less quick release, less surge 

growth and longer residual feeding. Fewer products are lost to leaching and volatilization, reducing 

environmental impact. Both organic and inorganic bio fertilizers provide plants with the nutrients needed 

to grow healthy and strong. However, each contains different ingredients and supplies these nutrients in 

different ways. Organic products work over time to create a healthy growing environment, while inorganic 

fertilizers provide rapid nutrition. In addition to releasing nutrients, as organic bio fertilizers break down, 

they improve the structure of the soil and increase its ability to hold water and nutrients (Bokhtiar et al., 

2005). Over time, organic fertilizers will make your soil—and plants—healthy and strong. Determining 

which is better for your plants depends largely on the needs of your plants and your preferences in terms 

of cost and environmental impact as “environmentally friendly” fertilizers, since they allow not only to 

reduce the use of chemicals, but also to re-use agro-industrial wastes and organic residues which gave an 

“adding value” to these novel organo-mineral formulates (Biagio et al., 2013; Tzen et al., 2004). 
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Introduction 

Integrated fish farming systems refer to the production, integrated management and comprehensive use 

of aquaculture, agriculture and livestock, with an emphasis on aquaculture. Integrated aquaculture is the 

concurrent or sequential linkage between two or more farm activities, of which at least one is aquaculture. 

Integrated fish farming is the techniques by which fish is cultured along with poultry, paddy, piggery or 

any other animals and with aquatic crops li ke Trapa (Singhara) and Eurylale (Makhana). In recent 

overview of India integrated fish farming is a best way to generate income by the farmers and contribute 

in development of economy as well as. It is also a best way of utilizing one farming waste as useful manure 

to other related farming. India has a long history of integrated fish farming with cultivation of aquatic 

plant alongwith fish culture and has shown tremendous results in modern farming practices.  

This farming method is regarded as the efficient in utilizing farm available resources, energy saving and 

waste recycling and maintain ecological balance. The integrated fish farming (IFF) provides an opportunity 

to reduce risk by diversifying crops and addition income is generated for small and medium farming 

practices. Agriculture is the backbone of the country with the total food grain production of 305.44 million 

tonnes produces large number of plants and animal residues. 

Livestock wastes are used in the aquaculture system that increases productivity of water and indirectly 

increase fish production. India supports a large quantity of livestock population of 535.78 million including 

148.88 goats and 74.26 million sheep, over 192.49 million cattles, 9.06 million pigs and 851.81million 

poultry. 

The agro-based industries including breweries, food processing plans, and sugar industries produce wastes 

in the biomaterial with good amount of nutrients can be recycled and used as compost in farming. The IFF 

promotes and ensures biodiversity management, soil and water fertility management, organic farming 

inclusion and management of biological cycle in the system. 

Historical Overview 

1. First integrated aquaculture systems (IIA/rice-fish farming): China, 2000 years ago. 

2. India: about 1500 years ago. 

3. In the fifties of the 19th century integrated fish farming practices were transferred from China to Japan.  

4. Integrated aquaculture systems have been practiced in Russia since 1850 and in Madagascar since 1914. 

5. Integrated fish farming has received attention in recent years in the North East India. 

Objective 

Increase the productivity of water, land and associated resources while contributing to increased food fish 

production. 

Basic Principles of Integrated Fish Farming 

Integrated fish farming is based on the concept that ‘there is no waste’, and waste is only a misplaced 

resource which can become a valuable material for another product. In integrated farming, the basic 

principles involve the utilisation of the synergetic effects of inter-related farm activities and the 

conservation, including the full utilisation of farm wastes. As integrated farming involves the recycling of 

wastes, it has been considered an economic and efficient means of environmental management. 
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Fish Species Culture in Integrated Fish Farming 

The proper composition and systems like polyculture, composite fish farming, multi species concept is kept 

in mind while stocking fishes in aquaculture system. In conventional farming polyculture stocking system 

of six carp species with combination of indigenous Indian major carps (Catla catla, Labeo rohita and 

Cirrhinus mrigal) along with exotic species (Silver carp, Grass carp and Common carp) were used in 

aquaculture farms. These days many other fish species selected on the basis of compatibility, habitat 

preferences and food acceptability criteria are used for selecting fishes for stocking. Some medium and 

major carps are identified as the important regional species that are IFF polyculture system including 

Labeo gonius, L. calbasu, L. Bata, L. fimbriatus and Puntius sarana. The carp’s species are also culture in 

mixed system with proper ratio composition and optimum utilization of available resources in the farm 

along with catfishes (Clarius batracus, Heteropneustes fossilis, Anabas testudunius and Channa species) 

and freshwater prawn i.e., Macrobrachium species. 

Integrated Fish Farming Systems 

Generally, there are two types of integrated fish farming practiced in Indian farming context.  

1. Single System approach. 

2. Multi-System approach. 

Single System Approach 

The one-to-one single system includes agri-aquaculture based system and livestock fish system are the 

most commonly used practice. Agri-aquaculture based system includes paddyfish culture, mushroom fish 

culture, horticulture-fish system, seri-fish system with fish culture system as major component and other 

agriculture practices as minor practices in farm. Livestock fish system mainly includes duck- um fish 

farming, pig cum fish farming and poultry cum fish farming. In many parts of the country fish is cultured 

alongwith aquatic plants like Trapa (Singhara) and Eurylale (Makhana) and earn additional income 

seasonally. The integration of paddy cum fish culture is most popular in Pokkali fields of Kerala. The 

interval between rice production and fish stocking is such that allow degradation of material in that field. 

This method of integration allows proper utilization of water. In the field, fish feed on the natural fish food 

organisms, insects while tillering to rice field. The resistant rice variety used in rice cum fish intergration 

are Tulsi, Panidhan, CR26077, Rajaranjan etc and the yield is increased by 10-15% in the system. The 

horticulture cum fish integration is the most common practice in both mariculture and freshwater culture 

system. The fruit or vegetables are sown in the dykes and adjoining areas. The dwarf variety of coconut, 

banana and mango are sown in the adjoining areas. In addition, pineapple, ginger, turmeric owing to moist 

soil can be sown in nearby areas. The livestock cum fish integration involves manuring of fish ponds by the 

dung released from poultry, duck house, pigs, goat etc. The ducks enter ponds and eat aquatic insects which 

are harmful to small fishes and also allows aeration with its movement in the pond. 

Multi System Approach 

The multi-system includes 3A culture practices including agri-aqua-animal husbandry with fish culture 

system as major component and other agriculture and livestock farming practices as minor practices in 

farm. This system combines all farming commodities at one place and utilize the available resources wisely. 

In this type of approach more than two farming systems are planned to utilize available farm resources. In 

traditional system, the dung from the animal husbandry is used as manure in agriculture field and 

aquaculture pond, the agriculture field provides food and fodder for the animals reared in the farm. When 

the fish pond water is changed over a period of time, it can be utilized in agriculture field as the water 

contains all the essential nutrients in it. In modern IFF system, the waste from food processing industries, 

breweries, sugar industries, dried leaves, biogas slurry etc. are left for decomposition for a period of time 

and are utilized in the farm. This method is the considered as the innovation for recycling, agricultural 

diversification and organically standard sustainability. When the pond is dried for some period before 

stocking of next culture, some farmer utilizes the area for short term oil crop with low requirement of water 

irrigation. The excess nutrients from the dried leaves of cultivated plants are utilized in the next fish 

culture system. In addition, the pond dykes with free space are utilized for sowing different horticulture 

crops, agro-forestry, seasonal plantation etc. The seasonal and perennial ponds should be efficiently utilized 

for multi- cropping system and overall sustainable production. 
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Fig 1. Integrated fish farming systems 

Advantages of Integrated Fish Farming 

Integrated fish farming is a multidisciplinary whole farm approach and very effective in solving the 

problems of small and marginal farmers. The approach aims at increasing income and employment from 

small-holding by integrating various farm enterprises and recycling crop residues and by products within 

the farm itself. Increased productivity, profitability and sustainability are ensured with protective food and 

environmental safety. Recycling of waste material, income round the year, saving energy, meeting fodder 

crisis, employment generation and ultimately increasing the standard of living of the farmers. Improves 

soil health and fertility in long run by increasing the nutritional value of soil. Integration of livestock with 

crop component has been found beneficial as it improves soil physical and chemical properties in terms of 

N, P, K and other mineral nutrients. 

Disadvantages of Integrated Fish Farming 

Recently, controversy has arisen among scientists on the public health aspects of integrated farming. 

Speculations are ripe that integrated fish farming with pigs and poultry may be a cause of influenza 

pandemic. This may be, as the pigs would act as ‘mixing vessels’ for avian and human influenza viruses, it 

can create new lethal strains of viruses by mutation. 

Conclusion 

1. This method totally run on organic and eco-friendly measures and ensures high returns and also protects 

the small farmers from total losses from crop failure.  

2. It provides a good source of produce and income to small and marginal land holders. 

3. It offers tremendous potential for food security and poverty alleviation in urban and periurban areas.  

4. It is an efficient way of using the same land resource to produce both carbohydrate as well as animal 

protein and important micronutrients concurrently or serially. 

5. Optimization of available natural resources use.  

6. Diversification of income generating activities. 

7. Improvement of soil fertility.  

8. Improved pest control with less use of chemicals (pesticides, fertilizers).  

9. Aquatic biodiversity conservation and sustainable use could be enhanced. 
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Introduction 

Modern Agriculture practices has resulted achieve food security by introduction of green revolution through 

high yielding variety, supply of fertilizers and pesticide, development of irrigation infrastructure and 

higher mechanization. 

But same time severals problems has been introduce in Agriculture viz., Shrinking of land resource, 

depletion of water resource, climate change and global warming, depletion of soil fertility and organic 

matter, acute and multi-nutrient deficiency, Air, water and soil pollution, increased cost of cultivation, 

weed interfere in associated crop, constant or stagnated yield/productivity, lesser nutrient use and water 

use efficiency. 

Account of yield losses in field crop due to various factors such as weeds, insect, disease and other, 45%, 

30%, 20 % and 5% respectively (Yaduraju, 2006). Weed is the most underestimated crop pests in tropical 

agriculture although they cause higher reduction/loss in the yields of crops than other pests and diseases. 

However, weed control are needed in agriculture to improve crop yield and reduction of cost cultivation. 

It should be kept in mind that the aims of weed control are not to kill weeds completely. The herbicides 

should be selected for its harmlessness to the desired vegetation as well as for its toxicity to weeds. There 

is little to be gained by indiscriminate use of chemicals simply because of weeds is there. 

Definition of IWM 

Integrated weed management is a holistic approach of weed management in which use two or more two 

combinations of weed management method in such a manner it makes cheaper, eco-friendly and more 

profitable to farmers. 

Need of IWM 

1. Herbicide residue in soil 

2. Herbicide resistant  

3. Higher dose of herbicide application 

4. Environmental pollution 

5. Higher cost of cultivation. 

Component of IWM 

Integrated weed management is more of a concept from which necessarily embraces that a combination of 

the methods of weed control rather than a single method be exercised in a coordinated way to bring down 

weed population below an economic threshold level. 
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Advantages of IWM 

1. Reduce the chance of occurrence of the weed flora shift. 

2. Reduce herbicide resistance of the weeds. 

3. Reduce dominancy of perennial weeds. 

4. It is environmental and eco-friendly. 

5. Reduce the ill effect on soil micro flora and micro-fauna. 

6. Reduce degradation of environment (soil and water) 

7. Reduce the residue of herbicide. 

8. Generate higher net income. 
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9. More yields and less cost of weed management. 

10. Prevent the seed production of the weeds and enrichment of soil seed bank 

11. Useful under high cropping intensity. 

12. It has enough flexibility and resilience. 

13. It is developed for a whole farm. 

Limitations/ Disadvantages of IWM 

1. An IWM approach may not be uniformly applicable to all crops across locations. 

2. Integrating methods of weed control mutually compatible, supportive to each other and matching the 

diversity of weed species is not easy. 

3. The out on-farm for suitability/compatibility and economics and then proper refinement of the results 

for implementation and social acceptance.   

4. A model IWM designed for certain situation may not be operative constantly. 

5. It is more of a concept and as such not a method of weed control in true/pure sense.  

6. Integration of different methods of weed control may incur higher cost. 

Conclusion 

Integrated weed management is an approach of weed management to effectively control of weed in 

intensive cropping system and reduce herbicide resistant and residue and lesser cost of weed control. 
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Summary 

India is a rich repository of various minerals that has huge economic value to ably streamline socio-

economic development of the country. Exploration and exploitation of mineral resources deteriorate 

environment at multifarious levels. Although mining contributes to development demands, it adversely 

impacts the environment. Numerous states owned and private enterprises are engaged in mining different 

minerals across the country. Mining, as it interferes with the environment and social structure, harmony 

and balance are to be maintained between extraction and conservation in the interest of sustainable 

development.  Article 48 A of the Indian Constitution states that the State shall endeavor to protect and 

improve the environment. Further Article 51(A)(g) of the Constitution enjoins upon the citizens of India to 

protect and improve the natural environment. Despite environment protection laws, regulations and 

policies, coal mining continues to pollute the environment. This case study throws light on environment 

cost of mining studied in the state of Chhattisgarh along with the need of a robust methodology to quantify 

the losses in monetary terms. 

Introduction 

Coal is a combustible black to brownish-black sedimentary rock with a significant amount of carbon and 

hydrocarbons. Also called black gold, coal is a non-renewable energy source which takes millions of years 

to form from the plants that have been buried under the earth surface millions of years ago. Coal 

contains carbon, volatile matter, moisture, and ash & (in some cases sulphur and phosphorous). The 

distribution of coal in Indian is in two categories namely Gondwana Coalfields that are 250 million years 

old and Tertiary Coalfields that are 15 to 60 million years old. Gondwana Coal which makes up to 98% of 

the total coal reserves in India and 99% of the coal production in India, is free from moisture and contains 

phosphorus and sulphur. Gondwana coal forms India’s metallurgical grade as well as superior quality coal. 

The Damuda series (named after Damodar River) possesses the best-worked coalfields accounting for about 

80 percent of the total coal production in India. 80 out of 113 Indian coalfields are located in the rock 

systems of the Damuda series. These basins occur in the valleys of certain rivers viz., the Damodar 

(Jharkhand - West Bengal); the Mahanadi (Chhattisgarh - Odisha); the Son (Madhya Pradesh Jharkhand); 

the Godavari and the Wardha (Maharashtra - Andhra Pradesh); the Indravati, the Narmada, the Koel, the 

Panch, the Kanhan among others.  Tertiary Coal Fields, on the other hand is very low in carbon content 

but rich in moisture and sulphur. Major bulk of the nation’s known reserves of economically important coal 

lie in forest areas. 

The state of Chhattisgarh ranks third in the country with respect to coal reserves but occupies the second 

position, after Jharkhand, as far as production is concerned. The most significant coal field in Chhattisgarh 

is the Korba coalfield that stretches over an area of 515 sq km in the valleys of Hasdo (a tributary of the 

Mahanadi) and its tributaries (Ahram and Kurang) in Korba district. Other economic coalfields in 

Chhattisgarh include Hasdo-Arand, Chirmiri, Jhilmili, Johila and Dipka. 

Table 1: Gondwana Coal Fields in Chhattisgarh: 

Sl. No. Coal Field Extent / Coverage 

1. Korba Coalfield Korba district 

2. Birampur Coalfield Surguja district 

3. Hasdo-Arand Coalfield 

4. Chirmiri Coalfield 

5. Lakhanpur Coalfield 

6. Jhilmili Coalfield Shandol and Koriya district 
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7. Johilla Coalfield Johilla valley 

8. Sonhat Coalfield Surguja district 

9. Tatapani – Ramkota Coalfield N. Eastern part of Surguja district 

Major Forest Types and Biodiversity of Chhattisgarh State 

Forests of Chhattisgarh are divided into two major categories, namely tropical humid deciduous forest and 

tropical dry deciduous forest. The state's two main tree species are sal (Shorea robusta) and teak (Tectona 

grandis). In addition, the Top Canopy species are bija (Pterocarpus marsupium), saaja (Terminalia 

tomentosa), dhawda (Anogeissus latifolia), mahua (Madhuca longifolia), and tendu (Diospyros 

melanoxylon). Mid-Canopy species are aonla (Embilica officinalis), karra (Cleistanthus collius) and bamboo 

(Dendrocalamus strictus) among others. Apart from these species, Chhattisgarh also hosts different kinds 

of vegetation that form principal means of livelihood of forest-dwellers. 

Bio geologically, Chhattisgarh lie in deccan bio region, hosting a wide range of diverse central India wildlife 

species, such as tigers (Panthera tigris), the leopard (Panthera pardus), gaur (Bos gaurus), sambar (Cervus 

unicolor), chital (Axis axis), nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus) and wild boar (Sus scofa). Rare wildlife such 

as forest buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) and hill myna (Gracula religiosa) form conservational assets and 

priorities of the state, which have been declared respectively as the state animal and state bird. Shorea 

robusta has also been designated as the state tree. 

The state is affluent in mineral resources like, coal, iron, bauxite, lime, corundum, diamond, gold, tin etc. 

which are mainly found in forested ecosystems. About 50 percent of the villages lie within 5 km radius of 

forest, where the inhabitants are mainly tribal and economically backward whose livelihoods depend 

mainly on forests. In addition, a large number of non-tribal, landless and economically disadvantaged 

communities are dependent on forests directly and indirectly.  

Table 2: Forest Cover of Chhattisgarh, as per India State of the Forest Report (ISFR) 2021: 

Sl. No. Forest Class Area in sq. km. Percentage of Geographical Area 

1. Very Dense Forest (VDF) 7068.21 5.23 

2. Moderate Dense Forest 

(MDF) 

32278.59 23.87 

3. Open Forest (OF) 16369.80 12.11 

4. Total 55716.6. 41.21 

5. Scrub 615.26 0.45 

Table 3: Forest Cover Change Matrix of Chhattisgarh as per ISFR 2021: 

Sl. 

No. 

Forest Class 2021 Assessment Total ISFR 2019 

VDF MDF OF Scrub NF 

1. Very Dense Forest  7,048 2 11 0 7 7,068 

2. Moderate Dense 

Forest 

20 32,108 35 6 29 32,198 

3. Open Forest  0 156 16,141 14 34 16,345 

4. Scrub 0 0 32 566 12 610 

5. Non-Forest (NF) 0 13 151 29 78,778 78,971 

6. Total ISFR 2021 7,068 32,279 16,370 615 78,860 1,35,192 

7. Net Change 0 81 25 5 -111  

Mining: An Overview 

There are different methods of mining each of which has either distinct or overlapping costs borne by the 

environment. When mineral ores are located far below the surface and cannot be extracted through surface 

mining, underground mining is a possibility. There are various specialized mining techniques, and the 

choice of one depends on the ore body's size, form, and direction as well as on the grade of mineralization, 

the durability of the rock components, and the depths at which it can be worked. The drawbacks of open 

cast mining and underground mining, include land degradation, surface subsidence, abandoned shafts, 

enormous surface spoil heaps, mine explosions, collapses, and flooding. In case of underground mining, 

numerous safety precautions, such as mine ventilation, are required to preserve miner safety, in addition 
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to vehicles, rail haulage, and several drill units. While a variety of materials, tools, and financial resources 

are needed for underground mining, environment is better saved through underground mining than open 

cast mining. 

Environmental Cost 

Development always comes at a cost, and mining is no different. Mining has a significant bearing on 

forestry and environment. The National Mineral Policy of Ministry of Mines, Govt. of India – 2008 has 

highlighted the need for 18 standards to be met by the mining industry at every phase of mining. Mining 

activities are external aggressions to the environment and thus can topple down the delicate balance 

between various ecological functions and dynamics. However, the country's socio-economic goals have made 

mining for mineral resources a national priority. Mining results in land degradation in open pit mining, 

deforestation, air pollution, pollution of water bodies in and around the mine lease area, soil erosion due to 

solid waste disposal and topsoil stacking. Since majority of coal mine reserves are found inside the forests 

of the state, deforestation by way of clearing the leased-out land for mineral extraction poses as the chief 

environmental cost of mining.  It also results in loss of habitat of associated native flora and fauna. 

 
Figure 1: Open Cast Mine (left) and deforested landscape inside mine lease area (right)  

Air pollution is innate to mining operations. However, its severity mounds manifold if the mining company 

does not undertake sufficient dust suppression measures at different stages and at critical pollution prone 

points inside the mine lease area. Fugitive dust emission is another concern when significant concentration 

of particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) accumulates in the air. 

 
Figure:2 Fugitive dust emission (left) and Chemical contamination – Sulphur crystallization 

associated with mining (right) 

Coal Mining also produces soluble contaminants that leach out along with mine discharge water which 

when directed to flow into streams or rivulets inside the the mine lease area would result in water pollution, 

by altering the pH, Total Soluble Solids (TSS) content, Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Dissolved 

Oxygen (DO) along with high propensity of heavy metal contamination such as Mercury (Hg), Arsenic (As), 

Nickel (Ni), Cadmium (Cd), and Chromium (Cr). 
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Figure:3 Water pollution due to mine water discharge on streams / rivulets flowing into rivers 

Opinion 

There is a requirement of robust methodology to quantify the environment cost of mining in monetary 

terms. Since the cost of mining borne by the environment includes both qualitative and quantitative losses 

with effects manifested at different ecological levels, unless we quantify the losses in pecuniary estimates, 

we will continue to overlook the environmental hazards of mining for the huge profit generated by the 

mining companies. 

Conclusion 

The National Mineral Policy states that any mine development strategy must include prevention and 

mitigation of undesirable environmental effects caused by mining, as well as repair and re-vegetation of 

the affected forest area and land covered by trees in accordance with the most recent, internationally 

accepted norms and modern afforestation practices. All mining associated operations must be done within 

the confines of a Sustainable Development Framework (SDF) that has to be designed to build back the 

nature from its current state of deterioration. The overarching rule is that mining companies should leave 

the mined-out area in a better state for ecological succession and continued survival of biota. 
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Introduction 

The term IOT refers, to Internet of Things. In Agriculture it uses robots, drones, remote sensors and 

computer imaging combined with continuously progressing machine learning and analytical tools for 

monitoring crops, surveying and mapping the fields. It provides data to farmers for rational farm 

management plans to save both time and money. Business Intelligence survey has informed that the 

adoption of IOT devices in the agriculture industry has reached 75 million in 2020, growing 20 percent 

annually. At the same time, the global smart agriculture market size is expected to triple by 2025, reaching 

15.30 billion dollars. 

IOT in Agriculture 

IOT popularity accelerated between 2010 and 2011, hitting mass market adoption in 2014. Early uses of 

IOT in agriculture are similar to what is used today hardware collects data and software that reports on 

data. Artificial intelligence of things is the combination of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies and the 

internet of things (IOT) infrastructure. AIOT`s goal is to create more efficient IOT operations, improve 

human machine interactions and enhance data management and analytics. 

1. Precision Farming 

2. Agricultural drones 

3. Livestock monitoring 

4. Smart greenhouses. 

Data Collected by Smart Agricultural Sensors 

In this approach of farm management, a key component are sensors, control systems, robotics, autonomous 

vehicles and wearable devices. This data can be used to track the state of the business in general as well 

as staff performance and equipment efficiency. The ability to fore see the output of production allows to 

plan for better product distribution. 

 
Fig 1: libellium extreme sensor 

Agricultural Drones 

Ground-based and aerial- based drones are being used in agriculture in order to enhance various 

agricultural practices like crop health assessment, irrigation, crop monitoring, crop spraying, planting, soil 

and field analysis. 
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Fig 2: smart farming drones 

Livestock Tracking and Geofencing 

Farm owners can utilize the wireless IOT applications to collect data regarding the location, well-being and 

health of their cattle. This information helps to prevent the spread of disease and also lowers the labour 

costs. 

Smart Greenhouses 

A Smart greenhouse designed with the help of IOT intelligently monitors as well as controls the climate, 

eliminating the need for manual intervention. 

 
Fig 3: Banner greenhouses 

Predictive Analysis for Smart Farming 

Crop predication plays a key role, it helps the farmer to decide future plan regarding the production of the 

crop, it`s storage, marketing techniques and risk management. To predict production rate of the crop 

artificial network use information includes parameters such as soil, temperature, pressure, rainfall and 

humidity. The farmers can get an accurate soil data either by the dashboard or a customized mobile 

application. 

IOT in Production Aspects 

Monitoring of climate conditions: Smart agriculture gadgets are weather stations and combining 

various smart farming sensors. It can belocated across the field it collects various data from the 

environment and send it to the cloud. The provided measurements can be used to map the climate 

conditions. Choose the appropriate crops and take the required measures to improve their capacity i.e., 

precision farming. E.g., allMETEO, Smart Elements and Pycno. 
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Fig 4: Pycno 

Greenhouse Automation: Typically, farmers use manual intervention to control the greenhouse 

environment. The use of IOT sensors enables them to get accurate real-time information on greenhouse 

conditions such as lighting, temperature, soil condition and humidity. In addition to sourcing 

environmental data, weather stations can automatically adjust the conditions to match the given 

parameters. Specifically, greenhouse automation systems use a similar principle. For instance, Farmapp 

and Grow link are also IoT agriculture products offering such capabilities among others. 

 
Fig 5: Green IQ -Smart Garden hub 16 zones 

Crop Management: Crop management devices are placed in the field to collect data specific to crop 

farming, temperature, precipitation to leaf water potential and overall crop health. Thus, you can monitor 

your crop growth and any anomalies to effectively prevent any diseases or infestations that can harm your 

yield. Arable and Semios can serve as good representations of how this use case can be applied in real life. 

 
Fig 6: BYRON C LEE – Arable Mark 
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Cattle monitoring and management: Like agricultural sensors, IOT sensor can be attached to the 

animals on a farm to monitor their health and log performance. Livestock tracking and monitoring help 

connect data on stock health, wellbeing and physical location. 

It identifies the sick animals so that farmers can separate them from the herd and avoid contamination. 

Using drones for real -time cattle tracking also helps the farmers to reduce staffing expenses. It can also 

be used for pet care. 

 
Fig 7: Dairy cattle 

Benefits of IOT in Agriculture 

1. It is efficient resource utilization in field 

2. Minimize human effort. It helps the farmers  

3. It saves time 

4. It Enhances the data collection in field. They are equipment data, environmental data, submeter data  

5. It improves security 

6. It improves product quality 

7. Excelled efficiency 

8. It helps in animal monitoring 

9. Helps in waste reduction 

10. It helps in pest management. 

Challenges Faced by Farmers in Adopting IOT for Agriculture 

1. Lack of infrastructure: Even if the farmers adopt IOT technology they won`t be able to take benefit of 

this technology due to poor communication infrastructure. Farms are located in remote areas and are far 

from access to the internet. A farmer needs to have access to crop data reliably at any time from any 

location, so connection issues would cause an advanced monitoring system to be useless. 

2. High cost: Equipment needed to implement IOT in agriculture is expensive. However, sensors are the 

least expensive component, yet outfitting all of the farmers’ fields to be with them would cost more than a 

thousand dollars. Automated machinery cost more than manually operated machinery as they include cost 

for farm management software and cloud access to record data. To earn higher profits, it is significant for 

farmers to invest in these technologies however it would be difficult for them to make the initial investment 

to setup IOT technology at their farms. 

3. Lack of security: Since IOT devices interact with older equipment they have access to the internet 

connection, there is no guarantee that they would be able to access drone mapping data or sensor readouts 

by taking benefit of public connection. An enormous amount of data is collected by IOT agricultural systems 

which is difficult to protect. Someone can have unauthorized access IOT providers database and could steal 

and manipulate the data. 

Conclusion 

In today world, development of agricultural sector will always be a priority. Therefore, using IOT in 

agriculture has a big promising future as a driving force of efficiency, sustainability and scalability in this 

industry. As you can see, the benefits and facilities generated for producers allowed work in the field to be 
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done more efficiently, quickly and with less resource expenses. Farmers can monitor the health of farm 

animals closely, even if they are physically distant. 
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Introduction 

Here, we focus on microbial strategies to promote insect rearing for autocidal programs, such as, the sterile 

insect technique (SIT) and effects of dietary bacterial supplementation on the performance of tephrited 

fruit flies. 

Sterile Insect Technique (SIT) 
SIT is an environmentally-friendly insect pest control method involving mass-rearing of the target pests, 

where sterile male insects are generated by exposure to non-lethal-doses of ionizing radiation (Nikolouli 

et al., 2018). Large numbers of fully sterile males are then released to mate with wild females, resulting 

in suppression or eradication of the pest population (Dyck et al., 2006). 

A derivative of the SIT termed inherited sterility (IS) has also been developed for insect pests. In IS, 

partially sterile males are generated by an exposure to sub-sterilizing doses of radiation and then mated 

with wild females, resulting in reduced egg viability and highly sterile offspring that are predominately 

male (Vreysen et al., 2010).  

This approach avoids deleterious effects triggered by high dose radiation on the insects. Studies have shown 

that males with inherited sterility suppress wild populations more effectively than fully sterile males for 

several lepidopteran (moth) species. 

Microbiome changes associated with artificial rearing or irradiation treatment can improve the fitness of 

the insects, scientists have been investigating the effects of dietary supplementation with bacteria on the 

performance of irradiated tephritid fruit flies. (Qadri et al. 2020). 
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Effects of Dietary Bacterial Supplementation on the Performance of Tephrited Fruit 

Flies 

Target insect Insect life 

stage  

Bacterial 

supplementation 

Beneficial effect Citation(s) 

Ceratitiscapitata 

(Vienna 8 strain) 

Larvae 

 

Klebsiella pneumoniae 

and Enterobacter spp. 

 

Reduced the number of 

potentially pathogenic 

Pseudpmonas spp., 

improved male mating 

competitiveness, 

increased adult size  

Hamdan et al. 

2013  

 

Ceratitis capitata 

(Vienna 8 strain)  

Larvae Enterobacter spp. 

AA26 

Faster larval and pupal 

development  

Augustions et 

al. 2015  

 

Ceratitiscapitata 

(Vienna 8 strain)  

Adult Klebsiella oxytoca  Reduced the number of 

potentially pathogenic 

Pseudpmonas, 

Morganella spp., 

shortened the mating 

latency of the sterile 

males  

Ami et al. 

2010  

 

Bactrocera cucurbitae  Larvae Enterobacter spp.  

 

Increased pupal weight 

and adult survival rate 

Yao et al. 2017 

Conclusion 

Progresses in cutting-edge gene editing, microbial engineering, and nanotechnologies allow scientists to 

continue to refine procedures to extract bioactive products from uncultured microbes and apply them into 

pest management. Research in the microbiomes of insects, plants, and natural resources could be leveraged 

to develop novel management tools for insect pests. These approaches will prove to be highly valuable for 

insect pest management. 
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Introduction 

Nanotechnology is a promising field with several applications in physics, pharmacology, chemistry, 

computer science, agriculture, and engineering, and other fields of modern science. Nanoparticles (NPs) 

have unique physical, chemical, and biological characteristics that enable them to alter common substances 

and technological components. NPs are described as organic, inorganic, or polymeric substances with at 

least one dimension between 1 nm and 100 nm that are both natural and manufactured. Traditional 

agriculture is confronting previously unheard-of difficulties because of the population's rapid development 

and the environment's deterioration. Nanotechnology deals with materials that are measured in billionths 

of a metre, as the word "nano" signifies one billionth. A human hair's diameter is 1/80,000 of a nanometre, 

or roughly 10 hydrogen atoms broad. Nanotechnology is the study of extremely tiny objects. However, 

nanotechnology is not limited to tiny objects. It is a multi-disciplinary science, nanotechnology. It includes 

information from different academic fields as well as biology, chemistry, and physics. Nanotechnology 

defined as the self- assembly or manipulation of individual atoms, molecules, or molecular clusters into 

structures to produce materials and technologies with novel or radically different features. 

Properties of the Nano Particles 

The increased relative surface area and quantum effects are the two main reasons why the properties of 

nanomaterials differ dramatically from those of other materials. Hydrophobicity, solubility-release of 

hazardous substances, surface area/roughness, morphology-aspect ratio/size, contamination, or adsorption 

of surface species during synthesis or history O2 reactive species (ROS) The key characteristics of 

nanoparticles are O2/H2O, the ability to produce ROS, structure/composition, competitive binding sites 

with receptors, and dispersion/aggregation. 

Five Applications of Nanotechnology in Seed Quality Enhancement 

1. Nanotechnology in Regulating Seed Germination, and Plant Growth. 

2. Nano barcode technology 

3. Nano biosensor 

4. Nano smart delivery system in seeds (smart seeds) 

5. Nano-herbicide for effective weed control 

Nanotechnology in Regulating Seed Germination, and Plant Growth: To improve crop yields and 

quality, nanotechnology has been applied in a number of agricultural production processes, including seed 

germination and plant growth. A complex and essential biological process, soil conditions, genetic makeup, 

and environmental factors all play a role in seed germination. Recent studies have demonstrated the 

beneficial effects of nanoparticles (NPs) on seed germination in crop plants like tomato, wheat, rice, pearl 

millet, soybean, barley, and maize. These NPs include CNTs, silicon dioxide (SiO2) NPs, zinc oxide (ZnO) 

NPs, titanium dioxide (TiO2) NPs, and even gold (Au) NPs. Antioxidant enzyme activity, the amount of 

water and oxygen present, and seed germination rates are all connected. In addition, several crop species, 

including spinach, cotton, maize, soybean, and barley, can grow, engage in photosynthesis, and produce 

more when exposed to NPs such Ag NPs, ZnO NPs, TiO2 NPs, silica NPs, and MWCNTs. NPs essentially 

speed up plant development via controlling the activity of plant antioxidant enzymes. 
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Figure 1. The mechanism of nanoparticles induced enhancement in seed germination, plant 

growth and stress tolerance. 

Nano barcode technology: Barcodes are referred as a small symbol which is used for fast and easy 

identification. A platform for multiplexed detection, the nano-barcode system has applications in several 

industries, including agriculture, ecology, hydrology, and even medicine. The first-time nano- barcodes are 

demonstrated by multiplexed detection scheme using colour ratio DNA molecules with intensity and 

branches. A portable detecting device has been developed and will enable both researchers and end farmers 

to detect and track multiple species in the field. It includes a gadget that connects to laptops or computers 

and is battery-powered. It is multiplexed with numerous pathogen detectors and has the capacity to 

simultaneously detect multiple pathogens. The integrated technologies can be used to monitor the 

environment around composters, the safety of food, environmental contamination, etc. Nano barcodes are 

used for a variety of purposes like DNA Nano barcoding for pathogen detection (such as Ebola and SARS), 

Monitoring of bacterial system, can be used as a "nano-sensor" to detect water levels, soil nutrient 

information, and chemical levels, ID Tagging food packages (Pathogens, Temperature changes, Leaks), 

biomolecular tracing and maximising productivity. 

Nano biosensor: Nanomaterial-based biosensors currently provide exciting advantages over conventional 

biosensors. Nano biosensors offer notable benefits like improved detection sensitivity/specificity and have 

a wide range of possible uses, such as environmental and bioprocess management, food quality control, 

agriculture, biodefense, and, particularly, medicinal applications. 

Utilizing bionanosensors helps keep the crop's genetic integrity by reducing contamination and alerting 

growers to potential pollen contamination. By using Nano sensors placed in food production and 

distribution facilities, food packaging, or the food itself, which can detect all types of food pathogens like E. 

coli. Campylobacter, and Salmonella by an aching themselves to the pathogens, nanomaterials help to keep 

products fresh for a longer period. Nano sensors may therefore be incorporated right into the packing 

material, acting as electronic tongues or noses that would detect chemicals produced during food 

decomposition. 

Nano smart delivery system in seeds (smart seeds): The effects of medications, nutraceuticals, 

nutrients, food supplements, bioactive substances, probiotics, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, and 

immunizations can all be monitored using smart delivery systems. 

Delivery systems are crucial in agriculture for applying fertilisers and pesticides as well as for genetically 

modified plant enhancement. Pesticide application techniques must concentrate on improving efficacy and 

controlling spray drift, whereas fertiliser bioavailability issues are brought on by soil chelation, 

overapplication, and run-offs. Controlled delivery systems for the application of pesticides and fertilisers 

offer a workable solution to these issues. The goal of the controlled delivery technique is to gradually release 
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the necessary and appropriate amounts of agrochemicals over time to maximise biological efficacy and 

reduce negative effects. 

Nano-herbicide for effective weed control: Herbicide resistance and poor control were the outcomes 

of a multi-species approach with a single herbicide in a cropped setting. When a plant community is 

repeatedly exposed to one herbicide in one season and another herbicide in another season, resistance 

eventually develops and the plants are unable to be controlled by chemicals. The creation of a target- 

specific herbicide molecule enclosed in a nanoparticle is directed towards a specific receptor in the roots of 

the target weeds. This receptor enters the root system and is translocated to regions that impede glycolysis 

of the food reserve in the root system. As a result, the weed plant will starve to death and die. Herbicide 

treatment with insufficient soil moisture may result in loss as vapour in rain-fed locations. Still, it is 

difficult for us to accurately forecast when it will rain; pesticides cannot be used in advance to prepare for 

it. The competing weeds with crops should be eliminated via the controlled release of encapsulated 

pesticides. There are presently adjuvants for applying herbicides that say they contain nanoparticles. When 

used with a "nanotechnology-derived surfactant," one nano surfactant made from soybean micelles has 

been shown to render glyphosate-resistant crops susceptible to the herbicide. 

Conclusion 

The widespread use of agrochemicals to increase agricultural production in the current agricultural 

environment has contaminated not just the top soil, groundwater, and food. To increase agricultural output, 

new strategies must be taken into consideration while also taking the harm to the ecosystem into account. 

The importance of nanotechnology to the agriculture industry is rising. Applications for the delivery of 

insecticides, biopesticides, fertilisers, and genetic material for plant transformation are already being 

developed with promising results. It is anticipated that using nanoparticles to deliver fertilisers and 

pesticides will result in reduced dosage and regulated slow release. The use of nanoparticles to stabilise 

biocontrol preparations is expected to make a significant contribution to lowering the environmental risk. 

It was expensive to remove toxic held using traditional procedures, which was a significant obstacle. By 

utilising the special characteristics of nanomaterials, nanotechnology has created Nano sensors that can 

identify diseases at concentrations as low as parts per billion. Nanotechnology has options for both 

detection and for breaking down persistent chemicals into safe and occasionally beneficial components. In 

order to detect soil toxins for the sake of humanity, agricultural technology should make use of the potent 

tools of nanotechnology. The pressing problems of pollution and environmental protection can be handled 

using nanotechnology's tools. The technologies now employed in environmental detection, sensing, and 

clean-up could potentially be improved upon and radically streamlined by nanotechnology. 
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Abstract 

The pursuit for enhancing agricultural yields due to increased pressure on food production has inescapably 

led to the use of chemical fertilizers and other agrochemicals. Biofertilizers are developing as a suitable 

alternative to respond the adverse environmental impacts caused by synthetic agrochemicals. Biofertilizers 

enable the overall growth and yield of crops in an eco-friendly manner. They comprise living or dormant 

microbes applied to the soil or used for treating crop seeds. One of the chief candidates in this respect is 

rhizobacteria. Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) representing microbial groups. They 

colonizing plant roots, impact plant growth through numerous indirect and direct and protect it from 

damage due to insect attack. PGPR play roles like production of indole acetic acid (IAA), ammonia (NH3), 

hydrogen cyanide (HCN), catalase, etc to enhance plant growth. PGPR also improve nutrient uptake by 

varying the level of plant hormone that develops root surface area by increasing its girth and shape helping 

in absorbing more nutrients. PGPR facilitate seedling growth, seed germination and crop yield. A range of 

microbes including Azospirillum, Klebsiella, Enterobacter, Azotobacter Alcaligenes, Arthrobacter, 

Burkholderia, Pseudomonas, Bacillus, and Serratia improve plant growth. Therefore, developing a 

effective crop-specific PGPR formulation the candidate should possess features like extensive competitive 

saprophytic ability, high rhizosphere competence, growth enhancing ability, ease of mass production, 

compatibility with other partnering organisms broad-spectrum action and safety toward the environment. 

Application of potential biofertilizers that accomplish well under laboratory and greenhouse conditions 

frequently fails to deliver the expected effects on plant development in field. In this review, we discuss 

different types of PGPR-based biofertilizers and deliberate the prospects of using biofertilizers. 

Keywords: biofertilizer; bioinoculant; PGPR; rhizosphere; nitrogen fixation. 

Introduction 

Nitrogen is the nutrient element most frequently found limiting to the growth of green plants. It is 

continually depleted by the processes such as microbial denitrification, soil erosion, leaching, chemical 

volatilization and removal of nitrogen-containing crop residues from the land. The nitrogen reserve of soils 

must therefore be replenished periodically in order to maintain an adequate level for crop production. This 

replacement of soil nitrogen is accomplished by the addition of nitrogen in the form of commercial inorganic 

fertilizers or by the activity of biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) systems.  

The nitrogenous fertilizers have boosted the growth of tree species either in nursery or plantation in terms 

of girth, height and also biomass increment. But their imbalanced and indiscriminative use over the years 

has resulted in unacceptable levels of water pollution by increasing the concentration of toxic nitrates in 

drinking water supplies (Qu and Fan, 2010). Further, the escalating prices of chemical fertilizers have 

made them out of the reach of small and marginal farmers. The nitrogen fixing trees are good alternative 

for greening the barren and unfertile land through biological nitrogen fixation. 

Biological Nitrogen Fixation is a natural process where certain bacteria and leguminous plants with 

nodules in their root systems are able to convert the nitrogen gas into a form that is usable for plant life. 

The ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen into a form that can be used for plant growth is confined to bacteria 

and cyanobacteria. Plants fix nitrogen only by virtue of associations with these simple organisms. The best-

known associations are the symbioses of Rhizobium bacteria with legumes. Nitrogen fixing leguminous 

https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=biofertilizer
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=bioinoculant
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=PGPR
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=rhizosphere
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=sustainable%20agriculture
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plants not only supports plant growth independent of mineral nitrogen in the soil but also improve soil 

nitrogen status for associated crops by the residues of these plants (Wheeler and Chris, 2014). 

Legumes are most diverse plants on earth widespread in tropics and temperate zones and are considered 

important components of the nitrogen cycle on land (Sprent and James, 2007). Agricultural systems have 

traditionally relied much on legume for nitrogen input because many species are able to establish symbiosis 

with diazotrophic bacteria and thus metabolites and reduce components. Photosynthates produced in the 

leaves are allocated to the root nodule to supply the bacteriods with carbon, in exchange for ammonia 

produced by the rhizobia from atmospheric nitrogen (Valentine et al., 2011; Olenska et al., 2020). 

Bacteria involved in symbiotic nitrogen fixation belong to genera Rhizobium and Bradyrhizobium. Rhizobia 

forms tumour like swellings called nodules on the root surface of host plant. Rhizobia inside the nodules 

absorb air from the soil and convert gaseous nitrogen into ammonia. This association between the host 

plant and rhizobia is mutually beneficial.  The process of BNF is strongly related to the physiological status 

of host plant and rhizobial strains. The different responses of rhizobial strains to various factors considered 

as basic criteria for differentiation and identification of these bacteria (Zahran et al., 2012; Gouda et al., 

2018). Rhizobia adapt themselves in different environment including soil, rhizosphere and grow within 

legume roots, where they fix nitrogen (Ghosh and Maiti, 2016). They can trigger leguminous host plants to 

form root nodules. The specialized organs that offer the bacteria an exclusive ecological niche for reducing 

atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia. Ammonia is made available to the plant, which in turn provides carbon 

sources to the bacteria (Jones et al., 2007; Khatoon et al., 2020). 

 
Figure 1. Overview of interactions between plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR), 

plants and pathogens 

Biofertilizers 

The term biofertilizer or bioinoculant has been derived in various ways due to the commendable progress 

achieved in the studies of the association between microorganisms and plants. A biofertilizer is most 

commonly defined as “a substance which contains living microorganisms which, when applied to seed, plant 

surfaces, or soil, colonizes the rhizosphere or the interior of the plant and promotes growth by increasing 

the supply or availability of primary nutrients to the host plant” (Jabborova et al., 2020). Dong et al., 2019 

later proposed a modified definition of biofertilizers as “products (carrier or liquid based) containing living 

or dormant microbes (bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi, algae) alone or in combination, which help in fixing 

atmospheric nitrogen or solubilizers soil nutrients in addition to the secretion of growth promoting 

substances for enhancing crop growth and yield” (Figure 2). 
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The microorganisms present in the biofertilizers employ several mechanisms to provide benefits to the crop 

plants. They can either be efficient in nitrogen fixation, phosphate solubilization, and plant growth 

promotion or can possess a combination of all such traits (Schutzet et al., 2018; Dela Fuente Canto et al., 

2020; Basu et al., 2021). Biofertilizers can fix atmospheric N2 through the biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) 

process, solubilize nutrients required by the plants, such as phosphate, zinc, and potassium, and also 

secrete plant growth promoting substances, including various hormones (Anli et al., 2020; Aloo et al., 2020]. 

Further, when applied as seed or soil inoculants, biofertilizers can multiply, participate in nutrient cycling, 

and help in crop production for sustainable farming [Swarnalakshmi et al.,2020; Dal Cartivo et al., 2020]. 

The microbial inoculants possess several advantages over their chemical counterparts (Bhattacharya et al., 

2012; Saryaloo et al., 2014). They are eco-friendly, sound sources of renewable nutrients required for 

maintaining soil health and biology ( Ghosh et al., 2015; Schutzet et al., 2018; Dal Cartivo et al., 2020. 

Furthermore, they exhibit antagonistic activity against several agricultural pathogens and combat abiotic 

stresses (Pawer et al., 2014; Adeleke et al., 2019; Artyszak et al., 2020). Various microbial taxa have been 

commercially used as efficient biofertilizers, based on their ability to obtain nutrients from the soil, fix 

atmospheric N2, stimulate the solubilization of nutrients, and act as biocontrol agents (Macik et al., 2020). 

 
Figure 2. Direct and indirect mechanisms in relation to PGPR 

Diversity of Rhizobia 

The variety of rhizobia exists in specific biological systems as a result of association between rhizobia, their 

host legume, biotic and abiotic components of the environment (Yan et al., 2014). Studying rhizobial 

biodiversity empowers isolation of effective isolates from wild legume that could be utilized as a part of 

reforestation program and is a decent methodology to enhance the quality and efficiency of legume yield. 

Legumes can grow in much degraded soils because they have the ability to fix nitrogen association with 

rhizobia (Freitas et al., 2004). Indigenous Rhizobium are widely distributed in various geographical and 

ecological areas of the world (Peng et al., 2002; Dong et al., 2019). 

Table 1. Rhizobia associated with Dalbergia sp.: 

Rhizobium species Host References 

Dalbergia lanceolaria Rhizobium sp Ghosh and Basu (2002) 

Dalbergia baroni, D. louveli,  

D. madagascariensis, D. maritima,  

D. monticola, D. purpurascens, Dalbergia sp. 

Bradyrhizobium Rasolomampianina et al. (2005) 

Dalbergia balansae, D. hupeana,  

D. dyeriana, D. mimosoides, D. hancei 

Rhizobium 

mesosinicum sp. 

Wang et al. (2006) 

Lin et al. (2007) 

Multifarious Plant Growth Promoting Traits of Rhizobium 

The plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) has been known to benefit plants through several direct 

and indirect mechanisms in addition to nitrogen fixation. The other beneficial effects are phosphate and 

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/13/3/1140/htm#B13-sustainability-13-01140
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potassium solubilization, production of plant growth regulators, siderophore and hydrolyzing enzyme 

(Alexander and Zuberer, 1991; Sangeeth et al., 2012). These beneficial microorganisms also act as 

biocontrol agents against pest and disease by imparting plant systemic resistance (Ramamoorthy et al., 

2001).   

Rhizobia as nitrogen fixer: The major nitrogen fixing systems are the symbiotic system which can play 

a significant role in improving the fertility and productivity of low nitrogen soils. The advantage of 

symbiotic nitrogen fixing plant includes their ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen and their potential to 

transfer some of the fixer nitrogen to the succeeding associated crops.   

Rhizobium specificity is known in terms of nodulation and nitrogen-fixing efficiency on a host legume trees. 

The specificity helps as a basis for forecasting the need to inoculate plants, choosing the species for 

infection, and making suitable Rhizobium inoculants for a variety of legume species (Sulieman and Tran, 

2014; Basu et al., 2021). 

Different researcher isolated plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) from common bean nodules. 

They inoculated two common bean varieties with Rhizobium strains singly or in a combination with PGPR 

to evaluate the effect on nodulation and growth parameters. They found that co-inoculation of PGPR and 

rhizobia had a significantly effect on nodulation behavior, nitrogen fixation and bean growth (Korir et al., 

2017; Jabborova et al., 2020).  

Rhizobia as phosphate solubilizer: Phosphorous is one of the essential plant nutrients required by 

plants for photosynthesis, energy transfer, signal transduction, macromolecular biosynthesis, respiration, 

growth and metabolism (Khan et al., 2010). Majority of P in soil is fixed but plant available P is scarcely 

available despite the abundance of both inorganic and organic P forms in the soils. 

A group of soil microorganisms are capable of transforming insoluble P into soluble and plant accessible 

forms called as phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSM). Phosphate solubilising bacteria not only 

include free-living forms but also the symbiotic bacteria like Rhizobium, Mesorhizobium and 

Bradyrhizobium. Symbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacteria is advantageous than the free-living soil microbes in 

phosphorous solubilisation as these bacteria are protected inside the nodule and face little competition with 

indigenous rhizospheric microflora. Exploitation of biological intervention mainly phosphate solubilizing 

bacteria (PSB) have enormous potential in increasing the availability of accumulated phosphate by 

lowering soil pH through production of organic acid, chelation, ion exchange reaction (Delvasto et al., 2006; 

Atieno et al., 2020). 

Rhizobia as Siderophore producer: Iron is an essential element for almost all living organisms to run 

their metabolic processes. But the availability of iron is limited due to very low solubility of the dominant 

ferric iron (Fe3+) in soil. To maximize the availability and adsorption of iron from the soil, microbes have 

low molecular weight compound termed as “siderophore” which are excreted in soil by plant growth 

promoting bacteria to absorb ferric ion under iron-limiting condition. The primary function of these 

compounds is to chelate the ferric iron [Fe (III)] from different terrestrial and aquatic habitats and thereby 

making it available for microbial and plant cells (Ahmed and Hoolmstrom, 2014). Rhizobia have been 

reported to produce siderophore (Deshwal et al., 2003; Gupta and Gopal, 2008; Schutz et al., 2018). 

Siderophore production can also act as biocontrol mechanism which can deprive pathogenic fungi for iron 

(Mazhar et al., 2016) 

Rhizobia as Indole acetic acid (IAA) producer: Indole acetic acid (IAA) is one of the most 

physiologically active auxins which stimulates cell elongation by modifying certain conditions like, increase 

in osmotic contents of the cell, increase in permeability of water into the cell, decrease in wall pressure, an 

increase in cell wall synthesis and protein synthesis. It promotes cambial activity, inhibits or delays 

abscission of leaves, induces flowering and fruiting (Zhao, 2010; Anli et al., 2020). Indole acetic acid (IAA) 

production is a major property of rhizosphere bacteria that stimulate and facilitate growth. 

Rhizobia as biocontrol agent: Bacteria that reduce the incidence or severity of plant diseases are often 

referred to as biocontrol agents whereas; those that exhibit antagonistic activity toward a pathogen are 

defined as antagonists. The bacterial antagonistic activities include synthesis of hydrolytic enzymes, such 

as chitinases, glucanases, proteases and lipases, that can lyse pathogenic fungal cells (Maksimov et al., 

2011), competition for nutrients and suitable colonization of niches at the root surface (Validov et al., 2005), 
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regulation of plant ethylene levels through the ACC-deaminase enzyme, which can act to modulate the 

level of ethylene in a plant in response to stress imposed by the infection coupled with the production of 

siderophores and antibiotics (Van Loon, 2007; Dela Fuente Canto et al., 2020). Rhizobia exert biological 

control on plant pathogens by producing antibiotics, enzymes, siderophore and metabolites such as HCN 

(Bhattacharyya and Jha, 2012). Rhizobia also influence the plant defence mechanism by stimulating the 

production of phytoalexins by plants (Dal Cartivo et al., 2020). 

Antagonism by competing for available nutrients is a form of biocontrol mechanism used by beneficial 

microbes to counteract pathogens and suppresses diseases. Hydrolytic enzymes, siderophores, antibiotics, 

and volatile compounds are among the other pathways used by growth promoting microbes (Dal Cartivo et 

al., 2020 and Aloo et al., 2020). 

Optimization of Cultural Conditions for Rhizobial Isolates 

Growth of bacteria influenced by the component of medium and physical facto such as pH, temperature, 

agitation, dissolved oxygen and inoculum density. The activity and stability of an organism is influenced 

by the type of strain, cultivation conditions and growth medium composition. Temperature is a vital 

environmental factor which controls the growth and production of metabolites by microorganism and 

usually varies from one organism to another. The pH of the medium is influenced by the growth of 

microorganism and plays an important role in terms of inducing enzyme production and morphological 

changes in the microbes (Kathiresan and Manivannam, 2006; Swarnalakshmi et al., 2020). Numerous 

factors such as dry season, corrosiveness, alkalinity, saltiness can influence the microbial growth. 

Application of Rhizobia for Plant Growth Promotion 

The effect of Rhizobium inoculation on growth and nodulation of some important forest legume has been 

studied indicating tremendous potentially of these biofertilizers in improving the health of soil as well as 

plant stock (Kabi et al., 1982). Role of inorganic fertilizers in boosting the growth of forest tree species 

either in nursery or plantation in terms of girt, height, and also biomass increment has been studied in 

several tree species (Totey et al., 1997). However, these fertilizers are costly and cumbersome to use over 

wast plantation areas besides causing soil pollution if not judiously used. This age of increasing prices along 

with increasing demand of chemical fertilizers and deleting soil fertility and pollution necessitates the 

integrated nutrient management involving biofertilizer (Macik et al., 2020; Artyszak et al., 2020). 
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Abstract 

The scope and significance of media's social responsibility are enormous. The media can act as a leading 

light for the rural Indian society in bringing awareness, education, and motivation. The media and society 

both make an impression. The media may play a key role in supplying society with accurate, fair, timely, 

positive, and critical information. 

It can provide information about various strategies, processes, and procedures to inform the rural 

population. Media outlets also have a responsibility to provide healthy entertainment. The media plays a 

highly delicate and significant role for the underprivileged, local language speakers, and weaker sections. 

It has been noted that the usage of these contemporary technology has produced favourable results in 

agricultural development in a number of nations. 

Radio continues to be the most widely used form of communication in rural areas. Television has made a 

significant contribution to the distribution of agricultural information in developing nations and is able to 

broadcast a wide variety of programmes concerning agriculture. Additionally, smartphones have shortened 

the gap between producers and consumers, enabling producers to speak with clients directly and obtain 

market prices for their products. 

Keywords: Communication, Language, Media, Rural, Society. 

Introduction 

Media technologies used to spread information to a large audience are referred to as mass media. The 

general public is significantly impacted by mass media, whether it be in written, spoken, or broadcast form. 

Brands can raise their profile using social media, TV commercials, and outdoor advertising. 

When it comes to branding, businesses look for the best platforms to communicate their message, including 

websites, social media platforms, blogs, and forums. They may communicate their ideas and run branding 

campaigns once they choose the best kind of mass media outlet for their companies. 

Characteristics of Mass Media 

1. It can appeal to a wide target audience 

2. It communicates a public message 

3. There’s a distance between a source of information and those who obtain it 

4. It can be transmitted through various channels, such as TV, the internet, radio, and newspapers 

5. It has a heterogeneous audience. 

6. News or information communicated through TV, radio, and print media can’t receive feedback. 
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Impact of Mass Media on Farmers 

Newspaper: In developing nations, the majority of people still depends on conventional mass media 

including newspapers, radio, and television. Consequently, these three media sources might be useful for 

spreading knowledge about agriculture (Nazari and Hassan, 2011). Newspapers are frequent publications 

with articles that are educational, editorial, critical, and analytical, as well as with ads, special reports, 

photos, and comics. Newspapers can also offer consistent and prominent coverage on particular subjects, 

and they play a significant role in encouraging the public to adopt new behaviours, develop awareness, 

improve knowledge and skills, and learn about a variety of subjects, including agriculture. As a result, 

newspapers are crucial for spreading information on development, especially data on agricultural 

productivity. 

Radio: Radio programmes about agriculture that are broadcast on a regular basis provide useful 

information about cutting-edge farming techniques. A larger population can be reached quickly using radio 

transmission. Farmers gradually improve their farming practices by using new techniques after listening 

to the radio for helpful information. Knowledge and information are two key components of rural 

development. The local expertise helps the farmers even more. Information sharing and the use of 

innovative ideas and farming methods can provide farmers with new chances. Radio has been proven to be 

a crucial instrument for improving rural agriculture. Radio is a strong and efficient medium for distributing 

agricultural information and knowledge in developing nations (Nakabugu, 2001).  

Television: By disseminating various agricultural knowledge, television and broadcasting technologies 

have significantly improved the capacity-building of growers. Additionally, through conversations with 

agricultural specialists, television disseminates agricultural information among growers and imparts 

crucial knowledge. Agricultural extension specialists believe that through utilising mass media, developing 

countries can benefit from positive transformation and agricultural progress. The effective communication 

tool of television enables the rapid dissemination of agricultural information or knowledge among growers. 

In a short amount of time, growers can monitor and learn fresh information about the use of various 

technologies and pesticides (Nazari & Hasbullah, 2008). 

Mobile phone: The enormous distance between growers and traders has been bridged in part by the use 

of smart phones, and at the same time, growers may now connect directly with consumers to negotiate the 

best price for their agricultural products. Instead of visiting the market, growers can easily interact with 

one of the good customers who purchase products at a competitive price. The primary use of mobile phones 

in developing nations is by farmers, who use them to access the most recent market information, while 

others contact agricultural cooperation professionals to learn more about the application of herbicides, 

insecticides, and fertilisers on their farmland. 

Internet: The latest mass media technology plays a very important role in the advancement of developing 

nations. The internet system has given society a lot of opportunities. Growers have learned new information 

on yields from numerous marketplaces in their region and from significant markets across the nation using 
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the internet system. Acquiring the most recent information in agriculture as well to enhance the most 

recent techniques. The internet gives growers the chance to learn new facts and market knowledge. 

Conclusion 

To spread agricultural knowledge among growers in rural locations, new technological centres and media 

organisations are required. In order to give training and up-to-date information, governments should also 

adopt agricultural development initiatives and utilise national communications technologies. Media plays 

important factor to enter in process of adoption of improved farm practices that starts from awareness 

means giving knowledge from different source of information about agriculture, horticulture and animal 

husbandry practices. 
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Introduction 

Pollinators play a critical role in biodiversity maintenance and ecosystem functioning while providing an 

important ecosystem service for the production of many food crops. Pollination of agriculturally essential 

crops by various species of diurnal bees has been considered thoroughly in recent years. Other diurnal 

pollinators like non-bee, insect species also have been demonstrated to positively contribute to crop 

pollination (Rader et al., 2016). Some flowers may be close at night; However, some flowers are nocturnal 

and come to light at night. Certain crops depend on nocturnal pollinators for the production of seeds. 

Nocturnal pollination exists in plant species from 30% of angiosperm families (Borges et al., 2016), and the 

contribution of nocturnal animals to crop pollination has hardly been examined. These insects are active 

outside of typical human activity periods, which has narrow observations which may indicate a role in 

pollinating crops. Researchers have given little thought to nocturnal pollinators in agriculture as a result. 

Crops for which nocturnal pollinators have been identified as important include papaya (moths) (Martins 

and Johnson, 2009), Agave tequilana (bats) (Trejo-Salazar et al., 2016), and durian (bats and nocturnal 

bees) (Wayo et al., 2018). Each of these crops has floral characteristics conveyed more strongly at night, 

e.g., papaya flowers open at dusk and are typically more strongly scented at night than during the day (Dey 

et al., 2016); paniculate agaves (e.g., A. tequilana) typically produce large quantities of nectar and pollen at 

night (Slauson, 2000); durian anthers dehisce in the evening, pollen viability then steadily decline (Wayo 

et al., 2018).  

Moths are one of the most important nocturnal pollinators because they pollinate flower that only blooms 

at night (e.g., the Yucca plant). Moths have so many tiny hairs, which help them to carry a lot of pollen. 

Interestingly, hairiness is considered an essential trait for pollination, as the increased surface area and 

electrostatic forces allow pollen to readily adhere to hairier bodies. The role of moths may be especially 

ignored. They are considered the most speciose order of flower-visiting insects (approximately 123,000 

species versus 17,000 bee species; Wardhaugh, 2015) and are considered pollinators of at least 289 plant 

species (Macgregor, 2015). Moths could be inefficient pollinators by comparison, but their high 

diversification and abundance may give them significant and complementary components of diurnal 

pollination systems. Over 250 species from at least four families of bees (Apoidea: Andrenidae, Apidae, 

Colletidae, and Halictidae) have been described with nocturnal or crepuscular activity (Warrant, 2008). 

Importance of Nocturnal Pollination 

1. Pollinators can feed in relative safety in absence of diurnal predators and parasitoids while avoiding 

direct competition from most bees for pollen and nectar. 

2. Moths appear to complement the work of bees and can carry pollen over greater distances as they don't 

have the same ties to a particular part of the landscape while bees, forage around a specific nest location. 

Potentially, this might help to prevent inbreeding among plants. 

3. Most moths are generalists, which means they don’t have a specific plant they pollinate, but are happy 

to sip at most plants. 

Problems in Night Pollination 

1. Night pollinators experience many of the same threats as daytime pollinators. This consist of habitat 

loss, pesticides, predators, parasitoids, disease, and invasive species.  
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2. In addition, light pollution and air pollution greatly impact night pollinators. Since numerous night 

pollinators communicate and move via scent, air pollution can impact their capability to communicate and 

find food. 

3. Light pollution can harm moth pollinators by increasing their susceptibility to predation by bats or birds 

when they are attracted to artificial lights at night hours. 

4. Ozone concentrations are commonly lower during the night but, since night-time ozone levels are 

increasing, ozone pollution may influence nocturnal pollinators more than previously thought. 

Management of Nocturnal Pollinators 

1. To help conserve moths and other night-active pollinators, keep your garden and other outdoor areas 

free of unnecessary lighting. 

2. Take steps to reduce the emission of air pollutants. 

3. Provide supplementary food resources to local pollinators in absence of their food. 

Conclusion 

Nocturnal pollinators might prove to be significant as an accompaniment to the services of diurnal 

pollinators. However, the paucity of studies assessing nocturnal pollination in crops limits our ability to 

develop growth strategies for managing pollinators to optimize nocturnal pollination. As pollination is an 

essential service for world food security, we must understand and protect its agents, and this includes 

pollinators that have, to date, been relatively neglected, such as nocturnal pollinators. The role of nocturnal 

pollinators was largely neglected since they pollinated at night time. Long before the visits of diurnal 

pollinators, nocturnal pollinators are already in the flowers and have already contributed to plant 

reproduction. When attempting to take advantage of nocturnal pollinators of crops, some precautions 

should be taken by farmers, such as soil management, provision of other food resources to local pollinators, 

and control of light pollution. In a world facing the threats of climate change, habitat loss, and biodiversity 

loss, there is a crucial need to rescue as various crop pollinators as possible around the world, including 

nocturnal pollinators. 
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Summary 

The threshed grain was stored either in bags or in bulk. In India, Bag-cum-bulk storage is also practiced. 

In villages the bulk storage system is more common than the storage in bags which is considered to be a 

practicable method of storing grain in the government godowns as well as in trade. Due to lack of awareness 

on new storage structure, there is high losses of grains which was high compared to the other countries. In 

India, 60-70% of food grain produced is stored at home level in indigenous storage structures. This paper 

describes the classification, factor affecting, prevention losses, and various types of storage methods. 

Introduction 

The grain storage structure is an important structure in which various grains can be stored more safely 

over a long time to cope with the current and future demand of growing residents for food grains, it 

emphasized reducing the lack of seeds during and after harvest by building a suitable and security grain 

storage structure (Sandeep,2014). Seeds are suitably saved for proper and balanced public distribution 

throughout the year. It is noticed that post-harvest losses of grains in India are estimated to be around 10 

per cent. The Postharvest losses was occurring in different ways; Namely drying and cleaning, threshing 

and transportation. Additional measures after threshing like sieving also caused grain loss as stated by 

(Pattanaik and Thripati, 2016). These losses are significantly comparable to loss of grains due to insects, 

rodents and microorganisms in storage. As on today 30 per cent of grains (Hosakoti et. al.,2013) are lost 

due to natural contamination of food grains in India. The losses were occurring mainly rodents, insects, 

pests and microorganisms. Other environmental factors are also responsible for loss of grains in storage 

like presence of moisture, Relative humidity light, and bio-temperature suits. Atmospheric condition before 

and at the time of storage of grains plays pivotal role in examining the damage of grains in storage. The 

crops generally stored in storage structures in India are jowar, maize, wheat, barley, paddy, millets, 

sesame, soybean, groundnut, sorghum, black gram, green gram, lintel (tur, arhar) and beans. For reducing 

the post-harvest losses, selection of storage structure plays a vital role. 

Classification of Grain Storage Structures 

Based on duration of storage: Short Term Storage –up to 6 months. Medium Term Storage –up to 12 to 

18 months. Long Term Storage –up to 5 years or greater.  

Based on size or scale of storage: Small Scale Storage –up to 1ton. Traditional storage structures– 

ranges from 2 to 50 tonnes. Improved storage structures–ranges from 50 tonne to 150 tonnes. Modern 

storage structures (Large scale storage)- > 150 tonnes. 

Based on Principle of Storage: 

a. Physical Storage:  To prevent deterioration by controlling atmospheres in storage systems. 

Example: Cold storage. 

b. Chemical Storage: To prevent insect infestations by using chemicals in storage systems. 

Example:  Methyl bromide. 

c. Biological Storage: To delay the activities of microorganisms and increase the storage life by 

using biological agents. 

General conditions of location of storage: The required conditions for location of storage structures: 

Storage structure should be free from moist places and elevated. structures should be air tight, even at 

filling and unfilling portion. Structures should be free from rodents, insects, birds and maintain the 
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cleanliness. Structure should be plastered with an impervious clay layer to avoid termite attack or attack 

by other insects.4. Structure should be rodent proof and clean. 

Following factors needs to be controlled to minimize the storage losses: 

a. Inside and Outside Temperature in the storage bin. 

b. Relative humidity in the grain. 

c. Moisture content in the stored grain. 

d. Insects and rodents’ population in and around storage bin. 

e. Type of storage bin/bag. 

f. Quality of the grain before storing the grain. 

g. Use of pesticides and fumigants. 

h. Mechanical loss factors. 

Different Types Storage Structures (Sandeep and Rupali, 2020) 

Traditional Storage Structures: Traditional storage structure are classified into 9 types. They are: 

Morai type storage structures, Bukhari type storage structures, Kothar type storage structure, Mud Kothi 

type storage structure, Muda type storage structure, Kanaj type storage structure, Kuthla type storage 

structure, Metal/ Steel bin type storage structure, Bag type storage structure. These types of storage 

structures having generally capacities between 1 to 50 tonnes. Important four storage structures were 

discussed. They are: 

a. Morai: Morai storage structures are generally used in the rural areas of the eastern and southern 

regions of India. It has a storage capacity of 3.5 to 18 tonnes. Morai structures are suitable for grain 

storage of sorghum, paddy, and maize. 

b. Bukhari: Bukhari storage type structures are used for the storage of paddy, wheat, Bengal gram, 

maize, and sorghum. These cylindrical storages have a capacity of 3.5 to 18 tonnes. Even though 

smaller capacity structures are also available. 

c. Mud Kothi: Mud Kothi are common storage structures in rural regions. They have 1 to 50 tonnes 

of capacity. Mud bins or Mud Kothi is suitable for grains and other seeds storage. 

d. Kotha: It has a storage capacity of 9 to 35 tonnes. Kothar storage structure is suitable for the 

storage of paddy, maize, sorghum, and wheat. 

Improved Storage Structures: Improved storage structures mainly for storing of food grains. This type 

of storage structures having a higher storage capacity (1.5 to 150 tonnes) and long-term storage of food 

grains than traditional storage structures. The storage of grain is generally done in one of the following 

storage structures in the different rural and urban regions of India.Namely: Pusa bin: Pusa bin is 

improved storage structure made of mud. For maintaining the moisture proof structure, a plastic film is 

used in all the inner sides of the bin. Bunker Storage: This type of structure is used for long term storage 

and a larger volume of grains storage. CAP Storage structures: The word 'CAP' is used for cover and 

plinth, plinth from the bottom and cover from the top. This type of open storage is considered as transit 

storage and serves the purpose of storage of food grains for short period. 

Modern Storage Structures: In India, for storing of larger volume of food grains were to be stored in 

bulk is 'silo' and conventional godowns (Shed) designed for bagged storage. The godowns side walls are of 

brick or stone masonry and sloped roofing in asbestos or Corrugated Galvanized Iron (CGI) sheets over 

steel trusses. Silos are constructed from steel or reinforced concrete. There are a cluster of adjoining silos 

in any modern large/ capacity processing plant. The modern permanent storage system should be selected 

for the safe keeping of stored grains and other products. The modern storage structures should be selected 

on the basis of first on quality and then on cost considerations. There are following types of modern storage 

structures. 

Silo type of storage structures: Silos/bins are classified into two groups depending upon the relative 

dimensions of the container. These are classified as, (1) deep bins and (2) shallow bins. Shallow bins: 

Squat silos are coming under shallow bins.  A squat silo has a wall height to diameter ratio 0.5 or even less. 

Squat silo can compete with sheds for low-cost quality storage. Deep bins: Vertical Silos are coming under 

this type of storage structures. There are two types of vertical silos a) Flat bottom vertical silo and b) Hopper 

bottom vertical silo. Shed: Generally, a horizontal shed has been used to provide low- cost, large volume 
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storage. For storing grains and other products a very large volume sheds have also been constructed by 

Central Warehousing Corporation. 

Advantages of Grain Storage Structures 

1. More control and planning over crops and transportation. 

2. Improvement in quality of grains in origin. 

3. More control of weight and quality of shipment. 

4. Greater flexibility and control for grain distribution. 

5. Pricing can be done multiple times after harvest. 

Disadvantages of Grain Storage Structures 

1. Fire and explosion hazards, unfortunately very common in grain elevators. 

2. Accidents due to the risk of suffocation and poisoning. 

3. Drug addiction risk due to the use of fumigants and pesticides. 

4. The risk of suffocation when silos open by the accumulation of carbon dioxide. 

Conclusion 

India produces about 300 million tonnes of food grain annually but the post harvesting losses are also high 

(10%) during storage. High amount of stock was stored at farmers level (70%) and remaining at cold 

storages or sheds. The importance of scientific storage has been very well realised in the country and many 

advances have taken place in development of structures at farmers as well as agency level. The efforts at 

farmers level had been to develop low-cost structure with locally available material and could be 

constructed at rural level. At urban areas, the design of structures has been modified and facilitates 

maximum utilisation of space thereby reducing the overall cost of storage per tonne. The advancement in 

scientific design and development of storage structures have been found effective as it has created interest 

and awareness among farmers and traders to preserve the food grains safely. 
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India, as we all know is land of agriculture, where around 70% of the rural families are still depending 

largely on agriculture. Agriculture is essential to Indian economy. As per Census 2011, 54.6 percent of the 

entire working force of the country are employed in agriculture and allied sector activities), thus accounting 

for 17.8 percent of the country's Gross Value Added (GVA) in 2019-20. 

Agriculture in India produces over 350 million tonnes of garbage each year. According to the Ministry of 

New and Renewable Energy, this trash has the potential to generate more than 18,000 MW of electricity 

each year, as well as green fertilizer for agricultural use. As a result, sufficient attention must be given to 

these agro-wastes, which are expanding every day and becoming a national and international problem. 

Agro-wastes are the plant parts left over after harvesting crops, including vegetative and reproductive 

parts such as leaves, stems, flowers, and damaged fruit. These wastes are massive in size and include high 

levels of protein and fat. Crops that generate waste are wheat, paddy, sugarcane, mustard, bagasse, 

vegetable waste and other cash crops like tea, jute fibre, food products, wooden mill waste, groundnut shell, 

coconut husk, cotton stalk etc. (Maudgal1995; Rai1998; Sen2002). 

Moreover, damages caused during harvesting and lack of proper post-harvest facility leads to 

approximately 20% wastage of agro-products, and another 10% are eaten by rodents (Lakshmi et al.2017). 

Types of Agriculture Wastes 

 

Agricultural wastes are an unavoidable and constant supply of available resources that are gaining 

importance for the following reasons: 

1. Approximately 30% of total global energy production are consumed by food production and supply chains. 

2. World population is estimated to be around 9 billion by 2050, which will lead to huge demand for food 

production, where inevitableyieldproportionallyincreaseinprimaryagriculturalresidues. 

3. 50% of the fresh weight of harvested crops and represent a potential of 90 million Tons Oil Equivalent 

(MTOE), far more than any other waste streams. 
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4. Undesirable economic and environmental burdens (e.g., odours, pollution, greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions, nutrients imbalance) from agriculture are primary residues for correlating with both the crop 

and animal production. 

Reduced waste and improved waste management in primary production are critical for developing circular 

economy and improving resource use efficiency. Key element of circular economy is “Turning waste into 

resources” and achieving “near-zero-waste-society”. In a circular economy, the waste is reduced by 

utilizingthe materials to its fullest. 

The axiom of circular economy is "Take-Make-Remake", which almost resembles 3R’s i.e., Reduce-Reuse-

Recycle the product. 

Increasing agricultural by-products contributes to the pollution of rural environments. Agricultural by-

products are plant or animal residues that are not further processed into food and feed. Using them can 

improve resource efficiency and waste management in the primary food processing sector that can 

ultimately help in reducing environmental burdens. 

 

Challenges 

1. Inappropriate materials and lack of knowledge results in unbalanced nutrients distributions, 

contaminants accumulation and agro-waste conversion issues. 

2. Lack of adequate and early prediction of environmental and economic consequences of agro-waste 

management strategy and clear guidance to end-users. 

3. Weaknesses of existing technologies for converting agro-wastes into biogas and bio-fertilizer. 

4. Bottlenecks for advanced building blocks, molecules and materials issued from agro-waste. 

5. Lack of integration of agro-waste business in a circular economy concept. 

Monetization of Agricultural Waste 

Agricultural wastes may be subjected to generate energy, bio-fuel production, biogas, paper, bio-fertilizer, 

compost, etc. 

Power generation from agro-waste is a new ecologically favourable resource for long-term sustainability 

since it emits less pollution than conventional energy sources (coal), and it will end up in meeting global 

energy demand. When microorganisms break down organic wastes in a heat-generating environment, the 

volume of waste is reduced, and products are formed. Improper disposal of agro-waste not only pollutes the 

environment but also wastes a lot of precious biomass resources. 

Agro-wastes can be converted into a portfolio of environment friendly valuable products: 

a. Bio-energy 

b. Bio-fertilizers 

c. Bio-packaging and bio-molecules. 

Though agriculture provides us with several benefits, but the modern world requires the development for a 

sustainable agricultural environment in order to ensure less environmental damage and greater benefits. 
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Entrepreneurship Development is an excellent method for treating agro-waste and producing reusable end 

products. Entrepreneurial activities based on agricultural waste, such as manure, fuel, thermal energy, 

and agricultural inputs, have enormous potential. 

Entrepreneurship Development Opportunities for Agro-Waste Valorization 

1. Development of innovative eco-design and tools for assessment of strategies for circular agro-waste 

management and emphasize on potential gaps. 

2. Improving Agro-waste resource use efficiency by upgrading and eco-designing, Innovative bio-processes 

and products using available technologies. 

3. Accelerating the ideation of new business concepts and stakeholder’s platform for cross-chain 

valorization of location and season specific agro-waste  

4. Production of Bio-Plastics 

5. Biogas production and bio-energy 

6. Organic fertilizer production and composting 

7. Converting Agricultural products, lingo-cellulosic plant dry matter (biomass) material and waste 

biomass to: 

a. Platform chemicals and then to 

b. Secondary chemicals 

c. Intermediates and 

d. Final products. 

Straw (wheat and/or rice) as lingo-cellulosic biomass. Currently bio-fuels are mainly produced from sugar 

cane, wheat grain, vegetable oils which compete food production. Straw has the potential to contribute to 

the future production of biofuels –straw as - second-generation biomass. Valuable corn residue consists 

the different part of the plant like stalk, leaves, husks, cobs, tassels. It belongs to the-second-generation 

ethanol crops. Cobs residues can be used as valuable raw material to produce bio packaging 

compounds. Biogas can be valorized as transport bio-fuel or injected in the national gas grid (bio-methane 

after a purification step) or further converted into heat and electricity. 

Business Models for Use of Agro-Wastes: (Initiations and Objectives) 

1. Demand for 100% bio-based and biodegradable plastics to replace a significant portion of existing fossil-

based plastics. 

2. There is a growing need to promote the development of a bio-economy model based on optimal use of 

renewable resources and local area regeneration. 

3. Demand for increasing the resource use efficiency and improved process control with an eco-friendly 

alternative of fossil-based heaters. 

4. Producing alternative biodegradable product or producing renewable energy in the region 

5. Recycling of agricultural residues to reduce air and noise pollution from burned agricultural wastes 

6. Circular business models: 

a. Biogas plant, 

b. Up-cycling: Entrepreneurship–Up-cycling Organic Waste for the Sustainable Management of 

Soil-borne Pests and Pathogens in Agri-Food Systems. (Up-cycling is re-purposing Agri-waste that 

would otherwise be considered waste. Up-cycling is a greener version of recycling): 

c. Environmental bio-refinery, 

d. Agricultural cooperative, 

e. Agro-park. 

Practical Implementation 

1. Huge quantity of feedstock, available locally: 

a. Agriculture byproducts [plants (straw, stalk, roots, vegetable, fruits, etc.), livestock (manure, 

bones, etc.)] 

b. Biogas generation using a by-product as a substrate (underlying product). 

i. Can cover a large part of electricity and heat demand. 

ii. Can reduce disposal cost. 
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Challenges Ahead 

1. High dependency on large investment 

2. Establishing proper value chains and de-risk investments 

3. Requirement of sufficient area (at least one hectare) to set up a small bio-gas plant 

4. Emission of gas and odour need to be accounted (maintain social and public welfare) 

5. Seasonality alters the availability of by-products; thus, stocks must be carefully planned. 

6. Working with fresh by-products necessitates excellent logistics; nevertheless, scaling up may result in a 

scarcity of (fresh) by-products in the close surroundings. 

The majority of agribusiness opportunities are found in the input, farming, value chain, post-

harvest processing, marketing, and related services stages. The scope and potential of agricultural 

prospects are expanding thanks to government incentives and financial aid. In the fields of agro-waste 

valorization, there are several attractive opportunities for the agricultural process. 

Concluding Remarks 

Agricultural wastes if not treated properly can cause various environmental issues. An efficient agro-waste 

management will help in developing agricultural and bio-fuel supply to people. 

There is a big opportunity for enterprises to take small step forward and recycle agro-waste and produce 

useful materials from garbage. We can usher in a new era with emphasis on adequate waste management 

using some laboratory processes, science, and technology. 

Agricultural wastes are essential as a raw material for construction, thermal production, engineering 

processes, and other applications. Agricultural and forest wastes are recycled for productive applications 

using innovative technologies. Farmers and the general public should be sensitized for different waste 

management strategies. Private enterprises should be roped in for attentive campaigns to popularize the 

concept of agro-waste uses and recycling as a useful commodity with the aid of NGOs. Devising efficient 

strategies for management of agro-wastes, and their strict execution can help in the development of clean 

and bright India. 
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Introduction 

According to the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, India's population is expected 

to grow from 1.2 billion (2010) to 1.6 billion (2050), accounting for 10% of the world's population on the 

planet (Smith et al., 2020). To address food shortage in a densely populated area, crop production efficiency 

must be raised. According to NSSO data, about 70% of agricultural households spend more than they make, 

and more than half of all farmers are in debt. Debt levels are near 90% in states like Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana, with each household carrying an average debt of 1 lakh. 

The increasing use of synthetic fertilizers and water for irrigation since the green revolution has 

undoubtedly led to enhanced productivity but at the same time has raised a lot of concerns. Modern 

chemical-based agriculture has raised production costs or reduced crop output for a variety of causes. 

Growing commercial crops like rice, wheat, cotton, and sugarcane year after year depletes soil fertility, soil 

vitality, groundwater table, and most importantly, the number of soil beneficial microorganisms. Continued 

use of chemical fertilizer, agricultural residue burning, and pesticide spraying can all contribute to global 

environmental contamination. Continued use has reduced soil micro and macrofauna, which may have a 

direct impact on the C-N ratio and nitrification activity (Shaikh & Gachande, 2015). Pesticides and 

chemical fertilizers can pollute the soil profile and seep into groundwater, particularly heavy metals such 

as Cd, Cu, Mn, and Zn. This heavy metal is taken up by plants and stored in sink sections for a longer 

period of time. Ultimately, people who ingest these plant products have substantial health consequences 

Another concern is about the marginal or tiny landholdings of the majority of Indian farmers. 

Zero-Budget Natural Farming 

Zero budget means no credit or no expenses, that is, no credit and no money spent on purchased agricultural 

inputs. Natural farming is another term for chemical-free agriculture based on traditional Indian practices. 

In other words, natural farming emphasizes the value of the synergistic effect of plant and animal products 

on crop establishment, soil fertility, and microorganisms. 

For the first time in Japan, M. Fukuoka began his work on natural farming, and his findings revealed that 

natural farming produces yields comparable to chemical farming while preventing soil erosion and 

preserving soil fertility for a longer period of time (Devarinti, 2016). 

Natural farming reduces the number of external inputs that cause the soil's natural processes to 

deteriorate, improves soil aeration and water retention, and enhances microbial population. In contrast to 

the green revolution, Padma Shri awardee Mr. Subhash Palekar first adopted this zero-budget natural 

farming approach in the 1990s in India. He earned his bachelor's degree in agriculture and is an 

agriculturist from Maharashtra. He claimed that farmers in India were becoming more indebted and 

committing suicide owing to the increased expense of these foreign inputs, as well as the effects of 

herbicides and pesticides and the burning of residues. He, therefore, focused on low-input agricultural 

technology that should be readily available on farms and shouldn't be detrimental to the health of the soil. 

He also launched the idea of natural farming for the first time in Karnataka. In several Indian states, he 

has persuaded more than 50 lakh farmers to engage in what he prefers to refer to as "Zero Budget Natural 

Farming (ZBNF)”. According to the FAO, one lakh farming households in Karnataka, where it was first 

implemented in 2002 (Khadse, A., & Rosset, P.M. 2019), are already practicing zero-budget natural 

farming. It was initially more popular and frequently done in states like Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, 

Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Chattisgarh, and Telangana. According to the ZBNF program's official 
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website, Andhra Pradesh converted 204,000 acres of land over 3,015 villages with 523,000 farmers to ZBNF 

by August 2019 (RySS, 2018). 

What Characterizes ZBNF as “Need of Hour”? 

The Indian agriculture economy is in trouble as the backbone of our nation, our farmer is not receiving 

remunerative prices and is becoming indebted as a result of the soaring cost of inputs. The farmer today is 

trapped in a vicious circle as a result of many dynamics and aberrant circumstances. Overall, a lethal 

confluence of debt, crop failures, suicides, poverty, and migration to metropolitan regions has severely 

degraded the standard of living in rural communities. For instance, even though agriculture employs 

between 55 and 60 percent of India's workers, its GDP contribution is only 16%. In a summary, the causes 

that made ZBNF ‘need of hour’ are: 

1. Rising input costs for transportation. 

2. Unstable market prices. 

3. High wages for workers. 

4. Abenrations monsoon 

5. Significant proportion of farmer suicides 

6. Expanding environmental worries and an unstable ecosystem 

7. A shift in customer desire for food safety, etc. 

How Does ZBNF Function? 

Initiatives like ZBNF employ organic techniques to maintain and enhance soil health, manage pests, and 

boost yields. Additionally, a farmer will be able to grow his own seed, and natural fertilizers are made from 

resources like cow dung and urine. 

ZBNF primarily seeks to cultivate crops by encouraging farmers' independence, conserving the 

environment, and fostering peace between people, animals, and plants for sustainable development. 

According to this practice's self-nourishing and symbiotic nature, substantial inputs like chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides are unnecessary and can be replaced with natural inputs. 

Other Principles of ZBNF 

1. Intercropping / multi-cropping / mixed cropping: In the same piece of a land combination of 

monocot and dicot plants or, long and short life-span species can be taken. It protects the soil from nutrient 

and moisture exhaustion as well as minimizes the risks for the farmer who is able to enjoy continuity of 

yield throughout the year. In case of a crop’s failure, he can also rely on the other crops. 

2. Contours and bunds: It helps to harvest and preserve rainwater and promote maximum efficacy for 

different crops. Local species of earthworms: The revival of local deep soil earthworms through increased 

organic matter is most recommended in ZBNF than vermicomposting, Cow dung: The dung and urine of 

indigenous humped cows have a greater concentration of microbes and are beneficial compared to European 

cow breeds like Holstein. 

Insect-Pest Management 

Pests and diseases cause the majority of crop damage, with weeds coming in second place in terms of yield 

loss. A significant problem in natural farming is managing this loss. Compounds that eliminate or manage 

the insect population in agriculture fields are made using plant extractions. A combination of buttermilk, 

cow milk, pepper powder, neem seed, and green chilies is used to make several plant protection products 

(Palekar, 2016). The findings of certain studies on naturally extracted chemical-free substances are 

explained. 

They are Agniastra, Brahmastra, neemastra, and Coconut–buttermilk ghol. 

Advantages of ZBNF 

In ZBNF there is no not need to purchase any inputs, hence production costs are nil. As there are no 

fertilizers or pesticides utilized, farm input costs are almost minimal or negligible. ZBNF farms were able 

to endure drought and flood conditions for a considerable amount of time. On the same plot of land, adding 

additional crops and border crops can increase yield and also sometimes provide nourishment. Concerning 
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ZBNF in general, improvements in soil, biodiversity, livelihoods, water, climate resilience, women's 

empowerment, and nutrition are noted, along with decreased water and electricity use, improved farmer 

health, preservation of local ecosystems and biodiversity, and non-leaving of toxic residues in the 

environment. 

Disadvantages of ZBNF 

The demand for labor has soared. Compared to conventional farming, Animal manure is in great demand. 

On a national level, the number of cattle in India could not accommodate this amount of manure application 

Given that the demand for and consumption patterns of high-value products are continually shifting in 

farming, better technologies and significant investment are needed. Natural farming does not employ well-

developed heavy machinery or implements because doing so compacts the soil, even without the use of 

tractors. 

Possibilities for Adopting ZBNF 

Post-green revolution, the use of high-yielding cultivars, chemical fertilizers, and pesticides affects soil 

health by depleting the soil of nutrients, reducing the number of helpful microbes, and accumulating 

hazardous compounds in the soil profile, which also contaminates groundwater. All of these have a 

detrimental effect on both the environment and human health. Due to the burning of crop leftovers, which 

lowers the organic matter content of the soil and increases air pollution, organic matter is the primary 

source of plant nutrients. 

Future Potential of ZBNF 

The scientist at (NAAS) tells that there is no proper scientific validation of ZBNF. So, more concentration 

is needed on ecosystem service, economic viability, and sustainability in the long run. 

Conclusion 

Zero-budget farming along with being eco-friendly also gives cost savings on seeds, fertilizers, and plant 

protection agents. It aids in preserving the health of the soil since ongoing crop residue retention 

replenishes soil fertility. The control of pests and illnesses is another important aspect of low-budget 

natural farming crop production systems. Understanding how various parts of a certain ecosystem interact 

is crucial for effective pest control in ZBNF. The new agricultural approach has helped farmers escape the 

debt trap and given them renewed confidence to turn farming into a financially successful endeavor. In 

order to succeed, policy intervention is required. The difficulties and possibilities are two parameters that 

highlight the systems' gaps to researchers, scientists, and extension workers as well as their benefits to 

adopters. 
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Introduction 

Lots and lots of individuals have been valuing the idea of organic farming, this farming is concerned with 

health and environmental care issues. Adopting organic agriculture brings promising prospects both in 

terms of welfare and nature improvement as well as food multifariousness. Organic farming is chemical-

free farming and it also improves the nutritive value of food as compared to food grown with chemical 

additives. 

What do we Understand by Organic Farming? 

Organic farming is a new setup of farming or agriculture that mend, maintains, and enhance the ecological 

balance.In organic farming we use organic manures like (green manure, FYM ,vermicompost ,etc) to 

provide  ample nutrients  to meet the nutritional demand of the crop. Organic farming is also termed as 

biological farming or ecological farming. 

Need of Organic Farming 

As the population is increasing, the demand of commodities and food are eventually increasing, farmers 

are more focused on the higher production of crop and for that they are using chemical fertilizers which 

improving the productivity but tremendously decreasing the quality of soil. 

To overcome from this situation there is need to adopt the organic farming system this not only help to 

retain the soil quality but also improve the nutrient value of the edible products and can save the humans 

from harmful diseases and harmful effects of chemical fertilizers.  

Farmers exercise various methods to amend soil fertility, which including crop rotation, cover cropping, 

reduced tillage, and application of compost. By reducing fuel-intensive tillage, less soil organic matter is 

wasted to the atmosphere. This has a count benefit of carbon sequestration, which reduces greenhouse 

gases and help to reverse climate change. Less tillage may also improve soil structure and reduce the soil 

erosion. 

How Does ZBNF Function? 

Initiatives like ZBNF employ organic techniques to maintain and enhance soil health, manage pests, and 

boost yields. Additionally, a farmer will be able to grow his own seed, and natural fertilizers are made from 

resources like cow dung and urine. 

ZBNF primarily seeks to cultivate crops by encouraging farmers' independence, conserving the 

environment, and fostering peace between people, animals, and plants for sustainable development. 

According to this practice's self-nourishing and symbiotic nature, substantial inputs like chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides are unnecessary and can be replaced with natural inputs. 

Merits of Organic Farming 

1. Does not harm the soil – In Organic farming farmer use methods that can avoid synthetic fertilizers 

and pesticides. They work on the soil to create healthy ecosystems and inhibit erosion. Organic farmers 

also have a minimal damage on the environment than their conventional counterparts, because they don’t 

use chemicals that ruin water quality or adulterate the air. 

2. Improve health level - by using chemical free fertilizers and using compost and green manures. 

3. Organic waste, kitchen waste can be composed and can be reused -kitchen waste and organic 

waste can be decomposed and used as good organic manure. 

4. Less ground water pollution because of chemical free farming. 
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Demerits of Organic Farming 

1. May not be suitable for growing on large scale. 

2. Time consuming farming. 

3. Need right knowledge to do organic farming.  

4. High difference in yield and quality of crop. 

The Future of Organic Farming 

To conserve the soil there is need to switch to organic farming as soon as possible. Day by day we 

contaminating our soil with the heavy usage of chemical fertilizers which are resulting in poor soil fertility 

and other ecological aspects. we have to take step to ensure the good fertility of soil and have to proceed 

towards organic farming. 

As from decade we using our kitchen waste as a manure in our kitchen garden to improve the quality of 

soil. 

Now we have to use organic manures in crop production to conserve the soil fertility by this we not only 

conserving the soil but also the nutrients of crop.  

Organic food production help growers in distant future. This is because no use of pesticides and insecticides 

means they do not spend money on these chemicals. According to experts, soil health remains uninjured 

with the use of organic pesticides. 

Conclusion 

Organic farming can result in conserving the soil fertility and the nutritional value of food products and 

also can resolve the climate change and also with less inputs we can get higher outputs. its chemical free 

and can avoid the diseases which can be born through those chemicals which the farmer are using in field 

to improve the production. 
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Abstract 

Chemical based fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides are extensively utilized for crop production to enhance 

yield and productivity. Most of the chemical-based fertilizers are complex in nature therefore causes 

pollution of natural resources such as land and water and that in turn causes health problems. Presently, 

various countries are working to lower the production of synthetic chemical-based fertilizer. Organic 

fertilizers and their application to agriculture field have several advantages for instance lower cost, eco-

friendly in nature and do not cause environmental pollution. These organic based fertilizers can be 

produced from a variety of sources such as microbial, plant and animal waste. However, the current 

availability of these bio-pesticides and organic fertilizer is limited due to several factors related to their 

industrial scale production, commercialization and marketing of these biological products. These obstacles 

include those related to availability of raw material along with stringent registration laws necessitating 

several toxicological studies and few researches which are costly and not time saving. The main intent of 

this review is to give information related to different organic fertilizers and bio-pesticides that do not have 

the similar demerits as that of chemical-based fertilizers in reference to their persistence and toxicity.  

Keywords: Bio-pesticides, Organic Fertilizer, Crops, Yield, Organic Agriculture. 

Introduction 

Current trends in agriculture require better quality control to generate food to feed the growing world 

population. Agrochemicals are compounds that are widely in agriculture to reduce the diseases caused by 

different pests. Depending on their application they are classified into insecticide, pesticide, fungicide, 

miticide, molluscicides, nematicides, wood preservatives and rodenticide. On the basis of their chemical 

composition and structure, these agrochemicals can be classified into organochlorines, organophosphate, 

carbamates, chlorophenols and synthetic pyrethroids. As per a report released by world health organization 

(WHO), agrochemicals can be grouped related to their pestilential reliant on their central lethal dose (LD50) 

for models’ organisms like mouse. The utilization of these agrochemicals in agriculture facilitates to 

enhance crop yield and productivity to feed the expanding world population. However, regular and non-

judicious utilization of these agro-chemicals can lead to severe human health problems and can damage 

the environment and thus the bio-diversity. On the basis of their chemical composition, some agro-

chemicals can remain in environment for long and can show bio-accumulation i.e., buildup in edibles which 

are consumed by humans. 

In this reference, several enterprises have been taken to reduce the application of chemical-based fertilizer 

in agricultural system. As chemical based fertilizers cause damage to the environment and are expensive. 

For instance, in China, chemical-based fertilizers were utilized at a large-scale level causing environmental 

pollution. Therefore, the China’s central government has launched a “Action Plan for the Zero Increase of 

Fertilizer Use” (APZIFU) in 2015 to end the fertilizer use by 2020. Organic fertilizers can be narrated as a 

way of agriculture that applies sustainable natural resources and approaches for example utilization of bio-

fertilizers, biological pest control and crop rotation. Therefore, the utilization of natural pesticides and 

fertilizers, which vary from conventional agricultural practices applying chemical-based fertilizers, 

pesticides and phytohormones to enhance crop yield along with productivity. Reflecting on these 

environmental issues caused by chemical-based fertilizers the requirement is to produce biological based 

fertilizers. 
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Organic Matter Fertilizer 

A huge amount of chemical-based fertilizer is supplemented to enhance the crop yield and productivity 

which has polluted the water, soil and air at a global scale level. Organic farming has been encouraged to 

rehabilitate soil structure and fertility by the application of primal matter. In ancient times, it was a 

regular agricultural practice amongst farmers as it restored the physical, chemical and biological soil 

properties along with providing essential nutrients to the plants. Therefore, farmers are required to be 

returned to traditional approaches by utilizing crop and animal residue management such as manure. 

Some of the Sources of Bio-Pesticide and Organic Fertilizer are as Follow 

Crop Residue Management for Control of Pests: Crop remnants are materials (non-photosynthetic) 

remaining on agricultural farm land after different crops has been collected. They are believed to be a 

valuable measure related to the control of soil erosion as they can enhance the soil physical and chemical 

properties along with management of organic matter composition and can help in soil CO2 fixation. Further, 

they can be utilized in the generation of bio-fuel. The general practices of crop management are related to 

(1) disposition through landfills, (2) burning of this crop leftover under limited environmental conditions 

that lead to air quality deterioration, in reference to enhancing the emission of environment polluting 

particles along with higher rate of CO2 emission. A new approach to this practice is related to the utilization 

of these practices corresponding to the use of this biomass to produce energy in a sustainable way.  

Biopesticides are living microbes or natural products that regulate the agricultural pests for example 

bacteria, fungi, weeds, viruses and insects. Bio-pesticides can be grouped into diverse classe for instance 

microbial pesticide, plant integrated protectants and bio-chemicals. Bio-pesticides are an essential part of 

integrated pest management programs for pest control, which provides more natural options to chemical-

based pesticide. These bio-pesticides are more economical, safer, environment-friendly, and potential for 

pest management. Therefore, this review will provide the current status and recent trends related to their 

future prospect and challenges associated to the application of these pesticides in pest control.  

Agricultural pests for example bacteria, weeds, insects and fungus reduce the yield and value of important 

fruits and vegetables production. The main method utilized since the 1960s to reduce the pests were 

chemical based pesticides (Damalas, 2018). However, pesticides have been helpful in reducing pest 

populations, it is thoroughly understood that their treatment can lead to deleterious impact on the 

biodiversity and crop also. Thus, environmentally friendly control methods are required to for imperishable 

agricultural production. Biopesticides can be supplemented as a substitute to the chemical-based fertilizer 

as they are efficient for the pest control and development of viable crop items for consumption. 

 

Although, technical problems may hinder their production and they impose several challenges. In the 

European Union (EU), the effect of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) policies generated the incentive for 
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novel pest management strategies, particularly the utilization of bio-pesticides, related to microbes or 

natural products (Chandler et al., 2011). Various factors designate that bio-pesticide is an excellent 

alternative to synthetic chemical-based pesticides. Particularly, they are very effective, target specific and 

have reduced negative consequence to the environment. Bio-pesticides can therefore, come from a variety 

of sources such as numerous plants and bacteria. Till date, very few bio-pesticides are produced and 

registered under the agro-market trade-mark. Bio-pesticides provide new way forward for sustainable 

agriculture production, which will enhance their yield and productivity in years to come. Furthermore, 

their applications have differed in the area of crop yield and productivity as because of their recent 

recognition in environmental consequences compared to the chemical-based pesticides. 

Other factors responsible for their enhanced production are due to their lower cost, simple production 

process and broad spectrum of activity along with lower uptake rate and residual effect. The residual effect 

is one of the main reasons for production of bio-pesticides as they can remain on the field for next two to 

three crops. Integrated pest management is a method of to incorporate bio-active compounds into a bio-

pesticide to replace the chemical-based fertilizers. It is a method to include chemical, biological and physical 

methods for pest management. The main problem associated to these pesticides is how to promote their 

marketing or to promote it. Initially, there were various protocols applied to control pests, such as 

traditional, chemical and biological methods. The main aim of this review is to summarize the present 

trend of bio-pesticides in agriculture and research, their function in IPM via combination of approaches 

such as biological method along with other pest control methods. Therefore, future strategies are required 

for their industrial scale production and commercialization and world-wide market for efficient pest control. 

Types of Bio-Pesticides and their Advantages 

A bio-pesticide can be defined as a natural product derived from a living organism such as plants, 

nematodes, fungi, virus and bacteria, etc. Bio-pesticide has more explicit pests target compared to the 

chemical-based fertilizer. Every year, utilization of these bio-pesticides persistently increases due to higher 

demand and requirement for greener and non-polluting sources. Bio-pesticides having largest market in 

North America (44 %), followed by European Union and Oceania countries having 20 % each, Latin and 

South America has 10 % and lastly Asia and India have 6 % market (Ahuja et al. 2015). The Bacillus 

thuringiensis (BT) can act as a Bio-control agent that could remove the lepidopterans as their practical use 

was demonstrated in 1990’s (Chandler et al. 2011). Bio-pesticides can be grouped into three main classes 

depending upon their source of origin. First group are microbial pesticides such as those derived from 

bacteria, fungi, algae, protozoan and virus. For instance, fungi can eradicate some weeds and insects 

specifically. Additionally, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is regularly utilized to remove insects on fruits and 

vegetable crops. Microbial pesticides generally eradicate pests through their explicit secondary metabolites 

that are toxic in nature. These toxic metabolites inhibit the growth of microbes and hence control the pest’s 

population. The second group is including pesticides derived from plants and after their genetic 

modification i.e., genetically modified transgenic plants. The main example of this transgenic expression is 

Bt gene that makes plant to intrinsically develop a protein that eradicate the pests. Finally, there are non-

toxic bio-chemical pesticides that are found naturally to remove pests, such as plant growth regulators that 

inhibit the growth, mating or attractive pheromones in pests (Williams, 2017). Several bio-pesticides 

function due to specific chemical reaction with the pests. For instance, fungal bio-pesticides are applied to 

eradicate weeds, while bacterial bio-pesticides are applied to remove fungal and bacterial diseases, whereas 

viral bio-pesticides are given to control insect pests. The fungal pests can cause infection in plants through 

their stomata or micropores in the leaf epidermis. An articulate plan is further required to ensure efficient 

development of bio-pesticides to increase their outcome, effectiveness, stability and delivery. Moreover, 

active substances must be isolated from the respective source for the development of resistance against 

these bio-pesticides. Bio-pesticides, for example the spores of entomo-pathogenic fungi have exhibited 

considerable mortality of 7-14 days following their application. 

Conclusion 

Biopesticides play a significant function in integrated pest management by lowering the application of 

chemical-based pesticides that are toxic to the environment as well as humans. Worldwide, some bio-

pesticides are produced commercially such as Bt neem, Trichoderma and Baculovirus etc. Bio-pesticides 

can be produced as an alternative to traditional approaches for products that are eco-friendly. Concerning 
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the resistance of pests, they are beneficial to generate biological means for pest management and to 

enhance crop yield and productivity. Bio-pesticides are becoming more greatly utilized due to enhanced 

application methods, environmentally methods and economical in nature. Hence, they are a better choice 

for integrated pest management, particularly as an enhanced balance between cost, efficacy and efficiency. 

Therefore, they have added advantage over chemical-based pesticides due to their eco-friendly nature. 
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Cashew is a tropical nut tree introduced from Brazil during 16th century to mitigate soil and water erosion 

in coastal areas. The commercial cultivation of cashew started during late 19th century, when the relishing 

and nutritive status of cashew nut was explored. Every year cashew growing area has been increased 

exponentially not only for delicious nut but also for reasonable income with minimum crop management 

practices. 

Cashew is a vigorously growing woody perennial tree. Naturally grown cashew trees produce unconditional 

branches resulting in irregular canopy shape. Sometimes, the condition of too many branches at one 

direction results lodging of trees. In such kind of orchards, taking up intercultural operations in later years 

become difficult and those cris-crossed branches affect the quantity of light interception which results in 

low yield and poor-quality fruit development. 

Light is an important natural requirement for plant growth, development, yield and production of quality 

fruits. The green leaves exposed to sunlight produces photo assimilates such as carbohydrate and sugars 

which are trans located to the needy and interior plant parts viz., shoots, buds, flowers and fruits. Since, 

trees shape determines the light interception, maintaining the shape of tree through proper training and 

pruning practices are essential. 

Training 

Training is a method of regulating plant growth in a desired direction during early years of planting, to 

form a definite canopy shape. Such type of initial training provides good architecture to the plants and 

further helpful in good nut production. In cashew, the training system and the diameter of canopy to be 

maintained is dependent on spacing. In general, two types of training systems are being practiced in 

cashew, a) Modified leader system and, b) Open centre system. 

1. Modified leader system: In this system, cashew grafts are allowed to grow as single stem upto a height 

of 75 to 100 cm by removing side sprouts. Then lateral branches are allowed to grow at desirable direction 

by de-topping. De-topping height varies from 2.5 to 4 m depending on spacing. Under normal spacing (8m 

x 8m), de-topping at 4 m from ground level is recommended. 

 

Whereas, for high density planting (5m x 5m), de-topping at 2.5 m from ground level is recommended. 

Removal of cris-cross branches and trimming of branches has to be resorted to get dome shape canopy and 
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the same should be maintained in later years by imposing mild pruning. This kind of canopy helps in 

reducing week shoots and water shoots development. Modified training system is suitable for both normal 

and high-density planting system. 

2. Open centre system: Cashew grafts are allowed to grow straight upto 50-60 cm from ground level. The 

terminal growing point is pinched off to form lateral branches. The branches are regulated to grow in four 

directions at equal distance. Because of fast vegetative growth, the canopy spreads rapidly. To avoid this, 

canopy centre needs to be opened once in a while to support more light interception to the interior plant 

parts. This encourages flowering at inner and outer surface of canopy and thus increases the yield. 

 

Pruning Systems in Cashew 

Cashew plantation under normal or less spacing, requires regular pruning to avoid unnecessary supply of 

photo assimilates to unproductive shoot i.e., water shoots and week branches. 

In cashew, trimming of exhausted branches induce productive growth and helps to promote the yield. In 

high density planting system, pruning operation plays a vital role to accommodate the canopy within the 

allotted space. Pruning and canopy shaping along with suitable special operations need to be taken up 

every year after harvest of the crop. Cashew trees enter a distinct resting period (quiescent stage) after 

harvest (May – June) till next flush production time (September - October). The lateral shoots which bear 

flowers/fruits are formed in the terminal of leader shoot after resting period. The past season leader shoots 

can produce only one lateral from its terminal. Pruning enhances the production of lateral shoots; thus, the 

yield can be increased. Pruning intensity and time varies for different specific agro-climatic regions. The 

details of pruning pertaining to Tamil nadu region are furnished in the table below: 

Region Best pruning 

method 

Month of 

pruning 

Collective 

operations 

Per centage of 

yield increase 

Suitable 

varieties 

Tamil nadu  Lateral shoot 

pruning 

(Tertiary shoot)- 

whole tree 

August  Two foliar sprays 

1. New flush stage 

(August)- NPK 

19:19:19 @ 1% 

2. Flowering stage 

(December - 

January) 

44.69 VRI-3 

 

Advantages of Training and Pruning 

1. Harvesting and utilization of maximum solar energy by regulating plant growth for betterment of yield 

and quality of nut and apple. 

2. Development of stronger framework of branches with equal distance at desirable direction. 

3. Equi-distant branches enhances resistance against strong wind in wind prone areas. 

4. Trimming of tangled and low-lying branches facilitates the intercultural operations. 

5. Less vegetation restrict the micro-climate congenial for pest infestation. 

6. Maximum exposure of ground helps to disinfect pest and disease inoculum during summer. 
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7. Removal of dried branches, dead woods and cris-cross branches reduce the effect of shade and extra 

burden on trees. 

8. Thinning out of dead branches reduce the chance of secondary infection. 

Precautions and Aftercare During Training and Pruning 

1. Training must be made in live tissue to facilitate good callus formation for rapid healing 

2. Sharp tools should be used for implementing training or pruning to avoid the damage to bark/phloem 

3. After training or pruning, 10 % Bordeaux mixture paste swabbing for large cut ends or 1% Bordeaux 

mixture spray for pruned shoots is recommended. 

4. The tender shoots should be protected against Tea mosquito bug attack by spraying 3 times of chemicals 

viz., 1st spray of Chlorpyriphos 20 EC@2.5 ml /litre of water, 2nd spray of Profenofos 50 EC@ 1ml/ litre of 

water and 3rd spray of Carbaryl 50 per cent @2 g/ 1 litre of water respectively. 

Tools Used for Pruning 

Training and pruning done through manual method is cumbersome in cashew. There are tools available to 

make the operation simple and easy. 

Secateur: Used to prune lateral shoots and small twigs of 1.5 to 3 cm diameter: 

 

Pruning saw: Used to prune small woody branches of 5 to 10 cm diameter. 

 

Pole tree pruner and Pruning shears: Used to prune 10 to 20 cm diameter upto its reachable height. 

 

Chain saw: Power or fuel operated chain saw is used to prune woody shoots of any size. 

mailto:20%20EC@2.5
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Telescopic power tree pruner: Used to prune woody branches of smaller size upto its reachable height. 
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Introduction 

Move over, sons of the soil it’s time to learn about the female farmers that are revolutionizing agriculture 

in India. The number of female-headed households is increasing due to civil wars, AIDS and the migration 

of men to cities in search of paid work. The International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science 

and Technology for Development describes this as ‘the feminization of agriculture. Therefore, offering 

qualification opportunities, extension services, and agricultural training to women need to be a priority of 

future development policies. Globally there is empirical evidence that women have a decisive role in 

ensuring food security and preserving local agro-biodiversity, with an increasing number of women in 

multiple roles as cultivators, entrepreneurs, and labourers. 

The loss of biodiversity in India and specifically food crops, is a severe concern for India's agricultural 

sector's food security and sustainability. Women’s connection to the land is reflected in their almanac-like 

knowledge of plant varieties This special bond is demonstrated in many sections of the nation through 

rituals and celebrations. There's Lohri, Navadhanya puja, which means "worship of nine kinds of cereal," 

which is celebrated in southern India. Both rituals honour the significance of the environment and 

biodiversity, as well as the role of women in agriculture and fertility.  

In Punjab, a high rate of genetic damage among farmers was attributed to heavy and improper pesticide 

use. Many women are shifting to organic agricultural techniques as a result of the health and financial 

implications of inorganic farming. On a micro-level, women are organizing into collectives to exchange 

knowledge, organize organic seed sharing, to pursue organic and sustainable agricultural practices. 

Statistics 

Women are the backbone of the rural economy, especially in developing countries.  

1. In India, the agriculture industry employs 80% of all economically active women, accounting for 33% of 

the agriculture workforce and 48% of self-employed farmers. 

2. In India, 85% of rural women work in agriculture, yet only around a 13% of them own land. In Bihar, 

the situation is much worse, with just 7% of women holding land rights, despite the fact that women play 

an important part in numerous agricultural operations. 

3. According to the Economic Survey 2017-18, there is a 'feminization' of the agriculture sector as a result 

of increased rural-to-urban migration by males, with an increasing number of women in numerous 

positions as farmers, entrepreneurs, and labourers. 

4. The agriculture industry in Bihar is highly gendered, with women accounting for 50.1 percent of the 

entire workforce involved in agricultural operations ('Women in the Informal Economy of Bihar'). 

5. 70% of the women who work in agriculture are from migrant homes. (IHD, New Delhi, issued a report 

in 2014) 

6. Women produce 60-80% of the food in rural areas. 

7. According to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), empowering women via land and ownership 

rights can increase total agricultural output by 2.5 to 4% in underdeveloped nations. It has the potential 

to eliminate global hunger by 12-17 percent. Predominantly rural women are involved in agricultural 

activities in three different ways depending on their family's socioeconomic status and regional factors. 

Role of women as Women agronomists, Women farmers, Harvest goddesses. They work as: 

a. Paid Labourers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiversity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punjab,_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Women_agronomists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Women_farmers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Harvest_goddesses
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b. Cultivators were working on their own farm. 

c. Managers in charge of certain parts of agricultural production, such as labour monitoring and 

post-harvest activities. 

Women participate in a variety of agricultural activities, including: 

a. Sowing 

b. Management of a nursery 

c. Transplanting 

d. Weeding 

e. Irrigation 

f. Application of fertiliser 

g. Protection of plants 

h. Harvesting, winnowing, and storing, etc. 

 

With women predominant at all levels- production, pre-harvest, post-harvest processing, packaging, 

marketing – of the agricultural value chain, in order to boost agricultural production, gender-specific 

interventions must be implemented. Gender-specific intervention to enhance the productivity of small farm 

holdings, integrate women as active agents in rural change, and involve men and women in extension 

services with gender knowledge should all be goals of an "inclusive, transformational agricultural policy." 

Conclusion 

Despite their dominance in the labour force, women in India still face extreme disadvantages in pay, land 

rights, and representation in local farmers’ organizations. In addition, their lack of empowerment 

frequently has negative consequences, such as reduced educational attainment for their children and poor 

family health. 

To satisfy everyday family requirements, rural women are responsible for the combined management and 

utilisation of varied natural resources. This necessitates improved access to resources such as land, water, 

financing, technology, and training for women farmers, which necessitates a critical examination in the 

context of India. Furthermore, enhancing agriculture production will rely heavily on the rights of women 

farmers. Women's unequal access to resources such as land, credit, water, seeds, and markets must be 

addressed. 
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Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the second most important food grain crop being consumed next to rice.  It 

is grown all over the world for its wider adaptability and high nutritive value. Wheat is staple food 

throughout the world and is also consumed in several ways in a number of industrial and commercial 

products. Wheat grains are comparatively better source of protein consumed in our country. As per latest 

estimates, area under wheat cultivation in India is 31.18 million hectares with production of 94.48 million 

tonnes. 

Wheat requires a good supply of nutrients for its growth and yield but chemical fertilizers alone are unable 

to maintain the long-term soil health and crop productivity, because they are unable to supply many other 

minor and trace elements. Unless the system is provided with adequate and balanced nutrition, there will 

be much greater drain on the native soil fertility and soil will not be able to sustain the higher productivity 

in future. 

Mineral fertilization provides readily available nutrients for plant growth; however, it does not contribute 

much to improve physical properties of soil. The indiscriminate use of chemical fertilizers is likely to cause 

environmental hazards, necessitating the need to develop a sustainable production system. Improper and 

imbalanced use of chemical fertilizers coupled with less addition of organic manures has resulted in 

deterioration of soil health with multi-nutrient deficiencies. 

The addition of organic manures not only supplies the nutrients for crop growth but also improves the 

physical condition of the soil by improving different soil physical properties. It also improves the chemical 

and biological properties of soil by increasing cation exchange capacity and providing various nutrients, 

vitamins, hormones and organic acids which are very important for beneficial soil micro-organisms. These 

micro-organisms are involved in various biochemical processes and release of nutrients. 

However, organic manures have low nutrient content and slow acting nature. Therefore, sole use of organic 

manures may not be able to meet the nutrient requirement of crops. Therefore, use of organic manure along 

with chemical fertilizers is necessary to maintain soil health as well as soil productivity.  

Integrated use of fertilizers with organics like farmyard manure, vermicompost and green manure assumes 

a greater importance as these organics not only improve the soil productivity and sustainability but also 

bring down the mounting pressure on inorganic fertilizers substantially. Integrated nutrient management 

(INM) is one of the most important components of the modern production technology. 

INM approach is holistic and aims to optimize nutrient supply to crop plants with an overall objective of 

adequately nourishing the crops and improving and maintaining the health of soil base. The basic concept 

underlying the principle of INM is to maintain and possibly improve the soil health for sustaining crop 

productivity on long-term basis. The advantage of combining organic and inorganic sources of nutrients 

has proved superior to the use of each component separately. 

Components of INM:  

a. Fertilizers 

b. Organic Manures 

c. Leguminous Crops 

d. Bio-fertilizers 

e. Crop Residue 

f. Green Manures 

g. Crop Rotation / intercropping. 
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Fertilizers 

Fertilizers are chemical substances supplied to the crops to increase their productivity. These are used by 

the farmers to increase the crop yield. The fertilizers contain the essential nutrients required by the plants, 

including nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus. They enhance the various metabolic processes of soil and 

plants and also increase its fertility status. Fertilizers are chemical and inorganic in nature that contain 

nutrient elements for the growth of crops made by chemical means. 

Some examples of various fertilizers of different essential elements: 

a. Nitrogen: Urea, CAN (Calcium ammonium nitrate), Ammonium nitrate, Ammonium sulphate. 

b. Phosphorus: SSP (Single super phosphate), DAP (Diammonium Phosphate), 16:12:32 (IFFCO 

Mixture). 

c. Potassium: MOP (Muriate of Potash), Potassium sulphate, Potassium Nitrate. 

Organic Manures 

Manures are plant and animal wastes which are used as sources of plant nutrients. They release nutrients 

after their decomposition. Manures are the organic materials derived from animal, human and plant 

residues which contain plant nutrients in complex organic forms. Naturally occurring or synthetic 

chemicals containing plant nutrients are called fertilizers. Manures with low nutrient, content per unit 

quantity have longer residual effect besides improving soil physical properties compared to fertilizer with 

high nutrient content.  

Major sources of manures are: 

a. Cattle shed wastes-dung, urine and slurry from biogas plants 

b. Human habitation wastes-night soil, human urine, town  

c. Refuse, sewage, sludge and silage 

d. Poultry Jitter, droppings of sheep and goat 

e. Slaughterhouse wastes-bone meal, meat meal, blood meal, horn and hoof meal, Fish wastes 

f. Byproducts of Agro industries-oil cakes, bagasse and press mud, fruit and vegetable processing 

wastes etc. 

g. Crop wastes-sugarcane trash, stubbles and other related material 

h. Water hyacinth, weeds and tank silt, and 

i. Green manure crops and green leaf manuring material. 

Leguminous Crop 

The ability of legumes to capture nitrogen from the air and turn it into plant food, or "fix" it, also leaves 

the soil enriched through the plant matter left after harvesting, creating a natural fertilizer for other crops, 

which is the basis for crop rotation. Alternating legumes with other crops have been a major component of 

agriculture around the world for thousands of years. Many legumes contain symbiotic bacteria called 

Rhizobia within root nodules of their root systems. These bacteria have the special ability of fixing nitrogen 

from atmospheric, molecular nitrogen (N2) into ammonia (NH3). The chemical reaction is:  

N2 + 8H+ + 8e− → 2NH3 + H2 

Ammonia is then converted to another form, ammonium (NH4
+), usable by (some) plants by the following 

reaction:  

NH3 + H+ → NH4+ 

This arrangement means that the root nodules are sources of nitrogen for legumes, making them relatively 

rich in plant proteins. All proteins contain nitrogenous amino acids. Nitrogen is therefore a necessary 

ingredient in the production of proteins. Hence, legumes are among the best sources of plant protein.  

When a legume plant dies in the field, for example following the harvest, all of its remaining nitrogen, 

incorporated into amino acids inside the remaining plant parts, is released back into the soil. In the soil, 

the amino acids are converted to nitrate making the nitrogen available to other plants, thereby serving as 

fertilizer for future crops.  

In many traditional and organic farming practices, crop rotation involving legumes is common. By 

alternating between legumes and non-legumes, sometimes planting non-legumes two times in a row and 
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then a legume, the field usually receives a sufficient number of nitrogenous compounds to produce a good 

result, even when the crop is non-leguminous.  

Bio-fertilizers: In nature, there are a number of useful soil micro-organisms which can help plants to absorb 

nutrients. Their utility can be enhanced with human intervention by selecting efficient organisms, 

culturing them and adding them to soils directly or through seeds. The cultured micro-organisms packed 

in some carrier material for easy application in the field are called bio-fertilizers. Thus, the critical input 

in Bio fertilizers is the micro-organisms.  

Bio-fertilizers are living microorganisms of bacterial, fungal and algal origin. Their mode of action differs 

and can be applied alone or in combination. 

a. Bio fertilizers fix atmospheric nitrogen in the soil and root nodules of legume crops and make it 

available to the plant. 

b. They solubilize the insoluble forms of phosphates like tricalcium, iron and aluminum phosphates 

into available forms. 

c. They scavenge phosphate from soil layers. 

d. They produce hormones and anti-metabolites which promote root growth. 

e. They decompose organic matter and help in mineralization in soil. 

f. When applied to seed or soil, bio fertilizers increase the availability of nutrients and improve the 

yield by 10 to 25% without adversely affecting the soil and environment. 

Crop Residue 

Crop residue management is a well-known and widely accepted practice for controlling various soil 

physical, chemical, and biological functions. Crop residues incorporate a large number of nutrients in the 

soil for crop production and affect soil water movement, runoff, and infiltration. In a conservation 

agriculture system, successful management of crop residues is an integral part, and the maximum benefit 

of conservation agriculture can only be achieved with in-situ management. However, decomposition of crop 

residues has both positive and negative impacts on crop production.  

Soil management with crop residues covers a wide range of aspects, like residue decomposition, soil erosion 

control, nutrient recycling and availability to plants, control of weed pests, and various conservation 

practices related to tillage for maximizing crop yields. The annual cycling of plant nutrients is important 

in the plant–soil ecosystem in order to maintain a productive agricultural system and to facilitate better 

nutrient mobilization within the system. It is reported that soil, air, and water, which have tremendous 

interaction with plants, release various essential inorganic nutrient elements for plant growth. 

Green Manures 

Green manures, also referred to as fertility building crops, may be broadly defined as crops grown for the 

benefit of the soil. They have been used in traditional agriculture for thousands of years but conventional 

farming systems largely rejected them as the use of fertilizers and pesticides became more common. 

Although they have many roles, they are still often underutilized by today’s organic farmers. However, 

recent emphasis on reducing the environmental impact of all farming systems (stimulated by new 

legislation) has led to a growing interest from the conventional sector.  

Green manuring can bring a number of advantages to the grower:  

1. Adding organic matter to the soil  

2. Increasing biological activity  

3. Improving soil structure 

4. Reduction of erosion  

5. Increasing the supply of nutrients available to plants (particularly by adding nitrogen to the system by 

fixation)  

6. Reducing leaching losses 

7. Suppressing weeds 

8. Reducing pest and disease problems 

9. Providing supplementary animal forage  

10. Drying and warming the soil. 
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Crop Rotation 

Crop rotation is the practice of planting different crops sequentially on the same plot of land to improve 

soil health, optimize nutrients in the soil, and combat pest and weed pressure. 

For example, say a farmer has planted a field of corn. When the corn harvest is finished, he might plant 

beans, since corn consumes a lot of nitrogen and beans return nitrogen to the soil. A simple rotation might 

involve two or three crops, and complex rotations might incorporate a dozen or more. 

If a farmer plants the exact same crop in the same place every year, as is common in conventional farming, 

she continually draws the same nutrients out of the soil. Pests and diseases happily make themselves a 

permanent home as their preferred food source is guaranteed. With monocultures like these, increasing 

levels of chemical fertilizers and pesticides become necessary to keep yields high while keeping bugs and 

disease at bay. Crop rotation helps return nutrients to the soil without synthetic inputs. The practice also 

works to interrupt pest and disease cycles, improve soil health by increasing biomass from different crops’ 

root structures, and increase biodiversity on the farm. Life in the soil thrives on variety, and beneficial 

insects and pollinators are attracted to the variety above ground, too. 
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What is GIS? 

A geographic information system is a conceptualized framework that provides the ability to capture and 

analyse spatial and geographic data. 

How Does GIS Work? 

GIS software is designed to capture, manage, analyse and display all forms of geographically referenced 

information. 

GIS enables us to visualize, understand, interrogate, interpret, and visualize our world in ways that reveal 

relationships, patterns, and trends in the form of maps, globes, reports, and graphics. 

Application of GIS 

Common uses of GIS include inventory and management of resources, crime mapping, establishing and 

monitoring routes, managing networks, monitoring and managing vehicles, managing properties, locating 

and targeting customers, locating properties that match specific criteria and managing agricultural crop 

data, addressing public health concerns, mapping wildfire risk and preparedness, modeling hazmat risk, 

first response, and mapping/monitoring/mitigating invasive species. 

Application of GIS in Agriculture 

GIS systems are used to: 

a. Protect crops 

b. Solve crop issues 

c. Damage crop as well as give farmers an easy way to access information about their crops season 

by season 

d. What this weather could do to crops 

e. Could move fields to better geographic locations 

f. Know how to irrigate based on local water resources and weather patterns. 

Types of Mapping Provided by RS Required by GIS to be Useful for Agriculture are 

1. Soil type mapping 

2. Crop coverage mapping 

3. Rivers/ distributaries mapping 

4. Land use mapping 

5. Contour mapping 

6. Irrigation system mapping 

7. Meteorological mapping. 

Soil Type Mapping 

For planning of agriculture on a broad scale it is extremely important to know different types of soils, type 

of crops they can support and areas having the type of soil. This information if used effectively can greatly 

improve the agricultural output and its quality. Some attributes of soils are: Humus content, nutrient 

content etc. 

Crop Coverage Mapping 

Maps indicating crop coverage are various crops. These also help in analysing existing methods of 

agriculture such as crop rotation, terracing etc. In order to bring forth any improvements, it is important 

to study the existing trends and methodologies. Some attributes of crops are: suitable season/ climatic 
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conditions, water requirements, manure/ fertilizer requirements, total time for sowing, reaping and 

harvesting etc. 

Rivers/ Distributaries Mapping 

These maps show the Geography River and distributaries systems in and around an area. Knowing this is 

helpful in locating nearest source of water and designing of most economical canal systems. Attributes: 

name, volume, depth, width etc. 

Land Use Mapping 

These maps give information about how the land is already being used. It helps in analysing how effectively 

the land resources are being used and in coming up with more economical suggestions for the same in 

addition to keeping updated records used for various other calculations. Attributes: kind of usage, total 

forest coverage total agricultural output of an area, estimated urbanization of an area etc. 

Contour Mapping 

These maps show the elevation data of the various geographical features on the earth's surface. This 

information helps us in estimating important data such as the most economical laying of canals considering 

cost of excavation and levelling etc. 

Crop Condition Assessment 

The physiological changes that occur in a plant due to stress may change the spectral reflectance/ 

remittance characteristics resulting in the detection of stress amenable to remote sensing techniques. Crop 

monitoring at regular intervals during the crop growth cycle is essential to take appropriate measures and 

to asses information on probable loss of production. 

Crop Yield Modelling and Production Forecasting 

The information on production of crops before the harvest is very vital to the national food policy planning 

and economy of the country. Reliable crop yield estimate is one of the most important components of crop 

production forecasting. 

Agricultural Draught Assessment 

Draught assessment is yet another area where in remote sensing data has been used at operational level. 

The district level drought assessment and monitoring. 

RS in Biodiversity 

Remote sensing forms a valuable tooling mapping and monitoring of biodiversity and provides valuable 

information to quantify spatial patterns, Biophysical patterns, ecological process that determine species 

richness and anthropogenic factors causing loss of species richness and for predicating response of species 

to global changes. 

Conclusion 

Despite these major advances, the spatial statistical capability of typical GIS software is relatively limited. 

The integration of expanded spatial analytical/statistical capabilities, including various visualization and 

data discovery techniques, is the next major frontier for GIS. The interface between the GIS user and 

between GIS and the modelling software has improved greatly since its inception; however, there is 

substantial progress to be made in these areas. Nonetheless, GIS has proven over the past few decades to 

be an indispensable tool for almost an unlimited number of practical and research applications. 
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As the global demand for food increases, agriculture should respond with higher production. At the same 

time, the environmental impact of agriculture has to be minimized using eco-friendly practices and natural 

resources have to be preserved for future generations. An eco-friendly, sustainable and innovative method 

that is able to tackle the upcoming challenges is the incorporation of biostimulant technology in the crop 

production. Biostimulants are “any substance or biologically derived fertilizer additives or microorganisms 

used topromote beneficial effects in crops by stimulating physiological, morphological and biochemical 

processes, mainly related to nutrient assimilation”. 

Biostimulantsmainly include minerals, humic compounds, vitamins, chitin/chitosan, amino acids, poly- and 

oligosaccharides. Biostimulants can increase plant growth and development, stimulating cell division, cell 

differentiation and stretching; these effects depend on the concentration, the nature and the proportion of 

the substances present in the products. Some factor can be attributed to the increase in plant uptake, such 

as an increase in soil enzymatic and microbial activities, modifications in root architecture as well as an 

enhancement in micronutrient mobility and solubility. This is certainly a promising and sustainable 

approach that farmers can incorporate in to their farming systems, even in integrated crop management 

whereby efforts can be made to minimize chemical pesticide usage by replacing the synthetic inputs 

biostimulants. 

Beneficial Effects of Biostimulants 

1. Enhance nutrition efficiency 

2. Promote germination, root development and increased vigor  

3. Tolerance to abiotic stresses like drought, flooding, heat and cold stress 

4. Improvement in crop growth and quality traits viz., nutritional content, appearance and shelf-life. 

Types of Biostimulants 

Considering the diverse and varied nature of the starting materials from which biostimulants can be 

obtained, they have been grouped into following types: 

1. Sea weed extracts: Seaweeds are macro algae which constitute an integral component of marine and 

coastal ecosystem, contributing to their rich biodiversity and to the overall biosphere and it constitutes 

more than 33 per cent of the total biostimulant market worldwide. In recent years, use of seaweed extracts 

has gained in popularity due to their potential use in organic and sustainable agriculture, especially in 

rainfed crops, as a means to avoid excessive fertilizer applications and to improve mineral absorption. Sea 

weeds are subdivided mainly into three categories based on their pigmentation, Phaeophyta (Brown), 

Rhodophyta (Red), and Chlorophyta (Green). Brown seaweeds are the dominant group and the majority of 

the formulations are from this group. 

Sea weed extracts contains major and minor nutrients, amino acids, vitamins, cytokinins, auxin and 

abscisic acid like growth promoting substances. It can be applied on soil and/or on plants as a foliar spray. 

They act positively on soil retention and remediation, soil microflora, show hormonal effects, nutrient 

uptake and growth. As they have phytostimulatory properties, help to reduce seed dormancy, enhance root 

systems, flowering, fruit quality, taste and even the quality of produce. Also, as a phytoelicitor activity, 

evoke defense responses in plants that contribute to develop resistance towards several pests, diseases and 

abiotic stresses including drought, salinity and cold. 

2. Plant extracts: Plants due to the high content of various bioactive compounds are the main raw 

material for production of valuable and useful bio-products (e.g., food, cosmetics, medicines, biostimulants, 

biopesticides and feed). Plant extracts as a new generation of eco-friendly products for the increment of the 
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production of high-quality food. These can improve produce quality by enhancing the antioxidant content, 

leaf pigments and trigger plant performance by stimulating root growth. Extracts derived from moringa, 

garlic, soybean, sorghum, cabbage, sunflower, rice, wheat, barley and many other crops contain particular 

allelochemicals and helps to improve growth of various crops. Different plant parts like seeds, fruits, 

flowers, stems, leaves and roots can be used for manufacturing of Biostimulants. 

3. Plant and animal protein hydrolysate: Protein hydrolysates (PHs) are a group of plant biostimulants 

that are produced by enzymatic and/or chemical hydrolysis and contain a mixture of peptides and amino 

acids. They may also contain carbohydrates, polypeptides, oligopeptides, phenols, mineral elements, 

phytohormones and other organic compounds which contribute to their biostimulant action. Application of 

PH’s affects many physiological processes viz., increasein carbon and nitrogen metabolism,NUE,root 

growth, promote cell elongation, stimulate enzymatic activities and alleviate the negative effects of abiotic 

plant stress due to salinity, drought and heavy metals. Moreover, PHs can enhance soil microbial and 

enzymatic activities leading to an improvement of biological fertility (Colla et al., 2017).  Enzymatically 

produced plant protein hydrolysates (P-PHs) are mainly characterized by signaling peptides 

as bioactivecompounds, whereas free amino acids are the main bioactive molecules. P-PHs can be produced 

from plant-derived protein sources such as residual crop biomasses or agricultural by-products, therefore 

representing an eco-friendly and economical solution to reduce waste, minimize reliance on landfill and 

pollution and increase recycling in compliance with the principles of the circular economy. Animal protein 

hydrolysates (A-PHs) are used for more than 50 years because of their ability to enhance plant growth and 

mitigate the effects of environmental stresses.However, the effects of A-PHs seem effective and 

advantageous only when they are supplied at low doses, while repeated or high foliar treatment doses can 

elicit toxic effects. Some A-PH components might be responsible for the dose-dependent toxicity.  

4. Microorganisms: A microbial plant biostimulants consists of a microorganism or a consortium of 

microorganisms including four different genera (Azotobacter spp., Mycorrhizal fungi, Rhizobium spp. and 

Azospirillum spp.) which are able to stimulate plant nutrition processes independently of the product’s 

nutrient content with the aim of improving nutrient use efficiency, availability of nutrients in soil or 

rhizosphere, tolerance to abiotic stress and improving quality traits. Method of application of the PGPB is 

the foliar one, where the plant growth promoting bacteria are sprayed over the leaves of the cultivation. 

Another method of application is the inoculation of bacteria either on the seeds before sowing or on the 

roots of seedling or with direct application on soil. PGPMs with auxins, especially with IAAwill regulate 

several cell processes, including cell elongation and division, root development and root hair formation even 

in soils characterized by a lack of water or an excess of salt. Plants could also establish symbiosis with 

arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMFs), which increases the root surface area for nutrient 

acquisition.Popular bacteria used as biostimulants include species such as Arthrobacter spp., Acinetobacter 

spp., Enterobacter spp., Ochrobactrum spp., Pseudomonas spp., Rhodococcus spp. and Bacillus spp. will 

improves the physiological and biochemical characteristics of crop and avoids the adverse effects of lack of 

water. These allow for enhanced water retention and increased tolerance to osmotic and ionic stress. 

5. Humic and Fulvic acid: Humic substances (HS) are the product from natural decomposition of plant 

and microbial remains and include humic acid, fulvic acid and humin. Humic and fulvic acids are parts of 

soil organic matterproduced by the biodegradation of organic matter resulting in a mixture of acids 

containing phenolate and carboxyl groups.Humic and fulvic acids improve the physical and chemical 

properties of soils as well as being extremely effective on plants. They can increase the cation exchange 

capacity, have effect on the root (especially the hairy root), shoot growth, uptake of plant nutrients and also 

increase strength under both biotic and abiotic stress conditions. In practice, humic and fulvic acids are 

often used to increase the organic matter content of the soil during the early stages of the development 

period and to promote root development of plants that are just beginning the season. 

6. Commercial: Commercial products containing mixtures of these substances and/or microorganisms are 

also considered biostimulants. Developing biostimulants from by-products paves the path to waste 

recycling and reduction, generating benefits for growers, food industry, registration and distribution 

companies, as well as consumers. The criteria to select designated by-products for valorizing as 

biostimulant are: absence of pesticide residue, low cost of collection and storage, sufficient supply and 

synergy with other valorization paths. The biostimulants generated from waste streams are extracts from 

food waste, composts, manures, vermicompost, aquaculture waste streams and sewage treatments. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/bioactive-compound
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/crop-biomass
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Therefore, developing commercial biostimulants from by-products provides the innovative methods to 

prevent inadvertent disposal and results in environmental-friendly solutions for waste re-use. 

Now, there is a wide variety of commercial products characterized as biostimulants. The effectiveness of 

these products relies on the mixture of their components as whole and not as individual substances. In the 

market there are also amino acid based biostimulants which are mixtures of different AAs and short 

peptides, rather than pure substances. Megafol (Valagro, Atessa, Chieti, Italy) is a commercial biostimulant 

comprising vitamins, amino acids, proteins, and betaines from plant and algal extracts. 
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Introduction 

Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITK) is defined as information gained over time and passed down from 

generation to generation through word of mouth. Local or indigenous knowledge refers to the cumulative 

and complex bodies of knowledge, know-how, practices, and representations that local communities with 

long histories of interaction with the natural environment maintain and develop. Such knowledge is owned 

collectively, passed down through generations and subject to adaptation, and is embedded in a community's 

way of life as a means of survival. It is 'local' in the sense that it is rooted in a specific community and 

situated within broader cultural traditions; it is a collection of experiences generated by people who live in 

those communities. 

ITK`s Role in Sustainable Agriculture 

The introduction of the concept of sustainable agriculture in the Indian agricultural scenario in the late 

1980s sparked interest in adoption indigenous technical knowledge (ITK) that includes the use of natural 

products to solve problems related to agriculture and allied activities. Depletion of natural resource base 

due to deforestation, overgrazing, desertification, excessive agricultural intensification, overfishing, and 

agriculture on marginal lands reduces agricultural production potential, resulting in a reduction in 

agricultural sustaining / carrying capacity. Natural resources (soil, water, nutrients) have boundaries, and 

better management is required to reverse resource degradation and develop agricultural production 

systems that sustain our ecosystem. Thus, sustainable agriculture should be the primary focus of all 

technological innovations involving land and water use, so that there is no negative impact on the biological 

productivity of the resource base in the long run. As discussed below, traditional practises have been classic 

examples of non-exploitative and non-polluting methods of natural resource management that lead to 

sustainable agriculture. 

Water Resource Management 

Many Indian farmers have traditionally used water harvesting techniques such as farm ponds, check dams, 

shallow wells dug in depressions to collect rain water, diversion channels, brick lined tanks, channels built 

through hilly rivers (pynes), tank cascades, Bandhara, Khadin, Nalla check, Pat system, Phad system, 

Chauka system, and Haveli system, among others. The age- old well-maintained water supply system of 

Sindhu Valley civilization, Grand Anicut system in the second century A.D. by Chola kings, and huge tanks 

developed in Deccan during mediaeval times are still serving people's irrigation, drinking water, and 

aquaculture needs today. 

Soil Conservation 

Traditional farmers have discovered ways to improve soil structure, water retention capacity, nutrient and 

water availability without using synthetic inputs. Their systems are sophisticated forms of ecological 

agriculture that are tailored to the local environment. 

Khus (Vetiver grass) as a vegetative barrier for soil conservation in dry lands and vulnerable areas where 

rills would otherwise have formed, as well as to protect waste-weirs and stabilise drop structures. When 

treating waste weirs and drop structures, clumps of Khus are placed at strategic locations. Farmers grew 

khus even in plain fields to mark boundary lines. It also provides 3-4 cuts at 45-day intervals as a perennial 

fodder to them. 
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Nutrient Management 

1. Bijamrut: It is used as aseed treatment, contains naturally occurring beneficial microorganisms. 

Research studies show that bijamrith to protect the crop from harmful soil-borne pathogens and young 

seedlings roots from fungus and seed-borne and soil- borne diseases and also help to produce IAA and GA3 

(Sreenivasa et al., 2010). 

2. Jivamrut: Microorganisms play an important role in the conversion of unavailable forms of nutrients 

to available form in the plant root zone. The microbes present in jeevamrutha helps non-available form to 

convert into dissolved form when it is inoculated into the soil. It also helps as biological control pathogens 

(Glick & Bashan, 1997). 

3. Panchagavya: is an organic product having the potential for promoting growth and providing immunity 

in plant system. Which is also used as Seed and seedling treatment and as a soil fertility enhancer by 

applying through irrigation water (TNAU, Coimbatore, CSK-HPKV, Palampur, UAS, Bangalore and 

MPUAT, Udaipur). 

Weed Management 

1. Nirai or godai method is used by the tribal farmers. khurpi for removal of weeds from field. 

2. Deep summer ploughing also known as Khurra-Bakhroni (ploughing) in summer or after Rabi also 

exposes the weed seeds to sun and destroy them. 

3. Farmers of the research area use ploughing in standing crop. In low-land paddy, this is the most frequent 

approach. Ploughing in standing paddy crop of one fourth to one and a half month after transplanting is 

done in the water filled field. 

Pest Management 

1. Deep ploughing in summer is helpful in preventing soil burrowing nematodes, white grubs, etc. 

(Shakrawar et al., 2018). This indigenous technology is prevalent in tribal areas of Madhya Pradesh. 

2. Burning of waste material in field to produce heat. The heat which is produced by burning of waste 

material sterilizes the soil and kills the harmful microbes and controls damping off in nursery. It is 

practiced in late kharif and summer (Shakrawaret al.,2018). 

3. For insect control, spraying of diluted onion-garlic juice is used by tribe of Chhindwara district of Madhya 

Pradesh to control grasshopper and other leaf inhabiting insects on Maize crop (Shakrawar et al., 2018). 

Disease Management 

Brown spot of rice can be controlled by spraying ash prepared by mixing ash with water. The spraying 

should be done at panicle initiation stage of rice. The reason behind this ITK is that ash contains 

hydrocarbon and/or sulphur which may prevent the spreading of infection. Moreover, ash is alkaline in 

nature so it reduces the fungal infection (Saha and Dutta, 2013). farmers used to apply fresh cow dung 

near the collar region of chilli plant to control fungal disease, viz., damping off and die back (Roy et al., 

2015). In case of coconut and arecanut plantation, rice husk, twigs etc. are burnt in the pit before planting 

to control Termite (Gohain et al., 2019). Burning kills the insect and the left-over ashes repel termites. In 

Manipur, seedlings of vegetable such as tomato, chilli etc. are raised in artificial tray made up of half split 

bamboo at 3-4 ft height by many farmers. This is mainly done to control damping off of seedlings. This 

practice helps in production of disease-free seedlings (Gogoi, 2010). 

Conclusion 

Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITK) may be beneficial in achieving food security at the household level, 

as well as in the formulation of long-term adaptation plans to support rural populations. The framework of 

local knowledge systems mixing old skills, culture, and artefacts with modern abilities, views, and tools is 

not a recent development. Since time immemorial, new crops have been transferred from one region of the 

world to another, and cultural and ecological knowledge systems have formed as these crops, animals, 

plants, tools, and so on have been adapted to their new environments. This is a continuous process. As a 

result, the need of the hour is to establish a national foundation that assists in the creation of a national 

register of innovations, the filing of patent applications, and the provision of micro- venture capital support 
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for enterprises based on indigenous knowledge, as well as non-material incentives such as recognising or 

honouring innovators and communities holding indigenous knowledge. 
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Foliar feeding is a technique of feeding plants by applying liquid fertilizer directly to their leaves. Plants 

can absorb essential elements through their leaves. The absorption takes place through their stomata and 

through their epidermis. Unlike roots, plant leaves are not adapted to assimilate large amounts of nutrients 

and meet the bulk of the nutrient requirement. Therefore, they are in a continuous demand of plant 

nutrients. Hence, to give them a quick boost; foliar fertilization is the best short-term solution. 

Foliar applied nutrients are absorbed not only by the leaves but a small amount is also absorbed through 

woody cambium tissue of the bark. The research also proved that foliar fertilization is 8-20 times more 

effective compared to soil application, in terms of the amount of nutrients required and with which those 

nutrients were absorbed and utilized in the plant's metabolism. More recently, foliar feeding has been 

widely used and accepted as an essential part of crop production, especially on horticultural crops. 

Though we want to put a little more stress on foliar fertilization, it does not mean that it completely replaces 

the soil application. Therefore, foliar fertilization should never be taken as a substitute to soil application; 

instead, it should be regarded as supplementary to soil application; as foliar feeding increases the uptake 

of nutrients present in the soil solution. Secondly, the nutrient demands are often high in the initial phase 

of vegetative growth when the plants are small and the leaf surface is insufficient for foliar absorption. 

Plant roots have evolved to be the major pathway for nutrient uptake and their health and function should 

be the primary goal of any farmer. In short, for sustainable yields, the Soil Fertility Management should 

never be compromised and nutrient replacements through soil are to be regularly followed. 

A distinction needs to be made between foliar fertilization and the application of soluble nutrients in the 

root zone through drip irrigation, form where most of the nutrients taken up by plants are absorbed by the 

roots. When the same fertilizer is sprayed on foliage in dilute concentration, most of the nutrients are 

absorbed through the leaves. Thus, water soluble NPK fertilizers, often supplied through drip irrigation, 

can be effectively and efficiently used for foliar feeding. 

Advantages of Foliar Application 

1. It can be visually diagnosed within first few days of foliar application by closely observing plant leaves, 

which often exhibit a dark green colour. This can be measured by a Refractometer in as little as 4 hours. 

Increased chlorophyll synthesis results in increased rate of photosynthesis. By increasing photosynthesis, 

we increase efficiency of a plant to produce more food, which ultimately ends in increased yield of a crop. 

2. The increased cellular activity and respiration demands more amount of water by the vascular system 

in response to increased needs of water by the leaf, far in excess of that found in the plant for normal 

synthesis of new materials. This automatically brings more fertilizing elements into the plant via the 

vascular system. Excess carbohydrate produced by the plant, due to greater synthesis of sugars by 

increased chlorophyll, are excreted by the root hairs which stimulate microbial colonies on the roots by 

providing additional energy sources. The bacterial colonies in turn provide auxins and other root 

stimulation compounds (organic acids). More root tissue and root hair increase the plant's ability to uptake 

water and fertilizer ions. 

3. If the soil structure, texture, and soil pH are not favourable, still nutrients can be supplied through foliar 

sprays. Foliar fertilizers are most effective when soil problems occur that restrict nutrient availability such 

as iron availability in high pH soils. Foliar fertilizers get readily absorbed right at the site of application. 
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4. Low application rate and uniform application of plant nutrients. Rapid absorption and movement leading 

to immediate availability. In terms of nutrient absorption, foliar fertilization can be from 8 to 20 times as 

efficient as ground application. It is because we are stimulating the entire 'Nutrient Pumping System' of 

the plant. 

5. Researchers found that foliar feed nutrients have a high use efficiency than soil application. In case of 

foliar feeding the nutrient efficiency went up as high as 95 %, while in case of soil application it came down 

to as low as 10%, as most of the part of nutrients was subjected to leaching or volatilization losses and 

losses due to immobilization. By applying nutrients through foliar sprays, we are minimizing or restricting 

the losses of nutrients. Therefore, a small amount of plant nutrients foliar applied; can replace a much 

greater amount applied through soil. Besides, their residual effect is negligible. 

6. For all crops, foliar nutrition is the most economical and reliable method of providing some nutrients, 

especially micronutrients. Besides, foliar sprays of N on wheat would result in increased protein content in 

the grains. Foliar sprays with P at transition Stage (a stage in between vegetative stage and reproductive 

stage) would result in increased number flowers on the plant. Foliar sprays of K at the pre-maturity stage 

would result in increased quality of fruits and vegetables. 

Fertilization strategies can influence the amount of vegetative growth, flowering, fruit set, fruit growth 

and development (fruit size), its nutritional content (fruit quality) and external parameters related to fruit 

quality, disease and pest resistance and other plant characteristics. By carefully choosing the components 

of a foliar or side-dress fertilizer, the grower can "nudge" a crop towards earlier, heavier fruit set, or 

discourage fruiting an advantage when producing greens or a forage crop. This concept is well recognized 

in the conventional agricultural community. Many citrus growers, for example, are known to foliar feed 

with fertilizer blends dominated by potassium and nitrate - vegetative growth enhancing nutrients to 

increase fruit size after the crop is well set. Fertilizer blends dominated by potassium, nitrate nitrogen, 

calcium, and chlorine tend to promote vegetative growth and fruit size. Blends dominated by ammonium 

nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, and manganese encourage the setting of fruit and seed. 

As said earlier, in case of foliar feeding the nutrient efficiency may go up as high as 95 %, but in practice 

we seldom get it. It is due to the negligence shown in any one of more factors associated with the efficiency 

of foliar fertilizers, as discussed below. 

Effectiveness of Foliar Fertilizers 

1. Major part of the nutrients applied through foliar feeding gets absorbed through epidermal pores on the 

leaves, called stomata. They are spread on entire leaf surface either on upper or lower surface or both the 

surfaces of a leaf. But majority of the plant species possess stomata on their lower leaf surface, therefore, 

care should be taken to cover both the surfaces with spraying with the fertilizer solution. Under tropical 

conditions, the stomata are open from 7 to 10 a.m. and after 5 p.m. Therefore, the sprays are necessarily to 

be adjusted within the time frame. The stomata are usually closed at night. 

2. Foliar fertilizers should necessarily be applied when the plant is not under water stress, when the soil is 

neither too wet nor too dry (i.e., under 'Field Capacity' condition) and are best applied when the plant is 

cool and filled with water (turgid).  

3. Plants need 16 essential elements in balanced proportion throughout their life cycle. Most of the farmers 

wait for nutrient deficiency symptoms to appear on leaves. The plants are in the state of Hidden Hunger 

from the stage of requirement of a nutrient(s) to the stage of expression of nutrient deficiency symptoms. 

Spraying the plants after noticing the deficiency symptoms would not serve the purpose of Sufficiency 

Management or Luxury Consumption for getting higher yields, in turn, it would be Inadequacy or Poverty 

Management.  

4. Growth stages of a crop are to be considered while supplying the nutrients through foliar feeding. During 

Vegetative Stage, the plant's height, number of leaves and their size increases. It obviously needs large 

amounts of energies. Reproductive Stage is highly an energy consuming and energy demanding stage of a 

plant. While during Maturity Stage, the root activity is insufficient to provide a quick supply of nutrients 

to other plant parts in required amounts. All these stages need luxurious supply of required nutrients with 

their immediate availability. Therefore, foliar spray schedule should be such arranged to get maximum 

results.  
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5. The dilute solutions of nutrient formulations are suggested for easier and quicker absorption with their 

maximum amount. To get quicker and more results of foliar sprays, most of the farmers double up the 

recommended quantity of fertilizers. The suggested concentration needs to be strictly followed by a farmer.  

6. Foliar sprays taken during heat hours of the day (11:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m.) or when the temperatures are 

high (more than 30 degree Celsius) or the sprays taken with higher concentrations than the recommended 

may lead to scorching of the leaves. The necrotic spots developed on the leaves by wrongly spraying of the 

fertilizers hinder their photosynthetic activity. However, the necrotic spots vanish from the leaves in due 

course of time; especially when the crop is watered and leaves attain turgidity 

7.Take note of possible chemical interactions among foliar fertilizers. Some materials are incompatible and 

should not be mixed. They may create precipitates that tie up the nutrients and clog nozzles. To judge the 

compatibility of nutrients, mix relative quantities of the materials and water in a jar and shake it. If there 

is no precipitate, there should be no problem.  

8. For convenience and cost savings, foliar fertilization can sometimes be combined with a pesticide 

application. However, timing conflicts and material incompatibilities can make combining sprays unwise 

and of no use. 

9. Absorption of nutrients is enhanced when weather conditions are humid and moist. The presence of 

heavy dew on the leaves facilitates foliar 5. The dilute solutions of nutrient feeding. 
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Introduction 

When a living organism produces and emits light as a result of a chemical reaction, the process is known 

as Bioluminescence - bio means 'living' in Greek while `lumen means 'light' in Latin. During the process, 

chemical energy is converted into light energy. The process is caused by an enzyme-catalysed 

chemiluminescent reaction. Bio luminescence is a product of a chemical reaction in an organism, it involves 

a class of chemicals called luciferins ("light bringers “).  The luciferin oxidizes in the presence of a catalytic 

enzyme (luciferase) to create light and an ineffective compound (oxyluciferin).  Bioluminescence (BL) serves 

various purposes, including sexual attraction and courtship, predation and defence. This process is 

suggested to have arisen after O2 appearance on Earth at least 30 different times during evolution, as 

reflected by the existence of several luciferin/luciferase systems leading to different patterns of light 

emission i.e., colour, intensity, timing, etc (Hastings, 1983). Bioluminescence has possibly evolved from 

early ultra-weak chemiluminescent oxidase-catalysed reactions to become very efficient functional light-

emitting processes (quantum-yield of BL of fireflies=0.88).  A primal function in O2 detoxification, coupled 

with evolutionary advantages offered by specific light communication, may have allowed these species to 

prosper. 

Bioluminescence 

1. The production and emission of light by a living organism is known as bioluminescence which is known 

to be a one of the oldest and interesting field of scientific study. In Greek word ‘bios’ means life or living 

matter and Latin word ‘lumen’ means light and ‘essence’ means process that changes a state.  

2. It is a biological process which occurs naturally were the energy is released by a chemical reaction in the 

form of light emission. 

3. The organisms like bacteria, fungi, mushroom, phytoplankton, marine Protista, annelids, molluscs, 

centipedes, millipedes, crustacean and chordates exhibit luminescence. Apart from this, some of the unique 

insects also exhibit light. Though bioluminescence is generated by various organisms, it is highly developed 

in insects which play a significant role in courtship, predation and defence.  

4. Moreover, there are no luminous flowering plants, birds, reptiles, amphibians or mammals in nature. 

Bioluminescence Origin 

1. The Greeks and Romans were the first to report the characteristics of luminous organisms. Aristotle 

(384-322 BC) described 180 marine species and was the first to recognize "cold light."  

2. The Greeks also made reference to sea phosphorescence (about 500 BC). The first book devoted to 

bioluminescence and chemiluminescent science was published in 1555 by Conrad Gesner.  

3. Later in 19th century Raphael Dubois performed a significant experiment where he extracted the two 

key components of a bioluminescent reaction and was able to generate light. He coined the terms 

“luciferine” and the heat labile “luciferase”. The first luciferin was isolated in 1956. 

Chemical Reaction of Bioluminescence 

1. The chemi-luminescence or chemical reaction can occur either inside or outside the cell. Bioluminescent 

creatures produce the chemical luciferin (a pigment) which is catalysed by the enzyme luciferase.  

2. Luciferases perform this reaction several hundred times per second and it continues until all the luciferin 

is consumed. 

3. In an ATP-dependent form, luciferin is activated by enzyme luciferase and for Ms luciferin-adenylyl 

intermediate; when oxygen is present this intermediate is rapidly converted to a per oxyluciferin product 
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that decays to oxyluciferin with the emission of photons. One photon of light is produced for each molecule 

of luciferin consumed. 

Structure of Luciferin 

1. Luciferins (from the Latin lucifer, "light-bringer") are a class of light emitting heterocyclic compounds 

found in organisms that cause bioluminescence. 

2. Luciferins are a class of small-molecule substrates that are oxidized in the presence of the enzyme 

luciferase to produce oxyluciferin and energy in the form of light. 

3. It is not known just how many types of luciferins there are, but some of the better-studied compounds 

are listed below. There are many types of luciferins, yet all share the use of reactive oxygen species to emit 

light. Snail: Latia luciferin is, in terms of chemistry, (E)-2-methyl-4-(2, 6, 6-trimethyl-1-cyclohex-1-yl)-1-

buten-1-ol format and is from the freshwater snail Latianeritoides. Firefly luciferin is the luciferin found 

in many Lampyridae species. It is the substrate of luciferase responsible for the characteristic yellow light 

emission from fireflies. 

4. Luciferin oxidation (typical for fireflies) with oxygen under luciferase catalysis in the presence of Mg2+ 

salts and ATP. 

5. In the first phase, luciferin reacts with oxygen under ATP consumption, Mg2+ assistance and luciferase 

catalysis to yield a reactive, highly unstable intermediate Int1. 

6. This intermediate is decomposing in the second stage into carbon dioxide and intermediate Int2 in 

excited state (Phase 2). Int2 undergoes de-excitation by emission of a photon with a characteristic 

wavelength (Phase 3). In case of luciferin, the emission maximum is at 550-570 nm. 

 
Fire fly luciferin 

Physiology of Light Production 

The light is produced as a result of interaction between a substance called luciferin and the enzyme, 

luciferase. Several luciferins have been isolated in more or less pure forms from a wide variety of organisms.  

The luciferin of firefly is 2-(4-carboxythazol)-6-hydroxybenzothyzol which is acted upon by ATP under the 

catalytic influence of luciferase. Still other luminescent system exists in Cypridina (a small marine 

crustacean) in which the luciferin is a polypeptide linked to a yellow chromophore. This substance is 

discharged to the exterior along with luciferase where photogenic reaction takes place in the presence of 

oxygen. Fireflies in which luciferin is secreted by specialized cells called photocytes. 

When a suitable nerve impulse reaches the photogenic organ the nerve endings produce acetylcholine which 

is quickly hydrolyzed to form acetic acid and choline. ATP and co-enzyme-A present in photocytes now react 

with acetic acid forming pyrophosphate, adenylic acid and acetyl co-enzyme A. The luciferin now combines 

with adenylic acid to form a substance called adenylluciferin which in the presence of luciferase is oxidized 

to form excited or high-energy-adenyloxyluciferin which immediately decays to a low-energy-

adenyloxyluciferin with the production of light. 

The nervous system of insects is intimately connected with the functioning of light organs and if the insect 

is decapitated or a nerve supply to the organ is cut, the flashes immediately cease. Insects under the 

influence of a nerve poison stop emitting light. 

Bioluminescence in Insects 

1. The true or self-luminescence are found in some of the terrestrial arthropod’s groups. 

2. The order Coleoptera constitutes the largest bioluminescent group in which several hundred species are 

known to contain highly developed photogenic organs which includes fire fly (Lampyridae), click beetle 
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(Elateridae), railroad worms (Phengodidae), rove beetle (Staphylinidae) and other related families, used 

mainly for mating and defence functions. The light emission is also best known in dipteran (fungus gnat), 

Homopteran (lantern fly) and Collembolan (spring tail). 

3. The fungus gnat males orient towards adult female and pupal lights to locate mates and the maggot 

creates light to illuminate their habitat and attract potential food.  

4. However, the firefly luciferin is the pigment found in many lampyridae species which is responsible for 

the characteristic yellow light emission from fireflies. 

5. In some lampyridae species female are wingless and sedentary, light production is therefore important 

for attracting the winged male. 

Table 1: Bioluminescent colour variation in insect: 

Insect groups Colour variations 

Phengodids (Glow worms):                    Paired green lights on each segment and 

                                                                   Red lights at the end 

Mycetophilidae (Arachno campa):          Blue green light 

Fulgoridae (Lantern fly):                         White light 

Lampyridae (Photinusand lampyris):      Yellow-green in colour (520-650 nm) 

Phengodidae (Phrixothrix):                       

 

   

Larval and adult female, thorax and abdomen 

produce green to orange light (530-590 nm), on 

head produces red light (580 nm to 700 nm) 

Significance of Bioluminescence in Insects 

In simple forms of life, bioluminescence is thought to have functional significance in many arthropods, the 

light from bioluminescence is used to lure the opposite sex for mating, or it may be used to attract prey, or 

for defence. 

1. Mating signal: 

a. Light is known to act as a mating signal in fireflies. In certain species the bioluminescence attracts 

individuals of the same species to aggregate, thus indirectly improving the chances of mating. In 

some species of Lampyridae, the females are wingless and sedentary; light production is therefore 

important for them to attract the winged males. 

b. Flash patterns in bioluminescent insects vary between species and between sexes. On a relatively 

cool night, some species wait 5.5 seconds then emit a single short flash. Other species may wait one 

second and then hold the flash for a full second. Some tropical species congregate in large numbers 

and flash in unison. 

c. Male and female fireflies of Photurispyralis emerge at dusk emitting a single short flash at regular 

intervals.  

d. The flashes are usually from male fireflies seeking mates. Males outnumber the females fifty to 

one. Females climb a blade of grass, flashing when males flash within 10-12 feet of the females. 

Exchange of signals is repeated 5 to 10 times until they start mating. 

2. Predation: 

a. The most unique example of light acting as a lure for prey is found in the New Zealand glowworm 

fly, Arachnocampa luminosa.  

b. The female fly deposits eggs on the ceiling of dark caves. Upon hatching, the larvae hang down 

by a sticky thread and produce light.  

c. During night, the entire cave may glow with this light, attracting other insect species. These 

attracted insects get entangled in the sticky threads and are preyed upon by the larvae. The caves 

inhabited by flies are popularly known as luminous caves' and are tourist attraction spots in New 

Zealand. 

3. Defence: 

a. In railroad worms the continuous glow of the head region when the larvae are walking, suggests 

a possible illumination function, whereas the circumstances under which the lateral light organs 

are switched on suggest a defense function.  

b. Sudden flashes can repel potential predators. The railroad worm larvae live at high densities, 

confined to small areas, and may use simultaneous emission to frighten potential enemies, or they 
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may also use the light to intimate the mated females about to lay eggs about overcrowding and 

competition for food sources. 

Bioluminescence in Pest Management 

1. Bioluminescence is used as a tool for mapping organism distribution patterns. Recently, in 2001, 

scientists in USA have modified the genetic material of the pink bollworm, an insect pest of cotton, with 

green fluorescent protein (GFP) derived from the jelly fish, Aequora victoria.  

2. The GFP transgenic pink bollworm strain fluoresces strongly green when viewed in its larval stage. The 

objective of this research is twofold; the first is to develop a GFP marked strain of pink bollworm for field 

performance studies and to map the distribution of the pest.  

3. It may also serve as an additional tool for field managers. Their future objective is to eventually add a 

temperature-sensitive lethal gene along with the GFP gene into the pink bollworm that could be used for 

its management. 

Conclusion and Future Prospects 

Bioluminescence plays an integral role in the natural environment and the unique feature of light 

production in certain organisms may have certain implications for use in the modern world. 

1. This biological phenomenon has been exploited in entomological research mainly in insect pest 

management.  

2. It can be used as a tool for mapping insect distributional patterns. During the year 2001, the researchers 

from USA attempted the fluorescence technique in key pest of cotton. They modified the genetic material 

of the pink bollworm with green fluorescent protein (GFP) derived from the bioluminescent hydrozoan 

jellyfish, Aequoravictoria. The modified or GFP transgenic pink bollworm strain fluoresces strongly green 

when observed in its larval stage which aims to be employ in the field performance studies and to map the 

distribution of the pest.  In addition to this, they also targeting temperature-sensitive lethal gene along 

with the GFP gene for the effective pest management. 
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Introduction 

Indigenous Technical Knowledge is the integration of scientific and traditional knowledge that would help 

to develop technologies that are need-based, better problem-solving through locally available, easily 

acceptable, cost-effective, convincing and credible to the rural. The merit of this knowledge is that it has 

developed through the wisdom and experience of ancestor farming communities by keeping in view of the 

available farm resources as well as the technological needs of a locality/region. Further, traditional 

technologies are eco-friendly because of being free from the use of chemicals. This filtered and stable 

functional system is important for further generations as the generations moving the stable functionality 

are improving on continuous experimentation and companion, monitoring with the surrounding 

environments. Rice is an important crop in India occupying around 43 million hectares of land representing 

various ecosystems. The management practices of differ from place to place since rice have many types of 

varieties, cultivation practices, and soil types. This has provided ample scope for the use of ITKs to evolve 

over generations (Velten et. al.,2015). 

A Significant Part of ITK 

The sole responsibility of ITK in rural farming people is highly appreciable, where their belief in ancestral 

practices (ITK) is preferable over the current bulky machines and breakthroughs. Since the recent 

generations aren’t much into the traditional practices because of the experimental scientific methods which 

are more tried and truer in terms of faith. Culture explains more about the ITK, it is huge to explore where 

the information is confined in minds. This concept could be well explained in the form of songs, stories, 

myths, rituals, beliefs, etc. (Velten et. al.,2015). 

Special Features of ITK 

The crucial role of serving food to the global population can only be possible through consistent traditional 

practices but upon the conservation of resources only if maintains climate change, a high rate of biodiversity 

loss, land degradation through soil erosion, and depletion of water resources and interlinked to all the 

farming enterprises. 

Some of the special features of ITK are: 

a. Tactical and specific which cannot be morphed easily. 

b. ITK defines itself by displaying its roots in a particular community, which is expelled from a set 

of experiences from the rural people. 

c. Sharing the traditions or practices would be a high risk of dislocating traditional knowledge. 

d. Spread orally, or through illustration retention and repetition of this knowledge can also add up 

new practices, which is the defining quality of ITK. (Velten et. al.,2015). 

Rice Cultivation 

Rice is the major kharif crop where it is the biggest consuming product in India that made a crucial part of 

the national economy. Being a staple food, for both southern and northeast populations, it is a highly 

essential food for consumption. Due to wider geographical area and climatic conditions of rice growing 

regions made farmers to develop their local techniques for a healthy yield. Since rice is a major crop all 

over India, there are widespread native practices according to the specific environment. Since rice has 

numerous types of varieties, cultural practices, and soil types, the management practices differ from 

location to location. This has provided prevalent scope for indigenous technical knowledge to evolve into 

future generations. On bright vision, rice is more prone to diseases and pests whereas disease and pest 

management is locally invented and followed as per the local traditions and strategies. To maintain 
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sustainable agriculture in upcoming agriculture, indulging both scientific and ITK methods of natives could 

be a great milestone for generations. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 

ITK in Soil Fertility Management of Rice 

The large surface tanks are dug in the outskirts of the village where all the monsoon rain water and surface 

runoff water get collected. The runoff usually contains high nutrients, clay matter and organic nutrients 

led to a huge nutrient sink which is embedded in the pond. The nature of clay and organic matter have 

quick settlement to give clear water and soon after the pond dries up, farmers get the enriched settled soil 

by lifting and transporting to the rice fields. Application is done every 10 to 15 years once to retain and 

maintain minerals and nutrients in soil. This practice is major practiced and followed in Andhra Pradesh, 

Tamil Nadu, etc. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 

ITK in Main Field Preparation of Rice 

1. Following the planting of one line of maize, farmers sow one or two additional lines with paddy seeds or 

seedlings. They create a pattern out of it towards the end of July and anticipate the amount of rain that 

will fall so that they may save some of the crop. 

2. Burning of crop residues and tree branches on the rice soil at the end of the summer to the soil clay 

structure to plough easily. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 

ITK Seed Treatment in Rice 

1. For good seed selection, the field should have uniform and good growth, and harvest separately. 

2. Prior identification based on phenotypic characteristics, farmers divide the plots which are healthy, free 

of pests and insects before one month of harvesting stage for seed selection of a healthy crop. 

3. Vasambu (Acotus calamus) powder and cow urine mixture is boiled and cooled overnight and seeds are 

soaked in the mixture, the floating seeds are removed and this solution soaking is also practiced as a 

resistance and seed treatment for pest or insect infestations. (Padma S.R. and Jagadeshwaran.P 2022). 

ITK Weed Control in Rice 

1. A major weed is called wild rice or Nirsan in the local language, which is a problematic weed in upland 

rice cultivation areas. Wild rice which isn’t related to the Oryzae family but still blends similar morphology 

on twining confuses the actual Oryza sativa. wild- rice grains have a chewy outer sheath with a tender 

inner grain. because of its early maturation and grain shattering on the field, it’s difficult to eradicate this 

weed. Eventually, no herbicide is unable to spray, as these both are of the same species. On growing purple-

coloured R-575 variety in affected areas, during weeding or hand hoeing, removing green foliage plants, 

where the actual plant is of purple foliage makes unique identification. This helped farmers and is still in 

practice. Wild rice control by amplifying purple rice. This adapted strategy of the emergence of purple-

coloured rice R-575 is performed by farmers in the village from the Gopalpur district of Himachal Pradesh. 

2. Effective weed control followed by Orissa farmers, they used common salt in a mix of water and sprayed 

over the field to eradicate major weeds of the locality. This practice is highly preferred in the district 

Nawadpada of Orissa. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 

3. High resistance to pests and diseases should be maintained from the healthy and resistant seeds where 

this practice is followed in Tamil Nadu by 12 hours treatment of paddy seeds in biogas slurry could increase 

resistance much higher to fight the pest and diseases. (Padma S.R. and Jagadeshwaran. P 2022). 

ITK Cultural Practices of Rice 

To increase the nitrogen efficiency of applied fertilizers of rice, chopped green leaves of up to 150kg, and 

250kg of custard apples, neem, basaka, karachi, and nisinda are blended in the puddled field before the 

transplanting stage of rice. This reduces the pest, insect, pathogens, and weeds infestation. 

1. Practicing alternating wetting and drying soil results in a good harvest of paddy. 

2. Mixture of Cocus nucifera and buttermilk increases the flowering in the paddy crop, mixture levels are 

5 litres of coconut water and buttermilk of 5L in a mud pot. burying this mud pot duration of 5 to 7 days 

and later spraying this with 10 L of water gives good flowering in the paddy. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 
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Storage and Post-Harvest Management in Rice 

1. Paddy grains are stored in neem tree fresh leaves (Azadirachta indica) to control insect attacks in Tamil 

Nadu and Kerela. (Padma S.R. and Jagadeshwaran.P 2022) 

2. A storage method followed by village Kantharia of Jadol district of Udaipur in Rajasthan covers less 

space, cheap, and is easy to move, and maize, rice, and wheat can be stored for one year. 

These storage structures are made of bamboo which is highly available, these strips are helpful to prepare 

pora for storage of grain. Where the minimal measures of the pora is 6 feet in height and 3 feet in diameter 

and should have 5 to 6 of holding capacity for storage purpose. A protective layer of gomutra and cow dung 

inside is coated to absorb moisture and repel stored grain pests. (Modem Ravi Kishore. 2017). 
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Abstract 

The drone, as a UAV, is generally associated with service, diligence, and other technical operations. 

However, with recent developments in the area of detectors and information technology, drone use has 

recently expanded to other fields, such as agriculture. Some agricultural drones like DJI Agras MG 1S, 

Precision Hawk’s Lancaster, RMAX are now widely using over the world. These drones although having 

some drawbacks like expensiveness, operational problem but it provides a better consequence in saving 

time, pest attacked crop monitoring, faster irrigation etc. As a result, drones can be used to improve 

productivity and facilitate an advanced way of life. 

Introduction 

Drones are also called unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAV) have initially been used intensively on security 

purpose on the borders. These are basically used to observe the movements of the enemy in the 

neighbouring countries. After the commercialisation of drones, these are openly sold in the local market. 

Recently, these are introduced in to the agriculture. After its introduction it has changed farmer practices 

by offering farmer’s substantial cost savings, better operational efficiency and also increasing the profit of 

farmers. 

Building Materials 

Drones are fitted with cameras & sensors, which can take picture of crop fields & provide a suitable picture 

in order to work properly. For example: RGB & multispectral sensors are used to produce precise data. 

Besides that, cameras with higher resolution are used to get more detailed image. In the common market 

DJI is the heading drone producing company. The cost of drones varies according to its size and agriculture 

drones are quite expensive, hence each & every farmer can’t afford it. These are used in areas, where 

ground application is not practicable, particularly hilling areas and contour land etc. also used in high sized 

plantation crops like sugarcane, where uniform spraying manually is not possible. 

Examples of Agricultural Drones 

1. DJI Agras MG 1S Drone 

2. DJI 44.4 10L Agricultural Drone 

3. Precision Hawk’s Lancaster 

4. Swinglet cam 

5. eBee 

6. Trimble’s UX5 Agricultural Drone 

7. Agribotix Hornet Drone 

8. RMAX 

9. SUSI-62 UAV 

Advantages 

There are several advantages of agriculture drones like it is cost effective, save time, reduce man effort and 

also provide safety to farmers. These are now use in Land imaging, surveying topography, soil monitoring, 

Livestock movement and counting, collecting soil water sample etc. In addition to, a lot of water is saved 

due to application of these manmade machines. Uniform & faster spraying of pesticide is possible by this 

method. Agriculture drones are not properly commercialised, rather working and research is going on in 

order to make necessary by humans by using mobile or tablets; for a particular drone, a fixed programme 

is made, so that it will work properly. Government is providing funds to develop this mega project. 
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Disadvantages 

Overall, beside many advantages, there are several disadvantages too. First of all, it requires skilful person 

to operate it properly, if the mixture of water & pesticide is affected, then somehow it became un useful for 

crops. It consumes more power and it is required to change the battery continuously. Also, the spares and 

the body of the drone is quite expensive that can’t be afforded by poor farmers. 

Conclusion 

Overall summarizing both the advantage and disadvantages, agriculture drone is a best innovation of 

human towards agriculture. Every machine has its own limitations, but that same machine is reducing the 

cost, time also provide healthy improvement. So, it is quite possible to use agriculture drones to get better 

productivity & advanced life style. Hence, now a days machine is used to reduce man’s effort, after all it is 

rightly said that “Machines are man’s real friend”. 
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Abstract 

The introduction of hybrids in commercial crops has increased the demand for the application of more 

fertilizers than usual. In general, 60 to 90 % of total applied fertilizer is lost, and the remaining 10 to 40 % 

is taken up by plants. Chemical usage elevated crop productivity while contributing to the decline of soil 

health. Bioinoculants are game changers that can aid in the reduction of conventional chemical usage for 

improving crop nutrition. Microorganisms like bacteria, fungi, and a few other prokaryotes are employed 

to deliver crop nutrition needs. They can easily be applied before sowing, which makes it less difficult to 

understand. The complete and collective genome of rhizosphere microbial community that are enveloping 

the plant roots is larger compared to that of plants, and is referred as microbiome. Interactions in 

microbiome determine crop health in natural agro-ecosystem by providing multiple services to crop plants 

like organic matter decomposition, nutrient acquisition, water absorption, nutrient recycling, weed control 

and bio-control, thus contributing towards sustainable agriculture and bio-safety program. The attention 

of the whole world is focused on how to increase production to feed the burgeoning population through the 

sustainable way of agricultural production. 

Introduction 

Agriculture plays a significant role in meeting the food, fiber, and raw material demands of incrementing 

human population. There was a tremendous increase in agricultural production in the recent past and 

between the period from 1960 to 2015. It has led to a decrease in soil health due to increasing dependence 

on chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Hybrids introduced during the green revolution demanded much 

higher amounts of chemical fertilizers than earlier. The chemicals used to improve crop nutrition or for 

crop protection are industrially manipulated substances composed of known quantities of nitrogen, 

phosphorous and potassium, while their exploitation can lead to air and groundwater pollution by the 

eutrophication of water bodies (Youssef, 2014). Realizing the damage chemical fertilizers can imply in the 

future, to the soil, environment, and ultimately to human health, encouraged scientists to channel their 

efforts towards a sustainable method of improving crop productivity. Bioinoculants are formulations 

comprised of microbes used as a supplement during crop production. It can be defined as an “item 

containing dynamic segments or organic specialists able to acting, legitimately or in a roundabout way, 

over all or part of developed plants, improving the exhibition of creative framework and that been liberated 

from substances precluded by principles of creation”. The association of plants and microbes in phyto-

microbiomes, where microbes are abundant, forms a halobiont in association with the plant (Berg, 2016). 

Important elements like nitrogen phosphorous, potassium, sulfur, and micronutrients are made available 

by different bacteria. Success in the application of bioinoculants as a supplement along with chemical 

fertilizers for balancing crop nutrition depends upon the microbial population in the rhizosphere and the 

reduction in the usage of chemicals. 

Efficacy and Feasibility of Supplementing Bioinoculants for Balanced Crop Nutrition 

Bioinoculants include different kinds of soil organisms belonging to different taxa of bacteria, fungi, and 

possibly protozoa kingdoms, colonizing the rhizosphere or plant tissues and promoting plant growth. This 

ability of microbes is utilized for industrial scale production of microbial-based fertilizers called as 

biofertilizers. However, their efficacy and factors affecting it are based on productivity it can bring in a 

farmer’s field. Furthermore, the factors affecting efficacy are related to production process including quality 

and marketing standards, the persistence and traceability of inoculants, the relations between plant, soil 

and micro-organisms, as well as the effect of practices followed by farmer like management practices and 
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application methods. Many microorganisms have also been found to impart stress tolerance through 

different mechanisms, which lead to adaptability and sustainable production (Maitra, 2021). 

Bioinoculants can play a key role in enhancing plant productivity by integrated nutrient management 

system, while reducing dependence on chemical fertilizers with low environmental impact. They improve 

both plant use efficiency (PUE) and nutrient use efficiency (NUE) in greater scale. The bioinoculant which 

has both the characteristics of N fixing and P solubilisation are observed to have the highest potential to 

improve the crop yields than having them separately (Schütz, 2018). They can be easily added to the plant 

either in liquid form or powder form, either to seeds or to the soil based on type of crop, soil or purpose. 

Effect of Bacterial Inoculants 

There are various bacteria which are responsible for keeping nutrient dynamic system in rhizosphere. 

Azotobacter has been found to be an important biofertilizer for cereals as well as for vegetable crops. It 

adds nitrogen to soil at 15 to 35 kg ha-1. Rhizobium is one of the most significant bioinoculants involved in 

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen with the assistance of root nodules and the enzyme nitrogenase. 

Azospirillium is most suitable for yield enhancement of C4 plants. It fixes atmospheric nitrogen, 

mineralizes different soil nutrients, iron deposition and favors plant mycorrhiza. Gluconoacetobacter 

diazotrophicus is recently getting more popular in case of sweet corn and sugarcane cultivation. 

Bacteria can also be used in combination with other beneficial bacteria or fungi for better results in crop 

production. For instance, Azotobacter can be applied in combination with Bacillus subtilis or Pseudomonas 

fluorescens and Frateuria aurantia which solubilize phosphate and potassium, respectively. Application of 

Rhizobium along with Bacillus subtilis and Frateuria aurantia significantly improved yield attributes of 

soybean (Ghadge, 2020). Currently, Bradyrhizobium and other genera of diazotrophs are extensively used 

as bioinoculant in intensive soyabean cultivation (Deaker et al., 2004). 

Effect of Fungal Inoculants in Crop Nutrition 

Fungal bioinoculants can also supplement chemical crop nutrition. Fungal inoculants like Arbuscular 

Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) are enabling phosphorus mobilization in soil system thereby improving growth 

and yield of crops. The benefits related to AMF are stabilization of soil aggregates, increased resistance to 

water stress and protection against pathogens. Unfortunately, use of AMF as an inoculant on a large scale 

is not yet widely used due to several limitations in obtaining a large amount of inoculum as it is obligate 

symbiont. Commercial uses of VAM fungi are currently restricted to situations where the natural 

populations of VAM fungi have been destroyed or damaged such as in fumigated or chemically treated 

areas, greenhouses. 

Prospective Bioinoculants which may be Used in Agriculture 

Though there are many available bioinoculants in use, there is immense potential to explore many 

unexplored genera in bacteria and fungi which can play similar roles. Some of them are mentioned below 

given by Maitra (2021): 

SN Group of bioinoculants Category of  organisms 

1. Plant growth promoting 

bacteria (PGPR) 

Bacteria: Pseudomonas fluorescens, Bacillus sp.,  

Fungi: Piriformospora indica 

2. Macronutrients bioinoculants Fungal-bacterial biofilms (FBB) 

Fungal-rhizobial biofilms (FRB)  

3. Macro & micro-nutrient 

biofertilizers 

Arbuscular mycorrhiza: Glomus sp., Acaulospora sp., 

Scutellospora sp., and Sclerocystis sp. 

Sulphur oxidizers: Thiobacillus thioxidans 

Zinc solubilizers: Bacillus sp., Pseudomonas sp., Aspergillus 

niger 

Potassium and silicate solubilizers: Erwinia sp., 

Pseudomonas sp., Bacillus sp., Frateuria aurantia 

Manganese solubilizers: Pencillium citrinum 
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4. Bio-filmed biofertilizers N-fixing biofertilizers: 

Azotobacter, Beijerinckia, Nostoc, Rhizobium, Frankia, Anabaena 

azolla, Azospirillium, Gluconobacter diazotrophicus 

P-solubilising biofertilizers: 

Bacteria: Bacillus megaterium var. phosphaticum, 

Pseudomonas striata 

Fungi: Pencillium sp., Aspergillus awamori 

P-mobilizing biofertilizers  

Conclusion 

Bioinoculants are ultimate supplements of chemical fertilizers to maintain optimum nutrition of crop 

plants. Microorganisms can be beneficially utilized in agriculture for improving soil fertility. It can either 

happen through nutrient addition, nutrient solubilisation or through nutrient mobilization. The growth 

promoting substances produced by the microorganisms in the rhizosphere region can enhance plant growth. 

Considering the wide range of benefits the microorganisms offer in an agroecosystem, their isolation, 

culture and their use as bioinoculants helps in attaining a sustainable and climate-smart agriculture 

production system. 
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Introduction 

Drumstick scientifically known as Moringa oleifera is well known for its multipurpose attributes as a food 

(leaves and pods) and non-food (moringa oil) commodity. Cultivation of Moringa oleifera is spreading across 

the world under different climatic conditions that may expose the plants to different pests and diseases. 

Moringa has many insect pests in its native range, and most of the literature is from India. Eight 

Lepidoptera species, four Hemiptera species, one Coleoptera stem borer, and one Diptera species have been 

identified as pest species in India (Sivagami and David 1968, Parrotta 2009) and among these bud worm 

(Noorda moringae), Hairy caterpillar (Eupterote mollifera), pod fly (Gitona distigma), bark caterpillar 

(Indarbela tetraonis) and leaf caterpillar (Noorda blitealis) are pests of economic significance because they 

cause significant agricultural losses. 

Pod Fly, Gitona distigma 

The Diptera on moringa is in the Family Drosophilidae and genus Gitonia sp. (Parrotta 2009), and no 

tephritid fruit flies have been identified as a pest of moringa in any literature from the native range or 

cultivated regions of the world. Pod fly (Gitona distigma): Adult is a small yellowish fly with red eyes. 

Wings extend beyond body and have a dark spot near the coastal margin. Eggs are cigar shaped sculptured 

and white coloured and are laid on the grooves of tender pod either singly or in groups of 3-4. Maggots enter 

into tender fruits by making small-bore holes at the terminal end. This causes oozing out of gummy fluid 

from fruits, which ultimately results in the drying of fruits from tip upwards. A maximum of 20-28 maggots 

are found in a fruit. Internal contents of the fruits rot. Full-grown cream-coloured maggots pupate in soil. 

 

Integrated Pest Management Strategies 

The following Good Agricultural Practices should be adopted for the management of Pod fly of drumstick:  

1. Collect and destroy all the fallen and damaged fruits 

2. Avoid plant stresses - healthy plants are much less susceptible to attack  

3. Provide summer ploughing to expose the pupae.  
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4. Immersion of fruits in hot water (45 to 47°C) for 60 minutes to kill eggs and maggots  

5. Use 10 traps per acre of methyl eugenol. 

6. Adopt bagging of fruits.  

7. Use attractants like citronella oil, eucalyptus oil, vinegar (Acetic acid), dextrose or lactic acid 

8. Rake up the soil under the trees or plough the infested field to destroy puparia 

9. Spray insecticides like Nimbecidine 3ml/lit during 50 % fruit set and 35 days later 

10. Soil application of Thiamethoxam 25 WG @ 200g a.i. / ha on 150, 180 and 210 days after planting; 

placement of fermented tomato fruit trap @ 25 / ha; and need based foliar spray of Spinosad 45 SC @ 56g a.i. 

/ ha followed by Profenophos 50 EC@ 250g a.i. / ha. 

Conclusion 

Insecticides are the essential requirements for any agricultural production system. Insect pests cause huge 

damages in terms of yield and economic losses. As a result of that, farmers have to use insecticide, but after 

certain period of time pests become resistant to those insecticides. As a result of that, farmers are compelled 

to use higher doses of insecticide with stronger chemical ingredients. These chemicals are damaging the 

overall ecological balance. To overcome these problems, one has to adopt integrated pest management 

practices for effective pest management. 
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Abstract 

IoT (Internet of Things), is a giant network of connected things and people which collect, share data among 

themselves and the environment around them (Clark, 2016). The major components of IoT are sensing 

layers, network layer, data processing layer, cloud and user interface. Smart greenhouse, robot weeding, 

harvesting robots, and precision farming are the some of applications of IoT in agriculture. The application 

of IoT in agriculture includes, animal monitoring, crop and soil improvement and reduction in the post-

harvest loss of agricultural commodities. However, Insufficient Infrastructure, high Cost, lack of data 

security and poor internet connectivity limit the application, but in the near future IoT can evolve as a 

promising technology. 

Introduction 

IoT (Internet of Things) is defined as a network of physical objects which includes sensors, software, and 

other technologies for the purpose of connecting and exchanging data with other devices and systems over 

the internet (Anon. 2022). 

Components of the IoT 

1. Sensing layer: This is the basic layer that includes sensors or actuators which helps in sensing the data 

from the surrounding and transfer it to the network layer. This layer will be assigned work in agriculture 

such as water level, temperature, and plant health, and update the data for the user interface with the 

help of humidity sensors, temperature sensors, soil moisture sensors, Arduino microcontrollers and 

pyroelectric infrared sensors (Rajiv; 2022 and Bairam et al.;2022). 

2. Network layer: This layer gathers or aggregates and processes the data from the respective sensors. 

Data acquisition systems and internet or network gateways are involved in the complex process (Bairam 

et al., 2022). 

3. Data processing layer: data encapsulation, data pre-processing, data management, security 

monitoring, and detection are done by this layer and act as a bridge between the network layer and the 

cloud (Rajiv.2022). 

4. Cloud: It manage, secures, and stores huge amounts of collected data in real-time with the help of a 

number of devices, sensors, security gateways, and protocols. The processed data accessible to users for 

analysis as per future requirements (Rajiv.2022).  

5. User interface or design: A physical device use to control all the functions and check upon the 

functionality of purposes or services (Anon., 2022). 

Application in Agriculture (Anon., 2022; Agustin, 2021) 

1. Robotics in Agriculture  

2. Weeding Robots: 

3. Machine Navigation 

4. Harvesting Robots 

5. Material Handling 

6. Remote Sensing 

7. Computer Imaging 
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8. Precision farming 

9. Smart greenhouse 

10. Agriculture Drones. 

Advantages of IoT in Agriculture 

1. Waste reduction  

2. Processes automation  

3. Animal monitoring 

4. IoT sensors for agricultural 

5. Scheduling of irrigation 

6. Soil improvement 

7. Crop evaluation 

8. Smart greenhouses. 

Disadvantages of IoT in Agriculture 

1. Insufficient Infrastructure 

2. High Cost: IoT in agriculture requires pricey equipment. 

3.  Lack of Security 

4. Could be hacked 

5. Poor internet connectivity 

6. Disrupts the entire ecosystem 

7. Lack of knowledge will lead to disaster if we don’t take proper steps. 

Conclusion 

The internet of things is a novel and evolving technology, and its use in agriculture can reduce the drudgery 

in farming. It can also help in improving agriculture production and utilization of resources more efficiently 

with reduced crop loss. However, insufficient infrastructure, poor internet connectivity, and a lack of skill 

are the major constraints when it comes to adoption. In the near future, IoT can evolve as a promising 

technology to improve agriculture production. 
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Nutricereals are drought tolerant and require fewer external inputs. For these reasons they are sometimes 

called ‘miracle grains’ or ‘crops of the future’ Millets are highly nutritious and have been cultivated for 

around 3,000 years making them an integral part of the culture and history of India. Millets are anti acidic, 

Millets are gluten free; prevent type 2 diabetes, reducing blood pressure; Reduces risk of gastrointestinal 

conditions like gastric ulcers or colon cancer; Millet act as a probiotic feeding micro flora in our inner 

ecosystem. in particular, to small and marginal farmers and inhabitants of rainfed areas, especially in 

remote tribal areas. Nutri cereals under Sorghum (Jowar), Pearl Millet (Bajra), Finger Millet (Ragi), Minor 

Millets — Foxtail Millet (Tenai), Proso Millet (Panivaragu), Kodo Millet (varugu), Barnyard Millet 

(Kudiraivali), Little Millet (samai) which have high nutritive value as “Nutri Cereals” for production. 

Sorghum (Jowar) Sorghum bicolor 

In India, sorghum grain is known as “jowar” and constitutes an important article of food after rice and 

wheat. The whole grain or the broken grain can be cooked like rice or the whole grain ground to flour and 

used to make chappaties It is rich in protein, fibre, thiamine, riboflavin, folic acid, and carotene. It is rich 

in potassium, phosphorus and calcium with sufficient amounts of iron, zinc and sodium. Major portion of 

sorghum protein is prolamin which has a unique feature of lowering digestibility upon cooking which might 

be a health benefit for certain dietary groups Popular variety Co 26 Co (S) 28, Co 30 K Tall, Paiyur 1 and 

Soghum hybrid Co 5 and K11. 

Pearl Millet (Pennisetum glaucum (L) R. Br 

Bajra also known as cumbu, pearl millet is the predominant crop in India. It has the same quantity of 

protein as wheat. The protein contains a high proportion of prolamine followed by the globulin and 

albumins. It contains 11.5% of dietary fiber. It increases transit time of food in the gut. Hence, reduce risk 

of inflammatory bowel disease. The niacin content in pearl millet is higher than all other cereals. It also 

contains folicate, magnesium, iron, copper, zinc and vitamins E and B- complex. It has high energy content 

compared to other millets. The protein content ranges from 8 to 19% and it is low in lysine, tryptophan, 

threonine and the sulfur-containing amino acids. The energy of millet is greater than sorghum and nearly 

equal to that of brown rice because the lipid content is generally higher (3 to 6%). Pearl millet can be 

recommended in the treatment of celiac diseases, constipation and several non-communicable diseases 

(Vanisha et al, 2011) Nambiar, Neha Sareen, Tosha Shahu and Rujuta Desai, Pearling of bajra to about 

8% polish leaves most of the germs intact and the nutritive value is not seriously affected. Pearling 

improves appearance and taste of the products. The grain is sometimes eaten after it is parched, the product 

being similar to popcorn.  

Popular cultivated variety: CO 7, CO (Cu) 9, X 7, ICMV 221, TNAU cumbu hybrid, Co 9. 

Finger Millet (Ragi) Eleusine coracana 

Ragi is also known as finger millet. It constitutes a little over 25% of the food grains grown in India. 

Nutritionally rich source of calcium and Proteins, Finger millet proteins are unique because of the sulphur 

rich amino acid contents.The grains have excellent malting properties and are widely known for its use as 

weaning foods.It has high antioxidant activity.The major proteins of ragi are prolamins and glutenins and 

they appear to be adequate in all the essential amino acids. Ragi is rich in minerals especially calcium. It 

is also rich in fibre. It is also rich in phytate and tannin and hence interferes with mineral availability. It 
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contains B-vitamins but is poor in B2. Malting of finger millet is a traditional process followed in India and 

is used in infant foods and in milk thickener formulations, conveniently called ragi malt. 

Popular cultivated variety: CO 9, CO 13, CO (Ra) 14 , TRY 1 Paiyur 1,, Paiyur 2. 

Foxtail Millet (Tenai), Setaria italica 

Tenai is excellent food control blood sugar level, digestive tract clean, more antioxidants, and reduce gastric 

problems, It provides a host of nutrients, has a sweet nutty flavour and is considered to be one of the most 

digestible and non - allergic grainnits grow  most in Dharmapuri, Krishnagiri, Vellore, Tiruvannamalai, 

Cuddalore, Villupuram, Salem, Namakkal, Erode, Coimbatore, Tiruchirapalli, Perambalur, Karur, 

Madurai, Theni, Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi., cultivating most popular variety CO 6, CO (Te) 7, ATL 1. 

Barnyard Millet (Kuthiraivali): Echinochloa frumentacea 

Barnyard millet is a grain crop of lesser importance There is a mention of barnyard millet in ancient 

literature of India. It has been cultivated in China for more than 2000. It is very drought resistant but is 

also capable of withstanding water logging conditions. It is generally grown as a years rainfed crop. 

Kudiraivali grains are consumed just like rice. Barnyard millet grain is a good source of protein, 

carbohydrate, fiber, and, most notably, contains more micronutrients (iron and zinc) than other major 

cereals (Renganathan et. al., 2020). The digestibility of protein is 40 per cent. Its grains possess other 

functional constituents i.e., Gamma amino butyric acid (GABA) and Beta - glucan, used as antioxidants 

and in reducing blood lipid levels. Most growing district are Salem, Namakkal, Dharmapuri, Krishnagiri, 

Coimbatore, Tiruchirapalli, Perambalur,Karur, Pudukottai, Madurai, Dindigul, Theni, 

Ramanathanpuram, Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi popular variety is . CO 1, CO (KV) 2, MDU1. 

Kodo Millet (Varagu): Paspalum scrobiculatum 

Kodo millet is repository of nutrients, a great substitute for rice and wheat. It has high protein content 

(11%), low fat (4.2%) and very high fibre content (14.3%). Kodo millet is rich in B vitamins especially niacin, 

pyridoxin and folic acid as well as the minerals such as calcium, iron, potassium, magnesium and zinc.It 

contains a high amount of lecithin and is an excellent for strengthening the nervous system. Most 

cultivating districts are Vellore, Thiruvannamalai, Kanchipuram, Tiruvallur, Dharmapuri, Krishnagiri, 

Salem, Namakkal, Cuddalore, Villupuram, Tiruchirapalli, Perambalur, Karur, Thanjavur, Tiruvarur, 

Nagapattinam, Madurai, Dindigul, Theni and Ramanathapuram Popular variety CO 3. 

Little Millet (Samai) – Panicum sumatrense 

Samai is smaller than other millets., It is high in iron content. And has high antioxidant activities. 38% of 

dietary fiber in samai most growing areas Dharmapuri, Vellore, Tiruvannamalai, Erode, Salem, Namakkal, 

Coimbatore, Madurai, Dindigul, Theni, Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi., the popular variety is Paiyur 1, 

Paiyur 2, CO 3, CO (Samai) 4. 

Proso Millet (Panivaragu) – Panicum miliaceum 

Proso millet is important minor millet grown in India. It contains the highest number of proteins (12.5%). 

It reduces cholesterol levels and also reduce the risk of heart diseases; it is cheaper source of manganese 

as compared to other conventional sources like spices and nuts. It contains high amounts of calcium which 

is essential for bone growth and maintenance.The crop is able to evade drought by its quick maturity. Being 

a short duration crop (60 -90 days) with relatively low water requirement It spread from India to other 

cheena growing parts of the world. It might have originated for Panicum psilopodium which is found in its 

wild state in Burma, India and Malaysia.  Cultivated in Vellore, Tiruvannamalai, Salem, Namakkal, 

Dharmapuri, Krishnagiri, Madurai, Dindigul, Theni, Tirunelveli and Thoothukudi disrrict and most 

popular variety is K 2, CO 4, CO(PV)5. 
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Introduction 

Seed pelleting is the process of encapsulating seeds with a small amount of inert material to make a 

standard size globular unit to facilitates precise planting. Inert materials provide natural water holding 

media and provides young seedlings with a small amount of nutrients. A method of influencing seeds or 

soil at the seed-soil interface the most important.  The goal of seed pelleting is precision sowing with 

additional benefits for the establishment and increased productivity. 

"Pelleted seeds" indicates that the seeds that coated, tableted, or taped. Pelleting is defined as the 

deposition of a layer of inert materials that changes the original shape and size of the seed, resulting in a 

considerable increment in weight and improved planting ability. 

At present there are three basic types of coating system followed pelleting, tablets and tapes. Pelleted seeds 

are made from the mixture of seed along with inert material with the help of molding it with other seeds. 

“Seed tablets” also refers as wafer, which is larger than a coated seed having only one single seed inside 

results from the process of compression of the material, generally vermiculite or charcoal. 

 
Change of shape due to pelleting compared to coating 

History of Seed Pelleting 

Although coated or pelletized seed has been around for much longer, it was only recently commercialised. 

The procedure dates back to the era of the Egyptian pyramids (Walsh et al.,1998). 

According to Burgesser (1950), the first patent for seed coating was granted in 1868. Vogelsang was the 

first to recommend seed pelleting in 1948. He established a business to make seed pellets commercially 

after receiving widespread praise for his novel seed pelleting technique. According to a survey conducted 

by the Asgrow Seed Company in 1974, 43% of vegetable growers in the United States and Europe used 

precision planting methods, with coated seed playing a crucial role in their productivity (Anon, 1974). 

The first person to do a full investigation of the effects of seed coating and pelleting treatments on plant 

establishment was Scott (1989). It has been challenging to transfer general principles from one field of seed 

coating research to another because a large portion of the research done to yet has been undertaken in this 

manner. The development of relatively inert coatings that allowed the rounding and enlarging of small 

seeds (vegetable and sugar beet seeds) to the extent necessary to facilitate precision and mechanical 
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planting was a major focus of the early work on seed coatings reviewed. Mostly seed coatings are discussed, 

with a focus on seed pelleting. 

Steps in Pelleting 

Stamping, coating, and rolling are the three fundamental steps in pelleting. Seed, adhesive, and filler 

materials are required for pelleting. The seeds are initially uniformly and properly covered with adhesive. 

The coated seeds are then covered with the filler ingredients, which are then rolled on for an efficient and 

uniform coating. 

 

Materials Needed for Seed Pelleting 

Adhesive:  Gum arabic, methyl cellulose, gelatine, casein, plastic rexins, polyvinyl acetate, methyl ethyl 

cellulose, polyurethane, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetate, poly electrolyte or dextran, and polyethylene 

oxide are among the adhesives that various writers advocate. The coating must be porous to allow 

movement of air to the seed. The coating must weaken or breakdown when it comes in contact with soil 

moisture to prevent any physical impedance to seed germination. Material used must not have any toxicity 

to the seeds. It must be possible to apply the coating on commercial basis are the few important features of 

adhesives. 

Filler: Pelletizing filler materials must be beneficial and safe for the rhizosphere as well as the seed. Lime, 

gypsum, dolomite, and rock phosphate are the most often utilised substances as Rhizobia protectants. 

Vermiculite and montmorillonite, two clay minerals, are among the other components. Peat, moss, 

mucilage, blood, and chicken manure are also used. 
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Seed / Fortified seed

Adhesive + Fungicide 

Filler / coating material 

Adhesive + Nutrients 

Adhesive + Bio-inoculant (Rhizobium)

Seed

Filler material 

Designer seed

 

Types of Pelleting 

Types of pelleting Ingredients for pelleting 

Inoculant pelleting  Biofertilizer viz, Rhizobium, Phosphobacteria, Azospirillum, 

Azatobactor, Vesicular Arbuscular Mychorhizae, Azophos  

Protective pelleting  Biocontrol agents like Pseudomonas, Trichodermma, Rhizobacteria, 

Bacillus, Streptomyces,and insecticides and fungicides  

Herbicide pelleting  Filler antidote or absorbent coating. Herbicide antidote like 1,8 

naphthalic anhydride (NA)  

Nutrient pelleting  Coating with micro and macronutrients namely ZnSO4, FeSO4, 

CuSO4, KCl, borax, diammonium phosphate (DAP) and other salts 

suitable for each crop.  

Hydrophilic coating (Water stress 

condition)  

Starch graft polymers, magnesium carbonate  

Oxygen supplier coating (Flooded 

condition)  

Peroxides of zinc and calcium  

Organic pelleting  Leaf powders (arappu, pungam, acacias) and rhizome powders 

(turmeric, Acorus) 

Advantages 

1. Pelletizing, which modifies the shape of the seed, makes it easy to handle small and irregularly shaped 

seeds. 

2. Pelletizing also offers the ability for precise chemical treatment of seeds. 

3. Birds and other small animals may not be able to identify the seeds because of the colour of the pellet. 

4. Attract moisture 

5. Uniform field establishment. 

6. Increase in yield. 

Disadvantages 

1. Pelleted seeds have more cost and weight as compared to bare seed.  

2. High moisture requirement. 

3. Late field establishment at low level of moisture. 

Conclusion 

The production and speedy delivery of high-quality seeds to farmers are of utmost importance and present 

technological hurdles. For all other agricultural inputs to reach their full potential, high-quality seed serves 

as a catalyst. Without proper seed, spending money on water, pesticides, fertilizer, and other inputs will 

not yield the intended results. As a result, producing high-quality seed and maintaining high germination 
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rates are crucial to the success of the seed programme. In this manner, seed improvement technology has 

a primary goal and significantly contributes to enhancing the performance of the seed. 
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Introduction 

The consequence of groundwater for the survival of human civilization cannot be overemphasized. In India, 

the main resource of drinking water is groundwater. Additionally, it is a significant supplier of water for 

the industrial and agricultural sectors. According to forecasts for 2000, groundwater usage will be around 

50%. Since it is a crucial and essential component of the hydrological cycle, the availability of water is 

reliant on the amount of rainfall and the recharge levels. It had formerly been regarded as a trustworthy 

supply of clean water. 

Water shortages have developed in many places of the world as a outcome of rising water demand over 

time. The situation is aggravated by the problem of water pollution or contamination. Due to poor water 

resource management and environmental deterioration, which has resulted in millions of people without 

access to safe water supplies, India is on the verge of a freshwater crisis. The magnitude and intensity of 

this freshwater issue already exist in many regions of India, varied mostly with the season. 

Factors for Groundwater Crisis 

The groundwater crisis was brought on by human activity rather than by natural causes. 

Due to an increase in extraction during the past 20 years, the water level has been quickly declining in 

numerous regions of the nation. Rapidly and indiscriminately more wells are being drilled for irrigation of 

both food and cash crops. India's population growth and lifestyle changes have raised residential water 

demand. The water requirement for the industry also shows an overall increase. The groundwater table is 

falling as a result of fierce rivalry between users, industry, agriculture, and domestic sectors. Because of 

the massive pollution of surface water, groundwater quality is being negatively impacted. In addition, 

leaching from improperly disposed of solid wastes and discharge of untreated waste water through bores 

both contaminate groundwater and lower the quality of fresh water supplies. 

Due to the quantity of naturally occurring fluoride-bearing minerals, numerous states in the nation have 

been classified as being endemic to fluorosis in terms of groundwater quality. 

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra, Bihar, and Delhi are those states. Nearly half million people in India suffer 

from ailments due to excess of fluoride in drinking water. The iron concentration of the groundwater is 

high in various Assam and Orissa districts. Saline groundwater covers over 31% of Rajasthan's entire land 

area. Groundwater is saline in almost all of the Bhakra Canal in Punjab and the lift canal system in south-

western Haryana. Shallow aquifers in various parts of West Bengal have been observed to contain similarly 

high amounts of arsenic in groundwater. A few locations in Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, and Haryana were 

also discovered to have mercury levels that were dangerously high. 

Causes of Groundwater Declination and Pollution 

Since groundwater is a crucial component of the environment, it cannot be seen in isolation. Water 

conservation, water use efficiency, water reuse, groundwater recharge, and ecosystem sustainability have 

not received enough attention. Borewell technology has been used carelessly; resulting in groundwater 

extraction at such a high pace that recharge is frequently insufficient. Reduced forest cover and soil 

degradation are two other factors that contribute to reduced water availability in many places. 

Pollution of groundwater resources has become a major problem today. The pollution of air, water, and land 

has an effect on the pollution and contamination of groundwater. Due to the hydrological cycle's hydraulic 
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connectivity, the solid, liquid, and gaseous waste that is produced can pollute the environment if it is not 

managed appropriately. This can also harm groundwater. As an illustration, when it rains, many pollutants 

from the air descend to the ground, where they can then seep into and contaminate groundwater supplies.  

Groundwater resources have been contaminated by improper water recharge, pesticide and fertiliser 

leaching, and excessive water withdrawal. In addition, surface and groundwater have been contaminated 

by leachates from agricultural, industrial waste, and municipal solid waste. Water contamination, which 

is characterised by an overabundance of fluoride, arsenic, iron, or the intrusion of salt water, affects about 

45 million people worldwide. 

Disadvantages of Surface Water Development Compared to Groundwater 

The peak runoff, which accounts for a sizeable portion of the total river discharge in the majority of world 

climates, occurs during a specific season of the year that typically coincides with the lowest water demand. 

This can be precipitation, either rain or snow. 

Transferring water from the high supply to the high demand seasons is hence the difficulty with water 

development. The most obvious and frequent approach to that issue is to store surface water behind dams, 

however there may be considerable advantages to groundwater storage systems over surface storage 

systems that aren't always systematically taken into account when planning water development. But 

surface reservoirs have a lot of problems, including as follows  

1. Evaporation: Large open water areas are subjected to high evaporation rates over the course of several 

months or even years, resulting in water losses that can occasionally reach 20% of the normal annual 

runoff. When the impounded valley has a wide breadth and creates a greater open water region, losses may 

even be higher. 

2. Sedimentation: In the catchment, soil erosion causes siltation, which reduces the storage capacity of 

the surface reservoirs. As the vegetation cover decreases, the soil becomes more susceptible to erosion and 

the importance of siltation issues in surface reservoirs increases. As a result, the drier the environment, 

the less vegetation cover, and the higher the likelihood of sediment accumulation in the surface reservoirs. 

Through specially made pipes installed at the base of the dam, it is periodically feasible to drain some of 

the mud from the reservoirs, but each operation uses water (to flush the mud) and could be harmful to the 

ecosystem downstream.  

3. Environmental impact: Of surface reservoirs can frequently cause flooding of occupied or productive 

agricultural land, which is very bad for human health. 

4. Distribution of water: Due to the distance between the dam and the intended usage areas, the 

reservoir may be costly and necessitate the building of expensive canals. 

Need of Conjunctive Use 

Surface water and groundwater are intertwined; groundwater sustains rivers' base flows, and river water 

can seep into the earth. Groundwater and surface water extraction cannot be planned separately since they 

are interdependent. eg. Abstraction of groundwater can reduce base flow abstraction of groundwater can 

reduce base flow contribution to rivers by lowering water table. If carefully planned, however, the 

conjunctive use of rivers and groundwater can even out the seasonal variations in and groundwater can 

even out the seasonal variations in river flow. In the summer when the river flow is low, water moves from 

the aquifer into the river, so that more water can be drawn from the river d/s. Rainy season, water flows 

from River to aquifer. Pumping from wells also intercepts some of the natural base flow to the river. 

Advantages of Conjunctive Use 

Exploits storage capacity of an aquifer and ease of transport of water by a river/ channel. Aquifer is used 

to store surface water when there is an excess of it & it would otherwise be wasted, say in winter. River is 

used to transport water from the aquifer to where it is needed when river discharge is too low on its own 

as often happens in summer its own, as often happens in summer. When river discharge is low, concurrent 

use can reduce river abstraction by utilizing groundwater instead. Problems of water logging/ groundwater 

over use reduced. 
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Limitations of Conjunctive Use 

Increased energy consumption for pumping from wells and for coping with reduction in pump efficiency, 

due and for coping with reduction in pump efficiency, due to large fluctuations of water levels. Appropriate 

management plans to be developed. Construction of appropriate groundwater recharges structures. 

Administrative difficulties in defining acceptable and equitable groundwater rates, when surface water is 

available. 

Challenges in Conjunctive Use 

A number of environmental issues were caused by the irrigation command's isolated use of surface water 

while ignoring the best use of groundwater. Making the most of extra water by guiding it into the earth 

where it can be saved for future use, controlled aquifer recharge is a sort of complementary use that stores 

excess surface water underground in an aquifer.  Managed aquifer recharge is not a simple process & it is 

difficult to do on a useful scale; it cannot absorb large volumes of flood water in a short time. Water must 

be moved from the surface to the subterranean, or it might be spread out over the surface to improve 

infiltration or injected into an aquifer. 

In order to percolate water into the aquifer, surface dispersal entails directing the water into an unlined 

canal or a shallow lagoon in permeable sediments or rock. It works best in areas with highly permeable 

soils and unconfined aquifers and where land is inexpensive. 

Conclusion 

The world's fresh water resources are unevenly distributed in temporally and spatial. Until recently water 

resource management focused mainly on reallocating water, when and where it was required, a supply-

side or fragmented approach. Nowadays, it is apparent that water availability is dwindling due to both 

population growth and increased per capita water use causing often irreparable damage to the 

environment. In order to overcome the current fragmented management of water, a new holistic, systemic 

approach depending on joint utilisation of surface and ground water resources is required. This implies 

long-term planning and management strategies with respect to both water quantity and quality. In this 

context, the traditional approach whereby water resources development and management were a 

“government’s business” needs to be replaced by a participatory approach involving both governments 

and stakeholders at all levels. In the strive for sustainable development in water resource use and 

management, the effectiveness of any instrument devised to realize that goal, depends ultimately on two 

factors: the approach adopted and the quality and number of the individuals responsible for pursuing that 

approach. 
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Black Spot (Diplocarpon rosae) 

1. Spotting and etiolation of the leaves followed by defoliation and drastic reduction in the size and number 

of flowers. 

2. Spots occur mostly on the upper surface of the leaves, rarely on lower surface, 

3. Dark brown to black in colour with characteristically radiating dark purplish margin. 

4. Numerous, small, raised dot–like bodies representing the fruiting bodies of the fungus can be seen on 

spots. 

5. The leaf tissue around the spot or the entire leaflet turns yellow before defoliation. 

 

Powdery Mildew (Sphaerotheca pannosa) 

1. The symptoms are noticed on all the aerial part of the plant including flower buds and blooms. 

2. Typical white powdery patches are formed on young leaves curl exposing the lower surface on which 

blister-like patches are formed. 

3. Infected leaves are usually purplish than healthy once. 

4. New shoots get distorted. 

5. Tissue necrosis turns the spots to black colour. 

6. Infected buds do not open flowers. 

7. The plant vigor is checked. 

 

Dieback (Botryodiplodia theobromae) 

1. The disease appears in maximum severity following pruning of canes after monsoon. 

2. Spread faster at 30-320C, High humidity. 
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3. Pycnidia on diseases twigs were developed in humid condition and spore from these pycnidia are 

considered as primary source of infection and spread. 

4. The main symptoms are drying start from pruned surface of cane. 

5. It may extend a few inches below the pruned end or may spread further if environmental conditions are 

favorable. 

6. Affected twig become black in colour. 

7. Brown discoloration can be observed when affected stems are split open. 

8. In severe cases the infection from the twigs spread to the main stem and then to the roots, occasionally 

killing the entire plant. 

9. Old plant has been observed to be more susceptible than young plants. 

 

Management Practices 

Cultural Management: 

a. Purchase only healthy planting material. 

b. Collection and destruction of fallen leaves and infected parts. 

c. Prune canes in early spring. 

d. Prune properly to reduce risk of entry of pathogen through improper pruning cuts. 

e. Apply bordo pest on pruned surface of twigs. 

f. Avoid injury to roots and crown at planting.  

g. Clean pruning and other tools with 10% liquid household bleach or 70% alcohol between cuts. 

h. Dig up and destroy all severely infected plants. 

i. Always cut flowers to limit the length of stem remaining on the plants. 

j. Cut the infected stem at least 5 to 6 inches below the rotted area. 

k. Maintain plants in high vigor. 

l. Avoid excessive applications of nitrogen fertilizers. 

Chemical Management: 

a. Chemical management of crown gall of rose 

b. Gallex (ready to use) painted on very young galls to reduce further development. 

c. Soak root system in solution of Streptomycin at 0.5 Tbps/2.5-gal water for 15 min. 
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Introduction 

The canopy of a fruit tree refers to its physical makeup, which includes the stem, branches, shoot, and 

leaves, as well as the number and size of the leaves, which determines the density. Canopy management 

on fruiting trees has been used for many years to increase fruit productivity and quality (Wani et al., 2021). 

An uncontrolled canopy will grow all of its fruit 25-30 feet in the air, making plucking fruits difficult. 

Managing a canopy can help to build a sturdy tree that will carry big crop loads in the long run, while also 

increasing fruit production and enhancing fruit quality and minimize the adverse effects of weather 

parameters (Mahala et al., 2022). 

Principles of Canopy Management 

1. Maximum utilization of light. 

2. Avoidance of built-up microclimate congenial for diseases and pest infestation. 

3. Convenience in carrying out cultural practices. 

4. Maximizing productivity with quality fruit production. 

5. Economy in obtaining the required canopy architecture. 

Objectives of Canopy Management 

1. To restore root/shoot ratio. 

2. To obtain specific form of the plant. 

3. To develop specific geometry within the plant and its overall topology. 

4. To maintain an optimum balance between vegetative and reproductive parts. 

Architecture of Canopy Management 

Basic Method: 

a. Training  

b. Pruning 

Other Method: Use of suitable rootstock and interlock. 

Training in Temperate Fruit Crops 

1. Training is done to shape or build a strong framework of the trees in order to support maximum crop 

when plant reaches bearing stage. 

2. The objective of training is to develop a proper framework that effectively displays a large surface area 

of the tree canopy to full sunlight and supports heavy crop loads. 

Open Centre System: Also known as vase training system, the center of the tree is kept free for large 

branches and various upright growing shoots. Head back the plant 50-60 cm above the ground level. Retain 

3-4 shoots that will become the primary scaffold branches. Pinched back all other shoots, these branches 

should be distributed evenly around the trunk and spaced several inches apart vertically. Head back to the 

primary scaffold in late May or early June to promote secondary branches and side shoots. Remove 

unwanted branches but leave the lateral shoots for next year’s fruit production. 2-3 secondary branches are 

allowed per primary scaffold. Avoid upright as well as flat or horizontal limbs. Head the secondary branches 

to 60-70 cm to develop the tertiary branches. 

Modified central leader system: Plants are 50-60 cm headed back from the ground level; 1st year 2-3 

well-spaced scaffold limbs are selected. The selected primary scaffold are headed back to one-fourth to one-
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fifth of their growth during summer. Second-year dormant pruning: central leader and the 1° scaffold are 

headed back similar to the first dormant pruning. More scaffold branches are retained at a vertical distance 

of 45-75 cm. a total of 5-7 secondary branches per tree usually two on each primary scaffold are retained. 

The primary scaffold should have a crotch angle of 45°. 

Tatura trellis system: Trees rows run north-south and each tree has only two main branches forming a 

Y, growing east and west above the alley between rows. These branches at a crotch angle of 60-70°. It is 

expensive to install. 

Spindle Bush system: Suitable to medium-to-medium high-density planting, central leader training 

method is used to develop a cone-shaped tree supported by a post or wire support system, 2000 trees in a 

2-3 m in height and 3-4 m 1-2 m apart. First permanent scaffold is maintained 45cm above the ground 

level. The 4 laterals should be evenly spaced and not more than 50% of the leader’s diameter, preventing 

limbs from developing opposite each other on the trunk. Pinch out competing shoots emerging just below 

the heading cut. 
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Farming with crop cultivation alone will encounter certain specific problems like unstable income, under 

employment of farm family members and improper utilization of resources available in the farm. Integrated 

farming with allied activities like dairying, poultry, fishery, sheep and goat rearing, piggery, rabbit rearing, 

duck farming, pigeon rearing, sericulture, apiary, mushroom production, biogas production, biogas 

production, homestead garden and fruit tree cultivation and agro-forestry would result in stability of farm 

income with proper distribution of employment. Integration of two or more appropriate and feasible 

activities/ components/ enterprises ushers’ great dividends to the farmer. 

Advantages of Integrated Farming System 

1. Higher food production to equate the demand of the exploding population. 

2. Increased farm income through proper residue recycling and allied components. Sustainable soil fertility 

and productivity through organic waste recycling. 

3. Integration of allied activities will result in the availability of nutritional food enriched with protein, 

carbohydrate, fat, minerals and vitamins.  

4. Integrated farming will help in environmental protection through effective recycling of waste from 

animal activities like piggery, poultry and pigeon rearing.  

5. Reduced production cost of components through the products like egg, mushroom, vegetables, honey and 

silkworm cocoons from the lined activities in integrated farming.  

6. Possibility of adopting improved package of technology for crop cultivation through the regular income 

realized from integrated farming system components.  

7. Inclusion of biogas and agro-forestry in integrated farming system will solve the energy crisis.  

8. Cultivation of fodder crops as intercropping and in border cropping will result in the availability of 

adequate nutritious fodder for animal components like milch cow, goat and sheep, pig and rabbit.  

9. Firewood and construction wood requirements could be met from the agro-forestry system without 

affecting the natural forest.  

10. Avoidance of soil loss through erosion by agro-forestry and proper cultivation of each part of land by 

integrated farming. 

11. Generation of regular employment for the farm family members of small and marginal farmers  

12. Development of revenue paying allied farm activities at village level through integrated farming. 

13. Integrated farming system models will vary widely in each agro-climatic zones with very high location 

specific natural resource availability like rainfall, and other climatic factors, soil types and market demand. 

Depending upon the agro-ecological condition and successful cropping systems adopted in each zone, 

specific farming system models were proposed based on the research carried out and could be recommended 

with slight modification for each agro-climatic zones of Tamil Nadu. 

Factors Influencing the Selection and Size of Components in Farming Systems 

1. Climatic conditions- Rainfall, temperature, solar radiation, wind, humidity etc.  

2. Soil type  

3. Farmers preferences  

4. Size of the Farm  

5. Knowledge, skill and technology 

6. Storage, transport and marketing  

7. Resource mobilizing power of the farmer  

8. Credit facilities available  

9. Socio-economic condition  
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10. Customs, sentiments and believes. 

Steps Involved in the Preparation of a Model Integrated Farming System to a Specific 

Situation 

1. Assessment of available resources  

2. Identifying the existing cropping system  

3. Identifying component(s) to be integrated  

4. Fixing the size of the individual components  

5. Working out the requirement of the components  

6. Modifying the existing cropping system to suit the requirements of the components integrated  

7. Working out the economics of individual components and for the IF system as a whole  

8. Identifying constraint and suggesting remedy measures/modifications for technical feasibility, economic 

viability and practical utility.  

Cropping in low land (wetland) is considered to be less risky due to abundant availability of water. In 

addition, most of the low land soils are heavy type of soils, which are fairly fertile soil. Mostly rice is the 

principal crop in our low lands. Crops like Banana, Sugarcane and coconut are also grown in this ecosystem. 

Diversified farming (IFS) can be adopted in the low lands with the components like Fish, Poultry, Duck 

and Mushroom. 
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Introduction 

The Indian subcontinent is one of the most diverse places on the world, with practically every variety of 

landform and climates. Some of which include the Himalayas with its snow-capped peaks, the thar Desert, 

the Gangetic plains, the beaches, seashores, plateaus, woods, and so on. The climate is so distinct because 

of the varied landform. 

The ideal environment, temperature, and topography are crucial for the production of season fruits in India, 

and as a result, many of these fruits are exported. Everyone loves to eat fruit. The delicate flavours, varied 

textures, and juicy, exuberant taste profile are both delicious and good for health. A number of seasonal 

fruits was present in India. 

While some of these fruits are easily accessible in the summer, others are largely gathered and sold in the 

winter. Some fruits are available all year round since they are all-season fruits. Fruits are a great source 

of vitamins, minerals, and fibre. Some fruits, including banana, apple, and papaya, are accessible all year 

long. Other fruits, like litchi, watermelon, and jamuns, are only available for a limited time each year. 

Winter Seasonal Fruits and it’s Benefits 

Apples: One of the most readily available fruits in the winter are apples of Indian origin from the hilly 

northern regions. Apples include a lot of vitamins and minerals, as well as fibre. Pectin, which supports 

intestinal health, is present in them. Apples' antioxidant content lowers the risk of diabetes and heart 

attacks. They assist strengthen immunity since they contain vitamin C. 

Guava: A popular fruit which has been found to be rich in nutrients, including vitamins and minerals that 

are significant for human health. It has many medicinal properties such as Anti-oxidant, Anti-diabetic, 

Anti-bacterial, Anti-diarrhoeal, Anti-hypotensive, and Analgesic & Anti- inflammatory, Anti-cancer, Anti-

hypertensive, Anti-fungal, Anti-pyretic and high nutritional properties Because of high content of vitamin 

c helps in immune boosting (Parvez, G. M., et al., 2018). 

Amla: An Indian Indigenous of medicine. Most of the Amla fruits are widely used in the Ayurvedic 

preparation and are believed to increase defence against diseases. Amla is highly nutritious and rich in 

vitamin-c, Amino Acids and minerals like calcium and iron. It also contains tannins, alkaloids and phenols 

among all hydrolysable tannins, Emblicanin A and B; gallic acid, ellagic acid are reported to possess 

biological activity It helps to treat common cold and fever, ulcer, Diabetes, Asthma, skin diseases, and 

cardiac diseases (Srivasuki KP, 2012). 

Orange: These are rich sources of vitamin-C, flavonoids, Phenolic compounds and pectin’s. It is well known 

for its nutritional and medicinal properties like anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, ant-diabetic, cardio-protective, 

anti-cancer, anti-arthritic, anti-inflammatory, anti- oxidant, anti-asthmatic, and anti-hypertensive Parle, 

M., & Chaturvedi, D. (2012). 

Papaya: Papaya is considered Nutraceuticals due to its multi-faceted medicinal properties. The prominent 

medicinal properties of papaya include wound-healing, Anti-fungal, Anti-bacterial, Anti-tumour, and Free 

radical Scavenging activities (Aravind, G et al.,2013). 

Pineapple: Substantial quantity of minerals like calcium, potassium, vitamin C, carbohydrates, Crude 

fibre, Water and various other minerals present in this fruit, that is good for the digestive system and aids 

in maintaining ideal body weight and balanced nutrition. Bromelain is an enzyme, which is rich in 

pineapple that is used as anti-inflammatory, reducing swelling in inflammatory conditions Pineapple also 
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fights against bacterial and viral infections. It is a healing fruit. Doctors highly recommend fresh pineapple 

juice for faster healing during an injury. It also reduces cancer risks, controls blood pressure, and prevents 

cold and cough. (Hossain et al., 2015). 

Grapes: The medicinal properties of grapes and its elements include anti-oxidant, anticarcinogenic, 

immunomodulatory, anti-diabetic neuro protective, anti0obesity, anti-ageing and anti-infection Grapes, 

whether green, red, or purple, are all very healthy and tasty fruits. Grapes are beneficial to the digestive 

system since they are high in fibre. They include anthocyanins and resveratrol, two naturally occurring 

phytochemicals that work to reduce inflammation and lower the risk of developing a number of chronic 

inflammatory disorders. (Yadav, M et al.,2009). 

Custard Apple: Also known as Seetaphal or Sharifa, it is a seasonal fruit that helps fight against 

anaemia. Custard apple (Annona squamosa L.) is a climacteric fruit and highly perishable in nature. 

Custard apple is one of the most delicious and highly perishable fruit. It has its delightful taste, flavour, 

moderate price in markets and a high nutritional status. Overall, the importance of fruits in domestic and 

export market as fresh fruits and processed products. Custard apple is the rich source of nutrients but it 

has short storage life and having a great demand in the market. 

Strawberries: The sweet-and-sour, luscious red berries are loaded with folate, manganese, potassium, 

vitamin C, and antioxidants. Some chronic diseases, including diabetes, are prevented by the antioxidants 

found in them. Since strawberries help to regulate blood sugar levels, they are beneficial for diabetics. Due 

to their high-water content and low-calorie count, they are also excellent for weight loss. 

Plum: This sour purple fruit is a nutritious powerhouse, containing antioxidants, fibre, copper, manganese, 

vitamins A, C, and K. Plums boost heart health, digestion, blood circulation, and hunger. Additionally, the 

antioxidant concentration may lessen anxiety. The potassium in plums helps the body retain less salt, 

which lowers blood pressure. 

Kiwi: Kiwi, a fruit that is typically only accessible in the winter, is a powerhouse of vitamins and minerals, 

including iron, fibre, vitamin C, and antioxidants. Kiwi encourages healthy skin and delays the onset of 

skin ageing. Minerals including magnesium, potassium, calcium, phosphorus, copper, zinc, and iron are 

also present in them. 

Sweet Lime: 

a. Sweet lime is adored for its mild and sweet flavour and has less acid than other limes. On the 

other hand, sweet lime juice is very well-liked for its divine taste despite being challenging to 

consume due to its abundance of seeds. To benefit from the pulp, mix a glass of freshly squeezed 

lime juice with it. 

b. Limes are rich in antioxidants and vitamin C, both of which have potential health advantages. 

Eating limes or consuming the juice may increase immunity, lower risk factors for heart disease, 

prevent kidney stones, facilitate iron absorption, and encourage good skin.  

Fig fruit: 

a. Figs, which resemble a teardrop and have a mild, sweet flavour, are a distinctive fruit packed 

with small seeds. They are nutrient-rich and provide a range of health advantages, including a lower 

risk of heart disease, assistance in controlling blood sugar levels, and the promotion of healthy 

digestion. 

b. Figs are a good source of both calcium and potassium. These minerals can work together to 

improve bone density, which can, in turn, prevent conditions like osteoporosis. Studies indicate that 

a diet high in potassium, in particular, can enhance bone health and lower bone turnover. 

Jujube fruit: Jujube berries, also known as ber in India, are native to Southern Asia. Fruits like jujube 

are a great source of triterpenic acids, polysaccharides, and flavonoids. Some of these substances are 

antioxidants. Antioxidants are compounds that may stop or postpone certain cell damage, including 

damage brought on by so-called "free radical" damage. Antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant 

qualities abound in jujube berries. 

They are abundant in pectin, vitamin C, thiamin, riboflavin, and pectin. In addition to improving and 

stimulating digestion, promoting blood circulation, and averting allergies, the flavonoids and bioflavonoids 

in jujube berries also aid in the absorption of vitamin C. 

https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/benefits-of-pineapple/
https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/benefits-of-pineapple/
https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/9-health-benefits-of-custard-apple/
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Advantages of Seasonal Fruits 

1. Eating fresh fruits and vegetables when they are in season is more flavourful and nutritious because the 

fruits and vegetables are not processed or preserved.  

2. Fruits and vegetables that are out of season are usually less flavourful because once they have been 

harvested, they begin to lose their nutritional value.  

3. In particular, the vitamin C content in fresh fruits and veggies is higher than those out of season which 

can reduce the risk of many infections caused by the preservatives used in canned and processed food.   

4. Fresh fruits and vegetables are full of antioxidants which can be used to prevent diseases.  

5. Fruits and vegetables such as mushrooms, broccoli, carrots, potatoes, bananas, apples, and avocados are 

available year-round and are not specific to a season; however, the majority of fruits and vegetables are 

season specific.  

6. In addition to the nutritional benefits of seasonal fruits and vegetables, there is also a cost benefit. Fruits 

and vegetables are often offered at lower prices in local farmer’s markets during their specific seasons. 

7. The seasonal fruits are affordable and since they are more abundant, it can stock them up Since they are 

grown under appropriate weather conditions without any artificial influencer, they are super tasty and 

healthy. 

8. The seasonal fruits have their own natural color and flavour. 

 

Conclusion 

Seasonal fruits have unique advantages in terms of freshness, quality, flavour, and price. It is less 

expensive for the planet and the general populace. To have a deeper understanding of the regional products 

and seasonal delicacies, keep an eye on nearby sellers and agricultural communities. The risk of 

agricultural unpredictability is very significant, just as the issue of climate change is escalating 

dramatically. Understanding the incredible benefits of locally grown food and seasonal eating is crucial if 

we are to maintain our health, the health of our local farmers, and the environment. 
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Introduction 

Antioxidants are substances that can prevent or slow damage to the cells caused by free radicals, unstable 

molecules that the body produces as a reaction to environmental and other pressures. Antioxidants are also 

called “free-radical scavengers”. The antioxidants like vitamin C, vitamin E and polyphenols that can play 

an important role in moderating the oxidative stress. The many components of milk and milk products may 

be beneficial because of their antioxidant potential. Recently, the potential health benefits of the 

phytochemicals and their ability to be incorporated into dairy and foods as nutraceuticals are widely 

considerable interest in food industry. Some foods are rich in antioxidants and also associated with a degree 

of protection against the free radical damage not only in foods, but also in the human body, where they 

offer various health benefits like protection against cardiovascular diseases, damage to nucleic acids and 

other deteriorative processes. Antioxidants are help to neutralize free radicals the bodies, and this is 

responsible to boost overall health. The antioxidative properties are occurs in other compounds belonging 

to carotenoids, particularly lycopene and lutein. It has been observed that the lycopene is the most effective 

compound removing singlet oxygen, and its high consumption is negatively correlated with some types of 

cancer (Wąsowicz and Gromadzińska 2005, Omoni and Aluko 2005). Lutein plays important role in 

protection of retina against harmful action of free radicals and also prevents of atherosclerosis (Boileau 

2002, Boban 2002). 

Antioxidant Components of Milk and Milk Products 

Milk and milk products have been found to be antioxidative properties. It contains antioxidant compounds 

like urate, vitamin E, vitamin C, beta-carotene, carotenoids and proteins both of casein and whey protein 

that exhibit antioxidant activity. Casein favour iron autoxidation by inhibiting the lipid peroxidation. Milk 

also scavenges the superoxide anion, block the radical DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydracyl) and OH- 

radicals, and it inhibit the enzymatic and non-enzymatic lipid peroxidation due to the presence of free 

radicals. Conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) also acts as antioxidant, even more so than ascorbic acid, α-

tocopherol (vitamin E) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), an effect that may be responsible for its 

antiaterogenic activity. Uric acid has shown ferric ion-reductant activity and it is very effective antioxidant 

to preventing the light- and peroxidase-induced oxidation of milk. The presence of antioxidant enzymes like 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase and non-enzymatic antioxidants like citrate, tocopherols, 

carotenoids, phosphate, and ascorbic acid in milk can also contribute to the antioxidative effect. 

Major Sources of Antioxidants for Functional Dairy Foods 

There are two major sources of antioxidants-i. natural antioxidant and ii. artificial antioxidant. Certain 

plant-based foods are thought to be rich in antioxidants. Plant-based antioxidants are a kind of 

phytonutrient, or plant-based nutrient. Sea foods and others source are also found as an antioxidant 

activity.  

1. Plants based antioxidant: Plant based antioxidants are most active food compounds. The main source 

of these substances is plant material. There are many richest sources of plant antioxidants are garlic, 

broccoli, green tea, tomato, carrot, soybean, brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, onions, red beets, cocoa, 

cranberries, blackberry, blueberry, red grapes, prunes, and citrus fruits. Fruits and vegetables contain 

many bioactive compounds and it contains a great number of these naturally occurring substances have 

been recognized to have antioxidant properties. Flavonoids and phenolic compounds are the major 

contributors to antioxidant activity (Kaur and Kapoor, 2001, Sikora et al, 2008).  
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a. Phenolics and Polyphenolics: Phenolics and polyphenolics constitute a major group of plant 

antioxidant food that render beneficial effects due to their antioxidant potential. The term phenolic 

or polyphenol is defined as a substance that possesses an aromatic ring, bearing one or more 

hydroxyl substituents, and including its functional derivatives like esters, methyl esters, glycosides 

etc. The three groups of phenolic compounds which commonly found in food materials are simple 

phenols and phenolic acids, hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, and flavonoids. Flavonoids are 

diphenylpropanes that commonly occur in plants such as fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds, stems, 

flowers. It also occurs in tea and wine. The flavonoids compounds include flavones, flavonols, 

isoflavones, flavonones, cathechins and chalcones. The biological effects related to their antioxidant 

properties such as: anti-lipoperooxidant, anti-platelet, anti-tumoral, anti-ischemic, anti-allergic, 

anti-inflammatory. Phenolic compounds are among phytochemicals that render to their effects on 

antioxidation and relief from oxidative stress. The antioxidative effect of phenolics in functional 

foods is due to free radical scavenging activity, reducing activity and an indirect effect arising from 

chelation of prooxidant metal ions. Among the plant materials, fruits and vegetables contain 

phenolics compounds, it belonging to the flavonoids family. In plant sources, cereals also contain a 

wide range of phenolic acids and it mainly contains the benzoic acid and cinnamic acid groups. 

Ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid are the major phenolic acids found in many cereals and barley. 

b. Carotenoids: Carotenoids are found in plant sources. Carotenoids are the family of compounds 

also called tetraterpenes. It includes many types of carotenes such as α-, β-, δ- and γ-. Compounds 

like lycopene, lutein and astaxanthin are also carotenoids but it is not carotenes. Some of the 

carotenoids are further classified as Xanthophylls. It is known as oxygenated carotenoids and also 

include one or more oxygen atoms in their structure. Some compounds like lutein, astaxanthin, 

violaxanthin, zeaxanthin and capsanthin are the types of xanthophylls. Carotenoids are considered 

as colourful fat and oil soluble pigments found in green leaves and yellow, orange and red fruits and 

vegetables like sweet potatoes, carrots, apricots, mangoes and tomatoes. Astaxanthin is a 

carotenoid, it mainly found from marine sources like algae, salmon and trout. Carotenoids are oil 

soluble and it protect the lipid component. They help to prevent the lipid peroxidation, which is 

associated with atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease.  

2. Herbal plants: Ayurveda is the oldest medical system in the world, it provides potential leads to find 

active and therapeutically useful compounds from plants sources. Some of the herbs like Amaranthus 

paniculatus, Aerva lanata, Coccinia indica and Coriandrum sativum are used as vegetables, it indicating 

that these plants are the best source of dietary antioxidant supplies. Some of medicinal plants like Aloe 

vera, Acorus calamus, Andrographis paniculata, Asparagus racemosus, Azadirachta indica, Bacopa 

monnieri (brahmi), Picrorhiza kurroa, Psoralea corylifolia, Terminalia chebula, Tinospora cordifolia are 

used in Indian traditional medicine (Govindarajan et al., 2003). having antioxidant activity. Among 

different families of antioxidants, flavanoids and tannins are most occurring compounds followed by the 

ascorbic acid, phenolics and alkaloids compounds. The most common use of these herbs was found in liver 

disease like hapatoprotective agents and in diabetics. Other major advantages of these herbs were in the 

form of a neuroprotective, anticancer, antitumor, antistress, dermal wound healing, cardiovascular 

protection and anticholesterol activity. Antioxidants protect against the cell damage that free radicals 

cause, known as oxidative stress. 

Conclusion 

Functional foods may provide to reduce the increasing burden on the health care system by a continuous 

preventive mechanism. Many numbers of phytochemicals and bioactive compounds are present in foods of 

plant origin, sea foods and other animal-based products.  The richest sources of plant antioxidants are 

garlic, broccoli, green tea, tomato, carrot, soybean, brussels sprouts, red beets, cocoa, cranberries, 

blackberry, blueberry, red grapes, prunes, and citrus fruits. Fruits and vegetables also contain many 

bioactive compounds Flavonoids and phenolic compounds are the major contributors to antioxidant activity. 

Flavonoids, flavones, polyphenols, and phytoestrogens are all types of antioxidants and phytonutrients, 

and they are all found in plant-based foods. 
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Introduction 

Climate change and variability are concerns of human being. The recurrent droughts and floods threaten 

seriously the livelihood of billions of people who depend on land for most of their needs. The global economy 

is adversely being influenced very frequently due to extreme events such as droughts and floods, cold and 

heat waves, forest fires, landslips etc. The natural calamities like earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic 

eruptions, though not related to weather disasters, may change chemical composition of the atmosphere. 

It will, in turn, lead to weather related disasters. Increase in aerosols (atmospheric pollutants) due to 

emission of greenhouse gases such as Carbon Dioxide due to burning of fossil fuels, chlorofluorocarbons 

(CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) etc., 

Ozone depletion and UV-B filtered radiation, eruption of volcanoes, the “human hand” in deforestation in 

the form of forest fires and loss of wet lands are causal factors for weather extremes. The loss of forest 

cover, which normally intercepts rainfall and allows it to be absorbed by the soil, causes precipitation to 

reach across the land eroding top soil and causes floods and droughts. Paradoxically, lack of trees also 

exacerbates drought in dry years by making the soil dry more quickly. Among the greenhouse gases, CO2 

is the predominant gas leading to global warming as it traps long wave radiation and emits it back to the 

earth surface. The global warming is nothing but heating of surface atmosphere due to emission of 

greenhouse gases, thereby increasing global atmospheric temperature over a long period of time. Such 

changes in surface air temperature and consequent adverse impact on rainfall over a long period of time 

are known as climate change. If these parameters show year-to-year variations or cyclic trends, it is known 

as climate variability. 

 

Climate Change and Agriculture 

Based on some of the past experiences indicated above, impact of climate change on agriculture will be one 

of the major deciding factors influencing the future food security of mankind on the earth. Agriculture is 

not only sensitive to climate change but also one of the major drivers for climate change. Understanding 

the weather changes over a period of time and adjusting the management practices towards achieving 

better harvest are challenges to the growth of agricultural sector as a whole. The climate sensitivity of 

agriculture is uncertain, as there is regional variation in rainfall, temperature, crops and cropping systems, 

soils and management practices. The inter-annual variations in temperature and precipitation were much 

higher than the predicted changes in temperature and precipitation. The crop losses may increase if the 

predicted climate change increases the climate variability. 6 Different crops respond differently as the 

global warming will have a complex impact. The tropics are more dependent on agriculture as 75% of world 

population lives in tropics and two thirds of these people’s main occupation is agriculture. With low levels 
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of technology, wide range of pests, diseases and weeds, land degradation, unequal land distribution and 

rapid population growth, any impact on tropical agriculture will affect their livelihood. Rice, wheat, maize, 

sorghum, soybean and barley are the six major crops in the world grown in 40% cropped area, and 

contribute to 55% of non-meat calories and over 70% of animal feed (FAO, 2006). Consequently, any effect 

on these crops would adversely affect the food security. 

 

Impacts on Agriculture and Food Production 

Food production in India is sensitive to climate changes such as variability in monsoon rainfall and 

temperature changes within a season. Studies by Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) and others 

indicate greater expected loss in the Rabi crop. Every 1°C rise in temperature reduces wheat production by 

4-5 Million 11 Tonnes. Small changes in temperature and rainfall have significant effects on the quality of 

fruits, vegetables, tea, coffee, aromatic and medicinal plants, and basmati rice. Pathogens and insect 

populations are strongly dependent upon temperature and humidity, and changes in these parameters may 

change their population dynamics. Other impacts on agricultural and related sectors include lower yields 

from dairy cattle and decline in fish breeding, migration, and harvests. Global reports indicate a loss of 10-

40% in crop production by 2100. Indian climate is dominated by the southwest monsoon, which brings most 

of the region‘s precipitation. It is critical for the availability of drinking water and irrigation for agriculture. 

Agricultural productivity is sensitive to two broad classes of climate-induced effects (1) direct effects from 

changes in temperature, precipitation or carbon dioxide concentrations, and (2) indirect effects through 

changes in soil moisture and the distribution and frequency of infestation by pests and diseases. Rice and 

wheat yields could decline considerably with climatic changes (IPCC 1996; 2001). However, the 

vulnerability of agricultural production to climate change depends not only on the physiological response 

of the affected plant, but also on the ability of the affected socio-economic systems of production to cope 

with changes in yield, as well as with changes in the frequency of droughts or floods. The adaptability of 

farmers in India is severely restricted by the heavy reliance on natural factors and the lack of 

complementary inputs and institutional support systems. The loss in net revenue at the farm level is 

estimated to range between 9% and 25% for a temperature rise of 2 °C to 3.5 °C. 

 

Scientists also estimated that a 2°C rise in mean temperature and a 7% increase in mean precipitation 

would reduce net revenues by 12.3% for the country as a whole. Agriculture in the coastal regions of 

Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Karnataka is found to be the most negatively affected. Small losses are also 
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indicated for the major food-grain producing regions of Punjab, Haryana, and western Uttar Pradesh. On 

the other hand, West Bengal, Orissa, and Andhra Pradesh are predicted to benefit to a small extent from 

warming. 

Impacts on Pest 

Some of the most dramatic effects of climate change on pests and diseases are likely to be seen among 

arthropod insects like mosquitoes, midges, ticks, fleas and sand flies, and the viruses they carry. With 

changes in temperature and humidity levels, the populations of these insects may expand their geographic 

range, and expose animals and humans to diseases to which they have no natural immunity. Plant pests, 

which include insects, pathogens and weeds, continue to be one of the biggest constraints to food and 

agricultural production. Fruit flies, for instance, cause extensive damage to fruits and vegetables 

production. Controlling such pests often requires the use of pesticides, which can have serious side effects 

on human health and the environment. Climate change may also play a role in food safety. A growing 

number of pests and diseases could lead to higher and even unsafe levels of pesticide residue and veterinary 

drugs in local food supplies. And changes in rainfall, temperature and relative humidity can readily 

contaminate foods like groundnuts, wheat, maize, rice and coffee with fungi that produce potentially fatal 

mycotoxins. 

Floods 

We have already seen an increase in flooding in many agricultural regions of the country, including the 

Midwest, the Southern Plains, and California. Sea level rise is also ratcheting up the frequency and 

intensity of flooding on farms in coastal regions. These costly floods devastate crops and livestock, 

accelerate soil erosion, pollute water, and damage roads, bridges, schools, and other infrastructure. 

Droughts 

Too little water can be just as damaging as too much. Severe droughts have taken a heavy toll on crops, 

livestock, and farmers in many parts of the country, most notably California, the Great Plains, and the 

Midwest, over the past decade—and science tells us that rising temperatures will likely make such 

droughts even worse, depleting water supplies and, in some cases, spurring destructive wildfires. 

Changes in Crop and Livestock Viability 

Farmers choose crop varieties and animal breeds that are well suited to local conditions. As those conditions 

shift rapidly over the coming decades, many farmers will be forced to rethink some of their choices—which 

can mean making new capital investments, finding new markets, and learning new practices. 

New Pests, Pathogens, and Weed Problems 

Just as farmers will need to find new crops, livestock, and practices, they will have to cope with new threats. 

An insect or weed that could not thrive north of Texas in decades past may find Iowa a perfect fit going 

forward—and farmers will have to adapt. 
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Summary 

Rice bean (Vigna umbellata (Thunb.) ohwi and ohashi) is a multipurpose crop with tremendous nutritional 

potential. It is widely cultivated in eastern India and hilly region of northern Himalaya usually grown as 

annual crop even though the crop itself is perennial legume. Being endowed with different nutritional 

content, rice bean is rich in abundant protein (25.57 %) that is albumins and globulins with 60% protein 

digestibility. So, far rice bean has been established in 20,000 hectares of land as supplementary crop of 

which the main crop area was located in the hilly area of north eastern India pertaining to climatic 

condition. Despite being produced at consumer scale, there is felt need to undergo different scientific 

research and crop improvement so as to put up its importance up to farmers level through different front-

line demonstration and developing superior accession for commercial cultivation. 

Introduction 

Rice bean (Vigna Umbellata (Thunb.) Ohwi and Ohashi) is popularly known by several names as rice bean, 

red bean, climbing mountain bean at different location. It is underutilized legume widely cultivated in 

eastern India and hilly regions of northern Himalaya.  It is annual pulse belonging to family Fabaceaea of 

the genus Vigna that grow well on a diverse range of soil and climatic condition.  Not only being a perennial 

legume, it contains high digestibility protein namely albumins and globulins as predominant protein 

component in it. It can be grown not only as legume but also as fodder cum green manure crops in field. 

Because of its diverse nature, it can be grown in wide range of soil except in the waterlogged soil. 

The undercover crop has gained popularity recently as a supplementary grain legume which earned greater 

potential to overcome the food and nutritional problem (Bhardwaj and Thakur, 2017). In most of the 

marginal area, resource poor farmers cultivate this crop therefore it is quite related with the bulging 

population which can ultimately lead to frequent food shortage and nutritional disorders. Rice bean is 

mostly cultivated in non-irrigated and uncultivated lands which otherwise would be bare, hence cultivation 

of rice bean is considered important in such areas contributing to food and nutritional security. Taking into 

account the potential productivity, rice bean has been found overwhelming over other pulse crops, such as 

green gram and black gram in mid altitude, particularly Himalayan region, beyond 1500 m above mean 

sea level where pulse crops like green gram and black gram cannot be established successfully (Shukla et 

al., 2014). 

Morphological Study of Rice Bean Crop 

Rice bean (Vigna umbellata) is a perennial legume which is grown usually as an annual crop. It exhibits 

versatile habit such as erect, semi-erect or twining stem (Pattanayak et al., 2019). It usually grows up to 

30-100 cm height, but can reach up to 200 cm (Ecoport, 2014). It has an extensive root system with a taproot 

of about 100-150 cm long, branched stem and finely haired, trifoliate leaves with entire, 6-9 cm long leaflets, 

long axillary racemes (5- 10 cm), papillonaceous with bright yellow flower. The fruits are cylindrical with 

long pods (7.5 -12.5 cm), 6-8 mm seeds with a concave hilum. Rice bean seeds show variability in colour, 

from greenish-yellow to black through yellow, brown. 

Nutritional Importance 

Rice bean being hardy crop, its nutritional potential is not known to the people widely. It contains 60% of 

digestible proteins of which albumins and globulins are abundant protein (25.57 %) which is rich in 

essential amino acids like methionine, tryptophan, lysine, tyrosine and valine. The protein content of rice 
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bean is found to be higher (82-85%) than that of other pulses (80%). Rice bean contained a high proportion 

of unsaturated fatty acids although it showed lower lipid content compared to other legumes which showed 

its versatility. The different anti–nutritional factors analysis of the rice bean revealed the presence of 

phenolic, tannins, trypsin inhibitors, phytic acid, lipoxygenase and saponin within an acceptable limit. 

Prospect in India and North Eastern Region 

Rice bean is cultivated in 20,000 ha and produces nearly 75000 Mt annually. The important rice bean 

producing states are viz. Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura, Madhya Pradesh and Chattishgarh (Raiger et al., 2009). In the context of North 

eastern region, it is widely grown in hilly area under shifting cultivation as well as a kharif intercrop in 

the valley region. 

Depending on the consumer preferences, in a particular region and habitat, the size and the colour of the 

rice bean seed differs. They were named according to the convenience in the local dialect as Chakhawai in 

Manipur, Bete in Mizoram, Naga dal in Nagaland and Rambaija in Meghalaya (Philanim et al., 2020). 

Talking about Manipur, it is widely grown and cultivated in the valley as well in the hilly region. The 

physiographic nature of the rice bean plant is quite tall of nearly 250 cm which required construction of 

stake for support. They are mostly late sowing variety which last for nearly 150 days of crop stand. Similar 

morphogenetic nature of plants type is grown in the other north eastern states including Meghalaya and 

Mizoram but of shorter plant height (120-150 cm). 

Conclusion 

Rice bean is a versatile crop with multiple nutritional potential. Despite being grown in meagre area, rice 

bean production is still very low so as the total area under the crop is negligible. The benefits that rice bean 

contributed in sustaining the health of degraded soils and in achieving the nutritional self-sufficiency is 

tremendous. However, the crop remained underutilized. Despite processing through enormous strategy, 

lack of scientific research on crop improvement and consumer awareness has limited cultivation and 

restricted consumption to some local communities of few developing countries. Recently 2071 accessions 

were maintained at ICAR-NBPGR. For this, further popularization of the legume among the farmers 

community about their nutritional benefits must be done through farmers’ levels and developing 

agronomical superior accessions for commercial cultivation. 
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Introduction 

Humidity is the amount of water vapour present in the air which depends on the atmospheric pressure and 

temperature. The water in vapour form plays important role in life of terrestrial organisms. A certain 

amount of atmospheric humidity is essential for controlling the loss of water from body. If the humidity is 

low, the animals die from desiccation at high temperature, and if the humidity is too high, it may harm in 

many ways, including the development of fungi and bacteria epizootics. Water is essential constituent of 

protoplasm, i.e., life, though the actual quantities vary in different insects. e.g., Tribolium, Sitophilus, 

Trogoderma and Callosobruchus are the stored grains pests; water constitutes 50 per cent of their body 

weight. However, bodies of most of insects contain 80-90 per cent water and larvae of certain dipteran that 

live in moist surroundings contain up to 98 per cent water. 

In nature, insects are found under a wide range of moisture conditions from fresh water to the driest sun-

dunes in deserts. In aquatic animals, the dryness is expressed in terms of osmotic pressure of the water. 

The truly terrestrial insects can live in dry places under varying conditions of moisture. Collembola live in 

very humid places where air is always saturated with moisture. At the other extreme, the desert insects, 

which can survive in air containing less than 10 per cent moisture. Food is the source for all insects, their 

feeding habits reflects adaptations to cope with conditions of excessive moisture or shortage of water e.g. 

aphids and bugs, ingest large quantities of plant sap and get rid of excessive water through excretion and 

also special arrangement in digestive system (filter chamber). Those living on dry foods such as grains do 

not get sufficient water e.g., Ephestia larvae could live in flour dried at 103oC. This led to discovery that 

these insects could retain body water through metabolism. The fall of water content of body below certain 

minimum proves disastrous to insects and if it is considerably above the normal (in wet places) harmful 

effects like viral, fungal and bacterial disease outbreaks occur.  

The phenomenon of humidity preferendum is another important factor. If the insects are given a choice to 

move freely in a humidity gradient with complete dryness on one end and the saturated air on the other, 

they have tendency to congregate within narrow range of humidity and that range is the preferred 

humidity. The humidity influences the rate of development, fecundity and color etc., in different insects. 

The various factors of Insects influenced by moisture are as follows. 

Body Water Content 

A constant supply of moisture is needed for metabolic reaction as well as transportation of salts. Insects 

have to maintain the water content of the body at constant level. The different insect's metabolic activities 

are dependent upon water. A suitable balance is always maintained between the water content of the 

internal environment of the body and the moisture present in the external environment of atmosphere 

which includes humidity and rainfall. In insect body the water content varies from insect to insect from 

less than 50 per cent to more than 90 per cent of total body weight. Water living insects known as 

hydrocoles, living in neither excess normal deficient water known as mesocoles and living in dry situation 

depending on situation known as exocoles. Caterpillars comparatively have larger amount of water 

whereas the insects with hard bodies have lesser amount of water. More water is present in the active 

stages in insects in comparison to inactive stages. 

Water Source 

The main source of water is food for most of the insects. The quantity of water depends on type of food 

intake by insects. Those feeding on the succulent tissues of the plants have sufficient water whereas those 
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that feed on dry food have little water. For arid zone insects the main source of water is obtained from 

metabolic process in the body. Some insects obtain water by absorbing it from the soil and atmosphere. The 

terrestrial insects living in dry areas obtain water by oxidation of the food within the body. The water from 

metabolic wastes is also utilized by Tenebrio molitor. 

Insect Mortality and Longevity 

Insect mortality is dependent upon the moisture in surroundings. There is always an optimal range of 

moisture which is suitable for insects. Excess of optimal range kill the insects. At extreme low moisture the 

active stages of insects in particular are killed. Mortality also occurs at extreme high moisture. The death 

at extreme low temperature is due to excess loss of water and at high temperature the causes for death are 

variable, such as spread of viral, fungal and bacterial diseases etc. Environmental moisture determines the 

survival and length of life of insects. It is adversely affected by excess moisture. For example, Locusta 

migratoria live longer at lower humidity. Termites prefer high humidity 90-95 per cent relative humidity. 

Low RH in rainfed groundnut crop induces leaf mines incidence. 

Feeding Behaviour 

At extreme moisture content in the environment the feeding activity of the insects is hindered. The larvae 

of spruce budworm stop feeding in water saturated air. The Tsetse fly (Glossina) does not feed at a relative 

humidity of 88 per cent. 

Reproduction / Fecundity 

Insect reproduction is also affected by moisture presence or absence. The oviposition rate is adversely 

affected by low humidity. Infertility is shown by newly emerged adult migratory locusts, when relative 

humidity is below 40 per cent.  The number of eggs laid by a female increases as the humidity increases up 

to 70 per cent and declines again at 90 per cent. On the other hand, fecundity of the rice weevil, Sitophilus 

oryzae increases steadily up to 70 per cent humidity, but there is no decline in the number of eggs laid, if 

the humidity is increased. Coconut rhinoceros beetle Oryctes rhinoceros develops dark chitin in moist air 

and light color chitin in dry air conditions. 

Insect Development 

Insect development and moisture relation is specific to species. The high moisture content decreases the 

rate of development which may even be completely halted. On the other side the silkworm larvae do not 

pupate at higher humidity. The incubation time for eggs is reduced at higher humidity for example in 

spider beetle. The developmental stages prefer higher humidity. 

At an unfavorable humidity, the insect dies before completing its development. Even within the favorable 

range, all insects do not react the same way. There are three types: those in which the speed of development 

is retarded at high humidity (the nymphs of Locusta and Schistocerca), those have an accelerated 

development at high humidity (eggs of Locusta and Musca), those which have a rate of development 

independent to humidity (the embryonic development in the eggs of Bruchus not influenced by humidity). 

Generally, if the water content of the body is high, dry air accelerates the development. The adults of 

Locusta migratoria and Schistocerca gregaria become sexually mature quicker at a certain RH (about 70%) 

than in atmosphere too dry or too humid. 

Insect Adaptations to Conserve Water 

1. Morphological Adaptations: 

a. Body pigmentation: In colder regions, and on the mountains, insects usually have darker body 

pigmentation; whereas those in deserts are generally lighter in colour. Dark colour helps to absorb 

the sun light which raises the body temperature, helps in removing the excessive moisture in the 

insect body. The lighter body colour of desert insects helps in saving the insect from moisture loss 

through light reflection. b. Integument: A tough integument with fused sclerites and shield like 

pronotum of many coleopterans helps in water / moisture conservation, since most of them live in 

dry habitats and feed on dry foods. Waxy coating on body of some insects also helps in water 

conservation.  
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c. Pilocity (Hairyness): A dense growth of hair on the body is common in many desert insects, 

which saves them from excessive evaporation and also aids in reflecting the sun light.  

d. Winglessness: Grasshoppers and Crickets which are commonly found in arid regions and semi-

deserts have generally poorly developed wings and some are wingless. For example, the Phadka 

Grasshopper in Western India shows variation in size of wings and the Deccan Grasshopper is 

wingless altogether. In the desert areas of Africa, about half of the Orthoptera found are wingless. 

In some species of Tenebrionid and Carabid beetles, the wings are fused. This adaptation protects 

the insect against the effect of strong hot desert winds.  

e. Form of the body: The oval and compressed form of the body found in number of desert beetles 

allows the least amount of body surface being exposed to the surroundings. Moreover, they can seek 

shelter under stones, creeks and crevices.  

f. Other characters: A number of cicindelid and carabid beetles found in the desert have long and 

slender legs, with help of which they can walk on hot sand, without touching their bodies to sand. 

Other desert insects have strong legs for burrowing in sand, so they can burrow and bury themselves 

at faster rate, thus, escaping the desiccation by reducing the period of exposure.  

g. Filter chamber: Filter chamber present in Homopteran order of insects to remove excess water. 

The extra solute water is made to flow directly from the initial to the terminal part of the midgut 

and the proximal regions of the malpighian tubules.  

h. Cryptonephridial condition: This conserves the water in the insects body. A cryptonephridium 

is a structure present in most larval Lepidoptera and Coleoptera inhabiting relatively arid 

environment. This structure allows efficient resorption of water from diuresis and absorption of 

atmospheric water that is present in the hindgut as humidity. An adaptation for water conservation. 

2. Biological Adaptations: In general, the life-cycles of insects are in tune with environmental conditions. 

In summer, many delicate insects enter aestivation or are in diapauses.  The pupa of Amsacta moorei is in 

diapauses during autumn and winter and even part of next summer when dry conditions prevail. With the 

first shower in june-july, the pupae absorb moisture which is essential for breaking diapauses, and moths 

emerge and lay eggs. Groundnut red hairy caterpillar Amsacta albistriga enter into aestivation when dry 

conditions prevail. Similarly, there is a diapuse in summer in number of grasshoppers.  

3. Physiological Adaptations: Cryptonephric condition for re-absorption of water from products of 

excretion so as to conserve water is present in meal worm Tenebrio molitor and many other coleopterans 

and lepidopterans. The adult beetle leptinotarsa decemlineata losses so much water before aestivation that 

it's internal organs shrivel up and the alimentary canal lies along the ventral body as thin ribbon. 

Conclusion 

A certain amount of atmospheric humidity is essential for controlling the loss of water and metabolic 

activities in the insect body. Under unfavorable moisture insects undergoes diapause conditions i.e., 

aestivation and hibernation; when favorable condition occurs, insects break their diapause. Insects have 

morphological, biological and physiological adaptation mechanism to conserve or remove excess moisture 

from the body. Active stage of insects has higher water content than dormant stage. The relative humidity 

ranging from 50 to 90 per cent is highly favourable for most of the insects. The death of insects, egg lying 

ability, oviposition and migration influenced by low humidity. 
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Abstract 

In the rush to increase output, adequate attention was not paid to improving quality, resulting in 

malnutrition due to insufficient consumption of a balanced diet. Malnutrition has popped up as one of the 

most concerning issues, particularly in the developing and underdeveloped worlds. In India, more than 

1/5th of the population is poor, and more than 15% of the population is malnourished, making them exposed 

to a wide range of health problems. Commercial fortification, medical dietary supplements, dietary 

diversification, and biofortification are all methods of nutritional supplements. Crop genetic improvement 

issues and opportunities in India have also been addressed. The newly developed biofortified crop varieties, 

in addition to providing an important source of income for the poor, play an important role in nutritional 

security. 

Introduction 

The process of improving the nutritional quality of food crops is known as biofortification. Agronomic 

practises, conventional breeding, and biotechnology-based approaches such as genetic engineering and 

genome editing can all be used to obtain this. The term "biofortification" refers to the process of increasing 

the bioavailability of micronutrients in food crops through gene manipulation via plant breeding. 

It is a promising strategy for addressing nutrition security that began with five criteria, namely: 

1. To ensure farmer recognition, productivity (i.e., yield) must be sustained or enhanced. 

2. The improved micronutrient level must have a significant impact on human health. 

3. The enhanced micronutrient trait must be fairly stable across various microclimate environments and 

climatic zones. 

4. Micronutrient bioavailability in enriched lines must be tested in humans to ensure that they improve 

people's micronutrient status. 

5. Consumer acceptance (taste and cooking quality must be acceptable to household members) must be 

tested to ensure maximum impact on nutritional health (Yadava et al., 2018). 

Malnutrition, caused by insufficient intake of a balanced diet, leads to poor health; increase the 

susceptibility to different diseases, and a significant loss of annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which 

can be as high as 11% in Asia and Africa 2% (Pradhan and Meena, 2022). Globally, approximately two 

billion people are malnourished, and 815 million are undernourished. Children are the most vulnerable to 

poor nutrition; as a result, 151 million children under the age of five are poorly developed, and 51 million 

are underweight for their height (Rao et al., 2020). 

Malnutrition is responsible for nearly 45 % of deaths among children below the age of 5. The issue is so 

widely spread that 88% of countries suffer from two or three types of malnutrition. Southern Asia suffers 

the most from malnutrition, with 33.3 and 15.3 % of 5-year-old children stunted and wasted, respectively, 

compared to a global average of 22.2 and 7.5 %. In India, 21.9 % of those living in extreme poverty, and 

15.2 percent of the population is undernourished. 

Malnutrition mitigation has been identified as one of the most key steps toward a hunger-free world, owing 

to its widespread implications. World leaders established eight 'Millennium Development Goals' (MDGs) 

at the start of the new millennium, of which I eradication of extreme poverty and hunger (Goal 1), (ii) 

reduction of child mortality (Goal 4) and (iii) improvement of maternal health (Goal 5) pertain to providing 

healthy and nutritious food to people worldwide. The world community also established 'Sustainable 
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Development Goals (SDGs)' in 2015, with the goal of eradicating all forms of malnutrition (Paroda and 

Joshi, 2017). 

Handling of Malnutrition 

Unbalanced proportion of micronutrients in the diet causes various health problems, and \popularly 

phrased as 'hidden hunger'. Malnutrition is generally addressed through three major strategies. The most 

desirable approach is to increase the diversity of food intake - a process \referred to as 'dietary-

diversification'. Cereal-based diets are the mainstay of food for the poor. The addition of pulses, fruits and 

vegetables, and even animal proteins to the diet helps to balance the diet. However, practising 'dietary 

diversity' may be difficult in many developing countries, particularly among low-income populations. 

Table 1. Showing the baseline nutrient levels in focused crops and the levels achieved through 

biofortification. 

Crop Variety Nutrients Baseline levels Level achieved 

Rice DRR Dhan -45 Znic 12-16ppm 22.6ppm 

CRDhan-310 Protein 7-8% 10.3% 

Wheat WB 02 Iron 28-32ppm 40 ppm 

Znic 32ppm 42ppm 

HPBW 01 Iron 28-32ppm 40 ppm 

Znic 32ppm 40.6ppm 

Maize Pusa Vivek QPM9 Improved Provitamin-A 1-2ppm 8.5ppm 

Lysine 1.5-2% 2.67% 

Tryptophan 0.3-0.4% 0.74% 

Pusa HM4 Improved Lysine 1.5-2% 3.62% 

Tryptophan 0.3-0.4% 0.91% 

Pusa HM8 Improved Lysine 1.5-2% 4.18% 

Tryptophan 0.3-0.4% 1.06% 

Pusa HM9 Improved Lysine 1.5-2% 2.97% 

Tryptophan 0.3-0.4% 0.68% 

Pearl millet HHB 299 Iron 45-50ppm 73 ppm 

Znic 30-35ppm 41ppm 

AHB 1200 Iron 45-50ppm 73 ppm 

Lentil Pusa Ageti Masoor Iron 55ppm 65 ppm 

Mustard Pusa mustard 30 Erucic acid >40% <2% 

Pusa double zero mustard 31 Erucic acid >40% <2% 

Glucosinolates >120ppm <30ppm 

Cauliflower Pusa beta kesari 1 β-carotene <1ppm 8-10ppm 

Potato Bhu sona β-carotene 2-3mg/100g 14mg/100g 

Sweet potato Bhu Krishna Anthocynin Trace 90mg/100g 

Pomegranate Solapur Lal Iron 2.7-3.2mg/100g 5.6-6.1mg/100g 

Znic 0.50-0.54mg/100g 0.64-0.69mg/100g 

Vitamin-C 14.2-14.6 mg/100g 19.4-19.8 mg/100g 

Sources: Yadava et al., 2020 

Conclusion 

The genetically modified varieties might be a unique option for root cause management in the different 

followed crop production system. This helps to alleviate the threat of malnutrition for billions of people in 

dietary supply. 
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Summary 

Organic matter is the most crucial component of soil material generated by living organisms (plants or 

animals). It is a rich source of nutrients with the innate capacity to enhance soil physical, chemical, and 

biological properties. The decomposition of organic manures by microorganisms’ releases micronutrients 

(Zn, Cu, Fe, and Mn), which are then made accessible to plants through various soil reactions. 

Soil Organic Matter (SOM) 

Soil organic matter accounts for just 1-5 percent of soil mass but plays an important role in soil health due 

to its substantial influence on soil characteristics and function. SOM is the biggest terrestrial reservoir of 

organic C, a vast nutrient storehouse, and an important factor in aggregation formation and stability 

(Miller and Jastrow, 1990). Soil organic matter consists of a wide range of compounds derived from algal, 

plant, and microbial material with different structures and as a result different property. The main 

functional groups in SOM are O- and N-containing groups that donate electrons through processes to 

produce humic substances (HS), a subclass of SOM made up of high-molecular-weight biopolymers that 

have strong reactions with both organic and inorganic compounds. 

Organic Matter and Micronutrients Availability 

Soil organic matter (SOM) has been shown to alter several physico-chemical processes that affect the plant 

accessible micronutrients. Soil organic matter lowers the redox potential and promotes a reduced 

environment in the soil thus, improves micronutrient cation availability in the soil. Furthermore, SOM has 

both direct and indirect effects on nutrient transformations. Soil organic matter is also a source of soil 

organic carbon (SOC), accounting for approximately 60% of the total mass. SOC is also a source of carbon 

and energy for most of the soil flora and microbes, it enhances the microbial activity, and decomposition 

rate and releases micronutrients to the soil. SOM enhanced complex forms of micronutrients in a reduced 

environment. Soil organic matter addition increases the water-soluble and exchangeable forms of 

micronutrients in soil which further increases the uptake of micronutrients (Dhaliwal et. al., 2019).  

The decomposition of organic matter produces humic substances and many organic acids which improve 

soil structure and fertility, as well as influence nutrient absorption and root architecture. It has been 

demonstrated that these complex organic acids like humic acid and fulvic acid in soil participate in three 

distinct chemical processes. These processes are known as water bridging, electrostatic (columbic) 

attraction complex creation, and chelation (Pettit, 2004). An anionic site on the humic acid or fulvic acid 

polymers will first attract a water molecule, which will then draw the attention of a mineral element cation 

(represented by (COO - H2O - Fe+). The mobility of nutritional ions via the soil solution to the root is 

thought to be improved by water bridging. Thus, application of OM improves the water-holding capacity of 

the soil. Metal cations are electrostatically attracted to anionic sites on humic substances preventing these 

ions from leaching into the subsoil. Humic compounds have electrically charged sites that dissolve and bind 

trace minerals. Chelation happens when a complicated interaction with metal cations occurs on the surface 

of a humic material. These organic acids cause the breakdown of primary and secondary minerals in the 

soil by generating organometallic claws. Then, the roots of plants may absorb these nutrients. Compared 

to Fe and Mn, which are more susceptible to redox changes, soil organic matter more strongly binds Zn, 

Cu, B, and Mo. Chelation decreases the toxicity of plant nutrients including iron (Fe), copper (Cu), zinc 

(Zn), magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), and calcium (Ca) as cations, inhibits leaching, and accelerates 
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plant root absorption. The chelation process also increases the mass flow of micronutrient mineral elements 

to the roots. Thus, OM in soil play a vital role in micronutrients availability and it improves the soil health 

and quality for sustainable agriculture production. 
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Introduction 

The use of biotechnological tools and their advancement over the last two decades has expanded the 

potential for further increases in plant population production of several economically important crops, 

including woody plant species as well as endangered medicinal and aromatic plant species. The production 

of synthetic seeds for plant propagation in addition to development into a complete plantlet has led to the 

commercialization and upliftment of agricultural and horticultural industries. As an alternative to true 

seeds, artificial seeds have great potential for large-scale plant production at a low cost. An artificial seed 

is often defined as a novel analogue to true seed that consists of a somatic embryo surrounded by an 

artificial coat that is at most equivalent to an immature zygotic embryo, possibly at the post-heart stage or 

early cotyledonary stage. Synthetic seeds (Syn seeds) are artificially encapsulated somatic embryos, shoot 

buds, cell aggregates, or any other tissue that can be sown as a seed and has the ability to convert into a 

plant under in vitro or ex vitro conditions, and that retains this ability after storage. Previously, the term 

"artificial seeds" solely applied to somatic embryos that were useful for economically producing crops and 

delivering plants to the field or greenhouse. However, more recently, the production of synthetic seeds has 

also used different micro-propagules, such shoot buds, shoot tips, organogenic or embryogenic calli, etc. The 

idea of synthetic seeds has thus been set free from its ties to somatic embryogenesis and it now links the 

term to various methods of micropropagation such organogenesis and an improved axillary bud 

proliferation system in addition to its usage (storage and sowing) and product (plantlet). 

Types of Synthetic Seeds 

There are different forms of artificial seeds; first two are essentially uncoated somatic embryos; i. Uncoated, 

non-quiescent somatic embryos could be used to grow the crops that are currently laborious micro-

propagated by tissue culture; ii. Somatic embryos that are uncoated and quiescent could be used for thus 

they can be manually stored in existing seed storage facilities (Ravi and Anand, 2012). The other categories 

are iii. A kind of artificial seed produced from non-quiescent somatic embryos in a hydrated encapsulation 

could be cost-effective in certain field crops that pass through a greenhouse transplant stage such as carrot, 

celery, seedless watermelon, and other vegetables and iv. Dehydrated, quiescent somatic embryos 

encapsulated in artificial coatings are the most similar to conventional seed in storage and handling 

qualities. Hydrated synthetic seeds are produced in those plant species where the somatic embryos are 

recalcitrant and sensitive to desiccation. Hydrated synthetic seeds are produced by encapsulating the 

somatic embryos in hydrogel capsules. Somatic embryos are hardened after encapsulated with hydrogels. 

The desiccated synthetic seeds are produced from somatic embryos either naked or encapsulated in poly 

oxy ethylene glycol (PEG) followed by their desiccation. Desiccation can be achieved either slowly over a 

period of one or two weeks sequentially using chambers of decreasing relative humidity, or rapidly by 

unsealing the petri dishes and leaving them on the bench overnight to dry. Such types of synseeds are 

produced only in plant species whose somatic embryos are desiccation tolerant. In this, somatic embryos 

are hardened to withstand desiccation before encapsulation by suitable polymer with ABA (Ara et al., 2000). 

Production of Synthetic Seed 

There could be a number of possible artificial seed production systems, depending on the type of artificial 

seed produced, the need for artificial seeds, the economic feasibility, and it will vary greatly among species 

(Pond S. and Cameron S., 2003). The general procedure of artificial seed production is described in figure 

1. The first step is choosing the crop based on its technological and economic potential, then setting up a 
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somatic embryo system (species-specific). The clonal production's optimization is the next step. Automation 

of embryo production is followed by this. 

 
Fig 1. Procedure for syn seed production 

After that, post-treatment of mature embryos to induce quiescence, development of an encapsulation and 

coating system, optimization and automation of the encapsulation system and conversion requirements for 

greenhouse and field growth (watering, fertilizer, transplantation, etc.) are followed. The last steps involve 

identifying and controlling any pest and disease issues that may be specific to artificial seeds, as well as 

determining if it is economically feasible to use the artificial seed delivery system in comparison to 

traditional methods of crop multiplication for a given crop (Redenbaugh et al.,1987). 

Encapsulation of Matured Somatic Embryo 

Somatic embryos produced naked embryos without storage materials and protective layer (seed coat). This 

is very difficult for handling so this demands the encapsulation and coating. The somatic embryos produced 

are encapsulated using gel agents like agar, alginate, carboxy methyl cellulose, guar gum, sodium pectate 

etc. Alginate hydrogel is frequently selected as a matrix for synthetic seed because of its moderate viscosity 

and low spinnability of solution, low toxicity for somatic embryos and quick gelation, low cost and bio-

compatibility characteristics. The use of agar as gel matrix was deliberately avoided as it is considered 

inferior to alginate with respect to long term storage. Alginate was chosen because it enhances capsule 

formation and also the rigidity of alginate beads provides better protection to the encased somatic embryos 

against mechanical injury. The somatic embryos are mixed with sodium alginate (2 %) and the suspension 

is dropped into hardening vessel containing calcium salt solution [CaCl2 (30–100 mM), Ca (NO3)2 (30–100 

mM)] commonly called “dropping method” where ion-exchange reaction occurs between calcium and sodium 

ions, where the sodium ions are replaced by calcium ions forming insoluble, stable complex that is calcium 

alginate beads or capsules surrounding the somatic embryos. The formed Ca-alginate capsules are difficult 

to handle as they are very wet and tend to stick together slightly. Moreover, the Ca-alginate loses water 

rapidly and dries very fast to form hard pellet within 1-2 hours, when the beads are exposed to normal 

atmosphere or room temperature. These coated beads are added to calcium nitrate solution for hardening. 

After beads are hardened, rinsing with running tap water to remove excess calcium ion and then are 

immersed in monovalent cation (potassium nitrate) solution as self-breaking coat to swell, followed by 

another rinsing with running tap water to remove all excess ions. Afterwards sown in humid condition and 

low electric conductivity, this helps gel bead to swell and becomes brittle and finally split into seedling with 

root and shoot. 

Applications of Artificial Seeds 

Production and development of plantlets through the technique of synthetic seed technology would offer 

tremendous potential for mass multiplication through micro-propagation and germplasm conservation, 

either by reducing production costs or increasing crop value. Furthermore, long-term storage and 

germplasm conservation using proper preservation techniques without losing viability, it also has the 

potential for seed coat formation, maintaining genetic uniformity in plants, large-scale propagation 

methods, rapid plant multiplication, and ease of handling during storage. By maintaining plants at 
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temperatures below zero degrees Celsius, which lowers the frequency of subculturing and adventitious 

regeneration, synthetic seeds are also used to diminish genetic variation. Additionally, encapsulated 

explants allow for their maintenance and storage while limiting respiration and growth. 

Constraints of Artificial Seeds 

Although the findings of intensive research in the field of synthetic seed technology appear promising for 

propagating a variety of plant species, practical implementation of the technology is hampered by the 

several major factors: 1. Limited production of viable micro propagules useful in synthetic seed production. 

2. Abnormal and asynchronous development of somatic embryos. 3. Improper maturation of somatic 

embryos, resulting in ineffective germination and conversion into normal plants. 4. Lack of dormancy and 

stress tolerance in somatic embryos limit synthetic seed storage. 5. Poor conversion of even seemingly 

matured somatic embryos and other micro propagules into plantlets limits the value of synthetic seeds and, 

ultimately, the technology itself. 

Conclusion 

Artificial seeds are widely used in large-scale plant propagation. It is the only means of propagation for 

some ornamental and extinct plant species. To summarise, artificial seed technology has had an impact on 

nearly every aspect of plant biotechnology and has the potential to become the most promising and viable 

technology for large-scale plant production. Encapsulation protocols had already been optimized for various 

plant species, but commercial scale production of synthetic seeds was limited to a few species due to several 

major issues, such as asynchronous development and improper maturation of somatic embryos, low somatic 

embryo conversion rate embryos, a lack of dormancy and a lack of supply of viable mature somatic embryos. 
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Introduction 

Silk reeling is the process of finding the right end of the cocoon filament to reel raw silk. In other words, 

unwinding of the silk filament from the cocoon with the help of a reeling machine is called silk reeling.  

Cocoons are generally reeled in two ways viz: 

a. Direct reeling on standard reels. 

b. Indirect reeling which includes preliminary reeling on small sized reels and transferring the 

reeled silk from the reels to standard sized reels on re-reeling machines. 

Methods of Reeling 

1. Reeling on traditional charaka 

2. Reeling on cottage basins/domestic basins 

3. Reeling on multi-end reeling machines 

4. Reeling on semi-automatic reeling machines 

5. Reeling on automatic reeling machines 

Traditional Chraka 

Country charaka is manually operated reeling machine extensively used in the cottage reeling sector of the 

Indian reeling industry. It is entirely home built by the reeler using material available locally in the village, 

with the help of the village carpenter and blacksmith. He charakas are generally installed in the backyard 

of the houses or in the simple roofed shelter. Generally, each unit of the charaka has 5 to 6 charakas. 

Each charakas consists of three parts namely: 

1. Mud platform 

2. Distributor 

3. Charaka reel. 

Mud Platform: The platform is built of bricks and mud and has a fire hearth in which is embedded a large 

brimmed vessel for heating water and the serves as a cocoon boiling and reeling basin. Platform length – 

110 to 140 cms; Width – 90 to 160 cms; Height – 45 to 55 cms 

Distributor: The thread distributor is a long bamboo stick mounted in between the reel and the mud 

platform at a distance of about 25 to 40 cms from the basins, at a height of about 20 to 30 cms. One end of 

the distributor stick is fixed on to an eccentric wheel and the other end is supported by a Y shaped groove 

which is generally a small branch of a plant/ tree the eccentric wheel is rotated from the reel by a leather 

belt or rubber strip. 

Reel: The reel comprises of a solid wood or metal shaft with four spokes either made of wood or metal, of 

which one is collapsible for removing the silk hanks wound on the reel. The reel shaft is extended at both 

the sides and mounted on a wooden leg embedded in the ground at a height varying from 65 to 80 cms and 

at 65 to 90 cms. Four wooden buttons are fixed on the spokes to make a circumference of about 150 cms. 

The reel is covered with a cotton cloth before the silk is wound on to the reels. One end of the reel shaft is 

fitted with an iron handle for rotating the reels. This type of rotating system was common earlier. 

Cottage Basin 

The system which is used widely used in the reeling industry in the cottage basin. It consists of a separate 

cooking unit comprising three or four cooking basins fixed in a row. The cooking is done without disturbing 

the reelers. The reeling unit consists of 4-6 reeling basins fixed on a table. The reeling basin is made of 
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copper sheath and the dimension of this is generally 45 x 25 cms. Hot water for the reeling basin is supplied 

through a tap drawn from the water drum fitted in the cooking unit. The croissure frame and the drive 

wheels on the transmission shaft are made of either wood or iron. Each basin is designed to reel 4-6 ends. 

To facilitate the easy attachments of filaments, and jettebouts are provided for each basin. Each basin has 

its independent croissure frame designed for application of the travellete croissure. The reel frame consists 

of an angle iron or wooden frame fitted above one meter away and parallel to the reel bench. The height of 

the reel bench is generally about 150-170 cms.  

From the ground to enable the knotter to move about freely in the passage and attend to the knotting of 

threads. The reels are driven by drive wheels fitted on a common transmission shaft. The traverse 

mechanism at the end of the transmission shaft consists of the required gears and can for imparting to and 

fro movement to the traverse bar and at other end of the transmission shaft handle is fitted for rotating 

the reels. This is a slightly improved design over the domestic basin which is in line with multi-end basin. 

The cottage basin has overhead small reels with separate equipment for re-reeling. The rest of the details 

are similar to the domestic basin machine. 

  
Cottage basin reeling machine Multi end reeling machine 

  
Semi-automatic reeling machine Automatic reeling machine 

Conclusion 

The silk reeling industry is largely traditional by nature. Among the three distinct devices of reeling, 

traditional charka, cottage and multi-end have been in use for many centuries and still dominates in terms 

of number as well as production.  Improved reeling machines such as multiend reeling and automatic 

reeling are used to produce good quality of raw silk yarn. That improve the quality of life of the reelers, 

labourers especially women who are engaged substantially in reeling sector. 
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Abstract 

About 70% of hills population is engaged in agriculture. Hills play a very important role in sustaining about 

10% of the world population. Majority of the rural people are either cultivators or agriculture labourers. In 

Uttarakhand, about 70% of its population is living in rural areas depending mainly on agriculture. In 

addition, only 13% area in hills is under agriculture. The land holding in hill region is less than 1 hectare 

and that, too, is scattered in his distribution. Irrigation facilities are poor and most of the agriculture land 

could be utilized under rain- fed condition. Farmers in the hills has been chiefly engaged in agriculture for 

subsistence. 

The low agriculture yield in the hills reflects: 

1. The small size and scattered land holding. 

2. Lake of irrigation facilities. 

3. Lack of inputs and technology. 

4. Lack of credit and marketing facilities. 

5. The increasing climate variability has further affected these hill agro- ecosystem adversely. 

Due to its hardiness, ability to thrive without water or other inputs, importance as a source of protein, and 

high market value, pulses and legumes have historically been farmed. However, due to a lack of improved 

varieties, production and post-harvest technology, value addition, and a lack of structured marketing in 

the area, local farmers are experiencing rising losses in their pulse production. 

Key Achievements 

1. Hillside agricultural practices 9 districts and 225 settlements are included. 

2. Over a 514-acre area, 18,000 households are engaged in the cultivation of high-value crops and seed 

production (including cereals, millets, pulses, spices, vegetables, and fruits). 

3. 3,729 farmers have received training in post-harvest, marketing, and production technologies. 

4. Two solar lift-based irrigation schemes were developed, covering a total area of 39.9 acres with various 

irrigation techniques, including micro irrigation systems. 

5. Forty different farm machines, including a power tiller, weeder, seed drill, and various threshers, were 

provided and shown off in the farmer’s field. 

6. Five Custom Hiring Centers (CHC) were founded using money from the agriculture department. Cluster 

level federations and farmer organizations run and maintain these centers. 

7. After being processed, 110 quintals of seed mountain crops were purchased by cluster level federations 

and distributed to their member farmers. 

8. 27 Community Facility Centers (CFC), established to provide farmers with essential inputs and managed 

by community organizations, transacted business for Rs. 1.79 Crore and made Rs. 9.36 Lakhs in profit 

during the year. 

Agriculture in Uttarakhand 

Taking into account the fact that agriculture would continue to play a prominent role in the districts’ 

Annual Credit Plan the potential for significant expansion in developing industries such contract farming, 

agriproduct processing, off-season vegetable growing, commercial cultivation of aromatic and medicinal 

plants, high density fruit orchards, and floriculture. 

Lead District Managers and Branch Managers should concentrate on meeting the banking needs of the 

SME and agricultural segments in order to achieve their Annual Credit Plan for 2012–13. Additionally, 

they must to concentrate on SHG and Micro Finance prospects in rural areas for both Farm Sector and 

Non Farm Sector operations. To create rural employment and a means of subsistence, rural entrepreneurs 
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should be given sufficient possibilities to engage in allied businesses, food processing, and other small 

business operations. 

Hill Industrial Development Policy of 2008 

The State Government revised the Hill Industrial Development Policy of 2008 to prolong its benefits 

through 2018 to 2025. The policy, which was introduced in 2008 for a 10-year period, is now valid through 

2025. If new businesses begin production by 2015, they will be eligible for all incentives, including 

transportation subsidies and price preferences, through 2025. If the industries are established in 2016, the 

benefits will only be offered for nine years, followed by eight years in 2017 and seven years in 2018. The 

regulation would expire in 2018. Additionally, the maximum capital subsidy for construction equipment 

and machinery has been raised to’60 lakh. 

Additionally, the state will receive 11 new industrial hubs from the government, along with top-notch 

infrastructure. These hubs will all be established at each district’s administrative center. These 11 new 

industrial centers would be developed at district headquarters in the hills by the State Industrial and 

Infrastructure Development Corporation for Uttarakhand (SIDCUL), which is known for its massive 

industrialization of the plains. Additionally, the districts of Sahaspur and Raipur in Dehradun as well as 

Haldwani and Ramnagar in Nainital have been included in the revised strategy. 

Conclusion 

India also has to make numerous improvements in the way it manages agricultural operations. Although 

there is a weak correlation between improvements in agricultural performance and nutrition, the 

agriculture sector can still make nutritional improvements by increasing the incomes of women farmers’ 

households, diversifying crop production, empowering women, enhancing agricultural diversity and 

productivity, and creating thoughtful price and subsidy policies that can promote the production and 

consumption of nutrient-rich foods. Agricultural livelihood diversification through agri-allied industries 

like animal husbandry, forestry, and fisheries has increased livelihood opportunities, boosted resilience, 

and resulted in substantial increase in labour force participation in the industry, which may promote 

Indian economic growth. 
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Introduction 

Water is a vital resource being used for the promotion of agriculture production. The development of 

agriculture is of great importance for our nation. 

The demand for water has increased tremendously in recent years, and ponds are one of the most reliable 

and economical sources of water. Ponds are now serving a variety of purposes, including water for livestock 

and for irrigation, fish production, field and orchard spraying, fire protection, energy conservation, wildlife 

habitat, recreation, and landscape improvement. Excessive seepage in ponds is generally due either to a 

poor site--that is, one in which the soils in the impounded area are too permeable to hold water to 

improperly constructed levees or dams, or to physical damage caused by tree roots, burrowing rodents, or 

other factors. Selecting a poor site is often the result of inadequate preliminary site investigations and is, 

therefore, an avoidable situation. One can avoid improper construction just as avoiding the establishment 

of trees and shrubs that develop root systems that undermine the dam. In places where a satisfactory site 

is not available, the need for water may be sufficient to justify using the site. If so, the original pond design 

must include plans for reducing seepage by sealing the pond bottom. In some places, excessive removal of 

topsoil during construction, usually to provide material for the embankment, exposes highly pervious 

materials such as sand, gravel, or rock containing cracks, crevices, or channels. This is usually avoided by 

carefully selecting the source of embankment material. To prevent excessive seepage, reduce the 

permeability of the soil to a point at which losses are insignificant or at least tolerable. The method depends 

largely on the proportions of coarse-grained sand and gravel and of fine-grained clay and silt in the soil. 

Pond Lining 

Pond sealing or lining is the process of installing a fixed lining of impervious material, or mechanically 

treating the soil in a pond to impede or prevent water loss. Ponds can serve as storm water management 

detention facilities, add visual aesthetics, create an environment for wildlife, and serve as golf course 

hazards. 

A flexible membrane is a manufactured hydraulic barrier consisting of a functionally continuous sheet of 

synthetic, or partially synthetic, flexible material. Materials commonly used as pond liners are: High 

Density and Linear Low-Density Polyethylene (HDPE and LLDPE), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), geosynthetic 

clay liner (GCL), and synthetic rubber (EPDM). HDPE, LLDPE, PVC, and EPDM liners are fabricated of 

separate panels that are joined by thermal or chemical fusion methods. 

Lining Materials - Properties 

Requirements of an ideal lining film: 

a. An ideal lining material generally satisfies the following requirements, 

b. Impermeability to water  

c. Low rugosity coefficient to ensure higher velocity and lesser water way and section 

d. Reasonable durability  

e. Flexibility over a wide range of temperatures 

f. Resistance to mechanical damage 

g. Resistance to weathering and deterioration from biological activities 

h. Reasonably low investment and maintenance costs 

Properties of good film lining material: The success of film lining material can be attributed to their 

unique combination of following benefits: 
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a. High flexibility: Lining material should remain highly flexible even at very low temperatures, 

enabling year round installation in a variety of climates and terrain.  

b. High elongation: Film lining material should elongate over wide range, which enables the lining 

material to stretch and conform to objects in the subgrade.  

c. Superior weathering resistance: Film lining material should offer unmatched resistance to 

ultraviolet radiation and ozone.  

d. Quick and easy installation: The lining material should be easy to install. 

e. Low maintenance: The lining material should not require little or no regular maintenance after 

installation. The lining material should survive normal environmental exposure for long period. 

f. Environmentally friendly: The lining material should have low environmental impact during 

production and use.  

g. Temperature resistance: The lining material should have low temperature resistance and 

must withstand with the temperature variations. 

h. Coefficient of friction: The material of lining should have the low coefficient of friction as high 

coefficient of friction will lead to the damage to the lining material. 

i. Toxicity: The material of lining should not be toxic in nature as it will affect the water quality 

and environmental impact. 

Types of lining material: 

a. Clay Blankets 

b. Bentonite 

c. Chemical Additives 

d. Concrete 

e. Water proofed lining  

f. HDPE (High Density Poly-Ethylene) 

g. Poly Ethylene 

h. Vinyl 

i. Poly vinyl chloride  

j. EPDM (Ethylene Propylene diene monomer)/CSPE (Chlorosulfonated Polyethylene) 

k. Asphalt cement lining 

l. Liquid applied membranes 

m. Miscellaneous. 

Design considerations: The important design considerations when using polyethylene film as lining 

membrane are as follows: 

a. Provision of proper side slope  

b. Provision of anchoring film  

c. Preparation of subgrade  

d. Spreading of film 

e. Covering of film 

f. Finishing of surface 

g. Field testing. 

Film Laying Technique 

Jointing of Film: There are various methods of jointing adjacent length of the film to avoid leakage along 

the joints. The method depends on its suitability to a particular set of prevailing site conditions. 

a. Simple over Lapping 

b. Folded Over Lap  

c. Jointing by Hot Bitumen  

d. Sealing by Adhesive Tapes  

e. Heat sealing  

f. Earth Cover over Film  

Do’s and Don’ts for use of Film on Canal: 

a. See at the time of purchase that the film rolls are packed properly. Keep the film rolls in original 

packing prior to actual use or laying the film. 
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b. Do not leave unpacked film rolls exposed to sun over prolonged periods. Store them preferably 

indoors. 

c. See that uniform pressure is applied while heat sealing the film.  

d. Do not rough handle or drag the film rolls as the film may get damaged in the process. 

e. Do not let workers walk on the film while the lining operation is in progress to avoid any damage 

to the film. If unavoidable they should walk barefoot. 

f. Do not slide the cover material like bricks, tiles etc., on the film to avoid any damage and 

displacement. 

g. Do not use hooks for lifting the rolls. 

h. Do not use reprocessed LDPE film, as the quality of reprocessed LDPE film cannot be guaranteed 

and may lead to premature failure of the film. 
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Introduction 

The honeybee is a eusocial insect. Central to their society is the nest, which contains all the resources of 

the colony: the queen (the only reproductive female), the brood (attended by nurse bees), the honey produced 

from nectar collected by foragers, the pollen stores and also the wax combs constructed when the initial 

swarm moved into the colony housing. Therefore, protecting this nest is of utmost significance. However, 

sociality brings with it the difficulty of coordinating the behaviours of many bees to create an effective 

response to prospective dangers without drastically reducing the colony's workforce (Rivera-Marchand et 

al., 2008). 

In groups of a few to many tens of hornets, giant hornets attack honeybee nests, and they can completely 

destroy a colony in a matter of hours or days. Japanese honeybees seek to kill hornets by capturing them 

in a bee ball in response to an attack (Tokuda, 1924). A kind of bullying known as "futonmushi," in which 

a victim suffocates in a futon, causes the hornet to perish within a bee ball (blanket). 

Several physiological factors may be at effect in hornet mortality. The reason of hornet (V. simillima) 

mortality within a bee ball was originally documented by Ono et al. in 1987. They came to the conclusion 

that Japanese honeybees (V. mandarinia and V. simillima) produce heat to kill hornets because the 

temperature within a honeybee ball is higher than the hornets' deadly temperature (Ono et al., 1995). 

In an open nest or close to a closed hive, honey bees have been shown to catch and kill gigantic hornets 

within 10 minutes of first capture. 

Honeybees 

In the United States, the hole-nesting species Apis cerana and Apis mellifera are employed for agricultural 

pollination and the production of honey. These species create several wax combs that hang vertically inside 

of a dark space, like a hollow tree. The hive bees' principal line of defence against marauders is the cavity 

and its one, narrow, guardable entrance. 

Many other Asian species build their nests outside, swarming a single exposed wax comb with bees. Many 

hungry animals are drawn to the swarming cornucopia that is a bee hive: protein and fats from thousands 

of adults, larval, and pupal bee bodies; stored pollen, also rich in protein and fats; and the carbohydrate 

energy burst and long-term sugar pantry available from stored nectar and honey. It makes no difference 

whether the cavity has multiple combs or just a single exposed comb. 

Hornets 

Several hornet species are problematic. They might charge directly at bees, smash them with their 

mandibles, and carry the dead carcasses back to their paper nests to feed the developing larvae. They leave 

a pheromone at the entrance to a bee hive to draw other hornets. Some are large and powerful, such the 

Vespa mandarinia in eastern Asia and the Vespa tropica in southeast Asia. 

The largest hornet in the world, the Vespa mandarinia, is twice as big as the Vespa tropica, which measures 

more than an inch long. By directly invading the hive, they can quickly destroy the much smaller bees. 

Balling is not an adequate protection against the wasps' swarm attack. 
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A swarm forms a small tail in response to 

besieging Vespa velutina. 

Hot defensive bee ball used against hornets 

by the Japanese honeybees 

Heat-Ball Formation 

Honeybees inside the hive occasionally leave the nest, either as reproductive swarms or as a result of a 

severe food shortage or pressure from parasites or predators. Occasionally, the entire colony departs to 

swarm predators in the open before running away. When colonies are in motion as swarms, like the bees 

were, they employ a variety of tactics, including heat-balling. 

A resting swarm that is being attacked by hornets may develop a "tail" of a few dozen to a hundred bees 

that dangles far below the main body of the swarm while it hangs on a tree limb. Additionally, a phalanx 

of bees may form an "arm" by spreading out on the branches. Hornets are attracted to these extensions 

possibly because the fewer bees appear more vulnerable and less threatening. The little force serves as a 

ruse to distract attention from the queen, the colony's beating heart, and foraging bees as they come and 

leave. The small decoy force occasionally succeeds in luring a hornet in and heat-balling it. 

Entomologist Masato Ono and his colleagues at Tamagawa University in Tokyo first reported the behaviour 

in 1987. When huge hornets like Vespa mandarinia attack the guard bees at the entrance to their hive, 

they flee into the shadows of the cave-like interior. Six times as large as the bees, the ferocious hornets are 

brought in from behind. 

Stings have little effect on these intruders with heavy armour. Instead, the guard bees surround the 

hornets in a seething ball with up to 500 bees per wasp, along with the hive mates they attract by producing 

chemical alarm pheromones. To produce heat, they vibrate the muscles in their wings. The interior of the 

balls can reach 117° F, which is hot enough to bake hornets but not kill bees. The procedure also produces 

carbon dioxide, which weakens and suffocates the adversary. 

Temperature 

According to Ono et al. (1987) and 44.1°C, European honeybees produced bee balls with maximum 

temperatures of 42.8°C and 44.1°C, respectively (Ken et al., 2005). The highest temperatures that Japanese 

honeybees can reach inside the bee balls they create are set at 46°C, or that is the highest temperature 

that a single honeybee can reach. 

Japanese honeybees have developed the ability to reach temperatures that are marginally greater than 

those attained by European honeybees in environments where predatory hornets cohabit, and these high 

temperatures may cause the death of the predator caught in the bee ball. 

CO2 Concentration 

In colonies, the CO2 level may rise to 6%. (Buhler et al., 1983). The CO2 content in the bee ball for V. 

mandarinia was discovered to be 4.0%. Additionally, honeybees manage the amount of CO2 in the hive by 
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fanning their wings since they are sensitive to this gas. It's interesting to note that honeybees do not act to 

reduce the CO2 concentration when there is a decrease in O2. High temperature-related honeybee mortality 

is correlated with high relative humidity. Expiratory air had a relative humidity of about 53%, which was 

too low to cause honeybee deaths. Therefore, at 46°C, the honeybees did not perish within a bee ball. 

Genes Responsible 

1. The expression levels of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the brain, fight muscle, and fat body 

were evaluated during ball formation and incubation at 46°C. The expression of genes related to rhodopsin 

signalling were increased in all tissues during ball formation. DEGs detected in one or two tissues during 

ball formation were also identified (Kamioka et al., 2022). 

2. The rhodopsin long wavelength gene and arrestin 2 genes were upregulated during the balling formation. 

Tree other genes related to rhodopsin signalling were also upregulated in the brain, namely PLC, arrestin 

1, and carotenoid isomer oxygenase. 

3. Acetyl-coA carboxylase is a gene involved in fatty acid synthesis During balling behaviour, fatty acid 

synthesis may be suppressed because carbohydrates are instead required for heat production. 

4. It is observed the upregulation of prostaglandins in the “ball-only” condition, indicating that HPGD is 

involved in the suppression of inflammation caused by the high-temperature experienced during balling. 

5. It is found that gene expression of three heat shock proteins, HSP90, HSc70, and HSP97, increased in 

the “ball-only” condition. Such heat shock proteins are involved in response to temperature stresses in 

insects. Thus, the aforementioned HSP genes may function in heat tolerance during balling behaviour. 

6. In few honeybee species, higher information processing in mushroom body is reportedly activated during 

bee balling; therefore, the upregulation of MDH- and NADH-related genes could promote sugar metabolism 

in the brain of workers during balling behaviour. 

Other Defensive Strategies Against Hornets 

A few hornet species, including Vespa velutina, serve as goaltenders. They hover at a honey bee colony's 

entrance, catching foraging bees in mid-air as they arrive and depart. The entryway becomes a hindrance 

and a point of assault in the battle against these hawkers. Bees escape their hives and dangle in swarms 

from branches. 

This puts Vespa velutina at a disadvantage. Foragers are in its path from all directions, coming and 

departing. The foragers fly back to the swarm in a frantic, erratic fashion. The moment they leave the 

swarm, they burst through the protective mantle of bees, who are all on high alert and moving their 

abdomens in unison in response to the approaching hornets. 

Another noteworthy defence is abdominal shaking (Robinson, 2016), which resembles the more well-known 

"shimmering" seen by gigantic honey bees (Apis dorsata) in response to hornet attacks. In gigantic bees, a 

quick sequential rising and lowering of the abdomen spreads throughout the bees on the surface of the 

open-air colony, producing captivating waves that resemble a stadium crowd performing the wave. 

While shimmering is an up-and-down motion, the eastern bees shake in a side-to-side motion. Both appear 

to send the same message: these potential victims are telling predators, "I see you and I can take care of 

myself," and an attack would be ineffective and potentially dangerous for both sides. 

The result is that the bees glisten, tremble, and bake. They move as well. The most amazing kind of defence 

that was seen was a swarm's quick, hopscotching flight to avoid hornets. Swarms that were being attacked 

by either Vespa velutina or Vespa tropica took to the air and flew between 25 and 100 yards before landing 

back on a tree branch and getting back to their regular foraging activity. Even though some hornets were 

able to follow the bees, the majority remained on the branch that had just been abandoned by their prey. 
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Introduction 

Cucurbits refer to a large and diverse group of vegetable crops in the Cucurbitaceae family. There are 130 

general and 800 species (Jeffrey, 2005). As a group, cucurbits occupy the largest area in India and in other 

tropical countries. These are cross pollinated crops with no inbreeding depression. Among the vegetable 

crops, cucurbits are a distinct group where sex mechanism and sex expression are unique and are easily 

amenable to manipulation for the production of F1 hybrids. Hybridization is relatively easier due to the 

presence of big size of flowers and the production of separate male and female flowers in monoecious, 

dioecious plants and only female flowers in gynoecious plants. Further in most of the cucurbits, number of 

seeds per fruit (or per successful pollination) is quite large, an asset in hybrid seed production. 

Sex Forms in Cucurbits 

Cucurbits produce various sex forms in nature, both cultivated and wild. Most of cucurbits original sex 

forms are monoecious, but due to continuous evolution in nature as a result of natural mutation and 

preferred selection by humans, new forms in nature have appeared. Some of the naturally occurring sexes 

are very useful on their own, while others are less important. Gynoecious form advanced sex form available 

in cucurbits (Tomar et al., 2017). 

Cucurbits Sex forms 

Cucumber, Musk melon, Pumpkin, Summer squash, Winter squash, 

water melon, Sponge gourd, Round melon, Bottle gourd, Bitter gourd 

Monoecious 

Cucumber, Bitter gourd, Musk melon, Watermelon, Ridge gourd Gynoecious 

Cucumber, Musk melon Androecious 

Pointed gourd, Ivy gourd Dioecious 

Water melon, Musk melon Andromonoecious 

Cucumber, Musk melon, Ridge gourd Gyno monoecious 

Cucumber Trimonoecious 

Satputia (Ridge gourd), Cucumber Hermaphrodite 

Hybrid Seed Production Mechanism 

Manual pollination for commercial seed production is only feasible in the development of hybrids of 

vegetables such as tomato, eggplant, and cucurbits (bottle gourd, watermelon, pumpkin, and so on) where 

a large number of F1 seeds can be obtained per pollination. Bottle gourd, bitter gourd, and pumpkin hybrid 

seeds were obtained through female flower protection and hand pollination (Behera et al., 2015), and 

cucumber hybrid seeds were obtained through natural pollination in the case of gynoecious seed parent 

(Munshi et al., 2015). The hybrids of cucumber are produced mainly by crossing gynoecious lines with 

monoecious lines. Other methods of producing gynoecious hybrid seed are gynoecious x gynoecious, but 

gynoecious x monoecious hybrids are still widely grown hybrids because they offer advantages such as 

earliness, a high degree of female sex expression, and uniform and concentrated fruit formation, which is 

especially beneficial for mechanical harvest. Ethrel 200-300 ppm at the two and four true leaf stages, as 

well as at flowering, is useful for inducing the pistilate flower in bottle gourd, pumpkin, and squash to 

produce F1 seeds. The male parent row grows alongside the female parent row, and natural cross 

pollination is permitted. 

Different Techniques of Hybrid Seed Production in Cucurbits 

1. Pinching of staminate flowers and hand pollination – Bitter gourd, bottle gourd, pumpkin, watermelon 

and muskmelon 
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2. GMS + bee pollination – Musk melon 

3. CGMS + natural pollination – Ridge gourd 

4. Gynoecism and natural pollination – Cucumber, bitter gourd 

5. PGR and natural pollination – Squash 

6. Emasculation and hand pollination – Satputia – ridge gourd. 

Hand Emasculation and Pollination 

The flower to be hand pollinated should be closed before anthesis to prevent insect pollination. Anthers 

must be removed from the perfect flower before dehiscence if the maternal parent is andromonoecious (as 

in muskmelon) or hermaphroditic. Male flowers for producing hybrid seed of cucumber, melon, and 

watermelon can be closed on the day before anthesis. Alternately, they can be collected early in the morning 

of anthesis before they dehisce and bee arrive or they can be harvested the previous afternoon and kept at 

high humidity overnight. squash flowers bloom so early in the day, it is best to preserve the male flower 

from insects the day before anthesis rather than picking it the following morning. Pollinations are typically 

finished by noon since, in the field, fruit set can decrease later in the day. A flower that has been manually 

pollinated needs to be bagged, enclosed in a gelatin capsule, or otherwise guarded against insect pollination. 

The high expense of labour restricts the amount of hybrid seed that can be produced through manual 

pollination and emasculation. It is time consuming and expensive to pollinate by hand, to guard against 

self-pollination or out crossing by manually protecting flowers of the maternal parent from unwanted 

pollen, and it is particularly burdensome to excise anthers by hand if the maternal parent has perfect 

(bisexual) flowers. Some watermelon plants are gyno-monoecious, and anthers from bisexual flowers must 

be removed if used as the maternal parent of a hybrid. 

Pinching of Male Flowers and Hand Pollination 

This method of producing hybrid seeds is the simplest and most cost-effective, and it is easily adopted by 

growers who can distinguish between male and female flowers. F1 hybrid production in gourds can be done 

economically on a large scale by pinching all of the male flowers before they open from the female parent 

and allowing the male parent to grow side by side with the female parent for natural cross-pollination in 

isolation. For large-scale production of F1 hybrid seeds in bottle gourd, one row of male parent can be sown 

after every three rows of female parent. All fruit produced by a female parent would have to be pollinated 

by insects. As a precaution, no single male bud should be present in the female parent, as this will promote 

self or sib-pollination within the female parent. Because the bottle gourd flowers anthesis in the afternoon, 

the pinching operation should be performed in the morning. The distance between varieties should be kept 

to around 400 meters. Male flowers in bottle gourd, pumpkin, and squash are quite large and showy. With 

long pedicels and fewer in number, the pinching operation is simple. Because male flowers in Luffa are 

produced in racemes, pinching off male buds will not be complete or effective. The presence of a pollinator 

is required for maximum fruit set and seed yield. 

Use of Gynoecious Female Parents 

Gynoecious cucumber plants have only female flowers. The expression of gynoecious sex is determined by 

a single major dominant gene (F) and modifiers. It enables hybrid seed production simply by growing the 

gynoecious maternal parent in the same field as the pollen-producing male parent, with bees performing 

pollination (Sharma et al., 2016). Because gynoecious plants cannot self or sib pollinate, all seed produced 

by them should be hybrid. In hybrid cucumber seed production fields, the number of rows of the gynoecious 

parent to those of the pollinator may vary, but a 3:1 ratio is quite common. In order to produce F1 hybrids 

in gynoecious cucumber, staminate flower induction is required. Induction of male flowers through spraying 

of gibberellic acid i.e., Gibberellic acid (1500-2000 ppm) or AgNO3 on seeding leaves. On the other hand, 

monoecious lines of squash can be rendered female by applying ethephon to suppress male flower 

production. 

Use of Male Sterile Line as Female Parent 

Single recessive genes for male sterility are known for cucumber, melon, squash, and watermelon. Because 

no cytoplasmic factor is known to interact with any of the male sterile genes in cucurbits. male sterile lines 

are maintained by crossing plants heterozygous for the male sterile gene with those homozygous for the 
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male sterile gene, using the latter as the female parent. The GMS gene for male sterility in watermelon is 

linked to glabrous foliage, and male sterile plants can be identified in the seedling stage. The use of male 

sterility in hybrid seed production for cucurbits has been limited Because of the labour required to rogue 

segregating male sterile lines, the possibility of some selfing of the maternal parent of a hybrid if some 

male fertile plants are not rouged before flowering, and the reduced seed yield when seed is harvested from 

only 50% of the plants. Many male sterile mutants are undetectable until flower buds appear. Rouging at 

this late stage of development may cause some male fertile plants to flower and provide pollen to produce 

non-hybrid seeds before being removed. Furthermore, some male sterile genes have been linked to negative 

outcomes. Male sterile cucumber plants may produce fewer seeds. 

Chemical Suppression of Male Flowers and Open Pollination 

With the advent of growth regulating substances, very significant results have been obtained with regard 

to sex modification in cucurbits. It has now been possible to prove that the two true-leaf stage is the most 

responsive stage for application of chemicals for sex modification. Specific chemicals are known to induce 

femaleness or maleness as desired. In cucurbits like bottle gourd, pumpkin and summer squash, female 

flowers can be increased by the application of ethrel (2-chloroethyl-phosphoric acid) at the rate of 200-300 

ppm at two true-leaf and four true-leaf stage. Ethrel helps in suppressing the staminate flowers and 

initiating pistillate flowers. 

Conclusion 

Among the available methods of hybrid seed production, hand emasculation and pollination is followed 

commercially because upon successful pollination and fertilization, many seeds are produced in majority of 

cucurbits. 
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Introduction 

Cocoons in their fresh condition with the pupae alive in them cannot be stored for a long time as the living 

pupae are soon transformed into moths, which emerge from the cocoons by piercing the shell through one 

end. Cocoons from which moths have emerged are called pierced cocoons. They are useless for reeling raw 

silk because the continuity of the bave in them is broken. Reeling cocoons, therefore, must be subjected to 

a process of stifling with the object of killing the pupae inside without interfering with the structure of the 

silk shell around it. Cocoons can be stifled by several methods but the popular methods in reeling industry 

are sun drying, steam stifling and hot air conditioning. So, the process of killing the pupae and drying of 

cocoons is known as stifling of cocoons. 

Cocoon stifling includes the following methods: 

a. Sun drying 

b. Steam stifling 

c. Hot air conditioning 

Sun Drying 

Sun drying consists in killing and drying the pupae by prolonged exposure of cocoons to scorching hot sun. 

Sun dried cocoons can be preserved for any length of time. Method: Immediately after the harvest of cocoons 

they are thinly spread out on mats and kept in the hot sun from sunrise to sunset every day for several 

days till the pupae are killed and the cocoons completely dried. Sun dried cocoons are very light and when 

shaken make a rattling sound. 

 

Merits 

No cost involved. 
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Demerits 

1. Cannot regulate the sun light 

2. Sometimes UV rays may damage the filament. 

Steam Stifling 

Killing the pupa in the cocoon by exposing the fresh cocoons to the direct action of very hot wet steam for 

the required period. Steam stifling includes: 

1. Basket steaming 

2. Barrel Steaming and   

3. Chamber steaming 

Advantages 

Investment is less. 

Disadvantages 

1. Steam stifling only kills the pupa inside and does not dry it 

2. Steamed cocoons, are preserved in thin layers in trays 

3. Additional labour is employed for giving frequent turnings to the cocoons in storage in order to prevent 

mould attack 

4. If humidity in the store room increases; leads to mould attack 

5. The damaged wet pupae decompose rapidly 

6. Prolonged exposure of fresh cocoons to wet hot steam also denatures sericin in the cocoon 

7. Steamed cocoons cannot be reeled immediately 

8. Cocoons are aired at least for 2-3 days for seasoning before storing 

Other Methods 

Many methods other than steam have also been tried for killing the pupae. They are: 

a. Hot Air Dryer  

b. Shelf-carrier/Cabinet type dryer  

c. Conveyor type 

d. Yamato hot air dryer 

e. Use of infrared rays                

f. Cold air killing 

g. Radio wave killing  

h. Poisonous gases etc. 

Conclusion 

Cocoon stifling was done to increase the storage capacity and to enhance the reeling raw silk. The method 

of stifling may be selected based on the availability of resources and climatic conditions of the location. 
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Introduction 

Okra is nutritionally significant and major vegetable crop of India which is rich in essential lipids, proteins, 

carbohydrates, minerals, and vitamins. It is one of the most well-known vegetables for a number of reasons, 

including its exceptional nutritional and therapeutic properties, ease of cultivation, adaptability to a wide 

range of environments, and pleasant flavour. In terms of production and export, India is first in the world. 

In India, however, the prevalence of pests and diseases currently limits okra production and yield. Viruses, 

specifically yellow vein mosaic virus (YVMV) and Enation leaf curl virus (ELCV), are the primary 

hindrance to the economically viable cultivation of this crop. These two viruses are members of the family 

Geminiviridae and are transmitted by the whitefly (Bemisia tabaci Genn), which is responsible for 

significant spread of these diseases. 

Influence of YVMV and ELCV on Plant Growth and Yield 

YVMV disease was first reported in Bombay (Maharashtra) by Kulkarni in 1924, which is identified by a 

uniform interwoven web of yellow veins encircling regions of green tissue. It is most damaging and infects 

all phases of plant growth, resulting in significant economic losses. The losses are both qualitative as well 

as quantitative. This disease is distinguished by variable levels of chlorosis and yellowing of the veins, leaf 

necrosis, yellowing of fruits, fewer and smaller fruits and stunted plant development (Fig 1). The loses 

caused by this disease ranged from 50% to 94% depending on the stage of crop growth at which the infection 

occurs. If the infection occurred at an early stage, the fruit yield was lowered up to 96%. 

 
Fig 1. Plant showing symptoms of Yellow vein mosaic virus (A and C) and Enation leaf curl 

virus (B and D) 

 

(A)                                                                      (B) 

 

                                      (C)                                        (D) 
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The Enation leaf curl virus of okra was reported by Singh and Dutta in 1986 from Karnataka. The disease 

begins with tiny pin-head enations on the underside of the leaves that progressed to warty and rough 

texture that curl upward. In middle aged leaves, leaf curling and enations are more prominent. The 

severely infected plants exhibit twisted stems, side branches, thickened leathery leaves and stunted plants 

with small and malformed fruits which is unsuitable for marketing and consumption (Fig.1). The yield 

losses in okra due to Enation leaf curl ranged from 30% to 100%, depending on the plant's age at the time 

of infection and the severity of the disease. 

1. Impact on plant growth and yield attributes:  

a. The height of YVMV infected plants was reduced by 19% to 24%, the number of fruits by 32% to 

34.7%, the length of the petiole by 32.1%, the length of the fruit by 31%, the diameter of the stem 

by 16%, the length of the roots by 50%, and the number of flowers and malformed fruits were also 

noted. 

b. The YVMV disease caused an increase in the number of okra leaves. 

c. In the case of ELCV, the plant's height, number of leaves, flowers, and fruits were diminished 

comparative to a healthy plant. 

2. Accelerated senescence process:  

a. The YVMV infection accelerated the senescence process in okra leaves by decreasing the 

photosynthetic pigments, nitrate reductase activity, electron transport activities and thylakoid 

membrane proteins.  

b. It also inactivated photosystem PSII on the donor side. 

3. Impact on physiological performance of plant: The YVMV infection in okra plants at growth stages 

earlier than four weeks has more severe effect on physiological performance and subsequent reduction in 

growth and yield.  

4. Impact on marketable fruit yield: 

a. The marketable yield was lowered from 17.09 % to 96.49 % in YVMV, whereas, 30% to 100% in 

ELCV.  

b. The YVMV infected plants produced fruits with a yellowish tint, rendering them unmarketable, 

whereas ELCV infected plants produce fruits that remain green but are malformed. 

How to Overcome with YVMV and ELCV Problems 

1. Spray azadirachtin 0.03 WSP at 5 g/lit or methyl demeton 25 EC at 1.6 ml/lit or thiamethoxam 25 WG 

at 2 g/lit, imidacloprid 17.8% SL at 0.5 ml/lit to kill whitefly. 

2. The incidence of these diseases can be reduced by selecting varieties resistant to yellow vein mosaic and 

Enation leaf curl viruses, such as Kashi Vibhuti, Kashi Mangali, etc. 

3. During the summer, when whitefly activity is at its peak, susceptible varieties should not be planted. 

4. Synthetic pyrethroids should not be used, as they will exacerbate the problem. 

Conclusion 

The YVMV and ELCV cause substantial okra crop losses. It primarily reduces plant height, the number of 

flowers, fruits, fruit length, stem girth, petiole length, and root length, which leads to a decrease in 

marketable fruit yield and consequently, farmer income. Therefore, to prevent these diseases, the use of 

resistant hybrids and the application of effective insecticides for vector control offer promising advantages 

for the prevention and control of these diseases, thereby enhancing the income of farmers. 
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Introduction 

Sericulture is an art of production of cocoons and silk. Today, the Indian sericulture industry is facing a 

stiff challenge from foreign silk mainly from China. Chinese silk is superior in quality and cheaper. Hence, 

you must make a real effort to improve quality and reduce cost of production of indigenous silk. Over 65-

70 % cost of cocoon production is accounted for by wages for different activities. Under these circumstances, 

mechanization is considered as a critical input for reducing labour involvement and bringing down the cost 

of production. 

Mechanization and its Importance 

Mechanization is the use of machines for better advantages and scientific application of mechanical aids to 

increase production and preservation of crops and produce with less drudgery, with increased efficiency 

and at lesser cost. 

Mechanization also helps in: 

1. Increasing the production, productivity, and profitability in agriculture by achieving timeliness in farm 

operations, 

2. Precise placement of inputs like seed, fertilizer, and chemicals, 

3. Efficient use of animal and commercial energy like petrol, diesel, and electricity for crop production, 

4. Reducing cost of production of farm crops, and  

5. Minimizing drudgery involved in many farm operations. 

Scope for Mechanization in Mulberry Cultivation 

We know that, mulberry cultivation is highly labour intensive; it is estimated that around 800 man-

days/hectare/year are required for the maintenance of a mulberry garden. The overall labour requirement 

could be reduced to 1/10th through mechanization, which will result in a reduction in cost of production of 

mulberry leaf, assure timely operations.  

The following activities in mulberry cultivation could be mechanized: 

1. Land Preparation  

2. Preparation of planting material (Cuttings)  

3. Intercultural operations 

4. Irrigation  

5. Leaf/Shoot harvesting  

6. Pruning. 

Mechanization in Mulberry Cultivation 

Tractors are the most common and easily available farm prime movers in India. These days, power tillers 

are also becoming popular among the farmers due to their multiple utility for land preparation, 

intercultural operations, pumping water, transportation, pesticide application and many other purposes.  

A tractor on a farm is mainly used for operating a variety of machines and implements for farm works such 

as breaking-up or opening of uncultivated land, ploughing, harrowing, seeding and transplantation, inter-

cultural operations, harvesting, pumping of water, running processing units and most importantly, for 

transportation of farm inputs, construction materials and rural people. 
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Tractor Power tiller 

Hand Tools 

  
Spade Hand Hoe 

   
Pruning Saw Secateur  Bill Hook 

Equipments for Land Preparation 

Mould-board Plough: The mould-board plough is used for opening of the land. In one operation, the 

plough inverts the soil, buries the trash, weed or green manure and granulates the soil, allowing air, 

moisture and tender roots of plants to penetrate easily 

Disc Plough: Disc plough is specifically useful in hard, trashy, stony or stumpy land conditions. Disc 

plough has better scouring and could be used where mould-board cannot be used satisfactorily. 

  
Mould board plough Disc plough 

Machines for intercultural operations: The weed control is a time and energy consuming operation 

and a major portion of labour is spent for controlling weeds in mulberry gardens. The weed control methods 

for mulberry could be classified as:  

a. Mechanical methods - weeders 

b. Chemical methods – chemical spraying 
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b. Biological methods - certain insects or pests which feed on weeds. 

Machines for application of chemicals: The chemical application devices are broadly classified as: 

a. Manual operated 

b. Power operated 

They are further classified based on the form of chemical as: 

a. Dusters for application of dusts/powders.  

b. Sprayers for applications of chemicals in liquid form.  

c. Granule applicators for applications of chemicals in granular form.  

d. Fumigators for treating materials with fumes of chemicals. 

  
Manual sprayer Power sprayer 

Conclusion 

Mechanization in sericulture helps to reduce labour involvement, bring down the cost of production and 

reduces drudgery in operations. Mechanization helps in efficient utilization of man power. Many mulberry 

cultivation practices like land preparation, cuttings, intercultural operations, etc. can be mechanized with 

proper planning. In large scale cultivation practices, it is better to adopt suitable plant spacing to suit 

mechanization. 
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1. A Mangrove is a small tree or shrub that grows along coastlines, taking root in salty sediments, often 

underwater. 

2. The word ‘mangrove’ may refer to the habitat as a whole or to the trees and shrubs in the mangrove 

swamp. 

3. Mangroves are flowering trees, belonging to the families Rhizophoraceae, Acanthaceae, Lythraceae, 

Combretaceae, and Arecaceae. 

 

Features of Mangroves 

1. Saline environment: They can survive under extreme hostile environments such as high salt and low 

oxygen conditions. 

2. Low oxygen: Underground tissue of any plant needs oxygen for respiration. But in a mangrove 

environment, the oxygen in soil is limited or nil. 

a. Hence the mangrove root system absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere. 

b. Mangroves have special roots for this purpose called breathing roots or pneumatophores. 

These roots have numerous pores through which oxygen enters the underground tissues. 

a. Survival in Extreme Conditions: With their roots submerged in water, mangrove trees thrive 

in hot, muddy, salty conditions that would quickly kill most plants. 

b. Viviparous: Their seeds germinate while still attached to the parent tree. Once germinated, the 

seedling grows into a propagule. 

Significance of Mangroves 

1. Ecological Stabilisation 

2. Coastal Stabilisation 

3. Water Purification 

https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/genome-of-salt-secreting-mangrove-species-decoded
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4. Storing Blue Carbon 

5. Supporting Biodiversity. 

Threats Faced by Mangroves 

1. Commercialisation of Coastal Areas: Aquaculture, coastal development, rice and palm oil farming 

and industrial activities are rapidly replacing these salt-tolerant trees and the ecosystems they support. 

a. According to UNESCO, mangroves are disappearing at three to five times faster rate than overall 

losses of global forest cover in the face of infrastructure development, urbanisation and agricultural 

land conversion. 

b. Temperature Related Issues: A fluctuation of ten degrees in a short period of time is enough 

stress to damage the plant and freezing temperatures for even a few hours can kill some mangrove 

species. 

c. Soil Related Issues: The soil where mangroves are rooted poses a challenge for plants as it is 

severely lacking in oxygen. 

i. Most plants can easily take oxygen from gases trapped within the surrounding soil, but for 

mangrove roots this is not an option as not only their roots underground, they are also flooded 

with water up to two times a day. 

2. Excessive Human Intervention: During past changes in sea level, mangroves were able to move 

further inland, but in many places human development is now a barrier that limits how far a mangrove 

forest can migrate. 

Conservation of Mangroves 

1. UNESCO Designated Sites: The inclusion of mangroves in Biosphere Reserves, World Heritage sites 

and UNESCO Global Geoparks contributes to improving the knowledge, management and conservation of 

mangrove ecosystems throughout the world. 

2. International Day for the Conservation of the Mangrove Ecosystem: UNESCO celebrates this 

day on July 26 with the aim of raising awareness about mangrove ecosystems and to promote their 

sustainable management and conservation. 

3. Mangroves for the Future Initiative: IUCN and UNDP developed a unique initiative to promote 

investment in coastal ecosystem conservation called the “Mangroves for the Future (MFF)”. 

i. The member nations include Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Maldives, Myanmar, 

Pakistan, Seychelles, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam. 

4. National Mangrove Committee: The Government of India set up a National Mangrove Committee in 

1976 which advises the government about conservation and development of mangroves. 

Global Mangrove Cover 

1. The total mangrove cover in the world is one 1,50,000 sq kms. 

2. Asia has the largest number of mangroves worldwide. 

3. South Asia comprises 6.8% of the world's mangrove cover. 

4. India's contribution is 45.8% total mangrove cover in South Asia. 

Mangroves in India 

1. Coverage: According to the India State of Forest Report, 2019, the mangrove cover in India is 4,975 sq 

km, which is 0.15% of the country’s total geographical area. 

2. West Bengal has the highest percentage of area under total Mangrove cover followed by Gujarat and 

Andaman Nicobar Islands. 

3. Largest Mangrove Forest: Sundarbans in West Bengal are the largest mangrove forest regions in the 

world. It is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

4. The forest is home to the Royal Bengal tiger, Gangetic dolphins and Estuarine crocodiles. 
  

https://www.drishtiias.com/important-institutions/drishti-specials-important-institutions-international-institution/unesco-5
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https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/unesco-global-geoparks#:~:text=UNESCO%20Global%20Geoparks%20give%20international,have%20any%20UNESCO%20Global%20geopark.
https://www.drishtiias.com/summary-of-important-reports/india-state-of-forest-report-2019
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/sundarbans-1
https://www.drishtiias.com/to-the-points/paper1/world-heritage-sites-in-india
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/tiger-population-in-sundarbans-rises
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/gangetic-river-dolphin
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Abstract 

Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field of study that combines computer science, mathematics, and 

biology. Bioinformatics is the use of information technology to handle biological data that aids in the 

decoding of plant genomes. It includes a wide range of tools and procedures that are currently necessary 

for any biological sciences research. Nearly every day, brand-new databases are created that contain a 

wealth of data about genomes, proteins, metabolites, and metabolic pathways. Due to the abundance of 

databases available for numerous different plant species, the amount of knowledge has increased 

tremendously, especially for researchers in plant biology and enables a better understanding of the 

processes and mechanisms that can lead to plants with increased tolerance to different abiotic stress 

conditions and resistance to pathogen attack, as well as the development of crop varieties with the improved 

nutritional quality of seeds and fruits. The advancement of the agricultural sector, agro-based enterprises, 

the use of agricultural byproducts, and improved environmental management are all significantly 

influenced by bioinformatics. As the number of sequencing projects rises, bioinformatics continues to 

significantly advance biology by giving researchers access to genomic data. 

Keywords: Bioinformatics, Insect resistance, Nutritional quality, Sustainable agriculture. 

Introduction 

In the past few decades, bioinformatics has been extensively explored in many areas of biological sciences. 

It combines the principles of biology, computer science, mathematics, physics, and statistics to analyze and 

interpret biological data. It uses computation power, algorithm and software for extracting knowledge from 

biological data for analysis, prediction, imaging, and visualization purpose. In recent years, bioinformatics 

has emerged as a new, interdisciplinary field of science that can be described as the structuring of biological 

information to enable the understanding of biological phenomena (Edwards and Batley, 2004; Rhee et al., 

2006). On the other hand, bioinformatics is also being applied to the study and analysis of the metabolome. 

The omics approach known as metabolomics involves the comprehensive, high-throughput analysis of 

complex metabolite mixtures that, ideally, allows the identification and quantification of every individual 

metabolite that are the end product of cellular regulatory processes (Gomez-Casati et al., 2013). 

Applications of Bioinformatics 

 
Fig: 1 Role of bioinformatics in sustainable agriculture 
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In addition to being crucial for fundamental genomic and molecular biology research, bioinformatics is also 

having a significant influence on many fields of biotechnology and biomedical sciences. Currently, 

bioinformatics is incorporated into every branch of biology. 

1. Crop improvement: Bioinformatics is becoming more and more crucial to the study of agricultural 

genomics, or agri-genomics, in terms of gathering, storing, and analysing genomic data. The increase of 

plant tolerance to both biotic and abiotic stresses and the improvement of the nutritional quality in depleted 

soils are two of the many ways that bioinformatics techniques and methods collectively known as agri-

informatics are applied in agriculture. In addition to these objectives, gene discovery through the use of 

computer software has also permitted researchers to develop focused techniques for the improvement of 

seed quality, introduce extra micronutrients into plants for improved human health, and engineer plants 

with phytoremediation. 

a. Insect resistance: The desirable genes have been incorporated into many plants to make them 

insect-resistant. A bacterium species known as Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) improves soil fertility and 

guards plants against pests. Its genes were used to create the plant insect-resistant after the 

researchers used them to map its genome. Corn, cotton, and potatoes are a few plants that have so 

far been rendered insect-resistant. One type of food plant that has been altered by the introduction 

of bacterial genes is Bt corn. By causing insects to become resistant to it, it is efficient against 

insects. Farmers now employ insecticides in extremely small quantities as a result of the Bt genes 

being used in the plant's genome. As a result, plants will produce more and have more nutritional 

content, which is good for human health. 

 
Fig:2 Role of bioinformatics in insect resistance 

b. Abiotic Stress Tolerance: Some varieties of cereals are developed which have the ability to 

grow in poor soils and are resistant to drought/submergence. Due to this technique, those areas can 

also be used which have less soil fertility and or are constrained by drought and submergence. The 

amount of biological information produced by the scientific community has increased dramatically 

over the past few decades as a result of significant developments in the field of molecular biology 

and advancements in genomic technology. The overwhelming amount of genetic data has thus made 

computerised databases, which can store, organize, and index the data, as well as specialised tools, 

which can view and interpret the data, absolutely necessary. The publication of the completed 

Arabidopsis thaliana genome sequence (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) and draft sequence 

for rice genome (Goff et al 2002), the plant research and industry have step over the threshold of the 

genomics era. 

c. Improving nutritional quality: In order to improve rice's levels of iron, vitamin A, and other 

micronutrients, scientists recently succeeded in introducing genes into the plant. A tomato plant 

with fruit that ripens later and has a longer shelf life is the product of scientists inserting a gene 

from yeast into the plant. 

3. Gene therapy: The possibility of harnessing genes directly to treat disease may become a reality in the 

not-too-distant future. By altering how a person's genes express themselves, gene therapy aims to treat, 

cure, or even prevent disease. Clinical trials are currently being conducted for numerous types of cancer 

and other disorders in this sector, which is still in its infancy. 

4. Molecular medicine: The human genome's completion presents chances to better understand the genes 

directly linked to various diseases as well as the molecular mechanisms involved in disease development. 
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It will be possible to create better treatments, cures, and even preventative diagnostics because to this new 

understanding of the molecular causes of disease. 

5. Therapeutic development: More specialised medications that target the disease's aetiology rather 

than just its symptoms can be created with a greater understanding of disease mechanisms and the use of 

computational methods to find and validate new drug targets. 

6. Phylogeny and evolution: With the genomes of all three domains of life, eukaryota, bacteria, and 

archaea, sequenced, evolutionary studies may be carried out in an effort to identify the tree of life and the 

last common ancestor for all species. 

7. Ecology and population studies: Bioinformatics is used to handle large amounts of data obtained in 

population studies.  

8. Veterinary Science: The sequencing of many farm animals, including cows, sheep, and pigs, is 

currently well under way in the hope that a better understanding of the biology of these organisms will 

significantly improve the production and health of livestock and, in the long run, have positive effects on 

human nutrition. 

9. Microbial genome applications: Microorganisms are pervasive, or present everywhere. Extremes of 

heat, cold, radiation, salt, acidity, and pressure have not stopped them from living and even prospering. 

The arrival of the whole genome sequences and their ability to reveal more about the microbial world and 

its capabilities may have wide-ranging effects on the environment, human health, the production of energy, 

and other industrial applications. Scientists can begin to comprehend these bacteria at a very fundamental 

level and identify the genes that give them their special capacity to survive in harsh environments by 

examining the genetic makeup of these creatures. 

10. Microbiological forensics: Researchers used genomic methods to assist distinguish between the 

Bacillus anthraces strains used in the Florida terrorist attack in the summer of 2001 and those of closely 

related anthrax strains. 

 
Fig: 3 Applications of bioinformatics 

11. Studies on climate change: Carbon dioxide emissions are expected to rise, primarily as a result of 

increased reliance on fossil fuels for energy. Studying the genomes of bacteria that only use carbon dioxide 

as their carbon source is one way to do this.  

12. Alternate energy sources: Researchers are looking at the genome of the bacteria Chlorobium 

tepidum, which has the rare ability to produce energy from light. 

13. Waste cleanup: The most radiation-resistant organism known to science is Deinococcus radiodurans, 

which is regarded as the toughest bacteria in the world. Because of its potential value in removing radiation 

and harmful substances from waste sites, scientists are fascinated by this organism. 

Limitations 

1. Completely relying on information is dangerous if the information is inaccurate.  

2. Quality of bioinformatics predictions depends on the quality of the data and the sophistication of 

algorithms.  
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3. Sequence data may contain errors  

4. Downstream interpretation of sequence data will be wrong if the sequences /annotations thereof are 

wrong. 

5. Many algorithms lack the capability and sophistication to truly reflect reality. 

6. Outcome of computation also depends on available computer power. 

Conclusion 

Bioinformatics is now playing a significant role in the development of the agricultural sector, agro-based 

industries, agricultural by-product utilization, and better management of the environment. Genomics 

including sequencing of the model plant and plant pathogen genome has progressed rapidly and opened 

several opportunities for the genetic improvement of crop plants. application of bioinformatics to the study 

and characterization of biological phenomena represents a fundamental shift in the way that scientists 

study living organisms. 
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Introduction 

Major environmental changes are caused by the natural or man-made substance of harmful pollutants. It 

causes instability, disturbance, or adverse effects on the ecosystem. Earth environment pose a more serious 

threat due to the increasing pollution of air. Environmental damage is caused by improper resource 

management or careless human activities. So, any activity that disturbs the original nature of the 

environmental system and leads to degradation is called pollution. 

Air Pollution 

Air pollution is any physical, chemical, or biological change in the air. Naturally certain amount of the gas 

is present in the atmosphere. Increasing or decreasing the composition of these gasses is detrimental to the 

system. This increase in gas composition causes an increase in global temperature which is called global 

warming. 

 

Air contains 78% Nitrogen, 21% Oxygen, and 1% of all other gasses support life on Earth. Air pollution can 

have natural sources, like, volcanic eruptions. By products of man-made processes such as energy 

production, waste incineration, transport, deforestation and agriculture, are the major air pollutants. 

Air is predominately made up of Oxygen and Nitrogen, but the mankind, through pollution, has increased 

the levels of many trace gasses. Air pollution can result in poor air quality, make people sick, causing 

breathing problems and increasing the likelihood of cancer. Some air pollutants are harmful to plants, 

animals, and the ecosystems in which they live. Statues, monuments, and buildings are being corroded by 

the air pollutants in the form of acid rain. Air pollution created by man-made resources is causing the 

depletion of the ozone layer and letting in more harmful radiation from the Sun. 

Pollutants 

1. Primary air pollutants are pollutants, which are directly released into the air. They are called SPM, i.e., 

Suspended Particulate Matter. (smoke, dust, ash, sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide, and radioactive compounds, 

etc.) 

2. Secondary Pollutants are pollutants, which are formed due to chemical interactions between the 

atmospheric components and primary pollutants. (Smoke and fog, ozone, etc.) 

3. Major gaseous air pollutants - Carbon Dioxide, Hydrogen Sulfide, Sulfur Dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide, 

etc. 

4. Natural sources - volcanic eruptions, forest fires, dust storms, etc.  

5. Man-made sources - automobiles, industries, burning of garbage and bricks kilns, etc. 
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(Source: https://ecolink.com/info) 

Effects of Air Pollution 

 
(Source: https://www.ankitparakh.com/) 

Preventive Measures of Air Pollution 
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Conclusion 

Many restrictions were imposed on the usage of fossil fuels, which is the source for carbon dioxide and other 

pollutants emission. The environment must be saved from these harmful gasses and need to keep the 

environment clean by controlling the pollution of air. 
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Abstract 

The size and breadth of the issues facing hill farmers, especially their two principal worries—the decreasing 

availability of cropland and the paucity of water needed to sustain agriculture on marginal lands—are 

underlined. For the purpose of creating farmer-responsive plans that take into account each area's unique 

marginality, fragility, variety, and niches, hill perspective-based development methods are crucial. The 

Himalayan nations may combat unemployment by increase in favor of job-led hill agricultural growth 

techniques. It has been discovered that marginal uplands might be transformed into fruitful production 

systems thanks to production niches and biodiversity. The variety of cultivation can provide more options 

and increased choices for supporting farmers' livelihoods. To expand the variety of viable systems that can 

fill a market niche, investments in research, development, and technology are needed. 

Keyword: challenges, opportunities, woman role, Land scarcity, water scarcity. 

Challenges and Opportunities of Hill Agriculture 

In the country's rain - fed areas, which also include hilly areas, is there increased severe agricultural 

distress, according to the Farmers Statement "Serving farmers and saving farming." There are 5 basic root 

causes of the crisis listed. Unfinished Land reform scarcity, access to and fatigue in technology, 

institutional assistance, and marketing opportunities. This is based on the contributions I made as 

agriculture process of integration for the High Commissioner on Farmers to the collection of the farmers 

section of the commission's main report, such as the agriculture perspective, knowledge and information I 

gathered about the state of affairs of farmers, global experiences, etc. This study is partly on the analyses 

I made for the main text of the commission's section on farmers. 

This letter's main goal is to identify the difficulties that farmers face and suggest solutions. The first section 

of the essay focuses on the extent and severity of the issues facing farmers, particularly their two largest 

worries: the reducing availability of cropland and the paucity of needed to support agriculture on marginal 

terrain. It explains several of the new views on land areas and their ramifications. The next section details 

how other countries successfully dealt with issues of a similar nature. The report uses examples of great 

new advances in the area to highlight the notion that tech options are and have been available. The final 

stage analyzes the options for reducing the pain of the farmers. 

Prior farming development efforts in the hills were mostly based on the lack of knowledge of the highlands 

conditions, resources, environment, and the people's context. The biased against farming, the restrictions 

based in small farms, the need for tree planting, etc. dominated the majority view on the growth of 

agriculture. Many of these ideas may be correct. 

This essay makes no recommendations for technological advancements, strategic planning, or remedial 

measures. It exposes the issues and suggests solutions. By order to devise a road map, one has to have a 

lot better understanding of the overtones of opportunity and danger in the mountainous areas. The aim is 

to generate a critical analysis of the complex, multifaceted processes rather than to offer a step-by-step 

action plan. 

Crop Land Scarcity and Water Scarcity 

The majority of citizens in the Himalayan range concentrate on their income from agriculture. In this 

perspective, land serves as the hub of all socioeconomic activities. For The affluence and misery of the most 

of marginal and tiny farmers are connected to the size of their farmland (Partap 1995, 1999). Shrinkage of 

crop land holdings is a major problem for many small and marginal farmers in the Himalayan region when 

it comes to managing their food and livelihoods (Pokhriyal and Bist, 1988; Partap, 1998a). The Himalayan 

region's rural development initiatives have a formidable barrier in trying to solve this issue (Partap, 1998b). 

In the hilly regions of the Indian Himalayan states, there is already sufficient cropland per head to 
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qualitative. The effects of this circumstance on maintaining livelihoods and managing land resources are 

very substantial. A variety of level and rising subzones make up the additional 11% of cropland and 

maintains the employment of a disproportionately high percentage of hill producers. As sloping land 

provides for 37% of all agriculture and Mountain villagers even cultivate hills of more than 25 and 30 

degrees (Partap, 1999). New residential areas, urbanized, industrialization, and state infrastructure 

development projects are vying for the right to use the valley's cropland for purposes other than farming 

down there. 

Because of the increasing effects of climate change, there is a water shortage for drinking and agriculture 

in the highlands. In order to make farming-based lives sustainable, it underlines the reality that 

"agricultural as a source of food for the hill landowners would continue to lose its role if prompt solutions 

are developed for cropland limitation and water scarcity." 

Role of Women in Hill Agriculture 

The far more main food producers in the hills are women. It is essential to recognize that women have a lot 

of flexibility in cropping techniques due to the expertise and skill of older decades. Trees and woodlands 

have a wide range of uses for women. Men, on the other hand, frequently focus on their ability to sell lumber 

and other products commercially. Mountain women have always been the undervalued workforce and the 

foundation of the household economy. Women perform a lot of important activities, but they have poor 

access to and influence over resources including money, credit, land, education, training, and information. 

Women's cooperation in training programs in mountainous areas has only long been deemed vital. There 

is still work to be done to increase women's cooperation and partnership in hill growth because extended 

methods and tools may still be slanted towards women. 

Mahila mandals and self-help groups (SHGs) all had recent successes in a number of mountainous states, 

serving as a warning of the capacity of women's involvement in the development of those places. 

Conclusions 

If the common populace's opinions of the issues are not transformed, highland agriculture's sustainability 

prospects will probably stay dim. The view from the hill Based development methods are crucial for creating 

farmer-responsive plans that take into account each region's unique exclusion, fragility, diversity, and 

niches. By leveraging the comparative advantages of important land resources, it will aid in creating social 

parity as well as lessen the effects of hill communities' disadvantage. While marginal tilting lands are seen 

as a limitation to growth in the hills, farmers' minority properties are a given condition, and various 

livelihood options have developed to fill the niches and factor endowment benefits of employing natural 

tools that are available, such as crop diversification, pastoral nomads, wet farming, etc. The main trend 

that the states have noticed is a transformation in demographics, with a younger population and more men 

migrating to the capitals in need of work opportunities. This has caused a lack of men as in working market 

and increased burden in farming for women. 
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Microclimate 

Microclimate is the weather prevailing from the top of the crop canopy to the maximum depth of root 

penetration. It is also known as plant climate or eco climate or habitat climate.  Scale of micro climate is 

<10 m in horizontal scale and <20 m in vertical scale and 6 to 12 min in time scale. 

The microclimate is the environment within and closeto the crop canopy and can be modified by crop 

training, covers, mulches etc. 

The growth and development of the crop plants are largely influenced directly or indirectly by microclimate 

of the crops. Light interception is one among the important micrometeorological factor which mainly 

influences the function of photosynthesis. The canopy architecture of the crop manipulates the interception 

of solar radiation of the crops. Yield increases can be obtained by mechanically manipulating leaves to allow 

greater penetration of solar radiation. Crop geometry is also determining the yield potential of the crop 

through better utilization of moisture and nutrients from the soil by harvesting the maximum possible 

solar radiation. Maize, which is normally sown, has only random leaf orientation that often results in 

mutual shading owing to intra-row orientation. Hence, this study was carried out to indentify the 

appropriate crop geometry and planting pattern for increasing the productivity of maize through creating 

favourable microclimate in maize. In this book methodologies adopted and the results derived from the 

study are discussed. I hope that this book will be highly useful resource material for modifying the 

microclimate to enhance the crop productivity. 

Vegetation and Energy Reduction 

The effectiveness with which trees provide shade and save energy according to this study depends on their 

density, shape (geometry) and placement (distance), the dimensions of the shading building, the position 

of the sun in the sky and whether a tree keeps its leaves all year round also determined overall energy 

savings. Gomez Monoz et al, (2010), observed that the effect of tree shadowing buildings is found to reduce 

heating loads and concluded that trees have beneficial effect in energy savings. The results demonstrated 

that large trees have potentials to provide 70% shade during hot or warm seasons. Pandit et al, (2010) 

opined that trees cast shades on homes and buildings thereby lowering the indoor temperatures and thus 

reducing demand for power to cool the buildings during hot times of the year. They developed a statistical 

model that indicated savings generated by shade-producing tree in a sub-urban environment. Escobedo et 

al, (2011), observed that Gainesville’s urban trees reduce its energy use year-round by shading buildings 

and providing evaporative cooling effects, saving air conditioning costs during the warm months and block 

icy winter winds during cold months. It implies that the knowledge of the size of a given building and sizes 

and positions of the trees near it will enable a researcher to place economic value on the trees based on the 

amount of reduction and increases in energy use in the building. 

Vegetation and Wind Control 
Smart (2011), developed concepts of grapevine canopy microclimate by considering how solar heat levels 

are affected due to high absorption by wind. According to Scudo, (2002), vegetation influenced the direction 

of wind movement by means of obstruction and deflection, guidance and filtration depending on tree 

geometry, height, canopy permeability and crown cover. Thus, it is structural characteristics of the 

vegetation that is the controlling factor for air movement. The parameters typically associated with 

microclimate include conventional variables such as air temperature, atmospheric humidity, solar 

insulation fluxes, Wind speed and Wind direction. 
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Other factors affecting microclimate were also identified to include national environmental factors such as 

topography, sun angle exposure, latitude, soil type, vegetation cover and other meteorological factors such 

as cloud cover, regional precipitation, high altitude, wind characteristics. 

Relationship to Climate Change 

Temperature was identified as the fundamental parameter for assessing trends in climate change. The role 

of vegetation in urban microclimate control has positive effects such as shading effects, surface temperature 

reduction through absorbtion and reflection, ground temperature reduction by reflection and absorbtion of 

urban heat island especially during the night, and controlling wind effect through blockages and re-

direction if properly positioned.  

To provide proper shadow effect, the vegetation density needs to be high enough but not too high as to 

create wind obstruction. Shading by vegetation to be dependent on the vegetation density configuration 

that is its shape, height and canopy position, distance from the shaded structure, building relation to the 

position of the sun. Tree shading has the ability to reduce thermal heat through solar energy interception. 

Shading was observed in the study area to reduce afternoon temperature at both street and open space 

levels. Complete shading by trees eliminates about 70 % of solar energy falling on the canopy. 

Effects of Windbreaks on Airflow, Microclimates 

The mechanisms by which a porous windbreak modifies airflow and microclimate. It shows how a turbulent 

mixing layer initiated at the top of the windbreak dominates the airflow behind a windbreak. This mixing 

layer spreads vertically as it moves downwind, growing at a rate determined by the turbulence in the 

approach flow and the windbreak's ‘permeability’. The roughness of the terrain and land-cover upwind, 

windbreak height and porosity are thus the main controls on the amount and extent of shelter provided by 

a windbreak. The changes in temperature, humidity, heat and evaporation fluxes given these changes in 

turbulence are then described. Based on the turbulent mixing layer model, the highly sheltered ‘quiet zone’ 

will be typically warmer and more humid while further downwind in the ‘wake zone’, cooler and drier 

conditions would be expected. Shade is also shown to modify the heating in the quiet zone and, depending 

on the orientation of the windbreak, can offset the warming in the quiet zone. Lastly, the mechanisms 

affecting plant productivity are described in light of these airflow and microclimate changes. A major effect 

of a windbreak is to reduce the incidence of low frequency, high magnitude damage events such as 

sandblasting or lodging. Microclimate effects, however, do not always improve productivity. For example, 

while shelter may improve water-use efficiency in irrigated crops by increasing yields and reducing water-

use, this may not be the case in dry land agriculture. 

Pests and Diseases 

The survival of pests and plants diseases is affected significantly by microclimate conditions. There may 

be ways you can manage and manipulate the microclimate to provide less favourable conditions for pest 

and disease. 
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Introduction 

Genetic modification is a special set of gene technology that modifies the genetic machinery of living things 

like animals, plants, or microorganisms. Scientists first discovered in 1946 that DNA can be transferred 

between organisms. In 1983, the first genetically altered (GM) plant was created using a tobacco plant that 

was resistant to antibiotics. With the release of tobacco that was virus resistant in the early 1990s, China 

became the first nation to commercialize a transgenic crop. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

authorized the transgenic "Flavour Saver tomato" for marketing in the USA in 1994.  

Several GM crops are currently used as food sources. Although a GM salmon has been recommended for 

FDA approval, there are currently no GM animals that have been authorized for use as food. While 

genetically modified crops are occasionally sold as foodstuffs that are then processed into food ingredients, 

this is rare. Instead, they are typically sold as commodities. 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks of GM Food 

Through integrating genes from different animals into their DNA, these foods are created. While this type 

of genetic alteration is applied to both plants and animals, it is more frequently found in the former. Foods 

with the potential to treat specific ailments and diseases are being developed by experts. Although 

scientists and the producers claim that there are a number of benefits to eating these meals, a sizeable 

portion of the community is completely opposed to them. 

Benefits: 

a. GM foods are helpful in preventing the spread of some diseases. The ingredients in these foods 

that cause allergies are successfully removed by altering their DNA systems. 

b. Compared to conventional farming, food grows more quickly. 

c. Increased productivity, perhaps as a result. Additionally, these foods are a blessing in regions 

that frequently endure droughts or where farming is impossible due to the soil. 

d. A typical crop can only be grown during a certain season or under certain favorable environmental 

circumstances. Genetically modified food crops can occasionally be cultivated in areas with 

unfavorable climatic conditions as well. 

e. Genetically engineered foods are reported to be high in nutrients and contain more minerals and 

vitamins than those found in traditionally grown foods 

f. Having a longer shelf life means there is less concern about food spoiling soon, which is another 

reason why people choose genetically modified foods. 

Drawbacks: 

a. The potential for adverse consequences on the human body posed by GM foods is the main risk. 
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b. It is hypothesized that eating these genetically modified crops can lead to the emergence of 

illnesses resistant to antibiotic treatment. 

c. Manufacturers fail to disclose on food labels that genetic engineering was used to create the 

product. 

d. Many religious and cultural communities are against such foods because they see it as an 

unnatural way of producing foods. 

e. Other species that live and prosper in the environment may be harmed by the cross-pollination 

approach. 

f. Experts believe that as demand for these foods rises, developing nations will begin to rely more 

on industrialized nations because it is possible that in the future, these nations will be in charge of 

regulating food production. 

Some Commercial GM Crops 

1. GM Tomatoes:  The kanr genes were inserted into a tomato by a "antisense" to create the GM tomatoes. 

The findings demonstrate that there were no appreciable changes in the amounts of total protein, vitamins, 

minerals, and harmful glycoalkaloids. 

 

2. GM Maize: The fat and carbohydrate contents of two lines of Chardon LL herbicide-resistant GM maize 

that expressed the phosphinothricin acetyltransferase gene before and after ensiling were significantly 

different from non-GM maize. 

 

3. GM Soybeans: The 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium was 

utilized to make soybeans herbicide resistant. According to safety testing, the GM type of soybeans is 

"essentially equivalent" to those grown traditionally. 

 

4. GM Potatoes: A potato that has had its DNA altered through genetic engineering is said to be 

genetically modified. The objectives of modification include introducing insect resistance, adjusting the 

concentrations of specific compounds produced by the plant, and stopping the tubers from browning or 

bruised. The Galanthus nivalis agglutinin (GNA) gene from the Galanthus (snowdrop) plant was inserted 

into the potatoes, causing them to produce the GNA lectin protein, which is poisonous to some insects. 
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5. GM Rice: It was produced and advertised that the kind that expresses the soybean glycinin gene (40–

50 mg glycinin/g protein) contains 20% more protein. However, rather than a true increase in protein, it 

was shown that the higher protein content was likely caused by a decrease in moisture. 

 

6. GM Cotton: A gene from Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki that offers improved defence against 

significant lepidopteran pests has been used to create a number of lines of genetically modified cotton 

plants. The lines' levels of macronutrients and gossypol were said to be "essentially equivalent" to those of 

the parent lines. 

 

7. GM Peas: These peas have a kidney bean gene inserted into them. As a result, a pesticide-like protein 

is produced. The distinction is that peas lack this protein while beans are naturally rich in it. 

 

Consumers' Perceptions about GM Foods 

Consumer acceptability is influenced by the risk they perceive from introducing food that has been 

processed using technology that they hardly understand into their eating habits. Adequate procedures to 

ensure consumer safety should be implemented in conjunction with the introduction of GM food into agro-

food markets. By paying close attention to the information presented and specifically linking it to health, 

these activities would enable a reduction in the danger that consumers perceive. The following factors affect 

whether consumers in the research area choose to purchase GM-free or organic products:  

a. Product certification 

b. Interest in environmental protection and nutritional value 

c. Marketing difficulties. 

d. Pricing and quality. 

Forthcoming Developments 

Through improving production and decreasing reliance on synthetic pesticides and herbicides, GM foods 

have the potential to address many of the world's hunger and malnutrition issues as well as to contribute 

to environmental protection and preservation. The future holds challenges in a variety of fields, including 

food labeling, regulation, policy, and safety testing. Many people believe that genetic engineering is 

unavoidably the way of the future and that given its huge potential benefits; we cannot afford to ignore it. 

Future projections show that GMOs will have a variety of uses, such as producing human vaccinations 

against infectious diseases like Hepatitis B from bananas (Kumar et al. 2005), metabolically modified fish 

that mature more quickly, fruit and nut trees that yield years sooner, foods that no longer have 

characteristics linked to common intolerances, and plants that create new biodegradable plastics with 

distinctive qualities (Beilen and Yves 2008). The next ten years may witness exponential growth in the 

development of GM products, despite the fact that their viability or effectiveness in commercial production 
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has not yet been fully evaluated. This is because researchers will have more access to genomic resources 

that are applicable to organisms outside the scope of individual projects. 

Conclusion 

In a few nations, the issue of genetically modified food is still relatively new, and acceptability has been 

limited mostly because of false and erroneous beliefs that ignore important advantages. India is second in 

terms of crowded country, making it difficult to feed the sizable population that is malnourished and 

hungry. The best choice for creating a stronger nation with healthier citizens is biotechnological 

development. With minimal dependency on pesticides and herbicides and no risk to our agriculture or 

environment, GM crop propagation appears to be a promising alternative for revenue creation in the form 

of high yield, nutrient-rich grain. Despite all of these advantages, this technology is still in its infancy. 

Initiatives to raise farmers' awareness of the newest techniques for field farming, such as crop rotation, 

organic farming, and genetic modification, at the village level led to an increase in production per acre of 

wholesome crops. In contrast to relying on conventional methods, these technologies offer considerable 

potential to meet future global food demand. 
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Introduction 

Bananas are among the most important food crops in the world. Despite their importance, banana yields 

are continuously declining due to attack by insect pests. Insects attack the banana rhizome, pseudostem, 

leaf and fruit. Knowledge on different pests of banana, its damage symptoms and management supports in 

earlier detection and diagnosis of pests to avoid serious crop loss. 

Rhizome (Corm) Weevil (Cosmopolites sordidus Germar) 
Corm weevil grub attacks the plant by feeding on the corm portion thus making bore holes and tunnels in 

the corm. Early-stage infestation lessens the plant vigour. Early symptoms include sick appearance and 

yellow lines on the top portion of leaves. While in advanced stage of infestation, plant displays tapering of 

the stem at crown region, leaf size reduction, poor bunch formation and choked throat appearance due to 

grub damage in corms. The weevil spreads through infested suckers to different places. 

 
Damage symptoms 

Management: 

a. Field sanitation by removing the dried leaves and plant debris, destroying by burning or by 

dumping of leaves in mulching pit and covering with soil.  

b. Use healthy, uninfected sucker or rhizomes for planting time. Wash the suckers and dip in a 

solution of Chlorpyriphos 20 EC @ 2.5 ml/l before planting.  

c. Soil application of carbofuron@ 20g/plant during 3rd, 5th & 7th month after planting.  

d. Regular monitoring of weevil by keeping banana traps viz. (i) longitudinal cut stem trap of 30 cm 

size @ 10-15 per acre. In case once weevil is attracted to the laid traps, place longitudinal split 

banana traps @ 100 ha with bio control agents like entomopathogenic fungus Beauveria bassiana or 

entomopathogenic nematode, Heterorhabditis indica @ 20 g/trap. These bio control agents have to 

be swabbed on the cut surface of the stem traps and keep the cut surface facing the ground.  

e. In case of post-planting infestation, spray the pseudostem and drench around the base of the tree 

with Chlopyriphos 20 EC @ 2.5 ml/l. After one week spray and drench with Malathion 50 EC @ 2 

ml/l.  

f. Keep pheromone (cosmolure) trap @ 5 traps / ha. The position of traps should be changed once in 

a month. 

Pseudo Stem Borer (Odoiporus longicollis Olivier) 

The banana pseudo stem weevil attacks the plant during flowering and bunch formation stage and cause 

severe yield loss by preventing the bunch development. The early symptoms are the jelly exudation on the 

banana stem which indicate the weevil and grub activity inside the stem. Due to feeding of stem by grubs 

the Pseudo stem becomes hallow and break at the apical region due to gush of wind. 
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Damage symptoms 

Management: 

a. Follow clean cultivation practices. In case of severe infestation uproot and burn the plants.  

b. Remove old and dead leaves.  

c. Monitor the banana weevil activity in a garden by keeping banana stem traps: 

i. Longitudinal split trap (30 cm). 

ii. Disc-on-stump trap at the rate of 10-15 traps /ha.  

d. Swab the cut surface of the longitudinal split traps with 20 g of the formulation either 

entomopathogenic fungus, Beauveria bassiana, Metarhizium anisopliae or entomopathogenic 

nematode, Heterorhabditis indica (1x108 spores/ mg) and keep the split traps near the banana plant 

facing cut surface to soil.  

e. Spray Chlorpyriphos 20 EC 2.5 ml/l + 1 ml wetting agent or Azadirachtin (5 ml/litre) for two or 

three times at three weekly intervals.  

f. If infestation is noticed after 7 months of planting, stem injection is the only way to control. Inject 

Monocrotophos (150 ml/350 ml water) solution @ 2ml/plant or Dichlorvos (0.25%) in the opposite 

direction one at two feet height and other one at 4 feet above ground level at 30-degree angle on 

either side of the plant.  

g. Injection needle should reach only to 2 or 3 leaf sheath depth without touching the central core 

into the bored hole.  

h. After the harvest of banana bunch, cut the tree at the base and treat it with 100 ml carbaryl (2 g/ 

litre).  

i. Avoid matocking (leaving the plant after bunch harvest for recycling of nutrients) in weevil 

endemic area.  

j. After harvesting, the pseudo stem has to be cut into 30 cm length bits and use it as a trap for 

weevil collection, instead of keeping it in heaps. 

Banana Aphid (Pentalonia nigronervosa) 

Aphids are persistent vectors of bunchy top disease in banana. The aphids congregate below the leaf base 

and their direct damage is fairly less. Severe infestation results in progressive leaf dwarfing and curling 

reduced bunch size and distorted fruits. 

 
Damage symptom 

Management: 

a. Rogue out the virus-affected plants before spraying.  

b. Spray Dimethoate 30 EC@ 2ml/l or Oxy-demeton methyl 25 EC @ 2ml/l at first sign of attack. 

Leaf Eating Caterpillars 

Hairy caterpillar, Pericallia ricini (Fabricius), Creatonotus gangis Linn, Diacrisia oblique (Walker), 

Euproctis fraterna Moore, Eupterote geminata Walker Caterpillars cause considerable injury to the leaves. 

Leaf rollers, bag worms, slug caterpillars and tobacco caterpillar (Spodoptera litura Fab.) are some of the 

minor lepidopterous pest feeding on banana leaves. 
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Damage symptom 

Management:  

a. Hand picking and mechanical destruction of caterpillars in early stage of attack.  

b. In case of severe infestation, spray Endosulfan 35 EC @ 2ml/l or Carbaryl 50 WP @ 4g/l during 

rainy season when incidence is noticed.  

c. Remove and destroy the rolled leaves with larvae and pupae of leaf rollers. 

Flea Beetles (Fruit / Leaf Scaring Beetle) 

Nodostoma sabcostatum, N. viridipennis, Colapis hypochlora. 

The beetles feed on tender unfolded leaves and fruits and remain hidden under unfolded leaves. The leaves 

of central whorl are worst affected. The beetles scratch epicarp of the tender fruits, blemish them and 

render unmarketable.  

1. Follow clean cultivation and sanitation in the orchards.  

2. Spray Endosulphan (0.05%) or carbaryl (0.1%) during April-September coinciding with emergence of new 

growth.  

3. Repeat spray at fortnightly interval if required.  

4. Stop spraying 15 days before bunch harvesting. 

Web References 
1. https://nrcb.icar.gov.in 

2. https://agritech.tnau.ac.in 
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Introduction 

The Government of India (GOI) has authorised a new Central Sector Scheme titled "Production Linked 

Incentive Scheme for Food Processing Industry (PLISFPI)" with a budget of Rs. 10,900 crores for execution 

from 2021-22 to 2026-27. The Ministry of Food Processing Industries is in charge of carrying out the scheme 

(MoFPI).  

The Scheme will be carried out through a Project Management Agency (PMA), which will be in charge of 

providing secretarial, management and implementation support, as well as carrying out additional 

obligations as allocated by MoFPI from time to time.  

The Cabinet Secretary will lead the Empowered Group of Secretaries (EGOS), which will monitor the 

scheme's implementation and conduct periodic reviews of the expenditure to ensure that it stays within 

the stipulated budget. The EGoS will also make revisions to the scheme's mechanisms to solve concerns 

that arise throughout its execution, all within the parameters of Cabinet approval and an overall financial 

outlay of Rs 10,900 crore.  

MoFPI will form a Committee, chaired by the Minister, FPI or as decided later, to take necessary decisions 

within the Ministry's mandate, such as approval of scheme guidelines and their amendments, including 

eligibility criteria, selection criteria, product composition in different segments, inter-component/ segment 

allocation of outlay, minimum required growth rate to become eligible for incentive, fix/ relax norms on 

number of companies. MoFPI shall not alter the approved rate of incentives for certain food product groups. 

MoFPI will also form Technical Committees as needed to provide guidance on problems such as product 

classification, the inclusion of products with varying amounts of millets, production techniques, innovative 

/ organic products, branding and marketing, and so forth. 

Objective 

The scheme's goal is to encourage the development of global food manufacturing champions, promote 

Indian food brands, create employment options for off-farm jobs, ensure remunerative farm produce prices, 

and increase farmers' income. 

Importance Information 

The scheme will run for six years, from financial year 2021-22 to financial year 2026-27. The incentive 

payable for a specific year will be due in the following year. The incentive payable in 2026-27 will be due 

in 2027-28.  

For the purposes of the scheme, an applicant shall be (i) Proprietary Firm, Partnership Firm, Limited 

Liability Partnership (LLP), or a Company registered in India. (ii) Co-operatives; and (iii) SME and 

submitting an application for scheme coverage approval. Applicant may include a company applying on its 

own behalf and its subsidiary/ies, provided that the applicant company owns more than 50% of its 

subsidiary/ies shares and that none of such subsidiary company/ies is included in any other applicant 

company under the scheme. In the case of co-operatives, marketing federations or apex level co-operatives 

can also apply on behalf of Member Unions or Member co-operatives. 

Different Categories of Applicants are mentioned below in which they can apply under this scheme. 

Categories Description 

Category-I Entities who apply for incentives based on Sales and Investment Criteria 

Category-II SMEs applicants manufacturing innovative/ organic products. 
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Category-III Applicants applying solely for incentives for undertaking Branding & Marketing 

activities abroad. 

An applicant may apply for one or more segments under Category-I. An entity, for example, can be an 

applicant for both the RTC/RTE segment and the F&V segment under Category-I. SME applicant can apply 

under Category II for a variety of innovative and organic food products such as free range eggs, poultry 

meat and egg products. Products applied for coverage by Category II applicant will be classified into 

different segments for incentive eligibility. 

A Category-I applicant may also be a Category-III applicant for reward on branding & marketing efforts 

abroad. If such an applicant is chosen in Category I, the application in Category III becomes null and void. 

If that applicant is not chosen in Category I, his or her application will be reviewed in Category III. 

Any company registered in India is eligible to apply for the plan on its own or on behalf of its subsidiary/ies. 

More than one Proprietary Firm, Partnership Firm, Limited Liability Partnership (LLP), or Company 

cannot use a shared application. Group companies may not apply as a group through a joint application, 

but they may apply as individual applicants. 

Eligibility Criteria 

1. Only applicants involved in the manufacture of food products in India will be eligible for assistance under 

the scheme. 

2. Applicants must mention the Segment and Product Groups within that segment in their application for 

scheme coverage. 

3. The applicant may also include products that it is not presently making but expects to manufacture 

throughout the project time. 

4. The complete chain of manufacturing processes for the food items of the relevant category applied for 

coverage under the scheme, including primary processing, must take place in India. 

5. Applicants may apply for one or more segments under Category-I. Such applicants, however, will be 

required to submit separate applications for each of the product segments, as well as achieve minimum 

sales and investment conditions for each of the segments applied. 

6. Any bank, financial institution, or non-banking financial company should not have declared the applicant 

bankrupt, wilful defaulter, or defaulter, or reported fraud. The applicant should not appear in the SEBI 

debarred List. 

7. Eligibility requirements in terms of total food product sales and minimum investment for various 

applicant categories. 

8. However, if there are more applicants than there will be final selections in a segment, the selection 

criterion will include committed investment that the selected business proposes to make by the end of 2022-

23. The committed investment must exceed the minimum investment. 

How to Apply for Application? 

1. Application will be invited through Expression of Interest (EOI). 

2. In 2021-22, an EOI will be launched for Category-I applicants for coverage under Sales-based Incentive 

and Branding/Marketing. The selection will be for the duration of the programme. 

3. EOIs will be issued for Category II SME applicants for Innovative/Organic products for Sales-based 

Incentive and Category III for Branding & Marketing over the first three years, namely 2021-22, 2022-23, 

and 2023-24. Such applicants will be covered for the remainder of the programme duration, i.e. from the 

date of selection through 31/3/2027. 

4. MoFPI will consider expanding the scope of the EOI based on the responses of different categories of 

applicants and the availability of funding. 

5. The EOI will provide the application window. No application will be accepted once the application 

window has closed. 

6. The applicant must submit the application using the specified application form. 

7. An applicant must specify the manufacturing sites of his or her own and contract manufacturers that 

will be used to source eligible produced products for sale. 

8. An applicant must provide an agreement in accordance with the format consenting to an audit of their 

production sites/offices for verification of the information/data submitted with the application. 
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9. After receiving an application in the required format, the Project Management Agency (PMA) shall 

conduct an examination in accordance with the checklist. 

10. If an application is determined to be incomplete during the above-mentioned examination, PMA must 

notify the applicant within 15 working days of receipt of the application. An applicant must complete an 

incomplete application within 10 working days after receiving such communication from PMA, or the 

application will be rejected without notice to the applicant. 

11. Each application would be subject to a non-refundable application fee. 

How to Select Application? 

1. All eligible applicants will be graded based on their performance in the evaluation criteria. The applicant 

who receives the highest points for a segment applied for is ranked first, followed by the applicant who 

receives the second-best marks and so on. 

2. For each qualified product area, two or more waitlisted applicants will be retained alongside selected 

applicants. 

3. The number of selected applicants will be limited by the segment's budget availability and allocation. 

4. No company selected for a segment would get more than 25% of the overall budget for that segment as 

an incentive, and no company would receive less than 5% of the section outlay. The requirement of a 

minimum incentive of 5% of outlay may be waived in the case of the Fruits and Vegetables category. 

5. Inter-segment funding would be granted under the condition that allocations for the Fruits and 

Vegetables Segment and Branding & Marketing abroad would not be lowered but may be raised. 

Online Portal 
1. All applications will be submitted using the Project Management Agency's online portal (PMA). 

2. Upon successful submission of an application, PMA will provide the applicant with a unique Application 

ID for any future scheme references. 

3. Applications can be submitted using the web portal, whose URL is https://plimofpi.ifciltd.com.   

4. PMA should commission a web-based MIS for online monitoring of project implementation progress, 

allowing it to take interim remedial steps as needed. 

Guidelines and further information about the scheme are accessible on the MoFPI website at 

www.mofpi.gov.in and the PLISFPI portal. 

References 
1. Anonymous. 2022a. central sector scheme, Ministry of Food Processing Industries available at www.mofpi.gov.in Accessed on 

12 November, 2022. 

2. Anonymous. 2022b. Production Linked Incentive Scheme for Food Processing Industry available at https://plimofpi.ifciltd.com, 

Accessed on 15 November, 2022. 
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Introduction 

Rice-wheat cropping system is major cropping system of India (IGPs) practiced on an estimated area of 

around 11.5 m ha. It is most dominant cropping system in majority of Indian states, such as Uttar Pradesh, 

Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and contributes to 70-80% of the national food grain production.  

The surplus crop residues are usually burnt on farm. Farmers in the state of Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and 

Haryana find themselves more hard-pressed to vacate fields for the timely sowing of wheat crop during the 

months of November.  

Among the different residues management options like burning, residue removal, complete/partial 

retention on the soil surface, in-situ incorporation in the soil, farmers have realized that burning is the 

most rapid and cheaper method to clear the field within a very short time period because residues interfere 

with tillage and seeding operations in wheat crop.  In the crop residues management, management of rice 

straw is more difficult than wheat straw because there is very shorter time span (10-15 days) between 

harvesting of rice and sowing of wheat crop. Moreover, high input cost for incorporation, non-availability 

of efficient residue management machinery with the farmers, lack of knowledge to burn the crop residues 

for early clearance of field and also the existence of very low temperature in the months of November and 

December for the decomposition of rice residues. Straw incorporation in the soil is another strategy to 

manage rice and wheat straw, but this practice is not adopted by farmers because there is very slow 

decomposition rate of the straw due to higher C: N ratio (80-100:1). Residue burning not only causes 

atmospheric pollution but also adversely affects the human health. Besides, it also increases evaporation 

rate by increasing the temperature and reduces macronutrients (N, P, K, Ca, Mg and S) as well as 

micronutrients (Fe, Mn, B, Zn,  etc.) status in the soil. 
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Burning of one ton of paddy straw produces about 1460 kg CO2, 3 kg particulate matter, 60 kg CO, 199 kg 

ash and 2 kg SO2 (Gupta et al., 2005). Direct burning of paddy straw in the field significantly increases the 

soil temperature, especially in the top soil layer, besides decreasing readily assimilated carbon sources for 

microbes, soil ammonium levels and available soil phosphorus. Burning also decreases microbial biomass, 

CO2–C respiration, microbial quotient and organic matter decomposition rate (Kirkby and Fattore, 2006).  

The Conservation agriculture-based management practices have several advantages viz., less costs, 

reduced environmental pollution, conjunctive use of organics (avoids residue burning), improved soil health 

and facilitates timely planting of crops to address issues of terminal heat stress (Jat et al., 2011). Although, 

the researchers found that production would be increase by chopping of straw stubbles on or near the soil 

surface.  Hence, the focus of the present investigation is very important to adopt new technologies which 

give proper utility of crop residues by incorporating or chopping it into soil and popularizing this type of 

innovation because rice and wheat residues has immense economic potential for the farmers. 

Major Challenges for Crop Residues Management 

1. Huge volume of crop residues is generated per year. 

2. Scattering, collection and storage of crop residues is time consuming process.   

3. Time window between harvesting of rice crop and sowing of wheat crop is very short. 

4. Awareness, dissemination of technology, capacity building of technical manpower and those of farmers.  

5. Cost-effective mechanization, availability of appropriate machinery.  

6. Less utilization of crop residues.  

7. Lack of proper technology for recycling of crop residues. 

8. Use of combined harvesters (80% residues left on the surface). 

9. Continuous reduction in the livestock population (animals). 

10. Unavailability of alternative options for residues utilization. 

11. Presence of higher silica content (13-14 %), particularly in rice straw is harmful for livestock. 

Approaches for Crop Residues Management 

In the North West India, rice-wheat cropping system generates huge quantities of crop residues. With the 

introduction of combined harvester, 75-80% area under of rice-wheat system is harvested by the combined 

harvester and leaving a huge quantity of residues retain on the field. The rice-wheat crop residues are 

mainly used as the cattle feed. Management of rice straw is a serious problem than wheat, because very 

short time window is available between harvesting of rice and sowing of wheat crop and due to the lack of 

proper technology for recycling and the higher silica content (13-14 %) than other crops. Among the 

management approaches available to farmers for the profitable management of crop residues are baling 

and removing the straw, residue burning, surface retention and mulching, incorporation, livestock feed, 

and biochar production. At present, farmers are using different straw management practices as per the 

situation such as,                                                                                                                                            

1. Residue burning (Prohibited) 

2. Balling and removing the straw 

3. Surface retention and mulching 

4. Residue incorporation. 

Crop Residue Burning 

In general form the farmer’s point of view, crop residue burning may be seen as the most suitable method 

of disposing of rice-wheat straw. It is not only a cost-effective method but also remove a large volumes of 

biomass and acts as an effective tool for weeds, pests and diseases controls but there are same problems 

also notes due to burning of crop residues. 

1. Burning of crop residues decline the soil organic matter because crop residues are the main sources of 

organic matter.    

2. Soil structure degradation.  

3. Burning of crop residue increase the loss of fertile soil surface by and water erosion.  

4. Reduced water infiltration rates.   

5. Surface sealing and crusting.  

6. Soil compaction.  
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7. Lose of macro and micronutrients. 

Balling and Removing the Straw 

After harvesting of crop straw remains on the surface, farmers can be collected the crop residues and make 

the bundles with help of baler and remove from the field. The straw is compressed to make bales, that can 

be made in square, rectangular or round shapes. The baling of the crop residues also helps in its transport, 

storage and marketing and these bundles are used for,  

1. Bales of crop residues used for fuel generation  

2. It is also used for feeding and bedding of livestock   

3. Mulching for orchards and other crops 

4. Bundles of crop residues used for boichar and composting. 

Surface Retention and Mulching 

After the harvesting of rice and wheat crop by the combined harvester leaving a huge quantity of rice and 

wheat straw in the field. The surface mulched residue is a practice that leaves straw residues from a 

previous crop on the soil surface without any form of incorporation. Surface retention of residues helps in 

protecting the fertile surface soil against wind and water erosion. Farmers usually follow this method 

where no tillage (Zero tillage) or conservation tillage practices are prevalent. Surface retention of some or 

all of the residues may be the best option in many situations. Residues decompose slowly on the surface, 

increasing the organic carbon and total N in the top 0-15 cm of soil, while protecting the surface soil from 

erosion. Retention of residues on the surface increased yield as compared to residues burned fields.  

There are same beneficial effects of crop residues retention on soil surface given blows.   

1. On physical quality of soil: 

a. Aggregation: Addition of organic matter to the soil favors formation of aggregates. Structural 

stability can be increases due to addition of straw. Better aggregate size distribution may also occur 

due to reduction in soil disturbances. 

b. Porosity: Addition of crop residues into the soil raised the organic matter content into the soil 

and increased the number of macrospores in the soil and finally increases the porosity of soil. 

c. Hydraulic Conductivity: Crop residues can increase the hydraulic conductivity in soil by 

improving soil structure, microspores and aggregate stability. 

d. Water holding capacity of soil: Residue incorporation raises organic matter content of the soil, 

leading to improvement in water holding capacity of the soil, besides crop residues also protect the 

soil surface from erosion and reduce the velocity of runoff water and provide more time for 

infiltration. 

e. Bulk Density: Incorporation of straw with FYM reduces the bulk density of soil and increases 

the porosity of the soil. 

f. Soil temperature: Mulching with plant residues raised the minimum soil temperature in winter 

due to reduction in upward heat flux from soil and decrease soil temperature during summer due to 

shading effect. 

g. Soil moisture: Presence of crop residues reduces evaporation rate due to increase in number of 

residues on the soil surface and helps in retaining moisture in the soil. 

2. On chemical quality of soil: 

a. Soil reaction: The crop residues play an important role in amelioration of soil acidity through 

the release of hydroxyls especially during the decomposition of residues with higher C: N ratio and 

soil alkalinity through application of residues from lower C:N ratio and also increases CEC of soil 

after crop residue decomposition.   

b. Soil organic matter: Continuous addition of crop residue increases organic matter status of soil 

and crop residues favors carbon sequestration in soils. 

c. Soil macronutrients and micronutrients: Soil OM acts as reservoir for essential plant 

nutrients, prevents leaching of elements required for growth and also increases CEC after 

decomposition of crop residues.   
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d. Influence on soil pH by accumulation of CO2 and organic acids: When crop residues are 

incorporated into the soil after decomposition they release the CO2, which reacts with H2O and make 

carbonic acid and it decreases the soil pH.    

3. On biological quality of soil: 

a. Carbon and nutrients in microbial biomass: Increased microbial biomass can enhance 

nutrient availability in soil as well as act as sink and source of plant nutrients. 

b. Microbial activity: Crop residues provide energy for growth and activities of microbes and 

substrates for microbial biomass. Crop residues also enhances the activities of enzymes such as 

urease, dehydrogenase and alkaline phosphatase which are responsible for various metabolic 

processes. 

Residue Incorporation 

Crop residue incorporation is good option to in-incorporation of crop residue it means mixing of crop residue 

back into the soil. Some farmers, however, do not practice incorporation due to slow decomposition rate, 

may not complete on 3 weeks.  

1. To speed up the decomposition rate of rice straw-chopping, spraying fungal inoculums or adding N 

fertilizer.   

2. Recycles nutrients 

3. Temporary immobilization of N and the high C: N ratio 

4. Corrected by applying extra fertilizer N at incorporation  

5. The incorporation of rice straw builds up soil organic matter, soil N, and increases the total and available 

P and K contents of the soil 

6. This incorporation of crop residues in soils leads to temporary immobilization of nitrogen 

7. Then N immobilization occurs due to the wider C: N ratio of crop residues  

8. Rice straw can be managed in-situ by allowing sufficient time (10-20 days) between its incorporation and 

sowing of the wheat crop to avoid N deficiency. 

Other Options 

1. Crop residue as compost: For preparing compost, crop residues are used as animal bedding and then 

collected in dung pits. In the animal shed each kilogram of rice straw absorbs about 1-2 kg of urine, which 

increases it with N and K. The residues of rice crop from one-hectare land, on composting give about 3 tons 

of manure as rich in nutrients as farmyard manure (FYM). The rice straw compost can be fortified with P 

using indigenous source of low-grade rock phosphate to make it value added compost with 1.5 % N, 2.3 % 

P2O5 and 2.5 % K2O. 

2. Crop residue as surface mulch: Residue retention on soil surface find to be a good option for protecting 

fertile soil surface soil against wind and water erosion and also avoiding water losses by evaporation. It 

also raised the minimum soil temperature in winter months due to reduction in upward heat flux form soil 

and reduced soil temperature during summer due to sheding effect and reduce the weed seeds germination. 

Now this time the happy seeder is the wider adoption of conservation agriculture. The Happy seeder works 

well for direct drilling in standing as well as loose residues provided the residues are spread uniformly. 

Residues decompose slowly on the surface, increasing organic carbon and N in the top soil. The rice straw 

mulch increased wheat grain yield, reduced crop water uses by 3-11% and improved WUE by 25% compared 

with no mulch. Mulch produced higher root length densities compared to no-mulch in lower layers (>0.15 

m), probably due to greater retention of soil moisture in deeper layers as reported by Chakraborty et al. 

(2008). 

Advantage of Crop Residues Management 

Crop residues are a source of plant nutrients which supply the nutrient after their decomposition by soil 

microbes and sustain the soil fertility. Same advantage with crop residues management are.   

1. Advantages of surface-residue management are increased OM near the soil surface and enhanced 

nutrient cycling and retention.  

2. Greater microbial biomass and activity near the soil surface acts as a reservoir for nutrients needed in 

crop production and increases structural stability for increased infiltration. 
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3. Improved soil carbon sequestration through enhanced crop residue management is a cost-effective option 

for minimizing agriculture's impact on the environment. 

4. In the surface retention of crop residue help in protecting the fertile surface of soil against wind and 

water erosion. 

5. Crop residues could be effectively utilized as a component of INM. Integrated nutrient management is 

an efficient option to restore soil heath and sustain the productivity of intensive cropping system.  

6. Crop residues are not only improving the soil fertility, but also stop the environmental pollution which 

is caused by burning of crop residues.  

7. The use of crop residues has been reported to improve the chemical, physical and biological properties of 

soil. 

8. The benefits of using crop residues as mulch in no-till systems includes efficient soil moisture, 

conservation, suppression of weed species, enhancement in soil quality and reduced emission of greenhouse 

gases. 

9. The surface mulch of crop residues moderates the soil temperature, particularly during winter or 

summer months. 

Conclusion 

Residue can be used as animal fodder, mulch, mushroom cultivation, fuel and biochar, livestock bedding 

and composting. The decomposition of incorporated residues produces humus in soil, which bind soil 

particles and improves soil structure which improve the soil health and this improve soil health will result 

in more increase in grain yield, more increase the productivity of soil and less pollution of the environment, 

there for it is suggested not to burn rice-wheat crop residues better to make their best used and particularly 

we should be recycled back to the soil so that, we improve the soil health, environmental health and also 

increase income of farmers. 
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Abstract 

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a new technique for monitoring agriculture that offers considerable 

benefits such as easy construction, high mobility, and high spatial-temporal resolution with simultaneously 

acquired image and spatial data. Since carbon sequestration may be able to lessen climate change impact, 

carbon storage (C-storage) in soils, researchers are more focused over rapid, precise and cost-effective 

estimation of SOC monitoring and mapping through several remote sensing techniques. Here, we provide 

a brief exploration of UAV in estimation of terrestrial soil carbon along with future demands and 

superiority over other remote sensing approaches. 

Introduction 

Terrestrial carbon stock is an essential part of the global carbon cycle, plays a significant impact on the 

health of terrestrial ecosystems along with carbon sequestration and global warming. As traditional 

approaches for quantifying and evaluating soil components, monitoring, and mapping soil organic carbon 

(SOC) stock is time consuming and expensive, which forces researchers rapid, cost-effective and non-

destructive way of estimating SOC through spectral signatures using remote sensing (RS) techniques. RS 

from manned aircraft and satellite platforms for agricultural management has been the subject of research 

for over 60 years, although, using Unmanned aircraft vehicle (UAV), also called remotely piloted aircraft, 

unmanned aerial vehicles, or drones for soil ecosystem monitoring and SOC prediction is still very limited. 

Current study will focus on recent investigations of UAS based RS in SOC prediction and mapping along 

with future scope in precision agriculture. 

Types of UAV Used in Agriculture 

There are numerous varieties of UAV systems with varying dimensions, masses, powers, and endurance 

times. UAVs that typically weigh less than 116 kg, or those that fit into the small or light category and 

operate at low altitudes (100–1000 m) or ultra-low altitudes, are utilised in agricultural remote sensing. 

Fixed wing, multirotor, and unmanned helicopter kinds of remote sensing are the most common. The 

advantages of fixed wing type UAVs over multirotor and unmanned helicopter with little load and high 

maintenance cost are long endurance, larger load, and fast flight speed. Payload is another crucial factor 

that guarantees a variety of sensors may be put on UAV platforms. In agricultural applications, where 

digital cameras and multispectral sensors are most frequently employed due to their low cost and variety 

of available options, it is preferable to have a small, light payload to increase precision and performance. 

UAS Remote Sensing in SOC Estimation 

The UAV enables the capture of precise spatial resolution imagery, that have used a variety of portable 

sensors, including multispectral and hyperspectral sensors as well as digital RGB cameras, to gather a 

wealth of data on the surfaces of the Earth. Aldana-Jague et al. (2016) used one of the fundamental 

investigations with UAV multi-spectral imaginary (480-1000 nm) with high spatial resolution (12 cm) to 

forecast SOC at Rothamsted (UK). After model calibration, very high accuracy (R2=0.98) and satisfactory 

cross validation (R2=0.95) were discovered, demonstrating the viability of SOC monitoring for smaller 

experimental regions. Selection of machine learning (ML) algorithm is another important factor for 

accurate prediction of SOC through UAV based RS techniques. To find out the best performing ML 

algorithm, Guo et al. (2020) conducted research in Hubei Province, China using a Mica Sense Red Edge TM 
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3 multi-spectral camera mounted on a UAV with three machine learning (ML) techniques, where artificial 

neural networking (ANN) based model found to be superior ov) er others. Biney et al., (2021) had shown 

better accuracy of UAV by using random forest (RF over spaceborne and proximal sensing data, although 

support vector machine regression (SVMR)achieved a better overall result for the entire study (log(1/R), 

RPD = 1.40; R2CV = 0.48; RPIQ = 1.65; RMSEPCV = 0.24). Topographic and climatic covariates are 

important factor for predicting surface SOC in heterogeneous soil landscape. Wehrhan and Sommer (2021) 

used the Topographic Position Index (TPI) as a covariate to predict surface SOC along with reflectance with 

high correlations and low prediction errors (R2= 0.88, RMSE = 0.07 %). However, it is challenging to develop 

a high-precision model due to the complexity of the SOM structure and composition, soil type, soil moisture, 

straw mulching, terrain, and other factors. These findings are summarised from limited research on UAV 

conducted globally, which has shown to be more accurate than satellite and airborne sensors. 

Future Scope of UAV in SOC Prediction 

Three significant benefits through C monitoring from flying at low altitudes above the land. The acquisition 

of pictures with extremely short ground sample distances is the first. The second is having upward-facing 

sensors for instantaneous reflectance calibration. The final step involves creating SfM point clouds, which 

offer high-resolution representations of canopy height. Although several external factors such as soil 

moisture, structure, roughness, vegetation cover, changes in atmospheric conditions may show the 

overestimation and inaccurate predictions of SOC content. SOC as an effective indicator for designing, 

monitoring and operating purposes ultimately generating a financial window for commercial sectors to 

invest in carbon farming. Aldana-Jague et al. (2016) showed the cost effectiveness of UAV based reflectance 

spectroscopy with considerable prediction accuracy (R2 = 0.98) for a 4-ha experimental field, opened the 

window for UAV as an economically feasible and sustainable tool for C monitoring. As flight endurance is 

the major limitation, future advances in fuel cell technology (hydrogen fuel, graphene battery), power 

management chip technology, and hollow wireless charging will be crucial for continuing to extend UAV 

applications. 

Conclusion 

UAS are anticipated to create the best remote sensing platforms for precision agriculture because they offer 

short ground sample distances, on-demand coverage, and quick information turnaround. When SOC 

spectral signature complexity makes it difficult to identify them using satellite or airborne platforms, UAVs 

assume control since they can monitor at lower altitudes and with higher precision. The research and 

development of UAV that have self-charging, autonomous take-off and landing, automatic obstacle 

avoidance, intelligent tracking, will further improve the application level of low-altitude remote sensing in 

SOC monitoring.  
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Introduction 

Low tunnels are temporary structures that are approximately four feet tall and three to six feet wide. Hoops 

constructed of wire or pipe can be used to support row cover spun bond fabric or polyethylene plastic to 

create a mini greenhouse over the crops. Low tunnels are miniature structures producing greenhouse like 

effect. In these tunnels, plastic sheets are used for roof covering of the tunnel with shaped construction 

having low height, which is built with steel bars. These tunnels facilitate the entrapment of carbon dioxide, 

thereby enhancing the photosynthetic activity of the plants and hence the yield. These structures also 

protect the plants from the high winds, rain, frost and snow. Besides being inexpensive, they are easy to 

construct and dismantle. Low tunnels are being used for producing high quality, high valued nurseries and 

crops such as tomatoes, cucumber, radish, beans and capsicum. In this technology, the farmers can capture 

the market in the early season and may get good return of the produce. 

Suitable Vegetable Crops for Low Tunnels 

Cucumber, water melon, bitter gourd, bottle gourd, muskmelon, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Chili, Lettuce, Snap 

bean, Tomato, Summer squash and Capsicum. 

Types of Tunnel Farming 

Tunnel farming is a high horticultural technique in which the crop is grown in long row under row covers. 

It is having protected environment factors like, snow, wind, frost, rain, pest and disease.  

1. Low tunnel farming: Low tunnel farming is a tunnel house is an unheated, partially covered structure 

with a nearly flat roof, typically no more than three feet high that extends the growing season for many 

crops by protecting them from cold and frost. 

2. High tunnel or ridge house farming: A high tunnel or ridge house, hothouse, or sun tunnel is a 

horticultural greenhouse structure with a sloped roof and tall, vertical walls that allow sunlight to 

penetrate deep into the interior of the building. It is low estimates that there were over of high tunnels in 

the United States, with 10% using some type of mechanism. 

3. Ridge frame or walk in tunnels: A walk in tunnel or grower house is a low, unheated, partially covered 

structure that utilizes a ridge frame for support. These tunnels are typically at least ten feet wide and 

twenty-five feet to hundred feet long with sloped roofs supported by center posts. Walk in tunnel have three 

to six inches of soil covering the floor, which reduced heat loss from the soil in early spring when right time 

temperatures still pose a threat. 

Climate Suitable for Low Tunnels 

The microclimate in the tunnel construction environment is called the tunnel climate. The main parameters 

of tunnel climate are temperature, humidity and wind speed in tunnel, which are the three elements of the 
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tunnel climate. Different climatic conditions of tunnel are formed by different combinations of the elements. 

Health, safety, labor efficiency and comfort of workers in tunnel are affected by tunnel climate directly. 

 

Conclusion 

Growing vegetable by low tunnel technology or row cover technology has many advantages with regards to 

increase in yield, early harvesting of vegetables, conserving soil warmth, protecting plant from wind and 

frost and ultimately increasing the net profit for the farmers. The use of low tunnel technology for vegetable 

production and will help to identify vegetables for adoption of low tunnel technology by farmers. 
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Introduction 

Packaging is considered as the science, art, and technology of protecting the products during 

transportation, distribution, storage, sale, and use. The packaging ensures safe and efficient delivery 

of the commodity to the consumer in good condition. Good packaging attracts the customer to buy the 

product. It also plays a vital role in reducing the security risks during shipment. Packaged products are 

easy in displaying, handling, storing, distributing, opening, reclosing, and reusing. Packaging performs 

four important functions, such as containment, protection, convenience, and communication. A 

wide variety of materials, such as cane baskets, wooden boxes, clay vessels, metal cans, China pots, paper 

bags, and plastics containers are still used for packaging the products in many areas of the world. The 

packaging material should not cause any environmental pollution.  Packaging involves decisions about 

labels, inserts, instructions for product use, graphic design, as well as decisions about the sizes 

and types of physical containers for individual product items with the outer package. 

Conventional Packaging Methods 

The most common form of packaging involves the use of the fireboard cartoon which includes tissue paper 

wraps, trays, cups or pads required to reduce damage from abrasion. In case of delicate fruits and 

vegetables, small packs with relatively few layers of commodity is used to reduce compression damage. 

Moulded trays can be used which physically separate the individual piece of produce. Individual product 

can also be wrapped separately in tissue or waxed paper. 

Advanced Packaging Systems 

Advanced packaging systems generally avoid traditional packaging methods. It generally involves sensor-

based packaging, biodegradable films, etc. It is expected to grow at an 8% CAGR during the forecast period. 

The global wafer-level packaging market size is expected to reach more than $8 billion more by 2022, 

registering a CAGR of 21.5%. Following methods are adopted in advance packaging system; 

1. Modified atmospheric packaging: Modified atmospheres (MA), i.e., elevated concentrations of carbon 

dioxide and reduced levels of oxygen and ethylene, can be useful supplements to provide optimum 

temperature and relative humidity in maintaining the quality of fresh fruits and vegetables after harvest.  

MA benefits include reduced respiration, ethylene production, and sensitivity to ethylene; retarded 

softening and compositional changes; alleviation of certain physiological disorders; and reduced decay. 

Subjecting fresh produce to too low an oxygen concentration and/or to too high a carbon dioxide level can 

result in MA stress, which is manifested by accelerated deterioration. Packaging fresh produce in polymeric 

films can result in a commodity‐generated MA. 

Atmosphere modification within such packages depends on film permeability, commodity respiration rate 

and gas diffusion characteristics, and initial free volume and atmospheric composition within the package. 

Temperature, relative humidity, and air movement around the package can influence the permeability of 

the film. Temperature also affects the metabolic activity of the commodity and consequently the rate of 

attaining the desired MA. All these factors must be considered in developing a mathematical model for 

selecting the most suitable film for each commodity. 

Hence, Modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) is defined as the enclosure of a packaged food with an 

optimal gas composition that is specifically designed to extend its shelf life and is different from 

atmospheric gas composition Kader et al., 1989). 
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SOURCE: Kirtil, E., and Oztop, M. H. (2016). Controlled and modified atmosphere 

packaging. Reference Module in Food Science. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1-2. 

2. Controlled atmospheric packaging: In controlled atmosphere storage (CAS), a fixed predetermined 

concentration of gases is maintained by constant addition or removal of gases during storage of unpackaged 

foods. In modified atmosphere (MA), unlike controlled atmosphere systems, no further control is exerted 

over the food after modification of the initial gas composition. 

3. Active packaging: Active Packaging is becoming increasingly significant because unlike traditional 

packaging, which must be totally inert, active packaging is designed to interact with the contents and/or 

the surrounding environment. Active packaging refers to the incorporation of additives into packaging 

systems with the aim of maintaining or extending meat product quality and shelf-life. Active packaging 

systems discussed include oxygen scavengers, ethylene scavengers, flavour and odour absorber/releaser, 

antimicrobial and antioxidant packaging technologies. Intelligent packaging systems include time-

temperature indicators, gas detectors and freshness and/or ripening indicators. Recognition of the benefits 

of active and intelligent packaging technologies by the food industry and increased consumer acceptance is 

necessary for commercial realization of these packaging technologies. Advances in nanotechnology will also 

enable the development of better and new active and intelligent packaging. Active packaging employs a 

packaging material that interacts with the internal gas environment to extend the shelf life of a food. Such 

new technologies continuously modify the gas environment (or may interact with the surface the surface of 

the fruit) by removing gases from or adding gases to the headspace inside a package (Prasad, et al., 2014).  

4. Anti-microbial packaging: The use of edible coatings as carrier of anti-microbial compounds is another 

potential alternative to enhance the safety of fresh cut produce. Anti-microbial edible coatings may provide 

increased inhibitory effects against spoilage and pathogenic bacteria by maintaining effective concentration 

of the active compounds on the food surface. Anti-microbials that can potentially be incorporated into edible 

coatings are: organic acids (acetic acid, benzoic acid, propanoic, sorbic) fatty acid esters, polypeptides, plant 

essential oils (Han, 2005).  

5. Biodegradable packaging: Petroleum based films are conventionally used for fresh fruits and 

vegetables but they are not biodegradable. Moreover, biopolymers for film preparation are derived from 

biomass (starch, cellulose, et.) microbes (poly hydroxy alkanoates) and bio-derived monomers (polylactic 

acid). But such films possess poor mechanical and barrier properties as compared to their commercial 

counterparts. Incorporation of various additives has been proposed to improve the film characteristics 

(Ivonkovic, et al., 2017). 

6. Intelligent packaging: Intelligent packaging refers to a package that can sense environmental 

changes, and in turn inform the changes to the users. Intelligent packaging have two categories: simple 

intelligent packaging, and interactive or responsive intelligent packaging. In interactive packaging sensors 

are present that notify consumers that the product is impaired, and they may begin to undo the harmful 

changes that have occurred in the food product. Such packaging systems contain devices that are capable 

of sensing and providing information about the functions and properties of the packaged foods, and/or 
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contain an external or internal indicator for the active product history and quality determination. These 

types of devices can be divided into three groups. The first type is the external indicators that are attached 

outside the package, and include time temperature indicators and physical shock indicators. The second 

type is the internal indicators, which are placed inside the package. They are either placed in the headspace 

of the package or attached to the lid—for example, oxygen leak indicators, carbon dioxide, microbial, and 

pathogen indicators. The third type of devices is the indicators that increase the efficiency of information 

flow and effective communication between the product and the consumer. These products include special 

bar codes that store food product information, such as use and consumption date. Or we can say that this 

type of packaging material contains communication functions for recording the internal and external 

environment changes and then inform the users about the packaged food product’s status. This indicator 

is suitable for climacteric fruit than non-climacteric fruit because after harvest they still continue to ripen 

which easily detected by indicators (Han, et al., 2005).  

7. Edible coating and film: The application of edible coatings appears to be one of the most innovative 

approaches to extend the commercial shelf life of fruits and vegetables among other mechanisms. The main 

polysaccharides that can be included in edible coating formulations are starch and starch derivatives, 

cellulose derivatives, chitosan, pectin, alginate and other gums. A commercial edible coating formulation 

based on carboxymethylcellulose and sucrose fatty acid esters has been applied to pear (Paidari, et al., 

2021). 

8. Ethylene scavenging packaging: Ethylene biosynthesis from fresh produce could accelerate the 

ripening and reduce the postharvest life under conducive conditions. Ethylene scavenging systems, act as 

an active packaging which serves to prolong the shelf life of fresh produce and prevent deterioration caused 

by ethylene. Ethylene scavenging mechanisms involves: Chemical oxidizing, ethylene receptor blocking, 

ethylene adsorption and ethylene photocatalytic oxidizing. Ethylene scavengers: ethylene inhibitor – 1-

MCP (methyl cyclo propane). Silver nitrate, silver thio sulphate, ethylene absorber – KMnO4 

9. Oxygen scavenging packaging: Oxygen scavengers are a type of active packaging technique which 

absorb the dissolved oxygen or oxygen in the headspace leading to extended shelf life and retainment of the 

original food quality. Presence of oxygen in food packages lead to rapid spoilage of food due to rapid 

oxidation of fats or vitamins present in food, or by promoting the growth of microorganisms like aerobic 

bacteria, yeasts and molds. Vacuum packaging is an approach to create an oxygen free environment in food 

packages. Oxygen scavengers: oxygen absorber – Iron oxide (FeO) 

10. Humidity and condensation control: Moisture content affects food texture, nutrient, and flavor 

profiles and impacts the quality and safety of food. The reaction rates of lipid oxidation, microbial growth, 

and browning are altered when food moisture content changes. Selecting packaging materials with 

sufficient puncture, tear, burst, and tensile strength can help prevent moisture loss and gain during 

distribution and handling. The water vapor permeability (WVP) of a package describes the rate at which 

water vapor passes through a package when it is exposed to a given water activity or relative humidity 

(RH) gradient. Water vapor permeation is a function of the solubility and diffusion of water vapor in a 

package material. 
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Introduction 

Garlic belongs to the onion family. Alliaceae. It is one of the important bulb crops among all bulbous crops 

grown. Used for culinary and medicinal attributes, spice or a condiment. Rich source of Protein, 

phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and carbohydrates. Grows well under a wide range of climatic conditions. 

Requires cool and moist climate during vegetative growth and Bulb development stages. The name garlic 

is derived from old English word ‘gar’ means presumably referring to the clove. Origin Central Asia. Spread 

to Mediterranean region. Now grown throughout the world. Herbaceous annual species, producing narrow 

and flat leaves. One of the most important commercial spice crops. 

Garlic Uses 

As Spice or Condiments. Gives Flavour, Aroma and Taste. 

Food Products: Chutneys, Pickles, Dips, Curry Powder, Sauces, Ketchups, Garlic Powder, Garlic Salt, 

Garlic Vinegar, Garlic Bread, etc. 

Medicinal Herbal products: Medicines for Stomach disease, Sore eyes, Ear ache, VAT, PIT cough. 

Dehydrated Products: Flakes, powder, pickles paste, canned and bottled. 

Health Benefits of Garlic 

Boosts Immune System, Treats Athlete's Food, Stops Toothaches, Curbs Cold + Flu Effects, Lowers 

Cholesterol, Treat Insect Bites, Promote Heart Health, Clears Nasal Congestion, Heal Cold Sores, Kills 

Parasites, Lowers Blood Pressure, Repel Mosquitoes and Prevent Blood Clots. 

Garlic Harvesting 

1. Begins when the leaf tops begin to dry, discolour and bend towards the ground. 

2. Reduced thickness of the sheath leaves surrounding the bulb. 

3. Generally, garlic matures in 130-180 days depending upon 

4. Early harvest results in bulbs which are immature and tend to shrivel when cured. 

5. Garlic bulbs along with top may be cured/dried in the field for two to three days after harvesting to 

increase storage life by minimizing microbial and fungal infection and water loss during storage. 

Post-Harvest Handling 

Curing is often accomplished in several ways. One is curing the bulbs indoors using forced air to dry them 

of or by either placing them in slotted bins, on wired racks or on open trays in a well-ventilated building. 

Curing: Plants tied in bundles of 10 to 15 allowed to dry in a well- ventilated room for 3 or 4 weeks. Bulb 

skin turns papery. Cut tops one-half to one inch above main bulb, and trim roots when they are dry. 

Bulb Grading: Sizes: <2 inches, 2 to 2.5 inches, 2.5 to 3 inches, and >3 inches. Premium bulbs are those 

2.5 inches and larger. 

Objective of Storage Technology 

1. Maintain bulb in unchanged sound condition 

2. Maintain longer shelf life 

3. Transport with minimum losses 

4. Marketing & Handling with minimum losses 

5. Remove heat and water vapour 

6. Check market glut 

7. Off – season availability 
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8. Entrepreneurship Development 

9. Export. 

Storage Tips 

Store as cool and dry as possible. Relative humidity must be below 70% to prevent mold and/or root 

sprouting.The lower the temperature, the longer the storage life. Storage at high temperatures (e.g., room 

temperature) is satisfactory, but for shorter periods. 

Processed Products are Commercial Forms of Dehydrated Garlic, Garlic Powder, Odourless Garlic 

Powder, Garlic Salt, Oil of Garlic and Garlic Oleoresin 

Dehydrated Garlic Powder: It is homogenous product, 95 % of which passes through a sieve of an 

apertures size of 250 um. Drying moisture content less than 10%. 

Dehydrator: Spread out the sliced garlic in a single layer on the dehydrator screens. Dehydrate at 125˚F 

(52˚C) until the garlic is crispy and snaps when you break it, up to 12 hours. Rotate screens several times 

to dry evenly. 

Dehydrated Garlic Flakes or Pieces: It is a product prepared by cutting garlic cloves into slices and 

removing broken pieces smaller than 4 mm by sieving. These are products passing through a sieve 

apertures size from 1.25 mm to 4 mm. The particles have an irregular shape and size. It is dried till 6.5% 

remain in flakes 

Garlic Paste: Garlic pastes with the same flavour as fresh garlic. The cleaned bulbs are broken into cloves, 

peeled and boiled carefully to obtain a homogeneous paste. To ensure a pleasing appearance and good shelf-

life an addition of 0.1 % SO2, 15 % NaCl and 0.05 % ascorbic acid is recommended. 

Garlic Salt: Garlic salt is prepared of a free flowing, uniformly blended dry mixture of non-iodized salt. It 

has greater culinary latent than powder and one tablespoon is equivalent to clove of fresh garlic. 

Oil Of Garlic: Garlic oil is derived by steaming crushed garlic and capturing the resultant oil released. 

The yield of garlic oil is around 0.46-057 per cent on moisture free basis (quite expensive). It is reddish 

brown over powdering liquid. One gram of oil is equivalent in flavouring terms to 900 g fresh or 200 g 

dehydrated garlic powder. 

Garlic Oleoresin: Garlic oleoresin is also extracted which is dark viscous liquid, having 12 times the flavor 

of dehydrated garlic and 50 times that of fresh garlic cloves. 

Pickled Garlic: Whole, sliced, cubed garlic is pickled in vinegar or brine or vegetable oil or their 

combinations. Picking garlic in vinegar leads to formation of S-allyl cysteine. 

Machines: The simple and low-cost Garlic processing machines and technologies for processing developed 

by Department of Processing and Food Engineering, CTAE, MPUAT, Udaipur are: – Garlic Grader, Garlic 

bulb breaker, Garlic clove flaker, Dry Garlic peel remover (de-skinner), Fresh Garlic clove peeler, Advanced 

dryers for the dehydration practices, Cabinet dryers, Solar dryers and Vacuum dryers. 

Scope of Garlic Processing Industry in India 

India is one of the leading Garlic producers. It is consumed in every home in India. Processing industry 

shows constant market demand. Bulbs are easily stored for 5-6 months after harvest. Garlic is used in 

varied food preparations. Raw garlic is also used in second generation products like garlic powder, garlic 

salt, garlic vinegar, garlic cheese croutons, garlic potato chips, garlic bread etc. It has also been used as a 

popular remedy since vedic period. 
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Bush beans for cultivation in Aravalli Hills near Udaipur, Rajasthan. It requires less space as they grow 

up to 30 cm (12”) to 60 cm (24”) inches tall and don’t need any support to grow. Bean seeds germinate in 

seven to ten days. Seeds from the following variety could be planted. 

IIHR Sel. 1: A dwarf bushy cultivar developed at Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, Bangalore 

takes 45 days to flowering and another 20 days to reach marketable pod maturity. Its average green pod 

yield is 125 q/ha. It is found suitable for cultivation particularly in Rajasthan.  

IIHR Sel. 2: A dwarf and bushy type variety developed at Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, 

Bangalore takes 45 days to flowering and another 20 days to reach marketable maturity. It is also suitable 

for cultivation in Rajasthan, and gives an average green pod yield of 150 q/ha. 

Site and Soil Preparation 

1. Select a location that receives at least 6–8 hours of direct sun. 

2. Locate the raised bed in a location with proper and adequate drainage.  

3. Setup the raised bed in a level area or one where minor modification will make it level. 

4. A deep, organically rich loamy soil encourages the growth of healthy, extensive roots that are able to 

reach more nutrients and water. 

5. Raised beds yield up to four times more than the same amount of space planted in rows.  

6. That’s due not only to their loose, fertile soil but also to efficient spacing. 

7. Plants grow close enough together to shade out competing weeds. 

8. The close spacing also makes watering and harvesting more efficient. 

9. Beans need about 6 inches or 15 cm of loose and fertile soil 

10. The size of the raised bed is very important.  

11. Construct a raised bed that has a depth of 15 cm (6”).  

12. The length of the raised bed can be 366 cm (12 ft). 

13. The width should not exceed 122 cm (4 feet) otherwise the plants which are at the center are difficult 

to reach.   

14. Before placing the raised bed in the garden, remove the grass or weeds from that area and loosen the 

soil, using a shovel. 

15. Do not use the garden soil for filling the raised bed.  

16. A deep, organically rich soil encourages the growth of healthy, extensive roots that are able to reach 

more nutrients and water. 

17. Fill the raised bed with 60% good, weed free, topsoil, 30% compost, 10% potting soil (it is a soilless 

growing mix that has peat moss, vermiculite, and perlite).  

18. Mix in a mature 1-inch layer of compost.  

19. The soil in the raised bed should be from a different location or a blend of soil, compost, and soil-less 

mix.  

20. Make sure that the soil from other location is not infested with soil borne plant pathogens or 

contaminants like pesticides, etc.  

21. Another mix for soil is, 50% organic compost, 50% coco coir or coco peat 

22. Mix a well rotten farmyard manure of 2.5 kg /sq mt into the soil 

23. Make sure that the compost is well done, mature, and does not carry too much salts.  

24. Mix compost with the native soil in the beds, add nutrients, and improve drainage.  

25. Add compost, cow manure, mulch and sand about 50 cm (2”) thick to change the soil consistency. 

26. Mix these ingredients well, using a tarp.  

27. Replenish the soil with a 1⁄4-to-1⁄2-inch layer of compost after each crop and mix it into the top few 

inches of soil.  
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28. Make sure the soil in the raised bed is well-drained.  

29. When filling the bed, grade the top soil so that it slopes away from the center of the bed to the edge, 

and away from adjacent structures into a gentle arc. This will also increase the planting surface for plants. 

30. Make sure the rows run north to south to take advantage of the tracking sun. 

31. Soil should be well-drained loamy soil with a pH of 5.5-6.0 

32. Add wood ashes, or compost in acidic soil (below a pH of 6.0) to moderate the acidity by its alkaline 

nature. 

Planting 

1. Add a natural legume inoculant (Rhizobia leguminosarum) to the seeds to ensure the beans are super 

charged with nitrogen producing bacteria.  

2. Alternatively, add a few inoculant granules directly into the hole when you plant the seeds. 

3. Start the growing season early in February when the ground is not cold and moist.  

4. Cold soil will slow the germination process and will cause the seeds to rot.  

5. The bean seeds should be directly sown into the ground. 

6. Plant two bean seeds in each hole 

7. When planting, add a mature or aged compost. 

8. Mix chicken or cow manure into the soil. Spread the manure about 2" thick. 

9. Soil temperature should be above 15° to 20° C (60° -70° F). 

10. The plants grow best when the air temperature is between 15 and 20° C.  

11. Beans plants stop flowering in the extreme heat of summer. 

12. Beans will stop producing when temperatures climb into the high 30°C but will resume once the 

temperatures lower.  

13. Keep them well-watered, and they will resume flowering and production when temperatures cool. Beans 

grow in all humidity conditions if properly watered 

14. Speed germination time by soaking seeds overnight and ensure soil temperature is 20° C 

15. Plant the beans in rows. The spacing between rows should be about 30.5 cm (12”).  

16. The gap between the bush bean seeds or plants must be around 10 cm (4”).  

17. Plant at a depth of 2.5 cm (1’). 

18. Dig a 2.5 cm (1”) deep hole, place the seed, and cover it with soil properly. 

19. Add a natural legume inoculant too ensure the beans are super charged with nitrogen producing 

bacteria.  

20. Add a few granules directly into the hole when you plant the seeds. 

21. Plant two bean seeds in each hole. 

22. Sow the seeds of bean facing the belly button of seeds downward.   

23. To aid the germination, water the seeds regularly for 3-4 days, but the flow of the water should be slow 

to avoid dislodging the seeds. 

24. The young seedlings start emerging from the soil within one week. 

25. When plants grow 7.5 cm (3”) to 10 cm (4”) tall, discard the weak plants with the help of the scissors.  

26. Avoid pulling the young plants because it will disturb the roots of those plants which are kept. 

27. In the 366 cm (12 ft or 144”) long raised bed, plant 36 seeds in one row.  

28. This will yield about 1.36 kilo (3 lbs.) of bush beans per row. 

29. Set the rows to run north to south to take advantage of the tracking sun. 

30. Plant first row 15 cm from the edge of the raised bed 

31. Make the second row 30 cm (12“) from the first row. 

32. Make the third row 30 cm from the second row 

33. Make the fourth row 30 cm from the second row 

34. When plants grow 3 to 4 inches taller than you should discard the weak plants with the help of the 

scissors. 

35. Each row will yield 1.36 kilo of bush beans. 

36. The total yield of bush beans will be 5.44 kilo per raised bed 

37. It takes 55 days to harvest. 

38. To get a continuous supply of beans plant each row every 2 weeks 
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Mulching 

1. Place mulches such as well-decomposed compost, dried straws and wood chips, old newspapers and other 

biodegradable mulch around vegetable plants to help conserve moisture, cool the soil, and control pesky 

weeds.  

2. After the seeds start to sprout, and set leaves, add a layer of mulch to help with water retention, pest 

control, weed control, and soil temperature 

3. Use leaves, shredded plants as mulch material.  

4. Leaves, shredded plants, aged wood chips, old hay (but not moldy), and straw are good options for 

mulching. 

5. Apply a 5 cm (2”) layer of mulch around young and emerged plants, and over the soil. 

6. Mulching the plants can reduce water use considerably as well, keeping the ground moist beneath the 

mulch blanket. 

Water 

1. Beans need 1 inch of water per week. 

2. 1 inch of water week = 1/2 gallon per square foot per week or 1.89 litters per 929 sq cm.  

3. The raised bed is 44,593 square cm (48 square feet).  

4. When the plants are seedlings, water twice a day until seedlings grow into small plants. 

5. Saturate each plant hole of the seedlings.  

6. Make sure to get the soil saturated enough that the moisture percolates at least several inches down. 

7. Make sure the soil is moist before and during the germination process.  

8. Water the plants frequently because the they will die if the soil gets too dry.  

9. Plants should be watered daily to replace the water taken up by the root system during the development 

period.  

10. Water regularly to avoid bean plant stress. 

11. Bean plants show stress from low levels of water by their leaves displaying a grayish cast.  

12. Insert a finger into the surrounding soil for the best indication of water levels.  

13. If the finger reaches down 3 to 4 inches and the soil becomes dry, add water immediately. 

14. Water in the morning. 

15. Water to the root system and allow the water to soak deep into the soil. 

16. As the plants grow and set flowers, increase to moderate watering.  

17. For bean pod growth from the blooms, water daily during this period.  

18. Keep watering the plants once every 2-3 days to support the growth.  

19. However, do not overwater the plants. 

20. Remember to water at the base of the plants and not overhead.  

21. Avoid getting the leaves wet. 

22. This will help prevent the foliage from getting wet which encourages disease and fungus.  

23. Look out for bean beetles, which can be picked by hand and removed easily. 

24. Remove weed 20-25 days after sowing and 40-45 days after. 

Harvesting 

1. The best time to harvest the green beans is in the morning, when the sugar level is highest.  

2. Continuously harvest the young green beans daily, because the more the beans are harvested, the more 

they will produce. 

3. Green bean production can be stunted if you fail to pick the beans when they're ready.  

4. The pods are harvested when they are green, tender, succulent, and before they become fibrous. 

5. Start harvesting in 50-65 days from planting at 7 days interval.  

6. Bush beans often come in all at once, so stagger the plantings every two weeks to get a continuous 

harvest. 

7. The harvesting season of the bush bean is around 3 weeks  

8. Beans should be harvested when they are around 1/8″-1/4″ in diameter. 

9. Pick them when they are a bit thick but before they begin to swell 

10. Early morning is best to pick green beans. 
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11. Harvest when the pods are firm, crisp and fully elongated, but before the seed within the pod has 

developed significantly.  

12. Pick beans after the dew is off the plants, and they are thoroughly dry. 

13. Bend one in-half, and it “snaps” this is a good indication they are ready for harvest. 

14. Be careful not to break the stems or branches, which are brittle on most bean varieties.  

15. The bean plant continues to form new flowers and produces more beans if pods are continually removed 

before the seeds mature. 

16. Bend one pod in-half, and it “snaps” this is a good indication they are ready for harvest. 

17. Hold the plant with one hand and gently pull the whole pod at once. 

18. Keep picking the beans so the plants will continue to produce beans.  

19. Once the pods begin to show the shape of the beans, they start to dry out. 

20. Harvest fresh beans before they become tough and stingy. 

21. If there is a bulge of a developing bean through the green pod, the bean is over-mature and should be 

shelled as the pod is too tough to eat. 

22. Start harvesting in 50-60 days from planting.  

23. Beans should be harvested when they are around 1/8″-1/4″ in diameter. 

24. As beans begin to shape and harvest every 2 to 3 days 

25. Harvest the pods by snapping them from the top.  

26. Be careful while harvesting as not to damage the plant and prevent new pods from growing. 
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Introduction 

Greens” refer to those vegetables grown for their leafy portions for use in both cooking and salads. Green 

leafy vegetables occupy an important place among the food crops as these provide adequate amounts of 

many vitamins and minerals for humans. They are rich source of carotene, ascorbic acid, riboflavin, folic 

acid and minerals like calcium, iron and phosphorous. In nature, there are many underutilized greens of 

promising nutritive value, which can nourish the ever-increasing human population. Many of them are 

resilient, adaptive and tolerant to adverse climatic conditions. Although, they can be raised comparatively 

at lower management costs even on poor marginal lands. 

Health Benefits of Green Leafy Vegetables 

To boost our daily nutrition requirement, it aims at, to eat about 2 cups of dark, leafy greens like collards 

every day. Two cups of raw greens are equal to 1 cup of vegetables, and 2.5 cups is recommended daily for 

a 2000-calorie diet. Green leafy vegetables with phytochemicals and enormous antioxidants have potential 

to work as: anti-diabetic prevents CVD, anti-hypertensive, anti-carcinogenic, anti-anemic, improves gut 

health, Folate and prevention of anemia. 

Bathua (Chenopodium album l.) 
Chenopodium album (L.) of the family Chenopodiaceae. It is also known as fat-hen, bathua, vastukah, 

chakvi etc. The herb is a common weed during summer and winter in waste places and in the field of wheat, 

barley, mustard and gram, and reduces their yield. The tender shoots are eaten raw in salad or with curd; 

they are also cooked as a vegetable or used as an ingredient in paratha and raita. The 

genus Chenopodium supplies tasty and nutritious leaves as well as pink to cream-coloured edible seeds. 

Tolerance to cold, drought, salinity and the high lysine content of the seed protein are the attractive 

features of C. album.  

Nutritional Properties in bathua lysine (5.1–6.4 %), methionine (0.4–1.0 %), rich in proteins (4.2 %), high 

proportion of essential amino acids such as lysine, leucine, and isoleucine, Vitamin A (11,000 IU/100 g), 

vitamin C (155 mg/100 g), carotenoids (12.5 mg/100 g) and Fibre (4–6 g/100 g). 

Value added products are bathua juice, dried Bathua leaves. 

Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graceum) 

Common methi - Trigonella foenum-graceum, quick growing, white flowers, straight pods. Champa 

methi/Kasuri methi - Trigonella corniculata, slow growing, bright orange or yellow, curved pods. 

Fenugreek constitute high-quality foods that deliver nutritional and functional advantages at a low price. 

Fenugreek is grown mainly in China, India, Turkey, Canada, Australia, northern and southern Africa, and 

southern Europe. Fenugreek is one of India’s main exports. Fenugreek has been long known as a potent 

herb in traditional medicine. Its seeds contain protein with a desirable amino acid profile, lipids and 

biogenic elements Fenugreek Leaves Green leafy vegetables are gaining importance, because of being good 

sources of vitamins, minerals and dietary fiber. Fenugreek is a popular green leafy vegetable available in 

plenty, at lower cost during winter season. Nutrients per 100 grams of the Fenugreek leaves: Carbohydrate 

6.0g, Protien -4.4g, Calcium- 395mg, Phosphorus - 51mg, Iron - 1.93 mg. Moreover, fenugreek has a 

beneficial effect on cleansing the blood and as a diaphoretic. It is able to bring on a sweat and to help detox 

the body. remove toxic wastes, dead cells and trapped proteins from the body. Block in the lymphatic system 

can mean poor circulation of fluid, fluid retention, pain, energy loss and disease, anywhere in the body of a 

person. It also acts as a throat cleanser and mucus solvent that also eases the urge to cough. Drinking 

water in which seeds of fenugreek have soaked helps in softening and dissolving, accumulating and 
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hardening the masses of cellular debris. Fenugreek has been used to relieve colds, influenza, asthma, 

constipation, sinusitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, sore throat, hay fever tuberculosis etc. 

Value added products prepare from fenugreek: Kasuri methi, Methi gota, Paratha, Fenugreek chewing 

gum, Insect repllents (specially in punjab), Hair conditioner, Syrup and capsules etc. 

Spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) 
Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) in an annual herb belongs to the family Chenopodiaceae. It is native to South-

West Asia and widely distributed and cultivated through the world including Iran as vegetables for its high 

nutritious value. Spinach is a good source of minerals (iron, copper, phosphorous, zinc, selenium), vitamin 

B complex (niacin and folic acid), ascorbic acid, carotenoids (ß-carotene, lutein, zeaxanthin), phenols 

(flavonoids, p-coumaric acid), apocynin and Omega-3-fatty acids. It is a relatively quick-growing vegetable 

and easy to maintain and distinguishable by its green color as well as smooth, oblong shaped leaves that 

can be either crinkled or smooth. Spinach is also referred to as a cheaper source of dietary fibers and 

minerals including calcium, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, and manganese.  

Also, the whole plant is medicinally important and are used in traditional medicine for numerous 

therapeutic effects because of the presence of biological tannins and phenolic active phytochemicals such 

as alkaloids, flavonoids, steroids, glycosides, terpenoids. It is used to treat diabetes, leprosy, asthma, 

urinary diseases, lung inflammation, joint pains, thirst, sore throat, scabies, vomiting, ringworm, sore eye, 

cold, sneezing, fever and the diseases related to brain and heart. 

Spinach is a rich source of fiber, vitamins A, C, E, K, B6, B2 and also magnesium, manganese, iron, calcium, 

potassium, copper, phosphorous, zinc, selenium, folate, betaine, folic acid, protein, niacin, omega-3 fatty 

acids, carotenoids beta-carotene and lutein, and bioflavonoid quercetin with many other flavonoids. It is a 

lutein rich vegetable, ranging from 10-25 mg/100g fresh weight, rich source of vitamin-A 9300 IU, Calcium 

– 73 mg /100 g and Iron – 10.9 mg /100 g. Spinach with poor source of fat is a suitable food for obese and 

diabetic people. It is also a good source of chlorophyll, which is known to aid in digestion. 

Value Added Product Prepare from spinach, spinach powder, palak puree, spinach soup, Paratha and Juice 

etc. 

Celery (Apium graveolens L.) 
Celery (Apium graveolens L.) is an annual or perennial plant that is belongs to the family Apiaceae or 

Umbelliferae. This plant has long been used for the treatment of various illnesses due to excellent 

therapeutic potentials and as flavoring agent in several food articles owing to high nutritional value. celery 

contain fatty acids, volatile essential oils, vitamins and minerals such as potassium, magnesium and 

calcium along with chlorophyll, silica, β-carotene, fibers, sodium and folic acid. Value added products are 

Celery powder, celery seed oil, celery tea, SpoorthyRos. 

Water Spinach (Ipomoea aquatica) 
Water spinach (Ipomoea aquatica), also known as kangkong, water glorybind, water convolvulus, and 

swamp cabbage is an important green leafy vegetable in Southeast Asia belongs to the family 

Convolvulaceae. It is speculated to have originated in India but is now widely grown throughout the tropics. 

Water spinach powder has a good amount of carbohydrates (58.15%), ash (12.39%), protein (4.01%), and fat 

(4.46%) content. The powder also possessed a high antioxidant property of 77.25% and a total phenolic 

content of 32 µg/ ml.  

Three products were prepared with the incorporation of water spinach foods namely paushtik paratha, 

chila, and pakora. 

Conclusion 

These days, a lot of attention is being given on health and nutrition of individuals. Today, consumers 

demand food products, which are nutritious as well as convenient to use. Lot of focus has been given to the 

food products having some additional health benefits rather than the conventional products. Food powders 

contain the natural flavor and health benefits rather than artificial food flavoring substances, and they can 

be used as natural food additives. The uses of food powders are unlimited, and they can be used to prepare 
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processed products as well as for culinary purposes. The processing of the food in the forms which are 

preferred by the consumer, have long shelf life and involve low cost of production. 
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Hydroponics is derived from Greek word Hydro = water Ponus = labour.  Meaning “Working water”. The 

word Hydroponics coined by Professor Gericke in 1929. It is a technique of growing plants in   nutrient 

solution (water containing fertilizers) with or without the use of an artificial inert medium (sand, gravel, 

vermiculite, perlite, rock wool, peat moss, coir or sawdust) to provide mechanical support (Sharma et al., 

2018). Hydroponics is required due to Urbanizations impact, unsuitable soil reactions, peats, disease and 

weeds. 

Parts of Hydroponics 

1. Hydroponics system are made of 7 main parts: Growing chamber, reservoir, delivery System, submersible 

pump, lighting, simple timer and air pump. 

2. Growing chamber holds root system; it can be made up of many different materials and can be designed 

in various ways. And reservoir holds the nutrient solution that feed the plants. 

 

Present Scenario of Hydroponics 

In world: 

a. The world hydroponics industry has grown 4 to 5-fold in the last ten years. 

b. Commercial hydroponic covers nearly 50,000 ha globally. 

c. Main crops are cucumber, tomato, lettuce, capsicum, strawberry and cut flowers etc. but are not 

limited to these alone. 

d. In recent decades NASA has done extensive hydroponic research for their control ecological life 

support system (CELSS). 

e. Hydroponics are intended to take place on Mars are using LED lightening to grow in different 

colour spectrum with much less heat. 

In India: 

a. Hydroponic systems can feed the poor in India and around the World more effectively than 

conventional growing methods. 

b. A starving Nation – Hydroponic greenhouses dedicated to growing flowers cover only about 1,000 

acre out of India’s 600 million acres. 

c. Only an estimated 140 acres are dedicated to growing Vegetables. 

d. Hydroponics is the basis for many research experiments into means of feeding these country’s 

millions of starving citizens. 

e. Fighting hunger & Boosting economy. 

f. About 50% of India roughly 300 million acres could be cultivated under the right circumstances. 

g. Hydroponics is being practiced by some Olericulturist in India like: Gujrat, Maharashtra and 

Karnataka states presently. 
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The Major Hydroponic Systems, Adoption and Support Media 

1. Water-based Systems:       9% 

a. Nutrient Film Technique (NFT):     5% 

b. Water Culture (Gericke system):     3% 

c. Gravel Culture (GFT – gravel flow technique):   1% 

d. Aeroponics:        0.2% 

2. Media Systems:        91% 

a. Rockwool (inorganic media):      57% 

b. Other inorganic media:       22% 

c. Organic media:        12% 

Vegetables that can be Grown in Hydroponics 

1. Lycopersicon esculentum (Tomato) 

2. Capsicum frutescens (Chilli) 

3. Solanum melongena (Brinjal) 

4. Phaseolus vulgaris (Green bean)  

5. Beta vulgaris (Beet) 

6. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus (Winged bean) 

7. Capsicum annum (Bell pepper) 

8. Brassica oleracea var. capitata (Cabbage) 

9. Brassica oleracea var. botrytis (Cauliflower) 

10. Cucumis sativus (Cucumbers)  

11. Cucumis melo (Melons)  

12. Raphanus sativus (Radish) 

13. Allium cepa (Onion)  

14. Lactuca sativa (Lettuce)  

15. Ipomoea aquatica (Kang Kong) 

  

  

  

Equipment required: Water pump, Timer and Oxygen detection sensor, PVC Pipes, pH and EC meters, 

Blowers, Pollinators and Nutrimeters. 
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Material required: Peat moss, vermiculite, pumice, cocopit, rockwool, peatmoss, expanded clay pebbles 

and perlite. 

Nutrient Requirement 

1. The nutrient solution must contain all micro and macro elements 

2. Buffer action of the nutrient solution must be in the suitable range so that plant root system is not 

affected. 

3. The temperature and aeration of the inert medium or the nutrient solution is suitable for plant root 

system. 

4. Best possible light 

5. All essential nutrient (17) are required. e.g. N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, Fe, Mn, Zn, B, Cu, Cl, Mo, Na, Co & Ni 

6. Fertilizer salt dissolve in water. 

7. Optimization of plant nutrition is easily achieved in hydroponics than in soil. 

Water Spinach (Ipomoea aquatica) 
Water spinach (Ipomoea aquatica), also known as kangkong, water glorybind, water convolvulus, and 

swamp cabbage is an important green leafy vegetable in Southeast Asia belongs to the family 

Convolvulaceae. It is speculated to have originated in India but is now widely grown throughout the tropics. 

Water spinach powder has a good amount of carbohydrates (58.15%), ash (12.39%), protein (4.01%), and fat 

(4.46%) content. The powder also possessed a high antioxidant property of 77.25% and a total phenolic 

content of 32 µg/ ml.  

Three products were prepared with the incorporation of water spinach foods namely paushtik paratha, 

chila, and pakora. 

Management 

1. pH level: 5.8-6.5 

2. Temperature: 18°C-24°C 

3. EC: 1.5-2.5dsm-1 

4. Light: Metal Halide (MH) 

5. High Pressure Sodium (HPS) Lamps. 

Growing Technique 

  
Hanging technique Grow bag technique 

  
Trench and Trough technique Pot technique 
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Mode of Action 

Nutrient solution reaches inert medium by capillary action. It works on the principle of “flood and drain”. 

Nutrient solution and water from reservoir flooded through a water pump to grow bed till its extents a 

certain level and stop there for a fixed period of time, then allowed to empty for a set period of time, in 

order that it provide nutrients and moisture to plants. 

Conclusion 

The progress of hydroponics has been rapid and results obtained in various countries have proved that this 

technology is thoroughly practical. People living in crowded city can grow fresh vegetables in window-boxes 

or in small discarded containers. A regular and abundant supply of fresh greens can be produced. It has 

higher crop yields and it can be used in places where in-ground vegetable production is not possible. 
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Introduction 

We all are aware of agriculture in the plain or in the flat land, but have you ever thought of agriculture on 

the hills? Agriculture on the hills is very much contrasting in comparison with agriculture on the plains. 

Hill Agriculture or hill farming is the cultivation of vegetables and fruits in the upland areas i.e. On the 

hills. 

Advances in Hill Agriculture 

In India hill agriculture is mostly performed and is most favourable in the Himalayan region of the country, 

i.e., in the north-western hill regions where Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Uttaranchal 

includes. Followed by the north-eastern hill region that includes Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura.   34 million people are inhabited to the Himalayan 

region from which a large percentage acquires of hill farming communities. These people endure 

predominantly on subsistence farming, that is practiced on marginal rangelands and irrigated farmlands. 

Agriculture economy in the Himalayan region contributes about 45% to the total regional income of these 

inhabitants. Whereas in the north-eastern Indian Himalayan region 85% of the areas accounts for shifting 

cultivation also known as JHUM which supports 1.6 million people in the region, mostly the tribal 

communities. 

The Himalayan region is broadly favourable for growing extensive range of fruits and vegetables. The 

climatic conditions are more suitable for growing some selected fruits like walnut, plums, peach, apple, 

pineapple and vegetables like radish, tomato, potato, cauliflower, cabbage. Also, some cash crops such as 

chilly, cardamom, ginger and saffron. The percentage of farming land of fruit crops is excessive in the 

western Himalayas about 20% in comparison to the eastern and central Himalayan states which is about 

5% only. 

Production of Cardamom in Sikkim: In Sikkim the tribal mountains community of farming opted for 

a high value wild spice that is cardamom for commercial purpose and cash income source. The growing of 

cardamom was started in the forest land by the farmers of Sikkim. Cardamom has been their high value 

cash income source crop for decades now that is grown under natural forests and alder tree plantation. 75% 

of the farmers of north-Sikkim has supplanted agriculture foodgrain with alder afforestation and 

cardamom. 

Constraints of Hill Agriculture 

In terms of moisture stress, poor soil and short growing season, hill agriculture has taken over some 

constraint’s unawareness and unavailability. Apart from this, there are other socio-economic constraints 

like shortage of labours, small holdings, deficient productivity, lack of marketing and network development, 

deficient production management and insufficiency of entrepreneurship. All of these factors led to wastage 

and under-utilization of the foundation of resources in the region. 

Crop Land Scarcity and Water Scarcity 

The whole Himalayan region are dependent on hill agriculture for livelihood. The land is the source of all 

the socio-economic activities. The wealth and poverty of the small and marginal farmers is correlated by 

the size of land holdings they have. The size of land in the Himalayan region is very limited or few in terms 

of management of food and livelihood. There is a biasedness against hill farming and the marginal land 

limitations where conservation of forest is prioritized. Farmers of Himalayan region are blamed for the 

degradation of the hill land as forest conservation is given more priority. So, this is also one major issue of 

the hill farming in Himalayan region. Another issue is the shortage of irrigation, and erosion of soil from 
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the sloping lands that led to infertility of the soil with degradation of the land. The impact of climate change 

also is huge on hill agriculture. 

Women Empowerment on Hill Agriculture 

Women plays a very important role in the hilly region as the major and the main producers of food. Women 

are more aware and experienced in terms of cropping methods due to their high skills from their ancestors. 

Women have been always less considered as the family backbone, although they perform a variety of 

activities. In the hilly regions men usually are more focused on their jobs and making money in the urban 

areas. Women are left alone when their beloved ones are out for work which results in the huge 

responsibility of farming on them. Therefore, women are a necessity in the farmlands of hill agriculture as 

the main food producers. The role of women in hill farming needs to be more focused and given more 

importance. 
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Introduction 

Tackling hunger and feeding the world population are two of the biggest challenges of the modern world. 

Reasons contributing to this issue range from deficiencies in the supply of micro- and macro-nutrients, 

shortage in production of foods leading to supply–demand imbalances, and conflicts destabilize various 

parts of the world. Millets were identified as a viable option for ensuring food security and environmental 

resilience in a quantitative analysis of changing monsoon cereal production in India. Millets are a smart 

food because they are good for your health, the environment because they require less water to grow and 

have a low carbon footprint, and the farmer because they are more tolerant of changing weather patterns. 

Millets are a source of food for more than 90 million people in Asia and Africa. Wheat, rice, and maize, in 

contrast, are staple foods for 4 billion people. These three major cereals provide 51% of the world’s calorie 

intake. 

In the future, millets can be our insurance in times of climate change. Millets are resilient to extreme 

conditions including high temperatures and drought. They can grow in the harshest, most arid regions. 

Currently, around 55% of millets are grown in arid regions of Africa, 40% in Asia, and 3% in Europe. In 

India, the demand for millets has grown by 140% but the production is less than 50%. Millets are a 

generally excellent source of fibre, minerals, and B-complex vitamins. Millets' high levels of fibre and the 

presence of certain antinutritional elements like phytates and tannins have an impact on the bioavailability 

of minerals. “Millets are also rich in health promoting phytochemicals like polyphenols, lignans, 

phytosterols, phytoestrogens, phytocyanin’s. These function as antioxidants, immune modulators, 

detoxifying agents etc. and hence protect against age-related degenerative diseases like cardiovascular 

diseases (CVD), diabetes, cancer etc.  

Millets have potential for protection against age-onset degenerative diseases. Consumption of millets 

reduces risk of heart disease, protects from diabetes, improves digestive system, lowers the risk of cancer, 

detoxifies the body, increases immunity in respiratory health, increases energy levels and improves 

muscular and neural systems and are protective against several degenerative diseases such as metabolic 

syndrome and Parkinson’s disease. 

Millets for Nutritional Importance 

A nutrient imbalanced diet is responsible for most of these diseases. According to the estimates of United 

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, about 795 million people (10.9% of world population in 2015) 

were reported undernourished. India is the home of world’s largest undernourished population. About 194.6 

million people, i.e., 15.2% of total population of India, are undernourished.  

The millets contain as high as13-38% of total dietary fiber that could be considered in the management of 

disorders like diabetes mellitus, obesity, hyperlipidemia, etc. The glycemic load lowering effects of barnyard 

millet is highest among all the millets. Foxtail millet exhibits antihyperglycemic and antilipidemic 

activities. An aqueous extract of 300 mg of foxtail millet per kg body weight of rats exhibited 70% reduction 

in blood glucose level in streptozotoc in induced diabetic rats. Millets are also a good source of carotenoids 

(78-366mg/100g) and possess higher antioxidant capacity. The antioxidant activity of millets is also 

attributed to their tocopherol content.  

The barnyard millet grain contains about 49-65% carbohydrates [24]. The carbohydrates are mainly 

composed of dietary fibre. The high content of dietary fibre helps in the prevention of constipation, reducing 

glycaemic load and lowering of blood cholesterol level. It has the highest content of crude fibre (14.7g/100g) 
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and minerals (4.0g/100g) among all the millets. The iron content (18.6 mg/100g) of Barnyard millet is higher 

among all the millets and protein content is from 11.1% to 13.9%.  

Proso millet the fat content is 2 nd highest among millets i.e., 4.0g/100g and the predominant fatty acids 

in the free lipids are linoleic, oleic, and palmitic acids. The protein content is10.6 g/100g. The protein of 

proso millet is gluten free and can be used for foods for people with gluten intolerance or celiac disease. It 

is also a good source of Vitamin B2, B3 and B9. It is also rich in fibre and minerals i.e., 12g and 2.9 per 

100g, respectively. Proso millet is also a god source of dietary fibre and has a lower glycaemic index. About 

5-8% of protein is present in finger millet, 65-75% carbohydrates, 15-20% dietary fiber and 2.5-3.5% 

minerals. 

The use of millets as whole grain makes the essential nutrients such as dietary fiber, minerals, phenolics 

and vitamins concentrated in the outer layer of the grain or the seed coat form the part of the food and offer 

their nutritional and health benefits. Sorghum has 11.9 per cent of moisture and about 10.4 per cent of 

protein and a lower fat content of 1.9 per cent. The fibre and mineral content of grain sorghum is essentially 

similar, and is 1.6 per cent. It is a good source of energy and provides about 349 K cal and gives 72.6 per 

cent of carbohydrates” (Gopalan et al. 996). “Starch is the major carbohydrate of the grain. The other 

carbohydrates present are simple sugars, cellulose and hemicellulose. The amylose content of starch varies 

from 21.28 per cent. Sorghum is also rich in dietary fibre (14.3%). Calcium, phosphorous and iron content 

of sorghum is 25 mg, 222 mg and 4.1 mg (per 100 g of edible portion), respectively”  

Millets like Jowar has protein content of 10.4g, Bajra 11.6g, the 12.5g of proso millets, 12.3g of foxtail 

millet, and 11.6 of barnyard millet is equal to wheat’s 11.8g and significantly greater than rice’s 6.8g. In 

comparison to wheat and rice, finger millet has lower protein content (7.3g), but it is higher in mineral 

matter and calcium. Millets in general have more fibre than fine cereals. In compared to wheat 1.2g and 

rice 0.2g, tiny millets such as barnyard millet 14.7g, kodo millet 9g, little millet 8.6g, and foxtail millet 8.0g 

are the richest in fibre. As a result, millets are now referred to as "Miracle grains/ Adbhut Anaj and nutria-

cereals. 

Millets for Climate Smart Agriculture 

Future agriculture will face some common environmental changes like enhanced temperature, 

uncertainties in rainfall, elevated CO2 and GHGs levels, and more frequency in natural calamities. Under 

these conditions, climate resilient agriculture should be adopted in which cultivation of climate smart crops 

will play a pivotal role. There is no doubt that millets are the climate smart crops which can simultaneously 

mitigate the ill effects of climate change and adapt to the changed and wider agro-climatic conditions. 

 
Unique properties of millets for climate smart agriculture, ensuring human health, food and 

nutritional security 

Millets have some efficient morphological, physiological, molecular and biochemical traits which can 

withstand abiotic stresses. As millets are short-duration crops, thus completing a cycle within a short time 

span, they can escape the possibility of environmental stress conditions under early or late sowing 

conditions. 
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Drought and Millets: Impact and Adaptation 

Crop productivity is affected by a number of biotic and abiotic stresses. Rapid changes in climate led to 

major losses of arable land used for crop production and imposing abiotic stresses during critical plant 

growth and development stages causing yield losses. In semi-arid and arid regions, abiotic stress such as 

drought, extreme temperature (cold, frost and heat), flooding, salinity etc. are the major yield limiting 

stressors. Millets encompass numerous morphophysiological, molecular, and biochemical properties that 

confer better tolerance to environmental stresses than major cereals. Molecular mechanisms underlying 

the plants responses to abiotic stresses include multitude of processes including sensing, signaling, 

transcription, transcript processing, translation and post-translational protein modifications which are 

governed by both genetic and epigenetic factors. 

 
Fig. schematic framework of abiotic stress response sensing signaling and regulation in millet 

cells Abiotic stresses alter morpho-physiological biochemical and molecular processes and 

also by modulating the rhizosphere properties and functions in millets. 

 
Drought responses and adaptive strategies linked to numerous morpho-physiological, 

molecular, and biochemical processes that confer better tolerance to environmental stresses 

in millets compared to major cereals. 
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Introduction 

Self-assembly is the process in which a system's components-be it molecules, colloids, polymers or 

macroscopic particles-organize into ordered and/or functional structures or patterns as a consequence of 

specific, local interactions among the components themselves, without external direction. Now a days, there 

is an increasing demand from consumers for healthier and more suitable food products. With this in mind, 

edible polymers such as carbohydrates, proteins and lipids have been used in the food industry as 

thickeners, emulsifiers, food packaging and coatings etc. Therefore, proteins are of great interest due to 

their nutritional value and versatility to modify their macromolecular structure. Indeed, self-assembly is a 

convenient strategy and it is characterized by constructing various highly ordered nano- or micro-

architectures. The formed structures could be easily used as building blocks for designing biomaterials with 

diverse functionalities. Self-assembly has been widely used in chemistry, biology and materials science as 

a “bottom-up” approach for developing highly ordered structures at the nano to micrometer scale with 

controllable levels of complexity. The phenomenon of self-assembly in proteins and peptides is defined by 

“The noncovalent interaction of two or more molecular subunits with themselves or with others proteins, 

polysaccharides and active compounds (e.g., organic acids, flavonoids, phenolic compounds, among others), 

to form a final aggregate, whose novel structure and properties are determined by the nature and 

positioning of the individual components”. 

  
Self-assembly of lipids (a), proteins (b) AFM imaging of self-assembly of 2-

aminoterephthalic acid molecules on (104)-

oriented calcite 

Sources of Self Assembled Proteins 

1. Self-assembled proteins in food can be obtained from variety of sources, namely, vegetables, animals and 

microorganisms (Pham et al., 2018). 

2. However, self-assembled or co-assembled multicomponent structures can also be produced from 

interactions between proteins of different origin or even from protein-polysaccharide interactions. 

3. Advantage of the self-assembly method is changing environmental conditions, such as can trigger or 

reverse the formation of the supramolecular structures or ionic strength or pH. Therefore, this allows more 

targeted functionalities during processing and/or consumption. 
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Milk Protein 

Among animal proteins, milk proteins are one of the most studied for the development of self-assembled 

structures. Bovine milk contains about 3.5% protein, which can be classified into two main groups: 1) 

caseins, which constitute approx. 80% of the total milk protein, and 2) whey proteins, which are mainly β-

lactoglobulin and α- lactalbumin, with lower amounts of bovine serum albumin: immunoglobulin and 

lactoferrin. 

Egg White Proteins 

Egg whites are widely used in the food industry because of their functional properties, such as foaming and 

gelling. The egg white proteins (EWP) comprise more than 80% of the total dry matter in egg white (mainly 

globulins, lysozyme, ovalbumin (OVA), ovomucin, ovomucoid and Ovo transferrin (OVT). EWP is a potential 

biomaterial for the micro- and nano-carrier industry due to its excellent nutritional value, digestibility, 

self-assembly and amphiphilic properties. 

Collagen 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals, being the main component of connective tissue, such 

as bone, cartilage, cornea, ligaments, skin and tendons. The basic unit of collagen is the tropocollagen 

formed by a triple helical structure. Collagen can be self-assembled into well-organized fibrils via 

electrostatic, hydrophobic and H-bonding interactions. Self-assembly into fibrils is carried out under 

suitable conditions, i.e., high ion concentrations (especially phosphate) and moderately basic pH (9–11) 

(Maas et al., 2011). 

Gelatin 

Gelatin is a protein obtained from the partial acid or alkaline hydrolysis of collagen. Thus, its structure is 

quite complex, being a mixture of fractions composed only of amino acids linked by peptide bonds to form 

polymers with a molecular weight (Mw) in the range of 15–400 kDa (Ali et al., 2019). Gelatin has generally 

been used in the food industry as an additive to improve the consistency, elasticity and stability of food 

products. For this reason, gelatin has attracted interest as a wall biopolymeric material for the micro- or 

nanoencapsulation of food additives. 

Self-Assembled Vegetal Proteins 

Zein is defined as a prolamine, which is the main storage protein in the corn endosperm, and is a readily 

available by-product from the corn sugar industry.  

Wheat gluten: Gluten is mainly extracted from wheat and obtained in smaller quantities from other 

cereals such as barley, oats and rye. Gluten is basically used to improve the properties of flour for bread, 

and also, as an additive in baking products. With regard to the structure of wheat gluten, it comprises two 
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different proteins: gliadins and glutenins. Gliadins are soluble in alcohol, while glutenins are insoluble, but 

both have high Mws.  

Soy protein: The importance of soy protein in the human diet has been growing over the years, as it has 

been recognized for its numerous beneficial nutritional functions (Tang 2019).  The main soy proteins 

comprise albumins and globulins, this latter being the most predominant, representing between 50% and 

90% of the total soy proteins.  

Self-assembled microbial proteins: In general, microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) can produce 

biofilms based on polysaccharides, proteins and extracellular DNA. However, these biofilms are 

undesirable from a food quality and safety point of view, since they favor quorum sensing, thus allowing 

the resistance and growth of pathogenic and spoilage bacteria. 

Bacterial proteins: Certain bacteria species, such as Escherichia coli, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 

Salmonella typhimurium and Streptomyces coelicolor are able to produce functional amyloids (Payne et al., 

2013). Some studies have focused on the self-assembly of amyloid proteins obtained from E. coli (Onur et 

al.,2018). 

Fungal proteins: Filamentous fungi can also secrete amphipathic proteins, called hydrophobins, which 

have the ablity to be self-organized at hydrophobic/ hydrophilic interfaces (HHIs), thus forming 

amphipathic structures (Bayry et al.,2012). 

Different Types of Functional Foods Obtained by Self-Assembly of Proteins 

Materials Functional compounds Self-assembly pH Food application 

β-casein Flavanoids 2-7 Liquid foods 

β-conglycinin Curcumin 7 Food-grade protein 

Zein Curcumin 4 Nutritional supplements 

Alginate α-tocopherol 7.4 Liquid foods 

OVA Curcumin 7 Nutritional supplements 

OVA Linoleic acid and its isomer 7.5 Colloids 

β-lactoglobulin β-carotene, folic acid, 

curcumin 

4.2-7 Liquid foods 

β-lactoglobulin Egg protein lysosome 7.5 Nutritional supplements 

Conclusion 

The type of protein self-assembly required depends fundamentally on the expected properties for the 

designed food. It can, however, be summarized as conclusion: high processing temperatures and pH values 

close to pI favor the self-assembly of proteins and a polar compound via hydrophilic interactions and values 

away from pI favor the self-assembly of proteins and polar compounds via ionic or hydrogen bonds. Finally, 

the perspectives in this field are barely beginning, and surely the development of new foods will be related 

to this macromolecular phenomenon. 
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Introduction 

Poultry is fast developing sector of agriculture in India. Profit of poultry industry is depending on the 

growth and development of birds. Nutrition is the key factor in poultry production. Recently, number of 

feed additives are used in poultry feed for improvement in the production performance of broilers in terms 

of body weight for meat and in layers egg production in terms of egg weight, external and internal egg 

quality and also the number of eggs. Incorporation of new feed additives have positive effects on growth, 

meat quality, immunity, antioxidant status and gastrointestinal functions in poultry birds. Use of probiotic 

and prebiotic alters the intestinal microbes and immune system to reduce colonization by pathogens in 

certain conditions. Acidifying effect of organic acid used in poultry feed prevent or combat harmful 

microbial population. The advanced feed additives are discussed below. 

Probiotics 

Probiotics are culture of live microorganisms includes. Probiotics are like bacteria and yeast, administered 

in poultry nutrition in adequate amounts, keep the gut healthy of birds. These probiotic products contain 

microbes such as Lactobasillus brevis, Sacchromyces cerevisiae, Streptococcus infantarius, Baccillus 

substalis, Lactococcus lactis sub sp. Cremoris etc. 

Prebiotics 

It is a non-digestible food ingredient added into feed that induces the growth or activity of beneficial 

microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi in the intestines. Commonly used prebiotics are Mannan 

oligosaccharides (MOS), Fructo oligosaccharides (FOS), Beta Glucans, Insulin, Xylo-oligosaccharides etc. 

It helps in growth of useful bacteria which is present in the intestines. 

Synbiotics 

Recently, in poultry nutrition synbiotics are used as feed additives. They are mixture of probiotics and 

prebiotics. reduced harmful bacteria growth in animals. Synbiotics improves the absorption of minerals 

and nutrient digestion, affecting on harmful bacterial population and protect birds from diarrhea. 

Organic Acids 

Organic acids like Lactic acid, Propionic acid, formic acid, acetic acid, citric acids etc.  are used in poultry. 

Organic acids activate enzymes, serve as energy source for the gastrointestinal tract, help the chelation of 

minerals and stimulate intermediary metabolism. Organic acid improves digestion and absorption of 

nutrients. 

Phytobiotics 

Phytobiotics are naturally originated compounds derived from herb/plants used in poultry feed to improve 

performance of birds. These compounds have no residual effects.  A phytogenic feed additive is act as growth 

promoters, improves the nutrient digestibility and helps the birds to fight stress arising due to various 

factors. It reduces the ammonia emission from poultry barns. 

Essential Oils 

Essential oils are important component of herbs and spices, and are used as natural alternatives for 

replacing antibiotic growth promoters in poultry feed. Essential oil has antimicrobial, antifungal, 

antiparasitic and antiviral properties. Many essential oils stimulate growth of beneficial microbes and 

reduce the number of pathogenic bacteria in poultry. 
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Nutraceuticals 

Nutraceuticals are nutrients or constituents of poultry diet which have physiological benefit or provide 

protection against chronic, infectious and non-infectious diseases. Nutraceuticals can improve health and 

used for prevention or treatment of enteric infections in the chicken. They have the potential to modulate 

gut microbial populations and immune systems of the host. 

Use of Novel Feed Ingredients 

In traditional poultry farming grains (Maize and Bajara) and animal proteins (e.g., fishmeal, bonemeal) 

are used as feed for birds. Now a days, a novel feed ingredient is used as alternatives to conventional 

ingredients. Some food processing industry generated by-products like cereal offal, oilseed meals, brewer’s 

dried grains, distillers dried grain with soluble (DDGS), etc.  are used for poultry feeding. Besides, through 

research, lesser used feedstuffs such as barley, rye, sorghum, and cassava and grain legumes are 

increasingly being processed for feeding. 

Conclusion 

Current trends in poultry production point to reduces use of antibiotic growth promoters and use of new 

feed additives has recently gained increasing interest. New feed additives incorporated into poultry feed to 

improvement of digestibility, nutrient absorption and elimination of pathogens residents in the gut. So, all 

these advanced feed additives used into poultry feed which improve bird’s health and had beneficial effects 

on performance birds. 
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Introduction 

Farmers in the present period rely on the adoption of cutting-edge technology and the indiscriminate use 

of chemical fertilisers to increase crop production, which has an indirect impact on the health of the soil 

and reduces soil fertility. Chemical fertiliser use not only increased agricultural productivity but also 

caused poisonous compounds to build up in the soil, which plants then absorbed, having an indirect 

negative impact on human health and harbouring soil conditions vital for crop growth. Restoration of soil 

health through the addition of organic matter, green manuring, crop rotation, use of environmentally 

friendly organic fertilizers, etc. is urgently required in order to maintain the soil fertility status. Adopting 

natural or organic farming with no budget can assist farmers in preserving the fertility and productivity of 

their soil. These days, using liquid manures has been beneficial in preserving the health of the soil and 

crops. The fermentation or decomposition-derived by-products of organic matter, i.e., animal and plant 

waste, are liquid organic manures. Macro- and micronutrients, growth regulators, and other advantageous 

substances are now easier to get thanks to the use of liquid manures.  

The plant can withstand biotic and abiotic stress thanks to the substances' ability to support and enhance 

its physiological and biochemical processes. The liquid manures increase the availability of microorganisms 

and microflora, which increases their microbial activity in the soil. Liquid manures offer farmers greater 

benefits and are more affordable to generate than commercial fertilisers. The liquid formulations are used 

as a foliar treatment on the leaves or applied to soil and are only needed in small amounts because all the 

required ingredients are readily available. Jeevamruth, Beejamruth, Panchgavya, Vermiwash, Biodigested 

Liquid Manure (BDLM), and Biogas Spent Slurry are the various liquid manures. 

Beejamruth 

A treatment for plants, seedlings, or any type of planting material is called Bijamrita or Beejamruth. Young 

roots are effectively shielded from fungus as well as soil- and seed-borne diseases that typically afflict crops 

after the rainy season. It has similar components to Jeevamruth: Take a handful of soil from the farm's 

bund, 20 litres of water, 5 kilogrammes of local cow dung, 5 litres of local cow urine, 50 grammes of lime, 

and 20 litres of water. 

Preparation: Take 5 kg of the local cow dung and bind it with tape in a cloth. Hang this for up to 12 hours 

in the 20 litres of water. Take one litre of water, add 50 grammes of lime to it, and let it sit for the night. 

The following morning, continually squeeze this bundle of cow dung into that water three times to ensure 

that all of its essence has been dissolved. Stir thoroughly after adding a little amount of dirt to the water 

solution. In the end, add 5 litres of desi cow urine or human urine to that solution together with the lime 

water and thoroughly stir. 

Application: Any crop's seeds can be treated with Bijamrita by coating, mixing by hand, drying 

thoroughly, and then using for sowing. Leguminous seeds can simply be quickly dipped and allowed to air 

dry. 

Jeevamruth 

Jeevamruth is a traditional biopesticide and organic manure from India that is made using a special 

method that involves fermenting a mixture of cow dung, cow urine, jaggery, flour from pulses, soil, and 

water. Jeevan and Amrit, two words, make form the phrase. Jeevan, the first word, means “Life,” and 

Amrit, the second, means “Medicinal Potion.” Farmers that spend a lot of money on pesticides and 

fertilisers can utilise this incredible natural plant medicine instead and save money. 
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Preparation: Add 1 kg of jaggery and 1 kg of gramme flour to 100 kg of Desi cow dung (cow dung is only 

usable for 21 days; store it by maintaining moist, sprinkle water, and store in shade). Additionally, 

thoroughly combine the mixture and keep it in a shaded area for 48 hours. It is entirely organic and has no 

negative effects on the health of the soil. In addition to being economical, it is good for the soil and plants. 

Application: It can be used as a liquid. Jeevamruth can be sprayed by combining with water and a 5-10% 

concentration. For an acre of land, 200 litres of jeevamruth are sufficient. It is sprayed every seven to 

fourteen days. 

Advantages of Liquid Manures 

1. They are easier to find in water than bulky organic manures. 

2. Nutrients applied both topically and, in the soil, can be absorbed by plants 20 times more quickly, 

increasing crop production. 

3. By influencing the crop's photosynthetic activity, Jeevamruth and Beejamruth application boost grain 

output. 

4. The use of organic liquid formulations produces crops that are healthier and of higher quality. 

5. The application of organic liquid manures has enhanced soil structure and boosted soil's ability to retain 

water. 

6. Integrated pest control and integrated disease management are two crop management elements that are 

improved by the use of Panch-gavya. 

7. Beejamruth can be sprayed to seeds and mixed with them before to planting a crop in order to boost the 

activity of the microorganisms and serve as a growth-promoting agent. 

8. Beejamruth enhances the crop's nutrient status, seed vigour, and seed germination rate. 

9. Liquid formulations assist in enhancing crop quality and advancing crop maturity. 

10. Earthworms, cow dung, urine, and other ingredients used in the preparation led to the creation of 

environmentally friendly organic liquid manures. 

Disadvantages of Organic Liquid Manures 

1. Liquid formulations have an unpleasant smell. 

2. They cause significant losses from volatilization 

3. Waterlogged areas are not suitable for spraying or applying liquid manures. 
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The primary goal of precision agriculture is identifying intra-field variability to enable a management 

response to plant stress that will maximize yield. Currently, farmers monitor crop health in high-value 

crops through labour-intensive scouting, destructive field sampling, and costly laboratory assays. Remote 

sensing is increasingly being used as an alternative tool for crop monitoring that more accurately accounts 

for spatial variations in crop stress across a field. Small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) have emerged in 

recent years as versatile remote sensing tools used by scientists and agricultural producers for collecting 

data at very high spatial and temporal resolutions. UAS provides precisely-timed, fine-grained data for 

informing spatially variable management responses for maximizing crop productivity while minimizing 

natural resource degradation. One of the most promising applications of remote sensing in agriculture is 

identifying symptoms from biotic and abiotic plant stressors, such as nutrient deficiencies, pest pressure, 

and harsh environmental conditions. Generally, monitoring plant nutrition with remote sensing has been 

successfully demonstrated by numerous studies. 

Use of drones in vegetable crops: The use of drones in vegetables, and agriculture in general, has been 

increasing in recent years. Marketing and use of drone technology have proceeded in advance of research 

and development. Despite the hype around their operation, drones (or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or 

Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA)) are essentially aerial platforms to carry out different tasks or capture data, 

depending on the payload and/or sensors they carry. The advantage of drones over the crop sensing 

platforms is that can be deployed easily, cover relatively large areas quickly and achieve ultrahigh 

resolution image capture. Additional sensors or payloads can also be fitted depending on the purpose of the 

drone. It is the sensor that is the critical element for the data or information capture and determines which 

drone can be used. The most common and accessible use of drones in agriculture is in photogrammetry. 

Photogrammetry is about taking a series of images that can then be interrogated to reveal some useful 

information about the subject. Common applications of drones in agriculture include:  

1. Digital RGB images or video capture of crop conditions,  

2. Multi-spectral sensor for crop sensing,  

3. Thermal cameras (crop and pest),  

4. Beneficial insect dispersal,  

5. Spot spraying of agricultural chemicals. 

Digital RGB Imagery 

High-resolution RGB digital imagery can be used for various purposes in vegetables. In most situations, it 

can be just as effective as multispectral imagery. Recent developments in software specializing in RGB 

image manipulation have now made RGB the standard in agricultural assessments. Different vegetation 

indices enable the assessment of crop variability such as visible differences in plant and canopy size and 

irrigation patterns. This imagery can also be used to produce three-dimensional point clouds that can then 

generate 3D products such as crop digital surface models, contour lines, above-ground biomass, volume and 

surface water drainage maps. Automated plant counts Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 

(ML) now deliver automated plant counts and weed recognition. 

Multispectral Imagery for Crop Sensing 

There is a range of commercially available multispectral sensors that can be attached to drones. 

Multispectral sensors capture image data at specific frequencies across the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Additional wavelengths such as near-infrared are ideally suited to measuring photosynthesis in plants. 

Each time the sensor is triggered, 4 or 5 individual photos are taken simultaneously in different parts of 
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the spectrum. Additional parts of the spectrum allow very small differences in plant health/ vigour to be 

assessed, which often won’t be visible to human eyes or a normal RGB camera. 

Vegetation Index 

Different cloud-based platforms e.g., Drone mapper, Drone deploy and Precision Mapper (Precision Hawk) 

(accessed by subscription) offer a range of vegetation indices derived from reflectance data captured by the 

multispectral sensor. 

Thermal Imagery 

Thermal imagery refers to the conversion of invisible radiation patterns arising from plants into a visible 

thermal (heat) map. Thermal imagery is primarily used to monitor crop moisture stress and water use. 

Thermal cameras have a far lower resolution than multispectral or RGB cameras. Thermal data will also 

require some form of temperature calibration, which is currently not easily done. 

Processing and Analytics 

Clever analytics are critical so that imagery or reflectance data can be converted to information of use on 

the ground, such as crop vigour maps (vegetation indices) and automated plant count plants in a field. 

There are a range of cloud-based platforms that complete processing and image or data analysis e.g., Drone 

mapper, Drone deploy and Precision Mapper (Precision Hawk). 

Beneficial Insect Dispersal and Spot Spraying Operations 

These applications are generally carried out by commercial operators however, these services are still not 

widely available across vegetable growing regions. Beneficial insect dispersal via drone offers a time-

effective option and also broader coverage than manual dispersal. Spot spraying of weeds usually requires 

two separate operations – one to sense the weeds and the next to spray them. 

Drone Operation 

Engaging commercial drone operator services Key considerations:  

1. Different applications require different cameras or sensors and have different flight specifications. For 

example, plant counts use RGB imagery and have a lower flying height (30 to 40 m) to achieve the necessary 

resolution compared with higher flight heights of 80 to 100 m for multispectral crop sensing imagery.  

2. The costs of commercial drone services vary greatly. Generally, the cost of these services is lower as the 

area of coverage increases. Travel costs will usually be additional. 
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Introduction 

YMV: Whitefly is one of the most destructive sucking pests in the tropical and subtropical regions of the 

world and causing significant crop losses directly by sucking sap from the plants and indirectly through 

the transmission of viral diseases specifically caused by the genus Begomovirus. 

The Begomovirus species viz., Mungbean yellow mosaic India virus (MYMIV) and Mungbean yellow 

mosaic virus (MYMV) are causing yellow mosaic virus disease in soybean, which is transmitted by 

whiteflies. The disease accounts to 30-70 per cent yield loss and increases up to 80 - 100 per cent during 

severe incidence. Hence, there is a need for development of management strategies against disease and 

whiteflies, for this the knowledge on Agroinnoculation. 

Geminiviridae: The Geminiviridae family encompasses a large number of plant viruses with circular and 

single-strand DNA genomes that are encapsidated in twinned icosahedral particles consisting of two 

incomplete icosahedra (T = 1) that are approximately 22 × 38 nm. On the basis of their genome organization 

and biological properties, geminiviruses are divided into the following seven 

genera: Begomovirus, Becurtovirus, Curtovirus, Eragrovirus, Mastrevirus, Topocuvirus,and Turncurtovir

us. 

 
Fig 1. Infectious clone of Agroinnoculation 

Composition of Begomovirus 

According to the International Committee of Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV), 322 virus species are included 

in the genus Begomovirus, making it the largest genus of plant-infecting viruses. The majority of members 

of Begomovirus are bipartite, with a genome composed of two similar-sized DNA components (DNA A and 

DNA B). DNA A encodes a replication-associated protein (Rep), coat protein, and proteins that participate 

in the control of replication and gene expression. DNA B encodes proteins required for nuclear trafficking 

and cell-to-cell movement of the viral DNA. Of note, only DNA A has been isolated for several monopartite 

begomoviruses, including Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) and Tomato leaf curl virus. For several 

monopartite begomoviruses, such as Ageratum yellow vein virus and Cotton leaf curl virus, alphasatellites 

and betasatellites are associated with DNA A. Virus infections result in a general decrease in plant growth 
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and reduced yields, and the production is almost entirely lost if plants are infected during early growth. 

Whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) is the natural vector of begomoviruses. and the B and Q biotypes of B. tabaci, in 

particular, have played an important role in their spread. 

 
Fig 2. Method of Agroinnoculation 

Impact of Agroinnoculation in YMV 

MYMV Impact 

MYMV resistance (Field conditions)  Remains failure due to environmental conditions, 

host nature and viral load. 

MYMV resistant cultivars (Aggroinnoculation) In general, resistance nature in plants is 

associated with the activation of wide range of 

inducible defense responses as well as formation 

of various preexisting physical and chemical 

barriers that slow down or arrest the infectivity 

and multiplication of the pathogen that are 

entering into the host  

Advantages 

Besides control of whitefly, breeding for resistance against begomoviruses has been deployed as the main 

strategy in disease management. 

1. This requires appropriate and efficient screening of germplasm for begomovirus-resistant accessions. 

With increasing international importance of leaf curl disease in tomatoes, increased efforts have been made 

to identify resistance to tomato leaf curl disease and incorporate it into improved tomato cultivars  

2. The lack of mechanical transmission of some geminiviruses is a major experimental constraint. 

Agroinoculation is a technique that allows the inoculation of cloned geminiviral genomes into wide variety 

of host plants using Agrobacterium tumefaciens   

Most begomoviruses are naturally transmitted only by whitefly, and agroinoculation has greatly simplified 

the study of these viruses. In many reports of plant pathology, agroinoculation of begomoviruses using 

infectious clones has been conducted because it is a relatively simple and inexpensive method, compared 

with biolistic inoculation, which needs expensive equipment such as a particle gun. 

Although agroinoculation is widely used for fundamental research into the study of viral functions, only a 

few studies have used agroinoculation for screening begomovirus resistance sources. 

In outdoor field conditions, fluctuating environment and infection with other viruses make it difficult to 

evaluate the response (resistance, tolerance, and susceptible) of each germplasm to begomoviruses. 

Moreover, there is a constant threat of the viruliferous-whitefly escaping in a closed laboratory space. 

In contrast, agroinoculation can be conducted under controlled laboratory conditions using small seedlings, 

which can enable accurate evaluation in a short period of time and in a small space. For the above reasons, 

agroinoculation seems to be a beneficial method for screening begomovirus resistance sources. 
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Introduction 

Locusts are among the most devastating pests of human agriculture. Their name is derived from the Latin 

locus ustus, meaning “burnt place,” to describe the condition of the land after a swarm has passed. The 

family Acrididae of the Orthoptera insect order is home to a group of insects known as locusts. The popular 

name for locusts is short-horned grasshoppers. The capacity of locusts to adapt their behaviour and 

physiology—specifically, their colour and form (morphology) changes in reaction to variations in population 

density—gives them an advantage over grasshoppers. This trait is referred to as locust phase polyphenism. 

Acridology is the study of grasshopper species (Cullen et al., 2017). 

Taxonomy Position of Locusts 

Kingdom:         Animalia 

Phylum:           Arthropoda 

Subphylum:     Hexapoda 

Class:                Insecta 

Subclass:          Pterygota 

Order:              Orthoptera (Grasshoppers, Crickets, and Katydids) 

Suborder:        Caelifera 

Superfamily:   Acridoidea 

Family:            Acrididae 

Diversity of Swarming Grasshoppers 

Out of 6787 known species in the grasshopper family, the Acrididae only 19 species are currently considered 

as true locusts, which belong to at least 4 different subfamilies. (Cigliano et al., 2017) 

Life cycle: The Desert locust is the one India is most concerned about. The life cycle of a locust has three 

stages: egg, hopper, and adult. 

Egg: Female lays eggs at a depth of 10–15 cm in damp sandy soil with incubation time of two-weeks. To 

protect the eggs and from predators, female locusts generate a froth liquid around the eggs. 

Hopper: Develop into adulthood after five instars. This stage lasts for 6 weeks. 

Adults - The four-week adult phase is separated into three stages: fledgling, immature, and mature. 

Twelve weeks are needed to complete the life cycle. 

From where these Locusts come? 

There was torrential rainfall in 2018 over eastern Africa and the Middle East. The rains were so heavy 

that lakes formed in the middle of deserts. The desert locust finds the ideal breeding grounds in densely 

populated and abnormally wet deserts. The swarm that invades India originates in the desert of Africa or 

Arabian Peninsula which are carried to India through monsoon winds. The Locust Warning Organization 

(LWO) typically monitors and eliminates their breeding habitats yearly. However, this year's unexpected 

cyclones in the Arabian Peninsula and the impact of climate change have accelerated their spread and 

multiplication. 

Important Species of Locusts in the India 

S. No English Name Scientific Name 

1) The Desert Locust Schistocerca gregaria 

2) The Bombay Locust Nomadacris succincta 
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3) The Migratory Locust Locusta migratoria manilensis 

Locusta migratoria migratoriaoides 

4) The Tree Locust Anacridium Spp 

 
Source: Outlook India, 2020 

  
Tree locust (Anacridium sp.) Migratory locust (Locusta migratoria) 

  
Bombay Locust ( Nomadacris succincta) Desert locust (Schistocerca gregaria) 

Source: FAO 

In India, around two lakh square kilometers of region is designated as Scheduled Desert Area (SDA), 

mostly comprising of areas in following states.  

1. Rajasthan (1,79,250 km2),  
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2. Gujarat (23,077km2). 

3. Haryana (3,457km2). 

Breeding Season 

In all, there are three breeding seasons for locusts  

1. Winter breeding [November to December],  

2. Spring breeding [January to June] and  

3. Summer breeding [July to October]. 

India has only one locust breeding season and that is summer breeding. 

Management: 1) Preventive measures 2) Curative measures 

1. Preventive measures: 

a. Early warning system:  

i. Regular monitoring in the desert area, early warning, and timely response 

ii. Contingency planning to allow early and effective response before the situation becomes 

out of control.   

iii. During the survey, an assessment is made to determine, if the locust numbers have 

crossed the economic threshold level (ETL) which is 10,000 adults/ha. and 5-6 hoppers/bush 

that may require control. 

b. High-resolution imagery: Drones could be used to automatically collect high-resolution 

imagery of green, vegetated areas potentially affected by locusts. 

c. Constant watch and surveys: 

i. Desert areas with green vegetation (surface) and about two weeks after receiving the rain. 

ii. May to November when desert locust activity is considered at its peak due to congenial 

breeding conditions and also coincides with the monsoon season in Rajasthan and Gujarat. 

2. Curative measures: 

a. Cultural Control:  

i. Cultivating the soil where the eggs are laid. 

ii. By exposing, they dry out or eaten by birds. 

b. Mechanical control: 

i. Digging trenches and burying hopper bands 

ii. Scare locust swarms away from their fields by making noise, burning tires  

iii. Killing them with flame thrower 

iv. Crushing them with roller 

v. If hopper band is formed and observed marching, burn dry grass or any trash in front of 

the marching hopper band to kill the nymphs. 

c. Biological Control: 

Egg parasites: 

i. Several species of small wasps (3-5 mm long) belonging to the genus Scelio parasitise the 

eggs of locusts. 

ii. Blaesoxipha spp., Ceracia fergusoni (tachinid fly) (sarcophid blowflies) are a common 

parasite with a rapid larval development of 4-6 days in summer. 

Mites: 

i. Tarsonemid mites (tracheal mites), Leptus sp. (body mites)  

ii. Amphimermis sp. is an important parasite of wingless grasshoppers. 

Entomopathogens: 

i. Use of Entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium acridum for locust control. 

ii. The product is available in Africa under the name Green Muscle and in Australia as Green 

Guard. 

Chemical control: 

i. Choloropyriphos, malathion 96% ULV applied in small concentrated doses by vehicle-

mounted and aerial sprayers at ultra-low volume (ULV) rates of application. 

ii. Spray mixture of neem-based formulation (0.15 % EC) @ 45 ml + DDVP 76 EC @ 10 ml/ 15 

liter water on standing crop as feeding deterrent and for quick knock down of the 

hoppers/adults. 
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iii. Dust the crop with quinalphos 1.5 % DP or chlorpyriphos 1.5 % DP @ 25 kg/ha on standing 

crop. 

iv. If oviposition holes are found in the uncultivated fields, first dust any insecticide 

(Quinalphos 1.5 % DP or chlorpyriphos 1.5 % DP @ 25 kg/ha) and then plough the field to kill 

the eggs and emerging nymphs 

v. If a locust swarm is spotted on a cropped area, then aerial spraying of ULV formulation of 

insecticide like malathion 96 % ULV @ 1.0 lit./ha or fenitrothion 96 % ULV @ 0.5 lit./ha with 

the help of ULV nozzles fitted on a Helicopter or Drones. 

Conclusion 

Locusts are a phylogenetically diverse species within the grasshopper family; Various locust species show 

similar behavioural reactions to crowding created by different mechanisms (Acrididae). Currently, locust 

survey operations measure local locust population densities in regions with a history of locust outbreaks 

and the available amount of vegetation. However, they do not make an effort to analyse the resource 

distribution and abundance patterns of important host plants, which predicts outbreak. This considerably 

lowers the expenditures and helps shift the locust management paradigm from curative to preventative. 
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Food and nutrition security remain major challenges in many developing countries. Food security is linked 

to food, nutrition, and health. India is at the top of the world in terms of production of vegetables, fruits, 

and grains, but intake of vegetables remains low. This results in malnutrition, anaemia, and vitamin 

deficiencies. According to the National Family Health Survey 5 (NFHS-5), the stunting levels are 35.5% 

and the underweight numbers are 32.1%. Several studies have concluded that undernutrition and stunting 

are consequences of household food insecurity. 

 
Prevalence of Food insecurity and Hunger in the World 

In the year 2020, the number of people in the world affected by hunger increased under the shadow of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. It is estimated that between 720 and 811 million people in the world face hunger. 

Unless bold actions are taken to accelerate progress, especially actions to address major drivers of food 

insecurity and malnutrition and the inequalities affecting the access of millions to food, hunger will not be 

eradicated by 2030. As a result, several measures are required to tackle the issue of food security in the 

context of ever-increasing demand.  

Globally, nutrition gardens have been recognized as an important additional source contributing to food 

and nutritional security. Nutrition garden or kitchen garden can play a major role in providing household 

food and nutritional security diversity by providing micronutrients through constant supply of fruits and 

vegetables sufficient to meet the family’s requirements. A nutrition garden is an advanced form of garden 

in which vegetables are grown along with fruits, herbs, spices and other useful plants such as medicinal 

plants as a supplementary source of food and income.  

M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation introduced a unique model called Annadata Kitchen Garden 

Model which is a structured model with a diversity of crops suited to all the seasons rainy, winter and 

summer which was not prevalent earlier. The Annadata kitchen garden is grown throughout the season 

with a land holding size of 5, 10 and 20 cents. 
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Sample Layout of Annadata Kitchen Vegetable Garden model 

For small and marginal farmers, nutrition garden supply can make a significant impact to the family diet 

and provide several other benefits, especially for women. Thus nutrition gardens can provide food security 

and diversity to combat malnutrition at the household or community level. 
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Introduction 
Due to decrease in the land size for the cultivation of crop by the development of industries and 

urbanization of the agricultural land. And some other factors like increasing the population human being, 

climatic condition disasters and etc. So, the Hydroponics is the key of growing of plant in a liquid nutrient 

solution with or without use of artificial media. Commonly used medium includes expanded clay, coir, 

vermiculite and etc. Hydroponics is good for producing vegetables like tomatoes, lettuce, cucumber and 

peppers as well as ornamental crops such as herbs, roses and etc. it takes less time to grow crops then soil. 

It is also practices for growing crops in the space station by the NASA for feeding member. 

History 
The word Hydroponics comes from 2 Greek words “HYDRO” means “WATER” and “PONOS” means 

“LABOR.” It word was 1st used in 1929 by Prof. Dr Gerick at California. It also used by US Army for feeding 

troops on World War II. 

Advantages 
1. Faster Growth due to more available 02 in root zone. 

2. Much higher crop yields  

3. No weeding, thrashing and intercultural practices  

4. No requirement of land preparation 

5. Easy to control nutrient content, pH and growing environment. 

Disadvantages 
1. Initial and operational cost are higher than soil culture  

2. Skill and knowledge are needed to operate properly 

3. Viral diseases spread easily. 

Liquid Hydroponics System 
1. Nutrients film technique- Plant roots are put in the polythene tubes that contain nutrient solution for 

the growth and development of the plant  

2. Floating hydroponics – Plant are grown on a floating raft of expended plastic 

3. Aeroponics- Plants roots remain suspended in a closed growing chamber wear they are sprayed with a 

mist of nutrient solution at a short interval at every minute 

4. Aquaponics- Plants and fish farming combined together done 

There is so much more to hydroponic then we have discussed, and more when you take a deep dive in the 

concept which is known as “Hydroponics”. I hope you liked the concept of "HYDROPONICS" and found it 

enlightening. 

I want to end this article by the great words said by ‘ALBERT EINSTEIN’, ‘WISDOM’ is not the product of 

Schooling but of the lifelong attempt to acquire it’ 
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Summary of Article 
World Health Organisation (WHO) has defined medicinal plants as the plants that contain properties or 

compounds that can be used for therapeutic purposes or those that synthesize metabolites to produce useful 

drugs. Aromatic plants can be defined as those plants that contain aromatic essential oils that are extracted 

for perfumery, cosmetics, flavouring and other uses. 

Introduction 
Therapeutic is derived from the Greek word ‘therapeutikos’ and it means to produce good effects on the 

body or mind, or to provide or assist in a cure. Pharmaceutical is derived from the Greek word 

‘pharmaceutikos’ and it means a drug or medicine, or it is related to the production and sale of drugs and 

medicine. 

Medicinal Plants 
S.No. Common Name  

Scientific Name 

Family 

Major Constituents 

Uses 

1.  Aconite  

Aconitum heterophyllum 

Ranunculaceae 

Aconitine. 

• Used in diarrhoea, dysentery and gastric pain. 

• Appetizer and carminative. 

• Used to cure cold and fever. 

• Reduce pain and inflammation. 

• Treat anxiety and restlessness. 

2.  Aloe 

Aloe vera 

Liliaceae 

Aloin. 

• Juice and latex used as purgative. 

• Treat inflammations, sores and burns. 

• Soften, sooth and moisturise the skin. 

• Cure ulcers and intestinal ailments. 

• Used as emmenagogue. 

3.  Ashwagandha 

Withania somnifera 

Solanaceae 

Withamine, somniferine. 

• Root is used as aphrodisiac and diuretic. 

• Useful in rheumatism. 

• Used as narcotic. 

• Root powder used on ulcers and inflammation. 

• Warm leaves give comfort in eye diseases. 

4.  Ban Kakri 

Podophyllum hexandrum 

Berberidaceae 

Podophyllin. 

• Root paste applied on ulcers, cuts and wounds. 

• Used as purgative. 

• Cure skin diseases. 

• Anti-cancerous property. 

• Anti-rheumatic property. 

5.  Belladonna 

Atropa belladonna 

Solanaceae 

Atropine, hyocyamine, hyoscine. 

• External treatment of gout and rheumatism. 

• Effective against convulsions, tetanus, hysteria, 

nervous trembling and delirium tremors. 

• Employed in ophthalmology and psychiatry. 
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• Effective against whooping cough and asthma. 

• Employed in complaint of gastric ulcers and 

stones of kidney and gall bladder. 

6.  Betelvine 

Piper betle 

Piperaceae 

Eugenol, cineole, sesquiterpene. 

• Analgesic and cooling properties. 

• Alleviate headaches. 

• Effective remedy for boils. 

• Treat pulmonary infection. 

• Augment breast milk secretion. 

7.  Bishop’s Weed 

Ammi majus 

Apiaceae 

Xanthotoxin. 

• Treatment of psoriasis and vitiligo. 

• Regulates menstruation. 

• Diuretic. 

• Treatment of leprosy. 

• Treatment of kidney stones and urinary tract 

infections. 

8.  Chamomile 

Matricaria chamomilla 

Asteraceae 

Bisabolol, coumarin. 

• Treat indigestion, dyspepsia and diarrhoea. 

• Heal skin ulcers, wounds and burns. 

• Treatment of fever and cold. 

• Antibacterial and antifungal activity. 

• Control insomnia. 

9.  Chirayata 

Swertia chirayita, Swertia cordata 

Gentianaceae 

Ophelic acid, chiratin. 

• It is used as bitter tonic. 

• Febrifuge. 

• Anthelmintic property. 

• Treat diarrhoea and weakness. 

• Treat malarial fever. 

10.  Cinchona 

Cinchona officinalis 

Rubiaceae 

Quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, 

cinchonidine. 

• Quinine is the anti-malarial drug. 

• It is used as antiseptic. 

• Useful in pneumonia and amoebic dysentery. 

• Relieves rheumatic pain. 

• Quinidine used as treatment of heart disease. 

11.  Coleus 

Plectranthus barbatus 

Lamiaceae 

Forskolin. 

• Treatment of heart and lung problems. 

• Cure hypothyroidism. 

• Lower intra-ocular pressure in glaucoma. 

• Weight loss in obese patients. 

• Anti-cancerous. 

12.  Foxglove 

Digitalis lanata, Digitalis purpurea 

Scrophulariaceae 

Digoxin, digitonin, digitalin. 

• Treatment of congestive heart failure. 

• Ointments for wounds and burns. 

• Diuretic and sedative. 

• Relieve sore throat and asthma. 

• Stimulates digestive organs and muscular 

tissues. 

13.  Glory Lily 

Gloriosa superba 

Colchicaceae 

Colchicine, gloriosine. 

• Abortifacient property. 

• Anthelmintic agent. 

• Treat leprosy. 

• Anti-inflammatory  

• Analgesic. 

14.  Hurricane Weed 

Phyllanthus amarus 

Euphorbiaceae 

Phyllanthin, hypophyllanthin. 

• Antiseptic and astringent. 

• Febrifuge. 

• Treat gonorrhoea and genital infections. 

• Treat diarrhoea and dysentery. 

• Treat scabies, ulcers and wounds. 

15.  Isabgol 

Plantago ovata 

Plantaginaceae 

• Treatment of chronic dysentery. 

• Treatment of inflammation of mucous membrane 

of gastro-intestinal and genito-urinary tracts. 
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Xylose, arabinose, galacturonic acid. • Cure for duodenal ulcer, gonorrhoea and piles. 

• Cervical dilator for termination of pregnancy. 

• Prevents arteriosclerosis. 

16.  Jambu Faran 

Allium humile 

Liliaceae 

Aurantiamide acetate. 

• Relieve from asthma. 

• Cure digestive disorders. 

• Used for jaundice. 

• Relieve from cough and cold. 

• Effective against pectoral complaints. 

17.  Jatamansi 

Valeriana jatamansi 

Valerianaceae 

Valepotriates. 

• Sedative to treat insomnia. 

• Treat anxiety and tremors. 

• Treat diseases of eyes, blood and liver. 

• Relieve headache. 

• Useful for clearing voice. 

18.  Kapur Kachri 

Hedychium spicatum 

Zingiberaceae 

Limonene, cineole. 

• Treatment of hepatic disorders. 

• Treatment of snake bite. 

• Alleviates pain and inflammation. 

• Medication for treatment of cataract. 

• Treatment of arthritis and asthma. 

19.  Kutki 

Picrorhiza kurroa 

Scrophulariaceae 

Picroside, kutkoside. 

• Rhizome administered against fever. 

• Powder used in abdominal pain. 

• Used as laxative. 

• Administered in anaemia and jaundice. 

• Treatment of skin disorders. 

20.  Medicinal Yam 

Dioscorea floribunda 

Dioscoreaceae 

Diosgenin. 

• Diosgenin, a steroidal sapogenin, is used for 

preparing oral contraceptive pills. 

• Treatment of rheumatic arthritis. 

• Used against asthma, nephritis, allergic 

manifestation and shock. 

• Prescribed for sciatica, skin diseases and 

dermatitis. 

• Tubers used in dysentery and piles. 

21.  Neem 

Azadirachta indica 

Meliaceae 

Azadirachtin. 

• Treat skin diseases and boils. 

• Anthelmintic and antiseptic. 

• Cure toothache, bad breath and gum diseases. 

• Smoke from burnt leaves repel mosquitoes. 

• Foliar decoction cures fever and leprosy. 

22.  Opium Poppy 

Papaver somniferum 

Papaveraceae 

Morphine, codeine, papaverine. 

• Opium is used in spasms. 

• Prescribed for diarrhoea and diabetes. 

• Morphine, codeine and papaverine used as pain 

killer and sedative. 

• Reduces all secretions, except perspiration. 

• Antitussive and smooth muscle relaxant. 

23.  Periwinkle 

Catharanthus roseus 

Apocynaceae 

Vincristine, vinblastine. 

• Leaves are emetic and diaphoretic. 

• Floral decoction as eye wash for infants. 

• Roots have purgative, vermifugal, depurative and 

haemostatic properties. 

• Vincristine from leaves for treating leukaemia. 

• Vinblastine for treating Hodgkin’s disease. 

24.  Pyrethrum 

Chrysanthemum cinerariifolium 

Asteraceae 

Cinerin, pyrethrin, jasmoline. 

• Used as febrifuge. 

• Used for sternutation. 

• Stimulates nervous system. 

• Insecticide. 

• Repellents. 
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25.  Sarpagandha 

Rauvolfia serpentina 

Apocynaceae 

Reserpine, deserpidine. 

• Popularly called ‘pagal-ki-dawa’ as it relieves 

insanity. 

• Sedative property to relieve insomnia. 

• Relieves high blood pressure and hypertension. 

• Relieves hysteria. 

• Relieves itching in urticaria. 

26.  Senna 

Cassia angustifolia 

Fabaceae 

Anthraquinone, senosides. 

• Used as laxative. 

• Anthelmintic agent. 

• Treat diabetes. 

• Remove pimples. 

• Treat haemoglobin disorders. 

27.  Tropical Soda Apple 

Solanum viarum 

Solanaceae 

Solasodine. 

• Solasodine used for synthesis of steroidal drugs. 

• Anti-cancerous property. 

• Treatment of Addison’s disease. 

• Treatment of rheumatic arthritis. 

• Used as anabolic agent. 

28.  Turmeric 

Curcuma longa 

Zingiberaceae 

Curcumin. 

• An important spice crop. 

• Medicinal oils, ointments and poultice. 

• Blood purifier, antiseptic, carminative and tonic. 

• Treat diabetes and leprosy. 

• Relieve sore throat and common cold. 

29.  Vajradanti 

Potentilla fulgens 

Rosaceae 

Proanthocyanidins. 

• Treatment of gout. 

• Cure toothache, mouth ulcers. 

• Diuretic agent. 

• Antiseptic in piles and fistula. 

• Diaphoretic and expectorant. 

Aromatic Plants 
S.No. Common Name  

Scientific Name 

Family 

Major Constituents 

Uses 

1.  Bursera 

Bursera penicillata 

Burseraceae 

Linalool. 

• Wood oil used in cosmetics and perfumes. 

• Oil blends well with oil of jasmine and lilac. 

• Used for isolation of linalool. 

• Flavour foods and beverages. 

2.  Citronella Grass 

Cymbopogon winterianus, Cymbopogon 

nardus  

Poaceae 

Methyl eugenol, geraniol, citronellol. 

• Employed for extraction of aromatic isolates. 

• Essential oil is used to flavour technical 

preparations. 

• Oil is a mosquito repellent. 

• Oil used in insecticidal preparation. 

3.  Damask Rose 

Rosa damascena 

Rosaceae 

Geraniol, citronellol. 

• Cosmetics and perfumery industry. 

• Rose jam or gulkand. 

• Rose attar. 

• Gul-roghan. 

4.  Dill 

Anethum graveolens 

Apiaceae 

Carvone. 

• Leaves used for seasoning of sauces, soups and 

pickles. 

• Seeds are used as condiment. 

• Preparation of indigenous medicines. 

• Owing to high carvone content, seeds are 

substitute of caraway seeds. 

5.  French Jasmine 

Jasminum grandiflorum 
• Cosmetics and perfumery. 

• Disinfectants, detergents and aerated water. 
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Oleaceae 

Terpenes, esters. 

• Ointments and syrups. 

• Treatment of ulcers. 

6.  Geranium 

Pelargonium graveolens 

Geraniaceae 

Geraniol, citronellol. 

• Oil is almost a perfume in itself. 

• Scented soaps. 

• Cosmetic industry. 

• Rhodinol is component of high grade perfumes. 

7.  Guggal 

Commiphora mukul 

Burseraceae 

Eugenol, cresol. 

• Gum-resin used in medicines. 

• Used as a fixative in perfumery. 

• It is constituent of incense. 

• Used as aromatic stimulant in mouthwash. 

8.  Khus Grass 

Vetiveria zizanioides 

Poaceae 

Vetiverol, vetiverone. 

• Attar is made from vetiver oil. 

• Oil is used in cosmetics, perfumes and soaps. 

• Used as natural fixative. 

• Antiseptic and diuretic. 

9.  Latakasturi 

Abelmoschus moschatus 

Malvaceae 

Palmic acid, ambrettolide. 

• Oil is used as a valuable adjunct in high grade 

perfume. 

• Seeds have coolant, diuretic, aphrodisiac, 

antispasmodic and carminative properties. 

• Blended with chewing tobacco. 

• Oil blended with rose and sandalwood oil. 

10.  Lavender 

Lavandula officinalis, Lavandula 

latifolia 

Lamiaceae 

Linalyl acetate, linalool. 

• Lavandin oil mainly used by soap makers. 

• Oil with high ester content used in high grade 

perfume. 

• Oil with low ester content used in cologne. 

• Used in disinfectants and room sprays. 

11.  Lemon Grass 

Cymbopogon flexuosus 

Poaceae 

Citral, geraniol. 

• Preparation of ionones, a group of important 

synthetic aromatics. 

• Preparation of vitamin A. 

• Oil is mosquito repellent and germicide. 

• Citral used in perfumes, cosmetics, soaps and 

detergents. 

12.  Long Pepper 

Piper longum 

Piperaceae 

Piperine. 

• Used in liniments for rheumatic pain and 

paralysis. 

• Treat insomnia and epilepsy. 

• Useful in cold, cough, diarrhoea and dysentery. 

• Fruits used as spice and preservative. 

13.  Mint 

Mentha arvensis, Mentha piperita   

Lamiaceae 

Menthol, menthone. 

• Remedy for cold and cough. 

• Flavour tobacco, chewing gum and pan.  

• Used in mouthwashes and toothpastes. 

• Used in cosmetics. 

14.  Palmarosa 

Cymbopogon martinii 

Poaceae 

Geraniol, citral. 

• Source of high grade geraniol. 

• Used for flavouring tobacco. 

• Employed in cosmetics and soaps. 

• Used in perfumery. 

15.  Patchouli 

Pogostemon cablin 

Lamiaceae 

Eugenol, patchouli alcohol. 

• Oil has fixative property. 

• Employed in cosmetics, soaps and body lotions. 

• In detergents and incense. 

• Flavouring ingredient in alcoholic and non-

alcoholic beverages. 

16.  Rosemary 

Rosmarinus officinalis 

Lamiaceae 

Geraniol, cineole, camphor. 

• Stimulant, diuretic, aperient and emmenagogue 

properties in flowers. 

• Leaves used in flavouring and garnishing foods. 

• Oil used in cosmetics and perfumes. 
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• Oil has carminative property. 

17.  Sweet Flag 

Acorus calamus 

Araceae 

Calamol, calamenol. 

• Volatile oil used in flavouring and perfumery. 

• Leaf oil used for making aromatic vinegar. 

• In Kwashiorkor disease, root pieces are tied 

around neck. 

• Rhizome is carminative and tonic. 

18.  Sweet Wormwood 

Artemisia annua 

Asteraceae 

Artemisimin. 

• Flavouring agent in liqueurs. 

• Herbal extract cures malaria. 

• Foliar decoction relieves fever. 

• Treatment of epilepsy. 

19.  Thyme 

Thymus vulgaris 

Lamiaceae 

Thymol, geraniol. 

• Relieve cold, cough and fever. 

• Leaves are regarded as blood purifiers. 

• Scenting soaps and flavouring foods. 

• Treatment of skin diseases. 

20.  Tuberose  

Polianthes tuberosa 

Amaryllidaceae 

Geraniol, nerol, eugenol. 

• Used only for the highest grade perfumes. 

• Used in non-alcoholic beverages, candies and ice-

creams. 

• Remedy for gonorrhoea. 

• Remove pimples. 

21.  Tulsi 

Ocimum sanctum 

Lamiaceae 

Eugenol, cineole. 

• Leaves have expectorant and antiseptic 

properties. 

• Treat digestive complaints and skin diseases. 

• Relieve common cold and earache. 

• Root decoction used in malarial fever. 

Conclusion 
From prehistoric times, man has been dependent on plants for his various needs such as satisfying hunger 

or curing ailments of the mind and body. Every plant has some significance which may or may not be known 

to us. Medicinal and aromatic plants fall under such category of plants whose study is extremely important 

in the fields of medical and horticultural sciences. 
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Abstract 
Agriculture is the only provider of human food that should involve transitional and high-end inputs with 

well-known technologies. natural resources, agriculture and food safety are a part of utmost important 

challenges like human health, sustainability and susceptibility. nanotechnology has the potential and 

prospective to improve the food and agriculture industry with novel nanotools. This article will review how 

nanotechnology has playing a game changing role in the improvement of agriculture. 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Nanofertilizers, Liquid nano urea, sustainability, saviour, nanostructured 

materials. 

Introduction 
Did you ever wondered how thick would be a typical sheet of paper is or what would be a size of a red blood 

cell? And these long strands of hair what could be the diameter of a single strand of hair? It is astonishing 

to comprehend that how with the help of technology human has the insight of major prominent levels like 

of earth cosmic to that of tip of needle. So, what is the entity in which these are measured. It is the on 

billionth degree of meter termed as nanometer, and this science of understanding production and 

controlling of shape and size of atoms and particles at nanometer is termed as nanotechnology. These 

nanoparticles are highly mobile and exhibit quantum effects. Gold which is inert at normal scale can be 

served as a potent chemical catalyst when reduced at nanoscale, conductors are reduced to insulators and 

solids are converted into liquids. 

Applications 
Nanotechnology has shown excellent augmentation in the areas of nano- devices, nano – food system, nano- 

biotechnology, nano- remediation, nano – fabrics and many more. Silicon will soon be replaced by carbon 

nanotubes for making efficient devices and microchips, Individualized treatments and early diagnosis are 

enabled by nanotechnology and are currently available to operate in medicine and drugs and moreover 

through nanotechnology, low-cost detection and treatment of impurities of water are made affordable. 

Nanotechnology in future could be easily able to help meet the world ‘s increasing energy demands. 

Applications in Agriculture 
Attempts to apply nanotechnology in agriculture field begun with the growing realization that conventional 

farming technologies would neither able to increase productivity nor restore ecosystems damages by 

existing technologies back to their pristine state. With the concern of providing food to ever increasing 

population there has to be a new smarter way and nanotechnology has the potential to be the factor of 

saviour.  

Nanotechnology can overtake its application or can be exploited in the value chain or entire agriculture 

production system Nanotechnology is a leading agricultural controlling process. Use of nano-materials can 

increase soil PH and improve soil structure. They can reduce mobility, availability and toxicity of heavy 

metals. 

Nanofabricated materials containing plant nutrients can be used in aqueous suspensions and hydrogel 

forms as to enable hazard free applications, easy storage and convenient delivery systems. Nanotechnology 

has provided the feasibility of exploring nano-scale or nano- structured materials as a fertilizer’s carrier or 

controlled release vectors for building of the so-called smart fertilizers. Recently first liquid nano urea 

plant was inaugurated by prime minister at kalol Gujarat in which urea is in the form of nanoparticle. It 

is a nutrient to provide nitrogen to plant as an alternative to the conventional urea. 
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Some of the potential applications of nanotechnology in agriculture include: 

1. Increase the productivity using nano-pesticides and nano- fertilizers  

2. Improve the soil quality using nano-zeolities and hydrogel  

3. Stimulate crop growth using nano- materials eg: sio2, tio2, carbon nanotube  

4. Provide smart monitoring using nano-sensors by wireless communication devices. 

5. Enhance the nutrient use efficiency and reduce the cost of environmental pollution.  

6. Nanomaterials are used for protection of food from UV radiations  

7. It helps in the detection of chemicals, gases and pathogens in food through nanosensors. 

Conclusion 
Applications of nanotechnology is essential, given the millions of people worldwide who continues to lack 

access to safe water, reliable source of energy, health care, education and other basic human development 

needs. Despite all these we must remember that we have little understanding of the fate, transport and 

behaviour of engineered nanoparticles in the environment, toxicity of many NP’s is still indefinable having 

relative advantages in agriculture process, still there are many countries in the world that are suffering 

from lack of high importance food. At our current level of knowledge more care is required in regard to their 

synthesis and use. However, nanotechnology will substantially change the manufacturing process of almost 

every product in existence. Whatever happens it is likely to be the human races greatest achievement to 

date and will probably change all of our lives. 
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Soil compaction is one of most serious kind of land degradation limiting agricultural productivity 

throughout the world.  Soil compaction as a consequence of heavier farm machinery and/or animals per 

unit land surface have become common around the globe. The soil compaction is adversely affecting soil 

fertility, storage and supply of water and nutrients, increasing soil bulk density and decreasing soil 

porosity. Soil compaction is categorized into two major types: surface and subsurface. In surface soil 

compaction the soil aggregates are broken down by tillage, impact of falling raindrops or runoff.  Subsurface 

compaction may be caused by tillage, heavy farm equipment, and farm traffic. In agricultural field, 

continuous plowing the soil at the same depth for several years creates a compacted layer just beneath the 

plow layer, which adversely affects crop production. 

Prevention of soil compaction is always considered to be better option than to correct compaction problem 

after it occurs. A number of best management practices to reduce the risk of soil compaction are as follows:  

1. The practices to minimize soil compaction include minimum and zero tillage and minimizing traffic. 

2. Minimization of soil tillage operation to prevent breakdown of soil aggregate and formation of hardpan.  

3. Minimizing intensity of grazing and number of animals per grazing also reduce soil compaction. 

4. Covering the soil surface with crop residue to reduce the negative impact of falling rain drops.  

5. Maintaining vegetative soil cover, loosening compacted soil, and using a rotation which includes deep 

and strong rooting plants able to penetrate relatively compacted soils are also good options to control soil 

compaction.  

6. Green and brown manure or addition of plant or animal organic matter from external sources is also 

important in decreasing bulk density of the soil and reducing soil compaction. 
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Introduction 
As nearly 67% of India’s population depends on farming, it is important to make it a productive, sustainable 

and profitable enterprise to bring prosperity to farm households. This is possible through sustainable 

agriculture by means of converting natural resources and bio inhabitants into beneficial wealth. Organic 

farming practices provide an alternate farming system which is environmentally friendly and sustainable. 

Organic farming is an agricultural and livestock production system that aims to improve the productivity 

and health of the agro ecosystem’s diverse communities including soil organisms, plants, livestock and 

humans while reducing the use of chemical inputs, avoiding the use of genetically engineered organisms, 

antibiotics and plant growth promoters. 

Prospects Organic Farming 
Indian farming is highly diversified with crops, trees, animals, grasses etc., under diverse agro-climatic 

regions and it has lot of scope to promote organic farming in various crops. 

1. Organic cultivation of niche crops (crops having high yield potential under organic management and 

market demand) can be considered in the hilly and rainfed areas.  

2. Systematic phasing out the use of agrochemicals and synthetic fertilizers may be a step in right direction 

in view of national food security. 

3. Plant safety practices, post-harvest, cost-addition infrastructures, natural input advertising, 

certification and assembly export functionality are also major challenges.  

4. The most significant barrier to India’s organic produceexport is the lack of international standards 

processing, packing, storing and shipping facilities. 

5. Farmer friendly certification policies and supply- demand chain management for the growth of organic 

farming in the country is needed.  

6. Systematic phasing out the use of agrochemicals and synthetic fertilizers may be a step in right direction 

in view of national food security and this can be achieved by practicing good agricultural methodologies. 

Benefits of Organic Farming 
1. Environment-friendly.  

2. Promotes sustainable development.  

3. Healthy and tasty food.  

4. Inexpensive process.  

5. It uses organic inputs. 

6. Generates income. 

Conclusion 
The organic farming is considered as the most practical way to nurture the land and help regenerating the 

soil. This is likely a step towards long-term improvement by deciding not to use synthetic chemicals to 

produce high dietary quality food in sufficient quantities. It is a new agricultural machine that is rapidly 

changing farming practices. 
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Do you image miles of wide-open fields, rows of tilled dirt, with seedlings lining the tops of the mounds 

when you think about the produce cultivated for concession food service operations? While a huge portion 

of the world's fruits and vegetables are produced in this manner, there are other techniques that may be 

used to grow food without a lot of space or even dirt.                                                                     

For the purpose of photosynthesis, hydroponic plants are exposed to light, and their roots are exposed to 

air so they may take up the oxygen they require to thrive. Nutrients mixed into water include: 

1. Phosphorus 

2. Nitrogen 

3. Calcium 

A growth media may be used in some hydroponic systems to support the plant roots and enable more 

efficient water absorption to the root structure. Coconut coir, a shredded fibrous product manufactured 

from coconut husk, is one type of growing media that is frequently utilised. Aeroponics, a branch of 

hydroponics, does not utilise a growing medium and just needs light, water, and fertilisers. 

Gains from Hydroponic 
1. Increased plant yields: Compared to the amount of area required to cultivate the same number of 

plants in a hydroponic system, hydroponic plants produce a bigger output of fruits and vegetables. 

Additionally, a hydroponic system allows for better control of many of the factors that can improve plant 

growth, like the pH of the water, its nutritional content, the amount and kind of light, etc. 

2. Less water: Because water in a hydroponic system is caught and reused rather than being allowed to 

run off and drain to the environment, hydroponic systems use less water than conventional field crop 

watering methods – up to 10 times less. 

3. Locally grown: Plants may grow practically anywhere year-round using indoor hydroponic systems. 

4. Requires less space: There are many different types of hydroponic systems, including vertical stacking 

systems that are compact. 

Types of Hydroponic Systems 
There are several types of hydroponic systems. 

Wick: Plant roots grow downward through the medium as an absorbent "wick" draws nutrient-rich water 

up from a water reservoir to the root system zone. The roots can get air because of the growing medium 

(oxygen). 

Air-Gap: The upper portion of a plant's root system is exposed to air while the roots are partially 

submerged in water that is rich in nutrients (oxygen). 

Raft: The roots of the plants are suspended in nutrient-rich water while they are situated on a floating 

surface. An aquarium-style pump adds oxygen to the water, which the roots absorb. 

Ebb and Flow: Water that contains nutrients is regularly piped to the root zone region (e.g., every 30 

minutes) and allowed to drain back into a water reservoir. 

Top Feeder: Roots of plants spread through a surface. The roots may access air (oxygen) thanks to the 

growth media. A water reservoir is filled with nutrient-rich water that is pumped to the surface of the 

medium, allowed to percolate down to the root zone, and then drained. 

Nutrient Film Technique (NFT) 
Plants are arranged on a floating platform suspended in a trough with a small incline. The root system of 

the plant hangs with the upper portion exposed to the air (oxygen). 
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Water that is rich in nutrients is pumped into the trough from the top (higher) end, exposing the bottom 

portion of the roots to it. Water flows back into a water reservoir after passing (down) other root systems. 

Aeroponics: Plant roots are placed in an enclosed area that is open to air (oxygen), and that is often (every 

30 minutes, for example) irrigated with nutrient-rich water or misted with it. 

Hydroponics should be Used in Concession Food Service Operations 
Are you thinking of growing food for a concession company in a hydroponic system? Make sure to discuss 

the viability of an onsite hydroponic garden with park management and your local NPS Office of Public 

Health consultant. Review the fact document from the NPS Office of Public Health titled "Using Non-

Approved Foods and Produce Sources for Concessions Operations" as well. 

Although they have many advantages, hydroponic systems are not flawless. Before beginning a hydroponic 

system, take into account the following:                                   

1. Food safety: In order to grow food for human consumption, it must be handled, washed, stored, and 

labelled correctly in accordance with U.S. Department of Agriculture regulations. 

2. Illness: Because most hydroponic systems are closed systems (meaning the water circulates), bacteria or 

other microorganisms that enter the water supply can impact any hydroponic plant. Hydroponic plants are 

not immune to disease. 

3. Energy consumption: Depending on the region, indoor hydroponic gardens could require artificial 

lighting, which could raise the energy demand for the concession operation. Most hydroponic systems also 

require an electronic pump to deliver water to the plants. 

4. Consideration must be given to seed dissemination for outdoor hydroponic systems in a national park 

environment. Plant seeds may be dispersed by the wind or animals. 
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Summary of Article 
The whole world is facing the challenge of global warming and climate change today. This is causing havoc 

in the various ecosystems either natural or man-made. The excessive greenhouse gases emission in the 

atmosphere as well as the unregulated usage of the limited freshwater present on our blue planet is 

threatening the survival of floral and faunal species. Agricultural production is also getting severely 

affected by the changing global climate. On one hand, the world population is increasing at a tremendous 

rate while on the other hand, there is increasing threat to food security owing to diminishing agricultural 

lands. Weather extremes like drought, flood, heat waves, etc. are reducing cultivable lands. Along with 

this, the major food crops like wheat, maize and rice, which satisfy the hunger of majority of world 

population, are unable to tolerate such climatic extremes. Their production as well as productivity is 

decreasing. Therefore, these crops which became significant after the Green Revolution, are unable to fulfil 

their role in the current scenario. However, a large group of cereal crops which became insignificant in the 

eyes of people after the 1960s, have emerged as the solution to the aforementioned problems which the 

agriculturists are facing today. The yesterday’s coarse grains called millets, have such genetic structure 

that they not only tolerate current weather extremes but also provide quantity as well as quality food. 

Another interesting fact worth noting is the carbon and water footprint of millets in comparison to the three 

major cereal crops, i.e. wheat, maize and rice. Thus, these crops are currently being researched as the 

answer for the concept of climate smart agriculture (CSA) of FAO. 

Introduction 
Around 10,000 BC, the commencement of agriculture and allied practices led to the formation of human 

settlements. The early humans which were nomadic hunters and food gatherers became food growers and 

gradually various civilizations grew and prospered. It has been estimated that the total world population 

never crossed 15 million marks before the dawn of agriculture (Urban World History: An Economic and 

Geographical Perspective). The unprecedented accelerated growth of the human population began from the 

1700s AD, when agricultural and industrial revolutions started from European countries. The scientific 

and technological advancements in the field of agriculture and medicine decreased the mortality rate of 

human beings, especially children. The world population crossed the 2 billion marks around the beginning 

of the 19th century AD and now in the year 2022 AD, the benchmark of 8 billion is about to reach (Plecher, 

2021). The continental statistics show that the population growth is highest in Asia and Africa (Feldman, 

2019).  

Various anthropogenic activities, especially the advancements achieved after the industrial revolution, 

have brought about the contemporary problem of climate change and global warming. The atmosphere, 

hydrosphere and lithosphere are undergoing widespread and rapid changes due to human activities. Since 

the year 1970, the average global temperature has been rising at the rate of 1.7°C per century (NOAA, 

2016; Marcott et al., 2013). Weather and climate extremes are evident in every region of the planet, 

resulting in heat waves, heavy precipitation, droughts and floods (IPCC, 2021).  

The impact of climate change and global warming is also clearly visible on the agricultural productivity of 

the world. On one hand, the tropical and subtropical regions of the world where agriculture flourished for 

thousands of years, are now becoming unfavourable for growing several crops. On the other hand, several 

temperate and polar regions where earlier agricultural activities were not possible, are now becoming 

suitable for crop production. Therefore, a drastic shift in agricultural regions has been noticed since the 

beginning of the 21st century (Global Warming and Agriculture). It has also been statistically reported that 

the regions of the world (especially Africa and South Asia) which have shown drastic decrease in food 
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production owing to climate change, are also the very same regions showing tremendous human population 

growth. Thus, there has been a colossal rise in the number of malnourished and undernourished people in 

these regions, especially women and children (UNICEF). 

Climate Smart Agriculture 
A new strategy named Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) has been proposed by World Bank to fulfil the 

vision of Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). It is an integrated approach to manage landscapes 

(cropland, livestock, forests and fisheries) that address the interlinked challenges of food security and 

climate change (World Bank, 2021). The three pillars of the strategy are as follows: 

1. Increased productivity – Production of more and better food to improve nutritional security and boost 

incomes, especially of the poor people who live in rural areas and are mainly dependent on agriculture for 

their livelihood. 

2. Enhanced resilience – Reduction in vulnerability of crops and food resources to various abiotic and 

biotic stresses as well as improvement in their adaptability to withstand erratic seasonal and weather 

extremes. 

3. Reduced emissions – Reduction in emissions of carbon and greenhouse gases for each calorie or kilo of 

food produced. Prevention of deforestation and innovation of ways of increasing carbon sequestration. 

The Concept of Carbon and Water Footprints 
Various human activities have caused excessive emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere which led to global warming and climate change. Also, there is unregulated usage of 

available freshwater resources which make up only 1% of the total water present on our planet. 

Furthermore, human activities are causing water pollution too. Therefore, the concept of carbon and water 

footprints were developed for analysing how much carbon is emitted and water is consumed respectively 

by each human activity.  

Carbon footprint is defined as the total greenhouse gas emission caused by an individual, event, 

organisation, service, place or product, expressed as carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e). In most cases, it is 

not possible to exactly calculate the carbon footprint due to complexity of processes involved, therefore 

Wright et al. (2011) defined it as a measure of the total amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) 

emissions of a defined population, system or activity, considering all relevant sources, sinks and storage 

within the spatial and temporal boundary of the population, system or activity of interest.  

Water footprint of an individual, community or business is defined as the total volume of freshwater used 

to produce goods and services consumed by the individual or community or produced by the business. Water 

use is measured in water volume which is consumed or polluted per unit time (Hoekstra, 2002). The total 

water footprint comprises of three components, namely blue, green and grey water footprints which are 

explained as follows: 

1. Blue water footprint – Water that has been retrieved from surface and groundwater sources. 

2. Green water footprint – Water received through precipitation. 

3. Grey water footprint – Water required to assimilate pollutants to meet specific quality standards. 

The two aforementioned footprints are also calculated in the agricultural system to find out how much 

carbon emission as well as sequestration occurs along with the blue, green and grey water consumption in 

the production of any agricultural commodity. This helps in analysing the impact of each agricultural 

commodity on the environment, thereby providing us a hint whether the commodity production is fulfilling 

the aims of CSA or alternatives need to be devised in case of any lacking at any point of production. 

Risk on Major Staple Crops of the World 
The Green Revolution of the 1960s led to widespread cultivation and consumption of three major cereal 

crops around the world, namely maize (Zea mays L.), rice (Oryza sativa L.) and wheat (Triticum aestivum 

L.). According to FAO, these three crops together make up 51% of the world’s calorie intake. However, in 

the recent times, it has been noticed that erratic seasonal patterns and weather extremes are proving 

deleterious for these crops (The Guardian). Massive agricultural areas indulged in monocropping of these 

crops are facing challenges of partial or complete crop failure, leading to great economic losses to farmers 
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as well as scarcity of basic food to majority of world population. Prolonged dry periods and erratic rainfall 

patterns are negatively affecting maize production. Rise in temperature as well as precipitation has shown 

similar negative impact on wheat which is a cool season crop. Lastly, the third crop rice is a contributor as 

well as a victim of climate change. Flood irrigation in paddy fields releases methane which is the most 

potent greenhouse gas (US Environmental Protection Agency). Rice fields contribute 10% of global 

anthropogenic methane emission (International Rice Research Institute). On one hand, the global demand 

of these major staple crops is projected to increase by 33% by the year 2050. On the other hand, climatic 

extremes and reduced agricultural water availability are posing threat to current status of production of 

these crops. 

Millets: A Long-Forgotten Answer for CSA 
Millets are a diverse group of small-seeded grasses which are grown around the world as minor cereal 

crops, meant for food and fodder. They are annual warm-weather crops which are highly tolerant to drought 

and other weather extremes, but no less than major cereals in terms of nutrition (Shah et al., 2017).  

Millets have played a major role in the commencement of agriculture and formation of settled farming 

societies (Cherfas, 2015). Archaeological evidences have also proven that millets have been cultivated by 

humans since prehistoric times and their cultivation is older than that of wheat and rice (Manjul, 2006). 

Various millets like finger millet, foxtail millet and barnyard millet have been mentioned in the Yajur Veda 

texts, indicating that millet cultivation was happening around 1200 BC in India (Roy, 2009). However, the 

Green Revolution of the 1960s AD gave boost to wheat, rice and maize cultivation around the world and 

these ancient minor cereals called millets lost their prominence significantly. They were titled as 

yesterday’s coarse grains in the contemporary time as they have high dietary fibre content and their 

preference decreased due to their slow digestibility. They became insignificant in the eyes of people in 

comparison to major cereals.  

However, the threat imposed on the production of major cereals due to climate change along with decreased 

water availability for agricultural activities, has again brought human attention on these long-forgotten 

category of crops. They require significantly low amount of water for their cultivation and can endure 

extreme weather conditions, especially heat and drought stress. Thus, their water footprint is significantly 

less than that of major cereals (Mekonnen & Hoekstra, 2010). They do not require flood irrigation like in 

case of rice cultivation as well as they do not need too much input of fertilizers, so their carbon footprint is 

also very low.  

Millets are rich in dietary fibre as mentioned before as well as have high concentrations of various minerals 

and vitamins. For instance, finger millet has the highest concentration of calcium (344 mg/100 g). 

Therefore, since the last decade researches in various scientific fields have again commenced on these crops 

for analysing their nutritional values along with their resilience to weather extremes. 

Conclusion 
The three objectives of CSA namely, increased productivity, enhanced resilience and reduced emissions can 

be achieved by incorporating long forgotten millets in our agricultural production system and by providing 

them the attention from the point of view of research and development. They are still grown by poor 

marginal farmers in developing and underdeveloped countries in various geographical locations where 

major cereal crops cannot flourish. We must utilise the potential of these crops in terms of nutrition, 

agricultural productivity and weather extremes as they have a diverse gene pool. The genetic diversity 

available in these crops can be effectively utilised for the sustenance of the major staple crops (maize, wheat 

and rice). Therefore, it is high time for us to create a sustainable agricultural system, wherein major cereals 

as well as millets thrive together, providing us with a variety of nutrients in our plate and ultimately to 

our body. Owing to the growing attention of the scientific community towards these nutri-cereals in recent 

times, India celebrated 2018 as the National Year of Millets and upon its proposal, the UN FAO has 

declared 2023 as the International Year of Millets. 
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Summary of Article 
Crop photosynthetic efficiency is the fraction of light energy that is converted to chemical energy via 

photosynthesis. It is directly linked to the fixation of atmospheric carbon dioxide to form sugars in 

autotrophs. Rubisco (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) which is the most abundant protein 

on the planet earth, catalyses the reaction through which inorganic carbon enters the biosphere. Thus, it 

has become a major aspect of research to improve photosynthetic efficiency of crop plants when there is 

uncontrolled population growth on one hand and stagnating agricultural yields in the climate change 

scenario on the other hand. The carboxylase activity of rubisco is very essential for food production. 

However, the oxygenase activity of this enzyme causes wastage of the fixed energy. This dual nature of 

rubisco is dependent on the relative concentration of carbon dioxide and oxygen in the atmosphere. The 

study of atmospheric gases concentration along with the course of evolution of life on the blue planet 

suggests that the production of oxygen and its increasing concentration in the atmosphere is primarily due 

to photosynthetic activity. However, when the relative concentration of oxygen increased in comparison to 

carbon dioxide, the oxygenase activity of rubisco proved detrimental for carbon fixation. Another aspect is 

the effect of temperature on the solubility of gases in water. It has been found that increasing temperature 

decreases the solubility of carbon dioxide in water, but the solubility of oxygen is very less affected. 

Therefore, the process of oxygenation is favoured by increasing temperature and carboxylation process is 

hindered by the same. Increasing temperature also affects the water present in the plant body due to 

increase in transpiration rate. All these facts provide an answer for the chronological evolution of C3, C4 

and CAM plants over billions of years. 

Introduction 
Photosynthesis is the process by which plants and other photoautotrophs convert the solar light energy 

into chemical energy. The process is the primary way through which energy enters the biosphere and 

sustains life on the planet earth. Inorganic carbon is used to produce various organic compounds and the 

energy stored in the bonds of these compounds is continuously interconverted into various other forms to 

carry out the metabolism of every organism present in the biosphere. 

The dawn of agriculture around 10,000 BC led to the formation of human settlements. Human beings 

domesticated various plants which were source of food, fodder and other commodities. These selected plants 

were called crops and over the course of thousands of years, humans have improved these crops for their 

own benefit. The primary aim of agriculture is to provide food for the growing population and many crop 

species have been modified to such an extent that they do not resemble their wild ancestors. The 

contemporary era of genetic and biotechnological advancements has benefitted humans in enhancing food 

production for the tremendously growing population, but now plateauing of yield has been noticed in 

several important crops around the world. Therefore, now researchers are exploring the crucial steps 

involved in photosynthesis which play a major role in biomass accumulation in plants. 

Crop Photosynthetic Efficiency 
The portion of light energy which is converted into chemical energy during photosynthesis is known as 

photosynthetic efficiency. It depends on the wavelength of the radiation which is harnessed by the plants 

as well as the photosynthetic physiology of the plant. The energetics of photosynthetic efficiency as 

explained by Zhu et al. (2008), are as follows: 
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1. 1000 kJ solar energy received on the earth’s surface, out of which 513 kJ is outside photosynthetically 

active spectrum and 487 kJ is PAR (photosynthetically active radiation). 

2. Out of 487 kJ energy, 49 kJ is either reflected or transmitted and 438 kJ is harnessed by the plants 

during light reaction. 

3. Out of 438 kJ energy, 66 kJ is lost due to photochemical inefficiency and 372 kJ is converted into 

assimilatory power of ATP and NADPH. 

4. The dark reaction of photosynthesis varies in C3 and C4 plants. Out of 372 kJ, 246 kJ and 287 kJ energy 

are utilised for carbohydrate synthesis in C3 and C4 plants respectively. Thus, the left-over energy is 126 

kJ and 85 kJ in C3 and C4 respectively. 

5. In C3 plants, photorespiration occurs which consumes 61 kJ energy out of 126 kJ, thereby leaving 65 kJ 

of energy. In C4 plants, there is no photorespiration and 85 kJ still remains. 

6. In C3 plants, 19 kJ is used up in respiration out of 65 kJ, thereby leaving 46 kJ which ultimately makes 

up the plant biomass. In C4 plants, 25 kJ is consumed in respiration out of 85 kJ, hence leaving 60 kJ 

which finally forms the plant biomass. 

Light and Dark Reactions of Photosynthesis 
The chloroplasts are the green plastids present in plant cell in which photosynthetic reactions are carried 

out. Chloroplast has a double membrane which encloses proteinaceous ground substance called stroma. 

Embedded in the stroma is a network of lamellae and grana. Each granum is a pile of coin shaped structures 

called thylakoids. The light reaction of photosynthesis occurs in thylakoids, whereas the dark reaction takes 

place in the stroma. In the light reaction, solar energy is utilised to split water molecules to release oxygen 

and to form assimilatory power (ATP and NADPH) through photosystems II and I. This assimilatory power 

is utilised in the stroma to form carbohydrates from inorganic carbon. An important enzyme called Rubisco 

catalyses the reaction which incorporates inorganic carbon in organic compounds. This is the most 

significant step in the dark reaction of photosynthesis because this is the entry point of inorganic carbon 

into the biosphere. 

C3, C4 and CAM Plants 
Based on the spatial and temporal arrangement of the metabolic pathways through which assimilatory 

power and inorganic carbon are utilised and converted into carbohydrates, plants are classified as C3, C4 

and CAM. These plants are named after the chemical photosynthetic process which they have developed 

over the course of evolution. C3 cycle is also called Calvin-Benson cycle, whereas C4 cycle is also known as 

Hatch-Slack cycle. CAM stands for Crassulacean acid metabolism. The first product of CO2 fixation in C3 

and C4 cycle is phosphoglyceric acid (PGA) and oxaloacetic acid (OAA) respectively. They are 3-C and 4-C 

compounds respectively. In C3 plants, Calvin cycle occurs in the chloroplasts of mesophyll cells only and 

photorespiration is an exclusive process in these plants. In C4 plants, kranz anatomy is present wherein, 

OAA is formed in mesophyll cells which is further converted to malic acid and moved to bundle sheath cells 

where Calvin cycle occurs. Lastly in case of CAM plants, OAA is formed and converted to malic acid during 

the day time and Calvin cycle occurs in the night time. C4 cycle helps to prevent photorespiration from 

happening which is common in C3 plants, whereas CAM metabolism has evolved in plants growing in arid 

regions to conserve water. 

Rubisco (Ribulose-1,5-Bisphosphate Carboxylase/Oxygenase) 
Rubisco (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) is the single most abundant protein present on 

our planet (Ellis, 1979). The acronym ‘RuBisCO’ was coined by David Eisenberg in 1979. Rubisco accounts 

for about 50% of the total chloroplast protein. It catalyses the most important reaction of photosynthesis in 

which inorganic carbon is fixed, thereby ensuring its entry in the biosphere.  

The evolution of Rubisco has long been a topic of debate. Erb and Zarzycki (2018) summarised the various 

hypotheses proposed regarding the evolution of this enzyme: 

1. RubisCO evolved from a non-CO2-fixing ancestral enzyme into a true carboxylase. 

2. RubisCO evolved in a non-autotrophic context before the Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle evolved. 

3. RubisCO evolved from a simple enzyme into a composite enzyme complex, the ‘RubisCOsome’. 
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In photosynthetic organisms, Rubisco consists of a set of 8 large subunits (called L) of 51-58 kDa each, and 

8 small subunits (called S) of 12-18 kDa each, forming an L8S8 structure. Chloroplast genome encodes for 

the large subunits, whereas nuclear genome encodes for the small subunits. The large subunits have the 

catalytic sites, while the small subunits have regulatory role in catalysing activity (Andersson and 

Backlund, 2008). 

Four different forms of Rubisco namely Form I, II, III and IV have been found from three kingdoms of living 

organisms. Form I (hexadecameric structure as described above) is the most common and widely studied 

form of Rubisco which is found in plants, algae, cyanobacteria and proteobacteria. Form II is found in 

proteobacteria and dinoflagellates, while Form III is found in archaea. Lastly, Form IV is found in 

proteobacteria, cyanobacteria, algae and archaea (Fogel, 2019). 

Enzymatic Characteristics and Kinetics 
1. Enzyme specificity – Every enzyme is specific in its nature of reaction. It possesses active sites which are 

highly specific centres and each active site possesses particular binding site which forms complex with 

specific substrate only. 

2. Michaelis-Menten constant – Michaelis and Menten (1913) introduced a constant Km called Michaelis-

Menten constant. Km indicates the substrate concentration at which an enzyme catalysed reaction attains 

half its maximum velocity. It reflects the affinity of the enzyme for the substrate. Lower the value of Km, 

greater is the affinity of the enzyme for ES (enzyme-substrate) complex formation. 

Effect of Temperature on Solubility of Gases 
Carbon dioxide and oxygen are the two gases involved in the processes of photosynthesis and respiration. 

It has been found that the solubility of gases in liquids decrease with increase in temperature. Therefore, 

an increase in temperature will decrease the solubility of CO2 and O2 in water. However, it has been further 

found that solubility of CO2 declines at a faster rate as compared to that of O2 in water with the rise in 

temperature. This difference in the physical property of these two gases has a significant role in the 

chronological evolution of various photosynthetic metabolic pathways. 

The Dual Role of Rubisco 
The study of the course of evolution of life on earth in relation to the rise and fall of temperatures as well 

as the concentrations of various gases in the atmosphere is very significant. It has been found that 

photosynthesis is the process through which oxygen evolution occurred in the atmosphere of our planet. 

Initially, when negligible amount of oxygen was present in the atmosphere, Rubisco enzyme showed only 

carboxylation activity. However, with the significant rise in the concentration of oxygen, the enzyme started 

showing oxygenase activity as well (Kacar et al., 2018). Therefore, the carboxylation and oxygenation 

activity of Rubisco is dependent on the relative concentration of CO2 and O2 in the vicinity of the enzyme. 

C3 plants start photorespiration when oxygen concentration and temperature are high. Therefore, C4 

plants evolved to prevent oxygenase activity of Rubisco. CAM plants evolved in arid regions to conserve 

water so that transpirational losses are minimised. When Rubisco acts as carboxylase enzyme, then 2 

molecules of PGA (phosphoglyceric acid) are formed. However, when it acts as oxygenase enzyme, then one 

molecule of PGA and one molecule of PG (phosphoglycolate) are formed. Glycolate metabolism is the basis 

of photorespiration in C3 plants. 

Conclusion 
The overall conclusion from the above discussion is that Rubisco has greater affinity for oxygen as compared 

to carbon dioxide. Rise in temperature decreases solubility of cabon dioxide in water more than that of 

oxygen. Therefore, oxygenation activity as well as rise in temperature adversely affect carbon fixation task 

of Rubisco. 
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Introduction 
It belongs to the family of Cucurbitaceae and called with different names such as kasarakaya, Kakroi, 

Karchikai, Athalakai and Kaarali kanda etc. the plant is perennial. This Climber is available during the 

monsoon season and it is found in south Indian states of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 

Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu.  

This crop is not cultivated by the farmer as a regular crop it is available mainly in the black soils where 

other crops such as sorghum, Bengal gram and onion can be cultivated. Formerly it was considered as a 

weed, but it possesses more medicinal benefits from ancient times. Because of lack of awareness about the 

nutritional attributes, it is not commercially cultivated. Therefore, it is considered as a region and season 

specific underutilized vegetable crop. Because of the nutritional value of the fruits, it is used as vegetable 

not only the fruits even leaves can also be used as a leafy vegetable. 

 

 

Basic Information Regarding Kasarakaya 
Botanical name: Momordica cymbalaria 

Kingdom: Plantae  

Superdivision: Spermatophyta - Seed plants 
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Division: Magnoliophyta - Flowering plants 

Class: Magnoliopsida – Dicotyledons 

Order: Cucurbitale 

Family: Cucurbitaceae - Cucumber family 

Nutritional Information 
Nutrients  Amount per 100gms  

Carbohydrates  3.72 % 

Protein  3.26 % 

Fat  1.61 % 

Fiber  5.63 % 

Ash  1.25 % 

 β -carotene  0.01 mg  

Ascorbic acid  160.77mg 

Iron  130.00mg 

Phosphorous  5.50mg 

Calcium  72mg 

Sodium  40mg 

(Source: Gopalan et. al., 1993.Nutritive value of foods, NIN.) 

Not only the fruits, even the tubers and leaves of this plant are also used for therapeutic uses as these 

contain flavonoids, steroids, Triterpenes, Saponins (Pramod Kumar et. al., 2010) Tubers contain sterols, 

Triterpenes, Cardiac glycosides, and Saponins. (Fernandes et. al., 2007). 

Therapeutic Uses 
Fruits were considered as underutilized vegetables and has a rich source of medical values like tonic, 

stomachic, stimulant, laxative and alterative. The fruits and juices of these fruits are useful in treating 

gout, rheumatism and sub-acute cases of the spleen and liver diseases. It is also employed for diabetes, 

malaria, chronic sores, wounds and infections, worms and parasites, as an emmenagogue (stimulates 

menstrual flow), and for meseals, hepatitis and fevers. 

Tea with these leaves is useful to treat the malaria, wounds, worms, parasites, fever etc. (Jeyadevi et.al., 

2012). since ancient times tubers were used to heal a variety of diseases, including wounds, diarrhoea, 

Stomach ache and Mouth ulcers. Recent studies showed that tubers are useful for the extraction of Sterols, 

Triterpenes, Saponins, carbohydrates etc. Which are considered as an important secondary metabolite 

(Fernandes et. al., 2007). 

Health Benefits of Kasarakaya 
Helps to regulate the glucose levels in the blood: Powder of these fruits used to treat diabetes because 

it enhances the process of glycogen synthesis which is activated by insulin in response to high glucose 

levels, because these fruits possess anti diabetic and hypoglycaemic properties (Rao et. al., 2001). 

Preventing damage to the liver: The extract of these tubers is known to possess antioxidants and 

hepatoproteins in good quantities. Due to the presence of antioxidants and hepatoproteins it helps to 

prevent the formation of free radicals from CCL4 induced liver injury and also aids to reduce the tissue 

damaging. 

Serving to protect the Heart: Koneri et. al., (2008) Stated that by the intake of kasarakaya (500mg per 

Kg body weight) helps to prevent the alterations in marker enzymes of myocardial infraction and oxidative 

stress as well as uric acid. It elevated the HDL level and decreased the LDL cholesterol level, which 

indicates that elevated triglyceride levels are an independent risk factor for cardio vascular disease and 

prevented the elevation of triglyceride cholesterol and LDL in serum signifying that the myocardial 

membrane is not damaged. 

Anti-microbial activity: The extracts (Petroleum ether, chloroform, ethanol, and aqueous) of kasarakaya 

possess very good inhibitory effect against various microorganisms such as Staphylococcus aureus, 

Klebsiella pneumonia, E coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Aspergillus niger when compared to standard 
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antibiotics. (Sangeetha et.al., 2010) The standard antibiotics zone of inhibition was less than the extracts 

of kasarakaya it indicates that it fights against these organisms effectively. 

Protects the kidneys from harm: Tubers of this plant possesses noticeable nephroprotective nature and 

plays a promising role in the treatment of acute renal injury induced by nephrotoxins. This activity is 

ascribed to its antioxidant property (Kumar et. al., 2011). 

Conclusion 
This crop is found in tropical India, it is not commercialized due to lack of seeds or tubers availability in 

the market. It is grown by tubers because seeds have poor germination potential. As it also considered as 

a medicinal crop due to its medicinal properties.  

This plant is used for the food, vegetables of its fruits and has a rich source of vitamin C, fiber, beta carotene 

and also rich in Iron and calcium content along with potential therapeutic values have been used from 

ancient times to cure various ailments and infectious diseases. These are well known for their bitter taste 

due to the presence of phytochemicals and have a wide range of medicinal values. 
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A Crop Wild Relative is a wild plant / ancestor / taxon closely related to a domesticated plant species, 

whose geographic origins can be traced back to regions known as Vavilovian Centers. 

Importance of CWR 
1. CWR constitute an important resource for improving agricultural production and for maintaining 

sustainable agro-ecosystems. 

2. Natural selection in the wild accumulates a rich set of useful traits that can be introduced into crop 

plants by crossing. 

3. With anthropogenic climate change and ecosystem instability CWRs are critical resource in ensuring 

food security for the new millennium. 

4. Genetic material from CWRs has been utilized by humans for thousands of years to improve the quality 

and yield of crops. 

5. CWRs are reservoir of useful genes and contribute beneficial traits to crop plants. 

Why are CWR Threatened? 
1. Essential component of natural and agricultural ecosystems which maintains ecosystem health 

2. Conservation and sustainable use improve agricultural production, food security, and maintains a 

healthy environment 

3. Natural populations of many CWRs are increasingly at risk and Geographic hotspots are not represented 

in genebanks 

4. Deforestation, over grazing and desertification is aggrevating the loss of many populations of important 

CWR. 

Advantages of CWR Use 
1. In traditional methods of breeding, screening large, heterogeneous collections for phenotypic variation 

in agricultural traits, are logistically challenging and they may overlook valuable genotypic variation 

concealed by epistasis in non-elite genetic backgrounds 

2. Potential improvement in screening efficiency offered by the core collection concept to conventional 

breeding is equally applicable to modern allele mining efforts to recover useful adaptations from CWR in 

gene banks 

3. Agronomic loci can be identified using mutant screens, QTL analysis, association mapping, and genome-

wide surveys for the signature of artificial selection. 

4. Novel alleles of agronomic importance can be integrated into crop breeding programmes using 

conventional or molecular approaches to combat disease, improve stress tolerance, promote yield increases, 

produce better storage and nutritional properties to uncover alleles of gene of interest through the Focused 

Identification of Germplasm Strategy (FIGS) 

Limitations in CWR Use 
1. Accessing genetic diversity is a challenge due to inefficient / scanty extraction / exploitation of the 

adaptive variation, lack of assessment of valuable traits maintained in gene banks and inadequate linkages 

between gene banks and germplasm users, 

2. Lack of an informative and user-friendly gene bank database management system, 

3. Restricted access to germplasm collections due to limited seed availability 

4. Strict regulations governing international germplasm exchange 
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5. Ecogeographical information concerning the materials (ideally includedin the passport information in 

germplasm banks, but largely missing) is essential for locating and identifying unique variants for specific 

adaptation 

6. Description of adaptive potential of CWR materials through accurate description of their environments 

of origin is necessary. 

7. The availability and quality of ecogeographical/passport information is key to a more ecological approach 

to CWR germplasm management 

8. Large size of germplasm collections, tedious crossing methods makes it a costly and resource-demanding 

task, hence more effort and time is needed to generate breeding materials 

9. CWR accessions are used less by breeders due to lack of information on traits of economic importance eg. 

yield, stable resistance/tolerance to biotic/abiotic stresses and nutrition-related traits, with high G × E 

interactions requiring replicated multilocational evaluation. 

11. Apprehensions among breeders about poor adaptability of germplasm and a linkage load of many 

undesirable genes associated especially when utilizing exotic germplasm and wild relatives in 

crop improvement programme. 
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Introduction 
Biodiversity is the greatest treasure we have. It consists of all life forms such as variety of animals, plants, 

fungi and even microorganisms like bacteria which make up our natural world. Best scientific estimates 

indicate that nearly 8 to 10 million species are inhibited on this earth out of which less than two million 

species have been scientifically named. Accurate identification of the unidentified species remains a great 

challenge for the scientists. In order to overcome the challenge and unravel the mystery of biodiversity 

Hebert discovered a promising technique named as DNA barcoding in 2004 using mitochondrial gene 

cytochrome c oxidase I (CO I). DNA barcode (Fig. 1) is a short gene sequence taken from the standardized 

portion of the genome that is used to identify species and DNA barcoding is a standardized approach to 

identify plants and animals by minimal sequences of DNA. A lot of effort has been taken by all countries 

to barcode all the biodiversity and make the data accessible to all the users. An ideal barcode must follow 

the three criteria of discrimination, universality and robustness. 

 
Fig. 1. DNA barcode 

Steps of DNA Barcoding 
The barcode for the identification of species is being done by the following steps (Fig. 2) 

1. Specimen collection: Firstly, there is collection of specimen from different locations. Correct 

identification and naming of the specimen is needed before the barcoding. The CO I region of mitochondria 

is being chosen which distinguishes 95 % of species. In this region the mutation rate is fast, lack of all 

insertions or deletions and absence of introns which helps in effective interpretation of diversity among the 

species. 

2. Isolation of DNA: Isolate the DNA of the specimen which is needed to be barcoded through proper 

protocols. 

3. Amplification of specific DNA segment by using specific primers: After the isolation of DNA, 

amplification has been done in PCR using specific primers. 

4. Sequencing of amplified genes: Sequencing of the specimen has been done by using the next 

generation sequencing strategies. 

5. Preparing DNA barcode: After the sequencing barcode has been generated. Barcode of all life forms 

are getting stored in Barcode of Life Database (BOLD) where all sequences of species are getting deposited 

and revised accordingly. 

6. Preparing phylogenetic tree to see evolutionary aspects 
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Fig.2. Steps of DNA barcoding 

Advantages and Pitfalls of DNA Barcoding 
DNA barcoding not only enhances the discovery of new species but also establish a phylogenetic 

relationship by comparing the specimens. It works for all life stages of organisms, unmasks look-alikes and 

reduces the ambiguity of species. It utilizes existing resources for the effective interpretation of 

biodiversity. It can be utilized as a tool for the preservation of natural resources. It is a rapid and cost-

effective method of automated species identification. This technique found useful to prevent illegal trade 

and poaching of endangered species, molecular based approach to match the adults with immature 

specimens and when morphological trait is unable to discriminate species. In addition to the advantages, 

there are several pitfalls of DNA barcoding which is needed to be overcome. There is no universal DNA 

barcode region (Vijayan and Tsou., 2010). It is difficult to recently diverged species. This technique 

identifies inter-specific genetic variation and less efficient in identifying the intra-specific genetic variation 

as the single locus barcodes can’t detect the variations present in the closely related taxa. In order to 

overcome the limitations of single locus barcode, specific barcodes were evolved which has the ability to 

distinguish the closely related plants at species and population level (Li et al., 2015). Scientists proposed 

the use of whole plastid genome in DNA barcoding but this proposal was not been universally accepted 

because of the high sequencing cost and difficulty in obtaining the complete plastid genome. 

Applications of DNA Barcoding 
DNA barcoding is being employed in wide variety of applications through biodiversity identification and 

classification. It aids in characterization of below ground plant diversity using roots, identification of 

invasive species and reconstruction of past vegetation and climate from the plant remains in the soil. It is 

used to support the intellectual property rights, to reveal the cryptic species, to support food safety and 

authenticity of labeling by confirming purity, to identify adulteration of medicinal plants with the closely 

related species (Techen et al. 2014), in forensics to link biological samples to crime scenes and in 

environmental and ecological genomic studies. Currently, several barcode libraries have been created for 

the free accessibility of the DNA barcodes such as BOLD (Barcode of Life Data system), CBOL (Consortium 

for the Barcode of Life), iBOL (International Barcode of Life project), The GenBank online genetic sequence 

database and MMDBD (Medicinal Materials DNA Barcode Database). 

Conclusion 
DNA barcoding emerged as global standard for identifying individuals and enhances the rate of discovering 

the biodiversity. Moreover, it is useful in protecting endangered species and identifying agricultural pests 

and disease vectors lead to effective studying the local population. Ultimately, it established itself as an 

effective tool for rapid and accurate identification of species and phylogenetic studies. This technique is 

quite efficient in unraveling the mystery of biodiversity and a lot more is there to explore in the near future 

through the advancement in the DNA sequencing platform. 
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Integrated pest management (IPM) applied to diseases of pulses means using all the tactics available to 

the grower (cultural, biological, host-plant resistance, chemical) that provides acceptable yield and quality 

at the least cost and is compatible with the tenets of environmental stewardship.  

For disease management, it is important to understand the potential of a pathogen to infest and spread in 

the crop. The three parameters of disease progress are: 

1. The initial amount of inoculum. 

2. The rate of disease increase. 

3. The time the crop is grown. 

These parameters interact in ways to produce a rapid pathogen population increase, manifested as 

exponential growth in many production systems The rate of disease increase over time is dependent upon 

the interactions of the pathogen, plant host, and the environment. For disease management purposes, we 

are most concerned with the interactions of the pathogen and host at the population level of organization. 

However, environmental conditions play a critical role in determining the nature of plant disease 

epidemics. In plant pathology, this set of interactions is known as the disease triangle.  

Yellow Mosaic: Mungbean yellow mosaic virus 

The disease is more prevalent on greengram than blackgram. Initially mild scattered yellow spots appear 

on young leaves. The next trifoliate leaves emerging from the growing apex show irregular yellow and green 

patches alternating with each other. Spots gradually increase in size and ultimately some leaves turn 

completely yellow. Infected leaves also show necrotic symptoms. Diseased plants are stunted, mature late 

and produce very few flowers and pods. Pods of infected plants are reduced in size and turn yellow in colour. 

This disease caused by Mungbean Yellow Mosaic Virus and transmitted by whitefly, Bemisia tabaci. 

 

  

Yellow mosaic symptoms Pod yellowing Whitefly vector 

This disease is managed by using resistant/tolerant blackgram varieties like Vamban 3, Vamban 4, 

Vamban 5 and Vamban 6; greengram varieties like Vamban 2, Vamban (Gg)3, Co 6, Co(Gg)7 and Co8. This 

virus disease can be controlled by applying following measures. The crop must be sown timely. The spacing 

between the lines should be maintained at 30 to 40 cms. 

Only certified seeds should be used for sowing. Seed should be treated with Imidacloprid @5g/kg of seeds. 

In endemic areas only tolerant and resistant varieties should be used. Weed plants should be rouged out 

at their inception. Foliar spray of imidacloprid @ 0.05% at 25 days after sowing and followed by 15 days 

later and keeping yellow sticky trap @ 12 Nos./ha will reduce the vector population considerably. 
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Leaf Crinkle 
The disease usually attacks black gram in all seasons. It is characterized by enlargement of leaves followed 

by crinkled surface of leaf lamina. The crinkling is more pronounced on younger leaves. Flowering is 

delayed by 8-10 days. Inflorescence turns bushy in appearance. Pod setting is curtailed which decreases 

the yield drastically. 

 
Leaf crinkle 

It is caused by Urdbean leaf crinkle virus and transmitted through both infected seeds and whiteflies. Seed-

borne infection can be eliminated to some extent by hot water treatment of seed at 55° C for 30 minutes. 

Spraying insecticides 3 weeks after sowing to control sucking pests can help checking the spread of the 

disease. 

Stem Necrosis 
Symptoms of the disease consisted of brown necrotic lesions on young leaves with brown streaks on petioles 

and stems. In severe cases infected plants were found dead. Alternate hosts may also play role in disease 

epidemiology; since TSV infects many widely distributed weeds. 

 
Stem necrosis 

This disease is transmitted by thrips and spraying insecticides 3 weeks after sowing to control sucking 

pests can help checking the spread of the disease. 

Sterility Mosaic 
Pigeonpea sterility mosaic virus 

 
Sterility Mosaic 
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The symptoms include bushy and stunted appearance of the infected plants due to reduction in the size of 

the leaves and proliferation of the branches, presence of light and dark green mosaic pattern on the infected 

leaves of younger plants. Partial or complete sterility of the plant result in less or no flowering and podding. 

This disease caused by Eriophyid mite Aceria cajani. Shade and humidity encourage multiplication of the 

virus. To control this disease, use resistant varieties, timely sowing, optimum spacing, rouging of infected 

plants, use of certified seeds, seed dressing with carbofuran 3G, 10 % aldicarb @ 3g/kg of seed or spraying 

acaricide or insecticide like Fenazaquin or kelthane @ 0.1% to control the mite vector in the early stages of 

plant growth will reduce the disease incidence. 

Yellow Mosaic 
Mungbean yellow mosaic virus  

Green and mosaic mottle symptoms are seen on the leaves. Diseased plants are scattered in the field and 

produce fewer pods. This disease is caused by Mungbean yellow mosaic virus and transmitted through 

whitefly. 

 
Yellow mosaic 

To control this disease, avoid late sowing to reduce disease severity and uproot and burn infected plants if 

the disease appears on isolated plants in the field. Spraying of insecticide metasystox @ 1 g/L to control the 

whitefly is advocated. 
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Introduction 
Seeds are considered to be in storage from the moment seed reach to physiological maturity until they 

germinate or thrown away because they are dead. Seed storage helps to preserve viability from harvest to 

sales and protects producer’s investment, profit and reputation. Seed storage occurs at different stages: 1) 

Storage in plant (Physiological maturity to harvest) 2) harvest until processed and stored in warehouse 3) 

In storages (warehouse) 4) In transit 5) In retail stores and 6) On the user’s farm. 

Principles of Seed Storage 
1. Dry and cool seed storage area 

2. Effective storage pest control 

3. Proper sanitation in seed stores 

4. Before storage seed to be dried to safe moisture limits 

5. Storing of high quality seed only i.e. well cleaned, treated as well as of  high germination/vigour and good 

pre-storage history 

6. Determine seed storage needs in view of length of storage time and prevailing climate of the area during 

storage. 

Factors Influencing Seed Vigour During Storage 

 

Genetic: Seed storability is considerably determined by the kind/ variety of seeds. Classified as Micro biotic 

-short lived, Meso biotic-   medium lived and Macro biotic- long lived 

Initial seed quality: Vigorous and undeteriorated seeds can store for long periods than deteriorated seeds  

Provenance: The place where the seed crop was produced greatly influences the storability. E.g. Red 

clover seeds grown in Canada stored for 4 years with 80% germination whereas seeds grown in England 

and New Zealand stored only for 3 years with 80% germination due to different climatic conditions and soil 

types prevailing in different places. 

Moisture: Deteriorative reactions occur more rapidly in seeds with high moisture content. 

a. Harringtons thumb rule on seed moisture content: For every one per cent decrease in seed 

moisture content the life of seed will be doubled. 
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b. Orthodox: Rice, Sorghum 

c. Recalcitrant: Mango, Coffee. 

Temperature: High temperature hastens the rate of biochemical processes triggering more rapid 

deterioration. For every decrease of 1% seed moisture content the life of the seed doubles and for every 

decrease of 5oC in storage temperature the life of the seed doubles. 

Gas during storage: Increase in O2 pressure, decrease the period of viability. N2 and CO2 atmosphere will 

increase the storage life of seeds. 

Micro flora, Insects and Mites: The activity of all these organisms can lead to damage resulting in loss 

of viability. The micro flora activity is controlled by relative humidity, temperature and moisture content 

of seed. 

Morphological and Physiological Manifestations in Seeds During Storage 
1. Changes in color of seed coat and/ or embryo 

2. Delay of radicle emergence and seedling growth  

3. Reduced total germination of seed population  

4. Increase in the number of abnormal seedlings  

5. Lower tolerance to adverse storage conditions  

6. Higher sensitivity to radiation treatment  

7. Increased heat production. 

Biochemical Manifestations in Seeds During Storage 
1. Membrane degradation  

2. Enzymes alterations  

3. Changes in cell chemical constituents  

4. Reduced metabolic activity  

5. Free radical damage  

And at molecular level, Chromosome aberrations can be seen during storage. 

Membrane degradation: Loss in membrane integrity is primary cause for loss of vigour and viability. 

Leads to increased leaching of seed constituents. Membrane alterations like tonoplast, plasmalemma and 

endoplasmic reticulum results in decline in normal cell function and energy production.  

Enzymes alterations: Activity of enzymes during prolonged storage declines. Seeds become more 

sensitive to effects of oxygen and free radicals and lipid peroxidation products such as monaldehyde and 

lipid conjugants increases. 

Changes in cell chemical constituents: Significant decrease in protein, oil content and total sugars 

occurs in deteriorated seeds. Free fatty acids and reducing sugars has also been reported.  

Reduced metabolic activity: Long term storage decreases the ability to form nucleic acids and 

nucleotides. Rate of metabolic activity is high in deteriorated seeds than nondeteriorated seeds. 

Free radical damage: Seed storage subject’s lipids to slow consistent attack by o2 and hydrogen 

peroxides, other oxygenated fatty acids and free radicals are formed. Free radicals are unstable and 

damages nearby molecules. 
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Chromosome aberrations: One of the changes linked with seed ageing is aberrations of chromosomes. 

Fragmentation, bridges, fusion and ring formation of chromosomes.  

Control of seed deterioration: can be done by wet treatments and dry seed treatments. 

Wet treatments like soaking drying, dipping drying, spraying drying, moisture equilibrium drying and 

moist sand conditioning drying. 

Dry seed treatments like dry permeation treatment, vapour treatment and dry dressing of seeds with 

chemicals using inert carrier. 
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Healthy seed is the basis of rich crop production. Healthy seed produces high quality, diseases free seed 

and prevents entry of diseases in new fields. Sometime disease cause very high losses and it may cause 

crop failure also. Sowing diseased seeds brings more disease because the diseased seeds give rise to the 

diseased plants, which adversely affects crop yield and quality. Only diseased seeds carry seed borne 

diseases from one place to another, from one country to another. Pathogens usually remain viable for a 

longer period of time in seed than in vegetative parts of the plant or in the soil. Seeds are a major means 

of survival of some plant pathogens and for introducing new pathogens to a field or region. Therefore, to 

produce healthy seeds, timely prevention of seed borne diseases is very important. 

To prevent these diseases, the following things should be taken care of: 

1. Field /site selection: Many seed borne fungi can be avoided by proper selection of field. Before sowing 

the crop, it is very important to see whether the field in which the crop is sown was not diseased last year, 

if it was so, then do not choose such fields, if such a field has to be selected, and then sow disease free or 

disease tolerant varieties. Karnal bunt disease free seed can be produced in the dry district of Haryana.  

2. Crop rotation: Crop rotation is an effective measure to break the life cycle of many pathogens. Many 

diseases can be prevented by adopting suitable crop rotation. Example: 3-4 years crop rotation against 

karnal bunt of wheat and three years for downy mildew of pearl millet. 

3. Selection of variety: As far as possible, choose resistant/tolerant varieties. The use of disease resistant 

or tolerant varieties is the most economical and efficient way of controlling diseases. Like, Karnal bunt is 

less in WH 1105 and WH 542 varieties of wheat. Gram's C-235 or Gaurav which is tolerant to scorch disease 

and Haryana chana No.1 is tolerant to Root rot and wilt disease. Haryana Chana No. 5 is resistant to wilt 

and root rot of chickpea.  

4. Time of sowing: Crops can be saved from many diseases by sowing at the right time. The selection of 

sowing date depends upon the prevailing temperature and humidity requirements of the host and parasite. 

Example: Sowing of pearl millet in the last week of June or the first week of July lower the incidence of 

downy mildew and ergot. White rust is less in the early sown crop of mustard.  

5. Use of fertilizers: Use fertilizers in balanced quantity. Use nitrogen and phosphors (4:2) in adequate 

quantity. Nitrogen containing fertilizers should not be applied in excess. When the initial symptoms of the 

disease appear, the use of nitrogenous fertilizers should be stopped and divide that quantity into two or 

three parts. 

6. Disease control by seed treatment: Control of diseases is possible to a large extent by physical and 

chemical seed treatment. Diseased seeds and fungal bodies can be separated from healthy seeds by physical 

methods such as filtering through a sieve, immersing in salt water. Many diseases can be prevented by 

mixing fungicide in the form of powder into the seed. The main purpose of seed treatment is to protect the 

seed from pathogens present in the seed and soil. Example: Loss smut of wheat can be controlled by dry 

treatment of vitavex or bavistin @ 2 gram per kg of seeds. Many fungi or fungal diseases can be controlled 

by the treatment of 2 grams of Thiram per kg of seed in different crops. 

Solar thermal treatment for loose smut in wheat: This treatment should be done in the month of May 

and June from 8 AM to 12 PM. Soak the seeds into water for four hours and dry them in sunlight on pakka 

floor. Cover the layer of seeds with any cloth, polythene or jute bags. After drying store, the seeds in shade. 

No chemical seed treatment required after solar thermal treatment.  
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7. Disease eradication in standing crop: Monitor the crop regularly and remove the diseased plant out 

of the field and destroy them. Many diseases perpetuate on weed hosts or wild plants in the absence of the 

main cultivated crop. Eradication of such hosts from the field is helpful in preventing perpetuation and 

spread of diseases. 

8. Chemical protection of seed crop: If the diseases are not stopped by the above methods, then the 

diseases can be controlled by using fungicide at the appropriate time, but using chemicals thoughtlessly 

pollutes the environment, so proper chemicals should be used for specific diseases. 

For example, for the control of Alternaria blight, downy mildew and white rust in mustard spray 600-800 

grams of Indofil M45 at an interval of 15 days. To prevent flower rot in sunflower, make a 0.2 percent 

solution of Indofil M45 and spray it at an interval of 15 days. 

9. Proper storage: Storage of seeds with high moisture leads to mold growth on the seed. Therefore, before 

storing the seed, dry it thoroughly and keep it in a dry and cool place and high above the ground. Seeds 

should also be protected from insect damage. For safer storage of different grains, certain conditions need 

to be maintained.  One such condition is the grain moisture. The longer the grain needs to be stored, the 

lower the moisture content required. For the safe storage the moisture levels should be reduced to 10-12 % 

for the food grains and 7-9 % for oil seeds for the safe storage of 6-12 months. 
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Introduction 

Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus) is the largest known edible fruit (up to 36 kg) and produces heavier 

yield than any other tree species.  India is the second largest producer of the Jackfruit in the world and is 

considered as the motherland of Jackfruit. Jackfruit plays a significant role in Indian agriculture and 

culture. It is popularly known as poor man’s fruit in the eastern and southern parts of India. The tender 

fruits of the tree are used as vegetables and the ripe ones as table fruits. Jackfruit is also considered as 

rich source of nutrients such as carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, minerals, dietary fibre and 

phytochemicals. Plant diseases play a major role in reducing yields of horticultural crops in the tropics 

(Mariau, 2001). There are more than 20 diseases reported on Jackfruit tree. Among them Rhizopus rot 

(Fruit rot) is a common fungal disease of Jackfruit flowers and fruits especially in the high rainfall areas 

(Ghosh, 1994). When warm, humid, wet weather coincides with the flowering and fruiting season, Rhizopus 

rot can cause total loss of fruit in Jackfruit trees. 

Symptoms 

At first, soft, watery, brown spots develop on the flowers and fruit. Subsequently, a powdery, fuzzy-looking 

mass of black spores and white fungal mycelia covers the Jackfruit surface. The pathogen engulfs the young 

fruit, resulting in the characteristic black, rotten, shrunken, and sometimes mummified fruit remains (Fig. 

1). Symptoms can also appear on the tree and in fruits during transport and storage. Female inflorescence 

and matured fruits are not usually attacked. 

 
(Fig.-1) 

Causal Organism 

Causal organism:Three species of plant-pathogenic fungi of the genus Rhizopus can cause this disease in 

the tropics: Rhizopus oryzae, Rhizopus artocarpus, and Rhizopus stolonifer. 

Epidemiology 

Warm, humid, rainy conditions favour the development of Rhizopus rot. Wind, rains and insects dislodge 

and spread the tiny fungal spores. When deposited on moist fruit surfaces, the fungal spores germinate and 

infective mycelia enter and grow into the tissues. The infection produces a layer of black spores on the fruit 

surface to start secondary cycle of infection and disease. Although wounds can predispose the fruit to 

infection, yet the unwounded flowers and young fruits are also susceptible. Rhizopus can survive on 

decaying plant litter or in the soil to initiate new infections. 
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Management: 

a. Remove and destroy diseased fruits from trees and the ground. Also clean the decaying organic 

debris within and around the tree. 

b. Ensure that water does not stagnate around the root zone. Control weeds around the young trees. 

c. Intercrop jackfruit with trees which are not susceptible to Rhizopus infection. Keep ripe fruits 

away from contact with the soil or decaying organic material. 

d. Avoid bruising and wounding of the fruits. Wash fruits after harvest in clean water and dry them 

thoroughly before packing or transporting. 

e. Avoid storing fruits in hot and poorly ventilated container after harvest. 

f. Spray young fruits with Mancozeb 75WP (0.25%) or Copper oxychloride (025%) or Tebuconazole 

(0.05 %) at an interval of three weeks during the months of Jan – Feb & March is effective in 

controlling the disease. 
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The five components of an integrated disease management (IDM) program are prevention, monitoring, 

correct disease and pest diagnosis, development and use of acceptable thresholds, and optimum selection 

of management tools. The management strategies available include genetic control, cultural control, 

biological control, and chemical control. Diseases are controlled most by host-plant resistance, cultural 

practices, and chemicals. Insects and nematodes are controlled with all four strategies. 

Foliar Diseases of Urdbean and Mungbean and their Management 

Powdery Mildew: Erysiphe polygoni 

White powdery patches appear on leaves and other green parts which later become dull coloured. These 

patches gradually increase in size and become circular covering the entire leaf surface also. Severely 

affected parts get shriveled and distorted. In severe infections, foliage becomes yellow causing premature 

defoliation. This disease caused by a fungus, Erysiphe polygoni.  To overcome the disease, the seeds must 

be sown early in the month of June to avoid early incidence of the disease on the crop and can use resistant 

varieties. Powdery mildew could be controlled by spraying Carbendazim (0.1%) and Propiconazole (0.1%). 

Two spray, one dose immediately after the disease appearance and the second dose15 days later effectively 

manage the disease. 

 
Powdery mildew in urdbean 

Cercospora leaf spot: Cercospora canescens 

Spots produced are small, numerous in number with pale brown centre and reddish-brown margin. Similar 

spots also occur on branches and pods. Under favourable environmental conditions, severe leaf spotting 

and defoliation occurs at the time of flowering and pod formation. This disease caused by Cercospora 

canescens and the fungus is seed-borne and also survives on plant debris in the soil. 

 
Cercospora leaf spot in mungbean 
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High humidity favours disease development. Intercrop the greengram with tall growing cereals and millets, 

following clean cultivation and use of disease-free seed will reduce the diseases incidence. Cercospora leaf 

spot can be effectively controlled by a spray of Carbendazim (0.1%) at 30 days after sowing. 

Rust: Uromyces phaseoli 

The disease appears as circular reddish-brown pustules which appear more commonly on the underside of 

the leaves, less abundant on pods and sparingly on stems. When leaves are severely infected, both the 

surfaces are fully covered by rust pustules results in shriveling followed by defoliation resulting in yield 

losses. This disease caused by Uromyces phaseoli. This is controlled by spraying of   Mancozeb @ 3g/ L. 

 

Anthracnose: Colletotrichum lindemuthianum 

The disease attacks all aerial part of the plants and at any stage of plant growth. The symptoms of 

Anthracnose are circular, black, sunken spots with dark center and bright red orange margins on leaves 

and pods. In severe infections, the affected parts wither off. Seedlings get blighted due to infection soon 

after seed germination. This disease caused by a fungus, Colletotrichum lindemuthianum, which survive 

on seed and plant debris and spreads in the field through air-borne conidia. This disease is more severe in 

cool and wet seasons.  

To control this disease, Hot water seed treatment at 54 degree centigrade for 10 min can be followed. Use 

disease free seed and follow crop rotation with non-host crop also help to reduce the disease intensity. To 

control the disease in field, foliar spraying of Mancozeb (0.25%) or Carbendazim (0.1%) can be 

recommended. 

 
Yellow Mosaic: Mungbean yellow mosaic virus 

The disease is more prevalent on greengram than blackgram. Initially mild scattered yellow spots appear 

on young leaves. The next trifoliate leaves emerging from the growing apex show irregular yellow and green 

patches alternating with each other. Spots gradually increase in size and ultimately some leaves turn 

completely yellow. Infected leaves also show necrotic symptoms. 

Diseased plants are stunted, mature late and produce very few flowers and pods. Pods of infected plants 

are reduced in size and turn yellow in colour. This disease caused by Mungbean Yellow Mosaic Virus and 

transmitted by whitefly, Bemisia tabaci. This disease is managed by using resistant/tolerant varieties. Seed 

should be treated with Imidacloprid @5g/kg of seeds. In endemic areas only tolerant and resistant varieties 

should be used. Weed plants should be rouged out at their inception. Foliar spray of imidacloprid @ 0.05% 

at 25 days after sowing and followed by 15 days later and keeping yellow sticky trap @ 12 Nos./ha will 

reduce the vector population considerably. 
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Yellow mosaic symptoms Pod yellowing Whitefly vector 

Leaf Crinkle 

The disease usually attacks black gram in all seasons. It is characterized by enlargement of leaves followed 

by crinkled surface of leaf lamina. The crinkling is more pronounced on younger leaves. Flowering is 

delayed by 8-10 days. Inflorescence turns bushy in appearance. Pod setting is curtailed which decreases 

the yield drastically. It is caused by Urdbean leaf crinkle virus and transmitted through both infected seeds 

and whiteflies. Seed-borne infection can be eliminated to some extent by hot water treatment of seed at 55° 

C for 30 minutes. Spraying insecticides 3 weeks after sowing to control sucking pests can help checking the 

spread of the disease. 

 
Leaf crinkle 

Stem Necrosis 

Symptoms of the disease consisted of brown necrotic lesions on young leaves with brown streaks on petioles 

and stems. In severe cases infected plants were found dead. Alternate hosts may also play role in disease 

epidemiology; since TSV infects many widely distributed weeds. This disease is transmitted by thrips and 

spraying insecticides 3 weeks after sowing to control sucking pests can help checking the spread of the 

disease. 

 
Stem necrosis 

Root Diseases of Urdbean and Mungbean and their Management 

Dry root rot: Macrophomina phaseolina 

It infects the plants at two stages. At seedling stage, the infection results in the death of plants with 

decaying of roots. At flowering stage, the affected plants exhibit yellowing and drooping of leaves followed 

by death of plants. The affected plants come out very easily from soil. The pathogen can survive through 

seed, soil, diseased plant parts and host plants. The severity of the disease increases with the increase in 
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temperatures. Fungus survives in upper layers of the soil and enters plant through stem. This is caused by 

Macrophomina phaseolina and spread by use of infected seeds, irrigation water and through farm 

implements. This disease can be controlled by deep ploughing, clean cultivation, crop rotation with non-

pulse crop and destroying the diseased plant debris by burning or burying in the soil. Seed treatment with 

Carbendazim and application of biocontrol agents in soil as well as seed treatment will help to reduce the 

disease. 

 
Root rot 
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Introduction 

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) is the fifth-highest cereal crop in the world after wheat, rice, corn, 

and barley. Sorghum is grown as a source of healthy food and fodder for its high protein, medium fat, and 

carbohydrate content. Sorghum has wide adaptability due to which it can grow and develop well on 

marginal lands. Sorghum cultivation has expanded in various regions across the globe. This increase in 

planting intensity is followed by an increase in pest and disease attacks. Sorghum is also attacked by fungi, 

viruses, bacteria, and nematodes, causing numerous diseases as is common in other crops. One of the 

diseases of sorghum is leaf rust caused by Puccinia purpurea. Rust is observed in almost all sorghum-

growing regions in Africa, Asia, and North and South America and is particularly common in Mexico, India, 

Sudan, and Ethiopia. In highly susceptible lines and under environmental conditions favourable for early 

rust development, rust can reduce the yield by as high as 50%. Although the disease hardly ever becomes 

severe, it is pertinent to keep the disease in check considering the regular occurrence in many places and 

the risk factor associated with the disease in the co-family wheat crop. Among the various disease 

management practices available, the use of the rust resistance variety is considered the most effective 

measure. Therefore, Resistance to rust disease has become a requirement for the release of sorghum 

varieties. 

Symptoms 

Leaf rust in sorghum occurs from the flowering phase to the seed-filling phase (White et al., 2014). The 

symptom appears as circular spots with dark brown fruiting bodies with many irregular red lesions on the 

leaf surface. The pathogen produces raised pustules in the leaves and in the outer tissue of the peduncle. 

The pustules in leaves are 1/8” long and often surrounded by a reddish-brown to tan halo while in the 

peduncle, the pustules may be longer and linear or within the oval, red-to-brown lesions. Within the raised 

pustule, a red-to-orange-brown mass of spores exposed when the pustule covering ruptured. The exposed 

spores are easily dispersed by wind. The pathogen also produces telial lesions, which are dark brown to 

black in colour. Urediospores appear as reddish powdery masses. Teliospores are brown in colour, slightly 

constricted at the septum, two-celled and rounded at the apex with one germ pore in each cell. 

 
Fig: 1. Sorghum rust caused by Puccinia purpurea 
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Epidemiology 

The extent of damage depends on the time of infection and the susceptibility of the varieties. Urediniospores 

proliferate on ratooned and successively planted sorghum, volunteer sorghum plants and on several 

perennial and collateral hosts. Airborne urediniospores are the means of secondary spread of the disease. 

Infection and disease development are favoured by light intermittent rains and morning dew. Epidemic 

development is favoured by cool and wet weather. In a conducive environment, early infection and rapid 

disease development may occur and affect panicle exertion and cause yield losses up to 65% 

(Bandyopadhyay, 2000). Oxalis corniculate, Cymbopogon citratus, Sorghum almum, Sorghum halepense, 

Sorghum sudanense, and Zea mays is an alternate host on which the aecidial stage develops. Generally, 

sowing late during the rainy season or post-rainy season leads to ideal conditions for rust development. 

The economic yield loss may occur if the rust severity is greater than 12% (Anon, 2002). In Philippines, 

India, and Puerto Rico, yield losses ranging from 30% to 50% had been reported. 

Disease Management 

To minimise the impact of rust: 

1. Sow early or sowing shorter season varieties that mature earlier to avoid the optimal weather conditions 

for rust infection that typically occur later in the season. 

2. Use disease-free seeds and avoid planting seeds from a previously infected crop. There is a risk that 

fungal spores may be present on the seed. Destroyed infected residues from both crop and alternate weed 

hosts such as Oxalis comiculata. 

3. Rotate sorghum with non-susceptible crops and avoid planting varieties that are highly susceptible to 

rust. In India, use host plant resistance such as hybrids CSH 26 and CSH 32 were found tolerant to rust. 

4. Spray oxycarboxin (1 kg active ingredient/100 l of water/ha) at 10 days intervals from 28 to 35 days after 

sowing till physiological maturity (White et al., 2012). 

5. Foliar sprays of fungicides, hexaconazole (5 EC) at 0.1% or difenconazole (25 EC) at 0.1% twice at 15 

days interval (Chavan et al., 2016) and mancozeb at 0.2% can be used to manage rust disease (Das, 2016). 
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Introduction 

Plants gums and mucilages were attracted so many researchers in recent years due to its easy accessibility, 

non- toxicity, feasibility etc. these gums are made up of chains of monosaccharides. Gums are having 

functional properties such as viscosity, Stabilization, emulsification, gelling properties etc. therefore Gum 

Acacia, Karaya gum, Xanthan gum, Guar gum etc. these popular gums are preferred in various industries. 

These gums are mostly used in food sector (Bakery and confectionery, Dairy, meat, seafood, plant based 

alternatives etc.), Beverage sector (sport drinks, brewing and alcoholic beverages, nutrition based 

beverages etc.), Cosmetic sector (haircare, skincare, natural starches etc.) , Biomaterials sector (adhesives 

& coatings, bioplastics, bio-foams, bio-based binders etc.), Paper industry (corrugating, paper making) , 

Pharmaceutical sector ( Tablet formation, nutraceutical, binding agent etc.) and animal nutrition. (Barak 

S. & Mudgil D., 2020) (Verbeken D., 2003)  

Mostly researchers focused on individual gum for its rheological studies, functional studies, textural 

studies, characterization studies etc., despite of this focused research on gums there so many aspects of 

these gums are not exploited properly. Nowadays there are so many plant gum sources are available in 

market classified under exudate gum, seed gum, mucilage gum and microbial gum. This article focused on 

less exploited aspect of gums, gum blend. Gum blend is in simple terms combination or blending of two are 

more than two existing gums. 

Purpose of Gum Blending 

1. Individual gums were hold their specific functional properties such as some gums can offer viscosity 

(locust bean gum, moringa gum etc.), some can offer gelling property (pectin etc.) like these other gums 

hold properties like emulsification, stabilization etc. gum blends offer improvement in these functional 

properties by combining this well-known gum.  

2. Combining two or more than two gums improve functional property of blend. 

3. When blend is formed with two or more gums, functional properties like viscosity, adhesiveness, 

solubility, swelling index, gelling properties, emulsification properties, thickening properties of those gums 

were known. 

4. Knowledge of functional properties of involved gums would help to form required functional property 

from that blend. 

Types of Gum Blends 

1. Gum/ hydocolloid blends: These blends formed by combining two or more gums whose functional 

properties were known and after blending blends were analysed for further analysis and then resulted 

about their improved functional properties. 

2. Tailored hydrocolloid blends: 

a. These blends were formed by same procedure like gum blends, but for preparation of these blends 

require proper right knowledge about involved gums in blending.  

b. These blends need ideal synergy with predictable results. 

c. These types of gum blends mostly formulated for specific requirement of product and for 

application studies. 
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Advantages of Gum Blends 

1. Gum blends will be beneficial for product texture stability and structural stability of product.  

2. Texture stability is one of important factor in commercialization of product. For retaining quality of 

product for said period of time texture stability plays important role. e.g. mostly food sector requires gum 

in their ingredients to maintain stability of products. Products such as ketch up, jam, jelly, liquid chocolate 

syrups, thick beverages etc. have defects like syneresis, these gum blend can protect their texture stability.  

3. Structured stability of product mostly required in food sector, pharmaceutical industries, biomaterial 

sector, paper industries etc. e.g. In pharmaceutical sector, structural stability is important feature of 

respective pharma product. Matrix formation, tablet formation require structural stability to form uniform 

network of ingredients used in that network. So, in such cases gum blends can offer structural stability. 

4. Gum blends can give ideal synergy to product 

5. It can help in product innovations and product improvement. 

6. It can develop new and unique functionalities for respective product application. 

Some of most preferable gum references with their functional properties can be used for gum 

blending: (Barak S., & Mudgil D., 2014) (Deshmukh A., 2022): 

Sr. No. Plant gums Functional properties 

1. Xanthan gum Used as texture improviser in bread 

Woks as Pseudo- emulsifier 

Used as thickening agent 

Act as binder by replacing gluten 

2. Gum acacia Act as emulsifier 

Useful in flavour encapsulation as shell material 

Works as foam stabilizer in beverages 

Act as clouding agent 

3. Karaya gum  Act as emulsifier in dairy products 

Water binder 

Stabilizer in salad dressing 

4. Guar gum Film forming properties 

Good thickener and stabilizer 

Water binding capacity 

5.  Tracanth gum Used as thickening agent 

Binding agent 

Suspending agent in solution based products 

6. Gum ghatti Emulsifier in food processing 

Stabilizer in various sector 

Table no.1. Few gum references for gum blending. 

 
 

Image 1: Xanthan gum Image 2: Gum acacia 

  
Image 3: Karaya gum Image 4: Guar gum 
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Image 5: Tracanth gum Image 6: Gum ghatti 

Example of Gum Blending 

As per discussed above in table no.1 guar gum and xanthan gum have good thickening and binding 

properties therefore, they both have the characteristics of making liquids more viscous. Both of these gums 

can be used to bind, thicken and emulsify gluten free ingredients. When bread made with xanthan gum, 

sometimes it gives sogginess and wetness in texture even after cooling and breads made with guar gum 

can sometimes effect on texture and result in dryness and early staleness. So, gum blend made up from 

guar gum and xanthan gum can give proper acceptable texture to bread and will show result in shelf life 

also. 

Conclusion 

Gum blends will be beneficial innovation in food processing industries. These gum blends can give better 

texture-based stability and structure-based stability to food products. It can help in production of new, 

unique and innovative products with new and unique functionalities. 
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Introduction 

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) is the fifth most important cereal crop in the world after maize, 

wheat, rice and barley. In India, it is grown successfully in areas having average rainfall between 500 and 

1050 mm with a temperature requirement of 25-330C. It’s grown as a Rabi crop in the western and southern 

regions and as a Kharif crop in the north of India and 60% of the sorghum crop is grown as a rainfed crop. 

Worldwide the area under sorghum is estimated to be about 44 million hectares in 99 countries in Africa, 

Asia, and America. United States of America ranks first in sorghum production with 9.47 MT and India 

ranks fourth with 4.77 MT in 2020-21. India ranked second in jowar area and fourth in production in the 

world during 2020-21. Downy mildew of sorghum is a highly devastating disease caused by 

Peronosclerospora sorghi, it has a wide geographic and climatic range. It is found in Africa, Asia and 

America. The major diseases of sorghum are a seedling blight, root rot, stalk rot, leaf blight, leaf spot, rust, 

smut, ergot, wilt, downy mildew, grain mould, leaf streak, leaf mosaic, etc.  Sorghum downy mildew has 

caused significant reductions in sorghum yields in several countries. It can have a significant economic 

impact, as infection results in lack of grain formation in the panicle and plant die. P. sorghi produces 

conidial spores asexually and produces oospores from the union of oogonia and antheridia born on the same 

vegetative hyphae in infected leaf tissues. The conidia, produced abundantly in lesions on the underside of 

the leaf, are very fragile and serve to spread the infection when conditions are favourable. Oospores are 

comparatively long-lived and can over season in leaf debris to initiate infection through roots in the next 

season. The pathogen is located worldwide and causes systemic infection and overwinters in the soil. 

Symptoms 

The symptoms of the disease appear on leaves as yellow to white stripes extending from the base of the leaf 

toward the leaf tip. Infected leaves often will be narrower than usual, erect and shredded. A white downy 

mycelial growth may develop on both surfaces of leaves, and plants may be stunted chlorotic and have an 

irregular seed set. The systemic form is induced when the pathogen colonizes the meristematic foliar 

tissues. Systemically infected seedlings are stunted, chlorotic and may die prematurely. 

 
Fig: 1. Symptoms of sorghum downy mildew (Photo courtesy of Gary Odvody.) 
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Usually, the first leaf with symptoms exhibits chlorosis on only the lower part of the leaf blade. Leaves that 

exhibit symptoms later show progressively more chlorosis. In cool and humid weather conditions, the 

abaxial surfaces of chlorotic leaves will be covered by a white, downy growth consisting of conidia and 

conidiophores of Peronosclerospora sorghi. During later stages of sorghum downy mildew, leaves emerging 

from the whorl exhibit parallel stripes of green and white tissue. The white interveinal tissue dies, and the 

leaves shred. Diseased plants are usually barren or partially barren. The localized form of the disease 

results from conidial infection of leaves after emergence. Conidial infection causes stippled, necrotic lesions 

on leaf blades. Under cool, humid conditions, the pathogen produces a white, downy growth of conidiophores 

and conidia in these lesions. Localized infections can become systemic if the pathogen progresses from the 

invaded leaves to the meristematic tissues of the shoot. 

Causal Organism 

The causal organism of sorghum downy mildew is P. sorghi (W. Weston & Uppal) C. G. shaw (syns. 

Sclerospora sorghi W. Weston & Uppal). Conidiophores are erect, hyaline, and dichotomously branched and 

emerge from the stomata. Conidia borne on sterigmata are hyaline, obovate, nonpapillate and nonporoid. 

They germinate by germ tubes. Oospores produced in the mesophyll between the fibrovascular bundles are 

spherical (25-42 um in diameter), hyaline to yellow, and enclosed in an irregularly thickened, brown 

oogonial wall. 

Disease Cycle and Epidemiology 

Oospores in the soil germinate by a germ tube and invade the roots of sorghum seedlings. The mycelium of 

the pathogen progresses upward, colonizes the foliar meristematic tissues, and induces leaf chlorosis. 

Conidia produced on the chlorotic leaves are disseminated to leaves of adjacent seedlings and initiate the 

secondary cycle of infection. 

 
Fig: 2. Disease cycle of sorghum downy mildew, caused by Peronosclerospora sorghi. 

(Courtesy P. Tag) 

Oospores form in the leaves of diseased plants, and either freed by leaf shredding or enclosed in plant 

debris, infest the soil and survive as resting spores during the fallow period. The pathogen can also survive 

in diseased perennial plants, such as Sorghum halepense, which serve as sources of conidial inoculum in 

the next cropping season. The minimum soil temperature for infection of sorghum by oospores is 150C. 

Oospore infection of sorghum is favoured by low levels of soil moisture. Conidial production and infection 

are favoured by a cool environment and high humidity. The optimum temperature for conidial production 

is 210C. Conidia are fragile and play no role in the long-distance dissemination of P. sorghi. The pathogen 

is present as mycelium in infected seed but mycelium is inactivated by drying and is of negligible 
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importance in spreading the disease. Oospores in the glumes of sorghum seed and in plant debris mixed 

with the seed are the more probable means by which the pathogen spreads. The host range of P. sorghi 

includes species of the genera Euchlaena, Panicum, Pennisetum, and Zea. 

Control 
Sorghum downy mildew can be reduced or controlled by seed treatment with Metalaxyl @ 6g/kg of seed or 

Redomil Gold @ 4g/kg of seeds. Foliar spray with Metalaxyl 0.5g or Mancozeb 2.5 g/l or Ziram 1.5g/l or 

Redomil Gold 2g/l. 

Pseudomonas fluorescens will control downy mildew disease both by seed treatment and foliar application, 

but efficacy was significantly higher when seed treatment was followed by a foliar application. A chytrid 

fungus (Gaertennomyces sp.) was to be effective in reducing the incidence of systemic infection in soils 

heavily infested with oospores by as much as 58%. 
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Introduction 

The challenge for agriculture over the coming decades will be to meet the increasing demand for food in a 

sustainable manner. Deteriorating soil fertility and mismanagement of plant nutrients have made this 

task more challenging (Gruhn et al., 2000). 

Phosphorus (P) is one of the essential macronutrients. Unfortunately, over the last century, lack of scientific 

and public understanding, coupled with perverse economic incentives has created situations where this 

important agricultural tool has been applied to the point of becoming an environmental pollutant. Heavy 

P build up in soils has been observed in several pockets of the world. 

Forms of Phosphorus in Soil 
In Indian soils, the share of organic P to total P on an average varies from 16 to 46 per cent in soil and the 

share of inorganic P in the total P content varies from 54 to 84 per cent (Prasad and Chakraborty, 2019). 

Phosphorus Cycling and Fixation in the Soil 
Once P enters the soil, it cycles between several soil pools via processes such as mineralization, 

immobilization, adsorption, precipitation, desorption, weathering and dissolution (Prasad and 

Chakraborty, 2019). 

When soluble phosphatic fertilizers are applied to acidic soils, phosphate ions react largely with oxides and 

hydroxides of Al and Fe found on clay surfaces and with the hydroxide of Ca in calcareous soils to form less 

soluble and more stable compounds. This process is referred to as P fixation (Brady and Weil, 2002). 

Phosphorus Status in Soils 

According to MacDonald et al. (2011), the global average estimated surpluses of P in 70 per cent of the 

global agricultural lands. Pathak et al. (2010) reported that, based on nutrient index values from 1967 to 

1997, P fertility status in India could be categorized as medium for majority of the states. In Kerala, 62 per 

cent of the 2 lakh soil samples collected, tested for excess levels of P suggesting heavy build-up of P in soil 

(Rajasekharan et al., 2013). 

Possible Causes of High P in Soils 

China and India are the largest consumers of P fertilizers. Heavy dependence on P fertilizers causes P 

accumulation in soils. 

Phosphorus retention may also be due to non-responsiveness of soil to mineral fertilizer, crop 

diversification, repeated application of manure primarily to meet nitrogen needs, nature of parent rock 

material, gap in fertilizer application and removal, discrepancies in soil testing methods coupled with low 

phosphorus use efficiency (PUE). 

Problems with High Phosphorus 

1. Phosphorus induced nutrient deficiencies: Phosphorus induced zinc (Zn) deficiency is the most 

prominent interaction. Possible causes for P – Zn antagonism includes increased sorption of Zn in soil, 

interference of P with translocation of Zn from roots to top, accentuation of Zn deficiency in plant tissues 

under high availability of P, dilution effect and reduction in mycorrhizal activity. 

2. Effect of high phosphate on crop growth and yield: In a study conducted by Shukla et al. (2017) 

with Arabidopsis thaliana, it was observed that excess P affected the morphological traits of roots and 

shoots negatively. Anjaly and Isaac (2019) observed that the interaction effect of P and Zn in cowpea was 
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non-significant on pods, grain and haulm yields signaling the occurrence of a negative interaction between 

the two nutrients in high P and low Zn soil.   

3. High phosphate content in soil increases disease susceptibility in crops: Campos-Soriano et al. 

(2020) reported that P accumulation in the leaves of rice caused a weaker activation of the defence-related 

genes and enhanced the susceptibility of the crop to blast disease. 

4. Loss of soil phosphorus to water bodies: Agricultural by-products contribute to eutrophication and 

India’s contribution to this global load from point sources was 6 per cent (Mekonnen and Hoekstra, 2017). 

Mitigation Measures for High Phosphorus Levels 

Some of the practices that can be adopted to maintain or reduce the soil test P, include growing forage or 

food crops with high P requirement for removing P from the system, growing nitrogen-fixing crops to meet 

the nitrogen requirement of the crop without increasing the soil test P, making compost from on-farm 

organic materials for nutrient cycling within the farm without increasing the P levels, meeting crop-

nitrogen demands with nitrogen containing straight fertilizers alone and nutrient budgeting (Kratochvil et 

al., 2006) and measures to increase PUE. 

Prospective Approaches for Increasing Phosphorus Use Efficiency 

Apart from the recommended practices like placement of P fertilizers, Weeks and Hettiarachchi (2019) had 

identified alternate P sources (polyphosphates and phosphite), slow releasers (coatings, scaffolds, organic 

matrices, minerals of limited solubility, blockers (maleic-itaconic polymer, humic substances) and inducers 

(oxide nanoparticles) as prospective approaches being validated for enhancing PUE. 

Conclusion 

Phosphorus chemistry in soil is complex with continuous application of phosphatic fertilizers which often 

exceeded crop uptake, resulting in P accumulation in order to mitigate this problem soil test based nutrient 

application should be followed along with enhancing PUE. Mineral P sources are non-renewable. Hence 

there is need to use it wisely and sustainably. 

High soil P levels would affect the availability and cycling of other nutrients, increase the vulnerability of 

crops to physiological disorders, pests and diseases, and ultimately result in complete failure of the crop. A 

practical approach to reduce the soil P levels would be to skip soil application of complex fertilizers. There 

is a need for adopting approaches to feed the crop and soil in a customised manner. 

Once available soil P has built up, it may take 10 to 20 years to bring the soil status back to normal even 

after stopping the application of P. Sustainable management of P is crucial for maintenance of soil health, 

global food security and conservation of aquatic ecosystems. 
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Introduction 

Hemorrhagic septicemia is an acute, fatal, and septicaemic bacterial disease that primarily affects cattle 

and buffalo. Hemorrhagic septicemia is endemic in the majority of tropical and subtropical regions of Asia 

and Africa. In endemic areas, young animals are primarily afflicted, and outbreaks are more frequent in 

the rainy season since the organism can spread more easily. Small holder farmers suffer the most when 

disease strikes because of poor husbandry and preventive techniques as well as the prevalence of free-range 

farming. According to the type of husbandry practices, geographic location, and agro-climatic variables 

present in a particular region, the incidence and distribution of HS can range widely from a few cases to 

huge numbers. 

Etiology 

Hemorrhagic septicemia is caused by certain members of Pasteurella multocida subsp. multocida, which is 

a gram-negative coccobacillus of the Pasteurellaceae family. Serotypes B:2 and E:2 in the Carter-

Heddleston serotyping system, or 6:B and 6:E in the Namioka- Carter system, are mainly responsible for 

the disease in cattle and buffalo. 

Species Affected 

The most vulnerable animals are cattle and water buffalo which are important reservoir hosts. Among 

them, buffalo are more susceptible to the disease. Other species, such as pigs, sheep, goats, deer, camels, 

elephants, horses, donkeys, and yaks, have also been affected by this disease. Laboratory rabbits and mice 

are highly susceptible to experimental infections. 

Zoonotic Potential 
Infections with P. multocida serotypes B:2 or E:2 in humans have not been reported in any publications. 

Hemorrhagic septicemia in animal outbreaks have not been associated with human illnesses. In humans, 

P. multocida is an opportunistic pathogen, hence care should be taken to limit exposure. 

Transmission 

Transmission of hemorrhagic septicemia can occur through ingestion or inhalation, either during direct 

contact or via fomites such as contaminated feed and water. The causative organisms spread mainly in 

respiratory secretions, but can be present in other secretions and excretions, such as feces and urine. Some 

infected animals continue to harbor P. multocida ssp. multocida in their lymphatic tissues associated with 

the upper respiratory tract as carriers and periodically shedding organisms in nasal secretions which are 

mainly triggered by stress. 

P. multocida cannot survive for long in the environment, although it can endure in moist soil or water for 

several hours or even days. High humidity and rainy weather make transmission easier. 

Predisposing Factors 

Transport, a subsequent change in nutrition, management, and temperature with changes in seasons and 

methods of husbandry, as well as parasitic, viral, and bacterial infections, exhaustion, and overworking, 

particularly in buffaloes are reported to play a significant role in the development of the disease. 

Vaccination and herd size also affect the mortality rate in animals. 
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Clinical Symptoms 

Hemorrhagic septicemia is an acute or per-acute disease of cattle and buffalo. Although the disease affects 

both animals similarly but buffalo typically exhibit more severe symptoms and a shorter course. In most 

cases, the incubation period is believed to be 3-5 days. Before developing symptoms, some animals carry 

the pathogen asymptomatically for variable amounts of time. Rapid onset, high temperature, salivation, 

conjunctivitis, lacrimation, cessation of rumination, and dullness are its hallmarks. In cases of the per-

acute condition, these symptoms are followed by a quick death. Dyspnea, agonizing groans, respiratory 

distress, oedematous swelling in the head, throat, brisket, and forelimbs, and recumbency at late stages 

are signs of an acute condition. When hemorrhagic septicemia manifests in animals, they typically collapse 

and pass away within a few hours to a few days. It is possible to experience sudden death with little to no 

clinical symptoms. HS has recently been discovered in cattle and buffaloes as a secondary consequence 

following foot and mouth outbreaks or any immune-compromised/stress situations. 

Post Mortem Lesions 

The severe sepsis-related gross lesions are typically characterized by extensive hemorrhages, edema, and 

hyperemia. Subcutaneous edema typically affects the neck and submandibular region, occasionally 

spreading to the brisket or legs. Petechiae are widespread throughout the internal organs, especially on 

the serosal surface, and the fluid in the thoracic, abdominal, and pericardial cavities, as well as the 

pericardial sac, is frequently blood-tinged and serous to serofibrinous. The lungs are edematous and 

diffusely congested, and they may also have hemorrhages. Foam is frequently present in the airways. 

Necrosis of pharyngeal mucosa and Rhinitis are common findings. Histologically, the most advanced lesions 

can be seen in the pharynx and nasal mucosa. The presence of large numbers of bacteria in the pulmonary 

capillaries is the earliest lesion in the lung along with varying degrees of fibrinous exudation in the alveoli 

and neutrophilic infiltration. 

Diagnosis 

Smears made from blood samples taken from the suspect's jugular vein, heart, and bone marrow are helpful 

in routine diagnosis but are not conclusive. A definitive diagnosis is based on the culturing of hemorrhagic 

septicemia-associated P. multocida strains from affected animals. Isolation can be done by blood collected 

from the heart or an incision in the jugular vein. These organisms grow well on blood agar or chocolate 

agar. Gram-negative, short rod/ovoid with bipolar staining P. multocida will be visible in blood or tissue 

smears. Agar gel immunodiffusion, counter immuno-electrophoresis, rapid slide agglutination, indirect 

haemagglutination, and serum agglutination tests are a few of the serological techniques used to diagnose 

P. multocida (OIE, 2000). As a diagnostic method for identifying P. multocida, an ELISA was created and 

advised by the OIE. Rapid, sensitive, and accurate detection of P. multocida can be accomplished using 

PCR technology. Multiplex capsular PCR typing and LPS-mPCR tests can be utilized as alternatives to 

serological typing for the capsular and somatic typing of isolates. High titers in surviving or in-contact 

animals (1:160 or higher by indirect hemagglutination) are suggestive of infection. Antigen detection with 

immunohistochemistry is mostly employed in research. 

Treatment 

Antibiotic treatment is only successful if they are administered very soon after the onset of clinical signs. 

Monitoring for fever in animals and treating them right away if they become ill is a common procedure 

during outbreaks. Different combinations of antibiotics and sulfur drugs are considered to be more effective. 

In some endemic locations, antibiotic resistance has been noted. 

Control 
Effective disease control depends on hygienic planning, basic management techniques as well as immuno- 

and chemoprophylaxis. While moving animals from endemic to non-endemic locations, strict quarantine 

regulations should be implemented. To lower the incidence, carcass should be disposed properly along with 

employment of better husbandry techniques. The major method of preventing this disease in endemic areas 

is immunization. Annual immunization of cattle is usually advised, although ring vaccination is frequently 

used as part of the response to an outbreak where vaccination coverage is generally inadequate. 
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Economic Losses 

The economic impact of HS is enormous, especially in Asia. The majority of loss estimates simply consider 

direct losses i.e. cost of dead animals due to disease. A proper estimation of losses should account for several 

elements that make up indirect losses, and these include loss of productivity i.e. milk, meat, and draught 

power along with the impairment of the reproductive potential of the animals. 

Conclusion 

The livestock industry and the agricultural sector as a whole are being undermined by the frequency and 

prevalence of HS throughout South and South-East Asia. Widespread preventive immunization, along with 

treatment when appropriate, will be sufficient to reduce HS-related mortality. The tools used for disease 

detection and control should fulfill international criteria. Alongside, a good HS control program should be 

adopted at the national level. 
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Introduction 

Lumpy skin disease (LSD) is an infectious viral disease which is caused by Lumpy skin disease virus 

(LSDV) which is a member of Capripoxvirus genus belonging to the Poxviridae family. It primarily affects 

cows and buffaloes. In comparison to buffaloes and other ruminants, cattle are proven to be more 

susceptible to disease when it comes to disease load, morbidity, and mortality. Its infection does not spread 

from animals to humans. Due to its financial impact, the LSD is classified as a notifiable disease by the 

world organization for animal health (OIE). In August 2019, the state of Odisha in India announced the 

first case of LSD in cattle. Apart from India, LSD outbreaks were reported for the first time in 2019 from 

neighboring countries like Bangladesh, China, Nepal, Bhutan, and Myanmar. The next year, i.e. in 2020, 

many states of the country reported LSD as a big epidemic. In view of this, ICAR-NIVEDI has advised 

animal husbandry farmers across the country to be extremely cautious. India has the world’s largest dairy 

herd and is the largest milk producer country in the world. According to the 20th Livestock Census (2019), 

the population of cattle in the country is 19.25 crore, while the population of buffaloes is 10.98 crore. Thus, 

India has the largest number of buffaloes in the world. A large population of the country is associated with 

animal husbandry, if any disease affects animals in the form of an epidemic, then it directly affects their 

production, which ultimately affects the income of animal herders. Many infectious diseases spread in 

animals during the rainy season, in which lumpy skin disease is also one. In the last two years, the disease 

has been observed in states like Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Odisha, Kerala, Assam, Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, 

and Madhya Pradesh. 

Economic Effects 

LSD's effects on the economy might be either direct or indirect. Rapid decline in milk output is the 

immediate and most prominent impact directly related to LSD. However, trade restrictions, vaccine 

expenses, quarantine and treatment costs, feed and labour costs, stamping out, farm biosecurity 

maintenance, and other factors are included in the indirect economic impact of LSD. The poor and small 

milk-producing farmer suffers huge losses due to the outbreak of LSD. Due to this, apart from drying of 

milk in milch animals, other problems like mastitis, abortion, weakness, and reproductive problems may 

also arise. Due to the treatment of the affected animals and their reduced productivity or the death of the 

animal, the cattle rearers suffer huge losses. On the other hand, an outbreak of LSD imposes a heavy 

economic burden on the central and state governments in the form of surveillance, control, laboratory 

testing, vaccination, compensation, and awareness campaigns. 

Spread 

The main method of disease transmission is mechanical transmission by vectors. By contact with vectors 

such as flies (viz. Stomoxys, Glossina, Culicoides species) and mosquitoes that bite the animal. By direct 

contact with an animal infected with LSD; As an indirect route of infection for animals sharing feeding and 

watering troughs, the virus is released in milk, nasal secretions, saliva, blood, and lachrymal secretions. 

Infections can also spread through contaminated needles used in vaccinations, dispersion through infected 

semen during coitus, ingestion of milk, and intrauterine transmission. Outbreaks of infection and disease 

can last for 2 to 3 weeks and sometimes longer. The disease susceptibility of the animal also depends on its 

immunity, age and breed. Severe cases of LSD are easy to recognize or diagnose because of the skin lesions. 

However, it is difficult for even experienced veterinarians to recognize a mild infection in the early stages, 

as infection with the herpes virus can also cause lumps on the skin. 
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Symptoms 

Biphasic fever is the first sign of the sickness. Animals infected with LSD develop a high fever of 40 °C (104 

°F) for 4 to 14 days. Swelling and thick lumps on the skin, swollen lymph nodes, difficulty in eating food, 

weakness, and decreased milk production, continuous from eyes and nose. Wounds or knots start forming 

on the skin. There is drastic reduction in milk production. Skin lumps usually appear on the head, neck, 

back, abdomen, udder and genitals within 48 hours of the onset of fever. Enlarged subscapular and pre-

femoral lymph nodes is also noticed. 

In severe cases, skin lesions cover the entire body. Nodules on the skin (10–50 mm in diameter) that 

typically necrotize are evident. Sometimes a white spot of ulcer (wound) is also formed in the cornea of one 

or both eyes leading to blindness. The lesions in the respiratory tract and inhalation of necrotic material 

by the animal itself often leads to pneumonia. The mortality rate in affected animals can be more than 

10%. 

Necropsy Results 

Characteristic skin nodules are elevated, firm, spherical, and of uniform size. A necrotic lesion can be 

observed in different parts of alimentary, respiratory and urogenital tract. Severely infected animals may 

show secondary bacterial pneumonia. Typically, the superficial lymph nodes are swollen. On 

histopathological examination, eosinophilic intracytoplasmic inclusion bodies may be detected in the 

keratinocytes, macrophages, endothelial cells and pericytes from skin nodules which are pathognomonic 

for LSD. 

Treatment 

There is currently no effective LSD treatment available and is solely symptomatically treated, with the 

goal of employing antibiotic medication to stop any secondary bacterial complications. The only effective 

method of controlling the disease is through vaccination-based prevention. The best medical prophylaxis 

for LSD is immunization with homologous or heterologous live attenuated vaccine (Sheep/Goat pox 

vaccine). 

Diagnosis 

A presumptive LSD diagnosis can be made using an animal's clinical history, clinical signs, symptoms as 

well as laboratory confirmation of the virus or antigen's presence. Electron microscopy and serum or virus 

neutralisation test, are the gold standard methods for detecting the viral antigen and antibody respectively. 

In new habitats, virus isolation can be used for the confirmative diagnosis. PCR is one of the most efficient 

and rapid molecular diagnostic tests for the diagnosis of disease. Conventional PCR and Real-time both 

have been developed for quick diagnosis. 

Differential Diagnosis 

Severe LSD is highly characteristic, but milder forms can be confused with the following: 

Bovine herpes mammillitis which is caused by bovine herpesvirus-2 (sometimes known as pseudo-lumpy 

skin disease), bovine papular stomatitis (Parapoxvirus), pseudocowpox (Parapoxvirus), vaccinia virus and 

cowpox virus (Orthopoxviruses) – uncommon and not generalised infections, dermatophilosis, demodicosis, 

insect or tick bites, besnoitiosis, rinderpest, hypoderma bovis infection, photosensitisation, urticaria, 

cutaneous tuberculosis and onchocercosis. 

What to do? 

Use a good insecticide spray, sprinkler or spot-on products regularly. Cypermethrin, flumethrin or amitraz 

or ivermectin injections to be administered to animals after consultation with a veterinarian. Mineral 

mixture to be added at the rate of 50-75 grams per day in feed to increase the immunity of animals. Proper 

measures to control the population of insects like mosquitoes, flies, ticks etc. in the animal shed. Keep the 

field free from breeding places of insects like standing water and cow dung. Smoke produced by burning 

cardboard, leaves, or cow dung outside the cattle shed in the evening can help in control of mosquito 

population. Separate the affected animal from the healthy animals as soon as the symptoms of the disease 

appear. Immediately report the sick animal to the veterinary institute. Vaccination against LSD should be 
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carried out in healthy cattle above 4 months of age. Keep farm visitors limited to essential services only. 

All visitors, vehicles, equipment and shoes to be cleaned before entering the property or shoe covers should 

be used. New animals should be kept away from the farm for at least 15 days and checked for initial 

symptoms. Visitors should be strictly prohibited from entering the shed. Cleaning and disinfection of 

premises at regular intervals. If equipment, tools or supplies are borrowed from other farms, always clean 

and disinfect them before bringing them in and before sending them back. The dead animal should be 

disposed off properly by deep burial method. 

Conclusion 

Cattle and buffaloes have a significant role in the global economy. Among them, lumpy skin disease is a 

serious condition. For small-scale farmers, the disease has become a serious threat. The best time to plan 

for emergencies is now to prevent a large-scale spread of this trans- boundary disease. To prevent 

infiltration and spread of the disease, focus should be placed on vector control, limitation of animal 

movement, stringent quarantine, improved immunization programs, appropriate treatment, and general 

farm sanitary management. 
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Abstract 

Hydroponics is a method of growing plants using nutrient-rich water instead of soil. This technique offers 

several benefits over traditional soil-based agriculture, including increased efficiency, reduced water usage, 

and the ability to grow plants in areas with poor soil quality or limited land availability. In a hydroponics 

system, plants are grown in containers filled with a substrate such as rockwool, coconut coir, or perlite, and 

their roots are suspended in a nutrient-rich water solution. The nutrients required for plant growth are 

carefully balanced and provided through the water, ensuring that the plants receive the exact nutrients 

they need to thrive. Hydroponics systems can be used to grow a wide variety of plants, including vegetables, 

herbs, and flowers. Overall, hydroponics is a promising approach for sustainable and efficient plant 

cultivation in a variety of settings. 

Introduction 

This method has several benefits compared to traditional soil-based agriculture, including increased 

efficiency, reduced water usage, and the ability to grow plants in environments where soil may not be 

available or suitable. 

Hydroponics systems can be classified into several types, including nutrient film technique (NFT), 

aeroponics, and deep-water culture (DWC). 

In NFT systems, a thin film of nutrient-rich water is continuously circulated over the roots of the plants. 

The plants are supported by sloping troughs or channels, and the water film is allowed to drain back into 

a nutrient tank. NFT systems are relatively simple and inexpensive to set up, but they require careful 

monitoring to ensure that the plants receive enough water and nutrients. 

Aeroponics systems use a mist of nutrient-rich water to deliver nutrients to the roots of the plants. The 

plants are supported in air and are not in direct contact with the water. Aeroponics systems are more 

expensive and complex to set up than NFT systems, but they offer faster growth rates and higher yields. 

Deep water culture (DWC) systems use a nutrient-rich water solution in a deep tank or container to support 

the plants. The plants are suspended in the water and their roots are submerged in the nutrient solution. 

Oxygen is provided to the roots using an air stone or air diffuser. DWC systems are relatively simple and 

inexpensive to set up, and they offer fast growth rates and high yields. 

One of the main benefits of hydroponics is the ability to control the growing environment. In soil-based 

agriculture, factors such as temperature, humidity, and soil quality can vary widely and have a significant 

impact on plant growth. In hydroponics systems, these factors can be precisely controlled, allowing for more 

consistent and reliable plant growth. 

Hydroponics systems can also be more efficient than soil-based agriculture in terms of water usage. In soil-

based agriculture, a significant amount of water is lost to evaporation and percolation, and the soil can only 

hold a limited amount of water. In hydroponics systems, the water and nutrients are delivered directly to 

the roots of the plants, reducing the amount of water lost to evaporation and increasing the plants' uptake 

of water and nutrients. 

Another benefit of hydroponics is the ability to grow plants in environments where soil may not be available 

or suitable. Hydroponics systems can be set up in greenhouses, warehouses, or other controlled 

environments, allowing for year-round production of fresh produce. Hydroponics systems can also be used 

to grow plants in urban environments or on rooftops, making use of otherwise unused space. 

There are also some potential drawbacks to hydroponics. One concern is the cost of setting up and 

maintaining a hydroponics system, which can be significantly higher than traditional soil-based 
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agriculture. Hydroponics systems also require a consistent and reliable source of electricity to operate 

pumps and other equipment, which can be a challenge in some areas. 

In addition, the nutrient solution used in hydroponics systems can be expensive and may need to be 

constantly replaced or replenished. If the nutrient solution is not properly balanced, it can have a negative 

impact on plant growth. 

Overall, hydroponics can be a useful and efficient method of growing plants, particularly in environments 

where soil is not available or suitable. While there are some challenges to overcome, the benefits of 

hydroponics, including increased efficiency, reduced water usage, and the ability to grow plants in 

controlled environments, make it a promising option for agriculture in the future. 

Hydroponics systems can be used to grow a wide variety of plants, including vegetables, herbs, and flowers. 

Some popular crops that are commonly grown using hydroponics include lettuce, tomatoes, peppers, 

cucumbers, and strawberries. 

In addition to traditional hydroponics systems, there are also several variations and innovations in the 

field, including aquaponics, which combines hydroponics with aquaculture (the cultivation of fish or other 

aquatic animals). In an aquaponics system, the water from the fish tank is used to fertilize the plants, and 

the plants in turn help to purify the water for the fish. 

There are also several hybrid systems that combine elements of different hydroponics techniques. For 

example, the nutrient film technique (NFT) can be combined with aeroponics to create a system known as 

"aeroflo." In an aeroflo system, the plants are suspended in air and are watered using a nutrient-rich mist, 

while the roots are supported by a shallow film of water. 

One of the main challenges of hydroponics is ensuring that the plants receive the proper nutrients. In soil-

based agriculture, plants get their nutrients from the soil, but in hydroponics systems, the plants must be 

supplied with a balanced nutrient solution. This requires a thorough understanding of plant nutrition and 

the ability to carefully monitor and adjust the nutrient levels in the system. 

Another challenge of hydroponics is pest and disease control. In soil-based agriculture, pests and diseases 

can be controlled using chemicals or biological controls, but in hydroponics systems, these methods may 

not be as effective or may not be suitable. Hydroponics systems can be more vulnerable to pests and diseases 

due to the lack of soil, which can harbor natural predators or act as a barrier to the spread of diseases. As 

a result, it is important to carefully monitor the plants and take preventative measures to control pests 

and diseases. 

Despite these challenges, hydroponics has the potential to play a significant role in the future of agriculture. 

With a growing global population and increasing pressure on land and water resources, the ability to grow 

plants in a controlled and efficient manner will be increasingly important. In addition to traditional 

agricultural applications, hydroponics systems can also be used in urban and vertical farming, allowing for 

the production of fresh produce in densely populated areas. 

In conclusion, hydroponics is a promising method of growing plants that offers several benefits over 

traditional soil-based agriculture. While there are challenges to overcome, the ability to control the growing 

environment, reduce water usage, and grow plants in a variety of environments make hydroponics a 

promising option for the future of agriculture. 

One of the main advantages of hydroponics is the ability to grow high-quality produce with a reduced 

environmental impact. Hydroponics systems can be more water-efficient than soil-based agriculture, as 

they can deliver water and nutrients directly to the roots of the plants, reducing the amount of water lost 

to evaporation and percolation. In addition, hydroponics systems can use less pesticides and herbicides, as 

the controlled growing environment can make it easier to prevent pests and diseases. 

Hydroponics systems can also be more space-efficient than traditional agriculture, as they can be set up in 

greenhouses, warehouses, or other controlled environments, allowing for year-round production of fresh 

produce. Hydroponics systems can also be used in urban and vertical farming, making use of otherwise 

unused space in cities and other densely populated areas. 

In addition to traditional hydroponics systems, there are also several innovations in the field that are being 

developed to further improve the efficiency and sustainability of hydroponics. For example, some 
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researchers are working on developing closed-loop hydroponics systems that recycle water and nutrients, 

reducing the amount of waste generated. Other researchers are exploring the use of alternative growing 

media, such as coconut coir or vermiculite, which can be more sustainable than traditional growing media. 

There are also several organizations and initiatives focused on promoting the adoption and development of 

hydroponics and other forms of sustainable agriculture. For example, the Hydroponics Association is a 

trade organization that supports the development of the hydroponics industry and promotes the use of 

hydroponics in sustainable agriculture. In addition, there are several research canters and universities 

around the world that are dedicated to studying and advancing the field of hydroponics and other forms of 

sustainable agriculture. 

Overall, hydroponics has the potential to be a highly efficient and sustainable method of growing high-

quality produce. While there are challenges to overcome, the benefits of hydroponics, including increased 

efficiency, reduced environmental impact, and the ability to grow produce in controlled environments, make 

it a promising option for the future of agriculture. 

One of the main considerations when setting up a hydroponics system is choosing the right growing 

medium. The growing medium is the material that provides support for the plants and helps to retain 

moisture and nutrients. There are several different types of growing media that can be used in hydroponics 

systems, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. 

One common type of growing medium is soil-less mix, which is a mixture of peat moss, vermiculite, and 

perlite. Soil-less mix is widely available and relatively inexpensive, and it provides good support for the 

plants and retains moisture well. However, soil-less mix can be heavy and can harbour pests and diseases, 

and it is not as effective at retaining nutrients as some other types of growing media. 

Another type of growing medium is coconut coir, which is made from the fibres of coconut husks. Coconut 

coir is lightweight, easy to work with, and has a high water-holding capacity. It is also more sustainable 

than peat moss, which is often used in soil-less mix. However, coconut coir can be more expensive than 

other types of growing media, and it may need to be supplemented with additional nutrients. 

Other types of growing media that are commonly used in hydroponics systems include perlite, vermiculite, 

and rockwool. Perlite is a lightweight, porous material that is made from volcanic glass and is often used 

to improve drainage and aeration in hydroponics systems. Vermiculite is a lightweight, absorbent material 

that is made from mica and is often used to retain moisture in hydroponics systems. Rockwool is a 

lightweight, porous material that is made from melted basalt and is often used in hydroponics systems due 

to its ability to retain moisture and nutrients and its ability to provide good support for the plants. 

When choosing a growing medium for a hydroponics system, it is important to consider the specific needs 

of the plants being grown, as well as the size and type of system being used. Some plants may require a 

specific type of growing medium to thrive, and different types of hydroponics systems may be better suited 

for certain types of growing media. It is also important to consider the cost and availability of the growing 

medium, as well as its environmental impact. 

Overall, the right growing medium can play a crucial role in the success of a hydroponics system. By 

carefully considering the specific needs of the plants and the system, it is possible to choose a growing 

medium that will support healthy plant growth and maximize the efficiency of the system. 
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Abstract 

Available freshwater resources are subjected to ever-increasing pressure due to extensive agricultural 

water demand for irrigated lands. A long-term perspective on the shortage of freshwater resources, 

especially in an arid and semi-arid area, highlights an urgent solution for innovative irrigation strategy 

and agricultural water management. This paper is a review of the wide applications of partial root-zone 

drying irrigation (PRD) on diverse plant species. PRD irrigation is a novel improvement of deficit irrigation 

in which half of the root zone is irrigated alternatively in scheduled irrigation events. In the last decade, 

scientists across the world, especially from arid to semi-arid countries, have extensively evaluated this 

irrigation as a water-saving irrigation strategy for agronomic and horticultural plants. PRD is a viable 

irrigation option to increase water productivity while margining the yield, rather than only increasing the 

economic yield without concerning the value of water in limited water environments. Partial root drying 

(PRD) is the changed type of deficit irrigation system (English et al. 1990). In this method of irrigation, 

during each irrigation time, we will apply irrigation of only half side of the plant root, and in this way one 

part of the root absorbs water and the other remains dry for the next irrigation time. For that reason, the 

partial root drying technique is an imperative irrigation strategy in that one part of the root is put in dry 

soil and the remaining part of the root is grown in irrigated soil conditions. 

Keywords: Partial root-zone drying (PRD), Abscisic acid (ABA), Different irrigation levels, Crops and tree 

species, and Water use efficiency (WUE). 

Introduction 

Partial root drying (PRD) is the changed type of deficit irrigation system. In this method of irrigation, 

mduring each irrigation time, we will apply irrigation of only half side of the plant root and in this way 

one’s part of the root absorbs water and the other remains dry for the next irrigation time-Irrigated 

agriculture is the main user of the available water resources. About 70% of the total water withdrawals 

and 60-80% of total consumptive water use are consumed in irrigation. There is a conflict in a global 

increase in food demand and a decrease in water resources that should be resolved. Food security can be 

achieved by irrigated agriculture since irrigation on average doubles the crop yield compared to that usually 

produced in rain-fed conditions. The irrigated area should be increased by more than 20% and the irrigated 

crop yield should be increased by 40% by 2025 to secure food for 8 billion people. Therefore, water resources 

should be used with higher efficiency or productivity. To achieve this goal improvement in agricultural 

water management is a promising way to certain soil water content before rewetting by shifting irrigation 

to the dry side; therefore, PRD is a novel irrigation strategy since half of the roots are placed in drying soil 

and the other half is growing in irrigated soil Practically, PRD can be used in different ways depending on 

the cultivated crops and/or soil conditions, environmental conditions, and method of irrigation. Alternate 

furrow irrigation was successfully used as water-saving irrigation. 

PRD must be supported on soil moisture threshold content levels which can produce the greatest level of 

abscisic acid (ABA) concentrations of xylem. Roots in drying soils during PRD cause the production of plant 

hormone ABA which is conveyed due to flowing water in xylem vessels through shoots designed for 

maintaining shoot functionality (Kang and Zhang 2004). Consequently, by using PRD, plant roots can judge 

the drying soil conditions and stimulate ABA concentrations that cause partial closure of stomatal 

apertures and reduction in leaf expansion while the roots of the wet portion of soil absorb plenty of soil 
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water to sustain an elevated water condition in the plant shoots. Different research studies on PRD and DI 

showed that when we use the same amount of water for these above two irrigation strategies, PRD produced 

more yield against the DI. This resulted in better fruit quality and higher water productivity. Growth and 

development of the rooting system, its circulation, and its movement can vary in different soil profiles 

depending on the moisture and/or water availability (Wang et af. 2006). Foliage and the shoots of crop 

plants mostly depend on water and nutrient absorption by the roots in the soil. Root expansion and 

increased root length density become helpful in the uptake of water in the moist area of PRD through the 

vigorous growth of roots. Previous studies showed that PRD improved the expansion of plant roots and 

caused the mortification of primary and secondary roots in plants, a greater enhancement in rool growth 

and development of crops (Dry et al. 2000) and their root biomass, an improved hydraulic conductivity due 

to ABA concentrations and more enhanced absorption of essential plant nutrients. Dry soil in PRD shows 

a greater absorption of water due to greater hydraulic conductivity after a low soil water stress condition. 

In the wet-dry cycling of PRD, this recompense of hydraulic activity is due to the formation of secondary 

plant roots and already existing old shoots during the wetting phase. 

Discussion: (Benefits & Role) 
1. Partial root—zone drying has many advantages to deficit irrigation. Its main benefit is the irrigated side 

provides water to the plants, in this way, the water potential remains at such a level that there is no stress 

to the crop plants. 

2. It has proved to hold the potential to increase water use efficiency without significantly reducing 

yields. 

Role on Different Crops 

Sugarbeet & sugarcane: In this case (sugar beet as a vegetative crop), shorter irrigation intervals may 

play a key role in the effectiveness of PRD. Therefore, studied the effects of every-other furrow and every-

furrow irrigation on yield and WP of sugar beet at different irrigation intervals of 6, 10, and 14 days. They 

indicated that every-other furrow irrigation at 10-day irrigation intervals used a smaller amount of 

irrigation water, however, some root yield reduction occurred. On the other hand, every other furrow 

irrigation at 6-day intervals reduced irrigation water by 23% with a similar yield to that of every-furrow 

irrigation at 10-day intervals. 

Maize: Every-other furrow irrigation (PRD) in a semi-arid region resulted in an average of 30% reduction 

in maize grain yield (reproductive crop and highly sensitive to water stress) with an average of 35% 

reduction in applied water at customized 7-day irrigation intervals They studied the effects of every-other 

furrow and every-furrow irrigations on maize grain yield and WP at different irrigation intervals of 4, 7, 

and 10 days.  It was indicated that every-other furrow irrigation at 4-day intervals of every other furrow 

reduced the applied water by 6% with no grain yield reduction compared with every-furrow irrigation at 7-

day intervals 

Winter Wheat: PRD irrigation is also effective in increasing WP in winter wheat (reproductive crop) grown 

under rain-fed conditions with supplemental spring irrigation. They investigated the effects of AFI 

(variable and fixed) and ordinary furrow irrigation (OFI) under optimum nitrogen application rates on 

winter wheat grain yield in a semi-arid region with an annual rainfall of 412 mm. Results showed that 

under variable AFI (PRD) grain yields were statistically equal (about 15% reduction) to those obtained in 

OFI although the amount of applied water was 35% smaller. 

Roots in drying soil produce more ABA than under normal conditions (Davies and Zhang, 1991) and it is 

moved as an anti-stress root chemical signal to shoot through the transpiration stream and limits the 

stomatal conductance. It also resulted in leaf expansion rate in wheat, maize, potato, and tomato Decrease 

in leaf expansion declines the use of carbon and energy, and a higher proportion of the plant assimilates is 

distributed to the root system and supports further root development. At mild water stress, ABA as a major 

chemical signal (CS) acts earlier than the change in plant water status (hydraulic signal, HS). However, 

under severe water stress, both CS and HS may be involved in regulating plant physiological processes (Ali 

et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2005b). In some plants, CS and HS occur independently of each 

other, while in others they take place dependent. A balance between CS and HS occurs in PRD. In PRD, 

roots on the irrigated side absorb enough water to maintain a high shoot water potential, and the roots on 
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the non-irrigated side produce ABA for a possible reduction in stomata conductance. This mechanism 

optimizes water use and increases WP. 

Conclusion 

Partial root-zone drying irrigation (PRD) is the novel deficit irrigation strategy that is generally adapted 

in the last decade to a vast kind of agronomic and horticultural crops to increase water productivity.PRD 

is alternative irrigation that can save irrigation water up to approximately 50% without significant yield 

loss, while may improve the yield quality. However, the amount of saved irrigation water and improved 

WP strongly depends on the crop, soil, and site specifications. Moreover, cumulative results revealed that 

PRD could not be effective in reproductive crops that are sensitive to water stress. In such cases the 

recommended strategy is that irrigation events should be more frequent and supplementary full irrigation 

should be applied in sensitive phonological periods of crop growth. Since PRD is newly applied to some tree 

species, it is recommended to do more studies on different kinds of trees in different environmental 

conditions. Therefore, PRD is recommended for the irrigation of farms and gardens in arid and semi-arid 

areas which are suffering from a lack of freshwater resources for agricultural production. PRD irrigation 

technique is an imperative strategy of water conservation and, from the last decade, is mostly adopted for 

horticultural, agronomical, and tree species to increase water productivity in crop plants in water- scarce 

areas. PRD is a more efficient method than the deficit irrigation method and can save agricultural water 

by about 50% without causing a reduction in production and improve the fruit quality in comparison to 

conventional and deficit irrigation technologies of irrigation. Some of the factors which affect the better 

results of PRD are crop/cultivar grown, environmental factors, and edaphic factors. Some reproductive 

crops may be very sensitive to limited water as in PRD, so for such crops, one or two extra irrigations should 

be carried out at critical growth stages. Nowadays, there is a shortage of fresh water for the agricultural 

production of crops. 
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Introduction 

The tomato, Solanum lycopersicum L., belong to the Solanaceae family. Tomato is one of the most important 

"protective foods" because of its special nutritive value. The tomato plant has 

a weak woody stem and is an herbaceous sprawling plant that can reach heights of 1-3 m. Tomatoes are 

used in many different recipes, including soup, salad, pickles, ketchup, puree, sauces, and more. They can 

also be used as a salad vegetable. It is propagated by seeds. Tomato cultivation is best suited to sandy loam 

soil with a high amount of organic content. High acidity soils are unsuitable for growing tomatoes. During 

its growth, extremely excessive rainfall is harmful. When grown under hot weather, it is cultivated as an 

irrigated crop. After planting, the crop will be ready for harvest in two to three months. 

Nutritional Disorders in Tomato 

Nutritional disorders are the result of chemical imbalances in plants caused on by a prolonged deficiency 

of or excess of chemical elements. When a critical element for plant growth is not present at the optimal 

concentration needed for growth and development, nutrient deficiency symptoms occur. Nutrient disorders 

may result in a decrease in yield in Tomato. The major nutritional disorder of tomato is Fruit cracking, 

Blossom end rot, Blotchy ripening and Gold fleck. 

1. Fruit Cracking: Two types of cracking occur in tomato fruit (Radial and Concentric cracking). 

Symptoms: Concentric cracking is a splitting of the epidermis in circular patterns around the stem scar. 

Radial cracking is a splitting that radiates toward the blossom end from the stem scar. Cracking on the 

surface of the fruit at the stem end. Mostly in fully ripe fruit than in mature green or breaker stage. 

Nutritional Cause: Deficiency of Boron. 

Management: 

a. Grow resistant cultivars Eg: Pusa ruby, Sioux, Roma, Arka Saurabh. 

b. Soil application Borax @ 15-20 kg/ha. 

c. Spraying of borax 0.25% 2-3 times fruiting stage to ripening stage. 

2. Blossom end rot: Symptoms: Spot starts with a small, depressed, water-soaked area on the blossom 

end of the fruit. Affected portion becomes sunken, leathery and dark colored. Half the fruit may eventually 

be affected. 

Nutritional Cause: Deficiency of Calcium in Fruit 

Management: 

a. Avoid using high nitrogen fertilizers which accelerate vegetative growth and reduce the uptake 

of calcium. 

b. To assess whether there is a calcium deficit, soil testing is needed. 

c. Liming with high-calcium limestone 2-4 months before planting can alleviate blossom-end rot. 

d. Foliar spray of calcium chloride 0.5% at fruit development stage. 

3. Blotchy ripening: ‘Blotchy ripening’ usually refers to the disorder when parts of the fruit surface 

remain green, yellow, or orange and do not ripen. This condition, also referred to as the grey wall, is 

distinguished by a greyish appearance brought on by a partial collapse of the wall tissue, thus the name 

grey wall. 

Symptoms: The affected area remain green or yellow are usually found nearly at the stem end. Uneven 

ripening and green patches on red skin are visible. 

Nutritional Cause: Deficiency of potassium (K). 
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Management: 

a. Blotchy ripening is avoided with the application of a balanced fertiliser dose to the crop (after soil 

testing). 

b. Regulated water supply during fruit development 

c. Adjust the planting date to get the right amount of light for fruit development. 

d. Apply 0.5% potassium chloride foliar sprays. 

4. Gold Fleck: History: In 1998, however, the incidence of gold fleck noticeable was severe in several areas 

of the US country. 

Symptoms: Gold spots or specks are frequently seen around the calyx and should have full fruit, especially 

in the summer. The speck is less noticeable and whitish in green fruit. Cells having a granular aggregate 

of tiny calcium salt crystals, most likely calcium oxalate, seem golden in colour. 

Nutritional Cause: Toxicity of Calcium in fruit 

Management: 

a. Providing a balanced nutritional program especially between potassium and calcium 

b. Use of nitrates instead of chloride-based fertilizers 

c. Cultivars resistant to BER tend to be more susceptible to gold spots. 

d. Increasing the electrical conductivity of the nutrient solution reduced the gold speck incidence. 
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